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"The history of the Church confirms and illustrates the teachings of the Bible, that yielding little by

little leads to yielding more and more, until all is in danger; and the tempter is never satisfied until 

all is lost. – Matthias Loy, The Story of My Life

Matthias Loy was a zealous supporter of the Lutheran Confessions, and to that end founded and edited the 

Columbus Theological Magazine.  Dr. Loy was Professor of Theology at Capital University (1865-1902), 

President of Capital University (1881-90), Editor of the Lutheran Standard (1864-91), and President of the 

Ohio Joint Synod (1860-78, 1880-94).  Under his direction, the Ohio Joint Synod grew to have a national 

influence.  In 1881 he withdrew the Joint Synod from the Synodical Conference in reaction to Walther’s 

teaching about predestination. 

"There is not an article in our creed that is not an offense to somebody; there is scarcely an article 

that is not a stumbling block to some who still profess to be Christians. It seems but a small 

concession that we are asked to make when an article of our confession is represented as a 

stumbling block to many Christians which ought therefore in charity to be removed, but 

surrendering that article would only lead to the surrender of another on the same ground, and that 

is the beginning of the end; the authority of the inspired Word of our Lord is gradually 

undermined.

The Lutheran Library Publishing Ministry finds, restores and republishes good, readable books from Lutheran 

authors and those of other sound Christian traditions. All titles are available at little to no cost in proofread and 

freshly typeset editions. Many free e-books are available at our website LutheranLibrary.org. Please enjoy this 

book and let others know about this completely volunteer service to God’s people. May the Lord bless you and 

bring you peace.
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ARTICLE I. 

THE REVIEW: THE CHURCH. 

NINE years have passed away since the commencement of 
our Quarterly, and the tenth is now commenced. Witha 
varied experience, encountering evil report and good, hope 
predominates over discouragement, and whilst the past sus- 
tains the pledges given, and knows no dishonor, the future is 
to be marked by no faltering and no retreat. The same 
4arinciples, the same impartiality, the same fearlessness will 
be our attendants as our course is onward. Truth is mighty 
and victory is sure. Animated by the assurance that Christ's 
kingdom will come, and that no weapon formed against it can 
prosper, our hands relax not, our hearts do not fail. It is our 
purpose to pray and to labor, to be patient and persevering. 
Unwavering in the belief that both our theory and practice 
have been right, they cannot be abandoned, but will be main- 
tained with inflexible firmness. During the period of the 
existence of the Evangelical Revicw, the history of our 
church has been eventful. It has been a most excited period. 
Excitement has abated, but a perfect calm has not been 
reached. It has been characterized by much controversy, 
and has taught many useful lessons. Well will it be for the 
church, if those lessons be heeded and properly applied. It 
is unquestionable, that a new era hasdawned upon us. The 
era of the General Synod, as it has been called, up to the 
period now in progress, commencing with the publication of 
the Hvangelical Review, was, for our Lutheran Zion, one of 
great prosperity. It was a reaction against a torpid ortho- 
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doxy anda neological tendency, highly salutary, though not 
always moderate, which has placed the church in a condition 
fay in advance of its previous position. 

During the more recent period, within the last ten years, 
our church has exhibited new phases, and has developed a 
most interesting series of events. New difficulties have be- 
set her path. Her vocation has not been to release herself 
from the icy fetters of formalism and a lifeless orthodoxy, 
but to hold in fraternal union her sons, diverging from each 
other on doctrinal differences. In this process serious disas- 
ter has been threatened, and melancholy forebodings have 
been awakened, but thus far, through the mercy of God, the 
storm has been weathered, and a calm sea attained. The 
agitation 1s not entirely over, but has not the storm spent its 
extremest violence, and are not brighter days before us? If 
wise, 1f instructed by what has occurred, such must be the 
result. Our motto should be, In union there is strength. 
ihe great question for our church in this country is, can it 
be a unit, bound together in a common bond? If for unity 
absolute agreement in all the minutiz of Christian doctrine, 
government and ceremonies is necessary, it 1s certain it is 
not possible. Butif substantial agreement in faith and prac- 
tice is regarded as sufficient, there can be no great difficulty. 
In most of our large denominations of Christians, there is 
more or less diversity of opinion on doctrinal points. The 
Presbyterian, Congregational and Episcopal churches, are 
anything but a unit in all points of doctrine and practice. It 
is not possible, when freedom of thinking and inquiry are 
enjoyed, that entire uniformity of sentiment on all the ques- 
tions embraced in revelation, will cxist. It may then be as- 
sumed as an indisputable principle, that union on such a ba- 
sis is not practicable. If that part of the church which ad- 
heres most tenaciously to the symbols—the so called Old 
Lutherans—is taken into consideration, it is seen that there 
are several divisions of them not prepared to march under 
thé same banner, or to advance in compact phalanx against 
the foe. The important question of the origin of the minis- 
terial office and the organization of the church, is differently 
decided by the Missourians and Buffalonians. One, in dis- 
carding from fellowship all who do not receive every jot and 
tittle of the symbols, anathematizes the other with no 
measured bitterness. Others, under the same general desig- 
nation, with the same general stand-point, claim the privilege 
of advance in the direction pointed out by the symbols, which
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means, that doctrine had not attained its highest perfection 
in the book of Concord, or that last exposition of Lutheran 
faith, denominated the Formula Concordie. Of the position 
of the Old Lutherans in Qhio, it is unnecessary to say, that 
they do riot coalesce with their Symbolical brethren. The 
camp of Symbolism is divided into several, if not hostile, 
certainly not very friendly, squadrons. 

The basis of the General Synod, on which two-thirds of 
the Lutheran Church in the United States are united, may 
be regarded as alone adapted to hold together the elements, 
somewhat discordant, of our Lutheran Zion. This abandoned, 
division will ensue — one will be separated into many, 
and our record will be, not one out of many, but many outof 
one. Such has long been our conviction, and it is strength- 
ened, not weakened, by our recent history, and a survey of 
the entire field of Lutheranism in this country. ‘There is no 
other safe ground. The position taken by us in the well 
known Charleston discourse, and published in the first number 
of the second volume of our Review, we unhesitatingly re-af- 
frm. We retract nothing, we add nothing. We abide firm 
and immovable. Our position was defined then, and with- 
out hesitation we adhere. For ourselves, we say, that if any ~ 
in the General Synod cannot sanction the principles thére 
developed, if their Symbolism be so intense that they cannot 
tolerate those who differ from them, they can go to Missouri, 
to Buffalo, to lowa, to Columbus. Itis what we would do 
ourselves, under similar circumstances—no disrespect is meant. 
On the other hand, if there are others whose antipathy to the 
symbols is so great, that they cannot endure those who vene- 
rate and ez animo subscribe them, they should look for some 
more congenial home. For if, on the one hand, the symbol- 
ist is unwarranted in disputing the Lutheranism of him who 
does not receive every jot and tittle, but who has met the re- 

'quisitions of the General Synod’s basis, so on the other, the 
latter has no right to dispute the claims of the former to the 
fullest recognition as a Lutheran. Any attempt to disfran- 
chise either one or the other, and particularly when it as- 
sumes the form of legislation, is revolutionary, and cught to 
be hissed from the stage. The principle of union to which 
we refer, is comprehensive. It is not suited to the narrow, 
the exclusive, and those who do not approve have an easy 
remedy. No hindrance should be thrown in their way. If 
their preferences are for some other Lutheran organization, 
they will be cheerfully received, if they carry with them
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clean papers, and give the proper watchword to the vigilant 
sentinels. Should some other form of Christianity, under 
another name, attract them—faczlss descensus ; if too fasti- 
dious to be satisfied with any existing form, they can origi- 
nate another sect on a narrow or a broad base. Tidelity to 
the principle of the General Synod is the only guarantee of 
a peaceful and prosperous church. Entertaining this belief, 
we have a word for each of the parties. ‘To the strict Sym- 
bolist in the General Synod, let it be said, you have united 
with others on a basis which does not require unlimited sub- 
scription to the Augsburg Confession ; it admits of diversity 
on a few points, particularly the Sacraments, whilst you pro- 
fess to beheve everything contained in it, make no exceptions, 
believe in Baptismal regeneration, the real physical presence 
of Christ in the Supper, as explained in the Formula Concor- 
dise and by the older divines, you have consented to associate 
in ecclesiastical relations with those who do not. You have 
received your ministry from them, you have acted with them 
in Synods, in every way you have had fellowship with them. 
Consistently with all this, vou cannot say to these, your breth- 
ren, you are not Lutherans, you cannot be recognized as 
such, you are undeserving of the name, your proper place 
would be with some other denomination. 

Views of this kind may be entertained and expressed in 
regard to those who do not accept all the doctrines of the 
Confession, and it may be conceded that if, with a full assent 
to every article of the creed Lutheranism is constituted, no 
one deserves the appellation who does not give that full as- 
sent. But a different standard has been established, and 
then the assumption that those who come up to the claims of 
that standard are chargeable with a misnomer in using its ti- 
tle, is totally unjustifiable. Just so soon as any one’s illumi- 
nation culminates to this point, he ought to prepare himself 
for departure from the premises which he occupies, and adopt- 
ing another basis, avoid a distracting influence by new com- 
binations. 

On the other hand, he who has received the Confession 
without an entire adherence to all its doctrines, cannot with 
any propriety say to the strict symbolist, your position 1s un- 
lutheran, your views are destructive of vital piety, you occu- 
py untenable ground, you ought to be in some other church. 
He cannot charge him with holding views which would make 
him contemptible with other Protestants. If such views are 
entertained and expressed, let their advocates break off from
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a union in which they are not cordially united. Mutual tol- 
eration is the correct principle. If this cannot be exercised, 
then let there be a peaceful separation, and those unite who 
think alike and are prepared to act in perfect harmony. 

Whether unity can be maintained with materials such as 
exist in the Lutheran church in thé United States, is a grave 
question. We have pondered it often and seriously, and 
have not reached a definite conclusion. We have no hesita- 
tion in affirming, that harmony is compatible with considera- 
ble diversity of opinion, but there are diversities of so repel- 
lent a character, that they cannot easily be kept sufficiently 
in repose to prevent serious and painful friction. We do not: 
regard those which exist in our Zion as of this character.— 
Some concession in non-fundamental matters, and forms 
of worship, and a proper comparison of views on doctrinal 
differences, would contribute much to smooth movement and 
peaceful progression. The question is presented to us, not 
as a theory, for a przorz determination, but it comes to us as 
a practical problem. This state of things exists. How it 
has occurred, remains to be shown; the history has been at- 
tempted, it has not been written. What exists has occurred 
in the Providence of God; it has not come with observation, 
and on us it devolves to meet the case as it presents itself, 
and not to speculate on it as an abstract question. There are 
two modes by which it can be met—one may be called the 
Symbolical platform, the other the General Synod’s platform. 
Under existing circumstances, our preference is for the latter. 
Its infallibility may not be asserted, serious doubts may oc- 
cur in regard to its firmness, its ultimate success, yet hope 
pr edominates over appr ehension, and what is not unparalleled 
in the history of the Church, may be repeated by us, and 
our union, like the great union of our country, notwithstand- 
ing diversity of views, be preserved. For this will we toil, 
both as individuals and journalists, believing the cause to be 
good, consonant with the spirit of our holy religion, and pro- 
motive of the divine glory in the salvation of men. If, dis- 
appointed in our expectations, the crisis should come, if this 
foundation -is undermined, or attempts are made to break it 
down, then will we, if in the church militant, be prepared for 
me conflict, and try, with what valor we can, to perform our 
auty.
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ARTICLE ITI. 

SELECT ANALYTICAL BIBLIOGRAPHY OF THE AUGSBURG 
CONFESSION. 

The writer desires to furnish to the student of the great Confession of 
our church, the titles of the principal works connected with its history 
and its interpretation, so classified as to give a clue to their general con- 
tents. He feels that the work he proposes to himself is not a very bril- 
liant one, but he is consoled by the hope that it will not be without its 
uses. An acquaintance, on the part of our church, with her fundamen- 

tal creed, is essential to her life, her purity and her peace. There is a 
growing desire in our church in this country, thoroughly to understand 
her princely Confession, and to endeavor to meet this wish, in some 
humble measure, is our design. The Bibliography we propose to give, 

is, as our title implies, not a general one, butis confined to the works 
which are in the hands, and, with a few exceptions, in the library of the 
writer. Itwill be found, however, to embrace all that are of the highest 

importance, so far as the diligence of the collector, stretching itself over 

several years, has been able to bring them together. 

A. The LITERATURE of the Confession. 

I. Notices in works of a general character. 

Buddet Isagoge (1780) 426, 437. 
Noesselt J. A. Anweisung (3d Edit. 1818) IT. 272. 
Planck G. J. Hinleitung (1795) IT. 592. 
Danz. Encyclopsedie (1832) 415. 
Walch. Bibliotheca Theologica (1757) I. 827—362. IV. 

1099. 
Niemeyers. Prediger Bibliothek (1784) III. 63—69. 
Noesselt. Kenntniss der Bucher (1790) § 507, 508. 
Fuhrmann. Handbuch der Theolog. Literat. (1819) II. a. 

500, 507. 

Ep sch. Literatur der Theologie. (1822) 119. 
Danz. Universal Worterbuch. (1843) 96. 186, 921. Sup- 

plem. 22. 
Winer. Handbuch. (8d Edit. 1838) I. 823. 752. IT. 316. 

Supplem. (1842) 53. 
Itaysers. Index Librorum, Confession, Ke.
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II. Special notices of its literature. 

Pfaff ©. M. Introd. in Histor. Theolog. Liter. Tubing. 
1726. ITI. 885—416. a 

Jo. Alb. Fabriczis. Centifolium Lutheranum (Hamb. 1728 
—30. II. 8) I. 104—144. IJ. 583—606. 

Bibliotheca Retmanniana (1731) p. 408. | | 
Walehit J. G. Introductio in Libr. Symbol. Jena 1732. 

196—257. 
— Walchit J. G. Religions-streitigkeiten der Evang. Luth. 
Kirche. Jena. 2d Ed. 17538—1739. I. 35. IV. 4. 

Walch J. G. Chr. Concordienb. Jena 1 750. p. 21. 
Baumgarten S. J. Erleuterungen der Symb. Schriften. 

Halle 1761. p. 54—60. | 
Walehit C.G. F. Breviar. Theolog. Symb. Eccl. Luth. 

Gottingen 1765. p. 69—75. a 
Baumgarten S. J. Geschichte der Religions-partheyen. 

Halle 1766. p. 1150—11353. | | | 
J. W. Fewerlin. Bibliotheca Symbolica—edid. J. Barth. 

Riederer (Norimb. 1768. 8. p. TU seq. 
Koecher. Bibliotheca theologiae symbolicae et catecheticee 

itemque liturgica. Guelferb. 1751. 114—137. 
H. W. Rotermund. Geschichte &c. (1829) p. 192—208. 
Semlert. Apparatus ad Libr. Symbol. Eccl. Luth. Halae 

Mag. 1775. pp. 39, 42. . 
Beck C. D. Commentar. histor. deeret. relig. chr. et for- 

mulae Lutheriae. Lips. I801. p. 148, 794. 
Tittmann J. A. H. Instit. Symbolic. ad Sentent. Eccles. 

Evang. Lipsiae 1811. p. 92. | 
Luhrmann. Handworterbuch der Christ. Relig. u. Kirch- 

engesch. Halle 1826. I. 537. 
Yelin. Versuch einer histor-liter. Darst. der Symbol. 

Schriften. Niirnberg 1829. p. 67. 
Pfaff K. Geschichte des Reichst. zu Augsburg. Stuttg. 

1830. p. V—X. 
Bretschneider. Systemat. Entwickelung. Leipz (1804) 

4th Edit. 1841. 81—86. 
C. A. Hase. Libr. Symb. Lips. 1827 (1845) proleg. III. 
J.T. L. Danz. Die Augsp. Confess. Kc. (1829) 1—4. 
oe Symb. der Luther. Kirche. Hamburg 1837. p. 

—1oZz. 

Guereke H. BH. F. Symbolik (1839) 2d aufl. Leipz. 1846. 
65—67,. 95.
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Miiller J. T. Symb. Biicher. Stuttg. 1848. xv. xvur. 
Matthes K. Compar. Symbolik. Leipz. 1854. p. 76. 
Herzog. Real Encyclop. Hamb. 1854. I. 610. 
Hofmann. Rud. Symbolik. Leipz. 1857. p. 234. 
Corpus Reformatorum, (1857) vol, XXvVI. ‘Pars Prior. 101 

—tit. 201-204, 

III. Collected works, having an importance in the Interpre- 
tation and history of the Augsburg Confession. 

Luther. Opera Omiia (Latin) (1556—-58). Jena 1579— 
63. 4 Tom. Folio. 

In primum Librum Mose Enarrationes. 1555. Fol. 
Schriften und Werke (Boerner u. Pfeiffer). Leipz. 1729— 

b4, 22 vols. Folio. Greiff’s Register. 1740. Fol. 
Simmtliche werke. (Walch) “Halle 1740—52. 24 vols. 4to. 
Saimmtliche werke. (Ammon, Erlsperger, Irmescher, Ploch- 

mann) HKrlangen, 1826—1857. 65 vols. (German) and 2 vols 
Register. Invaluable for critical purposes. 

Geist, oder Concordanz der Ansichten &c. Darmstadt, 
1827—31. 4 vols. 

Briefe, Sendschrieben u. Bedenken (De Wette), Berlin, 
1826—56. 6 vols. (The last edited by Seidemann. ) 

Reformatorischen Schriften, in Chronologischer Folge. 
(Zimmermann) Darmstadt, 1846—49. 4 vols. 8vo. 

(Lutherus Redivivus, oder des furnehmsten Lehrers der 
Augspurg. Confess. D. M. Luther’s hinterlassene Schrift- 
liche Erklarungen... was der Augspurg. Confess. eigent- 
liche meinung u. verstandt in allen Articuln allezeit gerve- 
sen. (Seidel) “Halle 1697.) 

Melanchthon. Opera omnia (Peucer). Wittenb. 1562—64. 
4 vols. Fol. 

Opera quae supersunt omnia. (Bretschneider) Halle 1834 
—1856. 25 vols. 4to. Indispensable to the student of the 
Augsburg Confession, or of the Reformation in general. The 
Loci Theologici especially, are edited with a completeness 
unparalleled in the Bibliography of Dogmatics. The first 
part of vol. xxvi has just appeared. It contains the Augs- 
burg Confession (Latin). 

Melanchthon. Corpus Doctrinae Christianae, das ist, 
Gantze Summa der rechten Christlichen Lehre, Ke. Leipzig, 
1560. Fol. 

Corpus Doctrinae Christianae quae est summa orthodoxt 
et Catholici Dogmatis. Lipsiae, 1563. Folio.
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Zwinglit Huldr. Opera, Completa Editio prima cur. Schu- 
lero et Schulthessio. Zurich 1829—1842. 8 vols. 8vo. 

B. Interpretation of the Confession. 

I. Official writings which prepared the way for the Augs- 
burg Confession. 

1. The visitation articles: the Saxon visitation articles. 
a. The Latin Articles by Melanchthon, 1527. These are 

extremely rare, and are found in none of the older editions 
of Melanchthon or Luther. Given in the Corpus Reformato- 
rum. Vol. xxvir (1857). 7. 
. 6. Melanchthon’s Articles of Visitation in German, with 
Luther’s Preface and some changes by him. 1523. (Last 
Edition 1538.) 

Given in Melanchthon’s Werke (von Kocthe) I. 88—180. 
Corpus Reformatorum xxvi. 49— . | 

In Luther’s Werke. Jena tv. 341. Leipzig, xIx. 622. 
Walch. x. 1902. Erlangen xxrri. 3. 

These articles are not to be confounded with the Saxon 
visitation articles of 1592, which are given as an Appendix 
in various editions of the Symbolical Books (Miller p. 845.) 

2. The fifteen articles of Marburg. (October 3d 1529.) cf. 
Feuerlin 42. 

These articles are given in Luther’s Werke, Jena rv. 469. 
Leipzig x1x, 530. Walch. xvi. 2357. Erlangen 65, 88. Re- 
formatorische Schriften von Zimmermann (1847) III. 420. 
In all these editions the fourteenth article (on Infant Bap- 
tism) has been omitted, so that they make only fourteen arti- 
cles. Walch however (XXIII, 35) gives the fourteenth article 
among the omissions supplied (compare do. Pref. p. 6). 

In the Corpus Reformatorum. xxvi. 121—128. xtvth arti- 
cle given. . | 

Zwingle’s Werke (Schuler u. Schulthess) I. III. 44—58. 
xivth article given. 

Chytraei Historia. 855. The fourteenth article omitted. 
Muller J. J. Historie. p. 305—309. Fourteenth article 

given. 
Rudelbach. Reformation Lutherthum und Union (Leipzig, 

1839) Appendix 665—668. from Miiller, of course trith four- 
teenth article. 

They have been translated into Latin: Solida ac vera Con- 
fess. August. Histor. p. 128—131. 
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Awinglii Opera (Schuler et Schulthess) rv: II. 181. ef. 
Sockendorf II. 138. 

In French in Le Cop’s Chytraeus 463—466. 
Into English by Dr. Lintner. Missionary, 1857. (Without 

the four teenth article. 
3. The xvit articles of Swabach, (1529. (miscalled fre- 

quently the Torgau articles.) 
For the special Bibliography of these articles, cf. Walch. 

Bib. Theolog. Select. I. 330, and Introd. in L. S. 163. 
Feuerlin 78, cf. Layritii ; De Articulis Suabacens. Wit- 

tenb. 1719. 4to. . 
Weber. Kritisch. Gesch. I. 18. K. Pfaff. I. 94. Evangelli- 

cal Review, I. 246—249 (which presents the confused view 
of Walch. Introd. in L. S., and of the older writers. ) , 

I. In June 1528, the first convention was held in Swabach. 
The Xxitt articles of that convention are not to be confound- 
ed, as they have been, with the xvit articles of the second 
convention. 

2. The second convention at Swabach was fixed for Octo- 
ber 16th, 1529. 

a. At this convention the xvir articles were presented. 
They are given in Luther’s Werke, Jena .v. 14. Leipzig 

xx. 1—3. Walch xxi. 681, 778. Erlangen XXIV. $22. 
Corpus Reformatorum xxvr. 151—160. 
Chytraeus, 22—26. Miiller, Historie 442—448. Cyprian, 

Beylag. 159. most critically in Weber, Krit. Geschicht. Bey- 
lagen I. & Corp. Reform. 
- hey have been translated into Latin: Coelestinus I, 25. 
Pfaff, Lib. Symb. Adpend. 3. 

French: 7 Cop’s Chytracus, p. 19. 
English : Rvangelical Review, II. T8—84. (With the old 

title, “Articles of Torgau.’’) 
6. Reply of Wimpina, Mensing, &c., to these articles, 

1530. This is given in 
Luther’s Werke, Jena Vv. 16. Leipz. xx. 3—8. 

“6 “6 Walch. XVI. 766. : 
Cf. Seckendorf lib. 11. 152. Cyprian 52. Evangelical Re- 

view, IT. 88. 
ce. Luther’s answer to the outcry of thoePapists on the 

XVII articles, given in - 
Luther’s Werke, Leipz. XX, g, 

“6 “c Walch. XVI, (78. 
<6 <é Krlangen, 24, 319. 

Cyprian, Beyl. 159.
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4. The Articles of Tor gau, 1580. (confounded frequently 
with the articles of Swabach. 

Cf. Seckendorf, IL. 151. Miller 441. Cyprian 52, who 
suppose what we have called the “Articles of Sy abach’’ to be 
in fact the articles sent to Torgau. 

Cf. Salig: I. 158. Walch: Luther’s Werke xvi, 681, who 
suppose the articles of Swabach to have been somewhat 
changed and sent to Torgau. 

Cf. Weber: Krit. Gesch. I. 16—19. Forestemann: Ur- 
kundenbuch I. 40—41. 

Kollner: Symbolik. I. 156—168. 
Corpus Reformator. xxvi. 161—170, who prove the Arti- 

cles of Swabach and those of Torgau to be totally distinct. 
The Articles of Torgau, truly entitled to that name, bear, 

in a large degree, to the second part of the Augsburg Con- 
fession, the relation which the Swabach Articles bear to the 
first part. 

The Articles of Torgau were discovered by Foersteman 
(1883) and given to the world by him, in his Urkundenbuch, 
1~66—84. 

Given also in Corpus Reformatorum, xxvi. 171—200. 

II. Manuscripts of the Augsburg Confession in the Ar- 
chives. Of. Kollner, 821—336. 

A. Latin manuscripts. Kollner 323—329. Corpus Refor- 
matorum, XXXVI, 213—226. 

1. The Weimar MS: (Vin. Weim.) cf. Corp. Reform. 1. ¢. 
223. Kollner 823. Foerstemann, Urkundenb. T 444. Weber 
I. 79—81. 

The variations are given in Weber, Foerstemann, Hase, 
Miller, Corp. Reformat. 

2. The Anspach: (Onold. Ansb.) ut supra. 
3. The Hannoverian. Kollner 324. Weber I. 84. 
4, Hessian I. Kollner 325; Foerstemann I. 442, gives 

the variations. 
5. Hessian II. Foerstemann I. 444, gives the variations. 
6. Dessau (Anhalt). Cf. Weber I. 87, gives the variations. 
{. The Nurenberg. Kéllner 826; Weber I. 94, gives the 

variations. 
8. The Ratisbon. Kilner 827; Foerstemann 446, gives 

the variations (Reg.) 
9, The Wirzburger. Kollner 329; Foerstemann (1. 446) 

gives the variations.
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‘B. German Manuscripts. 

1. The Mentz, copy in the Protocoll of the Empire. This 
was long regarded as the original, and as such found a place 
in the Book of Concord (1580). Cf. Weber I. 165; Kollner 
3806. ‘The editions of it will be described under III. C. 

2. Spalatin’s (Weimar I). 
&. Weimar (II). 
4, The first Anspach (1). 
o. The second Anspach (IT). 
6. The third Anspach (ITT). 
7. The Hannoverian. 
8 . The N urenberg. 

9. The Hessian. 
10. The Munich [Miinch]. 
11. Nordiingen. 

12. Augsburg. Of all these KolIner, Foerstemann and 
Weber give full descriptions, and the two latter the varia- 
tions; so also Miller, under the text of the Editio Princeps. 

III. Editions and Translations of the Augsburg Confession. 

For the Literature see Fabricius: Centifol, 109, 585-589 
Feuerlin: Bibl. Symb. [1st Edit. 44—69] p. 40 seq. 

Masch: Beytriige zur Geschichte merkwirdig. Bicher, 
[1769] I. 159. 

Salig: I. 695—737. Koecher: Bibliotheca theol. Symbol. 
145—149. Weber Kritisch. Geschichte. Vol. II. 

Kollner: Symbol. Luth. Kirch. 226—237. 344—358. 
Corpus Reformatum xxvi. 201—264. 3387-350. 
On the translations, cf. Weber Il. 1v. Feuerlin 60—64 

[66—69]. Rotermund 184. Danz. 38. °. ° 
The work of Weber, which is classic in the department of 

the criticism of the text of the Confession, arranges the dif- 
ferent editions according to the order of their publication thus: 

A. The unauthorized editions of the Augsburg Confession 
in 15380. 

These were issued contrary to the order of the Emperor, 
and without the knowledge of the Protestant Princes. Weber 
J. 308—408. Danz. 85-40. There were seven editions of 
this kind.
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I. Latin: There was one Latin edition. Thisis described 
by Weber: I. 405—408, and the variations (KD. ANT.) from 
Melanchthon’s are given by him in the Beylagen to the sec- 
ond part of the Krit. Geeei. cf Corpus Reformatorum XxvI 
231—234. 

If. German. 

1. Described by Weber I. 857—366, and the various reai- 
ings (Ae. Ex. 1.) given. Beylag. z. Erst. Theil. LIT. 

2. Described by Weber: I. 367—872, more correct than 
the former. 

8. Described by Weber: I. 372—3875, closely conformed 
to No. I. 

4. Described by Weber: I. 876—3881, closely follows No. 
1. cf. Reimmani Catalog. 408. Feuerlin 41. 

5. Described by Weber: I. 8381—887. cf. Salig. I. 71I. 
Feuerlin 41. 

6. Given by Zeidler in the supplemental volume of Luther’s 
Werke. Halle 1702, p. 8346—363*. Described by Weber: 
I. 887—400, who gives the variations (Ac. Ex. 2). 

Compare in addition, KoOLLNER Symbolik 228—231. The 
whole of these, Weber has shown (400) are probably based 
on but one MS. 

B. Melanchthonian Edition: cf. Kollner, 231, 345. Me- 
lanchthon’s Praefatis. Salig. I. 471. Weber ILI. 6. 

I. The first of these, the Epitro PRiINcEPs, 1s the 4to 
edition, Latin and German. Wittenberg, 1530 (1531.) Copies 
of the Confession in this edition, came to Augsburg while 
the Diet was still in session. Weber I. 356. IL. 11. Hase 
Proleg. v. 3, Kollner 234, cf. Feuerlin No. 253 (205) and 
above all, Corpus Reformator. XXVI, 284—258. 

a. The Latin, accurately reprinted, with various readings, 
in Wexer’s Kritisch. Gesch. IL. Beylage {. Nothwend. Ver- 
theidig. 1629. 24—223. The Latin of the Edit. princeps is 
aiso the Textus receptus of the Symbol. Books. Reinecii 
Concord. Lips. 1708. Do. Lips. 1780. (A. C. Germ. ct Lati- 
ina cum vers. Graeca.) Phat Lib. Symb. Tubing. 1730) 
first critical edition. 

* A copy of this edii ion, formerly in the hands of the writer, is now 
the property of Rev. Aly. Emmery, West Newton, Pa.
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Walch. Christlich. Concordienb. Jena 1750. Nechenberg : 
Concordia Lips. 17382 (1677.) 

Twesten: 1816. Winer: 1825. Hase: Libr. Symb. (1827) 
With various readings. 

Francke: Lib. Symb. 1846, with various readings, and 
compared with the German, Miller: Die Symb. Biicher, 
*1848. 

Tittman: Confessio Fidei &c., ex prima Melanchthonis 
Hditione, Dresden 1830; 8vo. with notes. Weber 1830, 
with notes. 

ForrstmMann: Urkundenbuch I. 470—559, with various 
readings. 

CoRPuS REFORMATORUM: XXVI. 263—336, with various 
readings. 

From this edition we have the doctrinal articles in Schmuck- 
er’s Pop. Theolog., 18384, Appendix I. Do. Lutheran Manu- 
al, 1855. 

TRANSLATIONS. 

It has been translated into French: Histoire de la Conf. 
dAuxpourg (Chytreus) mise en Francois par Luc le Cop. 
Anvers, 1582 72—106; cf. Weber II. 212—216. Fabricius 
Cent. Luth. 588. : 

In English: An harmony of Confessions, &. Cambridge 
1856. 

S. 8. Schmucker, D. D., Popular Theology, 1834. Inthe 
doctrinal articles the condemnatory clauses are omitted, ex- 
cept in Art. XII, XIII, XVI, XVII. ) 

K. Uazelius, D. D., Discipline, &c., 1841. 5—56. The 
doctrinal articles only, but with the condemnatory clauses. 

On the translations of the Augs. Confess. into English, 
cf. Weber IL. 216—218. 

Under the direction of Thomas Cromwell, “‘who died a 
Lutheran” (Burnet) the Augsburg Confession and Apology 
were translated by Richard Taverner into English, and were 
printed in London, 1536. 

-6. The German of the Hditio princeps (not the Text. re- 
cept. of the Symbol. Books) cf. Weber IT. 16—54; Kollner 
846 (Cyprian Cap. X.) | 

Given in Luther’s Werke, Jena vi, 887. Leipzig, XX, 9. 
Twesten: 1816.
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Tittmann: Die Augsburg Confess. nach den Original Aus- 
gab. Melanchthons. Dresden 18380, with notes. 

Miiller: Symb. Biicher, 1848. Abdriicke von Melanch- 
thon’s erster Ausgabe der Augsb. Confess. 861—904, with 
various readings. 

The variations from the German Text. recept., as given in 
Baumgarten’s Concord. (2A, from Rhaw—the printer of the 
original edition, and in Walch: Concordienbuch (Wittenberg 
I.) Weber 1. Beylag III. 

IY. Melanchthon’s “improved” edition of the German 
Confession, 1533, 8vo. cf. Weber K. G. Il. 55—81. Feuer- 
lin, 44, 45 (48), Kdllner 347. 

Given in Corpus Doctrinae. Leipz. 1560. I—xXLIL. 
Weber: Augspurg. Confession nach der Urschrift im Reich’s 

Archiv, nebst einer EKhrenrettung Melanchthon’s Weimar 1781 
8vo. The mistake of Weber, which led to the issue of this 
edition, is one of the curiosities of Theological Literature. 
(cf. Kilner Symb. 294.) It became the occasion of the pre- 
paration of his masterly work: The Critical History of the 
Augsburg Confession. 

Til. Melanchthon’s yaried edition of the Latin Confession 
of three kinds. 

a. 1531, 8vo. 6. 1540, 4to. e¢. 1542, 8vo. Weberi Il. 
o2—116, 

a. Edition of 1531, 8vo. The variations slight. It has 
never been pretended ‘that they affect the meaning. Weber 
II. 82—102. Corpus Reformat. xxv1, 337. 

Lutheri Opera, Jena (1583) rv, 191—208. 
Melanchthon’s Opera, Wittenb. 1562, p. 27—38. 
Corpus doctrinae, Leipz. 1563, given with that of 1542 

_ This edition has often been confounded with the edition of 
1530, 4to. (I. a.); and was actually introduced by Selnecker 
into the first Latin edition of the Book of Concord, Ct. 

b. Edition of the Latin Confession, 1540 4to. The vari- 
ata. Weber II. 103—107. 

Corpus Reformat. Xxvi, 339. (Edition of 1535, 1538.)
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It is given in Corpus Refor matorum XxvI, 351—416, with 
the various readings. 

The variations are given in Hase: Prolegomena XV—LXXIV 
and are marked (B). 

It is translated in “‘an harmony of Confessions,” &c., Cam- 
bridge, 1856. It is there called the “first edition.” cf. Weber 
{I. 103, Kollner 349. 

e. Latin Confession of 1542, 8vo. The variata varied. 

Weber Il. 108—116, Corpus Reformat. xxv1, 345. 
Given in Corpus Doctrinae, Lipsiae 1563. 1—56. 
Fabricii Harmonia 1578. 
Melanchthonis Opera (Peucer) Witt. 1562. I. 39—58. 

This has been frequently reprinted, and is sometimes con- 
founded with the Variata of 1540. 

The variations are given in Hase, and are marked (C). 
and in Corp. Reform. (Hd. 4.) cf. Weber IT. 108; Kollner 
349. Itis translated in “an Harmony,” & It is there 
called “‘the second edition.”’ 

C. The Augsburg Confession (German) from a collation 
of the copy in the Imperial Archives (The received German 
text of the Book of Concord.) Kollner 349; Weber IT. 117 
—192. 

Grren in Chytraeus: Histor. der Augspurg Confess. (1576) 
1580. 59—94. 

Coelestinus: Historia Comit. August. 1577. IT. 151-167. 
Concordia. Dresden 1580. Fol. 83—20. Nothw. Verthei- 

dig 1629. 24223. Miller Historia 595—649. Reineccius 
17380. Cyprian Historia 1730. | 

Weber’s Krit. -Gesch. 1783, I. Beylage III, with various 
readings. Schott 1829, and in most of the histories of the 
Augsburg Confession. 

It is to be found in all the German, and German-Latin 
editions of the Symbols. With variousreadings in Reineccius 
L708. Baumgarten 1747. Walch 1750. Twesten 1816. Am- 
mon 1829. Miller 1848. Schmucker: Lutheran Manual, 
1855. 325—339, gives the doctrinal articles and the Epilogue. 

TRANSLATIONS. 

The abridged translation of the articles on abuses in Dr. 
Schmucker’s Popular Theology, p. 837, is from this edition.
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In the Lutheran Manual, 283—309, 9 complcte translation 
is given, of the articles on abuses, also from this edition. 
The Unalt. Aug. Conf. New York, 1847, do. 1848. Phila. 
1855 (for the Lutheran Board of Publication. 

The Christian Book of Concord. New Market, 1851. Sec- 
ond edition revised, 1854. The Confession was translated 
by Revs. A. and 8. Henkel, for the first edition, and revised 
by Rey. C. P. Krauth, D. D., for the second. 

DPD. Combined Editions. Cf. Weber II. 193—206. Icoll- 
ner 351. 

a. Latin. Fabricii Leodii: Harmonia Aug. Conf. Colon. 
1578, Fol. It contains 1. A text claiming to be the origi- 
nal. 2. The variata of 1542. 38. Various readings from 
the 4to edition of 1530, and the 8yo of 1581. Cf. Corpus 
Reformat. XXVI, 225—229. 

Corpus Doctrinae, Lips. 1563. 1. The Confess. of 1542. 
2. The 8vo of 1581. Translation: An Harmony of Con- 
fessions, Cambridge 1586. 

6. German. Chytraeus: Historia (1580). 1. The received 
text from the archives. 2. The text of the Hditio Princeps 
where it differs from the other. 

ce. German and Latin. Nothwendige Vertheidigung des 
Aug. Apffels. Leipz. 1619. 24—223. Kditio princeps of 
Latin, Textus recep. of the German. Reineccius 1708. Do. 
1730. Walch 1750. Miiller 1848. Do. Tittmann 1830, Edi- 
tio princeps of both. Twrsten 1816. 1. Ed. prince. of Lat- 
in and German. 2. German of the ordinary edition. 

e. GREEK, Latin and German (Dolscii) ed Reineccius 1730. 

E. VERSIFIED. 

Augspurgisches Lehr-leid. The Doctrinal articles only. 
In Greek and Latin verse (Rhodomann) 1730. 

There is alsoan English versification of the Doctrinal Ar- 
ticles. 

IV. Interpretation of the Augsburg Confession, in Com- 
mentaries, Notes and Sermons. 

Histoire de la Confess. d’Auxpourg (Chytraeus) par le 
Cop. Anvers 1582. p. 107—114. The notes are occupied 
with the citations, and historical allusions of the Confession. 

Von. X, No. 387, 3
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An Ilarmony of the Confessions, &c. There are added in 
the ende verie short notes in which both the obscure things 
are made plaine &c. Cambridge, 1856. p. 593, ad fin. 

Mentzer: Exegesis Augustanae Confessionis (1613) Frank- 
fort, 1690. Still retains its position as a work of the highest 
value. 

CALOVIUS: Criticus Sacer vel Commentar. in August. 
Confess. Lips. 1646. 4to. pp. 920. Do. Theologia sec. teno- 
rem August. Confess. &c. 4to. pp. 1900. These two works 
only get as far as the first article of the Confession. 

Autine H. Exegesis Logica et Theologica August. Con- 
fess. Amstelod. 1647. 5—114. 

GOEBEL: Augustana Fidei Confess. das ist die xxr Arti- 
kle. . erkliret. Frankf. a. M. 1654, Fol. pp. 1400. Under 
the title of Sermons, an elaborate Commentary on the Con- 
fession. 

CALOVIUS: Synopsis Controversiarum &c. secund. seriem 
Articul. August. Confess. Wittenberg, 1685, 4to. pp. 1104. 
Lutherus Redivivus. Halle 1697. 

HorrMaxn G: Commentarius in August. Confessionem. 
Tubing. 1717. 4to. pp. 400. A work of great value. The 
portions of the other symbols parallel with the different arti- 
cles of the Augs. Confess. are brought together, the Wirtem- 
berg Confession is also brought into the harmony. 

CrpRiaN: Historia der Augspurg. Confession. Gotha, 
1730. p. 208—227. Specimens of a commentary on the I. 
XIII. XXII. XXVIII articles. 

ad. SEELEN: Stromata Lutherana sive var. Script. ad... 
Augustan. Confess. On the Vv and VI art. on abuses. XII. 
On the citations of the Fathers. Xvr. 

Carpzovil: Isagoge in L. Kecl. Luth. Symb. Lips. 16765. 
95—763. After the lapse of nearly two centuries, still the 
best of the eclectic works on the symbols. The Confession 
and Apology are treated together. cf. Fabricit Histor. Bibli- 
oth. Iv. 264. 

Pfaff: -Eecles. Evang. Libri Symb. Loca difficilia explana- 
vit et vindicavit. Tubing. 1730. p. Z8—8&6. The notes are 
very brief, and very valuable. 

Walch: Introductio in L. 8... observat. histor. et theolog. 
illus. 17382. 157—408. Classic. 

Reinecii: Concordia—adjectis, locis &c. notisque alus. 
Lips. 1735. T—74. The notes mostly critical, or connected 
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with the scriptural and patristic quotations in the Confession. 
Boerneri: Institutienes Theologiae Symbolicae. Lipsiae, 

1751. 
Baumgarten: Erleuterungen. 2d Edit. 1761. Compendi- 

ousand rich. * 
Walchii: Breviarium (1765), p. T5—116. 
Semleri: Apparatus (1775) p. 42—127. Tittmann: In- 

stitut. Symbol. (1811) p. 91—-1384. | 
Tittmann: Die Augsburg. Confession: Confessio Fidei. 

Dresden 18380. Winer (1825). 
Schopff: Die 8. B. mit historischen Hinleit. kurz. An- 

merk. u. ausftihrlichern Hroterungen. Dresden 1826. 24— 
103. 

Yelin: Versuch (1829) p. T0—77. 
Schott C. H: Die Augsb. Conf. mit historisch. Hinleit. u. 

erlauter. Anmerkungen. Leipz. 1829. The Unaltered Augs- 
burg Confession. To which is prefixed a historical Introduc- 
tion to the same, by C. H. Schott. New York, 1848. 

Weber: Conf. August. animadversionibus, historicis, exe- 
geticis, dogmaticis et criticis. Halis 1830, 4to. 

Spieker: Confessio fidel. . . varii generis animadversioni- 
bus instruxit. Beroline 1830. 

Tittmann: De summ. princip. A. Conf. 1830. 
Lochman G., A. M. The History, Doctrine, &c., of the 

Evang. Luth. Church. Part II, the Augsburg Confession, 
with explanatory notes andremarks. Harrisburg, 1818. 

Schmucker 8. 8., D. D. Elements of Popular Theology, 
with special reference to the doctrines of the Reformation, 
as avowed before the Diet at Augsburgin 15380. Andover, 
18384. Do. Lutheran Manual, or the Augsburg Confession 
illustrated and sustained. Philadelphia, 1855. 

Hazelius K. L. The Doctrinal Articles of the Augsburg 
Confession, with notes; in the Discipline &c. of the Evan- 
gelical Lutheran Synod of South Carolina. Baltimore 1841. 

Beck: Sammlung Symbol. Biicher—Evangelisch. Reform. 
O 

Kirche. 2d Edit. Neustadt, 1845. II. 3583—406. 

Francke: Libri Symb. Eccles. Lutheranae. Lipsiae 1847, 
9—50. " 

The Unaltered Augsburg Confession. Philada. 1855. (for 
Luth. Board.) A few valuable notes by Prof. Schaeffer.
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Sermons by Bakius, Goebel, Tholuck, Schleirermacher, 
Harms and Sartorius. 

C. Works on Dogmatics, and the history of Dogmaties, of 
value in the interpretation or defence of the Augsburg Con- 
fession, or in ulustration of the theology based upon or devi- 
ating from 1f. 

MELANCHTHONIS: Opera Dogmatica in the Corpus Refor- 
matorum, vol. XXI—XXIII. 

a. Loci Theologici: (1521). 6. Examen ordinandorum. ec. 
Catechesis puerilis. d. Explicatio Symboli Niceni. e. Re- 
petitio Augustanae Confessionis sive Confessio doctrinae Sax- 
onicarum ecclesiaram. 

Cf. GALLE: Melanchthon (1840) and Augustis, Edit. of 
the Loci (1821), for Melanchthon’s changes in doctrine. 

Fuacci: a. Catalogus Testium veritatis (1556). &. Centu- 
ria] Magdeburgenses. c. Clavis. d. Scholea in N. Test. 

CHEMNITZ: a. de vera et substantiali praesentia. 6. de du- 
abus naturis. ¢. Loci Theologici. d. Examen Concil. Trident. 
e. Theologiae Jesuitic. praecipna capit. 

Hutter: Compendium Locor. Theologic (1610) et Schutze 
L772. 

OsIANDER L: Enchivridion Controvers. (1614.) 
Hunnivus N: Epitome Credendorum (1625). 
GeERUARD J: a. Loci Theologici (1610) (Cotta). 4. Confes- 

sio Catholica (1633). 
CALovius: a. Apodixis (1684) 6. Synopsis Controversia- 

nem (1653). c. Mataeologia papistica (1647). d. Biblia Illus- 
trata. 

Kornte: Theologia positiva (1664). 
QUENSTEDT: Theologia didactico polemica (1685). 
BECHMANN: Adnotationes in Compendium Hutteri (1690). 
Buppgvs: a. Theologia Dogmatica (1723). 6. De veritate 

religionis evangelicae 1729. ec. Religions-streitigkeiten 1724. 
d. Tsagoge (1727). 

Scumip J. A. Breviarium theolog. polemic (1710). 
LANGE: Oecnomia salutis (1728). 
eIxHARD L. Theologia Dogmat. (1733) 

WatLcu J. G. a. Dogmatische Gottesgelahr. (1749) 6. Po- 
lemische (1752) ¢. Religions- -Streitigkeiten (1724+).
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Carpov. (17387). 
BAUMGARTEN 8S. J. a. Evangelische Glaubenslehre (1759) 

6. Theologisch. Streitigkeiten. (1762) e. Religions- Parteyen 
(1766). 

Mosneru: a. Streit-Theologie (1763). 6. Theolog. Dogmat. 
(1758) 

Carpzov J. B. Jr. Liber doctrinalis (1767). 
Watcu C. W. F. a. Geschichte der Lutherischen Religion 

(1758). 6. Bibliotheca Symbolica 1770. 
SEMLER: Institutio (1774). 
DoEDERLEIN (1780). 
SEILER: a. Theolog. dogmat. polemica (1780). 6. Doctrin. 

Christian. Compend. (17 79.) 
Morus: a. Epitome Theol. Christianae (1789). 5. Com- 

mentarius 1n Epitom. (1797). 
~ Breck: (1801) 

Storr & Flatt: Dogmatik (1803). 
ReinwARD F. V. (1801). 
ScHort (1811). 
BRETSCHNEIDER: a. Dogmatik (1814). 6. Entwickelung 

(1804). 
WEGSCHEIDER: Institutiones (1815). 
TWESTEN (1826). 
Kwapp (1827). 
Nitzscw# (1829). 
(Schumann): Melanchthon Redivivus, 1837. 
Hase:.a. Dogmatik (1826). 6. Hutterus Redivivus (1829). 
KLEIN: (1822) Ed. Lance (1835). 
ScHMID H. Dogmatik d. Evang. Luth. Kirchl, 1843. 

D. Works connected with the history of the Augsburg 
Confession, chronologically arranged. 

15380, (and the works of cotemporaries). 
1 1. Luther: Werke (Walch.) xvi. 734—2 145. Leipz. xx. 
— 298. 
Briefe: De Wette rv. 1—180. v1. 112—128. 
2, Melanchthon: Epistolae &c (Corp. Reform.) II. 1-462. 
3. Nurenberg envoys: Briefe: Strobels Misccellan. lit. in- 

220. cf. Fikcnscher. 
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4, Pro Relig. Christ. res gestae in Comit. Augustae Vind. 
hab. 1530. in Cyprian, Beylage viz. Written by a Roman 
Catholic during the Diet, and published with the Impcrial 
privilege. 

5. Bruck: (Pontanus, Heinse) Vorzaichnus der Handlung. 
herausgeg. von Foerstemarn. Archiv. Halle 1831. (Apolo- 
gia MIS), in refutation of the work just mentioned. 

6.-Qsiandri, Philippi Hassiae; Senat. Noremberg. Literac 
in Camerani Vit. Melanchthonis, ed. Strobel. 407—414. 

7. Spalatin: Berichte. in Luther’s Werke, Leipz. xx. 
202—212. 

8. Spalatin: Annales Reformationis, published by Cypri- 
an. Leipz. 1718. 1381—289. 

9. Myconius: Historia Reformationis, from 1517—1542, 
published by Cyprian, 1718, p. 91, very brief. 

10. Camerarius: Vita Melanchthonis (1566) Strobel. 
Noesselt, Halae 1777. 119—134. 

1555. Sleidan: The General History of the Reformation, 
Englished and continued by Bohun. London, 1689, Fol. 
127—140. 

1574. Wigand: Histor. de Augustana Confessione. Regi- 
omont. 1574, in Cyprian Beylag. X. 

1576. Chytraeus: Histor. der Aug. Conf. Rost. 1576. 
Frankfort 1580. 

Do. Histoire dela Conf. d’Auxpourg. mise en [rancois 
par le Cop. Anvers 1582. 

Coelestinus: Historia Comitiorum. Frankf. on the Oder, 
1576—TT. 

(Kirchner, Selnecker and Chemnitz): Solida ac vera Con- 
fess. August. Historia (against Wolf) translated per God- 
fried. Lipsiae, 1685, 4to. 

1620. Sarpi: Histor. Concil. Trident. London, 1620. 40 
—45. 

1630. Bakius R. Confessio Augustana triumphans: das 
ist die trefflich-schone Geschicht der Wahr. Ungeend. Augs- 
purg Confession. Magdeb. 1630. 

1631. Saubert: Miracula Aug. Conf. Norimb. 4to. 
1646. Calovius: Criticus sacer vel Commentar. sup. Au- 

gust. Conf. Lips. 1646, 4to. p. 19—4o. 
1654. Goebel: Predigter, 1—119. 
1565. Carpzoy: Isagoge. 2d Edit. 1675. 90—107.
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1669. Arnold: Unparth. Kirchen u. Ketzer Historien. 
Schaffhunson 1740. 3 vols. Folio. I. 809. 1280. 

1681. Maimbourg: Historie der Lutheranisme. Paris, 
1680. 178—209. | 

1686. Du Pin: Bibhotheque. A new Ecclesiastical Histo- 
ry of the sixteenth century. London, 1720. Fol. ch. XXIt. 

Seckendorf: Commentarius de Lutheranismo, 1686. Franc. 
and Lips. 1692. p. 150—209. Do. Reformations Geschichte 
von Roos, 1781. 

1705. Miuzteri J. J. Historia von... Protestation...wie 
auch Augspurgische Confession, 1705, 4to. 

1706. Junker: Ehrengediichtniss Lutheri. Lipsiae, 1706, 
Syo. § 30. 
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ARTICLE III. 

THE THREE SAXON ELECTORS OF THE ERA OF THE RE- 
FORMATION. 

By Charles F. Schaeffer, D. D., Gettysburg, Pa» 

No. II. 

In a former article (Ev. Rev. April, 1858), we presented a 
biographical sketch of Frederte the Wise, Elector of Saxony. 
Our interest in him arises ehiefly from the circumstance that 
the commencement of the great Reformation of the sixteenth 
century, coincided with his reign—or rather, that divine Pro- 
vidence employed him as an important instrument in promot- 
ing that wonderful work in its earhest stages. After having 
faithfully performed the task assigned to him, he departed in 
peace on May 5, 1525. He was succeeded by his brother 
John, the subject of the present article. 

The per sonal or private history of the latter is much less 
diversified in its events than that of his brother, but the pub- 
he events with which he became identified during his short 
reion of somewhat more than seven years, immeasurably ex- 
ceed in importance, particularly in a religious point of view, 
all those that had employed the powers of Frederic’s vigorous 
mind. John was the first Protestant whom the world beheld; 
his hand was the first that signed the Augsburg Confession, 
in which the pure truth of the Gospel re-appeared in its orig- 
inal splendor, after having been withdrawn from public view 
during several centuries, by the combined influence of eccle- 
siastical vices and wide-spread superstition. As we have 
already described with sufficient fulness, the ancestral histo- 
ry of John, in our former article on his brother Frederic, we 
proceed at once to consider the events which specially relate 
to the former. 

JOHN THE Constant (or Steadfast), Duke of Saxony, 
arch-marshal of the German Empire and ELEctor, Landgrave 
of Thuringia, and Margrave of Misnia, was born July 30, 
1467. He wasthe fifth son of Ernest, the founder of the 
Ernestine line, and of Elizabeth, the daughter of Duke Al- 
bert IIT., of Bavaria. His judicious parents secured for him 
the same educational advantages which exercised so happy 
an influence on the character and conduct of their eldest son, 
Frederic, as we had an opportunity to show in our former
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article. These advantages were subsequently increased, when 
he proceeded to the court of the emperor, Frederic III., the 
brother of his grandmother, for the purpose of completing 
his education. He displayed great abilities at an early age, 
and, like his brother, obtained many liberal and comprehen- 
sive views during a series of journeys in which he engaged, 
and which were designed to aid in the development of his 
character. On the death of his father, which occurred Aug. 
26, 1486, the electoral dignity passed to his brether Frederic, 
who at once recognized John as his asseciate in the govern- 
ment of the electoral deminions; this political arrangement 
was rendered permanent by the uncommon attachment which 
subsisted uninterruptedly between the brothers during many 
succeeding years, until Frederic died. As John was, howev- 
er, very young at the period ef his father’s death, he resolved 
to relinquish the exercise of sovereign power temporarily, 
and acquire a more extensive knowledge of the world, before 
he actually assumed his position as joint ruler with his bro- 
ther. Ambitious views, or a love of earthly glory, may have 
also unconsciously influenced him, for he immediately entered 
the service of the emperor, and was appointed an officer in 
the imperial army. He was actively engaged under Maxi- 
milian in the various campaigns conducted by the emperor, 
with a view to the pacification of Hungary, Guelders and 
Venice, and very frequently distinguished himself, both by 
his skill and by his bravery. His heroism, however, as a 
soldier of Christ at a later period, was so distinguished and 
even sublime, that his mere military achievements on the 
field of battle, in which he has been unquestionably equalled 
by many brave men, who never became devout Christians, 
seem to have well-nigh passed into oblivion. One incident in 
his history, of this description is, however, preserved, which 
is characteristic, demonstrating that he possessed a large 
share of ardor and physical courage. He accompanied Max- 
wmilian in 1490, on the occasion of a military expedition to 
Hungary. The march of the imperial troops was arrested 
by a strong fortress connected with the royal city of Stubl- 
weissenburg, (Alba Regalis) on the river Sarviz. When this 
fortress was taken by storm, John was the first man who 
scaled the wall; here he successfully maintained his position, 
waving the imperial standard in triumph, as a token of the 
capture of the fortress. The peculiar circumstances gave 
such importance to this exploit, that an old Roman custom 
was revived on this occasion, and, amid the acclamations of
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the army, the head of John was encircled, in an imposing 
manner, with the mural crown, one of the most glorious dis- 
tinctions ever conferred on a Roman soldier. Hittle did the 
exulting young hero imagine, as he held that gay imperial 
standard: aloft, in the presence of the gratified emperor, that 
at that moment a poor bey of seven years of age, named Mar- 
tin Luther, was residing in the petty principality of Mang- 
feld, whom the Lord had appointed to conduct him in after 
years in a nobler and more holy warfare, or that he himself 
should, in the ancient city of Augsburg (Augusta Vindelico- 
rum) be honored as the first standard-bearer of Jesus Christ, 
while boldly defending the Gospel in the presence of another 
and more hostile emperor. 

Such manly qualities in the character of John, naturally 
won the high esteem of the emperor; that esteem gradually 
acquired the warmth of a sincere personal attachment, when 
Maximilian on many occasions observed in John the evidences 
not only of bravery, fidelity and truthfulness, but also of 
modesty combined with firmness and energy, and of the strict- 
cst temperance and purity in his private life. As he was ut- 
terly devoid of ail selfish ambition and envious feelings, and 
exhibited integrity, kind and generous sentiments, and obli- 
ging manners in his intercourse with others, he acquired the 
confidence and respect of all his associates. When he re- 
turned from the wars to his brother, he brought home with 
him not only the laurels with which his military achievements 
had decked him, but also the more enduring treasure of a 
knowledge of the human character, and a deeper conviction 
than he had once entertained, that military glory, and all the 
pomp of the world are insufficient to satisfy the real wants of 
the heart. 

He was twice married. His first consort was Sophia, the 
daughter of Duke Magnus of Mecklenburg, who was united 
to him October 23, 1499. She met with an early death, 
July 12, 1503, only twelve days after having given birth te 
ason. The latter was afterwards the third of the Saxon 
electors to whom the title of our article refers—John fred- 
eric, the Magnanimous. Ten years after the loss of his first 
wife, John contracted a second marriage, November 138, 1518, 
with Margaret, a daughter of Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt. 
She was the mother of four children; her death occurred im 
1521, eight years after her marriage. 

After this second domestic affliction, Jchn devoted his whole 
attention to the education of lus children, and his efforts to
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train them up in the fear of the Lord, were evidently atten- 
ded with the divine blessing. The views which he entertain- 

ed were happily expressed by him on one occasion, when 
scveral persons in his presence reflected in a tone of inairect 

censure on the decidedly religious character of the education 
which he was giving to his children. “It is very easy,” said 
he, “‘to learn how to bestride a horse, to catch a hare, or even 
to adopt precautions against an enemy ora wild beast; hence 
my stable-boys readily perform such feats. Butif I and my 
sons are to lead a godly life, to administer the government 
according to the principles of religion, and to furnish a good 
example to the whole country, we need the aid of learned 
men and good books, and, above all, the grace of the Spirit 
of God.” He accordingly spared no expense in order to 
procure the best teachers for his children, and, at the same 
time, constantly gave the whole subject his personal attention. 
The Catechism was diligently studied by his children, the 
duty of prayer was enforced both by the precepts and the 
example of their father, and he, besides, instituted regular 
semi-annual examinations, which were conducted in the pres- 
ence of the Chancellor and other state officers; at the con- 
clusion, many paternal admonitions were given, and rewards 
distributed according to the merits of the children. Their 
progress in the acquisition of religious principles, and their 
rapid improvement in the study of various languages and of 
other branches of a complete education, furnished very flat- 
tering evidences that John’s system was both judiciously 
framed, and wisely and conscientiously observed. 

In his familiar intercourse with Luther, he once remarked 
with much gratification to the latter: “My son Ernest re- 
cently wrote a letter to me in Latin, soliciting me to present 
him with a deer. I was so much pleased with the epistle, 
that I at once shot a buck myself and sent it to him, in order 
to encourage him in his studies.”” Ina will which he wrote 
Aug. 24, 1529, at Torgau, at a very critical period, amid the 
trying circumstances which followed his presentation of the 
celebrated Pretest, and which led to the preparation of the 
Augsburg Confession, a distinct image of his soul is reflected. 
He exhorts his children, first of all, to fear and love God, 
and to adhere faithfully to the pure word of God, regardless 
of all the threats of church councils or imperial dicts. After 
recording numerous admonitions of a similar character, which 
indicate the warmest paternal love, and the most sincere rev- 
erence before God, he specially exhorts John Frederic, who
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afterwards succeeded him, to watch over his heart, and never 
to permit the fear of man to seduce him from the path of 
duty prescribed in God’s word. These hopes were gloriously 
fulfilled when that excellent son was afterwards subjected to 
those stern trials, the approach of which -the practised eye 
of the father had partially foreseen. John had, like his 
brother Frederic, been taught to expect nothing but trials and 
difficulties in the present life. A few years previously, in 
1525, he and his brother proceeded from Torgau to Witten- 
berg in a vessel, at a period of the year when large masses 
of ice were floating in the Elbe, from which the vessel re- 
ceived several violent blows. The passengers had scarcely 
disembarked near the castle of Wittenberg, when the bottom 
of the vessel suddenly parted, and the latter immediately 
foundered. Both the princes, deeply affected by the Divine 
mercy which had visibly delayed the catastrophe until they 
had left the vessel, gazed in silence on the spot where it had 
disappeared. Then Frederic exclaimed: ‘Brother, we evi- 
dently owe it to God’s mercy that our lives have been spared 
in this case, as well as in others when danger was at hand, 
and all our gratitude is due to him. But the circumstance 
that the vessel parted and sunk the moment we left it, is an 
omen, I fear, that after our death, our vessel, that is, our 
electoral Saxon house, will meet with overwhelming calami- 
ities.”’ This event occurred in the same year in which F'red- 
eric died, at a period when the convulsions in the empire, and 
the disordered condition of the church, had filled his mind 
with gloom, and made him the prey of the most painful ap- 
prehensions. - 

The war of the peasants was raging at the period of his 
death. ‘The princes of the empire at length combined their 
efforts for the suppression of the insurgents, who ultimately 
suffered a total defeat from which they never fully recovered. 
John was compelled by the exigences of the times to resume 
the sword, for the purpose of arresting the disorders created 
by the rebels, and he did not lay it aside until the repose of 
the country was secured. While he was absent, engaged in 
the conduct of these military operations, his brother died in 
the castle of Lochan (known in history after the year 1573, 
by the name of Annaburg). As Frederic had never been 
married, his brother John immediately succeeded to the rank 
and dignity of Elector of Saxony, and the date of his acces- 
sion consequently coincides with that of Frederic’s death, 

May 5, 1525, At this period John had almost completed
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the fifty-cighth year of his life, having already been associ- 
ated during a space of nearly forty years with his brother as 
a reigning prince. This circumstance has unfortunately 
dimmed the lustre of his virtues to a certain extent; many 
of the noble acts which are usually assigned to Frederic ex- 
clusively, especially those which refer to the encouragement 
and aid granted to Luther, either originated with John, or 
were at least performed in conjunction with him. He was far 
more ready to espouse the cause of the Reformation, and to 
stand or fall with it, than his brother, and his conduct, as 
soon as he became sole ruler, attests the superior energy and 
decision of his character. After his accession, when he was 
no longer trammelled by the cautious: policy of his elder 
brother, which he was too honorable and affectionate to dis- 
turb, he at once identified himself completely with the move- 
ments of the Reformation. His own personal history 1s, 
indeed, henceforth entirely merged in that of the Reforma- 
tion, and we shall be compelled, in the remainder of this arti- 
cle, to give far more prominence to the latter, than we did in 
our sketch of Frederic. If John was overshadowed by his 
older brother’s more lofty position, he himself, on acquiring 
the same electoral rank, became a far more conspicuous per- 
sonage, and conferred even greater benefits on the Church 
than Frederic was permitted to do.. “We know of no prince,’’ 
is the declaration of the eminent historian, Ranke (Deutsche 
Gesch. III. 212), “of greater merit than John, among all 
those who devoted their labors to the work of establishing 
and securing the Protestant Church.”’ 

The seven or eight years, accordingly, which constituted 
the period of John’s reign, furnish us with an opportunity to 
attempt to elucidate, in connection with his own history, two 
or three historical points, with regard to which indistinct or 
inaccurate opinions are still entertained by many persons. 
We refer, for instance, to the Marburg Colloquium, the very 
name of which seems to many to be a stern reproach uttered 
by the voice of history against the memory of Luther, as 
well as of John. We have here a striking illustration of the 
fact that Luther is not yet always understood by British and 
American writers, insomuch that when Papists cease to re- 
vile him, ‘‘Protestants’’ have resumed the unholy work, and 
commenced to defame. The true origin and correct applica- 
tion of the term Protestant, is another point, which the his- 
tory of John satisfactorily explains, and which we shall pro- 
bably consider on a future occasion. But the third and most 
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important principle, which is unfolded and demonstrated by 
that history, refers to the true character, composition and 
contents of the Augsburg Confession. To this subject we 
propose to recur in another article, containing a sketch of 
the conclusion of John’s reign. In the following remarks 
we shall adhere to the chronological order of events, and as- 
sign the dates of the most important transactions. The sin- 
gular confusion observable in some writers, respecting the 
connection or sequence of the events which resulted in the 
presentation by John of the Augsburg Confession, has induced 
us to adopt this course. While it may impose a little addi- 
tional labor in connecting the historical materials before us, 
it enables us, at the same time, to adopt a somewhat more 
lucid arrangement, and to exhibit more satisfactorily the 
intimate relation of cause and effect, which, under the con- 
trol of Divine Providence, governs the whole series of the 
events of the Reformation. 3 

it may be sufficient to remark here in general terms, that 
John’s local administrative measures were invariably marked 
by forethought, a conscientious regard for the temporal and 
spiritual interests of his subjects, and an enlightened zeal in 
promoting the glory of God. We have not succeeded in 
finding any narrative of the precise manner in which he was 
converted to God, or of the process in his soul by which he 
ceased to be a papist, and became a genuine Christian. His 
life, however, demonstrates that a living faith in the Redeem- 
er controlled his whole conduct. The good fruit which he 
brought forth, conclusively establishes the fact itself, accord- 
ing to the Savior’s declaration, that 1t could have proceeded 
from a good tree alone. 

He supported the University of Wittenberg with vigor, 
deposed unfaithful pastors, and appointed more competent 
and zealous men in their place; he furnished these with a 
more liberal support than they had hitherto received, and 
instituted a visitation of all the schools and congregations in 
his dominions, according to a wise and comprehensive system. 
He abolished the popish abuses that still remained, and 
adopted every wise measure which the circumstances suggest- 
ed or allowed, for imbuing all classes of men with reverence 
towards God, and love for His service. Great zeal combined 
with wise forbearance, justice and the love and fear of God, 
were the distinguishing features of his administration. Many 
of these circumstances belong specially to the personal histo- 
ry of Luther, and are set forth in every well-written biogra- 
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phy of which he is the subject. Others belong to the general 

history of the times, and cannot be specially considered here, 
without occupying more spacc than we find at our disposal. 

We accordingly proceed to sketch those leading events con- 
nected with the Reformation, in which John was personally 
interested, or to which he gave a form and a spirit which will 
in all future ages claim the admiration of mankind. Although 
we may appear to forget him temporarily, in the followmg 
notices of several of his contemporaries, it is our object to 
describe only those circumstances with which he was conncc- 
ted, and the individuals with whom he came in contact. Such 
a general view will show that his position between the Catho- 
lics and several of the Reformers was singularly embarrass- 
ing; it will also show that he was by no means governed by 
narrow views, nor by religious prejudices, when, like Luther, 
he could not cordially unite with all the parties that claimed 
to be evangelical reformers. ‘The remote causes which deci- 
ded on the particular contents of the Augsburg Confession, 
(and which alone will be here considered), are seen in active 
operation during the administration of John. 

Tus Epict or Worms, May, 1521.* 

We are compelled to retrace our steps a moment,’and refer 
to an earlier period of John’s history. When the pope ex- 
communicated Luther in 1519, and Frederic was sorely trou- 
bled, John advised his brother, with equal calmness and 
decision, to suppress the papal bull entirely, in his dommions. 
Luther was subsequently summoned to appear at the dict of 
Worms, and it was John, and not his brother, who supplicd 
the destitute Reformer with funds sufficient to defray the ex- 
penses of the journey. The celebrated Edict published at 
the conclusion of this diet, furnishes a partial solution of 
many of the remarkable movements to which our attention 
will be immediately directed. After Luther had appeared in 
the presence of the emperor Charles V. (April 17 and 18) 
and refused to retract the religious opinions which hehad 
proclaimed, he left the city; soon afterwards the Elector 

* It was at this diet, the political proceedings of which were also very 
important, that the areh-duke Ferdinand, the emperor's brother, officially 
(April 28, 1521) received the five Austrian dukedoms; this arrangement 
established the German line of the house of Burgundy-Austria, after- 
wards so conspicuous in the history of Germany and eastern [europe 
(Ranke: D. Geseh. L. 357). 
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Frederic, the Elector Palatine and other eminent persons also 
withdrew. Although the diet was virtually dissolved, the 
Catholic members, according to a secret anderstanding, re- 
mained in the city. To these Aleander, the papal legate, 
privately presented a document at the residence of the empe- 
ror, in the episcopal palace, and not at a public meeting; it 
was preparec in the form usually adopted in the official pro- 
clamations shat were published at the close of diets, embody- 
ing the decrees and resolutions which had obtained the sanc- 
tion of the members. ‘T'kis document, known in history as 
the Edict of Worms, was issued in the name of the emperor, 
and refers chiefly to Luther; it places him under the ban of 
the empire, that is, it pronounces officially or judicially, a 
sentence of outlawry on him. Ivis given in fullin the Altenb. 
edition of Luther's works (Tom. I. pp. 736—T4}), occupying 
nearly six foho pages. It denounces Luther in the most 
violent terms, complains of his contempt for popes, church 
fathers and councils, of his rejeetion of Extreme Unction and 
other strictly popish sacraments, and of his obstinate refusal 
to recant. It then proceeds formally to impose the ban of 
the empire upon him, forbids all men to harbor him, to give 
him food or afford him shelter or aid, commands all his wri- 
tings to be burned, and includes all his adherents under the 
same ban, permitting any one, without due course of law, to 
seize their persons and appropriate the property of such, to 
their own use; in short, it represents Luther as a polluted 
outcast, unworthy of dwelling on the face of the earth. The 
papal party was wellaware that such a caricature would never 
obtain the official sanction of the whole diet, and it was ac- 
cordingly-withbeld until the unprejudiced members had de- 
parted. It was signed in church by the emperor, and pub- 
lished May 26, but antedated May 8, in order to give it the 
character of a document presented and adopted at a full diet, 
previous to the departure of the principal members. This 
gress and palpable fraud alone was sufficient to deprive the 
edict of ail influence ; and although it was not revoked, and 
Luther was thus actually thrust without the pale of human 
society, deprived of the protection of the law, and robbed of 
every personal right, he was molested by none; the arm of 
God was more mighty than the wrath of man. ‘The validity 
of this edict was per tinaciously. defended by the papists; its 
supposititious character was maintained with firmness by the 
evangelical party, and the question of its enforcement per- 
petually recurred inlater years. Several princes (George of 
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Saxony, &c.) proceeded toexecute the provisions of the edict, 
and Lutheran martyrs, in various places, died in tortures 1n- 
flicted by the papal party (Guericke: K. Gesch. LIL 151). 
The alarming aspect of the times, and the avowed purpose of 
the papists to persevere in their efforts, until the edict of 
Worms should be recognized as a law in all parts of the em- 
pire, and the Lutheran faith be extirpated (e. g. the popish 
convention of Ratisbon, 1524), at length compelled the evan- 
gélical party to deliberate on the expediency of forming an 
alliance for the defence of the pure faith (e. g. the Gotha- 
Torgau alliance of John of Saxony, Philip of Hesse, and 
others, signed at Magdeburg, June 12, 1526—the first act 
which gave a compact form to the evangelical party, Ranke, 
il. 125, 278, 283). 

THE DIET OF SPIRES OF 1026. 

The feverish excitement in Germany, occasioned by the 
religious disputes of the day, was not allayed, but sustained 
and aggravated by the singular relations between the emperor 
and Pope Clement VII. [if these two personages had cordi- 
ally united in the werk of suppressing the evangelical party, 
nothing but a direct miracle could have averted the extermi- 
nation of the latter. It was doubtless ordered by Providence 
that the unhallowed ambitien and selfishness of these two 
potentates, should influence them te assail and neutralize re- 
ciprocally, the pernicious influence which each was in a situ- 
ation to wield, rather than to combine for the purpose of 
ruining the holy cause of religion. Ranke has detailed the 
military operations of the emperor and the pope, in his &s- 
tory of the Popes, and in his later work, German History, 
g¢c., which contains a fuller history of the Reformation. The 
contest between the imperial and papal interests was conduc- 
ted with a degree of ferocity which admitted of no pacifice- 
tion. When the heads of the German states assembled du- 
ring the summer of 1526 in Spires, for the purpose of holding 
the regular diet, the adversaries of Luther expected an easy 
triumph, as they commanded a majority of the votes, and 
hoped to impart new vigor to the Edict of Worms. Both par- 
ties, the papal and the evangelical, were already organized, 
and a decisive conflict on the floor of the diet was naturally 
expected. Nothing but the confidence of John and his asso- 
ciates in the invisible aid of their heavenly Protector, could 
have induced them to engage in the apparently unequal con- 
test. John, who did not fail to attend the dict, was never
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more fearless and cheerful. His table daily supplicd seven 
hundred persons with food, and on one occasion he entertained 
twenty-six of the assembled princes at a magnificent banquct. 
The discussions in the diet were conducted with the utmost 
warmth; committecs were repeatedly appointed, with in- 
structions to prepare reports and embody resolutions expres- 
sive of the sense of the diet; but all these measures were 
ineffectual. The members of the papal party could not ac- 
complish any of their nefarious designs—for God had, in his 
righteous displeasure, paralyzed the uplifted arm of Popcery. 
A. very singular complication of circumstances had intervened. 
At the very moment when the Pope desired to avail himself, 
through this diet, of the power of the emperor in Germany, 
in order to crush the Hvangelical Religion, his own troops 
were advancing into Upper Italy for the purpose of annihila- 
ting the same emperor’s power in that region. Bigoted as 
Charles V. might be, it was contrary to all the instincts of 
his nature that he should attempt, by means of his influence 
in the diet, to destroy John of Saxony and his associates, in 
order to gratify the Pope at the precise moment when the 
latter employed all the resources at his command in an effort 
to involve Charles in a Huropean war—and here lay the se- 
crct of the helplessness of the Catholic party. (Ranke: Hist. 
of the Popes, p. 46. Deutsehe G. Il. 290.) Ferdinand, the 
cmperor’s brother, who presided at the diet, accordingly re- 
-eciyed private anti-papal instructions from Charles V., unfa- 
vorable to the edict of Worms (Ranke appears to have found 
them still preserved in the Dresden archives, II. 292). These 
instructions decided the action of the diet. The edict of 
Worms was obviously a dead letter in many portions of Ger- 
many; the papists who adhered to Charles, could not, on the 
other hand, actually revoke it without great mortification. A 
method was eventually devised which rescued them from their 
humiliating position, but, in the Providence of God, at the 
same time, sccured unexpected deliverance for the Lutheran 
cause. The diet adopted a decree as a compromise, founded 
on the principle of the recognized terrttorzal rights of inde- 
pendent princes, and impcrial or free cities. All the parties 
assented to it, and it received the official signature of Terdi- 
nand, August 27, 1526. Cyprian (Hist. d. Augsb. Conf. 
Beyl. III. p. 55) has preserved the appropriate passage of 
this vecess* or public document. On account of the extraor- 

* A Diet (Germ. Reichslag, equivalent to empire's day, whence is pro- 
bably derived analogically the Inglish name Diet, Lat. dies, day) was,
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dinary influence which it exercised, and, consequently, of its 
ercat historical importance, we translate it in full: ““Lhere- 
force, we, and also the Electors, Princes and Estates of the 
Empire, and the representatives of the samc, have come to 
an agreement at this Diet, and have unanimously concurred 
herein, together with our subjects, to wit, for the present 
time, until the Church Council, or else a National Assembly 
shall be held, that in all [religious] matters that may pertain 
to the Edict of His Imperial Majesty, proclaimed at the Dict 
held in Worms, each one shall independently (eyn yglicher 
fiir sich) so live, govern and act (comport himself, halten) as 
every one may hope and expect to answer therefor (for the 
same, solichs) to God and His Imperial Majesty.”’ The sense 
of the whole, according to Ranke (Popes, p. 46), is the fol- 
lowing: the states may act according to their own judgment 
in matters of religion, and either sustain or repress the Re- 
formation in their respective territories, and he adds: ‘The 
legal existence of the Protestant party in the empire, rests 
essentially on the decree of Spires, of the year 1526.” No 
legal difficulties now impeded the progress of the Reforma- 
tion in the territorics subject to rulers who were fricndly to 
it. That the state policy and wounded ambition of Charles 
extorted these concessions from his religious bigotry, is de- 
monstrated by such a formal recognition of the necessity of 
a Church Council. Clement VII., as a pope, was taught by 
the history of the Councils of Constance and Basel, to dread 
these convocations ; his perfidious conduct towards Charles 
awakened in him, in addition, the well-grounded apprehension 

as Webster aceurately defines the word: “a convention of prinees, elec- 
tors, eeelesiastieal dignitaries, and representatives of free eities, to delib- 
erate on the affairs of the empire.” But his tenth definition of Lccess 
(“I'r. recez. An abstraet or registry of the resolutions of the imperial 
diet.— Not in use.”) is incomplete. The Freneh recez is simply a galli- 
cized form of the offieial Latin word vecessus (very probably in the sense 
of receding, parting, adjourning), for whieh the German equivalent is 
Abschied. A Reichsrecess or Reichsabschied .was an engrossed doeu- 
ment, prepared and published at the close of a diet in the emperor’s 
name, embodying the resolutions or ediets which had been adopted at 
the convention, as well as the direetions of the emperor, who was the 
cxeeutive officer of the diet. These diets, which were convoked by the 
emperor, who named the time and plaee of the eonveution, were not - 
held preeisely at regular periods ; they were, nevertheless, frequent. If 
English historians have suffered the convenient word 7ecess, in the sense 
explained above, to be lost by desuetude, they do not appear to have sub- 
stituted any equivalent of equal value, in the political history of the eni- 
pire during the medieval period, and particularly the period which im- 
Mediatcly succeeded.
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that the latter would insist on his deposition as an illegitimate 
son of Julian de Medicis, duke of Florence—a circumstance 
which was generally known, and which would, if the ecclesi- 
astical rules had been strictly observed, have prevented his 
cousin Leo X. from conferring the cardinal’s hat on him. 
But false witnesses were easily procured, who asserted under 
oath (for a large sum of money) that his mother Floretta had 
obtained a promise of marriage from her seducer; this pro- 
mise was assumed, in the emergency, to be sufficient to legit- 
imate him, although it by no means met the established terms 
referring to the creation of cardinals (Herzog: Real Ene. 
Il. 578, art. CARDINULE). 

THE FIRST SWABACH CONVENTION, JUNE, 1528. 

It is important to distinguish the conference or convention 
held at Swabach, (a small town nine miles distant from Nu- 
remberg, and not far from the Rednitz) at the instance of 
George, Margrave of Baireuth and Anspach, June 14, 1528, 
from a later convention in the same place, with which it is 
often confounded in the history of John and of his Confes- 
sion of Faith presented at Augsburg. It was attended by 
theologians and civilians whom George had commissioned, 
and by others who represented the city of Nuremberg. The 
object of the meeting was chiefly to arrange the mode of in- 
troducing effectually the Reformation into the territories of 
the parties, to correct popish abuses, and remodel ecclesiasti- 
cal affairs in general, according to directions with which Lu- 
ther had furnished one of his most valued friends, Lazarus 
Spengler, a.civil officer (erster Rathsschreiber) of the city of 
Nuremburg. This devout Christian, of whom Ranke says 
(II. 865), that he combined extraordinary skill in the trans- 
action of secular business with the most profound interest in 
all the concerns of religion and the church, was the author 
of the noble hymn: “Durch Adams Fall ist ganz verderbt, 
&e.” (Alt: Christl Cult. I. 446), which subsequently ac- 
quired even symbolic authority (see Form. Cone. 642 ult. ed. 
tech.—Hnegl. transl. Newm. 2d ed, p. 601.)—The resolu- 

tions or articles of this convention referred principally to 
local affairs, and had no direct influence on the composition 
of the Augsburg Confession. (Salig: Hist. d. Augsb. Conf. 
p- 121, compared with KolIner: Symbolik. Vol. I. pp. 108, 
160 n. 5. 164 n. 18). This fact, after much perplexity ou 
the part of older writers, including even Chytraeus and Seck- 
endorf, was at length demonstrated by the discovery of the
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proceedings or articles of this first convention, in the archives 
of Anspach, and their publication in 1783 by J. W. v. @. 
Lith. (Kollner, 1. ¢.) 

PHILIP, LANDGRAVE* oF HESSE. 

The transactions of the elector John and Luther, on the 
one hand, and of Philip of Hesse and Zwingli, on the other, 
although they remotely influenced the composition of the 
Augsburg Confession, have often been misunderstood. ven 
at this late day, the imperfect and perverted statements of 
various English writers, to whom the original documents were 
not accessible, as they have since been to Ranke and others, 
and whose inaccurate narratives have exposed the revered 
names of the Elector and the Reformer to obloquy, continue 
to be credited. For the historical truth of the following 
statements, which will be found to vary, to a certain extent, 
from those that are current in many popular works, we refer 
to Lindner,t whose Church History combines the political 
with the ecclesiastical element, with such fidelity and skill, 
that it now ranks among the highest authorities. We also 
refer to Ranke,t whose diligent study of original documents 
not previously examined by historians, and the impartiality 
and accuracy of whose historical writings, are now well known 
to English readers, since the publication in England (and 
Philadelphia, 1844) of Kelly’s translation of his History of 
the Popes, §c., in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. 
We shall generally omit references to older works which we 
have consulted (Salig, Cyprian, Chytraeus and Seckendorf), 
as well as the usual Church Histories. Guericke§ has care- 
fully examined the documents relating to the Reformation, 
preserved in the archives of Cassel, and communicated to 
Neudecker, who published them in 1886. J.H. Kurtz’s 

* The title in this case, and in several others, indicates a prinee of the 
German Empire who was invested with sovereign power in his own ter- 
ritories, but was inferior in rank to an elector or duke (Herzog). Thus 
Philip, as an independent ruler, divided his dominions ‘not long before 
his death in 1567, among his four sons; such a circumstance illustrates 
the distinction between a landgrave of earlier ages, and a modern French 
comte or British earl, although an affinity betwcen the titles is obvious. 

{ Lehrbuch d. christl. Kirchengeschichte, &c., von W. Bruno Lindner. 
Leipzig, 1848. 

{Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reformation, von Leopold 
Ranke, 5 Bde. Dritte Ausgabe, Berlin, 1852. e 

¢.Handbuch der Kg. Seventh edition, 1850. (The eighth edition ap- 
peared in 1854).
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large work (the Handbuch), has not yet reached the era of 
the Reformation. 

Philip, landgrave of Hesse, who was born Nov. 18, 1504, 
and whose territories were governcd, after the death of his 
father, Wilham II., in 1509, by his mother, Anna of Meck- 
lenburg, as regent, took the reims of government in his own 
hands as early as the year 1518, having come to his majority 
by a legal fiction, in his fourteenth year. The precocious 
youth was married in 1523 to Christina, daughter of George, 
duke of Saxony. ‘These events indicate the natural impa- 
tience or impetuosity of his character, as well as his fondness 
for power. He was prompt and vigorous in action, but vio- 
Jent and reckless when his passions were roused. He was one 
of the first of those who were styled Protestants, and he 
continued to adhere to the cause which he embraced; but 
those elevated principles and holy purposes which invariably 
governed the conduct of John of Saxony, do not appear to 
have exercised control over the more worldly-minded Philip. 
Luther recognized him willingly as a friend of the Reforma- 
tion, but soon ascertained, with his usual sagacity, that Philip 
was not entitled to entire confidence. Unwilling to express 
the suspicions which he entertained of Philip’s ulterior polit- 
ical plans, and his ambitious aspirations, he characterizes 
him, somewhat amusingly, when he writes to the elector John 
in 1529, and indirectly refers to Philip’s unsafe propositions, 
asa “restless young prince’ (de Wette: Lwther’s Briefe III. 
455) and again, as a “restless man” (ib. 465). The combina- 
tion of the Catholic princes against the friends of the Refor- 
mation, impelled him to organize a similar union of the evan- 
geclical princes, and this project absorbed his whole attention. 
it is usually supposed by Protestant writers that disinterested 
considerations alone guided him in these movements. His 
inconsiderate conduct when the alleged discoveries of a popish 
plot* against the evangelical party, were made by Otto von 
Pack, would have occasioned a disastrous civil war, if the 

*The mystery attending the Pack plot is not yet explained. Ranke 
is disposed to regard the whole as an invention of Pack (IIT. 36); Jind- 
ner thinks it possible that it contained elements of truth (II. 73). It is 
certain that Philip secretly sent Pack as his agent to Zapolya of Hunga- 
ry, the enemy of the Lutheran faith, and the ally of the Turks, but, at 
the same time, the avowed political enemy of Ferdinand. Luther him- 
self suspected at the time that a collusion existed between Philip and 
Pack., He viewed the conduct of the former with great disapprobation, 
and does not hesitate to express his suspicious in his private Ictters to 
ank and Hess (de Wette IL, 347, 351),
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conscientious and prudent course of the elector John, sugges- 
ted by Luther’s remonstrances, had not arrested tt on the eve 
of itscommencement. Even this transaction, which attached 

a temporary blemish to the cause of the Reformation, and te 
which we shall have occasion to recur in a succeeding article, 
is usually ascribed to well-meant but anwise plans of Philip. 
In all these warlike purposes and movements of Philip, how- 
ever, 2 deeper design lay hidden, which aé that early period 
was shrouded frem the view of all save Luther, who intui- 
tively understood the whole. The circumstances indicate 
that Philip aspired to the occupation of the imperial throne. 
He conceived this ambitious plan under the following -circum- 
stances. 

The selfish policy of Charles V. andhis brother Ferdinand, 
whose diplomacy and military resources won for him the 
crowns of Bohemia and Hungary, had gradually developed 
a spirit of opposition to their encroachments, even among 
Catholic princes. The duke of Bavaria had, like his ambi- 
tious predecessors, long aspired to the imperial throne, and 
eagerly availed himself of the increasing unpopularity of the 
Austrian brothers, as the means of prometing his design. 
He engaged in secret negotiations with the principal electors, 
the king of France, &c. From documentary evidence, which 
Ranke adduces (II. 294, n. 8. III. 29), it appears that the 
anti-imperial party designed to procure the assistance of am- 
bassadors from France, Lorraine (then a distinct duchy of 
the Empire; Koeppen: Middle Ages Il. 637) and England. 
It was arranged that these should appear at a diet of the 
empire, commissioned both to accuse the Austrian house as 
the cause of all the losses which the state* and the church 
had suffered, and also to urge the diet to elect another empe- 
ror; it was a part of the plan that the new emperor should 
bea man of ability, competent to repair these losses, as well 
as a ruler whose sound Catholic principles would alike urge 
and qualify him to suppress the Lutheran heresies of the day. 
Ihe Pope and his adherents unquestionably concurred with 
Bavaria, and also engaged in secret negotiations which refer- 
red to the deposition of Charles V. (Lindner, II. 71). Cer- 
tain expressions of the pope, of his legate, and of Cardinal 

*Even as late as the year 1529 (Sept. 26) Sultan Suleiman, “the 
greatest and most accomplished prince that ever sat on the Ottoman 
throne” (Ilume’s England, ch. 30), had penetrated as for as Vienna, 
and besieged that city. (Ranke II. 158). 

Vou. X, No. 87. G
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Wolsey, imphed a hope that they might secure even John of 
Saxony asa confederate, by means of bribing his counsellors 
(Ranke IfT. 30). While these projects neaged the attention 
of the papisis, the evangelical princes and their subjects were 
allowed to enjoy a period of repose; a defensive alliance 
which they had formed, received an important accession in 
the person of Albert of Brandenburg. The active mind of 
Philip now conceived a plan analogous to that of the house 
ef Bavaria. If he could be elected king of the Romans (a 
dignity which Ferdinand subsequently “acquired, in 1551, 
usually conferred on an emperor elect, and retained until he 
ascended the imperial throne), and if he could ultimately 
acquire the imperial throne, he flattered himself that this 
brilliant consummation of his labors would enable him to 
rotect efiectually the evangelical religion. The execution 

of the Bavari ian project depended on the aid of Catholic 
princes ; Philip expected to gain for his pi roject, not only the 
SUP ppors of all the evangelical princes, but also that of vari- 
eus Catholic anti-imperial powers, for instance even France 
(whither he sent his agent, Dr. Walter), as well as of the ex- 
licd Zapolya, the Woiwode (duke, prince) of Transylvania, 
to whom he sent Pack as his agent in 1528. Zapolya had 
long sought the erown of Hungary, end obtained it, Nov. 11, 
1526, but lost it the following year. _ lt obviously formed an 
noportant feature of Philip’s s plan to secure the accession of 
the Swiss cantons, whose aid, in a military point of view, 
would be of inestimable value. Hence it was long a leading 
principle of his policy, to attract at least the reformed part 
of the Swiss, and establish an intimate union between them 
and the German evangelical par ty. That this far-reaching 
project, or certainly one not widely different from it, was 
really entertained by Philip, no longer seems to admit of 
doubt, when the chafacter and whole conduct a Philip are 
closely scrutinized (Lindner If. 71, 73 Anm. 77 Anm 78), 
athoug’ we have not been able to find documentary Aridence 

specting the details of the scheme. In one of Luiher’s 
numerous letters to John, urgently advising him to refram 
trom an armed opposition to the emperor, he remarks: ‘We 
should, besides, reflect, that even if such aciual resistance to 
the emperor were lawi fal, we would be compelled to proceed 
still further, » by ex -pelling the emperor, and b becoming empe- 
rors ourselves, for he would defend himself, and repose could 
not be secured until one of the parties should be prostr ated”’ 
(de Weite ITT. 543), The words which we have italicized,
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are supposed to be an allusion to Philip’s project, which it 
would have been unwise to describe with greater circumstan- 
tiality. twas quite consistent with these aspirations of 
Philip, that he should sincerely disapprove of popish doc- 
trines and usages, and, from conviction, unite with the eran- 
gelical party. Intelligent men, evenin that age, could reject 
and detest popish errors and follies, without being imbued, 
as a necessary consequence, with the opposite spirit of Chris- 
tian faith, humility and love; of this fact the English, French, 
Italian, Spanish and German Humanzsts* of that era furnish 
many illustrations. The Anabaptists,oa tke other hand, 
were even furious opponents of popery, and yet they were 
far from being humble, enlightened and pure-minded Chris- 
tians. | 

We omit all special reference to the later history of Philip. 
The aduiterous relations between him and Lady Margaret 
von der Saal, and the discraceful and iniquitous scenes which 
were the result, not only indicted a deep stain on the Protes- 
tant cause at the time, but were even quite recently (in 1852) 
brought forward by a papist in Charleston, S. C., in the con- 
troversy in which the distinguished Dr. Bachman, the Pastor 
of the Evangelical Lutheran Congregation of St. John’s 
Church, was the successful champion of Protestantism. (See 
Defence of Luther and the Reformation, ¢c., by John Bach- 
man, D. D., LL. D., Charleston, 1853). We gladly refrain, 
too, from glancing at the humiliating attitude of the land- 
grave, when he appeared before the emperor as a suppliant 
ow his knees, after the battle of Muhlberg. Various incon- 
sistencies are discoverable in his conduct. One of the most 
striking of these appears in that process of reasoning, which 
led him to the conclusion, on the one hand, that as a consci- 
entious Christian, he could not profitably receive the Lord’s 
Supper while he maintained an adulterous connection with a 
female from whom he could not resolve to part, and, on the 
other hand, that Christian duty required him to hallow that 
connection by the commission of another outraSe—bigamy. 
The Catholic princes and dignitaries of his day were less 

* Of these students of the classic authors, and admirers of polite lite- 
rature in general, and of their opponents, the Dunkelmdnner or Fin- 
sterlinge (benighted advocates of the doctrine- “Ignorance is the moth- 
er of devotion”), Brunnow gives very amusing portraiture in his U7. 
rich von Hutten, somewhat in Wildenhahn’s style; while mingling fie- 
tion with truth, be seems to furnish a very accurate sketch of these hos- 
tile parties.
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sorely annoyed by scruples of conscience—thei moral prin- 
ciples allowed them quietly to commit the most flagrant 
crimes in connection with an ostentatious performance of ex- 
ternal religious duties. Both they and the landgrave afford 
mournful evidence of the blindness and wickedness of man’s 
heart, until he is renewed by the Spirit of God. 

ZAWINGLI.* 

Philip’s political plans were vigorously supported by Zwin- 
gli, who claims a special notice, before we proceed further. 
Hlis birth occurred Jan. 1, 1484, somewhat less than two 
months after that of Luther, and more than fifteen years be- 
fore that of Calvin. He possessed an active mind, and @ 
highly cultivated taste; the classic authors constituted the 
chief subject of his studies. He could not believe that the 
eift of inspiration had been restricted to Palestine, and held 
that Plato had shared in that divine influence; he called Sen- 
ceca a holy man, and specially revered Pindar, whose descrip- 
tion of the gods seemed to him to be sosublime, as to demon- 
strate that a presentiment of a particular divine and holy 
power dwelledin him. The opinion which he formed that 
these writers had conducted him to the truth, may have pos- 
sibly exercised, in succeeding years, a baneful influence 
on his mode of conceiying revealed truth. In the midst of 
these studies, he obtained a copy of the Greek New Testa- 
ment which Erasmus had published (the first edition appeared 

* A surprising diversity in the orthography of this name appears both 
i earlier and in modern works referring to him. His contemporarics, 
when writing of him in Latin, called him Zwinglius (Zuinglius), in Ger- 
man, Zwingel. Hedid not himself observe any uniformity. In the 
first edition of the articles referring to the Zurich (Turicum, Statio Tu- 
riecusis) Disputation, which Ne published in German. he says: Ich, 
fluldrich Zwingli. The third editien calls him Herr Virich Zwinly. 
ile signed his Fide? Ratio, sent to Augsburg, thus: Huldrychus Zwin- 
glius. The modern usage of German writers, which 1s, doubtless, the 
most accurate, as these references seera to show, and to which we have 
aecordingly conformed in this article, adopts the form of Zwinglr. 
There is less excuse for the practice of English writers who mutilate the 
name of Philip Jelanchthon, the son of George Schwarzerd (black 
carth), Reuchlin tenderly loved the yoath, and furmished him with a 
Greek translation of his name, melas (black), chthon, earth. As the let- 
ters CH are represented by one character |x| in Greek, it is as much a 
barbarism to write JAlelancthon, as it would be, if we elsewhere omitted 
the aspirate, e. g. Caos, Caracter, Cristian, &c. When he himself, at a 
later period of his life, occasionally wrote JMelanthon, perhaps for the 
sake of euphony, he was so far consistent that he omitted the eutive 
{xreck character.
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in 1516). The attention which he devoted to this volume, 
gradually made him aware that popery was not founded on 
the word of God. Political affairs also interested him deeply, 
and he even accompanied his congregation repeatedly to the 

field of battle. Zurich ultimately (in 1519) became the scene 
of his reformatory movements. His eloquence in depicting 
the abuses of popery was irresistible; his manners were at- 
tractive, his habits unostentatious and plain, his disposition 
was usually kind and generous, and he was endowed with a 
vigorous constitution, the powers of which his simple mode 
of life directly tended to preserve. 

Ranke, who has collected these and other particulars (II. 
46), fully recognizes the essential difference in character 
which existed between Zwingli and Luther. The doctrine of 
faith, in its deep and intimate connection with the redemption 
of Christ, was the guiding principle of the latter, while it 
was Zwingli’s own judgment, rather than deep religious ex- 
perience, that revealed to him the contrariety between the 
Scriptures and the doctrines and usages of the church of 
Rome. Luther obtained peace in God after a severe struggle 
in his soul, which taught him experimentally the value of the 
Savior’s love. His distress, his longing after God, his inward 
peace, his rapture when he could in faith apply the Savior’s 
-merits to himself, were exercises of the soul, to which Zwin- 
gli had remained a stranger. “Not that deep distress, and 
those conflicts of the soul which sin occasions,’ says the em- 
inent J. H. Kurtz (Kk. G. fiir Stud.. p. 413), “but classical 
studies trained him to bea Reformer.” While Luther pri- 
marily labored to reform unsound doctrines, as the root of 
xisting vices in the conduct of men (human merit, doctrine 

of indulgences, &c.), Zwingli, like others who labored with 
sincerity, but without complete success, because they over- 
looked the source of the evils which prevailed, directed his 
attention rather to the correction of errors and vices in the 
life and manners of those around him. He was not only a 
religious, but also a political reformer ; his opposition to the 
feislaufen, or Swiss practice of supplying foreign princcs 
with soldiers for annuities or wages, proceeded from a noble, 
patriotic feeling. “Luther and Zwingli differed not less in 
their political movements than in their respective systems of 
faith. ~ Luther’s policy, 1f we can give it that name, was 
governed by religious considerations exclusively, and simply 
embraced the principle of self-defence. Zwingli, on the con- 
trary, had from the beginning, also contemplated positive
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political objects, radical changes in the Hidgenossenschaft 
(sworn confederacy) &e.’’ (Ranke III. 286). His practical 
character unquestionably gave a peculiar form and spirit to 
his religious doctrines, and impelled him to act, while Luther, 
in a child-like spirit, humbly bowed before God, and was still 
waiting to receive light. The former was as sincere in his 
opposition to error as Luther; but the Saxon Reformer pos- 
sessed a depth of fecling, a sense of dependence on God, a 
power of self-command, a gift for entering into the very 
spirit of the divine word, and a keenness of vision, in which 
he was immeasurably the superior of the former. 

Hach represented a principle to which later times have at- 
tached a decp significance. The conservatism of Luther in- 
clincd him to retain in religious doctrines and usages, all that 
was not in opposition to the Scriptures—the radicalism of 
Zwingli urged him to reject all for which an express scriptu- 
ral passage could not be produced, forgetful of the fact that 
the liberty of the Church permits, and even counsels the re- 
tention of many ancicnt usages, which the wants of the carly 
church had introduced. The genius of Puritanism, which 
assumed a distinctive form and name after Zwingli’s depar- 
ture from the world, had been already quickened in him. 
Moving in a narrow sphere, watching words and forms more 
than the animating spirit, and adopting principles which pro- 
ceeded rather from Judaic rigor than Gospel liberty, it at- 
tached an undue importance to harmless external matters, 
and could not ascend to those lofty regions, to that atmo- 
sphere of freedom, in which the spirit that animated Luther, 
loved to dwell. Thus, it inquired mechanically for the chap- 
ter and the verse which sanctioned the altar and the organ, 
and with almost superstitious fear, it hastened to substitute a 
table for the former, and unaccompanied and undisciplined 
human voices for the latter ; 1t even silenced the church-bell, , 
which seemed to utter forth loud popish voices. It looked 
with horror on the pictures andthe statues in the churches, 
which Luther willingly tolerated until the direct influences of 
the Gospel would render their removal an insignificant event ; 
it consigned alike the rude attempts of rustic artists, and 

elaborate works of art, to destruction. It detested the fres- 

cocd walls of the churches, and dreamed that a simple whitc- 

washed surface would materially aid in conducting a spiritual 
worship of God. It listened with suspicion and fear to the 
liturgical services, which regularly repeated the living truths 
of the Gospel, and in which devout and faithful Christians
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of a former day had uttered the words of their holy faith— 
in place of liturgical forms that were hallowed by time and 
their own Gospel spirit, it substituted prolonged extempora- 
neous performances, varying in utility and purity with the 
ever-changing gifts and graces of individuals. Forgetting 
that the Liturgy and other portions of the service originated 
at a period anterior to the dark day which the rise of popery 
ushered in, it triumphantly asked: Where is the_ chapter, 
where is the verse in which these popish usages are taught ? 
Happily, Puritanism was illogical in its principles, and incon- 
sistent in its practice. If it should rear its head in our day 
with new vigor, and attempt to give a full practical develop- 
ment to its preynises, it would convulse the church in many 
a land, by exhibiting its ability to destroy, and its unfitness 
to reconstruct and improve. It would not only take from 
the Lutheran his Liturgy, but it would begin by entering his 
Sunday School, and abolishing an institution for which no 
chapter nor verse can be produced. It would both close his 
church when he desired to observe a holy day in the weck, 
devoted to some leading event in the Savior’s history, and 
also disperse the members of his prayer-meeting, for which 
‘he could furnish no express scriptural precept. It would not 
only repulse the infant brought by believing sponsors to the 
‘baptismal font, but also banish every female from the table 
of the Lord. While it has partially succeeded in veiling the 
brightness and beauty of the Lord’s Day, by investing it 
with the name and the attributes of the Jewish Sabbath, it 
only refrains from converting the pastor into a Labbi, and 
his church edifice into a Synagogue, because these terms are 
not found in its guide for the Christzan life—the Old Testa- 
ment. It would not mercly wrest from him his clerical habit 
and the simple gown with which he was ascending the pulpit, 
extinguish the candles on the sacramental altar, and cover 
with lime the symbol of his faith, the cross on the pulpit-wall 
or altar-cloth; these are all unessential objects, which may 
be retained or rejected by the Lutheran, without harm or loss; 
but his congregational Bible Society, his congregational school, 
his lecture-room, with its missionary maps—cven his hymn- 
book and book of anthems, his very stove or furnace and 
cushioned chair—all would be indiscriminately torn, broken, 
disowned, dishonored, trampled under foot. For where— 
where do the Scriptures require these things? In this spirit 
Carlstadt attempted to continue the Reformation in Witten- 
berg, until his destructive course was arrested by Luther ; he
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could not comprehend the obvious fact, which Luther at once 
perceived, that the reformation of the individual must begin 
in the heart, “from within’ (Mark 7: 21), and that even 
when the papist’s image and his rosary are- taken out of his 
hands, he is a papist still in heart, until the Gospel has en- 
lightened him, and the Divine Spirit given him a new heart. 
For such mercies, the enlightening, converting and sanctify- 
ing influences cf God’s Spirit, Luther accordingly prayed 
and labored, well aware that when the impenitent man’s 
heart is renewed, the contemptible image, the “holy water,” 
and other appendages of popery, would lose all their power 
to do harm, and vanish away; surely, these inanimate repre- 
sentatives of Antichrist could not annihilate the power of 
God’s grace in the heart. Carlstadt and Zwingli, without 
agreeing in the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper precisely, 
found, however, a common bond of union in their opposition 
to Luther’s doctrines, and a close alliance long existed be- 
tween them. 

Tt certainly cannot detract from the great personal merits 
of Zwingli, that another was endewed with gifts of a higher 
order, or was commissioned to perform greater works than 
those which are connected with hisname. While heexpress- 
ed views that were unfavorable to popery, even earlier than 
the year 1517, like the Humanists and many other intelligent 
yersons, Ranke regards the question of priority as decided, 
even if no other argument were adduced than the one embo- 
died in the fact, that at the time “‘when Rome had already 
pronounced the sentence of condemnation against Luther, 
Zwingli was still drawing a pension from Rome’”’ (III. 49. 
54). <As the details, which are really honorable to Zwingli, 
are not given by Ranke, we add from Schrockh (Christl. K. 
G. seit d. Ref. II. 109, 115), where we succeeded in finding 
them, that as Zwingli’s limited income did not allow him to 
purchase the works of Classic authors, the Church Fathers, 
&c., the papal legate in Switzerland had granted him a small 
pension for that purpose; but he voluntarily relinquished it 
in the year 1520, as he could no longer receive it with a good 
conscience. Ranke probably refers to this circumstance. 

The precise doctrinal views of a man like Zwingli, who 
occupied so large a space in his day, will always possess a 
theologico-historic interest ; to these the course of our narra- 
tive renders it indispensable to advert, as they furnish impor- 
tant aid in explaining the transactions at Marburg, and in- 
volye the remote causes, to a certain extent, which decided
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on the contents of the first part of the Confession of Faith 
presented by the elector John at Augsburg. We do not spe- 
cially allude to his views cof the Eucharist. He seems to 
bélong pre-eminently to the school of the intelligent Human- 
ists of his day 7; as a classical scholar, he was distinguished ; 
he was a public-spirited and influential citizen, and a friend 
of truth and righteousness; but, as a theologian, history has 
assigned to him a subordinate position. As his theology lay 
rather on the surface than in the depths of the divine word, 
his doctrines on several fundamental peints of the Christian 
system, after being constructed mainly according to the sug- 
gestions of his reason, became so meagre and feeble, that 
they appeared to Luther to be but little more imbued. with 
the spirit of the Gospel, than the opinions of mere human 
philosophers- He appeared to nestorianize on the subject of 
the Person of Christ; the doctrine of justification by faith 
became, in his hands, rather a negative proposition than a 
holy, positive, life-giving doctrine, “irreconcilably opposed to 
all vain dependence on numan righteousness. That he enter- 
tained very low views of vital godliness—of the condition of 
the renewed and sanctified believer, in whose heart and life 
the fruits of saving faith abound, as contradistinguished from 
the condition of the moral man, whose human virtues hare 
been developed by educational, social and legal influences— 
is very probable. Not long before his death, which unhappily 
occurred at an early period (Oct. 11, 1531), j in a bloody bat- 
tle between the reformed and popish cantons, he wrote a work 
(Christ. fider brevis et clara expos., addressed to the king of 
France), which created an uncommon sensation, when his 
friend Ballinger published it in 1536. It contains the follow- 
ing extraordinary passage, which we copy from Schrockh (I. 
C. 162), who very feebly apologizes for it: ‘“‘There,” says he, 
addressing the king on the subject of eternal life, ‘There 
thou canst hope to be admitted to the company of, and to in- 
tercourse with, all holy, wise, believing, steadfast, brave and 
virtuous men, who have lived since the beginning of the world. 
Thou wilt there see those two who are named Adam, the re- 
deemed, and the Redeemer, Abeland Enoch, Noah, Abr aham, 
Isaac, Jacob, Judah, Moses, Joshua, Gideon, Samuel, Phin- 
ehas, Elijah, Elisha, Tsaiah, together with the mother of God, 
of whom the latter had spoken ; David, Ezekiel, Isaiah, J ohn 
the Baptist, Peter and Paul. There thou wilt see Hercules, 
Theseus, Aristides, Antigonus, Numa, Camillus, the Catos 
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and Scipios, likewise thy royal predecessors and ancestors, 
who left the world in faith. In short, there is no man of in- 
tegrity, no holy soul, and no believing heart, that thou wilt 
not find there with God.” (We cannot account for the repe- 
tition of the name of Isaiah, nor determine whether Antigo- 
nus represents Alexander's General, or another of the same 
name; the identity, or we may, perhaps, more correctly say, 
the existence of Hercules involves a still more diffcult ques- 
tion.) Undoubtedly such a combmation of names, such a 
wholesale and indiscriminate admission into heaven, indicates 
a mind very differently constitued from that of Luther. The 
learned Rudelbach, while largely quoting from Zwingli’s 
treatise on Providence (which Calvin pronounced to be 
“crammed with harsh paradoxes, duris paradoxis refertus,”’ 
Herzog: Real Enc. art. CALVIN) arrives at the conclusion 
that the “entire Zwinghan system is a dualistic Pantheism’”’ 
(Rudelbach: Ref. Luth. u. Union, p. 290). That Zwingli’s 
views of Original Sin were decidedly latitudinarian (somewhat 
like those of the Arminians, and even the Socinians of a 
later day), his contemporaries were in some cases aware. 
Niemeyer has inserted in his well-known Collectio Conf. in 
Feel. Ref. publ. Awingl’s &idet Matio* or Confession of 
Faith which he sent to the dict of Augsburg in 1530. He 
there states his doctrine of Original Sin in full. In the course 
of his remarks, he concedes that our first father committed a 
sin in reality, an act that was really a sin, and then proceeds: 
“But his (Adam’s) offspring did not sin in this manner. For, 
which one of us preyed with his teeth (depopulatus est dentibus} 
in Paradise on a forbidden apple? We are, therefore, forced 
to admit, whether willingly or unwillingly, that original sin, 
as it exists in the sons of Adam, is not properly a sin, as 
was just set forth, for it is not an offence against a law. It is 
therefore properly a disease and a state. ——- — Although 1 
do not object, if this disease and state should be called szz, 
after the manner of Paul, &c.’”’ (Niem. p. 20). Zwingli’s 
own words on another occasion, as quoted from his works by 

* The titles of the contemporaneous English and German translations, 
as given by Niemeyer, p. xxv1, afford interesting specimens of the state 
of the two languages in that day. The English, dated 1543, begins : 
The rekening and declaration of faith --- sent to Charles the V. that 
now is emperor of Rome, holding a parlement or cownsail! at Ausbrougk 
&e. The German title is furnished with a text: Zu Karoln ROmischen 
Keiser, yetzund vff dem Rychstag zu Augspurg, Bekenntnusz &c. Kum- 
mend zu mir ir alle, die arbeittend und beladen sind, vnd ich will tich 
rouw geben, &e,
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Matthes (Comp. Symb. Leipzig. 1854, p. 341) are these: 
‘Dass Adam und alle seine nachkommen nach der zerbroch- 
nen Natur niits (nichts) gutes vermégend, denn sie sind 
bresthaft. — — Wir verstond hie durch das Wort “‘brest’’ 
einen Mangel, den einer on ste (ohne seine) schudd von der 
geburt her hat oder sust (senst) von zufdllen.”’ The old Ger- 
man word bresthaft, which appears to have been obsolescent 
at that period already, designated any ailment, defect or 
bodily-injury (Heyse). 

Such easy views of the true character of fallen man, asthe 
iatter stands revealed before the eyes of a holy God, differ 
widely from the letter and the spirit of all the evangelical 
confessions of faith ef the age of the Reformation. LF ortu- 
nately for the cause of truth, the influence ef Calvin, who 
received Luther’s doctrines on the subject, prevented those 
of Zwingli from being adopted by tke early Reformed creeds. 
Zwingli’s apclogist, Dr. Ebrard, who seems anxious to infuse 
his sectarianism into the German Reformed Church, and to 
be considered the leader of his party, concedes, with regard 
to another fundamental doctrine, that Zwingli entertained a 
“conception (Begriff) of fazth which was quite different from 
that of Luther.”” His attempt to give a faverable explana- 
éion is far from being satistactory* in the eyes of that pro- 
found investigator, A. W. Dieckhoil, to whose critique on 
Kbrard’s effort we refer the reader (Evang. Abendmahls lehre 
&c. Vol. I. p. 471. n.) We need not enlarge on Awingli’s 
speculations which conducted him to a “‘fatalistic Predestina- 
tion,’ as it has been termed, on his wonderfully loose views 

* Still, we confess that Ebrard is more successful in such essays, than 
he is in the manufacture of puns. “His tone is too-confident,” says Dr. 
Schaff, (Germany &e. p. 392) dogmatic, and at times almost arrogant. - - 
He treats his opponents as if they were mere school-boys, and often in- 
dulges in his ironical and sarcastic propensity at the expense ef theolo- 
gical dignity and decorum.” We will furnish an illustration of this 
general remark. In Ebrard’s Commentary on the Revelation of John, 
which is offered as the conclusion of the unfinished work of the lament- 
ed Olshansen, he omits no opportunity to ridicule Hengstenberg. This 
eminent biblical scholar had once remarked that, the Greek word arche 
as apphed to Christ, possibly alluded to Archippus, mentioned in Col. 
4:17. Ebrard’s mode (p. 207) of meeting atheological argument ad- 
vanced by a distinguished servant of Christ, consists in the witticism 
that a part of the name of Archippus may in the same way be supposed 
to ailude to the author just mentioned, whose name, for an obvious rea- 
son, he quotes in the abbreviated form of Hengst. He submits this re- 
sult of his lucubrations to the most refined circle of readers in Christen- 
dom, as a happy joke, and does not seem to be aware that he has mercly 
perpetrated an unseemly and vulgar pun. 

a”
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of the means of grace, &c., as the remarks already made 
sufficiently illustrate the essential difference between his sys- 
tem of faith and that which Luther had adopted. Calvin 
candidly remarked to Viret, that in his opinion, Zwingli’s 
doctrine concerning the Sacraments was profane. (For the 
reference, see Kahnis: Abendm: p. 304). 

We pr oceed to consider Zwingli in another aspect. His soul 
glowed with a lofty patriotism ; never did man love his coun- 
try more ardently or sincer ely. In this connection, his po- 
litical relations to Philip of Hesse, claim our attention. The 
latter, who was powerless wvithout John of Saxony, had at 
len ath induced him to fcrm an offensive and defensive alliance, 
ostensibly for the protection of the evangelical interests; 
these two princes associated with themselves, according to a 
“specially secret understanding,’ as the words of the docu- 
ment state, the Zwinglian city of Strasburg, the Lutheran 
city of Nuremberg, and the city of Ulm. it was expressly 
provided that the alliance referred solely to the protection of 
the evangelical religion; the contingent of each party was 
determined, and J ohn estimated that they would need a force, 
in the ager -egate, of at least ten thousand infantry, and two 
thousand horse. The documents, according to Ranke (III. 
133), furnish all the particulars of the agreement. John, who 
was not fully aware of the ulterior political designs of hig 
associates, to which he could not have conscientiously acced- 
ed, was taught to expect the immediate accession and hearty 
codperation of the Swiss. Philp of Hesse and the magis- 
tracy of Zurich, Zwingli’s residence, had already established 
the most intimate political relations between themselves, and 
were seriously meditating an effort to restore Ulrich of Wur- 
temberg, whose boundless extravagance and unbridled rapa- 
city had led to his deposition and expulsion. This same mea- 
sure had already engaged the attention of Francis I. of 
France. When the Zurich authoritics were engaged in dis- 
cussing the proposed union with France, Zwingli powerfully 
urged them to associate with themselves that ‘noble, firm and 
wise prince,’ as he described Philip of Hesse. At the same 
ime similar propositions of an alliance with the Swiss, were 
made to Venice, another Catholic power. These secret pro- 
ceedings between Philip and Zurich, in reference to a politi- 
co-religious anti- imperial party, were for some time withheld 
from the knowledge of Luther and Melanchthon. At length 
they too were informed of the true nature of the alliance, 
which had hitherto appeared to be of a strictly religious
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character. The gigantic enterprize of the several parties, 
their own heterogeneous character, the carnal purposes which 
could not be entirely veiled, the incongruity of the whole 
conception with the religious principles of Luther and Me- 
lanchthon, and the tremendous convulsions in church and 
state, which must necessarily ensue; extorted from them the 
strongest expressions of surprise and horror: Melanchthon 
even wished for death as a relief from the agony which these 
revelations caused him to suffer, and he entreated his friends 
in Nuremberg to prevent a final ratification of the alliance, 
“inasmuch as,” said he (Ranke III. 136) “the ungodly opin- 
ion (gottlose Meinung) of Zwingli must; under no circum- 
stances, be defended.”’ Luther, with his usual presence of 
mind, clearness of vision, and promptitude in action, decided 
at once that it was a holy duty to attempt to arrest these 
movements, on which no divine blessing could rest. De Wette 
has furnished in his collection, numerous letters of Luther, 
addressed to John and others, in which his view is fully ex- 
panded (de Wette: Jil. 314—323, 332—3836, 454, 526, 560. 
VI. 105, &c.), extending over a considerable period of time, 
from Pack’s plot to the Marburg Colloquium, and even later. 
We cannot afford space for all his remarks, but merely state 
the following points of his general argument against any 
alliance with the Swiss, French, &c., which we throw together 
loosely, as a summary of the correspondence, after a some- 
what rapid inspection of the latter. (1) The whole military 
movement, viewed as an act of the princes of the empire, 
would be illegal and unscriptural—illegal, as involving trea- 
Son; unscriptural, as indicating a weak faith, or doubts in 
God's fidelity to his promises, since they had not sufficient 
reason to believe that the cause of religion would fail, 1f it 
were not protected by the sword. (2) It would be glaringly 
inconsistent with the oft-repeated appeal of the evangelical 
party to a general Church Council, as the first pacific, and 
possibly, effectual remedy for their grievances—an obvious 
circumstance; the proposed warlike measures would have 
given every advantage to the Catholics, and fatally injured 
the elector. (8) It would completely secularize the Refor- 
mation—that work would cease to be the work of God, when 
man presumed to take it out of his hands. (4) It would 
unite the various distracted portions of the Catholic body, 
aod, in a human point of view, incalculably strengthen their 
position. (5) It would flatter the personal ambition of Philip, 
who could net rationally hope to prevail against the powerful 

_—
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emperor—his landgraviate was even more feeble than tlic 
electorate of Saxony, which, in the view of the wise Frederic 
at an earlier period possessed such inferior military resources, 
that he waived his claim to the imperial throne, and volunta- 
rily assigned the latter to the more powerful Austrian house. 
(6) It would be an attempt to combine materials so discordant 
in doctrine, so decidedly oppesite in feeling and interest, that 
an early and disastrous rupture must be regarded as inevita- 
ble, which would lead to the ruin not only of the parties 
themselves, but possibly, under the just displeasure of God, 
to that of their religious interests also, (7) It would, speci- 
ally, be an attempt to unite parties not only possessing no 
internal principle of cohesion, but also severally exercising 
an invincible repulsive power, holding doctrines which were 
absolutely incempatible with each other. The argument of 
Luther appears to ke the fellewing: if we, the Saxons and 
the Swiss, while we agree in disowning the pope’s spiritual 
power, cannot cordially unite in doctrine, a fortiort, we can 
never hope to codperate successfully with foreign papists, that 
is, the proposed allies of Philip and the Swiss. 

Lhe presentation of this subject, when so many unwelcome 
accessories were clinging to it, leads Luther to give a promi- 
nence to the Sacramentarian contr oversy, which is frequently 
misapprehended. The controversy between himself and Zwin- 
gli, had been unfortunately aggravated by certain foreign 
matters which the latter introduced into his writings. Luther’s 
aversion to his whole system and spirit, which he never at- 
tempted to conceal, and the causes of which were well under- 
stood by many of their contemporaries, by no means origina~ 
ted solely in doctrinal differences of an abstract nature. Of 
Luther’s Christian tolerance, as distinct from an unhallowed 
indifference to soundness of doctrine, of his kind feelings to- 
wards brethren whose opinions differed from his own, ‘when 
he discerned an evangelical spirit in them, and of his mag- 
nanimous conduct towards those who, in a ‘Christian temper, 
attempted to refute his views, his relations towards Calvin, 
afford a beautiful demonstration. The latter had published 
a work on the Lord’s Supper in French, in the year 1540, 
which appeared in 1545, in a Latin tr anslation ,hearly a year 
before Luther’s death. The latter, who had with’ all’ the 
gencrosity of his large heart, long 200 recognized the distin- 
euished merits of Calvin, and valued his great work, the In- 
stitutes, read this later work with pleasure, although its doc- 
trines differed widcly from his own, lauded it as an cvidence 

—_e
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of the learning and godly spirit of Calvin, and uttered, it is 
said, the remarkable words: “If Oekolampadius and Zwinght 
had originally declared their sentiments in such a manner, 
those protracted discussions in which we engaged, would never 
have occurred.” Calvin reciprocated these kind sentiments, 
and revered Luther ‘‘as a distinguished apostle of Christ, 
through whose services and agency, at that period especially, 
the purity of the Gospel had been restored.” (Herzog: Real 
Ene. II. 558. art. CALVIN.) Zwingli, on the contrary, free- 
ly indulged in personalities, of which 1t would be easy to 
furnish instances, and adopted a tone towards Luther, which 
no one could successfully attempt to justify. Even these per- 
sonal assaults could have been easily endured, but Luther 
possessed greater treasures than mere personal dignity and 
fame; he valued the Gospel above all earthly objects—its 
doctrines had become so precious to his soul, the Redeemer, 
whom it had revealed to him, he adored with such fervor, and 
the Holy Eucharist, in which that Redeemer communicated 
his true body and blood to him, he regarded with such rever- 
ence, such profound gratitude to God, such holy, heavenly 
joy, that he trembled in dismay, when a profane hand touched 
those sacred objects. Earthen vessel as he knew himself to 
be, the “‘treasure’”’ (2 Cor. 4: 7), the sound doctrine of the 
Lord’s Supper, which God had entrusted to him, after fer- 
vent prayer, he did not dare to expose to derision—he could 
not suffer it to be dishonored, without a stern rebuke. Like 
the holy apostle Paul, he would have denounced even an 
‘angel from heaven”’ (Gal. 1: 8), who should have attempted 
to preach any other save the true Gospel; when a cardinal 
doctrine of ‘that Gospel, interwoven with that of the Person 
and work of the God-Man, Jesus Christ,—the doctrine of 
his “‘sacramental presence’—was contemptuously disowned, 
the sanctified spirit of the Reformer beheld such contempt of 
holy things with indignation. Could a “brother” in Christ 
—he might mournfully exclaim—so deal with conscientious, 
faithful people of God? Now Zwingli termed Luther’s doc- 
trine of the Lord’s Supper a “‘pest,” an “ungodly error,” a 
“frivolous, an impious doctrine, &c.’’ (Kahnis: Abendm. 
302), condemned Luther and his associates as idolaters and 
carnivorous men, applied to them derisively the name of Thy- 
estes, (whom Grecian mythology represented as having, una- 
wares, eaten the flesh of his own son, served to him at a ban- 
quet by an enemy’s hand—a scene so bloody and fearful, that 
the sun changed his usual course, refusing to behold it), and 

~~
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scornfully spoke of their bread-God, &c, (de Wette LIT. 520). 
These heavy charges were not retracted, but, on the contrary, 
continually repeated, until Luther was fully convinced, that 
even as he could not fraternize with the fanatical Anabaptists, 
although they concurred with him in denying the pope’s au- 
thority, so too, he could not fraternize with a man who seemed 
to him to wield a knife that pierced the very heart of the 
Gospel. The emphatic manner in which the Redeemer con- 
demns the “hypocrite” (Luke 6: 42), who thoughtlessly lav- 
ishes on another the term “brother,” forgetful of its deep 
significance, arrested Uuther’s attention. Zwingli had not 
manifested the spirit or conduct which Luther was authorized 
to expect, and the latter was gradually taught to regard him 
as aman who had not yielded his whole soul to the sacred 
cause of truth. Hence he refrained, in God’s presence, from 
applying the term “brother,” in its deep Gospel sense, to 
Awingli; his conscience taught him to regard such a use of it 
as a misapplication. 

THe DIET oF SPIRES OF 1529. 

In the meantime, the Pope and the emperor had become 
reconciled, and had resolved to combine their efforts for the 
suppression of the evangelical faith. During the three years 
which had elapsed siuce the former diet in Spires, they had 
been unable to take public action on the question of religion. 
The work of the Reformation was proceeding prosperously ; 
its success increased the animosity of the Catholics, in whom 
the improved political affairs of the empire now re-awakened 
a strong desire to.adopt measures for arresting the march of 
the Gospel. Several diets had been appointed, but had eith- 
er been adjourned, or adopted no decisive measures. At 
length the Catholic party believed that a favorable period for 
action had arrived; they could rely on a majority of votes; 
the members of the diet accordingly assembled in Spires in 
February, 1529. It was at this memorable diet that the 
events occurred which resulted in furnishing the evangelical 
members with the new designation of PROTESTANTS. We are 
reluctantly compelled to reserye for another article the spe- 
cial circumstances in which this term originated, as they are 
intimately connected with the origin of the Augsburg Con- 
fession; the latter subject we propose to sketch in its connec- 
tion with public events, while we shall complete in this article 
the personal memoirs which we have commenced, of Philip 
and Zwyingli.
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THe Marsore CoLioquium, 1529. - 

in the autumn succeeding the diet of Spires, the Marburg 
Colloquium was held. The scenes which had recently occur 
red in Spires, seemed to justify Philip of Hesse in adhering 
to his political projects ; the alliance with the Swiss, as an 
avenue to one with other powers, was indispensable. Nowas 
the elector John and Luther were unfavorably disposed to 
that alliance, and the evangelical coalition was threatened 
with dissolution, Philip reasoned that, possibly, a personal 
interview between Luther and Zwingll, accompanied by their 
respective associates, might lead to an outward reconciliation 
of views. To him, any ‘result, irrespectively of union in the 
faith, that would secure the military cooperation of John and 
the Swiss, would be welcome. Luther and Melanchthoncon- 
sented, after much hesitation, to proceed to Marburg, but 
they could not sympathize with the landgrave. ‘They had, 
with that exalted faith which guided them, deposited the cause 
of God in God’s own hand, and did not desire the protection 
of the sword. The per sistence of Philip in urging this mea- 
sure of a conference, which originated in secular views, was 
painful to them. The objections which they enter tained to a 
union with Zwingli and the Swiss, were not solely of a per- 
sonal nature, neither were they, by any means, exclusively 
doctrinal in their char acter, and it is this peculiar fact which 
has so generally been overlooked. Thus even quite recently 
the stereotype lamentations called forth by Luther’s supposed 
obstinacy in defeating the “‘noble and wise project of the 
Landgrave,”’ have been again repeated, with distressing inac- 
curacy in “The Life of Luther, &c., by Arch-Deacon Hare.’’* 
The vital question to be discussed at Marbur ‘g, was: Shall 
we recognize the Swiss as “brethren ?’’ The complicated 
political “and religious affairs of the day, extorted an answer 
in the negative. But on what grounds could Luther and his 
associates justify a course appar ently so uncharitable ? Here 
they were embarrassed; the injunction of secrecy had not 
been removed—honor and duty compelled them to be silent. 
And yet even the gentle Melanchthon, who is usually spared 
when modern writers denounce Luther’s conduct at Marburg, 

* To the very valuable statement in the “Missionary” of January 14, 
1858, by our learned friend, Dr. Lintner, of Schoharie, N. Y., which call- 
ed our attention to this publication, we shall have occasion to advert in 
a succeeding article. 

Vot, Xx, No. ST. 8
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positively declared that he would rather be beaten to deaths 
than contract the stain of an alliance with the Zwinglians. 
Such extraordinary language on the part of intelligent, noble- 
minded and devout men like Luther and Melanchthon, suck 
conduct, deliberately maintained with a good conscience, in 
God’s own presence, on the part of men to whom he had 
granted an unusual measure of knowledge, faith and love, 
should have taught their judges of a later “day, that wise and 
hallowed motives were doubtless the source of all. Their real 
difficulty is now apparent. If they formally recognized 
Zwingli and the Swiss as “brethren,” they could scarcely ob- 
ject with propriety to an alliance with them for the defence 
of their common faith. But the ties which the Swiss had 
alr eady formed, would involve the necessity, on the part of 
Luther’s friend, the elector John, of recognizing as additional 
allies, several ‘anti- papal, anti-imper ial Catholic parties, as 
Venice and France, who were not trustworthy auxiliaries in 
Luther’s warfare with “spzritual wickedness in high places” 
(Eph. 6: 12). Now such an alliance would virtually amount 
to a secular rebellion against the emperor, the legal head of 
the empire, and the Gospel would become merely the cloak 
for a civil war, designed to gratify the hatred of the foreign 
enemies of the German Empire. (Lindner: Kgesch. I. 76, 
78. Anm.) As patriots and Christians, Luther and Melanch- 
thon recoiled from such a “brotherhood.” Even the bigoted 
Jesuit, Maimbourg, confesses in his History of Lutheranism, 
that Luther declared to John: “The interests of religion 
ought to be defended, not by arms, but by arguments, Chris- 
tian patience, and above all, by strong confidence in God.” 
(Cyprian, p. 61). Ranke refers (LET. 143) to the defeat of 
Philip’s “nolitical design’ which he had in view, when he 
appointed this colloquium; but as an illustration of the state- 
ments here given, we quote from his more accessible work, 
the English translation of his “History of the Popes, &c¢.,” 
where the connection of the whole may be found. Referring 
to a later period, when Philip and his ally, the popish king 
of France, (from whom the supplies of money came), restored 
the Duke of Wurtemberg, Ranke says: ‘Very singular was 
the combination resulting from the alliance, &c. Trancis I. 
was then on terms of the best under standing with the Protes- 
tants, and now becoming so closely connected with the pope, 
he, to a certain degree, linked together the Protestants and 
the pope in one system. — — Who could have surmised it? 
At the moment the pope and the Protestants were pursuing 

— men we ee
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exch other with the most implacable hatred, whilst they were 
waging a spiritual war against each other that filled the world 
with discord, they were on the other hand bound together by 
the like political interests.’ (pp. 50, 51). 

Governed by a holy fear of such ‘entangling alliances,” 
which were even more foul and dangerous than any against 
which our own Washington has so solemnly warned us, Lu- 
ther and Melanchthen were bound in conscience to stifle, as 
far as God was pleased te give them an opportunity, the 
germs of a Kurepean war; it would have desolated their na- 
tive country, gratified foreign papists, and yet not have ren- 
dered that aid te the Reformation which God alone could 
afford. When they reached Marburg, they gladly dispensed 
with the consideration of the political questiens of the day, 
which really constituted one of their objections to the Swiss 
alliance, and acceded to the proposition that, as theologians, 
they should discuss theological subjects.* It 1s well known 
that a doctrinal agreement could not be effected. Of this 
result Luther had been previously aware; he could not re- 
cede from the doctrines of God’s Word, and Zwingli with- 
held the Goncessions which were expected from him. Several 
of the contemporaries furnished narratives of the Marburg 
Colloquium; unfortunately, uc regular minutes of the pro- 
ceedings were taken en the spot, as Brentz, who was present, 
afterwards incidentally mentioned in a letter which is still 
preserved. ‘The narratives that were published, were written 
from memory, as he remarks (“‘custode memoria.) From 
these imperfect statements, later authors have derived the 
information which is contained in the current church-histori- 
calworks.{ Kahnis, who relates the principal events (Abendm. 

* The details of the Colloquium, as far as they refer to the celebrated 
Articles, usually, but erroneously, supposed to constitute very nearly the 
substance of the later and still more important Articles of the Augsburg 
Confession, we propose to reserve for a succeeding number of the Evan- 
gelical Keview. We shall there, without again referring to the personal 
affairs of the Reformers, endeavor to give a succinct account of the mode 
in which that Confession was prepared, under the auspices of John the 
Constant, who was officially responsible for it. 

1t We do not, of course, quote from Merle D’Aubigne’s romantic “His- 
‘tory of the Reformation,” asan authority. Independently of other cir- 
cumstances, his anxiety to produce a dramatic effect, has, as itis well 
known, neutralized its value, to a considerable extent, as an historical 
work. That author’s transition from a sincere admiration of Luther and 
his principles, to sentiments which are almost unkind to the Lutheran 
Church, seems to have commenced before he completed the fourth vol- 
ume. ‘Towards the end of Book XIII, he furnishes a very curious ac-
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874) assigns a high value to the account which Scultetus 
(Reformed) gives of the discussions, while he exhibits Ebrard’s 
account as unreliable, being derived chiefly from the narra- 
tive of Collin, who accompanied Zwingh to Marburg. Ik 
appears that this narrative is unintelligible in many places, 
and that it abounds in one-sided and unfair statements. One 
of the most interesting, impartial and satisfactory narratives, 
we find in Rudelbach’s “Reformation, Luth. u. Un. p. 845— 
O63. He appears to have had access to the most important 
documents which are known to refer to the subject. Ranke’s 

count of the Marburg - Colloquium, as we might, indeed, expect, after 
perceiving that his authorities are almost exclusively the writings of 
AWwingli, and of those who were identified with the Zwinghan party. 

-fven his biased eye, however, sees the “numerous secret conversations 
of Philip and Zwingli, with a view to the confederation of Switzerland 
and Germany,” and he makes. the remarkable confession, that “the Sax- 
ons were not less opposed to Zwingli’s politics, than to his theology.” 
Awingh passed through Strasburg, with the magistrates of which city he 
had an interview on the subject of a more perfect organization of the’ 
confederacy. On his arrival at Marburg, the discussions commenced. 
By culling from Zwingli’s letters, and elsewhere collecting words used at 
cther times and in other places, D’Aubigne has constructed several dia- 
logues, which he gravely presents as actual occurrences. The Lutheran 
interlocutors usually produce feeble arguments—sharp and direct words 
are assigned to Zwingli, and the whole theatrical atmosphere in which 
the scene is involved, issimply ridiculous. Thus, when Zwingli em- 
ployed that well known rude expression in speaking to Luther: “This 
passage (John, ch. 6) breaks your neck,” and when Luther very justly 
rebuked him for introducing language which he had learned during his 
camp-life, D’Aubigne represents Luther as comporting himself much 
like an angry, tale-bearing school-boy. Indeed, “emotions,” “tears,” &c. 
are very liberally distributed by the historian among his actors ; he even 
converts anger into grief, and translates his own quotation: “andignissi- 
me affecti sunt,” or gives its substance somewhat after the following 
manner: “their (the Swiss) hearts were ready to burst, &e@” Adopting 
Hospinian’s monstrous tale, that Philip beeame a convert to Zwingli's 
doctrine, and gravely inferring from a casual word of Zwingli, that Phil- 
ip had beheld the firmness of Luther with indignation, he forgets to in- 
form his reader that all these representations are diametrically opposed 
to the facts (Frick’s Seckendorf, p. 977). Nevertheless, he regards it as 
a favorable circumstance that neither Luther nor Zwingli yielded, and 
thinks that great advantages resulted from the Colloquium. He can 
forgive Lutker’s “want of brotherly feeling, and his intolerance, 1n view 
of his essential qualities,” for ‘in God’s work,” which he compares toa 
drama, “there are different parts.” He announces it as his opinihn, in 
conclusion, that “Luther assumed the air of a conqueror, but Zwingh 
was so in reality.” Itis to be regretted that this work, which, we be- 
lieve, is little esteemed in Europe, should have aequired such unbounded 
popularity in the United States. It is neither fiction nor history, but 2 

somewhat sprightly religious tale, written by a Frenchman who gathered 
such materials as would, with a litle superticial inquiry, and sume effort 
of the fanev, furnish an entertaining book,
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account (III. 188—143) is less full, but also deeply interest- 
ing. The details of the discussions, which alone would fur- 
nish matter for a long article, as they occnpied three days 
(Oct. 1—38, 1529), we cannot here introduce. Melanchthon 
furnished two narratives, one for theelector John, and anoth- 
er for Duke Henry of Saxony. In the latter (Alten. ed. 
of Luther’s works, [V. 561), he remarks that after he had 
pimse held a long discussion with Zwingh on Orxiginal Sin, 
the latter had consented to recede from his published state- 
ments. In the same volume (p. 757) Luther’s own account 
is given, as it was introduced by him during the delivery of 
a course of sermons onthe first chapter of Deuteronomy, 
commenced at Wittenberg, and resumed after his return from 
Marburg. ‘On the subject of original sin,” he says, “we 
could not agree.” Formally, an outward agreement was ef- 
fected, but “Luther saw with pain that it was only outward 
and formal. He adds that he had declined to form a “broth- 
erhood” with Zwingli and his associates, that his refusal 
might possibly be misinterpreted, but that such a brotherhood 
under these circumstances, seemed to him to be equivalent to 
a denial of the faith. He prays that God may enlighten 
them, and concludes by saying that they had parted in amity, 
that he would gladly render them any office of love, and that 
he hoped that a brotherly spirit would yet prevail. He ex- 
presses similar sentiments of charity in “the recital which he 
gives in a letter to Jacob Probst (de Wette LY. 26, Latin, 
and Altenb. ed. IV. 801, Germ.). Several other letters re- 
ferring to the Colloquium, are collected by de Wette, IIT. 
008, &e. 

The disputants happily preserved their temper; all were 
governed by a strong desire for peace. Luther, who regard- 
ed harmony in important doctrinal principles, as an indispen- 
sable condition of union, proposed that the parties should 
respectively state their views of the principal doctrines of 
the Christian faith; to this course Zwingli decidedly objected. 
Luther’s firmness prev ailed. The doctrines of the Divinity 
of Christ, Original Sin, &c., were considered, and on these 
Zwingli and his friends assented to the Lutheran views, Which 
hare since been adopted by all evangelical Christians. But 
on the doctrine of the Lord’s Supper, an agreement could 
not be effected. It constituted the central point in Luther’s 
doctrinal system; he was conscious that God had mercifully 
imparted rich treasures of truth to his soul, and assigned a 
great work to him; he could not betray Gospel truth for the
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sake of an apparent or external union, which, originating in 
unfaithfulness to his Redeemer, never ‘could enjoy the bless- 
ing of God. He was sorely distressed. Ar dently as he de- 
sired union, a genuine union, founded on unity in the faith, 
he felt that Awwingli’s whole spirit and character differed wide- 
ly from his own, and he uttered the words which have since 
been so often misunderstood: “Ihr habt einen andern Geist 
denn wir, (Vos habetis alium spiritum, quam nos, de Wette, 
LV. 28)— You have a different spirit from ours !’—Was it 
not true? Did not Zwingli contemplate doctrinal truth from 
anentirely different point of view? Was he not actuated, 
in this whole effcrt to secure a union, as well by political as 
by religious consideraticns? Had he not been willing to re- 
tract or modify his views on the subject of Original Sin for 
expediency’s sake, without being convinced, as Luther well 
perceiver And did he not thus commit an act of dishones- 

, of which Luther could not have been guilty? His loose 
ions of human depravity, although temporarily veiled, all 
reappeared the next year in his Confession of Faith which 
he sent to the Diet of Augsburg, when the hope of uniting 
vith Luther’s friends had “passed away. his temporizing 
policy, which taught him to express his doctrines according 
to the exigences of the times, ina cautious manner, “‘to 
throw the Gospel-net prudently,” and to hope for the arrival 
of a more propitious season, when it would be safe to clis~ 
pense with equivocating measures, and ‘‘to cut to the quick,” 
he even avowed in a letter to Somius.* All these features 
in his character were unpleasant to Luther, and his pertina- 
cious rejection of the doctrine of the Savior’s sacramental 
presence in the Eucharist, wrung these words from the bleed- 
ing heart of Luther. At length it was proposed to unite on 
those points at least, on which the parties seemed to concur. 
Luther was commissioned to prepare articles of agreement; 
these were proposed, fifteen in number, and with one excep- 
tion, they were unanimously adopted. Luther gave his hand 
to Zwingli before they parted,—‘“‘we gave him the right hand 
of peace and love’’—and both pledged themselves ‘to avoid 
thereafter all harsh language in their writings. To Luther's 

* Zwinglii epist. ad Somium (Epistol. lib. IV. pag. 172, b): Scio, Te 
non latere, i in Coena Domini nonnisi Sacramento corporis et sanguinis 
Christi-cibari, qui jam dudum spiritualiter cibati et saturi fuerint. Sed, 
ut dixi, mitius et cautius, quedam fuerunt proponenda, et evang elii rete 
prudenter jaciendum, quo majorem predam referatis. Dabitur “aliquan- 
do ad vivum resecandi omnia opportunitas.” (Rudelbach, |. c. 363, note.)
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letter to Agricola, stating these particulars, Melanchthon 
adds the following postscript: ‘‘They earnestly desired to be 
styled brethren by us. Observe their folly; while they con- 
demn us, they desire us to consider them as our brethren. 
We were unwilling to assent to such a thing, &c.” (de Wette 
III. 514). The Marburg Articles themselves, we propose to 
present in another article. 

From Marburg Luther hastened to Schleiz, where he met 
John and the margrave George of Brandenburg. He con- 
vinced both that unity in the faith was essential to the vigor- 
ous action of any alliance which they proposed to form for 
the defence of religion, and that the blessing of God was of 
infinitely more value than any alliance with popish powers. 
The Marburg articles were recognized by them as a state- 
ment of doctrine to which they would rigidly adhere, and 
these constitute the basis of the Seventeen Articles, adopted 
at the Swabach Convention of October 16, 1529. 

We have now sketchod a portion of the history of John’s 
eventful reion. Although we seem to have permitted him to 
recede from our view, and to have given undue prominence 
to subordinate personages, the continuation of the narrative 
will show that Philip’s movements, Zwingli’s position, and 
the whole train of events which resulted in the composition 
of the Augsburg Confession, were materially influenced by 
the course which John adopted. Philip could not have cher- 
ished his ambitious projects, much less have labored to execute 
them, unless John had conscientiously adhered to his evan- 
gelical and anti-popish doctrines; Gwingli would have occu- 
pied a position for which he was not adapted, if John had 
not resolutely declined to ally himself withthe Swiss, whose 
doctrines seemed to him to be incompatible with his own holy 
faith. If another had occupied his important political posi- 
tion, even his wise, but less resolute brother, Frederic, for 
instance, then events might have assumed a shape so differ- 
ent, that the Marburg Colloquium, the Schwabach conven- 
tion, the diets of Spires, and the diet of Augsburg would 
possess no interest for Lutherans; the Augsbure Confession, 
which is the converging point of all these events, and which 
became the model of every later evangelical confession, might 
still be unwritten. But these events teach that the Lord God 
omnipotent rergneth ! 

In the next article we propose to resume the subject, and 
more distinctly exhibit John asa Protestant believer. We 
Shall also endeayor to indicate the remarkable manner in 
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which Providence so guided the events to which we have 
already refcrred, that their combined influcnce ultimately 
furnished the Church with the Augsburg Confession—a creed, 
designed, in opposition to all the errors of the day, to state 
distinctly and emphatically the pure doctrines of God’s holy 
Word. 

ARTICLE IV. 

CHRIST PREACHING TO THE SPIRITS IN PRISON. 

“For Christ also hath once suffered for sins, the just for the unjust, that 
he might bring us to God, being put to dehth in the flesh, but quick- 
ened by the Spirit: by which also he went and preached unto the 
spirits in prison; which sometime were disobedient, when once the 
long-suffering of God waited in the days of Noah, while the ark was 
preparing, wherein few, that is, eight souls were saved.”—1 PETER 3: 
18—21. : 

This passage of Scripture has always awakened in the 
mind of the Biblical Student, a deep intcrest, and has elicited 
various expositions. ‘The intcrpretation which is generally 
adopted, and which seems most natural, is, that Christ by his 
Spirit, through the ministrations of Noah, proclaimed the 
message of salvation years ago, to the disobedient of that 
generation, whose disembodied spirits were then, in the days 
of the Apostle, confined in the prison of hell, suffering the 
just retribution of their continued and inflexible impenitence. 

In opposition, however, to this interpretation, the dogma 
has been advanced that Christ, after his crucifixion, while his 
body yet lay in the tomb, went in spirit to the abode of the 
departed, and preached the Gospel to those who were held in 
punishment; “that as he revealed here on earth the will of 
God, unto the sons of men, and propounded himself as the 
object of their faith to the end, that whosoever believed in 
him should never dic; so after death he showed himself unto 
the souls departed, that whosoever of them would yet accept 
of him, should pass from death unto life;’’ the Antediluvians 
being specially designated in the text, in consequence of the 
multitudes who at that period partook in that terrible destruc- 
tion.
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But let us examine the passage in detail, not for the pur- 
pose of advancing any hew theory on the disputed question, but 

to present what we regard as the true meaning of the lan- 
guage employed by the Apostle. a 

The first expression that claims our attention is the fwo- 

nounbeis 88 7a averuare We prefer rendering the phrase quick- 
ened in the Spirit. The words flesh and spirit are found in 

the original without any preposition, and are obviously em- 
ployed as antithetic, the one being used in reference to his 
human nature, his incarnation, and the other in reference to 
some higher influence, his Divine nature, over which death 
could have no power. The word fwomorydeis is defined to make 

alive, te endue with life, to re-animate, and is not employed, 
as is sometimes contended, in the sense of keeping alive or 

maintaining alive. The word occurs repeatedly in the New 
Testament. In 1 ‘Tim. 6: 18, cwov Osov vov Cworolov70os it refers 

to God who giveth “life to all his creatures. In John 5: 21 
wovs vEexporvs xa Gwortoret, it has reference to recalling the dead 

to life. In John 6: 68 co wvetuc tore 75 Gwonoow 1t refers to 
the life-giving power spiritually of the Holy Ghost, or of the 
doctrines of the Gospel. The meaning of the expression 
before us evidently is, giving life and raising from the dead. 
The Apostle presents to the mind Christ as he suffered and 
died in the flesh, then as he lay in the tomb, and subsequent- 
ly his victory over the death, his resurrection from the grave, 
which is the great sealing fact of the Gospel. “If Christ be 
not raised, your faith is vain; ye are yet in your sins: then 
they also which have fallen asleep in Christ, have perished.” 
To xvevuarr has by different critics been referred to Christ’s 
own soul, to the Holy Spirit, and to Christ’s Divine nature. 
We think it certainly cannot refer to his own soul, because in 
the former clause of the passage, allusion is made to his hu- 
man nature, including, of course, all that concerned him asa 
man, body and soul. His human nature could exert no influ- 
ence, as such, in raising him from the dead, any more than 
another human soul. Nor is there reason, either from the 
text or the context, for introducing in this connexion, as the 
agent in raising the body of Christ, the third person of the 
glorious Trinity, for the work of raising the dead is not as- 
signed in the word of God to thisagency. THis province is to 
enlighten, convert and sanctify the soul. The reference then 
is, doubtless, to his own Divine nature, his exalted, eternal 
spiritual nature, in contradistinction from his human nature. 

Vou, A, No. 37. )
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The idea is that he was preserved alive, when his body died 
not with regard to his soul, but that he possessed some su- 
pernatural agency or power, which reanimated or quickened 
him when dead. This interpretation is in accordance with 
similar expressions in the sacred record. Paul, in Rom. 1: 
8, 4, says: “Concerning his Son, Jesus Christ our Lord, who 
was made of the seed of David, according to the flesh,”’ 1. e. 
his human nature; “and declared to be the Son of God with 
power, according to the spirit of holiness,’ i. e. his Divine 
nature, ‘“‘by the resurrection from the dead.’’ So also Christ 
speaks concerning himself, in John 10: 17, 18, “I lay down 
my life, that I might take it again. No man taketh it from 
me, bat I lay it down of myself, I have power to lay it down 
and I have power to take it again.” In Heb. 9: 14, wealso 
read, that Christ offered himself for us through the eternal 
Spirit. The exposition then, of this phrase is, that Christ, 
as a human being, was put to death; with regard to the eter- 
nal essence of his own Divine nature, here designated spirit, 
he was restored to life. Although as a man he died, as the 
Son of God he was reanimated in his own Divine Spirit, and 
exalted to heaven, “to be the Head over all things to the 
Church.” Ey 4, the Divine nature of the Son of God, that, 
by which he was reanimated after he had suffered death. 
The thought which Peter seems anxious to convey, is that 
the same spirit which was the instrument of his restoration to 
life, was that by which “he went and preached unto the spir- 
its in prison.’ 

Lhe word ¢vaaxy, translated in the text prison, means pro- 
perly, watch, guard; then the place where watch is kept, 
custody, prison ; also as a hawnt of demons, a cage of un- 
elean birds. Vide Rev. 18:2; Matt. 5: 28 ; Rev. 20: 7; 
2 Cor. 6: 5; Heb. 11: 36. The reference here, without any 
doubt, is to ‘confinement i in the invisible world ; the simple 
idea is that of persons bound fast, as it were, In a prison, a 
bottomless pit, the haunt of demons anda cage of the souls 
of wicked men. In opposition to this, we once heard a Di- 
vine of some eminence in the church, zealously maintain that 
the Apostle referred to the Roman soldier y on guard at the 
time of the crucifixion, to whom the Savior preached in his 
Spirit, while his body ‘lay in the tomb. There is, however, 
nothing in the text to warrant this interpretation, which 3 is al- 
together fanciful. 

Lhe phrase wopevdecs exypvfev, rendered in the English ver- 
sion, he went and preached, has occasioned some difference
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of opinion. It is supposed to favor the interpretation that 
Christ, after his crucifixion, preached to the departed spirits, 
who were then confined in the prison of eternal despair. But 
the language is not at allunnatural. Similar expressions are 
frequently “found in the Scriptures. They occur in classie 
writers. They are often employed at the present day. The 
literal meaning is having gene he preached. ‘The sense re- 
quires no special emphasis. ‘The expression is pleonastic, and 
could easily be translated, he preached. In Gen. 11: 5, we 
read, “The Lord canze down to see the city and the tower.” 
In Ex. 19: 20, “The Lord came down upon Mount Sinai.” 
in Num. 11: 25, “The Lord came down in a cloud.” In our 
addresses to the mercy seat, we often ask the Spirit, who is 
everywhere present, to descend, to come down, te draw near 
and bless us. To the Ephesians (2: 17), who had never seen 
Christ in the flesh, Pasl says that He “came and preached 
peace to them when’’ when they “were afar off,’ and to them 
that were nigh. Our Lerd did not, however, personally de- 
clare the Gospel to them. He preached only by the Apos- 
tles. If Christ, then, is said by Paul to go and do what he 
did by the Apostles, with equal propriety may Peter speak of 
what He, whe afterwards became incarnate, accomplished 
through the instrumentality of his faithful prophet, Noah. 
God spake by the prophets, the apostles, and holy men of 
old, and in a similar manner, now speaks to us the words of 
eternal life. It is, ther efore, per fectly consistent that the 
sacred record should Say that the Redeemer, the Lord of 
glory, whose proper habitation is heaven, even before his in- 
carnation by his Spirit, went and preached unto the impeni- 
tent. No proof can be obtained from these words to indicate 
that he went, and in his own person, preached to the spirits 
in Sheol or hell. The Son of God had an existence long be- 
fore Noah. He existed in the beginning, before the world 
was. He was the spiritual rock in the wilderness, from which 
the godly among. the tribes drank. His Spirit was in the 
prophets of old(Peter1: 10). It was, therefore, altogether 
in keeping with the idea of the Apostle, to. refer to Christ, 
the crucified and risen Redeemer, as having preached the 
Gospel in the time of God’s long suffer’ ing, to ‘those rebellious 
and obstinate spirits that are now confined in punishment for 
their persistent disobedience. 
The word avevpart clearly refers to the disembodied spirits now 

in prison. Peter knew that there were spirits, at the time he 
wrote, in prison, suffering for transgression against God, and
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that to these identical spirits, when in the flesh, the message 
of salvation had been announced by the Son of God, through 
his righteous servant. The next verse explicitly declares 
that the spirits were those “‘who sometime were disobedient.”’ 
There is no intimation given in the text, of a cessation of 
their rebellion at the time of the Apostle’s speaking. He 
designates them as they were, when he penned his Lpistle, a 
former race of men, distinguished for their perverse disobe- 
dience, and furnishing a striking illustration of the forbear- 
ance of God, under great provocation. The sense then is, 
that the will of God was made known to the inhabitants of 
the antediluvian world, who are now in the prison of the lost, 
where their worm dieth not and their fire isnot quenched. 
God called them to repentance by the preaching of Noah, 
during the building of the ark. He waited on them one hun- 
dred and twenty years, but they continued in a state of incor- 
rigible opposition, they resisted the earnest efforts made for 
their salvation, until a retributive justice overtook them, and 
they perished irrecoverably. 

But the difficulty has been suggested, why is this digres- 
sion respecting the deluge, if there be no reference to a mis- 
sion of the Redeemer to the imprisoned spirits? To this we 
we reply that Peter’s thoughts naturally turned to that most 
remarkable period in the history of the world, as a forcible 
cxemplification of the position and danger of men at the time 
of his own preaching. They had revolted from God, just as 
the antediluvians had done. They too, were exposed to God’s 
vindictive justice. A way of deliverance had been prepared, 
a plan of escape adopted, of which the ark built by Noah was 
atype. The same Spirit which had preached to the wicked 
and guilty generation in the days of Noah, was preaching in 
the days of the Apostles. If they, however, continued in 
their impenitent course, the same result awaited them. ‘Two 
things, although distant in time, were closely associated to- 
gether in Peter’s mind. The flocd of water reminded him of 
the flood of fire by which the world’s final ruin is to be effec- 
ted. “The end was at hand,” and while Christians should 
not be reluctant to suffer for their Master, in imitation of his 
example, the impenitent, on the other hand, should hasten for 
safety ; for the Spirit, while it might, through the long-suffer- 
ing and forbearance of God, bear long with them, yet as 
then, so now, it would not always strive, and swift vengeance 
would be executed upon the ungodly, just as in the days of 
Noah.
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We ask again, if Christ did, as is by some maintained, af- 
ter his crucifixion, preach the glad tidings of redemption to 
those who were in hell, why is there no allusion to this Di- 
vine mission by the other sacred writers? This is the. only 
passage in the Bible-claimed by the advocates of the dogma. 
There is no parallel text, no other testimony, direct or indi- 
rect, adduced as teaching the doctrine. Paulin 1 Tim. 3: 
16, details with great minuteness, the mystery of godlincss 
and its results, but he introduces no reference to a mission of 
the Savior to the abode of departed spirits. ‘‘God was man- 
ifest in the flesh, justified in the Spirit, seen of angels, 
preached unto the Gentiles, believed in the world, received 
up into glory.”’ A work so extraordinary, if assumed, would 
certainly not have been passed over in silence by the other 
writers of the New Testament. The sentiment which the 
Apostle here clearly teaches, by the inspiration of the Spirit, 
is that the antediluvians were exceedingly sinful, their crimes 
were of a most heinous character. In his second Epistle 
(2: 4, 5) he classes them among the ‘angels that simmned,”’ 
whom ‘‘God spared not,’ but ‘‘cast down to hell, and deliv- 
ered unto chains of darkness to be reserved unto judgment.” 
He connects them with the Sodomites and the inhabitants of 
Gomorrah, and calls them ungodly. In a subsequent verse, 
he remarks that “the Lord knoweth how to reserve the unjust 
unto the day of judgment to be punished.” All the repre- 
sentations of the Bible lcad us to suppose that the cternal 
destiny of the soul after death, is forever fixed; if a man 
dies in an impenitent state, unreconciled to God, the offers 
of mercy will never be extended to him. The Gospel will 
never be preached to the lost. As the tree falleth, so it lies. 
The sentence has been irrevocably pronounced, ‘He that is 
unjust, let him be unjust still: and he that is filthy, let him 
be filthy still: and he that is righteous, let him be rightcous 
still: and he that is holy, let him be holy still.” 
The argument of the Apstle, in the passage, then is, that 

Christians should not be discouraged in their Christian course 
by the trials and sufferings which they were called to encoun- 
ter In consequence of their attachment to the principles of 
the Gospel. It was their duty to exercise patience and Jong- 
suffering. It was better, if the will of God be so, that they 
suffer for well doing than for evil doing; that no permanent 
evil could happen them, on account of their trials and suffer- 
ings. In illustration of this fact he cites the sufferings of 
Christ, who suffered though he was innocent, the just for the
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unjust, that he might bring usto God, being put to death in 
the flesh, though he had done no wrong, that he might bring 
us to God. The point, in reference to which he would espe- 
cially remind them, was that, in this case, the sufferer ulti- 
mately sustained no injury, in regard to his great work, from 
the trials which he experienced. Though he endured the 
most excruciating sufferings, even the ignominious death of 
the cross, yet he was quickened in the Spirit ; by whichsame 
Spirit he once, in an age of great wickedness, for a long pe- 
riod, even one hundred and twenty years, during the time 
the ark was in process of preparation, preached in the per- 
son of his representative, to those unhappy individuals, per- 
verse offenders, who were finally destroyed, and are now con- 
fined in the bondage of an everlasting prison. The salvation 
of those eight persons, mentioned in the text, was the result 
of Divine grace, which is now exhibited in our deliverance 
from the greater wrath to come, threatened upon the finally 
impenitent. We should exercise patience when opposed in 
our efforts to serve God and to do good. AsChrist ultimate- 
ly triumphed, so shall we, in like manner, be victorious over 
all our foes, and may hope to triumph in heaven with our 
once crucified and buried, but now risen and exalted Re- 
deemer. 

on se ae 

@ ARTICLE V. 

Mormonism the great Crater for the Fanaticism of all ages ; 
the most stupendous fraud of the nineteenth century. Its 
origin, progress, present condation, and its future pros- 
pects. The duty of the Church in reference to rt. 

1. The Book of Mormon, an account written by the hand of 
Mormoni upon plates taken from the Plates of Nephi. 
Translated by Joseph Smith, Jun. Third Huropean Ldt- 
tion Stereotyped. Liverpool: Published by #. D. Rich- 
ards, 15 Wiston Street. London: Sold at the Latter 
Day Saints’ Book Depot, No. 85 Jewin Street, and by all 
Booksellers.—1852. 

2. Lieut. J. W. Gunnison’s History of the Mormons after 
a two years residence as a Government Officer in Utah. 
Philadelphia.—1854. 

8. Utah and the Mormons. By Benjamin Ferris, late Scc- 
retary of Utah Territory.
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4. Mormonism—its leaders and designs. By John Hyde, 
Jun., formerly a resident of Salt Lake City, and an Elder 
in the Church of Latter Day Saints.—1856. 

By Rev. R. Weiser, President of Central College of Iowa, Des Moines, Iowa. 

When Mormonism first presented itself to the American 
people, in 1830, it was regarded by all intelligent men as one 
of the many fanciful religious vagaries that have sprung from 
the overheated brain of some one of the many theological 
madcaps that figured so plentifully about that time in West- 
ern New York. When the Golden Bible was first announced, 
and when the name of Joe Smith, of Palmyra, was: associated 
with it, it was considered too ridiculous for serious refutation. 
The Book of Mormon itself, laying no claim whatever to a 
Divine origin, and bearing on every page the most incontes- 
table evidences of human imperfection, in its gross historical, 
chronological, and theological errors, no serious mind could 
ever conceive how even the most ignorant and deluded fanat- 
ic could ever look upon as an inspired volume! But alas! 
for the vagaries and contortions of the human mind. The 
Book of Mormon is now regarded as an inspired Book, by 
perhaps not far from half a million of, (we dare not say ra- 
tional and intelligent) but immortal and accountable human 
beings. It has been published by tens of thousands, in dif- 
ferent languages and different countries. Such a Book, and 
the wild and fearful fanaticism it has produced and fostered, 
may well claim the attention, and elicit the earnest thought- 
fulness of all intelligent Christians. Itis one of those great 
moral and intellectual problems, that have not yet been solved. 
Its history will be an episode in the history of the Church, 
tragic and farcical indeed, in detail, but nevertheless highly 
dramatic as a whole. 

Mormonism may be looked upon as fanaticism regularly 
organized, fully ranked, filed disciplined, and equipped. 
It has, therefore, as an element of great evil, great advan- 
tages over all preceding forms of fanaticism. The fanaticism 
of the earliest ages of Christianity was lame, and loose, and 
disjointed, when compared to it The fanaticism of the dark 
ages was unorganized, and therefore weak and impotent. 
The fanaticism of the pillar saints and the hermits, was alto- 
gether spiritual and intellectual; it was isolated and stood by 
itself, and each poor hermit carried his peculiar form of fa- 
naticism with him to the grave, and there it ended. The fa- 
naticism of the Crusaders was rather a military than a reli-
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gious outburst, and lost its life on the well-fought battle-fields 
of the Holy Land. The wild and fearful fanaticism of Ger- 
many in the sixteenth century, had its origin in the bosom of 
the Romish Church, and may very properly be called the fa- 
naticism of the stomach, for it was a “Zumultus Rustico- 
yum, arising up of the laboring classes. The Romanists 
hare char ced these fanatical outbursts in Germany to the 
influence of Lutheranism. But this is false. Lutheranism 
has never produced fanaticism, and it never will; it always 
has been, and is now, the stera and uncompromising enemy 
of fanaticism. When Luther, in 1517, published his famous 
ninety-fire theses, for some five or six years the heart of 
Germany was stirred to its very core. Men who before 
scarcely knew that they were men, began to act, and to think 
for themselves. ‘This was the time of upheaving and over- 
turning; all the old landmarks were demolished ; there was 
a new creation in the mind of Germany. Between the peri- 
ods, when the Romish Church lost her influence over the 
public mind, and until the Protestant religion had fully ac- 
quired the ascendancy, there wasa kind of ecclesiastical 
hiatus—a frightful moral chasm. The Reformation never 
could hare been brought about, without producing such a 
moral and intellectual fissure. Nicholas Hausman, a most 
holy and godiy man, concerning whom Luther says, “What 
we preach, he lives,’ was the first Lutheran pastor who was 
pestered with fanatics. Nicholas Storch, Thomas Miinzer, 
Mark Stubner, and Markus Thomas, were all members of his 
church at Zwickau. These men, like the Mormons, supposed 
themselres inspired from above. When Luther heard of this 
outbreak of fanaticism, he said: “I always expected that 
Satan would send us this plague.’’ Poor Cellarius, one of the 
Divines at Wittenberg, along with the unstable Carlstadt, 
caught the infection. 

While Luther was a prisoner at Wartburg, through the 
influence of Carlstadt and Cellarius, fanaticism spread through 
all Wittenberg liks wildfire. The Bible was thrust aside, and 
all sought aid from above. Hereturnedto Wittenberg after 
an absence of nearly one year, on the 7th of March, 1522, 
and immediately set to work on the fanatical prophets. This 
was perhaps the tur ning point—the great crisis in the Refor- 
mation—had not Luther been firm in his opposition to a wild 
and miserable fanaticism, the work of the Reformation would 
have been blasted, even in the bud. But thank God, he took 
a stand against it, and good sound sense and reason prevailed.
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Cellarius and Stubner chalienged Luther to meet them in de- 
Datce—he met them. When the fanatics found they could do 
nothing with the Reformer, they shouted out loudly, “Zhe 
spirit, the spirit!” Luther replied by hurling one of those 
withering thunderbolts of sarcasm at them: “f wil break 
the snout of your spirit.” Luther in this, as in every other 
conflict, triumphed, and the church was safe. In 1525 Lu- 
ther published his address against the ‘Celestial Prophets.” 
The same year he published an ‘‘Address to the people at 
Antorf, to guard against the influence of the fanaticism that 
qvas everywhere raging around.” This latter address would 
be as good a refutation of Mormonism, as could be produced. 
Look at his withering denunciation of the leaders of those 
poor deluded souls; he says, “Alay God hare mercy; and 
again may God have mercy upon those accursed false pro- 
phets who lead those poor and ignorant: wretches into such 
destructive errors, they will destroy soul and body! For be 

e well assured that he who dies in this war, will die a traitor 
to his God and country. Yes, they will perish as traitors, 
robbers, murderers and blasphemers. ‘Those leaders are not 
our brethren, but wicked devils.’’ Butthe poor miserable 
fanatics would not listen to Luther—they met the army of 
Philip, Landgravre of Hesse, at Miulhausen, May 15, 1525. 
At their head was Thomas Miinzer, who looked to God for 
help; until, according to Dr. Sartorius, more than five thou- 
sand poor deluded wretches lay dead on the battle-field! So 
we fear it will be with the Mormons. When Miinzer was 
executed, fanaticism had no head, and died. But Mormon- 
ism 1s like the monster of heathen mythology; if you cut off 
-one hedd, another immediately springs from the trunk. 

The Book of Mormon does not teach many of the errors 
of their system, hence they resort to other sources for confir- 
mation of their doctrines. They have creeds and confessions 
in abundance; the following are considered their symbolical 
books, viz: 1. The Bible. 2. The Book of Mormon. 
The Doctrines and Covenants. 4. The Voice of .Warning. 
oO. The Gospel Reflector. 6. The Times and Seasons. 7. 
The Millennial Star. 8. The Writings of Joseph Smith the 
seer. 9. The-Writings of Parley P. Pratt. 10. The Gen- 
eral Epistles of the Presidency in Deseret. The Book of 
Mormon teaches nothing in particular, it is a poor, thought- 
less, sapless, empty thing. One can hardly summon up cou- 
rage cnough to read it through. It is no book of instruction. 
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Don Quixctte teaches more morality, and Gil Blas more wis- 
dom. its origin is this. In 1818 a Presbyterian Clergyman, 
by the name of Solomon Spaulding, who lived in Chio, losé 
his health, and to while away his time, he wrote this book, 
and called it the “lost manuscript.” It is unique and origi- 
nal. No man, whether Christian, Mohammedan, or heathen, 
would accuse him of plagiarism. It has no merits whatever. 
The following are its contents: 1. The first Book of Nephi. 
2. The second Book of Nephi. 38. The Book of Jacob. 4. 
Lhe Book of Enos. 5. The Book of Jarom. 6. The words 
of Mormon. 7. The Book of Mosiah. 8. The Book of 
Alma. 9. The Book of Helaman. 10. The Book of Nephi, 
the son of Nephi. il. The Book of Mormon. 12. The 
Book of Esther. 18. The Book of Moroni. 14. The sec- 
ond epistle of Mormon to his son Moroni. ‘This is the Book 
of Mormon. Mr. Spaulding took the manuscript to Pittsburg 
to a Mr. Lumsdon, to have 1t printed. There are gentlemen 
still living who sawthe manuscript. Mr. Spaulding died, 
and the manuscript was returned to his wife, who removed to 
Palmyra, New York. It fell into Joe Smith’s hands in 1819, 
no one knows how! About this time a great noise was made 
about a golden Bible that should have been found in Canada. 
his first suggested the idea to Joe Smith of getting up a 
new Bible. Joe Smith was a low, ignorant and vicious fel- 
low—he was born in 1805, of very ignorant and superstitious 
parents—he had very hitie education, and no piety. He was 
withal, lazy, and spent most of his time in hunting money 
and lost treasures. He had quite a reputation in this hne. 
About this time there were great revivals of religion in west- 
ern New York. Joe caught the contagion, and in due time 
professed to be converted. Save the mark! There is no ev- 
idence that he was, at any time, even a decent, outwardly: 
moral man. His fanaticism appears in his manner of con- 
version—he saw a Vision. 

Smith had avery limited education, but he had a large 
share of low cunning and sensuality. In one of those reli- 
gious transports, so common among fanatics, he had a vision ; 
an angel appeared to him, and informed him that he was to 
be the founder of a new church; this was in 1823. But Smith 
did not, as he himself informs us, get into full possession of 
the golden plates till about 1826. ‘The reasons for this delay 
are very obvious; the people were not yet prepared for so 
glaring an imposture. Sidney Rigdon, a Campbellite preach- 
er, aman of some considerable natural ability, acted an im-
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portant part in this great imposture ; it was through him that 
the church of the Latter day Saints received that baptistic 
bias which has always prevailed in it. There can be no doubt 
in reference to the fact that Joe Smith and Sidney Rigdon 
had some kind of ancient plates, with curious figures inscrib- 
ed upen them. These plates were submitted for examination 
to Prof. Anthon, of New York, and prenounced by him to be 
old Indian glyphs, the remains of either the Aboriginal set- 
tlers of this country, er perhaps the records of the Northmen 
ef a later period, whe are known to have visited this country 
more than a thousand years ago. These plates are made of 
copper, and some of the same kind are now in the Museum 
at Cincinnati; they were taken from Indian mounds in Pike 
County, Illinois, in 1843. This is an important fact, and 
should go far in convincing the deluded dupes of Mor- 
monism that there is nothing divine in old and curious plates, 
with strange and unreadable figures upon them. 

Joe Smith and Sidney Rigdon were in possession of the 
golden plates and the manuscript of Spaulding for severa 
years; they saw that something could be made out of these 
two curious things. The golden plates were, in themselves, 
very remarkable, both in their shape and figures, and myste- 
rious in their orig. The manuscript of Spaulding had all 
the spice and aroma of Biblical antiquity aboutit. It had 
the genuine language of the Bible, many of its sct phrases, 
and professed to give an account of the lost tribes of Israel, 
a fact taught in the Bible, and quoted largely from the Bible, 
as we seein the Book of Nephi. In this Book nearly allthe 
acts and sayings of our blessed Savior are recounted. But 
we will afterwards furnish a full account’ of the contents of 
the Book of Mormon. We merely wish now to show the 
readers why Smith and Rigdon connected the golden plates 
with Spaulding’s manuscript. Rigdon was a great fiery revi- 
val preacher, a man of great energy andeloquence ; he could 
hrow a whole community of ignorant people into convulsions, 
and Smith, though a vile sensualist, had the reputation of 
great sanctity. The thing seems to have been made out be- 
tween them; Smith was to be the Mohammed of the party, 
and Rigdon was to become the first convert to the new doc- 
trines. Orson Pratt, one of the leaders of Mormonism, who 
was shot but a short time since, for seducing another man’s 
wite in Texas, gives the following account of their Bible :— 
“These records were engraved on plates which had the ap- 
pearance of gold. Jach plate was not far from seven by 

~~
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eight inches in width and length, being not quite ag thick ag 
common tin. They were filled on both sides with engravings 
in Egyptian characters, and bound together in a volume, like 
the leaves of a book, and fastened at one edge with three 
rings running through the whole. The volume was near six 
inches thick, a part of which was sealed. The characters of 
the unsealed part were small, and beautifully engraved. With 
the records was found a curious instrument, which was called 
the Urim and Thummim, which consisted of two transparent 
stones, clear as crystal, set in the two rims of a bow. ‘This 
was used in ancient times, by persons called seers. It wasan 
instrument, by the use of which, they received revelations of 
things distant, or of things past or future. I need not in- 
form the intelligent reader that this whole stery is one of the 
links in this chain of imposition. When the whole conspira- 
cy against common sense was fully matured by Smith and 
Rigdon, Smith began to talk about the golden plates—the 
people had been wrought into a high stete of religious excite- 
ment—they were prepared for a new revelation. The golden 
Bible was talked about everywhere, all were anxious to sec 
it. The poor deluded rustics besought Smith in droves to 
let them see the wonderful book. he news spread hke wild- 
fire, far and near, that a new Bible was found. Everybody 
was anxious to sce it; Smith and Rigdon fanned this flame. 
Some few of the more ignorant were permitted to .see this 
precious treasure, but no unsanctified hands were permitted 
to touchit. Things moved on qmetly for some time at Pal- 
myra. At length, in 1827, the excitement about the new 
Bible, and perhaps the great contempt of the citizens of Pal- 
myra for Joe Smith, grew into a perfect frenzy—a mob was 
collected, Joe Smith’s house was beset. So great was the 
excitement and clamor against Smith, that the civil authori- 
ties had to be called into requisition. He left for Pennsyl- 
vania, but before he left, he hid the golden plates in a barrel 
of beans on his garret. Iie came to Tioga County, on the 
Susquehanna, where his Father-in-law and Sidney Rigdon 
lived. The time had now come for the translation of those 
mysterious plates into Hnglish. But alas! Joe was not able 
to write even the Iinglish language correctly. What now was 
to be done? Rigdon dare not take part in this work—he was 
to be the first witness. In that part of the country lived o 
school-master, who was a pretty good English scholar, and 
withal, a very crcdulous and superstitious character. Ihs 
uae was Oliver Cowdry. Simith became acquamted with
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him, and found that he was ripe for his purposes. IIe was 
employed as Smith’s amanuensis, and afterwards this same 
Cowdry became one of the witnesses to the verity of the 
Book of Mormon. The work was thus carried on; Smith 
stationed himself behind a screen, and looked through the 
‘Urim and Thummim,”’ as he called his curious’ contrivance, 
apparently at the golden plates, but in reality at Spaulding’s 
manuscript, which he kept in his hat, so that Cowdry could 
not see the trick. This work went on during the leisure hours 
of Cowdry, for several years. According to the dogmatic 
history of the Mormon theologians, on the 15th of May, 1829, 
John the Baptist, (whether with, or without his head, the 
Mormon Chronicles say not) appeared and laid hands on Joc 
Smith and Oliver Cowdry, and ordained them both into tho 
Aaronic’ priesthood, and commanded them to baptize each 
other by immersion, which they accordingly did. 

The Book of Mormon was now ready for the press, but 
how was it to be printed? Smith was poor, and Cowdry had 
nothing to spare, and without money it could not be publish- 
ed. But Smith was a shrewd, wily fellow. There was an 
old man in the neighborhood, who had been originally a Qua- 
ker, but for want of stability, he had passed through the 
whole grinding apparatus of sectarianism, and had, in turn, 
been a Baptist, a Methodist, a Presbyterian, and was now 
fully prepared to become a disciple of Joe Smith. He was 
aman of some property. Smith told him all about the gol- 
den Bible; he was charmed and delighted with the great 
discovery ; it was food for his strong imagination and his in- 
satiable credulity. Ue was exceedingly anxious to see this 
creat revelation, but Smith was too cunning to show it to 
him. He informed him that the ground whereon they stood 
was not holy enough, but he wrote some of the curious char- 
acters on a piece of paper, and gave that to Martin Harris, 
for that was his name. But although Harris was a confirmed 
religious fanatic, and had an immense amount of credulity, 
yet he was close in his dealings, and sharp in a bargain. 
Smith wanted money, and Harris wanted an equivalent. He 
took the paper containing the curious characters to New 
York, and showed them to Professor Anthon, who pronounced 
the whole thing an unmitigated humbug. But what has sense 
or reason to do with fanaticism ? Luther could do nothing 
with Carlstadt’s fanatical congregation at Orlamiind. When 
he attempted to teach them religion, they told him to his face 
that they had forgotten more than he ever know. They were
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ready to stone him, and told_him,to be gone in the name of 
the Devil, and very graciously hoped that he would break his 
neck before he would reach home. This was the spirit of 
fanaticism then; it isthe same now. The disciples of Mun- 
cer, Stubner and Carlstadt, were the Mormons of the Refor- 
mation. But to proceed, the opinion of Professor Anthon 
only confirmed Harris that the thing was from God, and he 
accordingly furnished the funds to have the Golden Bible 
published. 

The Book of Mormon was first published in 1830. The 
following preface shows us its origin, according to the Mor- 
mon Theology: ‘The Book of Mormon contains the history 
of the ancient inhabitants of America, who were a branch of 
the house of Israel, of the tribe of Joseph, of whom the In- 
dians are stilla remnant, but the principal nation having 
fallen in battle in the fourth or fifth century, one of their 
prophets, whose name was Mormon, saw fit to make an abridg- 
ment of their history, their prophecies and their doctrines, 
which he engraved on plates, and afterwards being slain, the 
records fell into the hands of his son Moroni, “who being 
hunted by his enemies, was directed to deposit it safely in 
the earth, with a promise from God that it should be preserved, 
and should be brought to light in the latter days, by means 
of a gentile nation, who should possess the land. The deposit 
was made about the year A. D. 420, on a hill called Cumora, 
now in Ontario County, New York, where it was preserved 
in safety, until it was brought to light by no less than the 
ministry of angels, and tra anslated by inspiration; and the 
Great Jehovah bare record of the same to chosen witnesses, 
who declare it to the world.” Thus strongly do those un- 
blushing impostors claim a divine origin for their miserable 
system. And should not intelligent Christians examine those 
high and lofty pretensions? Ifas not the church too long 
neglected her duty in reference to this enormous evil ? Here 
then is the foundation of Mormonism, unquestionably the 
most stupendous religious fraud ever perpetrated in any age 
of the world. From this period, 1850, we may date the 
hurch of the Latter Day Saints. ‘The origin and progress 

of Mormonism near the middle of the nineteenth century, in 
a land of Bibles, and Sabbath Schools, and Churches; in a 
Jand where there are twenty-five thousand churches, and 
more than twenty thousand ministers, and nearly two hundred 
religious pa pers and periodicals, may - well challenge our scru- 
tiny. And what hath Mormouisin done during the tw cuty-
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eight years of its existence? Must we not blush at the de- 
gradation of poor fallen perverted human nature? The 
Mormon papers claim no less than five hundred thousand 
converts in the world in 1858. They claim three hundred 
thousand, more or less, in the United States, and two hundred 
thousand in Europe, Asia, and the Isles of the sea. They 
have their elders now preaching in almost every land under 
the heavens. They go out with the zeal of ancient martyrs, 
to comfort the disciples of the false prophet, even at the ver 
doors of the mosque, and argue with the priests of Brahma 
under the shadow of the pagoda. They are found on the 
burning sands of Australia, and amid the snows of Norway. 
Christians (by name), Jews, Mohammedans and Pagans, be- 
come converts to the Book of Mormon. Ina late Mormon 
paper they claim more than two thousand members of their 
church on the Sandwich Islands, and are now publishing a 
paper there. Elder Snow, said to be the best educated man 
among them, and who was formerly a prominent lawyer in 
New York, is now sounding the Mormon trumpet in Austra- 
lia.. They have preachers in Russia—in every country in 
Europe, on the Island of Malta, in Hindoostan, and in Per- 
sia. And yet some of our Divines think and say we must 
not employ the pen to write against so gross an absurdity. 

But to proceed with its history. In 1830 the first regular 
Mormon church was- established at Ontario, New York, but 
Joe Smith was too well known at that place, and he could 
make-little or no impression. The year following he moved 
to Kirtland, Ohio, where he met with more success. He only 
yemained here a short time, but long enough to be satisfied 
that his imposition had succeeded, even far beyond his most 
sanguine expectations. About this timeJoe Smith professed 
to have received communications from heaven that he should 
remore to Missouri, but not until he had learned that the lo- 
cation was desirable, and that land was good and cheap. The 
saints now numbered some twelve hundred. They remained 
in Jackson County, Missouri, until 1835, when the people of 
Missouri became satisfied that instead of being pious and in- 
dustrious citizens, as they had hoped to find them, they turned 
out to be idle and vicious, ignorant and clannish, and gov- 
erned by the will of one man, the most unprincipled among 
them. When the people saw these things, they expelled 
them from their country, as a matter of self-protection. In 
1836 Joe Smith, fearing the wrath of an incensed communi- 
ty, and not feeling himself strong enough to make resistance, 
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Jed his deluded followers to Clay County, Missouri, where 
they remained but a short time, for in the fall of the same 
year, 1836, they removed to Caldwell County, Missouri. 
Here they continued four years. It was in Missouri that 
their arrogance first aroused the ire of the community. The 
organ of their church became obnoxious to the gentiles, the 
gentiles not having the fear of the Mormons before their eyes, 
rese up ¢e masse, and laid sacriligeous hands upon two of the 
saints, and tarred and feathered them. . Their press was de- 
stroyed, and also the house which contained it was demolish- 
ed. The Mormons now lustily raised the hue and cry that 
they xvere persecuted for righteousness sake. This gave them 
great consideration abroad. Thousands flocked to their stan- 
dard. In 1840 they were driven from Missouri. They then 
located in Lllinois, at Nauvoo. ‘This is a place of command- 
ing beauty, on the eastern bank of the Mississippi river, fif- 
teen miles above Keokuk, at the head of the lower rapids. 
Lhe country around is very fertile. If the Mormons had not 
been wicked and ignorant fanatics, here they might have re- 
mained, and prospered as a community. They numbered 
sixteen thousand in 1841, and Nauvoo, next to St. Louis, 
was the largest city on the upper Mississippi. Joe Smith 
was now master of sixteen thousand souls. No opposition 
dared be offered to his will. Hs was, as we have stated, licen- 
tious and immoralin the extreme; he sought only the gratifi- 
cation of his lusts and appetites. He was not only selfish 
and profane, but revengeful and brutal. One who knewhim 
well, and was under his authority at Nauvoo for years, and 
who left the Mormons in disgust, informed me that Joe Smith 
was a very incarnate fiend—a man of good strong mind, but 
of ungovernable passions, and implacable towards his enc- 
mies. In 1840 he organized his club of midnight assassins, 
called the Danites; their motto was, submission or death; 
their standards bore the mscription: ‘‘The sword of Gideon 
and the Lord.” 

Smith now occupied a proud eminence, having been eleva- 
ted from the lowest walks of life, even from circumstances 
almost verging on beggary, to a life of opulence and luxury, 
he became proud and haughty; his inflation and arrogance 
knew no bounds. He found himself surrounded by sixteen 
thousand men and women, who considered him an angel of 
God—as one who had constant intercourse with God, and 
who could do no wrong. His power was unlimited, his lust 
and ambition unbounded. In 1841 the Temple at Nauvoo
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was commtneed. In 1842 Joe Smith scems first to have 
caught the idea of introducing polygamy. This abhorrent 
doctrine was the legitimate effspring of his sensuality. ‘The 
doctrine is pot even found in the Book of Mormon, which is 
an evidence that Joe did not originally contemplate so great 
an cnormity. Success seems te have made him even a worse 
man than he was at the commencement of his career. He 
seems to have been aware that in introducing this subject, he 
was on dangerous ground. For there were still some honest 
and moral men among his followers, and he feared their influ- 
ence. Hence ke spoke of this thing at first very cautiously. 
He informed seme of his principal men that he had received 
a revelation from the Lord, but he dare not make it known; 
for some time he refused to tell them what it was. At length, 
after much importunity, he made it known. It was a revela- 
tion from God, and how could the church reject it? He im- 
mediately carried into practice the new doctrine. Brigham 
Young followed his example; so did H. C. Kimball and all 
the other leaders, except Hiram Smith, Joe’s brother. Joe 
Smith became more and more licentious and arrogant every 
day, until his insolence, and the wickedness of his people, 
could no longer be endured. About this time, toc, the Mor- 
mons nominated Joe Smith as a candidate for the Presidency 
of the United States. He also had a bank of issue in Nau- 
voo, and having formed the Nauvoo Legion, and being ap- 
pointed Lieutenant General by the Legislature, he surrounded 
himself with a splendid staff of officers. His community 
was exceedingly prosperous, and thousands were flocking to 
his standard. No wonder he became vain and ambitious. In 
1844, however, the conduct of Smith and his deluded follow- 
ers became exceedingly obnoxious to the people of Illinois. 
Nauvoo was now a large and populous city; the surrounding 
country had'to supply the wants of the citizens. It was a 
place of considerable trade. Frequent difficulties occurred 
between the Mormons and their neighbors, a number of suits 
were instituted, and no matter what were the merits of the 
case, the Mormons always succeeded ; then, too, the Mormons 
became bolder and bolder; they stole a large number of cat- 
tle, &c., from the neighbors, and at length even went out into 
the country and drove the cattle away from the farmers be- 
fore their eyes, and when they lodged complaint, there was 
no remedy for the sufferers. About this time, in the spring 
of 1844, a circumstance occurred, which shows the true char- 
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acter of Joe Smith, and which had an important bearing on 
the future destiny of Mormonism, and we will therefore give 
it entire. Dy. Foster, a leading Mormen of Nauvoo, who 
although, hke the rest of his fellow-citizens, a deluded fanat- 
ic, yet retaining some of the moral principles of Christianity, 
regarded with great abhorrence the recently promulgated 
doctrines of polygamy. He did everything he could to op- 
pose its introduction. Smith, it appears, had marked Dr. 
Foster's wife for his prey. She was a very handsome and 
accomplished lady, and Smith attempted to seduce her. A 
trial was the result. This trial was held before the Munici- 
pal Court of Nauvoo. Foster was the plaintiff, and Jce 
Smith defendant. The thing produced great excitement 
among the Mormons, but as Joe Smith was Judge of this 
Court, as Mayor of the city, the indictment was nullified, 
but not until after many startling deyclopments had been 
made. 

When Dr. Foster found that justice could not be reached 
in the court, he, aided by other prominent Mormons, estab- 
lished a paper for the express purpose of breaking down Joe 
Smith, But they could accomplish nothing; the people were 
too much under his diabolical influence. Smith was not the 
man to submit to such an insult in his own dominions. Know- 
ing the devotion of his followers to him, and seeing the abso- 
lute necessity of some bold step, he convoked the city coun- 
eil, and had Foster’s paper at once condemned as a nuisance, 
and forthwith ordered the City Marshal (a gentleman with 
whom I am well acquainted, and who gave mean account of 
this transaction) to abate this great nuisance at once. The 
Marshal raised a foree, consisting mostly of the Danites, en- 
tered the house, destroyed the press, and levelled the house 
to the eround. Foster, and those who sided with him, had 
to make a precipitate escape for their hves. They sought 
the protection of the civil authorities at Carthage, the seat 
of Justice of Hancock County. ‘The citizens of the county, 
haying borne with the insolence and rapacity of the Mormons 
until forbearance was no longer a virtue, were just waiting 
for a pretext to let loose the dogs of war uponthem. Here 
there was not only a pretext, but also a cause for the interfe- 
rence of the law. A warrant was issued for the arrest of 
Joe Smith, and others of his party, and put into the hands 
of the Sheriff. The officer went to Nauvoo toserve the war- 
rant, but Joe Smith not recognizing the civil authorities of 
Hancock County, as having any jurisdiction over him, ex-
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yelicd the officer from Nauvoo. The Sheriff calied upon the 
militia of the county to assist him in the execution of his 
warrant. The whole community at once ran to his assist- 
ance. The people of Hancock County had many old scores 
to settle with the prophet and his deluded and immoral dupes. 
When the Sheriff with his force arrived, they found the Nau- 
voo Legion, and all the Mormons, ready to reccive them; the 
commanders ef the militia not bemg as well equipped as the 
Mormons, called upen the Governor of the State for mere 
militia. The Governor, anxious to avoid the shedding of 
blood, repaired in person to the city of Nauvoo. But the 
Mormons paid as little attention to the State, as they had to 
the county officers. This was the second great collision be- 
tween the Mormons and the established laws of the land. 
The two parties never came into open cenflict; if there had 
been a battle, such was the hatred of the people against those 
miserable fanatics, that they would have been extirpated. 
But their time had not yet come. When Smith saw that he 
was completely surrounded by immense numbers of deeply 
excited and outraged people, his heart failed him, and to save 
his own worthless life, he agreed to surrender to the Govern- 
er, on condition that he would protect him and his brother 
Hiram, as well as other prominent Mormons. The Governor 
agreed to do so, and had them lodged in the county jail at 
Carthage. This was the only thing he could do for them. 
The army was disbanded, and peace seemed to be restored, 
but on the evening ef the 27th of June, 1844, a party of 
some two hundred men, in disguise, with blackened faces, 
and grotesque garments, such as fur coats, Indian hunting- 
shirts, and raccoon skin caps, and armed with guns, pistols 
and swords, forced the prison doors. The prison officers re- 
sisted their ingress, and the prisoners also defended them- 
sclves, but all in vain; they entered, and in the melee Joe 
smith was shot, being pierced by five balls, showing very 
clearly that he, and he alone, was the object of revenge. 
Some of those disguised men are supposed to have been dis- 
affected Mormons; Dr. Foster and others, whose homes hayl 
been blighted and blasted by the sensuality of this monster 
of iniquity, were perhaps among the number. 

Joe Smith was dead, but Mormonism still lived; it had not 
yet run its career of sin and folly. Mormonism is the con- 
centrated and organized fanaticism of the nineteenth century, 
and it could, therefore, not die out with Joe Smith. Its mis- 
sion for cvil was not yet accomplished. Like the fanaticism
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of the Crusaders, it seems to have a work to do, and like tha’ 
outburst of religious zeal, it must have at least three noted 
pitched battles, and then its career will end. It has had two 
conflicts, one at Jackson County, Missouri, one at Nauvoo, 
and the third and last will be at Salt Lake City, where, it is 
hoped, an end will be made of this enormous system of fraud 
and violence. But more of this. When the news of Smith’s 
death reached Nauvoo, the saints were filled with dismay; 
sorrow and sadness were seen in every countenance; all the 
bright hopes of those deluded fanatics were blasted. Many 
had hoped for an earthly Paradise in Nauvoo. Some had 
come from Europe, and all had freely given their funds into 
Joe Smith’s hands. They were now poor, and many thought 
the bubble was exploded. But there was one man there who 
had a stout and brave heart; a heart that beat in perfect 
unison with Mormonism; a man of more nerve, more intel- 
lect, and better education, but in every other respect, except 
the prestige of his name, equal to Joe Smith. This man was 
Brigham Young, who now figures so conspicuously at Salt 
Lake City. After much excitement, and many internal con- 
flicts among the Mormons, Brigham Young was elected Pres- 
ident onthe 7th of October, 1844. Peace and order were 
soon restored within, though quiet could not be restored with- 
out. The people of Hancock County were so disgusted with 
the Mormon insolence and immoralities, that they were deter- 
mined to banish them from their territory. The conviction 
increased from day to day among the people, that Mormonism 
and Christian civilization, in any land, were incompatible, 
and could not, therefore, occupy the same territory. Brig- 
ham Young, too, had penetration enough to see that Mor- 
monism could not livein a civilized country, and that 1f Mor- 
monism would ever be permitted to carry out its dark, vicious 
and enormous schemes of wickedness, it must go beyond the 
boundaries of civilization. Some enterprizing Mormon lead- 
crs were sent out towards the Rocky Mountains. They be- 
held the beautiful valley of the Great Salt Lake, and the 
Lord revealed to Brigham Young, as he said, the necessity of 
removing thither. Nor was ita difficult matter to prevail 
upon the Mormons to remove. They all saw clearly that 
they could not remain in [linois, although much sympathy 
had been awakened in their behalf, in consequence of the 
persecutions they had suffered, yet the great mass of our 
citizens did not consider it persecution, when a sect of iInso- 
lent, lawless vagabonds, were punished for violating every 
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law of decency, and of the land, and of God. The outward 
pressure became so great too, that they could not endure it 
any longer. They had broken every tic that bound them to 
their country, their homee and their kindred; they had ac- 
quired nomadic habits, and in their wild visions they looked 
for some earthly paradise. Many of them had been men of 
property, and had invested their allin Nauvoo Bank stock, or 
in real estate; now they must leave everything bchind. 
Truth compels us to state that, in respect to their property in 
Nauvoo, they were treated badly. ‘The laws should have 

’ protected their rights. 
In February, 1846, the weather being very cold, two thou- 

sand Mormons crossed the Mississippi River on the ice, and 
commenced their weary pilgrimage towards the land of pro- 
mise. Noone that has never spent a wintcr in the North 
West, can form any idea of the sufferings those poor deluded 
creatures had to endure. This company went as far as Coun- 
cil Bluffs, Iowa, where it stopped for a season. In the spring 
of 1847, a pioneer band of: one hundred and forty-three ac- 
tive young men, with seventy-three wagons, started for the 
valley of Great Salt Lake, where they arrived in July of the 
same year; others soon followed, and in October, there were 
four thousand Mormons in Salt Lake valley. Since that pe- 
riod thousands have gone thither, and the bones of thousands 
now lie bleaching upon the roadside. It is a melancholy pic- 
ture to pass over the road, and every now and then to sce a 
little hillock, and to be told, “there is a Mormon grave.” 
Perhaps some aged man or woman, whose strength could not 
endure the journey, or some child, whose tender constitution 
had given way. The poor deluded fanatic has, verily, a hard 
life. If there is any merit in human suffering, the Mormons 
should be admitted into the third heaven. Just think of it; 
there are now supposed to be from eighty to one hundred 
thousand of these poor miserable fanatics in the valley of 
Great Salt Lake. It is said that there are at this very time, 
not less than forty thousand of these deluded creatures in 
England, who are too poor to come to this country, but who, 
if they had the means, would come without delay. Oh! the 
folly and madness of this accursed delusion; how many pre- 
cious souls has it not ruined, how much suffering has it not 
produced. Should not the prayers of God’s people every 
where, ascend up to the throne of the Eternal, in behalf of 
these poor deluded souls? This monstrous system of iniquity 
may well excite the indignation, as well as the compassion of
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Christians. We may well, therefore, do the cause of truth 
good, by looking into this sink of sin, and holding it up to 
the scorn and contempt of all good men. Mormonism ‘‘lives 
and moves, and has its being” in excitement. Itis one of 
those religious excressences that grow out of the overheated 
religious zeal and fervor of unenlightened enthusiasts. It has 
always existed inthe world. Like the sutlers of an army, 
this class of fanatics has always followed in the wake of the 
great army of God. We may always look for such fruits to 
crow from the tree of life, but they are no more part of that 
tr ee, than the gloomy and loathsome parasite that covers the 
magnificent Cyprus on the banks of the Mississippi, isa part 
of that beautiful tree. It is the fungus Haematodes of Chris- 
tianity. It mars it, as the ulcerated cancer does the human 
face, or as the disgusting Hlephantiasis does the symmetry of 
the human limb. No man can be a Mormon, who is not a 
religious fanatic, or-an adroit and consummate villain; but 
frequently the Mormon combines both characters in one. — 
Formerly polygamy was denied, now they make a boast of 
it. They even support it from ‘the Bible, and Elder Orson 
Hyde, even profanely says that Jesus Christ had no less 
than three wives, and that he was married at Cana of Galilce 
to Martha, and Mary her sister, and that other Mary whom 
he loved. Can wickednes and infidel profanity go further? 
This is a fair specimen of Mormon hermeneutics. Low, vul- 
gar, jejune and sensual must be the mind that can be edified 
with such matter. The man who can put forth such views, 
should not be reasoned with, but punished. Such are the 
lengths into which fanaticism drives poor human nature when 
it once breaks loose from the common sense of the Bible. 

Polygamy is a gross and palpable violation of the laws of 
nature, as well as of the laws of God, and cvery Christian 
nation in the world, and sooner or later it will prove their 
ruin. The polygamy of the Mormon always has been, to my 
mind, the most hopeful evidence of their specdy downfall. 
Those cternal principles of justice which are written upon 
our nature, cannot long be violated with impunity. Under 
the influence of this adulterous system, they must die out, 
even if the government of the United States permits them to 
live. Socicty, under this wretched system, must fester and 
rot, and in a few years Mormonism must become one great 
mass of putrefaction; and it will carry its miserable dupes 
down to a morc loathsome and terrible doom than that which 
awaited the beastly and polluted inhabitants of Sodom. Po-
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lygaimy has laid the axe at the root of Mormonism. It 1s 
destined to go down in the great vortex of its own filthiness 
and corruption. But what is to be the finale of this terrible 
fanaticism? Is there any hope for those poor deluded souls? 
Are they not increasing from day to day, and is not their 
odious doctrine spreading even to the ends of the carth ?— 
What is to become of them? They are now again, for the 
third time, in collision with the government under which they 
live. The United States army is now in their territory. 
What will follow? Will they wisely submit, or will they 
fioht? Some think they will submit, and quietly leave for 
the Sandwich Islands, or for the British possessions in North 
America. ‘Time will show. Some suppose that if our courts 
were established in Utah, and those courts sustained by our 
troops, as they must be, to make them efficient, the Mormon 
women by thousands would seek the protection of our govern- 
ment, and not submit to the detestable system of polygamy, 
under which they now suffer. They are sick and tired of it. 
But, in the meantime, would it not be well enough for some 
of our missionary societies to watch the signs of the times, 
and the movements of our troops in Utah, and as soon asthe 
government can protect them, send missionaries to that be- 
nighted, and worse than heathen territory? In what land 
are the efforts of the Church of Christ more needed? Should 
not the Lutheran Church, which has hundreds of her former 
members there from this country, from Germany, and from 
Sweden, do something in this great work of benevolence? I 
sometime since saw several hundred Swedish Lutherans in 
one body, marching to the promised land, and had a long and 
interesting conversation with a young Swede, on the subject 
of Mormonism. He informed me that he did not believe that 
a man was permitted to have more than one wife; he consid- 
cred Salt Lake City the most beautiful and blessed city this 
side of heaven; that he would wade through blood to get 
there ; that nothing but death should ever prevent him from 
reaching that happy place; if he found it, as I told him he 
would, a sink of pollution, he would not remain there a day. 
This is the spirit of fanaticism. Itis governed by feeling, 
not by reason. The finished fanatic does not reason at all; 
it is the want of reason that makes him afanatic. A gentle- 
man (no Mormon) who spent several months in Great Salt 
Lake City, informed me that there were thousands of simple 
but honest and sincere people there, who would rejoice in the 
opportunity of worshipping God, The pure Gospel of Jesus
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Christ would be music to their ears. These innocent dupes 
were allured by false representations from their homes and 
their altars, and having discovered the deceptions practiced 
apon their credulity by the Mormon preachers, would now be 
prepared to listen to the Gospel of Christ. ILe informed me 
that a pious and intelligent minister could have thousands of 
hearers in Utah. Is not this natural? Would not the same 
feeling that impelled them to leave their several churches, 
again influence them to return? The reasons why we be- 
lieve that the Gospel, faithfully preached in Utah, to the 
more serious Mormons, would be received, are these, viz: 

1. Because they have now come to the end of their fanat- 
ical visions; all the beautiful pictures they had drawn in their 
heated imaginations, concerning this holy and blessed city, 
have been dissolved like the beautiful pictures in a Panorama; 
there is nothing left. If they are sincere Christians, though 
in error, as many ef them perhaps are, they have now found, 
by sad experience, that they still have wicked and unholy 
hearts, and that they must strive against flesh and blood in 
Utah, as they had to do in other places. Hence they will 
appreciate the good old Gospel which they had set aside for 
the vagaries of human devices. ‘They are now, more than 
ever, satisfied that nothing but the blood of Christ can cleanse 
and purify the soul. if there were any other place in the 
dominions of Mormonism, where they had not yet been, they 
would listen to nothing but Mormonism. But as they have 
now reached the Ultima Thule, they can go no further. 
They have learned that Mormonism, even inthe Holy City, 
cannot save them; hence many of them might now be induced 
to return to their long neglected Lord and Savior. 

2. In going to Salt Lake City, many of them were influ- 
enced by the strongest feelings of cupidity and avarice. They 
had, from their infancy, been groaning under severe poverty, 
and even sometimes absolute want stared them in the face. 
The Mormon preachers appealed to their cupidity; they in- 
formed them that in Salt Lake City “there was plenty to eat 
and plenty to wear, and nothing to do.” Every laborer on 
the hill-sides of Wales, every poor miner who was shut out 
from the light and sunshine of heaven, every emaciated arti- 
ficer who was shut up in the loathsome workshops in Man- 
chester and Birmingham, and every one who could scarcely 
obtain a miserable living from this cruel world, was told that 
in Utah he should be like the gay and envied Lord of yon 
manor; that he, too, should have his broad acres, and his
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splendid equipage. They were told that Utah was as the 
garden of God, that the saints of the Lord were to inherit 
the ear th, that ‘they s should have everything in abundance in 
this world, and everlasting life in the world to come. 

3. They were made to believe that in Utah the odious dis- 
tinctions between the rich and the poor, were not to be found; 
that all were equal in America; that no crucl tyrants should 
oppress them; that no unjust taxes should be imposed ; that 
all things were in common; that all there were happy and 
contented ; that there was no wnrightcous government to mo- 
lest them; and, in short, that Great Salt Lake City was 
hearen on earth. Is it any wonder these poor beings should 
have their strongest desires inflamed by such repr esentations ? 
But now, after incredible toils and labor s, they have reached 
the long-wished for land, but alas, how different from their 
expectations ! Some, I have been informed, when the view 
of the Holy City first breaks upon them, are completely 
overpowered with the tumultuous excitement of the realiza- 
tion of their leng cherished visions of bliss, But they soon 
find that “distance lends enchantment to the view ;”’ that Salt 
Lake City, though inhabited by the saints, is like other cities 
in which iniquity abounds. They go to the Temple; they 
hear Brigham Young and other leading Mormons use even 
profane language from the pulpit. They sce the practical 
workings of “polygamy ; ; they see the children growing up in 
sin and folly; they sec Brigham Young riding out with his 
thirty splendidly dressed wives, and see “the same distinctions 
in Utah that shocked their feelings in England. The dream 
is over, the bubble has burst; they find that they must now 
labor for others as they had done in their own country. They 
sit down and weep over blasted hopes and disappointed ex- 
pectations. 

Are not such prepared to listen to the good old Gospel that 
perhaps in former days cheered up their drooping spirits ? 
Many of these deluded creatures have run the rounds of fa- 
natical folly, and hke Stilling’s “Theobald the Fanatic,” they 
are now prepared to listen to the dictates of reason and 
Scripture. We read somewhere in the history of fanaticism, 
that a party of deluded fanatics separated themselves from 
the w orld, and built a small village in some retired nook, - 
away trom allintrusion. They lived some three years in this 
retired spot, nursing their fanatical feelings, until they became 
frantic, and in their irenzy shut themsely es up in a large 
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room, and prophesied that they must crucify each other. The 
spirit told them to nail each other to crosses; they did so. 
Some five or six were actually nailed to the cross, and were 
kept there until they died. The affair was brought to the 
ears of the government; a company of soldiers was sent to 
their village; the dead were buried, and the hving were all 
taken prisoners. But what was to be done with them?, The 
government regarded them as insane. They were not pun- 
ished, but kept in prison. A faithful minister was sent to 
teach them religion. He found it necessary to make them al! 
study the Catechism, and thus he restored them to their right 
minds. So it may be with these deluded Mormons. Some- 
thing should be attempted for their salvation. Let Christians 
pray for them, and as soon as Providence, by the instrumen- 
tality of our army, opens the way, let the missionaries be 
sent to break unto them the bread of life. If the old and 
confirmed Mormon cannot be saved, his women and children 
may be rescued from the dreadful destiny to which they are 
exposed. | | 

ARTICLE VI. 

BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS. 

No. v. 

The members of the Graduating Class at the Annual Commencement, 
September, 1839, were I’. R. Anspach, Charles L. Baker, C. C. Baugh- 
man, David A. 8. Hyster, William F’. Eyster, Charles A. Hay, J. Goering 
Harris, John Heck, William Heilig, Charles P, Krauth, John George 
Leas, James L. Schock, William A. Wadsworth and Philip Willard, and 
to them the following address was delivered. 

. 
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Youne GENTLEMEN :—Believing that you will never forget 
the occurrences of this day, that you will recur to them from 
time to time, so long as you live in this world, I desire to 
associate with them a practical discussion of an ethical char- 
acter, which may present itself, inits leading features, with 
the powerful reminiscences of this occasion, and furnish a 
stimulus to action, of an enduring and salutary cast. I will 
propose to you, for your future guidance, a great and leading
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principle of immeasurable importance 5 attention to which 
will give émployment to your powers, both physical and men- 

,tal, not for a day or a year, but through the whole period 
allotted to your probation on earth Whatever you may 
purste, wherever you may be, whatever may be your position 
in the world, its claims are equally great, and will press upon 
you with equal force. Itis, yeung gentlemen, to exercise 
yourselves herein; to have always @ conscience void of of 
fence towards God and man. There was a young man some 
centuries ago, who, after- he had completed his education in 
the best schools of his. country, and commenced to act his 
part in the werld, presented so much of eccentr icity and par- 
adex in his behavior, as to attract great attention, and yet 
everything developed in his éarthly career, Was explicable 
without difficulty, when it is knewn that he had adopted as 
the ruling principle of his life, that te which your attention 
is directed—mens conscra rect, It wes this that made Saul 
of Tarsus a great and @ good mati, and envelops him with the 
lustre and renown which are attached to his name. It made 
him a Christian, an Apostle, an eloquent expounder of the 
Christian religion, a powerful writer on the faith which was 
once deliver ed to the saints, a blessing to his generation and 
to the world, a happy man, a triumphant martyr, and a glo- 
rified saint. It was’ this that sustained the afflicted prince 
of Idumea in heavier calamities than often fall to the lot of 
man. “Till I die,” said he, ‘I will not remove mine integri- 
ty from me. My righteousness I hold fast, and will not let 
it go: my heart shall not reproach me so long as I live.” 
This induced the confidence so strongly expressed by him: 
“For I know that my Redeemer liveth, and that he shall stand 
at the latter day upon the earth; and though after my skin 
worms destroy this body, yet in my flesh I shall see God, 
whom I shall see for myself and not another; though my 
reins be consumed within me.” This, no doubt, led to that 
result, so propitious to his happiness, ‘the restoration of his 
possessions, and the vindication of his character. But time - 
does not admit of much detail in regard to the operation of 
this principle; we must hasten to ‘direct your attention to 
the thing itself. The nature of conscience you know, the 
supremacy of it you are ready to admit. We then superadd - 
to instructions elsewher e, and in other connections furnished 
on this interesting subject, the appeal, exercise, Xc. 

If we follow the dictates of conscience we cannot err. Its 
decisions are supreme and final; but then it must be fitted for
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its appropriate work by a@ proper training. Men do wrong, 
do wickedly with the approbation of conscience, but the cuilt 
results not from obedience to it, rather from failing to pre- 
sent te it the materials cf correct Gccision. Saul persecutcd - 
the church, and believed that he was doing God service, but 
Saul acted wickedly, because he had not prepared himself to 
form suca opinions as would have evoked into proper exer- 
cisc his moral feelings. His heart would not have swelled 
with joy, as he contemplated the blecding, dying Stephen, but 
would have recoiled with horror, if he had known, as he 
should, that that holy man died in upholding the religion of 
the Son of God. Ue viewed, no doubt, the very same cvent 
with feclings of complacency or horror, as he was ignorant, 
or understood what is right. It will result from these state- 
ments, that a primary matter with as will be to cnlightcen 
conscicnee. Our lot has been cast in an age, and undcr a 
dispensation, when if may not be extravagant to say, that 
the human mind enjoys the highest advantages for asccrtain- 
ine all its duties, in allits relations. ‘We hve in the very 
centre of that illumination emanating from the God of con- 
science, designed to fit it for perfect action in its appropriate 
sphere. Your rclations to God and your fellow-men, must 
be understood and appreciated, and your duties as written on 
your hearts, compressed in the decalogue, illustrated and am- 
plified in the discourses of that unrivalled teacher of ethics, 
Jesus Christ, and manifested in his life, must be understood. 
The advantages of fidelity to the monitions of conscicnce, 
the evils of the contrary, both extending through the whole 
of our existence in this world and another, in inconceivable 
pleasure or unmeasured woe, should constantly be held up 
before us, and then may we regard ourselves as prepared to 
oo forth in the strength of our God, to do homage to the bid- 
dings of his monitor within us. To creatures, such as we 
are, dcad in trespasses and sins, it is absolutely indispensa- 
ble that we should prepare ourselves, by the reception of 
Christ’s purifying blood, to cleanse our conscience from dead 
works, to serve the living God. I rejoice that most of you 
have attained this vantage ground, without which nothing 
effectual could be done in the career pointed out. 

In small matters, as well as great, In private as well as in 
public, when the world frowns, as well as when it smiles, 
when you will lose, as well as when you will gain, when, to 
usc the language of Scripture, the report is evil, as-well as 
when it is good, require it of yoursclyes, demand it 1n a tone
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not to be resisted, that your voluntary actions must be con- 
formed to tlic dictates of conscience, washed in the blood of 
Jesus Christ, and enlightened by that religion which he gave 
to our world. 

Nothing is more dangerous to our moral purity, than want 
of rigor in our exactions in regard to the commands of con- 
science. If we permit ourselyes to pause in our carecr of 
cntire obedience to it, if we turn either to the right hand or 
the left, by the slightest deviation, our peril becomes immi- 
nent. It is extremely doubtful whether ¥ we will ever suspend 
our devious course. ‘The datiger is excessive, that our tran- 
sition will be from one degree of moral obliquity to another, 
till we are found fairly and fully on the side of those who 
have no conscience, or whose conscience is seared as with a 
hot iron, cauterized, so as to be without sensibility, or having 
the marks, ‘stigma of guilt burnt in upon it. Does not 
James refer-to this danger, when he declares, he that doeth 
the whole law, and yet is guilty of deviation in one part, is 
guilty of all? Does he not intend to. point out, not only the 
rant of principle which vitiates all our morai action, but 

moreover, the certainty that the embryo spirit of deviation 
will become powerful enough to subvert all righteousness ? 
We think he does, and in doing so, furnishes us a lesson which 
it becomes us to garncr upin our hearts. In those cases in 
which there may be doubt in regard to duty, the decision 
should be such as most effectually - to guard conscience, or to 
present to it least perplexity. Happy, said a distinguished 
teacher, is he that condemncth not himself in that thing which 
he alloweth, and he that doubteth 1s damned if he eat, be- 
cause he eateth not of faith; for whatsoever is not of faith 
is sin. -Careful abstinence from what-is equivocal in morals, 
from that which we are unable to convince ourselves is within 
the sphere of duty, becomes every.one who would approve 
himself to God and man. 
Even in things lawful, if we can, by relinquishing our 

right to them, without violating any ‘moral rule, promote the 
best-interests of our fellow-men, “the possession of a conscience 
void of offence, would require of us to abandon them. Said 
the same great ‘tea cher, “If meat make my brother to offend, 
I wiil not eat meat so long as the world shall stand.” You 
should say, if intoxicating “drinks make m y brother offend, I- 
will have nothmeg to do with them, either by using them my- 
self, or supplying them to others. Can that man have acon- 
science void of offence, who is instrumental in manufacturing
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“drunkards, who in ahy way lends his efforts to bring about sé 
frightful a result? The answer is edsy, the inference is clear: 

Particularly would I urge it upon you to guard against that 
mode of effecting good which has been so often resorted to i’ 
the world, wheré the attempt is {6 be supported by violations 
of conscience. By whatever namé it may be called, whether 
policy, pious frdaiid, doing evil that good may comé, manage- 
ment, finesse, knowledge of humaii nature, it is odious in the 
sight of God, and réprobatéd by soutid ethids. It is the wis- 
dom that is from beneath, it 1s earthly, sensual, devilish. 
When you see how men in this day endeavor to accomplish 
their purposes, how riunierous and disgusting dite the artifices, 
how niultiplied thé deseptions, and how gross the frauds, you 
may prize the éhd3 Yoti cannot, with anything like sound 
moral feeling, but loathé the means. Charge your souls: 
“OQ my soul, come not thou itito théir secret; arid unto their 
assembly, mine honor be not thét united!’ If the cause of 
truth and righteousness cannot be sustained by truth and 
righteousnéss, lét it fall; but we spéak ivith no apprehensions 
of such a catastrophe. It must prevail; righteousness must 
cover the carth, it may be predictéd with safety; nought can 
impede its triumphant march, except the usé of such uhholy 
iistrumé€iits as we have referred to. Integrity, uprightness, 
the defence of the ark of God by truth, not by falschood, by 
holy, not unholy weapons, thesé, gentlemen, wé recommend 
to you, and if you fail to render them, then I bescech you to 
acquit your Alma Mater of any share in your delinquency 3 
when the truth shall at last burn before your eyes, acknow- 
ledge that she taught you maxims different from those which 
influenced you. | 

If a distinction is to be made between religiotis arid nioral 
duties, your attention must be divided betivéen thé two. On 
the one hand you are to render unto God what is Goil’s, and 
unto man what is his. Should collision take place between 
these claimants, the paramount authority is to be honored. 
God is to be obeyed rather than man.  '‘I'ake care of the fear 
of man, it bringeth a snare. Take care that in endeavoring 
to maintain a good name, and to secure the plaudits of men, 
you do not bring on you the condemnation of God. Takecare 
that the cause of righteousness because persecuted, is not 
neglected by you, lest that God whose cause it is, should 
frown you into destruction. We suppose some questions of 
practical ethics could easily be made plain, which nevertheless 
are regarded as very obscure, if we would commence our es-
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timate with starting from the throne of God. A conscience 
void of offence requires the love of God, faith in his son, love 
to him, obedience to his precepts, and particularly to that 
new law ‘“‘Love one another;” it requires a hfe strenuously 
devoted to the divine glory, to the promotion of godliness, 
the diffusion of religion, the diminution of human sorrow, 
and the augmentation of human blessedness. May you, 
young gentlemen, then exercise yourselves herein, to have 
always a conscience void of offence towards God and men |, 

We rejoicce that we can entertain the hope that you will 
honor your God, yourselves, your species, by such a course, 
and that you will reflect no discredit on the school in which 
you have been trained. Gothen with our best wishes and 
our prayers, that you may live long, that you may’ be honor- 
ed, be useful, be happy, and that all may say of you: They 
exercise themselves herein, that they may have always a con- 
science void of offence towards God and man! | 

ARTICLE VII, 
LITURGICAL STUDIES, 

Franslated from the German of the late Dr. Heefling, by Rev. Henry S. Lasar, Pastor of the 
Lutheran Church in Carrolton, Ohio. 

1.— The nature and idea of the Cultus generally, and of the 
Christian Cultus of the Evangelical Church particularly. 

The Cultus is a peculiar, natural and necessary clement of 
religious life. In order to gain a correct insight into its 
nature and idea then, we must necessarily revert to the nature 
and idea of religion. Religion is communion of man with 
God. Butif it did not also imply a relation of God to 
man, it would not bea communion. A communion, in the 
true sense of the word, can not be apprehended as a one- 
sided relation, but as mutual. Without such commun. 
ion of God with man, there could be no communion of man 
with God. Intercourse between God and man in reli- 
gion, rests upon the revelation and communication of God to 
man; 1t 1s an intercourse of living mutual giving, as well 
as of receiving. Man could not sustain a relation toward 
God, receptive and communicative, if God did not hold the 
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saine receptive, as well as communicative relation to man. 
As God created man after His image, that is, as he partook 
of iis Divine consciousness and life, and received him into 
Ilis communion from the beginning, an original aptitude of 
humanity for religion, cannot be denied. By sin, this 
original consciousness of Ged and communion of man witly 
Him, would necessarily be disturbed, shattered, and partly 
abolished, but sin never could entirely destroy and anni- 
hilate it. Neither was it possible that God should entire- 
ly cast off and banish fallen humanity from his communion, 
nor could man entirely lose the conviction of his existence. 
We find, accordingly, with all men, at all times, and in all’ 
places, seme presentiment, some dark consciousness of th 
divine, some remnant of the knowledge, worship and service 
of God, although it cannot be denied, that this original con- 
sciousness of God has been so darkened in consequence of 
the fall, and has run into such confusion and intermixture’ 
with the consciousness of the world and of self, that it no 
longer could properly detach and distinguish between the 
creator and the creature, and fell into the abominations of 
superstition and idolatry. The religion of Paganism has lost 
indeed all objective truth, because it is no more & communion 
with the known true God, yet we cannot altogether deny to 
if some experimental subjective truth. The religious wanis 
of human nature, the evidence and effects of divine commu- 
nion, are-here realized too. Heathenism has not only its sa- 
cred symbols, as the pledges of a communion and covenant 
with the deity, as signs pregnant with meaning of his near- 
ness and efficacy, but also its religious ceremonies as tlie ver- 
ification of a service required by the deity, and well-pleasing 
tohim. ‘The effort everywhere to abolish all that is of a 
dissevering nature, and the desire to reconcile the offended 
deity by legal sacrifices and purifications, are but the eyvi- 
dences of the feeling of a communion troubled and disturbed 
by sin. In order to save fallen humanity from the entire 
loss of the knowledge and worship of God, as the only true 
God, already lost to Paganism, and in or der to pave the way 
for an objectively true communion of man with him, God has 
revealed himself in a special manner, from time to time, to 
individuals. From the seed of Abraham he chose himself a 
people, to be the bearer of his revelations and promises, the 
instrument to execute his plan of salvation, intended for the 
redemption of all mankind. God made a covenant with the 
Israehtes; he was to be their.God, and they his people. He
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separated them from the other nations which had been de- 
eraded to the worship of nature, led them miraculously by 
peculiar ways, and preserved them, both within and without, 
by his law, as that people with whom the honor of his name 
should dwell, and from whom the blessing of the true religion 
should yet go forth over all the generations of man. There 
was in Israel, not only a communion of the only true God 
with man, but also a communion of man with the only true 
God made known to them, and a communion of each other 
inthis communion, consequently a trauly objective religion, 
though this religion was not yet the absolutely true and per- 
fect, because from the divine plan of education, and the ex- 
isting capacity, it had still to be trammeled by the limits of 

‘nationality and external legality. The prophets, indeed, were 
glancing already into a time, when these limits should be no 
‘more, but they neither could, nor would remove them for the 
present. The law did not unite Israel with the rest of man- 
kind in thesight of God, but rather separated it from them, 
and was net able to take away the partition wall which sin 
had reared between God and man. It couldnot bring about 
a true reconciliation, but, on the contrary, the law worked 
wrath only. It was not destined alone to effectuate a re- 
demption ; if was powerfully to awaken @ consciousness and 
feeling of the necessity of redemption, and thus, together 
with the promise, prepare the way for the future redemption, 
as a “schoolmaster to Christ.’” The promise and prophecy, 
previous to and with the law, and symbolically and typically 
set forth by it, promised, to some extent, the unity of what 
sin and the law kept separate. Like the religion of the Old 
Testament, the Cultus of the Old Testament bore the same 
restricted and externally legal character. It was prescribed 
inthe form of ceremonial laws, entering into the minutest 
details, and enjoined as a mediatorial institute necessary in 
order to salvation. Piety, with its desire after communion 
with God, and its longing to realize it, was pointed to the 
exact observance of a multitude of ordinances; piety assum- 
ed not the character of childlike freedom, but rather that of 
servile obligation. 

“When the fulness of the time was come, God sent forth 
his son, made of a woman, made under the law, to redeem 
them that were under the law, that we might receive the 
adoption of sons’ (Gal. 4: 4, 5). “God was in Christ, re- 
conciling the world unto himself, not imputing their tres- 
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passes unto them; and hath committed unto us the word cf 
reconciliation” (2 Cor.5: 19). “In Christ we have redemp- 
tion through his blood, the forgiveness of sins’ (Eph. 1: 7). 
‘‘Iic is the propitiation for our sins: and not for ours only, 
but also for the sins of the whole world” (1 John 2: 2). 
‘Neither by the blood of goats and calves, but by his own 
blood, he entered in once into the holy place, having obtained 
cternal redemption for us’ (Heb. 9: 12). ‘For by one offer- 
ing he hath perfected forever, them that are sanctified’ (Ileb. 
10: 14). ‘dor what the law could not do, in that it was 
weak through the flesh, God sending his own son in the like- 
ness of sinful flesh, and for sin condemned sin in the flesh, 
that the righteousness of the law might be fulfilled in us who 
walk not after the flesh, but after the spirit.” ‘The law of 
the spirit of hfe in Christ Jesus hath made me free from the 
Jaw of sin and death” (Rom. 8: 3,4, 2). The incarnation 
of the eternal Son of God, and the atonement which he made 
by his sufferings and death, accepted by God, remored the 
middle wall of partition, and perfect communion was restored. 
This perfect communion and union of God and man exist, 
indeed, at first only in the person of Christ, though they are 
nade to pass over to all those who are Christ’s by faith. Faith 

in the incarnate Son of God, who “‘was delivered for our of- 
fences, and was raised again for our justification,’ that living 
faith in the redemption and reconciliation of Christ, worked 
in us by the word and the spirit of God himself, makes us 
members of the body of the Lord, filled and moved by the 
Holy Ghost, and in whom dwells the spirit of the Lord. By 
faith we are mace one with Christ, as he too is one with the 
Father in heaven. Therefore the apostle says: ‘We have 
not received the spirit of bondage again to fear; but we have 
received the spirit of adoption whereby we cry, Abba, Father. 
The Spirit itself beareth witness with our spirit, that we are 
the children of God” (Rom. 8: 15, 16). In this sonship of 
God we know and feel ourselves one, not only with God, but 
in God also, with the whole humanity in the most vital and 
intimate communion mediated by Christ. This is the abso- 
lutely true, the absolutely perfect religion of Christianity, 
the heart and life communion of believers with their Redeem- 
er, and through him, with God the Father; the religion, not 
of a letter that killeth, or a condemning law, but of a free 
and childlike spirit that giveth life, of justifying and saving 
faith. The want of another religion for humanity will never 
be felt throughout all eternity. ‘There is one God, and one
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Mediator between God and men,.the man Christ Jesus, who 
gave himself a ransom for all, to be testified in due timc’ — 
(1 Tim. 2: 5, 6). 

Christ, as the founder of the Christian religion, or of the 
Christian fazth, is, at the same time, too, the founder of the 
Christian Church and of the Christian Cultus. We have, 
however, not to lock for a “new law” in this institution, orin 
the founder for a ‘new lawgiver, a second Moses.’’ Christ 
did not institute his church as a communion of the law, and 
the Christian cultus as a new, another institution of ceremo- 
nial laws te mediate our salvation. We have, therefore, net 
to represent to ourselves a definitely developed external form 
and organization, when we speak of the establishing of the 
church ard cultus, but rather “the simplest and most sub- 
stantial elements, namely the spiritual.’”’ We must well dis- 
tinguish between that which was made over to the church by 
Christ, and the wants ef men and nations at different periods 
and under different circumstances, for the purpose of leading 
a life in the communion of Christ, in a manner determined 
and ordered. If the former is the necessary, the abiding 
element, ever the same, the latter, according to its nature, is 
subject to a free development, and changeable.* The visible 
church with her cultus, appears consequently next as an in- 
stitution at once divine and human, as it is a work of redeem- 
ed humanity, erected upon a substantial, divine basis, under 
the guidance of the Holy Spirit. 

The first and immediate institution of Christ is not an out- 
ward organization of a social and cultus character, but an 
inward communion of faith and piety. The visible church is 
not the “‘prius,”” but the invisible. The latter is not to be 
developed out of the former, but inversely, the former out of 
the latter. But ascertainas thisis, just as certain is it also, 
on the other hand, that the communion instituted by Christ 
in the word and sacraments, had, from the start, also an ex- 
ternal side, and that she was destined by her founder himsclf, 
to organize herself externally and with freedom, in the way 
of a process of development from within. 

In order to the outward formation of the communion of 
Christians, possessing as an essential prerequisite, an inward 
religious character, it required, as Rothe (“die Anfiiuge der 
christlichen Kirche und ihre Verfassung,” p. 98) correctly 
ovserves: “1) a symbol of connection, universally acknow- 

* Marheineke Entwurf der prakt. Theol. p. 45, 46.
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ledged, and to be externally established, by virtue of whicis 
the new society would be circumscribed by its own limits; 2) 
a basis and root for the communion of worshippers, definitely 
given, not arbitrarily first to be projected, and 3) such_per- 
sons as are furnished with the requisite intelligence and au- 
thority to arrange and, at first, produce a polity adapted to 
the wants of the Christian spirit, under existing historical re- 
lations.”” The Redeemer himself, having really made provi- 
sions that these three corditions ‘should be present, for the 
purpose of an outward communion of his believers, he has in 
this way, not only instituted the invisible church, but also the 
visible, in its substantial essence. The sign of external con- 
nection he has granted in baptism, expressly instituted by 
him. By the institution- of the Lord’s Supper, he laid the 
essential basis for the future, voluntary communion of those 
who are his, engaged in wor ship. For the organization, ar- 
rangement and “ouidance of a religious polity, he provided, 
by preparing the apostles with an illumination and authorit 
requisite for such a work (Matt. 28: 18—20; 16:19; 18: 
18; John 20: 21); 

The substantial, divine basis, and the essential condition 
for the originating of the visible church, are, at the same 
time, the root and the divinely given germ of the Christian 
cultus. The internal invisible communion of believers know 
themselves one with Christ their head in the Holy Spirit, noé 
without the means of the audible and visible word, the word 
and sacraments. ‘They experience the effects of the Holy 
Spirit in the word and sacraments; the Lord himself medi- 
ates and verifies his communion with them, by the word and 
sacraments; how should not they, too, prove their communion 
with him, pre-eminently in the wse of these external means 
of grace ! ? The Christian religion; considered as the com- 
munion of God with man mediated by Chiist, and the wor- 
ship of Christians as the use of the means of grace, a passive 
receiving of that which is divinely offered, the latter involves 
from the start, something of an external character. It is 
impossible to think of aninward Christian piety, which is not 
produced by the external means of grace, and without the 
desire for their continued reception and use. ‘The divine ap- 
pearing in an earthly form, communicating itself to the im- 
mediate self-consciousness of man in the word of God, prof- 
fered by human speech and in the sacraments, is the means 
by which that union of God with humanity, mediated by 
Christ, presents itself essentially to the worshipper. This is
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the one necessary: side of the true cultus. The other consists. 
in this, that man now present himself too, in his real union 
with God, through tlie Holy Spirit thediated by Christ, which 
is known to take’ place in the general service, in public wor- 
ship. The one Christ instituted indirectly on the one hand, 
by the fact that he was the fourider of the Christian faith, 
and Christian piety, and on the other hand more directly, by. 
the promises which he has attached to pr ayer generally, and 

‘to common prayer, the prayer ard assembly in his name par- 
ticularly (Matt. 7: 7—11: Luke 11: 9—13; Matt. 18: 
19, 20; 20: 22; John 16: 22, 24; Luke 17: 1). 

Devotion, wor ‘ship 3 is certainly pre: -eminently something 
purely inward, a law of the inward man, springing from 
meditation on and communion with God, a state of the heart, 
pious emotion of the mind. In this its original and inward 
character worship, generally speaking, 18 essentially identi- 
cal with piety, and Christian worship in particular, with 
Christian faith and Christian piety. ‘The heart of man can- 
not possibly know and feel itself in filial communion with God 
the Father, mediated by Christ; hé cannot truly believe in 
the free grace of God in Christ, he cannot have really come 
to know and experience it without love, gratitude and confi- 
dence in God, without feeling urged and impelled, entirely to 
yield himself to God, a living and spiritual sacrifice. The 
surrender of the heart to God, that personal act of a living 
and spiritual sacrifice, the resolution with all the sentient and 
active powers, to serve not ourselves or the world, but God 
alone, and to glorify him, constitute the essence and life of 
true picty. We cannot conceive of piety and the internal 
service of God as apart; they are but different sides, nay, 
but two different significations of one and the same thing. 
Just as necessary as it is, however, accordingly to consider 
this service as an inward process, as an emotion of the heart 
and mind, just as little may or dare we stop short at its in- 
ward character, because it itself does not and cannot stop 
there, but by way of necessity, passes over from it to the 
external appearance. As in fact everything that moves the 
heart vitally and powerfully, cannot avoid external demon- 
stration, aS the internal ever seeks an expression, and the 
spiritual a body, because in the way of this, its efficacious 
verification, it alone reaches its abiding character, a true ex- 
istence and reality, so too, man may look rather upon every 
thing else as belonging merely to himself, may keep every 

‘thing else for himself, and shut up within himself, than his
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veligion. All religion, by the very nature of its being, seeks 
Communion, and this holds good in the highest degree, in re- 
card to the Christian religion. Faith in redemption, that 
faith in the incarnation and death of the Son of God, com- 
prehends all mankind, as the objects cf the free grace of God, 
ag one before God. The same tics which unite the believers 
with Christ, and through him with God, unite them also among 
each other. As they are one with Christ as their head, so, 
too, are they one as the members of one body. They cannot, 
accordingly, celebrate their communion with God, w ithout 
verifying it at the same time as acommunion with one anoth- 
er. They are not merely externally together and connected 
as a human socicty, but they are one in the inmost feelings 
of their heart and life. Why, then, should they desire to 
have their service, ever y one for himself? Must not the pi- 
ous emotion of the mind, common to all, necessarily call forth 
& common expression; the common wants of the heart, a 
common satisfaction of them too? Certainly, if the pious 
emotions of the mind cannot be vital and powerful in the in- 
dividual Christian, without expressing and representing them- 
selves, we may much less conceive such emotions to exist in 
a communion of believers, without feeling the impulse and 
irresistible want, openly to appear, and for the purpose of 
mutual communication and visibility, to present themselves 
in an openmanner. ‘The inward communion before and in 
God, of which they are conscious, the organic connection, in 
which they know themselves to be compr chended, the mutual 
dependance which they feel, love to God and the brethren 
dwelling in their hearts—all these, even aside from the glori- 
ous and express promise, which the Lord has left to those 
who assemble and unite in prayer in his name, must incite the 
Christians to be united in an external service, aud to praise 
God with one mouth as well as one heart. 

The internal and external services are so related to each 
other, that they may indeed be kept distinct, though never 
separate. They are but two different sides of one and the 
same thing, mutually related to each other, necessarily going 
over into, ‘and constantly reacting upon each other, so that 
this service of God would have no existence whatever, and 
there would be neither one nor the other, if it were not the 
union of the two. If it is true, that the subjective, pious 
emotion of the mind cannot dispense with the demonstration 
of the real communion of God with man in the externally 
given means of grace of the church, or with the manifesta-
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tion in a public, common and external service, in order to be 
made sure and certain of it as an actual communion with 
God, and to reach a truly definite and real character; it is 
also true, on the contrary, that the external, public and com- 
mon service cannot have an existence without the subjective 
pious emotion of the mind, because should this, its ground 
and origin, be not present, it would be destitute of its requi- 
site truth. In order then to obtain and keep hold of a cor- 
rect conception of the service of God, we apprehend it to 
possess neither a merely internal character, nor one that is 
merely external, but as reacting necessarily upon, and insep- 
arably united to each other. Comp. Marheineke, in the quo- 
ted place, pp. 48, 56. 

We do not call the service of God cultus, so far as it is an 
internal process, or something of a subjective, private, or of an 
individually personal nature merely, but so far asit is a pub- 
lic manifestation, a definitely expressed declaration, a self- 
representation and verification of the common piety of the 
church for the senses. All cultus is divine service, but all 
divine service is not cultus. The public and common exter- 
nal divine service existing as cultus, presupposes a religious 
communion in some way externally constituted, and the’ 
Christian cultus accordingly that of the communion of the 
Christian church. 

The application of the words “divine service’ to the Chris- 
tian cultus, has wrongfully been questioned. For although 
God is sufficient in himself, not standing in need, indeed, of 
any service on our pawt, the least of all in an outward point 
of view, in order to be rendered more perfect or happy; we 
cannot thence infer that we should have no such want as to 
serve God. God will have us to serve him, because he de- 
sires that the glory of his name should dwell with his rational 
creatures, and because we can be happy only in the verifying 
of is knowledge and love, in the living communion with 
him, The filial and joyful service so little contradicts true 
freedom, that we are only so far free as we are found engaged 
init. Jf man does not serve God, his Lord and Father, he 
is a Slave of the world or of himself, a bondage he is to flee. 

Just as erroneous is the assumption that the passage, John 
4; 24, speaks against the formation of the true divine ser- 
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sienifying to any other person what is transpiring in his 
heart. ‘The external, the manifest, the public and common 
worship of God is not at all cpposed to the worship “in spir- 
it and in truth,” but alone to that worship, the origin of which 
is not spirit and truth; a worship which is merely external, 
a lifeless hypocritical work of the law. Spirit and truth con- 
tradict neither the idea of manifestation generally, nor such 
manifestatioa of a common character in particular. On the 
contrary, it is involved in the yery nature of spirit to mani- 
fest itscif, and that it should be something subjective and 
individual merely, would altogether stand opposed to the idea 
of the only saving truth, 

After what has been said, it preves to be an entirely erro- 
neous and perverse view, to look upon the cultus as existing 
merely for the sake of our sensual nature, or the remaining 
relics of the cld man, even in the regenerate and spiritually 
advanced, consequently, alas! but as a still necessary evil. 
At this conclusion we must certainly arrive, if we regard the 
spirituality of the outward service, as involving an oppesition 
to the idea of external manifestation, or if we consider the 
cultus in its relation to piety in a one-sided way, and as a 
means to some end beyond it, as is frequently done, If the 
existence of the cultus has alone this object in view, to beget 
piety not yet existing, or to promote one imperfect in its vital 
clevelopment, if the cultus is nothing but a means to produce, 
awaken, vivify and promote piety, then it is clear that it 
must labor for its own abolition, and its destination can be 
none other than this, to render itself superabundant and al- 
together dispensable. According to this view, the more ad- 
vanced in piety he is, the less would he stand in need of the 
cultus. And of one perfectly pious, we could expect him 
not entirely to exclude himself from its participation, simply 
in order to set a good example to others. If this view, so 
highly injurious in its consequences, were correct, then we 
could no longer consider the internal service the “‘prius,”’ the 
source of the external. Then the external service would no 
longer exist by force of the internal, but the latter by the 
former. But if this were the case, if the external service 
were indeed the ‘‘prius,’’ whence then should it take its ori- 
gin? Grant that it had come in an outward way from God 
to man, that it had been prescribed by God inits entire com- 
pass and contents, we would then, contrary to our Protestant 
biblical consciousness, have to acknowledge a ceremonial law 
of the New Testament. Butif we were to deduce its origin 
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from a well-meant invention and ordinance of man, we would 
always be referred again to a piety already existing before, 
and independent of the cultus. The truth is this: the word 
of God and the sacraments, have, indeed, been given of God; 
but with the fact that they have thus been given as means of 
grace in an outward way, the cultus is not at once ushered 
into existence. As long as the Gospel is preached to unbe- 
lievers, there is no cultus. Preaching is first made an act of 
cultus, when a communion of faith, already called forth by 
it, is desirous for its regular repetition, and they assemble in 
order to satisfy this desire. - But the desire after the means 
of grace, their meeting for the common participation of them, 
presumes already their common faith in them, and according- 
ly too, their common piety as already existing. From this 
internal service of desire proceeds at first the external ser- 
vice of meeting together and acting in this assembly. But 
if this is the case with the cultus, considered as a common 
use of the means of grace, how much more will it hold good 
when considered as divine service, properly speaking, as the 
verification of common devotion and worship. In the latter 
instance, the internal is most conclusively and in every re- 
spect the first, and the external that which proceeds from it, 
its product. Rather than to consider the external service 
first a means to awaken and produce the internal, it is the 
product, the expression of its life, as of something already at 
hand. As such expression of its life, such verification it is 
something, however, which, in proportion as the internal life 
of common piety is the more perfect and potent, can be view- 
ed, not as disappearing, but only as constantly increasing. 
Yet if we had to reject that view which brings the cultus into 
some relation to an internal service, first to be produced by 
it, and not as one already existing, that is, so far as it as- 
sumes the first place, and declares itself alone to be of force, 
it cannot be inferred that this view of the subject is not at 
all to be justified, not even in the second. place. The cultus 
is certainly also a means to awaken, vivify and promote piety ; 
but it is just this by the fact that, firstly: and orignally, it is 
something other, namely, the product and testimony of the 
piety already at hand in the church. The life of religion 
crows like every other life, by the exercise of its own func- 
tions, communicating itself by being presented to view. Mar- 
heineke correctly says (in the quoted place, p. 57): As the 
external proceeds from the internal, so it is found to react 
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upon the latter again. As the product of the inner life, the 
thought, it has” the power likewise to start the internal emo- 
tion, even where it does not yet exist, and to tune the mind 
for reflection and devotion. Whatever is known to move all, 
cannot meet us as something external, without being verified 
and corroborated, and if the subject matter of devotion is 
disseminated over a congregation, those more feebly moved by 
faith, will also be drawn into the sacred circle of its effects. 

The Christian cultus, accordingly, by the very nature of 
its being, is representative action. ‘That which reaches man- 
ifestation, that which exhibits itself, the object to be repre- 
seated is the inner religious life of the Christian congrega- 
tion, or the Christian religion. In agreement with what we 
have said above about the essence of religion, the Christian 
religion will have to repr esent itself, on the one hand, as the 
communion of God with man mediated by Christ, and on the 
other, as the mediated communion of man with God, and in 
such a mauncr, indeed, thatin this communion with God me- 
ciated in both directions for alland ina like manner, the 
most intimate communion of believers among each other, 
seems to be established. As the aspects of communion men- 
tioned, are certainly inseparably united in religion itself, and 
every act of religious consciousness, so too, will they have to 
be represented as indissolubly united in each single act of the 
cultus, and as existing beside each other, with each other, in 
each other, and by each other. Any one act in which the 
one or the other side only could be observed, would not be an 
act of cultus, because init the indivisible essence of religion, 
the inseparable unity of religious consciousness and life would 
not be evident. 

With the revelation of God in Christ, with the existence 
of the word of God and the sacraments, we have indeed one 
side, one factor of the Christian religion. But we have not 
then, as we have seen, its entire nature and idea, not yet the 
Christian cultus. There alone do we find the reality of the 
Christian religion, where the word of salvation meets with a 
believing reception into the hearts of men; and the Christian 
cultus where, in the common reception and eager use of the 
means of grace, not merely a communion of God with man 
is verified, but at the same time, too, a communion of man 
with God. On the contrary, the Christian religion next ex- 
hibits itself in the common worship of God in Christ, as the 
communion of believers with God mediated by Christ; but 16 
is not done without the communion of God with belicvers,
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‘manifesting itself at the same time, as the prayer of Chris- 
tians is based upon the word and the express promises of the 
Lord, and not only born by faith in God’s hearing on his 
part, but also as itis connected with its living experience. 
Man cannot truly lay held of and appropriate the means by 
which God communicates himself, without giving himself away 
to God by the same act; and again, ke cannot give himself 
away to God without experiencing the communication of di- 
vine power and divine life. In this way, as in every instance 
ef religicus consciousness and hfe, the one is always connec- 
ted with the cther, and beside the other in every act of the 
cultus. But this does net prevent us from acknowledging 
that religion may be represented pre-eminently in the one 
act more from this side, in another more from that. As the 
one or the other prevails, as in any one act of the cultus, 
God seems pre-eminently to come to man, communicating 
himself to him, or man approaching God effering himself, it 
will generally assume either the character of a sacrament, in 
the widest sense of the word, er that ef a sacrifice. 

In this division we follow the Apology of the A. C., which 
divides the specific idea of “‘ceremonia,”’ the holy service, or 
acts of the cultus, inte sacrament and sacrifice. ‘““Sacramen- 
tum,’ it asserts, “is a ceremonia cr external sign or work by 
which God gives us what the divine promise, attached to such 
a ceremony, proffers.”” Again, “‘sacrificium,” or sacrifice of- 
fering, “‘is a ceremony or a work, we give to Grod, in order to 
glorify him.’’ Every one will at once pefceive that the ex- 
ternal word, given as a means of grace, and to which the 
matter of the sacrament proper is related, but ‘‘as a mirror 
and confirmation of the word and promise,’’ may be here cat- 
egorized under this conception of sacrament; as it 18, too, a 
“sign of the divine will toward us,” a “signum gratix,”’ a 
something which we do not give to God, but wherein he prof- 
fers and communicates himself to us. 

Speaking of a sacrifice, the very thought of an expiatory 
sacrifice to be offered up in the Christian cultus, is rightfully 
discarded as altogether contradicting the consciousness of the 
evangelical Christian, in regard to the all-sufficient power 
and eternal validity of the only one sacrifice of Christ. Just 
so do we reject the notion as unchristian, of an eternal sacri- 
ficial act effecting salvation, ex opere operato, and undertaken 
by one for the good of others; and consider as true that the 
Gospel recognizes only personal and spiritual sacrifices, that 
none are well pleasing to God but “sacrifices of the heart.”
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These sacrifices, without which Christian picty cannot exist, 
or be conccived of, are not “propitiatory sacrifices,’ but 
“sacrifices of praise and thanksgiving, offered by those alrea- 
dy reconciled, and by which they render thanks for obtained 
forgiveness of sin, and other grace and gifts.” Specifically, 
“eonfidence toward God, thanksgiving, praise of God, the 
preaching of the Gospel, crosses and sufferings, and all aood 
works of the saints,’ are quoted as such sacrifices. Preach- 
ing, considered as a sacrifice, we must remember, is not iden- 
tical with the Gospel itself, with the word of God transmitted 
in human language. The word of God itself, the subject 
matter to be declared, taught and testified, does not bear the 
character of a sacrifee, but that of a sacrament, in a broad 
sense of the word. But it is different respecting the service 
of the word, as presented by man on the one hand, and on’ 
the other in the reception of 14, 1t may properly be designated 
as a sacrificial act. The sacrament cannot be received and 
appropriated, withont being rendered a sacrificial act on the 
part of the receiver, because it cannot be received and appro- 
priated without faith toward God, thanksgiving and the praise 
of God. Wherefore we read in the Apology, p. 268: “The 
heart and conscience, feeling its deliverance from such severe 
distress, anxiety, and ter ror, it returns heartfelt thanks for 
SO gr eata tre asure, and makes use of the ceremonies or ex- 
ternal signs to the praise of God, and evidently receives such 
grace of ‘God with eratitude, and highly appreciates it. Thus 
the-mass becomes a eucharistic sacrifice, or a sacrifice of 
praise.” 

Furthermore, this communion of believers with God and 
among one another mediated by Christ, is one that belongs 
as much to the past as the present, and it is involved in con- 
tinuing growth. itis never known at any one stage of ue 
religious consciousness of the Christian, to exist merel 
the form of the one, and not at once in that of the other. 
This fellowship will, therefore, necessarily have to represent 
itself according to its aspects, in ail the different acts of the 
cultus. But this will not prevent a predominance in the one 
act or in the other. The old churchly division of the Chris- 
tian worship into the ‘“‘missa catechumenorum” and ‘“‘missa 
fidelium,’’ had its reason in the above. The communion of 
believers 1s verified in the homilctic elements, according to its 
abiding character, though still more as subject to growth, and 
Vice versa, in the ‘churehly prayer and the Lord’s Supper.
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Consequently, tle Christian congregation, the comniuhion 
of those who stand in the one and the same relation to God 
mediated by Christ, can be considered alone as the acting 
subject of the Christian cultus. All true members of this 
congregation, being. believers, belong to this communion of 
man with God, already developed and now existing; as well 
as still ¢nvolved in a process of growth ; and as God himself 
is zmmediately connected with each single individual by his 
Spirit, who is at work in his trord and the sacraments, so too 
do all these individuals in Christ enjoy a direct, free and un- 
troubled access to God. This is the very distinctive charac- 
ter of Christianity, as the religion of the only justifying faith 
and of the free and childlike spirit, from the religions of law, 
that it knows no other mediator between God and man than 
the one eternal High Priest and mediator, the Godman Jesus 
Christ, who gave himself a ransom for all; that it knows no 
ceremonially legal priesthood, and no mediatorial intercession 
by it, necessary in order to salvation: All who believe in 
redemption, and are graciously exalted to the possession and 
use of the right of divine adoption, enjoy the direct inter- 
course of God their Father, in Christ, to take and receive, 
on the one part, as well as to give and proffer on the other. 
But as certain as this is, on the one hand, just so certain, too, 
isit on the other, that we cannot conceive of the worship- 

“ping communion of Christians,’ as a gathering of men without 
any distinction whatever, and acting altogether without re- 
ference to any such distinction. Our whole human life, and 
all its fellowship, rests upon the juxtaposition of spontancity 
and receptivity, and a mutual action between the two, consid- 
ered as one. The essential equality of Christians before God 
and their general royal priesthood, the unity of the Spirit 
which inspires them all, neither excludes the difference of 
their natural, as well as gracious gifts, nor the difference of 
the peculiar position and calling of individuals, respecting 
the verification of the worshipping communion. As some are 
more disposed by their gifts and education, to go before and 
lead, so will others, for the same reason, be more ready to be 
led and follow; some are more inclined to be productive, 
whilst others more receptive. The unity of the communion 
of Christian faith, is no sameness. The difference of the 
eifts of the spirit determines the church to be an organic liy- 
ing body of the Lord, in which the different members have 
different powers and functions, and together supplementing 
one another, all laboring for the growth and prosperity of 
the whole.
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The office of preaching the word and administering the sa- 
craments, has been divinely instituted in the church, to testi- 
fy continually, and represent the rcal communion of God with 
man by Christ. With this office there is not, as in ceremonial 
ritual, a peculiar order established in Christendom, bearing 
an exclusive commission and divine privileges, in connection 
with the exercise of its functious. The whole communion of 
believers is rather co ipso, and originally the owner of the 
office, and every individual Christian participates perpetually 
in some degree, accerding to his particular calling and meas- 
ure, inits rights and duties. Certain as this is, we cannot 
lose sight of the fact that the office cannot so much be exer- 
cised in its name, but 22 the name of God, and that it regards 
the members of the church as those in respect to whom it is 
to be exercised. ‘The worshipping communion, accordingly, 
will necessarily be divided into correlates, preachers and 
hearers of the divine word, of those who administer and 
those who receive the sacraments. Although the entire com- 
munion of the church is originally the steward, as well as the 
recipient of the divine means of grace, she cannot exercise 
both these functions in the totality of her members. If all 
indeed are to receive and make use of the means of grace, 
yet all are not called in the same manner, all are not alike 
qualified to undertake their stewardship and administration 
for the entire communion. The church, then, requires spe- 
cial organs in order to act, the existence and mode of action 
of which, she can neither surrender to accident, nor to the 
arbitrariness of afew. She will feel herself urged to consti- 
tute a clerus, and from such among her members whose in- 
ward call to lead the congregation, as made evident by the 
quality of their gifts and state of their Christian education, 
she feels herself bound too, outwardly to acknowledge and 
enforce. Respecting their persons, those especially called 
from among and by the church, in order to act in the church 
in the name of God, or to administer the means of grace, 
they arc equal with all the other members of the church; 
but touching the special call and the churchly office entrusted 
to them, they are above them. Yct it only holds good so 
long and so far as they actually give evidence that they in- 
deed act in the name of God, and according to his commis- 
sion, 1. ce. so long and so far as they preach the word of God 
pure and unadultcrated, and administer the sacraments in 
correspondence with the institution of Christ.
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As far, however, as the communion of man with God, me- 
diated by Christ, is verified in their reception of the means 
of grace and in the common worship of God in Christ, it is 
something that concerns all believers alike, and in which all 
must be directly united. Here then an immediate joint ac- 
tion must take place of all, either by way of lowd expression, 
or if indeed, not perceptible by the hearing, nevertheless as 
really perceptible. We cannot admit any vicarship inthe use 
of the means of grace, though the public and loud worship 
may be carricd on, indeed, in the name of all, by means of 
representative speaking and action of a delegated character, 
committed to individuals. The church must select persons 
to this office, whose inward call from the Lord to go before 
and lead, she has determined, and to whom she has determined 
to yield the authority vested in her. 

Even as in religion and cultus, so too we must well distin- 
guish the two sides in the clerzcal calling. It is, on the one 
hand, the special organ in the congregation, in order to rep- 
resent and verify the communion of God with man, mediated 
by Christ, which representation and verification is transmit- 
ted to the church; on the other hand, it represents, in the 
way of vocal utterance, the congregation, leading her in the 
representation of their own communion with God, mediated 
by Christ. The clerus occupies a different position in and to 
the congregational life, as the one or the other side is render- 
ed more prominent in its separate offices. Our representation 
of the subject cannot bein the least affected in respect to its 
fulness, by the fact that by,the natural position of the apos- 
tles in the life of the Christian congregation, as well as by 
their ordinances, and by the example of the constitution of 
the Jewish synagogue, God preserved the church from the 
necessity of being made wise through difficulties, and to be 
driven by the felt need to the constituting of aclerus. If 
the apostles did appoint rulers over the congregations every 
where, we will bear in mind that the church existed original- 
ly in them, and that they proceeded naturally, when they 
appointed such in the different towns as first received the 
Christian faith, and displayed the greatest religious energy, 
as a centre of the congregations about to be formed, a nucle- 
us around which should be gathered those who would after- 
wards believe (Clem. Rom. 1 ad Cor. 42. “Kara wopas wy xat 

HMOMELS XUPVGCOVTES KASECTAVOY TAS Unupyas avTuy SoxtuacarTEs THO mYEV- 
pate ets Extcoxonous xat Staxovors Tov mer7ovewy mcoreverr.” The par- 

ticular authority, the peculiar power which the apostles pos-
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sessed as the first, original, and z2spired witnesses of the New 
Testament revelation, could not be conveyed to other individ- 
uals in an external manner. Nota single privileged order 
should inherit their spirit and authority, so far as such an 
inheritance at all was possible, but the whole communion of 
believers. By giving rulers to the organizing congregations, 
they could not transmit their apostolate, but merely afford an 
example to the church of a properly organized life in the 
communion of Christ, 

The Christian clerus has nothing in common with the priest- 
hood of the religions of law, because he cannot lay claim to 
any divine privilege, so as to exercise a mediatorship in a 
ceremonially legal manner between God and man, nor is his 
outward calling directly from God, but from the congregation. 
It is, indeed, a necessary requisite of church and cultus or der, 
but by no means an integrating element of the order of sal- 
vation. The means of gracc have an existence for every sin- 
gle believer, independent of the clerus, and their integrity, 
their divine power and efficacy 1s not conditioned by the le- 
gitimacy of him who administers them, but vice versa, the 
latter by the former. 

The act by which an individual receives the right as a pro- 
perly called servant of the church (‘‘rite vocatus,” A. C., 
Art. XIV.) publicly to teach and administer the sacraments 
in their midst, that act, by which the entire church commun- 
ion, as represented by the organ of a common church goy- 
ernment, imparts the authority to an individual, to act public- 
ly an her name, and inrespect to the administration of the 
means of grace, as her delegate in the name of God; or, in 
other words, that act, by which any one is elevated from the 
state of laity to that of the cler gy, in the church, is ordina- 
tion. Butas the church has to acknowledge, that properly 
speaking, it is the Lord or the Holy Ghost, that indicates to 
individuals their position in churchly life by the measure and 
quality of the imparted gifts, she dare not arbitrarily proceed 
touching the grant of ordination, but in such a manner that 
she may have the consciousness of having acted in the name 
and as an organ of the Lord. ‘This will be the case, when- 
ever, on her part, she imparts the public character of the 
‘oroperly called” to such alone of whose inward calling by 
the Lord of the church himself, or the oly Ghost, she be- 
hieves herself to be truly convinced, in consequence of a 
thorough cxamination and careful observation. ~ But as the 
chur ch, on the one hand, is no searcher of hearts, and with 
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the most conscientious examination, is not free from the pos- 
sibility of deceiving herself, or being deccived, and on the 
rother hand, could not possibly abide in an acknowledged con- 
tradiction with the calling of the Lord, the grant of the “‘Ic- 
gitima voecatio’: can ever be but a conditional, never an irre- 
vocable act. | 

The Christian church er congregation, which we have come 
to know as the acting subject of the Christian cultus, 1s, ac- 
cording to the conditions of time and space, under which she 
exists, on the one hand, the whole or gencral congregation, on 
the other the local. These do not exclude, but include cach 
other. The congregation, in its totality, exists in the local 
congregations, and these again are embraced in the unity of 
the general congregation. The cultus cannot be viewed ac- 
cordingly as belonging either to the one or to the other mere- 
ly, but to the two at once, in their vital concrete unity and 
mnterpenetration. The local congregation never worships 
without the activity of the tota] congregation being manifest 
in it, nor will the latter dare to assume such an importance in 
the cultus, as to exclude thereby the action of the local con- 
eregation, according te her particular individual circumstances 
and wants. That which is general, common, and everywhere 
the same, will not dare to exclude or displace the particular, 
individual and peculiar, nor the latter division the former. 
Both will have to be represented as existing beside and with 
each other, in vital unity and organic connection. 
-The organ appointed to guaranty to the worship of the lo- 

cal congregation 2 common churchly character, and to pre- 
serve to it this property. of being the same as the worship of 
the total congregation, this, the dturgical right, conceded to 
the total congregation, is the church regiment, compreheni- 
ing in an external unity, all the single local congregations. 
Yet they have no right to act arbitrarily or tyrannically, but: 
just as the real organ merely, i. e. in the true spirit and sense 
of the entire church represented by them, and by virtue of 
the noticed relation of the total congregation to the single 
Jocal congregations, consequently not without the most con- 
scientious regard of their well-meant wishes and true wants. 

The divergence of the confessions in the sphere of the re- 
hgious hie of Christians generally, naturally and necessarily 
conditions, indeed, very particularly a peculiarity too in the 
sphere of the cultus. very confession has its own cultus, 
and in regard to it pursues, by virtue of its own peculiar view 
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of faitli and tendency of life, its own principles. There ex- 
its nowhere a universal Christian cultus, lying beyond con- 
fessional distinction. Every theory, therefore, of the Chris~ 
tian cultus, will be obliged to attach itself to the principles 
of some definite confession, and first have but their worship 
in VICW. 

[To be continued. | 

ARTICLE VIII. 

Biblical Commentary of the New Testament by Dr. Hermann 
Olshausen, Professor of Theolegy inthe University of 
Erlangen. Translated from the German for Clark’s For- 
eign and Theological Library. First American edition, 
revised after the fourth German edition, by A. C. Ken- 
drick, D. D., Professor of Greek in the University of Ro- 
chester. ‘T’o which is prefixed Olshausen’s proof of the 
genuineness of the writings of the New Testament, trans- 
lated by David Fordick Jr. Vol. 1-6. New York: Sheldon, 
Blakeman & Co., 115 Nassau Street. Philadelphia: Sold 
by Smith and English. 

Dr. Hermann Olshausen, by whose name this celebrated 
Commentary is known, which has not yet reached completion, 
has passed away from earth, and been numbered, for some 
years, with the sainted dead. His career on earth, though 
brilliant, was not protracted. He was born on the 21st of 
August, 1796, at Oldeslohe in Holstein, and died on the 4th 
of September, 1839, in Erlangen, whither he had been called 
in 1834, as Professor, &e. 

Pr eviously to his residence in Krlangen, he had been Pro- 
fessor of Theology in the University of Kénigsberg. The 
first volume of his Magcnum Opus, the Commentary, was 
published in 1830, and is dated Konigsberg, 1830, August 
Wilhelm Unzer. The copy in our possession came into our 
hands in 1832, and since that time we have been acquainted 
with the work, and have been in the receipt, from abroad, of 
the successive portions, as they have appeared. We have had, 
consequently, much opportunity of holding communion with 
our author. We will hardly appear before the public as re-
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viewers, Without acquaintance with the book. Up to the time 
ef Glshausen’s death, the Commentary had not been comple- 
ted. The Gospels, Acts, Epistles to the Romans and Corinth- 
rans, had been published and passed through several editions. 
After his death the feurth volume appeared (1840), which 
had been prepared, and was ready for the press before the 
euthor’s death, but had not been put to press, from the desire 
to make some additions. It contains the Epistles to the Ga- 
fatians, to the Ephesians, the Colessians and the Thessaloni- 
ans. It became necessary, after the death of Olshausen, to 

employ per’sens properly qualified, and of a congenial spirit, 
to complete the work. For this purpose the services of 
J. C. Aug. Wiesinger, Pastor and Dr. John H. A. Ebrard, 
ordinary Professor of Theology in the University of Erlangen, 
were engaged. Pupils of Olshausen, admirers of his genius, 
and imbued with his spirit, they addressed themselves to the 
work. By their joint labors the entire work has nearly been 
completed. ‘here remains yet to be published, the Epistles 
of John and Jude, and the second of Peter. The first part 
of the fifth volume contains the Epistles to the Philippians, 
Titus, Timothy and Philemon, by Wiesinger, and he has 
shown himself not an unworthy successor of his distinguished 
teacher. ‘he second part of the fifth volume contains the 
Epistle to the Hebrews, by Professor Hbrard, who has a high 
standing among the divines of Germany, and is known by 
various works of much learning. The Apocalypse, executed 
by Ebrard, constitutes the seventh volume; this and the sixth 
volume have not yet appeared in the English language. The 
sixth is not yet completed, but will soon be in German. The 
whole will be embraced in the American edition, we presume, 
in seven volumes, and it cannot be long before if will be fin- 
ished. The publication of the American edition has proceeded 
with great rapidity, and the publishers will not pernit them- 
selves to be unnecessarily delayed. We must believe that- 
they have had ample encouragement already to go forward. 
{n regard to the value of Olshausen as a Commentator, there 
can be but one cpinion, there has been but one. He has the 
rare merit of high standing in his own country, in Great 
Gritain, and im the United States. Several editions of the 
volumes which appeared during his life, were published, and 
he is regarded in his Fatherland as a high authority in Exc- 
getical Theology. The selection of his work in Scotland for 
translation, and the sale of it pretty largely in this country, 
show the estimate put upon it by the English public. Dr. 
Kendrick’s edition is additional evidence of its standing.
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Olshausen has long been a favorite with us, and we turn to 
no Commentator of any age or of any chureh, more readily 
than we do to his, when we desire to study carefully any por- 
tion of the New Testament. Bengel’s Gnomon and Olshau- 
sen’s Commentary stand alone primz enter pares. Enquiring 
of a Divine and Professor in Hxegesis, recently, what was his 
estimate of Olshausen, he replied at once: I consider him 
first ofall Commentaters. When I want hght on any por- 
tion of God’s word on whieh he has commented, he is my first 
recourse. 'rom such a source, one so well qualified to judge, 
who had been long and intimatel ¥ acquainted with the work, 
this was high but deserved praise. 

Dr. Olshausen brought tothe interpretation of the Scrip- 
tures, not only the professional and philological learning es- 
sential to success, but he was deeply imbued with the spirié 
in which they were written. His piety was deep and perva- 
ding, and his exegesis is touched as with a lve coal from the 
altar of God. Said a Divine of our charch, who had seen 
and conversed with Olshausen during his abode in Germany, 
T look upon him as the most pious man‘f met in my entire 
tour. Inthe prosecution of an agency for the Lutheran 
Church in this country, he had gone over the Fatherland. He 
had seen and conversed with great men and goed men, but 
the KGnigsberg Professor most deeply impressed him with 
the conviction that he was holding intercourse with a mind of 
rare gifts and heavenly temper, soaring above earth and 
dwelling in the Holy of Holies. O s¢ ste Omnes! If learn- 
ing had always come with such a sanctification, and addressed 
itself to the exposition of the word of God: If Gesenius, 
with his Oriental scholarship, and De Wette with his fine 
accomplishments, had united the humility and fervor of an 
Olshausen, how vastly superior would the Isaiah of the one, 
and the New Testament of the other be, compared with what 
they are. 

Uhe reader of Olshausen will discover that, as an interpre- 
ter, he was disposed to enter dceply into the interior of the 
word of God, and to bring up recondite truth, which it re- 
qguir ed a keen waze to perceive. Ile published a very inter- 
esting tract on r this very subject, entitled: Hin Wort wher 
tiefern Schriftsinn. It would have been well to have given 
this as an excursus or introduction to the work. 

Without at all affirming that it would meet general appro- 
bation in all its details, or even deserve it, 1t would throw 
hheht on the animus with which he studied the Scriptures, and
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furnish important hints in regard to Hermencutics. Dr. 
Davidson, not by any means an ultraist, says of this bro- 

chure, and that which followed it, entitled: die biblische 
Schriftauslegung. Sendschreiben an Steudel. Hamburg, 1820. 
“The former of the productions is of a most interesting and 
important character. It is true that it has been classed by 
Clausen, Hartmann, and others, among the allegorical, yet 
the pious and lamented author expresscs himself in strong 
language against the unholy arbitrariness of the ancient alle- 
gorists. He points out the distinction between a genuine 
and false allegoricalness, and maintains, on the highest au- 
thority, even the New Testament itself, that a spiritual mean- 
ing should be extracted from the shell in which it is envelop- 
ed. He justly objects to the phrase double sense, and to the 
idea allegorists generally affixed to 1t. According to him, 
genuine allegorical interpretation consists, not In assuming 
another sense besides the literal, but a deeper-lying sense 
(sxévora) connected by an internal, essential union with the 
verbal signification presented in and with the latter, a sense 
which necessarily preserits itself when the contents of the 
Scripture arc viewed from a higher position, and which may 
be discovered agreeably to uniform rules. The principles by 
which the connexion between the deeper sense and its envel- 
ope, may be discovered to hie in the law of universal harmony, 
a law according to which all things in the world of sense and 
spirit, constitute one great organism. Olshausen lays great 
stress on the mode in which the Old Testament is explained 
in the New, regarding 16 as the rule that should direct all 
exegesis. Stcudel subjected the treatise of Olshausen to a 
closer examination, which called forth a reply from the latter. 
The distinguished Commentator on the New Testament, re- 
peats the position contained in his former work, viz, that the 
law, with all its ordinances, resembles a seed containing in 
itself the whole plant. ‘There is much truth in these writ- 
ings of the able Olshausen. We are not inclined to go so 
far, nor to use exactly the same phraseology, nor to call the 
method of interpretation recommended, allegorical ; but the 
sagacity of the Professor saw far into the nature of prevail- 
ing systems of exposition, and the true method as contrasted 
with their erroncousness. Perhaps he carried his analogi& 
and typical representations to an undue length, although his 
sentunents are, in the main, correct. The ixdrvoc for which 
he contends, 1s the one, true, spiritual sense uniformly con- 
veyed by the language of the Bible. ‘Lhe dissertations be-
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fore us, though not always guarded in their phraseology, or 
strictly accordant with sound reason, are yet full of instruc- 
tion. They amply merit the serious perusal of all herme- 
neutical writers. We have derived from them no small ben- 
efit.” —Sacred Hermencutics developed and applied by Sam- 
uel Davidson, LL. D. Olshausen, as a Commentator presents 
the following peculiarities. Ie does not devote himself to 
the introduction and refutation of divergent views. Ie pre- 
supposes 2 knowledge of standard works which preceded him, 
and therefore omits many points of exegesis, such as gram- 
matical principles, well determined import of words, &c., and 
lays himself out for an exhibition of the relation of Scripture 
to Scripture. In tracing out the binding links of the word, 
he displays great ability and high success. On controverted 
points, he is very apt to take a man between extremes. As 
an illustration, we give his views in regard to the temptation 
of Jesus in the wilderness. He discards as utterly false, all 
the grosser rationalistic opinions, every one based -upon a de- 
nial of a Satanic kingdom. The tempter is not a man, a 
Pharisee, or an emissary of any kind. On the other hand, 
the appearance of the devil in a human form, and an exter- 
nal development corresponding to the literal narrative, a 
change of place, conversation, &., are repudiated; these 
may be regarded as the opposite poles in the interpretation; 
betiveen these Olshausen appears and explains: ‘‘It is, there- 
fore, doubtless more fitting to lay the scene of the occurrence, 
as an internal one in the sphere of the soul; we thus obtain 
a true conception of it, and preserve all its essential features. 
The temptation consisted in this, that the soul of Jesus was 
exposed to the full influence of the kingdom of darkness. 
This kingdom, in the person of its representative, first dis- 
played to the Savior its bright side, and endeavored to seduce 
him from the narrow path marked out for him on earth. 

Wemect with analogous appearances in the Old Testament 
as well as the New. (Sce Ezek. 8: 8; 11:1; Rev. 1: 10; 
17: 3.) And if we are disposed to connect 2 Cor. 11: 14, 
Satan is transformed into an “angel of light,’ with the temp- 
tation, that expression by no means requires us to imagine 
an outward appearance; it can be understood of an inward 
revelation of Satan, as a good angel, the more surely to de- 
ceive. —Vol. I. p. 277, American Edition. 

Throughout the work there are many extended, able, and 
original discussions on important subjects; such as the De- 
moniacs, the sin against the Holy Ghost, the presence of
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Christ in the Eucharist, and the relation of Adam’s sin to his 

posterity. As another illustration of his seeking, in his ex- 
egesis, to steer between Scylla and Charybdis, we refer to 
Romans 5: 12, and quote: ‘After these observations, it 1s 

clear what ought to be thought of the ordinary Pelagian ra- 
tionalistic view, that the clause i9°é xavzes xuaprov, 7m that all 

sonned, signifies that the sinfulness of men is not caused by 
Adam’s act, but by their own sins. For it 1s evident that 
the apostle regards that universal sinning as the consequence 
of Adam’s sin, and adds this clause, merely to show that if 
any oné could have been supposed who sinned not, as was 
afterwards the case with Christ, then indeed a limit had been 
thereby set-to death, provided he occupied as central a posi- 
tion as Adam and Christ. Aside from this, we could only 
say that the apostle intends to intimate that the unfaithful- 

ness of men, in not resisting sin even to the extent that with 
the moral powers still left to them, they might have done, 
diffused the common sinfulness more queckly and generally 
than otherwise it would haye been. Although, therefore, 2¢’& 
is doubtless not to be translated with the Vulgate in quo, in 
whom, and so forms no proof in favor of the representation 
of the race by Adam, still it furnishes no weapon against this 
doctrine itself, which, in the connexion of the whole argument 
is sufficiently established. Grammatically, it can only be 
taken as conjunctive, as absolutely no antecedent can be 
traced, to which the relation could be naturally applied. It 
answers to our ‘in that,’ and denotes the being connected 
with and dependent upon another. As to7peprov, many are 
of opinion that Paul refers in the word to actual sins which 
procecd from the pecuhar proclivitas peccand:. But if the 
névees, all, aS the tenor of the whole chapter requires, is to 
be understood in its most proper sense of the entire mass, and 
so to include children dying in unconsciousness, this view be- 
comes involved in extreme perplexity, and is driven to the 
assertion that Paul speaks only of individuals capable of sin; 
an assertion, however, which assuredly draws on the difficult 
argument, when the capability of sin begins. How entirely 
untenable this view is, appears by this, its own principal sup- 
port, in the most glaring light! Augustine’s theory, on the 
contrary, although his translation of 29°4 by in quo is wrong, 
is here in thought impregnable. For the juaprov signifies 
‘being sinful,’ together with ‘committing sin,’ and it is only 
accidental in individual cases, that the latter does not issue 
from the former, the being sinful remaining nevertheless. 
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The sense of the words, therefore, is, ‘in that (in Adam) all 
(without exception) sinned,’ and with the greater number as 
consequence thereof, the original sin expressed itself besides 
in further sinful acts, therefore did death also, the wages of 
sin, penetrate through to all. Taken so, the zmputateo in 
poenam et reatum of the sin of Adam has its truth; taken 
so, the efficiency of Christ, in whom all, in fact, rose again, 
just as they had, in fact, fallen in Adam, forms with that 
truth a true parallel.”—Vol. 3, p. 582, Am. Ed. 

This via media does not always lead to correct results. It may 
appear to harmonize conflicting views, but often fails to sus- 
tain itself by correct hermeneutical principles. His views 
on the sacraments, partaking of this admixture of conflicting 
theories, will not readily find acceptance, though they are al- 
ways set forth with ability and candor. 

The Anticalvinistic element in this Commentary, without 
being offensive to theologians of that school, is nevertheless 
unequivocal, 

The American Edition of this able Commentary, is a re- 
vision of the work as translated for Clark’s Foreign and 
Theological Library. Itis on the basis of the latest and 
best German edition—that by Ebrard. It is unquestionably 
improved by careful retouching, and moreover, contains an- 
notations by the editor, Dr. Kendrick. We recommend it 
cordially, as a Commentary of the highest excellence, the 
work of a pious, learned and diligent student of God’s re- 
vealed truth, not surpassed by any Commentary known to 
us, and destined, we think, long to guide the student of 
Scripture in the interpretation of the New Testament canon. 

ARTICLE Ix. 

LIVINGSTONE'S TRAVELS IN AFRICA. 

Missionary Travels and Researches in South Africa. By 
David Livingstone, LL. D., D. Ch. 1 vol. 800. With 
Maps and Llustrations. SLteprinted by Harper and Bro- 
thers, New York.—1858. 

This is one of the most important contributions that has 
ever been made, not merely to our geographical knowledge
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of Africa, but to ethnological science, and to clear ideas of 
the real relations of the various membcrs of the human race 
to cach other. We are now in afair way to'become acquaint- 
ed with Africa, not only superficially, from the Atlantic to 
the Red Sca,.and from the Mediterrancan to the Cape of 
Good Hepe, but, what much more concerns us, with the true 
nature of the various tribes of mankind by which it is inhab- 
ited. Dr. Barth has descended from the Mediterranean to 
the cighth degree of latitude north of the equator, and Dr. 
Livingstone, proceeding from the Cape of Good Hope, comes 
up to the same degree south of the equator. ruce and his 
successors have explored Abyssinia and the regions around 
the sources of the Nile, the Landers, Mungo Parke and oth- 
ers the mouth and valley of the Niger; and Lieut. Burton is 
now engaged in an effort te pass through that great uncx- 
plored tract of eight degrees upon each side of the equator. 
But other influences still more efficient have, we believe, been 
put into operation, which will, in the due course of time, open 
up Africa to the civilized world, and fairly bring its tribes 
within the pale ef the great family of nations. 

Dr. Livingstone’s work is another instance of the solid 
benefits conferred upon the world by Christian Missions, not 
only by opening up regions hitherte unknown, but much more 
by giving correct views of their inhabitants, and bringing 
them into their proper relations to Christian and civilized na- 
tions. Slow as they are to acknowledge the obligation, and 
violent as has been the opposition of many of their votaries 
to these labors of Christian love, even commerce and science 
are indebted, in a very large amount, to this active develops. 
ment of Christianity. Geography, geology, natural history, 
botany, philology, history, antiquities, and various other de- 
partments of knowledge, have received large accessions from 
the researches of missionaries, in almost every field in which 
they have labored in their proper vocation. Egede in Grecn< 
land, Schwartz and Buchanan in Indig, Henry Martin in 
Persia, Zeisberger and Heckwelder among our North Amer- 
ican aborigines, Gutzlaff and Marshman in China, Loomis 
and Williams in the Pacific Ocean, Perkins and Grant in 
Khurdistan, Eli Smith in Syria and Arabia, and many others 
whom we need not here name, have done as much to enlarge 
the boundaries of human knowledge and the true interests of 
the enlightened countries which they Icft, as the grcat mass 
of those who have labored more exclusively for this specific 
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object. We are, however, more immediately concerned with 
Dr. Livingstone’s labors in the double direction of which we 
speak, that is to say, Christian missions and the general ad- 
vancement of society in its most important Interests. Few 
men have, perhaps, had a better preparatory training for 
their work. The son of pious parents, he was trained im 
those habits of industry and self-reliance which characterize 
the better part of the poor, but intelligent and virtuous la- 
boring population of Scotland. The glimpses which he gives 
us of his family, and of his own early life, are highly inter- 
esting. “My father,” says he, “by his kindness of manner 
and winning ways, mace the heartstrings of his children twine 
around him as firmly as if he had possessed, and could have 
bestowed upon them, every worldly advantage. During the 
last twenty years of his life he held the office of a deacon in 
an Independent Church in Hamilton, and deserved my last- 
ing gratitude and homage, for presenting me, from my infan- 
ey, with a continuously consistent pious example, such as that, 
the ideal of which is so beautifully and truthfully portrayed 
in Burns’ ‘Cottars’ Saturday Night.’ The earliest recollec- 
tion of my mother recalls a picture so often seen among the 
Scottish poor—that of the anxious housewife striving to make 
both ends meet. At the age of ten I was put into the facto- 
ry as a ‘piecer,’ to aid by my earnings in lessening her anxi- 
ety. With a part of my first week’s wages I purchased Rud- 
dimans’ ‘Rudiments of Latin Grammar,’ and pursued the 
study of that language for many years afterwards, with 
unabated ardor, at an evening school which met between the 
hours of eight and ten. The dictionary part of my labors 
was followed wp till twelve o’clock, or later, if my mother 
did not interfere by jumping up and snatching the books out 

-of my hands. I had to be back in the factory by six o'clock 
in the morning, and continue my work, with intervals for 
breakfast and dinner, till eight o’clock at night. I yread in 
this way, many of the classical authors, and knew Virgil and 
Yiorace better at sixteen than Ido now. My reading while 
at work was carried on by placing the book on a portion of 
the spinning-jenny, so that I could catch sentence after sen- 
tence as I passed at my work; I thus kept up a pretty con- 
stant study, undisturbed by the roar of the machinery. ‘To 
this part of my education I owe my present power of com- 
pletely abstracting the mind from surrounding noiseg, so as 
to read and write with perfect comfort amid the play of ¢hild- 
ren, or near the dancing and songs of sayages.”’ a
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Thé circumstance last mentioned is, in itself considered, 
small and not uncommon, but it is worthy of attention as a 
fink in the chain of Divine Previdences by which young Liv- 
ingstone was prepared for his future work in the teilsome 
field which he was te cultivate. itis aiso evident that the 
factory labors here imposed upen him were toe severe, and 1% 
seems little short of a miracie that ke was either able or dis- 
posed to attend te intellectual culture at all. Only to think 
of a child of ten er fifteen years spending twelve er thirteen 
hours in almest unkroken teil, and four or five more in study, 
jeaving nothing for exercise, and but the very briefest period 
for sleep! How he endured it we can scarcely conceive.— 
But we trust that eur political eecnemists and capitalists will 
not appeal to this ss a proof ef the excellency of their sys- 
tem, or its consistency with the demands of nature and the 
highest development of mindand body. David Livingstone, 
with his iren constitution and cheerful and vigorous mind, 
with a pious father and a-earcful mother, endured the dread- 
‘ful ordeal: but how many thousands of weaker bedies and 
less elastic minds, have been crippled and erusked, sent to a 
premature grave, or censigned te stupidity, ignerance or idi- 
ocy, by such a creel system of overworking? Let all who 
read Livingstexe’s story, and rejeice iz the good which he 
has done to Africaand te mankind, protest against that blind 
and grasping avarice which may deprive the world of a score 
of Livingstones. But te return to his story—he continues : 

‘““ihe toil of cotton spinning, to which I was promoted in 
my nineteenth year, was excessively severe on a slim, loose- 
jointed lad, but it was well paid for; and it enabled me to 
support myself white attending Medical and Greek classes in 
Glasgow in winter, as also the Divinity Lectures of Dr. Ward- 
law, by working with my handsinsummer. [I never received 
a farthing of aid from any one, and should have accomplished 
my purpese cf going to China as a medical missionary, in the 
course of time, by my own efforts, had not some friends ad- 
vised my joining the London Missionary Society, on account 
of its perfectly unsectarian character.” 

Having finished his medical studies, he was, after a very 
severe examination, admitted as aregular practitioner, by the 
Faculty of Physicians and Surgeons, and having also received 
ordination as a minister of the Gospel, was prepared to enter 
upon his work as a missionary to China. But in order to 
give the key to his missionary character, we ought, perhaps, 
to have mentioned what he says of the motives which impel-
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led him to that work: “Great pains had been taken by my 
parents to instil into my mind the doctrines of Christianity, 
and I had no difficulty in understanding the theory of our 
free salvation by the atonement of our Savior, but it wasonly 
about this time that I really began to fee! the necessity and 
value of @ personal application of the provisions of that 
atonement to my own case. The change was hke what it 
may be supposed would take place, were it possible to cure 3 
ease of ‘color bhndness.’ The perfect freeness with which 
the pardon of all our guilt is offered in God’s Book, drew 
forth feelings of affectionate love to Him who bought us with 
his blood, and a sense of deep obligation to Him for his mer- 
cy, has influenced, in some small measure, my conduct ever 
since. In the glow of love which Christianity inspires, I 
soon resolved to devote my life to the alleviation of human 
misery. ‘Turning this idea over in my mind, f felt that to be 
a pioneer of Christianity in China, might lead to the materi- 
al benefit of some portions of that immense empire, and 
therefore set myself to obtain a medical education, in order 
to be qualified for that enterprise.’’—pp. 4—®d. 

The opium war prevented him from proceeding te China, 
tothe loss, no doubt, of that part of the world, but, we are 
assured, to the eternal gain of Africa. He reached Cape 
Lown in 180, and has been laboring for sixteen years for the 
spiritual and temporal improvement of many tribes among 
whom Christ had never before been named. He does not 
give us, In the book now before us, a full report of his mis- 
sionary labors—that he reserves for a future occasion. His 
principal object here is, to give an account of the country and 
tribes north of the Bechuayas, to enlist the sympathies of 
Christendom in their behalf, and to show how beth Africa 
and Iurope may be benefited by the establishment of a legit- 
imate commerce with the interior of Africa. It is to be hoped 
that the appointment which he has recently received as Brit- 
ish Consul at Kilimane, on the eastern coast of Africa, at the 
mouth of the Zambeze, and most favorably situated towards 
the region which he has explored, will afford him great assis- 
tance in carrying out his enlightened designs. 

Dr. Livingstone’s associations in Africa, were highly favor- 
able for the prosecution of the work in which he was engaged. 
Iie first proceeded to the field occupied by Mr. Moffat, so fa- 
vorably known by his labors in Southern Africa, and by his 
various publications- and uarratives of the same. Eut it is 
equally a proof of his sagacity and self-reliance, that after
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having remained with him a short time, he withdrew from 
him and took up his abode with a tribe of Bakvenas, among 
whom no English was spoken, in order to make himself per- 
fectly acquainted with their language. It was some time 
after this, we believe, that he married a daughter of Mr. 
Moffat, who appears to be just such a wite as he needs to aid 
and encourage him in his benevolent work. 

His first field of missionary labor was in the country of 
the Bakwains at Lepelole, a little north of the twenty-fifth 
degree of south latitude. But from this he was soon driven 
by an irruption of Barolongs, who drove away the tribe to 
which he had attached himself; this attack was providential- 
ly made whilst he was absent at Kuruman, one of Mr. Mof- 
fat’s stations, some two hundred miles to the southwest. He 
recommenced his labors on the Mabotsa, in a village of the 
same name, among the Bahatla, in latitude 25° 14’ south, 
and longitude 26° 380’. But a long-continued drought of sev- 
eral years dried up the strcam, whereupon the tribe moved 
some forty miles northwest, to the river Koloberg, where (in 
1843) he built his third house, assisting the natives also to 
dig canals for the irrigation of their fields. This was the 
seat of his mission until 1852, when the place was attacked 
and utterly destroyed by the Boers, descendants of the orig- 
inal Dutch settlers at the Cape of Good Hope, who, togcther 
with other outlaws, have withdrawn from the jurisdiction of 
the English, and undertaken to set up a government of their 
own. 

From this place, however, he had, in the meantime, made 
various excursions into the interior and towards the north, for 
the purpose of exploring the country, and becoming acquain- 
ted with the people. His first journey was to the tribes called 
Bakaa, Bamangevato and Makalaka, between 22° and 23° 
south latitude. Next, in 1849, he crossed the great Kalaha- 
ri desert, and on the Ist of August, in company with Messrs. 
Oswell and Murray, two English ‘gentlemen of fortune, 
reached lake Ngami, which they first made known to the ciy- 
ilized world. In the following year, accompanied by his wife 
and family and the chief Sechele (head of the tribe among 
which he was scttled, and a most intelligent convert to Chris- 
tianity), he penetrated still further in the same direction into 
the country of the Makololo, where he discovered the Leeam- 
bye or Zambeze river, flowing from west to east between 16° 
and 18° south latitude. Uaving returned with his family to 
the Cape, he sent them thence to England, and in the begin-
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ning of June, 1852, again turned his face towards the north. 
Reaching once more the Zambeze river, he there. gained 
great favor with the Makololo chief Lekeletu, who, like his 
father, Lebituane, before him, was very anxious to become 
acquainted with white men, in order to establish trade with 
them. In accordance with Dr. Livingstone’s advice, Lekele- 
tu now sent a party of nearly thirty men with him, for the 
purpose of seeing whether 2 route could not be opened to the 
west towards the sources of the Zambeze, so as to communi- 
cate with the Portuguese settlement at Loanda, south latitude 
9°, longitude 14° west. It took this party, under the com- 
mand of Dr. Livingstone, nearly seven months to pass from 
Linyanti (latitude 18° 17’ 20” south, longitude 23° 50/ 9” 
east) to the Atlantic coast, at the point just mentioned. Hav- 
ing spent seven or eight months in the region of the Portu- 
guese settlements, it was about two years before they again 
reached the country from which they had set forth, and where 
they were received with the most extravagant demonstrations 
of joy, as though they had arisen from the dead (July 27, 
1855). 

Finding this route to the Atlantic very tedious, and almost 
impracticable for carriages, as well as obstructed by the jeal- 
ousy of tribes excited by the slave trade, Dr. Livingstone 
proposed another expedition to the east, down the Zambeze, 
in the direction of the Portuguese settlement at Kilimane. 
To this Lekeletu again assented with great readiness, and 
very liberally supplied him, not only with as many attend- 
ants as he desived, but also with provisions and a considera- 
ble amount of ivory and rhinoceros tusks, begging him to get 
for him a sugar-mill, gun, clothes and other useful articles, in 
return for which he assured Dr. Livingstone that all the ivo- 
ry in the country was at his disposal. Starting again on the 
od of November 1855, in about four months they reached the 
Portuguese settlement at Zete or Zette, about three hundred 
miles inland from Kilmane. This was, for the present, the 
end of his long wanderings in Africa, whence he sailed in a 
British man-of-war for England, on the 12th of August, 1856. 

Dr. Livingstone had, from time to time, sent to Kurope 
accounts of his most remarkable discoveries, which attracted 
a great deal of attention. Hisreturn to England was hailed 
almost as a national triumph, and all sorts of attentions were 
showered upan him, alike by distinguished men of science, 
public societies and the British ministry. The scientific re- 
sults of his explorations are regarded as of the very highest
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importance. Of this, the following passage from the book 
before us, may serve as aspecimen: ‘‘Among other things,”’ 
says he (p. 539), ‘I discovered that my friend Sir R. Mur- 
chison, while in his study in London, had arrived at the same 
conclusion respecting the form of the African continent as I 
had lately come to on the spot (see note p. 512); and that, 
from the sttentive study of the geological map of Mr. Bain 
and other materials, some of which were furnished by the 
discoveries of Mr. Oswell and myself, he had not only clearly 
enunciated the peculiar configuration as an hypothesis in his 
discourse before the Geographical Society | in 1852, but had 
even the assurance to send me out a copy iormy information. 
There was not much use in nursing my chagrin at being thus 
fairly ‘cut out’ by the man who had foretold the existence of 
the Australian gold before its discovery, for here it was in 
black and white. In his easy-chair he had forestalled me by 
three years, though I had been working hard through jungle, 
marsh, and fever, “and, since the light dawned on my mind at 
Delolo, had been cherishing the pleasing delusion that I 
should be the first to suggest the idea that the interior of Af- 
rica was a watery plateau of less elevation than the flanking 
hilly ranges.’ 

But it- is with the hght here thrown upon the inhabitants 
of Africa, their relations to other parts of the human family, 
and the influence of missionary labors upon them, that we 
are most interested, and to which we propose devoting the 
remainder of this article. If any writer has heretofore so 
fully appreciated the African character, we are not aware of 
the fact. Pritchard has, indeed, conclusively shown the in- 
timate relation, both physical and intellectual, between the 
inhabitants of Africa and other parts of the world, and ex- 
posed the gratuitousness of the assertion that “all the woolly 
haired races in Africa are uniformly inferior in intellect to 
other tribes of men,” by adducing abundant testimony of 
travellers to the “vigor and acuteness of understanding dis- 
played by the Amazula, Amakosah, Bechuana, and other 
Kafir nations.”* Mr. Moffat and other Christian missiona- 
ries, have also shown their high degree of susceptibility for 
Christian instruction and civilization. But we nowhere else 
meet with such clear developments of the intellectual, social, 
industrial and national characteristics of the negro, and which 
so completely identify him with races of men that are regard- 

* Researches into the physical condition, &c. Vol. IL, pp. 347, 348. _
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ed as having attained the highest development, individual and 
social, yet known among mankind. Dr. Livingstone has ev- 
idontly written without 4 any design of this kind, and is mani- 
festly intent upon giving & simple and unvarnished statement 
of facts; but this only makes his testimony the more valua- 
ble. 

Before proceeding to illustrate the points that we have in 
view, it may be well to specify the tribes of which Dr. Liv- 
ingstone speaks, in order that there may be no dispute about 
race, &c., with which our modern cthnologists constantly en- 
Jeavor to break the force of every argument. Show them 
anything human in any part of the world, or in almost any 
nation under heaven, and they will oxclaim, “Ah! they are 
Caucasians,” and in their zeal to take away humanity from 
the negro, they have almost depopulated Africa of its negroes 
whom they have changed into Caucasians, not only in Heypt, 
but all over the continent—lcaving only a few fragments as 
the connecting link between the ape and the—Caucasian. 

Besides the Bushmen and other tribes in the region of the 
Cape and of the Orange river, Dr. Livingstone became ac- 
quainted with the following: 1. The Bechuanas; 2. The 
Bakalahari; 8. The Metabele, or Kafirs; 4. The Makalaha, 
or Balonda. The Bechuanas and Kafirs have long becn re- 
garded as kindred races. The former are now spread over a 
vast interior region, extending from the Orange to the Zam- 
beze; the latter stretch along the castern ‘coast, and to a 
ereat distance into the interior southwest. The Bakalahari 
are found in the desert of the same name, west of the other 
Bechuana tribes, to which they also evidently belong. The 
Makalaha, along the Zambeze and other rivers (from the 
tenth to the eig ghteenth degree of south latitude) are genuine 
negroes. They are thus characterized by Dr. Livingstone: 
“The Balonda” (one of their largest tribes) “arereal negroes, 
having much more wool on. their heads and bodies than any 
of the Bechuana or Caffre [Kafir] tribes. They are gencr- 
ally very dark in color, but several are to be seen of a lighter 
hue; many of the slaves who have becn exported to Brazil, 
have gone from this region; but while they have a gencral 
resemblance. to the typical negro, [never could, from my own 
observation, think that our ideal negro, as seen in tobacco- 
nists’ shops, is the true type. A large proportion of the 
Balonda, indeed, have heads somewhat clongated backward 
and upward, thick lips, flat noses, elongated ossa calevs, ete., 
ctc.; but there are also many good-looking, well-shaped heads 
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and persons among them.”—p. 315. ‘But,’ he adds im an- 
other place (p. 408), “the reader would imbibe a wrong idea, 
if he supposed that all these features combined, are often met 
with in one individual. All have a certain thickness and 
prominence of lip, but many are met with in every village, 
in whom thickness and projection are not more marked than 
in Europeans. All are dark, but the color is shaded off in 
different individuals, from deep black to light yellow. As we 
go westward we observe the light color predominating over 
the dark; and then again, when we come within the influence 
of damp from the sea air, we find the shade deepen into the 
general blackness of the coast population. The shape of the 
head, with its woolly crop, though general, is not universal. 
The tribes on the eastern side of the continent, as the Caffres, 
have heads finely developed and strongly European. Instan- 
ces of this kind are frequently seen, and after 1 became so 
familiar with the dark color, as to forget it in viewing the 
countenance, I was struck by the strong resemblance some 
natives bore to certain of our own notabilities. The Bushmen 
and Hottentots are exceptions to these remarks, for both the 
shape of their heads and growth of wool are peculiar; the 
latter, for instance, springs from the scalp in tufts, with bare 
spaces between, and when the crop is short, resembles a num- 
ber of black pepper-corns stuck on the skin, and is very un- 
like the thick frizzly masses which cover the heads of the 
Bolonda and Maravi. With every disposition to pay due de- 
ference to the opinions of those who have made ethnolog 
their special study, I have felt myself unable to believe that 
the exaggerated features usually put forth as those of the 
typical negro, characterize the majority of any nation of 
South Central Africa. The monuments of the ancient Egyp- 
tians seem to me to embody the ideal of the inhabitants of 
Souda better than the figures of any work of ethnology I 
have met with.’’—pp. 408, 409. 

We may here remark in passing, although it takes us.some- 
what out of the direct line of our thought, that this idea of 
resemblance between man in Kgypt and in Southern Africa, 
is several times presented by our author. Thus, in speaking. 
of the mode of weaving in Angola, he says that both here 
“and, indeed, throughout South Central Africa, it is so very 
like the same occupation in the hands of the ancient Egyp- 
tians, that I introduce a wood cut from the interesting work 
of Sir Gardiner Wilkinson. The lower figures are engaged 
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in spinning in the real African method, and the weavers in 
the left hand corner have their web in the Angolese fashion.” 
pp. 433, 434. Connect with this the resemblance between 
the Kafir and the ancient Coptic or Eeyptian language, and 
it will be difficult to arrive at any other conclusion than that 
we must refer the ancicht Heyptians and the modern Africans 
and negroes to a common source—they evidently belong to 
the same great family. But the ancient Eeyptians are, by 
the confession of eyen such men as Gliddon and Nott, Cau- 
casians. a 

But to setirn to Dr. Livingstone’s description of the in- 
habitants of Central Africa; he tells us further (pp. 866, 
367) that “the people who inhabit the central region, are not 
all quite bleck in color. Many incline to that of br onze, 
and others are as ight in hue as the Bushmen, who, it may 
be remembered, afford a proof that heat alone does not cause 
blackness, but that heat and moisture combined, do very ma- 
terlally darken the cclor. Whenerer we find a people who 
have continued for ages ina hot, humid district, they are 
deep black, but to this apparent law there are exceptions, 
caused by the emigrations of both tribes and individuals ; the 
Mahololo, for instance, among the tribes of the humid cen- 
tral basin, appear of a sickly sallow hue, when compared 
with the aboriginal inhabitants; the Batoka also, who live 
in an elevated region, are, when seen im company with the 
Batoka of the rivers, so much lighter in color, that they 
might be taken for another tribe; but their language, and 
the very marked custom of knocking out the upper front 
teeth, leave no room for doubt that they are one people. 

Apart from the influences of clevation, heat, humidity and 
degradation, I have imagined that the lighter and darker col- 
ors observed in the native population, run in five longitudinal 
bands along the southern portion of the continent. Those 
on the seaboard of both the east and west are very dark ; 
then two bands of lighter color lic about three hundred miles 
from each coast,“of which the westerly one, bending round, 
embraces the Kalahari desert and Bechuana countries - and 
then the central basin is very dark again. Tus opinion is 
not given with any degree of positiveness. It is stated just 
ag it struck my mind in passing across the country, and if 
incorrect, it is smgular that the dialects spoken by the differ- 
ent tribes, have arranged themselves in a fashion which seems 
to indicate migration “along the lines of color. The chalects 
spoken in the extreme south, whether liottentot or Catire,
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bear a close affinity to those of the tribes living immediately 
on their northern borders; one glides into the other, and 
their affinitics are so easily detected, that they are at once 
recognized to be cognate. If the dialects of extreme points 
are compared, as that of the Caffres and the tribes near the 
equator, itis more difficult to recognize the fact, which is 
really the case, that all the dialects belong to but two fami- 
lies of languages. Jixamination of the roots of the words 
of the dialects, arranged in geographical order, shows that 
they merge into each other, and there is not nearly so much 
difference between the extremes of east and west, as between 
those of north and south, the dialect spoken at Tete closely 
resembling that in Angola.” 

So much for the relations of the different African tribes to 
each other; the following may exhibit their relationship to 
the rest of mankind: 

Sechele, the chief of the Bakwains, was the first convert 
to Christianity under Dr. Livingstone’s instruction, and it 
would be difficult anywhere to find a more noble specimen of 
aman. Dr. Livingstone says that they formed a mutual 
friendship almost from their first acquaintance. Of his pro- 
gress in study he gives the following account: ‘As soon as 
he had an opportunity of learning, he sect himsclf to read 
with such close application that, from being comparatively 
thin, the effect of having been fond of the chase, he became 
quite corpulent from want of exercise. My. Oswell gaye him 
his first lesson in figures, and he acquired the alphabet on 
the first day of my residence at Chenusne. He was by no 
means an ordinary specimen of the people, for I never went 
into the town, but I was pressed to hear him read some chap- 
ter of the Bible. Isaiah was a great favorite with him, and 
le was wont to use the same phrase nearly, which the Pro- 
fessor of Greek at Glasgow, Sir D. KK. Sandford, once used 
respecting the apostle Paul, when reading his speeches in the 
Acts: ‘‘He was a fine fellow, that Paul!’ “He was a fine 
man, that Isaiah; he knew how to speak.” Sechcle does 
not secm to have been inferior to the Scoth Professor, either 
in taste or in correctness of expression. 

scbituane, the chief of the Makololo, was a man of still 
greater energy of character. ‘‘He was about forty-five years 
of age; of a tall and wiry form, an olive or coffee-and-milk 
color, and shehtly bald; in manner cool and collected, and 
more frank in his answers than any other chief I ever met. 
fle was the greatest warrior ever heard of beyond the colony;
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for, unlike Mosilekatse, Dingaan, and others, he always led 
his men into battle hinself. A great variety of fortune fol- 
lowed him in the northern part of the Bechuana country; 
twice he lost all his cattle by the attacks of the Matabele, 
but always kept his people together, and retook more than 
he lost. He then crossed the desert by nearly the same path 
that we did. Suffering intensely from thirst, he and his par- 
ty came to a small well. He decided that the men, not the 
cattle, should drink it, the former being of most value, as 
they could fight for more should these be lost. His narra- 
tive resembled closely the “Commentaries of Ceesar,’’ and 
the “history of the British in india.”” The resemblance to 
the great conquering raees is here pretty fairly developed, 
and we do not think that Sebituane, as presented in Dr. Liv- 
ingstone’s sketch, sufiers at all when brought into comparison 
with the greatest of Roman conquerors—we cdo not speak of 
the greatness of their exploits, but of their personal charac- 
ter. 

Traits equally human, sometimes good and sometimes bad, 
are exhibited by other individuals, in every tribe with which 
Dr. Livingstone came into contact. But we have not space 
for any further details. We must content ourselves with 
some traits of tribes. We are sorry that he has not told us 
something more of the Bushmen, but even the little that he 
does say, contains an important correction of the vulgar no- 
tions in regard to them: “Many are of low stature, though 
not dwarfish; the specimens brought to Hurope have been 
selected, hike costermonger’s dogs, on account of their ex- 
treme ugliness; consequently Englishideas of the whole tribe 
are formed in the same way as 1f the ugliest specimens of the 
English were exhibited in Africa, as characteristic of the en- 
tire British nation.’’—p. do. 

“The Bahalahari are traditionally reported to be the oldest 
of the Bechuana tribes, and they are said to have possessed 
enormous herds of the large horned cattle mentioned by 
Bruce, until they were despoiled of them, and driven into 
the desert by a fresh migration of their own nation. They 
retain in undying vigor, the Bechuana love for agriculture 
and domestic animals. They hoe their gardens annually, 
though often all they can hope for is a supply of melons and 
pumpkins. And they carefully rear small herds of goats, 
though I have seen them lift water for them out of small wells 
with a bit of ostrich egg, or by spoonsful.”’—pp. 09, o6. 
These Bakalahari are a yery timid and peaceful race, so that
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Dr. Livingstone calls them “the Quakers of Africa,” though 
evidently belonging to the same steck with the w alike Ka- 
iY. 

The Balonda are far inferior to the Bechuana tribe, called 
Kakololo, by whom. many of thera have been conquered. 
Most of them are idolaters and gressly superstitious. Yet 
they exhibit all tke ordinary traits of humanity. “Sheak- 
ande,” one of their chiefs, “could speak the language of the 
Barotse weil, and seemed awe-struck when teld some of the 
words of God.” we manifested no fear, always spoke frank- 
iy, and when he made an asseveration, did so by simply 
pointing up to the sky above him. The Balonda cultivate 
the manioc er cassava, extensively; aiso dura, ground-nuts, 
beans, maize, sweet sctatees and yams, here called “lekoto.” 
Another trive, the Banyeti, or Manyeti, are spoken of as 
“very industrious, annually raising a great quantity of grain, 
expert hunters of the hippopotamus and other animals, and 
very proficient in the manufacture of articles of wood and 
iron.” 

As the position and treatment of women among various 
races of men, has recently been brought forward by the pyro- 
minent writers on this subject, as a ’ distinct proof of their 
“moral and intellectual diversity,’* we must not overlook 
some developments in this direction, which we find among 
some of these negro tribes. Some of the Barotse (in the 
western valley of the Zambeze) have female chiefs who seem 
to exercise about the same authority as their male compeers 
in the same position. One of these, called Manenke, is rep- 
resented by Dr. Livingstone as rivaling “Good Queen B Bess, 
or even the famous Mirs. Caudle, in her power of scolding. 
Her uncle, Shinte, was the principal chief in that region, 
notwithstanding which, when he had received from Dr. Liv- 
ingstone the pr esent of an ox, ‘‘she came forward to us with 
the air of one wronged, and explained that ‘this white man 
belonged to her; she had bought him here, and therefore the 
ox was hers, not Shinte’s.’ She ordered her men to bring it, 
got it slaughtered by them, and presented her uncle with a 
leg only. Shinte did not seem at all annoyed at the occur- 
rence. “—p. 319. Among the Banyai, a tribe onthe eastern 
course of the Zambeze, women are held in very high esteem. 

_ *See “The Moral and Intellectual Diversity of Races,” by Count A. 
de Gobineau, edited by Messrs. Hotz and Nott. Philadelphia, 1857,— 
Lippincott & Co. pp. 384—390.
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A man, when asked to do anything, will frequently say, 
“Well, I shall go and ask my wife.” If she consents, he 
performs the work required, but if not, no amount of coax- 
ing or bribery can pr evail upon him to doso. Tt may be in- 
teresting to us Americans, who are sometimes twitted by our 
European brethren for our excessive politeness to the Jadies, 
to learn that ‘“‘the government of the Banyai is a sort of feu- 
dal republicanism.’’—p. 660. We commend these facts to 
ihe attention of Mr. Hotz, who hes devoted the long note 
which we have just cited from Gobineau, to the statement of 
this argument, and maintaining that “our barbarous ances- 
tors assigned to women the same position we assign her now; 
she was the companion, and not the slaye of man.’’ <Accord- 
ing to this, we suppose that even Messrs. Hotz and Nott wilt 
bein to cherish some hope of the future civilization of the 
scnuine negroes who occupy the region of the Zambeze and 
other tropical and interior streams of Southern Africa ex- 
plored by Livingstone. 

As to the moral characteristics of these tribes, and their 
relicionus susceptibilities, the followmg may suffice: “On 
questioning intelligent men among the Bakwains, as to their 
former knowledge of good and evil, of God and the future 
state, they have scouted the idea of any of them having been 
vithout a tolerably clear conception on all these subjects. 
Respecting their sense of right and wrong, they profess that 
nothing we indicate as sinever appeared to them as other- 
wise, except that 16 was wrong to have more wives than one ; 
and they declare that they spoke in the same way of the di- 
rect influence exercised by God in giving rain in answer to 
prayers of the rain-makers, and in “eranting deliverances in 
times of danger, as they do now, before they ever heard of 
white men. The ¥ rant, however, of any form of public wor- 
ship, or of idols, or of ‘for mal prayers or sacrifice, make both 
Caffres and | Bechuanas appear as among the most godless 
races of mortals known anywhere. But, though they all 
possess a distinct knowledge of a deity and of a future state, 
they show so little rever ence, aud feel so hittle connection with 
either, that it is not surprising that some have supposed them 
entirely ignorant on the subject.” 

In reference to the influence of Christian teaching, the 
following extracts are us satisfactory as they are instructive : 
‘The Bakalahari, who live at Motlatsa wells, have always 
been very friendiy to us, and listen very aitentively to in- 
struction conveyed te them in their own tonwue. Its, how-
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ever, difficult to give an idea to a Ruropean of the little effect 
coaching produces, because no one can realize the degradation 
¢o which their minds have been sunk by centuries of barha- 
rism and hard struggling for the necessaries of life: like 
most others, they listen with respect and attention, but, when 
we kneel down and address an unscen being, the position and 
the act eften appear to them so ridiculous, that they cannot 
refrain from bursting into uncontrollable laughter. After a 
few services they get over thistendency. I was once present 
when a missionary attempted to smg among a wild heathen. 
tribe of Bechuanas, who had no music in their composition 3 
the effect on the risible faculties of the audience was such 
that the tears actually ran down their cheeks: Nearly all 
their thoughts are directed to the supply of their bodily 
wants, and this has been the case with the race for ages. If 
asked, then, what effect the preaching of the Gospel has at 
the cemmencement on such individuals, I am unable to tell, 
except that some have confessed long afterward that they then 
first began to pray in secret. Of the cffects of a long con- 
tinued course of instruction, there can be no reasonable doubt, 
as mere nomimal belicf has never been considered sufficient 
proof of conversion by any body of missionaries; and after 
the change which has been brought about by this agency, we 
have good reason to hope well for the future; those 1 have 
myself witnessed behaving in the manner described, when 
kindly treated in sickness, often utter imploring words to Je- 
sus, and, I believe, sometimes really do pray to him in their 
afflictions. As that great Redeemer of the guilty seeks to 
save all he can, we may hope that they find mercy through 
His blood, though little able to appreciate the sacrifice Ile 
made. The indirect and scarcely appreciable blessings of 
Christian missionaries, going about doing good, are thus pro- 
bably not so despicable as some might imagine; there is no 
necessity for beginning to tell even the most degraded of 
these people of the existence of a God, or of a future state; 
the facts being universally admitted. Everything that can- 
not be accounted for by common causes, is ascribed to the 
Deity, as creation, sudden death, etc. ‘ow curiously God 
mace these things!’ isa common expression ; as is also, ‘IIc 
was not killed by disease, he was killed by God.’ And when 
speaking of the departed, though there is naught in the physical 
appearance of the dead to justify the expression, they say, 
‘Ife has gone to the gods,’ the phrase being ulentical with 
‘abut ad plures.’ ’’—pp. 175—6.,
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We are sorry that we have not room for the insertion. of 
Dr. Livingstone’s closing reflections, showing the hand of 
Providence in the various steps taken in his explor ations, and 
indicating that the time to labor for the regeneration of Africa 
has undoubtedly come. But we commend this, as well as the- 
whole of this deeply interesting volume, not only to the 
Christian reader, but also to the Political Economist, and to 
the Statesman. Stil! further, we desire for this work the 
most extensive circulation possible among American readers, 
in every part of our country, as peculiarly seasonable at this 
time, when some of our States prepose to resubject to slavery 
the mixed race of Africo- Americans who form the population 
eommonly called “free negroes ” whilst others propose to 
ve- -open the African slave-trade which the laws of our coun- 
try have, for the last half century, branded as piracy, and 
thus to desolate Africa from its centre to its cir cumference, 
by the most barbarous of all wars, as well as to fill up our 
southern and tropical states with an African population, 
whose future fortunes no human foresight can pretend to pre- 
dict. Do not these facts assure us that, though the wide 
Atlantic rolls between Africa and America, the people of the 
two continents are still most intimately united in their inter- 
ests and destiny, and that the establishment and progress of 
Christianity there, is, in a great degree, dependent upon its 
genuineness and permanence here ? 

~~ & = 

ARTICLE X 

A Manual of Chureh History. By Henry HE. £. Guericke, 
Dr. and Professor of Theology in Halle. Translated 
from the German by William G. T. Shedd, Brown-Profes- 
sor in Andover Theological Seminary. Ancient Church 
History, comprising the first six centuries. Andover, 
1857.—pp. 422. 

We have repeatedly given our opinion in this Review of 
Dr. Guericke, as a writer of Church History, and expressed 
our gr atification at the prospect of a translation of his great 
work (Handbuch der Karchengeschichte) into English. ‘This 
wish has here been met ina rather unexpected quarter. It 
certainly never occurred to us that the historian who, more
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than any one else in our day, identifies Lutheranism and 
Christianity, should find an admirer in the leading school of 
New England Puritanism. But it is even so, and here we 
have a translation of Guericke’s first volume, from the hand 
of Prof. Shedd, of Andover Theological Seminary. It is 
true, that the Puritan translator has not, as we shall presently 
show, donc anything like full justice to the old-fashioned Lu- 
theran historian, but it is interesting to sec how greatly he 
has been influenced by the sterling excellences of our author; 
and the very fact that a gentleman in Prof. Shedd’s situation 
should undertake such a work, is no ordinary compliment.— 
IIad Prof. Shedd undertaken to translate Gieseler; or Hase, 
er any writer of that class, we should have thought it nothing 
unusual, but where a work based upon a system so different 
from that to which the translator has been trained, 1s selected 
in preference to all others, we cannot doubt that it must have 
very great merits and unusually strong points, by which it is 
recommended. Some of these are very well stated by Prot. 
Shedd himself, in his Preface, the whole of which we should 
be glad to give in this place, as a very fair specimen of the 
translator's vigor of thought and ability to do justice to his 
subject. But we must content ourselves with the following 
extracis 

“Guericke’s Manual of Church History has passed through 
eight editions in Germany. The demand for so many re- 
issues of this hand-bock, within the space ofa little moré 
than twenty years, ina country distinguished for the fecundi- 
ty of its authorship, and the fastidiousness of its scholarship, 
affords strong presumptive evidence of its intrinsic merits. 
During the last twenty-five years, the German mind has been 
remarkably active in the department of Ecclesiastical Histo- 
ry, and the growth of German literature, in this direction, 
has been luxuriant; and yet the manual of Guericke contin- 
ues to -hold a place among the very first, as a book for stv- 
dents and lecture-rooms.”’ 

He then proceeds to specify the leading characteristics of 
the work, which he thinks establish its claim to the attention 
of the American and English. public, and justify the labor 
which he has expended in its translation. 

“I. The author is in hearty sympathy with the truths of 
revelation, as they have been enunciated in the symbols, and 
wrought into the experience of the Christian church from the 
beginning. Belonging to the High Lutheran branch of the 
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German church... . he cordially adopts all the cardinal doe- 
trines of the Reformation, as they throbbed in the heart of 
Luther, and were organized into the oldest, and in some re- 
spects, the warmest cf the Reformed symbols—the Augsburg 
Confession. Sach a living interest in the evangelical sub- 
stance of ©hristianity, and such an intelligent and thorough 
reception of it into his own personal experience, it is needless 
to say, can alone prepare the historian of the Christian church 
to enter vividly into its whole varied career.” .... 

“2. Asa consequence of this interest in the evangelical 
doctrines, this historian places the highest estimate upon the 
internal history ef the church. ‘he reader will, indeed, find 
the worg a repository of information upon all points and sub- 
jects that belong to ecclesiastical history—packed densely and 
full, with names and dates, and all the indispensable citation 
of the department—buat he will feel at every step that the 
eauses and principles, the dogmatic ideas and moral forces, 
are ever foremost in the writer’s mind.” .... 

3. This manual will be found to be characterized by accu- 
racy and learning.... } 

4, Guericke’s work, if we are not mistaken, hits the mean 
between the fall and flowing narration of history proper, ang 
the mere meagre synopsis or epitome.” ... 
_ After such a strong commendation of his author, and appa- 
rent appreciation of his character, and sympathy with his 
leading principles, notwithstanding a disparaging clause about 
His sharing to some extent in the recent narrowness of ‘‘Lu- 
theranism in Germany,” we certainly expected a faithful pre- 
sentation of Guericke’s work, if not in its form, certainly in 
its substance, and however widely different in the letter, yet 
fairly identical in spirit. So much we think is clearly prom- 
ised in the statement upon page eight of the translator’s pre- 
face: ‘Whoever shal! compare the version with the original, 
will not find it an ad verbum translation.. To have merely 
construed this German author, would have been to have pro- 
‘duced an unintelligible book. The work from beginning to 
end has been recast, so that while the author furnishes the 
substance, the translator hopes that the form, style, and dic- 
tion exhibit, in some degree, the traits and qualities of the 
Knglish mind.” 

~his is a very satisfactory theory for the reproduction of 
such a work, and we have no doubt, from the specimen which 
Prof. Shedd has given us in his preface, and other produc- 
tions of his pen which we have had the pleasure of perusing,
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tuat he is abundantly competent to carry this theory inte 
pr actice. But in the werk before us we are constrained te 
say that he has entirely failed to do anything ef the kind. 
Hie has, indeed, given us seme specimens of correct and even 
elegant translation, and of very good Tinglish composition, 
which we admire the more as we are well asare of the great 
difficulties presented by Guericke’s pecutia r style; perhaps 
we might say, had we not the origial work of Guericke be- 
fore us, he has given us avery respectable compend of the 
history of the church for the frst six centuries, but whatever 
else he has done, he has not given us a full and fair trans- 
gation of Guertcke's work, whether as regards its spirit or 
zis scope. The translater’s sins, alike of omissien and of 
commission, are almest innumerable. The whele theory of 
cruericke’s work is changed, and instead of the Luthcran idea 
of the Christian church and its development, which Guericke 
necessarily evolved and portrayed from his stand-pomt, we 
have the Puritan idea, as developed in New England, and 
taught at Andover. Now we have no quarrel atall arith 
Puri itanism, but, on the contrary, greatly admire its sublime 
simplicity and manly and practical, though somewhat rough 
and stern virttes ; simply regretting that it has , in some 
points, fallen short of the fulness and ; frooness of the Gospel 
of Christ. But his Puritan principles are no apology for a 
translator’s unfaithfalness to the ob! igations, whether express- 
ed or implied, which he ewes to the author whom he under- 
takes to render and interpret to the people who speak wit 
another tougue. We have not either time or imclination te 
go into details confirmatory of the judgement which we are 
here compelled to render. let one or two specimens suffice. 

On the second page of the translator’s work, we find the 
following definition of the church: “The Christian Church 
is the union of all who are called and chosen (an éxxazoue in- 
ternally as well as externally) through the Word and Spirit 
of God, to be the possession of the Ler d avocexorv, kirk, church); 
who are united together by the public confession of a common 
faith in the Redeemer; and whose destination it is to promote 
each other’s edification, and codperate towards the spread of 
this faith, for the iMumination, sanctification and blessedness 
of humanity, and the ever- widening manifestation of the 
kingdom of Godin it.” We cannot but regard this as a de- 
liberate and intentional change of the author's meaning, for 
we sce too clear evidence of the translator’s acquaintance 
with the language of the original, to believe that he can re-
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gard this as a faithful version of the words, “Der Verein 
nelimlich, aller aus der stindigen Welt durch Wort und Sak- 
rament Gottes zum Ligenthum des Herren (zum xrpraxdy, zur 
xvptaxr, Kirche) berufenen und erkohrenen,”’ etc. 

Still more unsatisfactory is the form in which the transla- 
tor presents the first section of § 38, on “‘Religious days and 
festivals.” It would be difficult to find elsewhere a more 
satisfactory exhibition of the true import of the Christian 
mabbath, and so clear a statement of the causes of the trans- 
fer of the Sabbath from the seventh day of thee week to the 
first, or Lord’s day, as Guericke has here given. But his 
translator omits almost the very kernel of his argument. He 
has also entirely omitted the part explanatory of the nature 
and design of church festivals. We miss also the pregnant 
note which Guericke has attached to his explanation of the 
institution of the Lord’s day. 

In the following paragraph (§ 39) he has not only omitted 
the preliminary remarks upon the sacraments in general, but 
has greatly modified his views on baptism, whilst he complete- 
ly ignores and suppresses the author’s views in regard to the 
doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. Here he throws out three or 
four pages of text and notes, as though he were a censor es- 
pecially appointed for the purpose of preventing such heresy 
from coming before the world. We say nothing about the 
orthodoxy of such a presentation: we only speak of its want 
of fairness and of the first elements of faithful translntion. 
If the views of Guerieke upon thisand other subjects, are 
unacceptable to Prof. Shedd, and those for whom he writes, 
his remedy is easy ; he can let the book alone: he was under 
no obligation whatever, to translate it. But if he do trans- 
late it, or profess to translate it, surely courtesy to his author 
and justice to his readers, alike demand that he should give 
the author’s meaning to the very best of his ability. It may 
be all very fair in war, to take an enemy’s cannon and turn 
it against him, but when a friend has received us into his 
fortress and supplied us with provisions, as well as with arms 
and munitions of war against our common enemies—to turn 
these against him, is certainly not Christian, but Punic faith. 

We speak thus plainly upon this subject, because so much 
of this work has already been done. Volume after volume 
issues from our American press, professing to be a translation 
from some eminent German theologian. We purchase it, and 
are surprised at the meagerness of its statements, the omis- 
Sion of sentiments which we supposed him to entertain, and
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the introduction of ideas to which we had believed him a 
stranger. We get the original, and find that it is “the trag- 
edy of Hamlet, with the part of Hamlet left out,” and that 
of Jack Cade inserted in its place. Wedo not know who set 
this disgraceful fashion. Maclaine, as translator of Mosheim’s 
Church History, is the earliest that we recollect, and we are 
sorry to say that Dr. Murdock, who professes to amend the 
errors of his predecessor, is not much better. Dr. Woods’ 
translation of Knapp’s Theology i ig still worse, and Mr. O. 
W. Stearn’s edition of Sartorius’ “Person and Work: of 
Christ’’ (endorsed by Dr. Sears) is beneath criticism in “its 
execution, and without conscience in its pretence of being an 
adequate presentation of the ideas of the original. We are 
afraid, from some intimations which we have seen, that man 
parts of Her zog’s Encyclopeedia (published by Messrs. Lind- 
say and Blakiston) are to fare no better. Weare sorry to 
put Prof. Shedd in such company, for we had hoped better 
things from him and the school to which he belongs; for to 
Andover, under the lead of the veteran Stuart, belongs the 
honor of having opened the rich treasures of German litera- 
ture and theology to the American, if not to the English world. 

Besides his omissions and additions to the text, we have 
likewise to object to Prof. Shedd’s method of tr eating his au- 
thor’s notes. Here he has carried the process just mentioned, 
still further. He not only leaves out and inserts authorities 
ad libitum (we should not by any means object to the latter, 
if judiciously done, and properly designated as the transla- 
tor’s work), but he also omits whole pages of elucidation, ar- 
ument and authority, as, for example, in § 30, where (on p. 

109 of the translation) having first cnserted a statement dif- 
ferent from the position taken | by his author, he next proceeds 
to obliterate all trace of his sentiments on another point, by 
omitting his long and elaborate note. Doubtless, a great 
many notes might be omitted, where the objectis to condense 
and abbreviate the work. But Prof. Shedd’s first volume is 
about as large as Guericke’s (the number of pages is less, but 
the size is larger), so that we have aright to expect a full and 
fair presentation of the original. That we have not this, we 
can only again express our regret. But we.are compelled to 
say that, in our opinion, Prof. ‘Shedd would have done himself 
much more honor, by producing an entirely original work, 
and using Guer icke only as amodel, or as an authority, and not 
converting the most Lutheran of church historians into a 
half-way Yankee.
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ARTICLE XI. 

NOVICES OF NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

Theluck’s Commentary on the Psalms. A translation and 
Commentary on the Book of Psalms, for the use of 
the Ministry and Laity of the Christian Church. By Au- 
sustus Tholuck, D. D., Ph. D. Translated from the Ger- 
man: with a careful comparison of the Psalm-text with 
the original tengues. By the Rev. J. Isador Mombert. 
Philadelphia: Martien.—1858. 

This isa delightful and most welcome work. Of all books of devo- 
tion, the most refreshing and most edifying is the Psaltcr. We never 
grow weary of it. The more familiar it becomes, the better we under- 
stand it, and the more fully we cnter into its spirit, the better do we find 
that it answers its heavenly design of lifting our souls up to God, ena- 

bling us to hold communion with Him, delivering us from the tempta- 
tions and pollutions of the world, and filling us with joy, and peace and 

confidence in the God of our salvation. Luther has wel! satd (in his 

Operat. in Psalm I. 9) “This book is, in my judgment, altozether differ- 
ent from other books of Scripture. For in other books we are taught, 

both by word and example, what we should do; but this one not only 
ieaches, but also gives us habits and manners wherew ith to fulfil the 

word and imitate its cxamples. [Tor it is not within our power to fulfil 

the law of God, or to be conformed to the example cf Christ, but to de- 

sire and pray that we may so do, and to praise and thank God for what- 

ever we have attained.” We welcome, therefore, anything which makes 

us better acquainted with our favorite book, nor has any one, for a long 

time, put us under greater obligations in this respect, than Dr. Tholuck. 

We have long admired and employed, for our special edification, his 

“Stunden christlicher Andachi,” many of the most delightful chapters 

of which are based upon the Psalms, on several of which thcy give a 
running commentary, and when we first readthem, we wished for a full 

exposition of the whole book from the same pen. Nor are our antieipa- 

tions disappointed in the work before us, It is essentially a book of de- 
votion, with all thevcritical and explanatory aids that we require, but 

still making these subordinate to the great end in view, the edifieation 
and religious wants of the reader. So the author tells us: “I have writ- 
ien this Commentary with a view to the great boon whieh these songs 

have been for more than three thousand years, to pious Jews and Chris- 

tians, and with the clevating knowledge that even now, there are mil-
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Hons of human beings, who just in the words of the Psalms, express in 
their prayers the longings of their souls and the gratitude of their hearts 

to God. May it tend to give to all who lack it, the firm conviction that 
the Psalter comprises, indeed, & treasure of the most diverse, and of the 
most holy religious experience, and that it deserves to continue, in every 
cpoch of time, the Prayer-book of the Christian world.”—Pref. p. 13. 

Yes! that is it—David’s is the true “book of common prayer,” not 
for the members of a particular communion, but forall generations of 
the people of God—for those who worshipped in the gorgeous temple of 
Solomon, and no less for these who worship in the second temple, whose 
Shekinah once blazed in the manger of Bethlehem, but is now the glory 
of the New Jerusalem, where they have no need of any other heht than 
that which streams from the thorn-crowned head of the Sun of Righte- 

ousness. Aye! this is the book “set forth to be used in all the church- 
es,” or at least in every house, in the wild wilderness, on the pathless 
occan, wherever a contrite heart is found, enjoined not by act of Parlia- 
ment, or by the canons of Conventions, but by the Holy Ghost and the 
infallible wisdom of the indivisible Trinity. Well did our great Redeem- 

er say: “All thiugs must be fulfilled that are written tn the Psalms 
concerning me,” Thus making himself their centre, as weil as giving us 
his own prayer, as their summary, just as his Golden Rule also- is of the 
Jaw which he had come to fulfil. 

Dr. Tholuck’s “Introduction,” prefixed to this volume, is appropriate 

and satisfactory beyond most things of the kind, and did we not believe 
that all of our readers would procure it for themselves, we should be dis- 
posed to insert it in our Review, as a contribution at once to sound criti- 

cism, and to practical theology. It consists of the following parts :— 
I. The Psalter in the Christian Church. II. Of the form, division, de- 
sion and use of the Psalterin Qld Testament times. JI. Of the au- 
thors of the Psalms. IV. Of the doctrine and ethics of the Psalms: 
which are also treated under the following heads: I. God and the goy- 
ernment of the world. II. Man andsin. III. Picty and morality of 
the Psalmists. IV. The future. V. The Messiah. All these subjects 
are treated in a highly interesting and satisfactory manner. His illus- 
trations of the use of the Psalter, and the esteem in which it has been 
held by some of the wisest and best of men, are particularly rich and 
appropriate—making us wish that he had given us a volume on that 
subject. 

The Commentary itself consists of an introduction to each psalm, 

then the text, and finally an cxposition of the psalm in detail. The text 
was, of course, that of Luther, as itis difficult to think of a German 
reader being edified by any othcr, just as English readers habitually re- 

sort to our received English versions. Still, he does not give it a slavish 
adherence, as though his understanding of the divine word were bound
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wp in a fised formula, Praying with the devout Milton, “What in me is 

dark illumine,’’ he endeavors to perform the same service for his readers, 

and therefore occasionally departs from Luther's phraseology where he 

thinks that he has “not given the sense correctly, or where the connec- 

tion is dark.” 

For the same reason, we approve of the plan of the translator who 

found this his great difficulty in putting the work into a form useful to 

the general English reader. He has done this by taking the received 

English version for his text, never altering when the two versions cor- 

respond in sense. But when the original Hebrew warranted a render- 

ing different from the English, and adopted by Dr. Tholuck, he has 

either put it in brackets in the text or in a foot-note.~ As a sample of 

the manner in which he has done this, we refer to the nineteenth Psalm. 

Here we have the following translation of verse four: 

“Tt is not a speech or a language, 

The voice whereof is not heard.’ 

This is undoubtedly an improvement upon our authorized version. But 

we cannot say the same of the sixth verse; 

“Which is as a bridegroom coming out of his chamber, 
And rejoiceth as a hero to ruin the race.” 

Here we can see no advantage in the srbstitution of “hero” for “strong 
man; on the contrary, we think that it at once weakens the sense, and 

renders it less intelligible. Neither do we see any advantage in substi- 
tuting in verse ten, “more precious’ for “more to be desired.” Nor are 

we more favorably impressed with the changes in verses twelve and thir- 
teen, which he renders thus: 

12. (But) who can mark his errors? 

Cleanse thou me from unknown faults. 

13. Keep back also thy servant from intentional sins ; ‘ 

' We have not access to the original of this work, but we are assured 

from the style, both of language and of thought, and from the transla- 
tors statement in his Preface, that he has performed his work well, and 
so as to be creditable alike to his author and to himself. “I have en- 
deavrored,” says Mr. Mombert, “to follow ciosely the sense of the origi- 
nal, and having caught the German idiom (idea) to express it in an Eng- 
lish idiomatic form.... It has been my humble endeavor to do justice 
to Dr. Tholuck, and to the British public, but must not be considered to 
subscribe to all the views set forth by the author.” 

The translator's style is not very polished, but,so far as we have ex- 
amined, it is sufficiently clear and intelligible, and we most cordially 
commend the book to all our readers, both lay and clerical,
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Fuiroduction to Structural and Systematic Botany, and Veg- 
etable Physiology, being a fifth and revised edition of the 
Botanical Text-Book. Illustrated with over shirteen hun- 
dred wood cuts. By Asa Gray, M. D., Fisher Professor 
of Natural History in Harvard University. New York: 
Ivison & Phinney, 821 Broadway. Chicago: 8. C. Griggs 
& Co., 111 Lake Street.—1858. 

Manual of the Botany of the Northern United States. Lte- 
vised edition; including Virginia, Kentucky, and all 
east of the Mississippi: arranged according to the Natu- 
val System. By Asa Gray, Fisher Professor of Natural 
History in Harvard University. (The Mosses and Liver- 
worts by William 8. Sullivant.) With fourtcen plates, 1- 
lustrating the Genera of the Cryptogamia. New York: 
Ivison & Phinney, 3821 Broadway. Chicago: 8: C0. Griggs 
& Co., 111 Lake Street.—1858. 

Dr. Gray is too well known in this countty as an eminent naturalist, 
that his works should require any extended netice or special commenda- 
tion at our hands. The fact that the former of the two works named 
above has reached its fifth edition, is proof sufficient of its substantial 
value, and of the appreciation which it has met with among the votaries 
of that interesting department cf natural science whose principles it un- 
folds, and whose laws it discusses and illustrates. Its design is “to fur: 

nish classes in the higher Seminaries of Icarning, Coileges, arid medical 
schools, as well as private students generally, with a suitable text-book 
of Structural and Physiological Botany, and a convenicnt introduction 
to Systematic or Descriptive Botany, adapted to the prescnt condition ef 

_ the science.” Thetherough study of a work like this is an indispensa- 
ble prerequisite for any student who intends intelligently to botanize—te 
apply the principles ef classification anda correct knowledge of the 
structure of plants, to the investigation of the plants which grow spon- 
tancously arcund him, or in searching for which he may roam from state 
to state. The work opens with a general view of the science of Botany; 
and then proceeds to exhibit the subject in two parts: I. Structural 
and Physiological Botany: II. Systematic Botany. In the first part 
the nature of plants, the nature, relations and functions of their various 

elements and sevcral parts are fully exhibited, with great amplitude and 
clearness of statement, under a great number of subdivisions, and admi: 
rably illustrated by means of a multitude of wood cuts. The second ex. 

hibits the principles of classification, the natural system of Botany, Xe. 

The second of the above named works contains a compendious Flora of 

the Northern portion of the United States, and forms a Manual such ag 
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every student of Botany needs quite as much as his eyes. We de not 
profess to be a botanist ourselves: in onr youth we dabbled in the sei- 
ence: a cursory examination of the pages before us has served to show 
us how much has been since done to conform the theories and the meth- 
od of classification to nature, and how greatly the knowledge of the 
North American flora has since then been improved and extended. Both 
works are most creditable tothe author, and afford most satisfactory and 
encouraging evidence of the progress which natural science is making 
in our country, and of the extent and suecess with which it is pursucd. 
‘To all lovers of nature, to students and instructors, we heartily commend 
these large and most carefully elaborated works, as doubtless the best 
which our country has yet produced in this particular branch of study. 

fistory of the Origin, formation, and Adoption of the 
Constitution of the United States; with Notices of its 
principal Kramers. By Georue Ticknor Curtis. In two 
volumes. Vol. II. New York: Harper & Brothers, Frank- 
lin Square.—1858. 

About four years ago the first volume of this important and valuable 
work appeared, and we then gave it am extended notice, to which we 
now refer our readers. Deeply interesting as was the first volume, the 
interest of the present is, if possible, greater and more varied. Whilst 
the first led us, with the hand of a well-informed and trusty guide, 
through the perils, the struggtes, errors: and disappointments of the ear- 

hier years of our constitutional history, the second introduces us to that 
memorable assembly to which those remarkable vicissitudes ultimately 

led, and exhibits in full the discussions and labors, the great difficulties 
and solemn transactions, which resulted in the formation of our present 
rlorious constitution, and its gradual adoption by all the thirteen states. . 
Yn order fully to set forth the character of the work, it would be necessa.- 
ry to present an analysis of its contents, and for this we have not room 
here. That the work has been ably done, is vouched for by the author’s 
eminent qualifications for the task: that it has been done with conscicn- 
tious fidclity, is guarantied by his well-known character: that it has been 
done with candor, and with impartial justice to all parties interested, we 
are willing to certify. Itis the product of patient and laborious re- 
search, guided by a clear perception of the sort of information needed 

by the American people, and by a discriminating judgment in the selec- 
tion, arrangement and use of ample materials, It is a work that ought 

to be in the possession of every educated citizen of our country.
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Commentary on the Original Text of the Acts of .the Apos- 
tles. By Horatio B. Hackett, D. D., Professor of Biblical 
Literature in Newton Theclegical Institution. A new edi- 
tion revised and greatly enlarged. Boston: Gould & Lin- 
coln, 59 Washington Street. New Yerk: Sheldon, Blake- 
man & Co. Cincinnati: George S. Blanchard.—1858. 
¥or sale by Smith & English, Philadelphia. 

Our exegetical literature is receiving very important accessions, and 
not slowly. Translations of important German works, together with 
works not translated, but largely indebted to German sources, are mak- 
tng their appearance. It isa sign of the times which we hail with joy, 
Believing that it will eminently conduce to a knowledge ef the sacred 
oracles and the glory of God. Dr. Hackett, whose Commentary in its 
first editien we have consulted occasionally for some years, and with the 
conviction that, although not writing from eur stand-point (the Dr. is a 
Calvinist and Baptist), he is, nevertheless, a well qualified and skilful 
Iuxegete, now presents us with a second and improved edition, and as 
we considered the first valuable, we regard the second as more so. 

iilementary German Reader, onthe plan of Jacobs Greek 
Leader; with a full Vocabulary. Composed, compiled 
and arranged systematically. By Rev. L. W. Heyden- 
reich, Graduate of the University of France, and Profes- 
sor of Languages in the Moravian Female Seminary at 
Bethlehem, Pa. New York: D. Appleton & Co., 846 & 
048 Broadway.—1858. 

Professor Heydenreich’s Reader has received from the most competent 
judges the highest praise, and none qualified to judge, can examine the 
work without the conyiction that the praise is deserved. His Reader, so 
well suited for the purposes fer which it was designed, must come into 
favor, and be generally employed wherever the noble language of our 
ancestors is studied, and there is no language more deserving of it. We 

hope the esteemed author will not be without a more substantial reward 
than praise for his self-denying labors. 

Annals of the American Pulpit; or Commemorative notices 
of distinguished American Clergymen of various denom- 
nations, from the earliest settlement of the country to the 
close of the year 1855. With Historical Introductions. 
By Wilham B. Sprague, D. D. Vols. UI&IV. New 
York: Robert Carter & Brothers.—1858. 

The first two volumes of this great work were issued about a year azo, 

and were noticed by the press with unprecedented favor and unqualifice
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approbation. Two more massive and attractive volumes are now given 
_ns, and, sure are we, they do not fall below the preecding. If possible, 

they rather exceed the others in mtcrest and value. The former voluines 
were dcvoted to ministers of the Congregational Chureh; these contain 
the record of eminent men eonnected with the Presbyterian pulpit, lion- 
ored and cherished names in the history of the religion and literature of 

our country, who having advanced the ehurch by their learning and their 
¢ labors, and adorned it by their Christian virtues, deserve to live in the 
memory of the future. 

The plan of the work is, that after a brief and authentic biography of 
each character introduced, reminiscences are given from some well 

known andreliable individual, who knew the subjects while living, or has 
received by tradition, facts that bring to view those characteristics which 
personal acquaintance alone will preserve. These original letters have 

becn written by some of the ablest men of the country, statesmen living 

and departed, clereymen and literary men well known to fame, and give 
ereat variety and interes} to the volumes. The work is free from all 
denominational predilection or bias. There isa faithful outline of the 

life of cach individual given, without any justification or condemnation 
of the opinions he entertained. The subject of the memoir is permitted 
to speak for himself, by means of extracts from his writings, and where 

no expression of his opinions has been left on record by him, a substi- 
tute has been procured from some one of his intimate friends. 

We have already spoken of the value of Dr. Sprague’s labors, and his 

eminent abilities for the task undertaken. On cvyery page the volumes 
furnish proof of great care and discrimination, of accuracy and taste, 
industry and perseverance, and of the author’s genial and catholic spirit, 

worthy of all praise. The volumes abound with information rich and 

instructive, with striking anecdote and vivid incident, calculated to inter- 

est and profit the present reader as well as the future historian. The 
work, in its character is unique, in its design general, and in its cxecu- 

tion impartial and suceessful. It is worthy a place in every library. We 

trust the life and health of the author may be spared to complete the 
work he has so successfully commenced, and a grateful public appreciate 

his laborious and valuable efforts. 

Lectures on the History of Ancient Philosophy. By Wilham 
Archer Butler, M. A. Late Professor of Moral Philosophy 
in the University of Dublin. Edited from the Author’s 
MS., with notes by Wm. H. Thompson, M. A. In two vol- 
umes. Philadelphia: Parry « McNillan.—1857. 

The author of these volumes filled with distinguished success the chair 

of Moaal Philosophy in the Uaiversity of Dublin, and deservedly ranked 

as aman of marked ability and extraordinary attainments. The lectures
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were delivered in the course of his regular duties, and prepared before 

he had attained his thirtieth year. With all the disadvantages of a pos- 

thumous publication, as they were not only not intended for publheation, 

but written in haste to meet the immediate emergencies of the class- 

room, they exhibit great learning, a keen philosophieal insight into the 

subject, anda rich and forcible style. The thorough and masterly re- 

view of the Platonie philosophy is the most original part ofthe work, 

and the best exposition of the subject in our language. It is “the result,” 
as the author tells us, “ofa patient and conscientious examination of the 

original documents.” It appears to be the ripe product of his intellect, 

and may be regarded asa perfectly indepcndent contribution to our 
knowledge of the great master of Grecian wisdom. The work 1s an im- 
portant addition to our literature. It supplies a felt want, and will be 
found a valuable aid in the study of ancient philosophy. 

Two Lectures on the History of the American Union. By 
Henry Reed, LL. D. Late Professor of English History 
in the University of Pennsylvania. Philadelphia: Parry 
& McMillan. 

These lectures were delivered before the Smithsonian Institute, and 
have been published since the death of theauthor. Like all the produe- 
lions of his gifted mind, they bear evidenee of ripe scholarship, a thor- 

ough acquaintance with the subject, a delicacy of taste, and a purity and 
gracefulness of style, not always found in the productions of the present 
day. We would again commend to our readers Professor Reed’s series 
of leetures, as admirably adapted to the wants of those who desire to 

engage in an intelligent and profitable course of reading, 

Sermons and Addresses delivered on spectal occasions. By 
John Harris, D. D. Second series. Boston: Gould & 
Lincoln.—1858. 

Dr. Harris is so well known to the Christian publie as the author of 
the “Great Commission,” the “Great Teacher,” and other works of mer- 
it, that he needs no special commendation. Those who are familiar with 
what has already appeared from his pen, will gladly avail themselves of 
his posthumous writings, which his colleague, Rev. Philip Smith, has 
judiciously gathered together. ‘The present series of diseourses begins 
with man, viewed first as God created him, then as fallen and redeemed ; 
and, in this character, is made the servant of his Savior in a new course 

of inward life and outward duties.” Dr. Harris had a very high reputa- 

tion as a preacher, and on important occasions, his services were 1 ¢on- 

stant requisition, The pnipit was his favorite field, and in preparation 
for its duties, he expended much care and.labor. His sermous are full 

of thought, with much more originality than you usually find in similar
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productions, and abounding in striking and eloquent expressions. The 
sermons on the “Christian Ministry,” and the “Importance of an educa- 
ted ministry,” we read with very great interest. 

Lissays in Brography and Criticism. By Peter Bayne, M. 
A. Second series. Boston: Gould & Linceln.—1858. 

We have had eccasion to .speak before of this distinguished author, 

who was first brought to the notice of the publie in his admirable work 

on the Christian Life. Wherever his books are known, they have met 
with signal success. He deserves the high distinction which he has ac- 
quired on both sides of the Atlantic. The volume now on our tahle em- 
braces articles on Kingsley, Macauley, Alison, Coleridge, Wellington, 

Bonaparte, Plato, Christian Civilization, Education in the ninteenth een- 

tury, the Pulpit and the Press. The subjects are all interesting, the dis- 
cussions are valuable, the thoughts striking, and the style vigorous and 

attractive. The publishers deserve praise for the service they have done 

in introdueing this excellent author to Americans, and for the many 
good works they are continually furnishing the public. 

Remarks on Social Prayer Meetings. By Alexander Viets 
Griswold, D. D. Late Bishop of the Eastern Diocese. 
With an Introductory Statement by Rev. George D. Wil- 
des, A. M. Boston: Gould & Lincoin.—1858. pp. 99. 

This is a reprint of Bishop Griswold’s essays on meetings for prayer 
and conference, which were received with so much favor some years ago, 
when they originally appeared. Their republication, just now, is very 
opportune, as there are thousands, not only in the Episcopal Church, but 

among other denominations, who will be glad to learn the views of so 
able and good a man on the subject of which these essays treat. The 

Bishop advocates these social services, and fully and ably discusses 
their authority, advantages and results. We have read the discussion 
with great interest and satisfaction. We believe it one of the best pro- 

ductions we have scen on the question, and its circulation will do good. 

ERRATA. 

In the last (April) number, page 451, after “viz.” line five from the 
bottom, the following words must be supplied:—‘the archbishops of 
Mayence, T'reves and Cologuc, and four were secular, viz.”
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ILLUSTRATIONS OF THE WISDOM AND BENEVOLENCE OF 
GOD DERIVED FROM THE SCIENCE OF METEOROLOGY. 

“Tire and hail: snow, and vapor: stormy wind fulfilling his word.”— 

Ps, cxtviun: 8. 

In the following pages, I propose presenting a few examples, from 

among the large number which might be selected from the science of 
Meteorology, as a contribution to the department of Natural Theology. | 

MerTEOROLOGY is the science which treats of the natural. 
phenomena that take place in the atmosphere, or of those 
conditions, changes, and movements in it, popularly denomi- 
nated the “eveather.” . 

To some this may seem like a most unpr omising subject 
for their entertamment and instruction. A little attention. 
and reflection will, however, without doubt, convince every 
one, that he may here acquire much valuable information, 
and learn that we lave great cause of gratitude to God for. 
having placed us in a world, whose arrangements are all so 
beautiful, and whose adaptations are so wonderfully suited to 
the nature and wants of its inhabitants. | 

In the popular notions concerning the “weather,” there is 
a most singular blending of faith in an overruling and di- 
recting Providence, with a concealed Atheism. Whilst, on. 
the one hand, it is acknowledged that it is God, governing, 
the physical world, who sends rain and’ sunshine; cold and” 
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heat, summer and winter, seed-time and harvest; on the oth- 
er, nothing is so reproachfully and scornfully spoken of, 
sometimes even by men otherwise sober-minded, as those at- 
mospheric phenomena under consideration, as though they 
were fitful or lawless, or as though they happened by a blind 
chance, or took place without any control on the part of an 
All-wise Governor. But in fact, no event in the material 
world takes place without his agency or control, Though 
rational ereatures, in the exercise of their free < agency, often 
do disobey his commands and resist his will, it is not soin the 
material world. Each shining orb in the glitter’ ing heavens, 
and cach particle of air or water y vapor, that floats over our 
heads or invests our bodies, moves onward in its course, yield- 
ing implicit obedience to his commands. What-we call the 
laws of nature are but. the mode in which the invisible hand 
of God directs the events of the world of matter. By Him 
the movements of material bodies are directed in infinite 
wisdom, net arbitrarily and variably, bat according to such 
rules as he sees to be best. To study these laws or rules, is 
to study God in his works. He governs the atmospheric 
movements and conditions in such a manner as to promote, 
in the highest degree, the welfare of his creatures. He gives 
salubrity to the air, and causes the earth to yield her fruits. 

We study the movements of the air we breathe, just as we 
(lo those of the heavenly bodies. ‘The former obey law just 
as promptly and accurately as do the latter. Whilst moving 
onward in their orbits, the planets disturb each other by their 
mutual attraction, but being few in number, and remote from 
each other, they work out for themselves a mean path, not 
very differ ent from that which they would pursue, if left alone 
under the controlling influence of their central Sun. The 
particles of the air are, however, much more impeded and 
disturbed by each other, being almost infinite in number, and 
closely connected together, and therefore thedr movements are 
much more complicated than those of the planets, yet each 
one implicitly obeys law as it moves over the surface of our 
planet. There 1s nowhere any room for the operation of a 
blind chance. 

The question then occurs, can these laws be ascertained ;. 
or must we regard them as above the reach of human inves- 
tigation ? In: answer, it may be stated, that much has alrea- 
dy been accomplished in this field of labor ; that the com- 
bined and concerted observations made in various countries 
of Europe and America, within the last quarter of a century, ° Y
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have contributed in bringing to view and in establishing the 
great principles that govern cerial phenomena, and that the 
science of meteorology, though young in years, has had a 
rapid and healthy growth, and has reached a respectable 
maturity. It cannot, however, be concealed, that very great 
and serious difficulties are yet found, obstructing our path at 
every step, and that it may be along time before all of them 
shall be removed, and all questions that may ‘trise, shall be 
satisfactorily answered. 

There is no science without, its peculiar difficulties, but 
those belonging to that of Meteorology are probably greater 
than those connected with almost any other. Yet, as patient, 
industrious and persevering toil has, sooner or later, always 
rewarded the laborer in other fields of investigation, with the 
removal of existing difficulties, and the discovery of new and 
important laws; may we not also here hope for the same 
result? The history of Astronomy affords an interesting 
exemplification of the manner in which difficulties disappear, 
and new light is shed upon the path of the investigator. At 
first, the lunar and plaretary motions seemed too intricate 
and complicated to admit of the possibility of assigning the 
precise place of any one of these bodies at any specified 
time. The grosser laws, which governed their motions were, 
however, soon ascertained, and then the discovery. of the su- 
bordinate and apparently more complicated, one after anoth- 
er, rewarded the patient toil of the Astronomer. And now, 
this ancient science has attained to such a degree of perfec- 
tion that the astronomer is able to follow all the planetary 
bodies through all time, past and future, and to write their 
history in a book. But still there remain vast fields of space 
unexplored; fields which are inviting the inquisitive and ca- 
ger gaze of the investigator; and yet other fields which are 
beyond the scrutinizing reach of the highest telescopic pow- 
er that has hitherto been directed upon them. There are 
heights and depths there that never will be explored by hu- 
man eye. But is the information that we have already 
acquired the less valuable, because we do not know all that 
other minds after us may know, or that angels can compre- 
hend? Is the accurate knowledge that we now possess of 
the heavens just around us, and in close proximity to us, to 
be regarded as nothing, because we may never be able to 
know all that exists in infinite space and time? The know- 
ledge of the school-boy, though not equal to that of the emi- 
nent philosopher, is nevertheless not merely the measure of
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his yet imperfectly undeveloped capacity, but it may become 
most valuable to him, as the basis upon which he may erect 
a gigantic structure in future life. And thus we must not be 
discour aged because we do not know everything that may be 
known in the department of the “weather.” Rejoicing that 
we already know so much, we will make that knowledge the 
basis of a more laborious and minute investigation, assured 
that hereafter our toil shall be amply rewarded in the discov- 
ery of new truth. 

Let us take several well known meteorological facts, as cx- 
amples, in order that we may sce how we must conduct our inves- 
tigations. (1.) We all know by experience that winter is cold 
and summer is warm. What is the reason of this difference ? 
Every one will say, the reason is obvious; the sun is the 
source of heat to us, and, shining each summer’s day much 
longer than during any twenty-four hours of the wintcr, the 
heat must accumulate in the one case, and be wanting in the 
other. The little that is received during a winter day is 
entirely lost during the long succeeding night, by being cast 
off or radiated into the sky; whilst the loss during the short 
night of summer, does not equal the daily gain. If such be 
your reasoning, it is correct. And if you should yet add, 
that the oblique rays of the sun, in winter, have a much less 
heating power than the almost perpendicular rays of summer, 
you shall have completely accounted for the difference of tem- 
perature of the two seasons. (2.) Again, a little attention 
impresses the fact upon our minds, that the greatest heat of 
the summer is not at the time of the longest day, but several 
weeks later, and that the most intense cold occurs generally 
in January, a few weeks after the time of the shortest day. 
™he reason for this, though not difficult to find, docs not so 
completely le upon the surface, as that of the difference of 
temperature of summer and winter. If, however, we remem- 
ber that the heat of the long days of summer is constantly 
accumulating, whilst the loss by radiation during the whole 
twenty-four hours, but especially during the short nights, is 
less than the daily gain from the sun, we readily see that the 
greatest heat ought to be after the longest day, and that the 
temperature ought to begin to decline only when the days 
begin decidedly ‘to shorten and the nights to lengthen, which 
is about the beginning of August. And if we consider that 
after that, the daily loss of heat over the gain is small, we 
can casily see, that when the shortest day arrives there re- 
mains yet a fund of the accumulated heat of summer, and
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that the greatest cold must exist at the time when the length- 
cning day begins to furnish as much heat as is lost by radia- 
tion, “and consequently when the temperature can no more 
decline. This takes place during the month of January. A 
similar mode of reasoning will show us why the greatest heat 
of cach day is about two or three hours after noon, and the 
greatest cold about sunrise. (3.) By way of illustration, I 
cite another fact gener ally noticed, viz: a north wind 1s dry 

and a south wind is moist. The reason for this is, that warm 
air is capable of holding moisture in solution, or in a state of 
vapor, in a ratio increasing more rapidly than the tempera- 
ture, whilst the reverse is true of cold air or space. Arr, 
therefor e, coming from the north, being cold, is becommg 
warmer as it flows southwardly, and capable of holding more 
moisture in solution, and hence takes it up more, but yields 
none; whilst air flowing from the south, being warm, 1s be- 
coming colder as it flows northward, and capable of holding 
less moisture in solution, and hence it deposits, or tends to 
deposit it as it proceeds. 

The frequency with which snow and rain fall on the same 
day of successive weeks, has long been noticed. The enqui- 
ry arises, is this a part of a general law, or 1s it only acci- 
dental? When the days, on which rain or snow falls occur 
through the year, are noted down, a cursory view would seem 
to indicate that the rain period was about seven days anda 
quarter, or the same as the period of the moon, without, 
however, showing any direct connection with its changes, 
and that after occurring four times in succession on the same 
day of the week, it being about one-fourth of a day later 
each week, the rain day would fall on the next succeeding 
day of the week. If for four weeks, for example, it occut- 
red on Monday, 1t would, on the fifth week, occur on Tuesday. 
In the middle of this weekly period we also, in general, find 
an intermediate rain or snow fall, so that we have, upon an 
average, two rain days per week. But when weattempt to fol- 
low out this rule, with a view of determining beforehand when 
we may expect to have rain, we are often disappointed. The 
rain entirely fails, in consequence of an insufficiency of mois- 
ture in the air. The atmospheric change, as indicated by the 
Barometcr, takes place with considerable regularity ; and, if 
moisture be present in sufficient quantity, the rain or snow— 
which is the accident—will follow. ‘The rule is valuable, 
however, in telling us on what days dry weather may be ex- 
pected. ~
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But when we subject this rule to closer cxamination and 
comparison with observations continued through a series of 
years, we find many perplexing variations. We are almost 
ready to give it up asa rule, until we take into consideration 
that the seasons of the year ought to influence it to a consid- 
erable degree. During the winter of 1856—7, for example, 
we found the rains and snows to have occurred, for three 
months, on the same day of the week. An ex amination of 
the records of nineteen winters, prove that this lias been the 
case during nearly every winter of that period. During the 
last winter, with some variations, Monday, or Sunday night 
has been the first rain or snow period of the week. During the 
dry summer months, that period is a little longer than seven 
days and a quar ter ; in Spring and early fall the rule requires 
no alteration in its expression, and in February and March 
the period is less than seven and a quarter. These variations 
are owing to changes in the relatzve moisture of the air. 

Again, it has been noticed that the rains or snows occur 
with more certainty at two weeks distance than one. The 
half month, without however any known connection with 
the phase of the moon, is, indeed, a remarkable period of 
temperature. If, for example, any two weeks in succession 
should be very mild or cold, the next two are just the oppo- 
site. If the first half of the Fall months be warm and dry, 
and the latter half cold and moist, then may we expect the 
same order to run through the whole winter. It was so, to 
avery great degree, last winter, of which the whole, except 
November, was very mild. The intensely cold days of the 
winter of 1856-7 ‘were just four weeks apart. The same 
general rule may be applied, with a close approximation to 
the truth, to ail other winters. 

There are many other most interesting facts pressing them- 
selves upon our attention, but they require a much longer 
period for their investig gation, to enable us to express them in 
the form of precise rules, 

These familiar cases are given as exemplzfications of what 
may be regarded as general laws. ‘To these, itis known that 
there are some apparent exceptions; but these exceptions 
are subject to law, and may be embraced under the general 
law, if properly expressed. If, for example, it should be 
found that in some particular locality a north wind was moist, 
and a south wind dry, it will probably be found that the for- 
mer flows from a large body of water, and the latter from a 
large body of dry or desert land. A comparison of observa-
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tions is daily bringing new facts to light, which show thatali 

the cases of exception are only apparent, in perfect harmony 
with general laws, and not contrary to them. ‘The expres- 

sion of a echeral law must be continually modified or exten- 
ded ag discovery advances, until it shall embrace all the phe- 

nomena that properly belong to it. Itis by observation and 
patient study that obscurities are removed, and that we 

advance in the extent, variety and certitude of our knowledge. 

Our confidence in the certain fulfilment of general laws, is 

the basis of our conduct in every day life, and the source of 
much comfort and happiness. 

WINDS. 

The Creator has so constituted the atmosphere that it 
should never be perfectly at rest, but constantly in a state of 
motion. The least change of temperature or variation in the 
quantity of its vapor, sets it in motion. ‘The cases in which 
no wind whatever can be perceived, are exceedingly rare; 
and if they do ever occur, itis only fora few moments at a 
time. 

Uses.—Winds perform a most important part in carrying 
out the great economy of nature. During the heat of summer 
they fan and refresh us, and thus add very materially to our 
physical comfort. When we are oppressed and almost ex- 
hausted, they flow by, take off the excess of heat, and impart 
a grateful coolness. Again, they perform a most valuable 
service to us, in carrying away and mingling with the whole 
mass, the noxious exhalations or effluvia which, if suffered to 
accumulate, would prove destructive to health and life, by 
producing disease. They tend to equalize the air, and ren- 
‘der it everywhere salubrious, and fitted for the existence of 
life and happiness. In a few hours the air which would 
operate as a poison to us, if it remained, is carried half-way 
round the globe, and so mingled with other portions, asrare- 

ly to prove hurtful. It is only when the noxious matter is 
confined within walls, or is so rapidly evolved that it cannot 
be carried awayas fast as it is formed, that it affects the 
general health. Winds are, therefore, messengers of mercy, 
bringing health and physical enjoyment to us. Nor dare 
we omit to mention the important fact, that they give 
wings to commerce, enabling the inhabitants of one country 
to exchange their products for those of another, and to enjoy 
the comforts and luxuries which they could not otherwise 
procure. Mutual superfluities are made to supply mutual 

ee ee ~~
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deficiencies, and thus the various nations of men are united 
into one great brotherhood. 

But let us direct our attention, for the sake of obtaining 
principles, to the mode im which winds are produced, and the 
causes which give them their specific character. 

1. When a mass of air is heated it becomes larger, and 
therefore relatively lighter. If it should be expanded to 
double its former volume, it will weigh but half as much as 
an equal bulk at its original temperature. It will then be 
displaced and forced upward by the surrounding heavier air, 
that now slides under and lifts it up, after the manner in 
which the particles of water cause a piece of wood to ascend, 
when placed beneath its surface. It is in this way that trop- 
ical islands are daily visited by the refreshing sea breeze. 
The surface of the land, becoming heated more rapidly and 
intensely than that of the adjacent water, the air, which 
rests upon the former, and becomes relatively lighter, is 
therefore displaced and forced up by the latter. This causes 
a constant wind from the sea, beginning at about nine o’clock 
A. M., and continuing until about five or six P.M. After 
the sun has set, the land soon becomes cooler than the adja- 
cent water, by throwing off its heat with the same freedom 
with which it had imbibed it during the day, and, in turn, 
the air lying upon its surface becoming colder and heavier, 
flows out to the sea, and thus produces, at night, the land 
breeze. ‘Thus tropical islands are twice refreshed in twenty- 
four hours; by day by the sea Greeze, and by night by the 
land breeze. In this way, too, all low tropical countries lying 
near the sea, are relieved of their excessive heat; by day it 
is carried upward to warm the higher strata of the atmo- 
sphere and elevated Jands, and by night itis carned outward 
towards the sea, to come back the next day laden with vapor. 
If the seaboard rise not too rapidly, or be not too undulating, 
the sea breezes are felt inland from forty to one hundred 
miles. The eastern coast of our continent, being undulating 
and mountainous as far as the southern border of the middle 
states, is not to any considerable extent favored by this wel- 
come daily visiter during the hot months of the year. But it 
is almost daily felt in the southern and gulf states. Similar 
statements might be made in regard to the eastern coast of 
Hindoostan, and other countries situated on the seacoast. 

2. Let us advance a step further, and notice an atmospher- 
ic movement of a higher order, that is perceptible over a large 
portion of our continent. It is one that holds the same re-
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Lition to the year, that the sea breeze does to the day. Du- 
ring the winter the cold air flows from the land towards the 
Atlantic Ocean, and, as the Gulf Stream, that is carrying the 

heated waters of the torrid zone to warm the higher latitudes, 
which it does western Europein a remarkable degree, flows 

closely to our eastern coast, the tendency to flow in that 

direction is thereby pr oportionably increased. Hence our 
wintry winds have a decided tendency to blow from northwest 
to southeast, or at right angles to our coast. In summer, 
especially during July and August, when the surface of the 
earth here is most heated, we find more winds blowing from 
the southeast, or some point between the east and south, than’ 
during any other portion of the year. | 

But the most striking example of periodical winds, or winds 
blowing for one period 1 in one direction, and for the opposite 
season in a contr ary direction, is to be found in the Monsoons 
of the Indian Ocean. These blow, from September to March; 
from the cold surface of Asia to the comparatively warm 
Indian Ocean and the southern extremity of Africa, which, 
during that time, enjoys summer; that is, the Monsoon du- 
ring that period blows from northeast to southwest ; and from 
March to September it blows from southwest to northeast; 
because the warm air of the Asiatic summer 1s displaced by 
a pressure from the Indian Ocean and south Africa, which is 
then enjoying its cool season of the year. Without citing 
any more examples, I may remark that, in a similar manner, 
we may explain the existence of nearly all periodical and 
local winds. I hasten on with my subject, specifying merely 
enough to enable me to explain general principles or indicate 
the great laws of meteorolégy. 

By far the greatest atmospheric movement, however, and 
the most far-reaehing in its beneficial influences on the world, 
both in regard to the animal and vegetable kingdoms, and in 
which the benevolence and wisdom of the or eat Creator are | 
strikingly displayed, 1s that whichis ordinarily denominated 
the trade winds. 

The trade winds are decasioned by ararification- ofthe ait’ 
within the tropics, by the great heat of the almost perpen- 
dicular rays of the sun, and by the pressure of the atmosphere 
from the higher latitudes towards the place of greatest heat.: 
The air, in “these higher latitudes, partaking of the velocity 
of the surface on which it rests, 1s carried eastward by a con-" 
siderably less hourly velocity than that which is nearer the” 
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equator; and consequently, as it approaches the torrid zone, 
it is left belind by the more rapid eastward motion of that 
portion of the earth’s surface, and therefore it must appear 
to blow westward; on the northern side as a wind from the 
east-northeast, or nearly east; and on the southern sideas a 
wind from the east-southeast, or nearly east. Ina belt of 
about seven hundred miles broad, immediately under the 
equator, there is no regular trade wind. On each side, how- 
ever, of this central belt, we find one blowing, in a breadth 
of about fourteen hundred and fity miles, with great regular- 
ity. 
Pr evalling, a8 these two winds do, in the greatest breadth 

of the two great oceans, the Atlantic and Pacific, they are of 
the highest value to commerce and the intercourse of nations, 
and, therefore, to the comfort and happiness of mankind. If 
there were an Hquatorial ocean extending without interrup- 
tion round the globe, these winds would also blow quite round, 
in an unvaried course. A superficial view might lead us to 
suppose that such an adjustment would be of the greatest 
advantage to us, in affording an open highway to the com- 
merce and intercourse of the world. But more important, 
and far more beneficial designs than these, are to be carried 
out by these winds. Blowing against the'risig grounds and 
mountain chains of the two great continents, they are more 
or less completely interrupted in their westward course. Be- 
ing thus made to rise to some considerable height above the 
level of the ocean; they cannot remain there ; but they begin 
to flow over towards the poles, and to take the place of the 
air which had left the higher latitudes for the equator. Cool- 
ing as they proceed, they soon fall down‘ to the earth’s sur- 
face, and then present themselves to us as a south wind, and 
to the inhabitants of the opposite hemisphere as a north wind. 
When this air leaves the torrid zone, it has nearly the east- 
ward motion of the equator, consequently as it reaches us 
Where the eastward motion of the earth is less than that 
which the wind has, it must leave us behind, and flow past us 
in a current from southwest to northeast. In latitude 50° it 
is almost due eastward. On the southern’'side of the equator 
it flows round in a curve bent from the north to the southeast 
and east. We see then that the same air, which at first was 
borne towards the equator to displace the heated air ther e, 
is, in its turn, borne upward, and made to flow round in a 
great circuit towards the eastern side of each great ocean, or
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the western side of each continent, thence to be carried again 
towards the equator. 

To this cause we have to attribute the existence of south 
or south westerly winds, during a large portion of the year; 
especially during the early summer months, when the sun, 
being north of the equator, has transferred the most active 
trade wind to our side, and brought the cause of disturbance 
comparatively near us. 

This air, which being heated within the tropics, and raised 
above the earth’s surface, is carried to higher latitudes in a 
great eddy, performs a most important service in equalizing 
the temperature and moisture of the globe. By it the tem- 
perate and frigid zones are supplied with a considerable 
amount of heat, and with moisture to produce dew, rain and 
snow. ‘'o form a correct conception of the important office 
the circulating air thus performs, we must call to mind, what 
we all so well know, that a very large portion of the rain 
and snow that falls upon the surface of the land, instead of 
sinking into the soil to supply vegetation with a suitable 
quantity of moisture, and into the crevices of rocks and un- 
derlying strata to produce fountains and streams, runs off at 
once by the smaller streams into the rivers, and thence ite 
the ocean. The quantity then remaining, to afford by evap- 
oration, moisture sufficient for future rain or snow, is very 
small, and must continually become less, until the land would 
be no more visited with showers. The difficulty would be 
greatly ‘increased by the vast body of land that is to be found 
in the north temperate zone. But these winds, returning 
from being trades in the torrid zone, bring with them the 
large amount of vapor which they imbibed, when flowing, at 
a high temperature, over so wide an expanse of ocean, and 
precipitate it again in the form of rain and snow, as they go 
on ther way. How beautifully the Creator has arranged 
these changes of the atmosphere, for he has ordered that, 
whilst the air is obedient to the laws of heat and gravity, and 
is caused to circulate over land and ocean in great circuits, it 
is, at the same time, made to accomplish the benevolent ends 
of life and happiness to myriads of living forms. Leaving 
the higher latitudes in its journey to the torrid zone, it com- 
municates its coolness to those climes that are oppressed with 
an excess of heat, and whilst it thus imparts its refreshing 
influences, it wafts the mariner onward in his voyage. Hav- 
ing there performed its acts of kindness, it starts back again 
to its high northern home. But it goes not empty-handed;
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it goes prepared to lavish a thousand blessings as it proceeds, 
imparting its collected warmth to colder climes, stimulating 
animal and vegetable life, watering the earth by distilling in 
gentle showers the vapors which it has laid up in store, ‘and 
thus causing the soil to produce abundantly. Again, having 
deposited its precious treasures, it goes back on its beneficent 
mission, performing the most valuable services wheresoever 
it goes. ‘Thus even the winds, God has commissioned to do 
his bidding, and to accomplish his benevolent purposes. He 
“maketh his angels spirits,’ or the winds, “this ministers a 
flaming fire.”’ The tempest, the iightnings, the rain and the 
snow are but his servants. He has made the air his treasure- 
house of heat and moisture, and whilst he rides upon the 
stormy sky, his pathway is marked by the blessings he causes 
to descend. 

RAIN. 

A most interesting department of our subject is that which 
relates to rain, The benevolence of God is most signally 
displayed in furnishing the earth regularly and bountifully, 
with the moisture that is necessary to sustain vegetation, 
and to afford food for the animal world. Famime—gaunt 
famine—with her horde of hideous followers, stalks abroad 
where the heavens withhold their rain, and all vegetable life, 
and, with it, all animal life too, would perish without the re- 
dreshing showers. 

1. How wonderful it is, that silently and imperceptibly, 
the vapors ascend from the surfaces of waters and moist soil, 
and are wafted invisibly over us, to be condensed into cloud, 
and rain, and to water the earth. Thus the air is made the 
medium of communicating a most important source of bless- 
ing. 

2. But it is not the air itself which raises the vapors that 
it bears on its bosom. It is the heat it contains. Continually 
receiving fresh portions of heat from the heated earth, it is 
warmest near the surface, and grows colder as we ascend to 
greater heights. The quantity of vapor which it is capable 
of holding in solution, increasing more rapidly than the tem- 
erature, the great mass of the vapor that is contained in 

the air, must be comparatively near the earth’s surface. 
There is but little vapor ata height of from six to eight 
thousand feet; and hence lofty mountains and high table 
lands reccive very little rain, and are found to be the abodes 
vf perpetual sterility.
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8. The air is never destitute of moisture, even in the dri- 

est weather. Though unseen and unfelt, it is there. Its pre- 
sence is shown by the dew that forms on the outside of a tin 
cup, in summer, if cold water be poured into it, or by the 
frost-work on windows during the cold of winter. 

4. The absolute quantity of moisture in the equatorial re- 
gions, is considerably greater than that of temperate and 
cold climates, and the moisture of summer, even when the 
air seems to be dry, is greater than during winter, even when 
it feels damp and chilly. For this reason the fogs of the 
morning are dissipated by the increasing temperature of the 
day. Because of the greater abundance of vapor present, the 
rains of the torrid are more copious than those of the temperate 
zones, and therainsof these are also, greater than those of the 
frigid zones. For the same reason, much more moisture falls 
in summer as rain, than in winter assnow. ‘The whole quan- 
tity of rain in a year amounts, in the torrid zone, to from 
one hundred to one hundred and eighty inches, or if it fell 
all at once, to from eight to fifteen feet in depth, whilst in 
the temperate zone it amounts to from thirty to eighty inches 
—at Gettysburg thirty-nine inches—and in higher latitudes 
it amounts to but a fewinches. And must not every one 
see the wisdom of this arrangement? Inthe torrid zone, 
where the evaporation is rapid and great 1n amount, the rains 
must be copious, in order to refresh the earth, whilst in tem- 
perate and colder climates, less rain will be sufficient to sup- 
ply what evaporation has carried off. 

). Ihave stated that an increased heat causes a greater 
amount of vapor to arise into the atmosphere, provided that 
there be a free access to moisture; butif water be not freely 
accessible, the increased heat only increases the dryness of 
the air. Hence, in summer, when the earth is dry for want 
of rain, any increase of heat only increases the dryness al- 

_ready existing. Hence, winds blowing from tropical lands 
are apt to be dry, especially if they be remote from large 
bodies of water. The summer, or hottest months, are gen- 
erally the dryest, because the surface of land cannot afford 
moisture as fast as the warm air can take it up, and the mid- 
dle is also the dryest part of the day. 

Let us now consider the effects of cold on this moisture. 

1. If warm air be made cold, it will be incapable of hold- 
ing as much moisture as it could when warm. If the reduction 
of temperature be considerable, the yapor which was before
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in an invisible state, will be so much cooled as to become vis- 
ible, or to form cloud. Thus, frequently during winter, the 
moisture of our breath, which meets with the outer cold air, 
is condensed into visible vapor. The steam issuing from the 
speut of a boiling tea kettle, and that from the w aste- -pipe of 
a steam engine, afford striking illustrations of the same phe- 
nomenon. “The same takes place when cold air mingles sud- 
denly with moist and warm air. In the very cold “weather 
of winter, a cloud is frequently seen when an outer door is 
opened, so as to admit the cold air into a kitchen filled with 
moisture arising from the cooking stove, 

2. Again, when moist airis raised from the surface of the 
earth to a considerable height, it may become sufficiently cold 
to form cloud. Jt will be readily understood that if the 
quantity of moisture in the air be great, it will not be neces- 
sary that it should be carried to a very great height, in order 
that it may be condensed; and,on the other hand, if the 
moisture be small in amount, it may not be carried up far 
enough to form cloud. Hence, on some days, cloud is formed 
by the least disturbance in the air, and on others, the sky 
remains cloudless, or nearly so, through the whole day. Bear- 
ing in mind that the air grows rapidly colder as we ascend, we 
can easily comprehend the manner in which cloud is formed on 
a summer’s day. In the morning, the rising sun heats the earth’s 
surface, and that in turn heats the air lying upon it; this is 
then displaced by denser air, and forced to ascend a small dis- 
tance. But by this ascent it docs not yet become cold enough 
to condense its moisture into cloud, As the heat increases, 
the portions, starting from the heating surface, rise higher 
and higher, until at length, if the quantity of moisture be 
considerable, a point is reached at which it is cold enough to 
condense some of it intocloud. ‘This happens at about eight 
to ten o'clock, A. M. As the heat increases, and the upward 
motion or ascensional force becomes more active, the clouds 
swell out in diameter and height, until they become the tow- 
ering cumulus, or the nimbus or rain cloud. Very frequently, 
however, the dryness of the air increases with the increasing 
heat, to such a degree that the clouds which were formed in 
the earlier part of the day, are dissolved or dissipated about 
noon. The morning cloud, like the early dew, vanishes away 
in a heated sky. But later in the afternoon, when the de- 
scending sun begins, in a measure, to lose his power, the heat 
also commences to be less intense, and the air to be less dry. 
It is then, that the height to w hich the moist air may be car-
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ried, is sufficient to produce a rapid formation of cloud: 
Clouds, which until then, seenred to float sluggishly over the 
bosom of the sky, scar cely able’ to: maintain their existence 
against the dissolving influence of the solar rays, commence 

to show sions of increase, and new clouds begin to be formed. 
During last summer, most of the thunder clouds that were 

carried over us, were’ noticed to be formed, or suddenly to 

acquire activity ‘after four P. i M, when the heat of the lay 
had considerably diminished. . 

It is interesting and highly instructive, to’ watch the for- 
mation of the summer cloud. When it first makes its ap- 
pearance, it may well be compared to that which, to Elijah’s 
servant, presented the first hopeful indication that the long 
season of drought was to be terminated; it seems scarcely 
larger than a man’ gs hand.’ Then, by fresh accessions of 
vapor from below, it swells and rises, towering up in the blue 
space above. Below, it grows dark and thr eatening ; above, 
it wears a snow-white summit, looking cheerfully and ser enely 
up towards the heavens. Pr esently the observant eye will per- 
ceive the highest summit crossed by a few threads or a band of 
cirrous cloud, or to appear as if a snow-white, almost transpa- 
rent veil were thrown over the head, per mitting the body of 
the cloud to be seen through’ it. In genert al, that circum- 
stance marks the instant when the’ cloud has attained its 
greatest perpendicular altitude, and when’ rain begins to fall 
from its base. It is easy to tell whether’ rain is falling from 
a cloud, if you can only see the appearance of its top. “When 
one peak of cloud has thus attained its greatest height, other 
lower adjacent peaks are seen to swell and rise rapidly, untii 
they have reached the same height. ‘Thus the rain cloud 
widens, by fresh additions to its sides, and though when it 
begun, it was only a few yards wide, it presently becomes 
many miles in diameter. 

When the cirrous veil over the head, and the drops of rain 
from the base of the’ cloud appear, then do we also perceive 
the beginning of electrical activity. Multitudes of smaller 
clouds, forming at the sides and immediately underneath the 
principal cloud, and growing like itin magnitude and height, 
coalesce with it, and arrange themselves like an ar my ” for 
battle. Thus arranged, they move off together on the wings 
of the wind, darkening the heavens as they fly, filling the 
hearts of men with terror, and causing the beasts of the field 
to fly for shelter. Onward the storm cloud sw eeps, the red 
lightnings glare; by contrast, these render the darkness of the
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iiterval the more intense and portentous, and the thunders 
shake the earth. In the meanwhile, the descending rain fills 
the sky and drenches the earth, and the gathering waters 
swell into torrents. 

But the cloud 18 past, the sun shines out brightly, the 
troubled sky is calm, the earth is refreshed, the heart of 
man is cheered, and the bow of promise stands on the retiring 
storm cloud, reminding us that God continues faithful to his 
promise. How beautifully emblematic is all this of his deal- 
ines with the children of men: Sometimes he secms to put 
on a frowning countenance, and we tremble when we see the 
coming storm. We are terrified with its gleaming lightnings 
and its roaring thunders; but when the afllictive pr ovidence 
is past, we are enabled to see that he was then showering 
(lown blessings upan us, and that his kindness was shown 
even in the midst of his seemmg wrath. The blessing that 
he left us when he visited us, and the full reappearing again 
of his smiling counterancé, cheer and refresh our hearts, “and 
teach us to trust him in futur Qe 

8. At the close of day, when the influence of the sun is 
entirely withdrawn, the air, though yet rising from the warm 

surface of the earth, 1s not caused to ascend far enough to 
become sufficiently cold to condense its vapor, and then the 
existing clouds will break away, and the sky become clear. 
Such is S usually the case on a summer’s evening. But as the 
coolness increases, and the air becomes relatively more moist, 
cloud often begins again to form, and then it may rain through- 
out the remainder of the night. On the next morning, as it 
becomes warmer and relatively drier, the rain usually ceases. 
This takes place at from nine to sleven o'clock, A. M., when 
Wwe may eenerally see the sun shining through the clouds. 
At two o’clock, P. M., however, with the commencement of 
a decline of the temperature of the day, the clouds often 
begin again to form rapidly, and thus the rain of the morn- 
ing 1s renewed. It would seem, therefore, that the day has 
two rainy and two dry periods : ; the rainy extending from 
about two, P. M., to the setting sun, and then again from 
about nine, P. M., to the next morning several hours after 
sunrise ; the dry periods are at midday and at nightfall. 

4. In the tropics, likewise, we find that there are two 
rainy and two dry seasons in the year, so that the day is a 
miniature representation of the year ; and the same mode of 
reasoning will apply to both.
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(a) When the sun passes from the south to the north side 

of the equator, the increasing heat, like that of the morning, 

causes the air to begin a rapid ascent, and, if it be sufficient- 

ly moist, cloud and rain will be the result. Lhis 1s particu- 

larly noticeable when the wind blows from sea to land. In 

Liberia, which is but a few degrees north of the equator, the 

rains begin in March, and continue until the Ist of July, 

which marks the season when the air tends from the ocean to 

the land. ‘The rains generally occur at night and early,in 
the morning, because the heat of midday is so great as com- 
pletely to dissolve the cloud. The same remarks are appli- 
cable to southern India. There the rain begins, in the ex- 

treme south, with April, soon after the southwest monsoon 
sets in, but does not begin at Bombay until a month later. 
The reason for this is, that in the extreme south, the air 
being very moist just as it leaves the Indian ocean, the vapors 
are easily conderised, but on going farther north, or farther 
inland, these must, at first, furnish moisture to the dry air. 
there existing, and -it is only when the moisture has largely 
accumulated, that rain can be formed. Here too, the show- 
ers at night and early im the morning, are heavy, and the 
middle of the day is clear. The land of Palestine has also 
its corresponding rainy season. Inthe month of March the 
rains begin, and continue until the beginning of May. The 
sun having come tothe north of the equator, heats the land, 
especially that bordering on and east of the Jordan, and 
causes a pressure of moist air from the Mediterranean sea - 
landward, and the formation of cloud and rain over the hills 
of Palestine. This is the season of the latter rain, men- 
tioned in the Bible, when the wheat and barley are brought 
so far forward as to need no more moisture. From May to 
the close of September not a cloud is to be seen, except du- 
ring the morning in'the beginning and end of the dry season.’ 
In the less mountainous districts, during the dry season, the 
springs and wells dry up, and water becomes exceedingly 
scarce. Inancient times cisterns were dug in those dry dis-, 
tricts, to collect rain water, which often became foul, or leaked’ 
away and failed.’ Hence, in allusion to that fact, God, through’ 
his prophet, says: ‘“‘M[y people have committed two evils;. 
they have forsaken me, the fountain, of living .waters,’ and’ 
hewed them out cisterns that can hoid no water.’”’—Jer. 2:'13.° 

More cases, illustrative of this rainy season, need not be. 
given. I will only remark, that where the land lies néater 
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the equator than the water, as in the northern part of South 
Ameri ica, the rainy season that follows immediately after the 
sun has crossed to that side of the equator, is not attended 
with a large amount of precipitation. The cause of the suc- 
ceeding di y season, viz.,in July, August, and one half of 
September, is to be found in the great heat, and therefore 
relative dryness of the air during midsummer. 

(6.) When, however, in Autumn, as in the afternoon of the 
day, the temperature declines, the air being now relatively 
moister, cloud and rain will be formed. This marks the pe- 
riod of the after-summer rainy season. Much will depend, 
as to the quantity of precipitation or rain, on the relative 
situation of land’ and water. If the land be nearer the 
équator than the water, then the air will tend to flow from 
the water to land, and produce copious rains. ‘Thus, in the 
northern part of South America, the after summer rains are 
the most abundant. In Hindostan and Liberia the case is 
reversed, as also in Palestine. In the latter country, the 
October and November rains, which were called the early 
rains, aré thé least abundant. 

¢.) If it would not extend this article too far, many addi- 
tional beautiful illustrations of these alternate wet and dr y sea- 
sons might be cited. Liven in our own country, though situated 
some distance from the tropics, there is a perceptible periodicity 
in our rains, similar to those cases just noticed. April, May, 
and the first half of June are, upon an average of years, wet 
months, or months in which fr equent rains are the rule. ‘The 
watermen on our rivers always look for a rise in our rivers 
early in June. ‘This is the season of the before summer 
rains. From the middle of June until the middle or the 
20th of September, the great heat of the season tends to 
keep the air dry, and, as a general rule, these months a 
dry. ‘There are local causes which bring us occasional show 
ers, and sometimes abundant rains. #rom about the 18th or 
20th of September, the declining temperature allows a more 
regular and abundant pr ecipitation of moisture. ‘ Hence, 
October is usually a wet Fali month. Though deep snows 
may fall during the winter months, if we look at the quantity 
of melted snow, the precipitation will be found below the ay- 
erage; especially is this true for the month of February. 

UsE oF MOUNTAINS. 

Reference has above been made to the fact that hills and 
mountains influenced the formation of cloud and rain. Per-
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haps it is not unfair to remark, that the popular impression 
is, that mountains, apart from the fact that they afford a 
pleasing variety to the earth’s surface, as well as the most 
subline and magnificent scenery, and that they are the 
sources of rivers, and the repositories of valuable ores, are 
useless, and a great interference to the case of internal in- 
tcrcommunication. ‘The large space of surface, which they 
occupy, seems to be just so much waste land. But this is a 
most superficial and contracted view of their use in the econ- 
omy of the world. Hills and mountains are the birth-place 
of cloud, and consequently of storm and rain. 

1. When wind meets an ascending surface, it is turned 
upward by that surface. When, therefore, it flows over an 
undulating, hilly, or mountainous country, it is turned upward 
at every hill or mountain side. At every hillock, therefore, 
we shall find an upward moving current; but as ranges of 
hills or mountains present a longer line of inclined surface 
than a single hill, we may expect that the ascension of air 
will be more effectually promoted in the former than in the 
latter case. Now, as it is principaily the moist air, which 
being heated by the hot surface of the earth, expanded 
and carried upward, gives rise to cloud by the conden- 
sation of its vapor, we see that more moisture must be con- 
densed, or cloud must first be formed where the greatest 
upward current exists. Itis a matter of common observa- 
tion, that clouds are found arranged over highlands and 
mountam ranges. This has given rise to the popular notion 
that mountains and high hills attract the clouds. Whilst the 
reason assigned is false, the fact that clouds form more rap- 
idly over such grounds, and that already existing clouds are 
frequently very much eniarged and intensified in their activ- 
ity, cannot be denied, and the true reason is easily seen. At 
nine to eleven, A. M., of a summer’s morning, you will see 
ranges of clouds forming over each mountain ridge, and the 
distant hills. As the first formed are wafted off by the wind, 
a new set are formed in the same spot. These often coalesce 
with those previously formed, and become one great cloud 
before they float off with the wind. You may also notice 
that, when a great and active cloud or storm reaches the 
summit of a large hill or mountain, it rapidly enlarges and 
gathers in density. Indeed, if the earth’s surface were with- 
out hills, highlands, and mountains, the cumulus and the 
nimbus or rain cloud, could not be formed at all. <A plane 
surface would ailord no points for the fixing of the upward
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movements, and the moist air, rising everywhere in small 
masses, instead of forming cloud, would mingle its vapors 
with the whole mass of dry air above. Hence, over exten- 
sive plains, and even over the ocean, where it is destitute of 
high islands, the rain cloud is not generated. Fog and mist 
might, indeed, be gradually formed, and the ear th, if it were 
v per fect plain, might become enveloped 3 in a universal cloud, 
as it was on the first day of creation, but there would be no 
rain. It was only on the third day of creation, when the 
dry land, and its hills and mountains appeared, that it first 
rained. 

4. But it may be asked, how then do we explain the fact 
that the rain cloud sweeps over mountain, and plain, and 
ocean, apparently regardless of the nature of the surface 
over which it passes. ‘To this lreply, that it is never entire- 
ly indifferent to the character of the surface, although it may 
appear to be so to the superficial observer. I wish merely to 
assert that high or ascending surfaces are the birth-places 
and invig orators of storm, but after it has begun, it may be 
kept up by other causes. Several of these deserve our spe- 
cial attention. 
~ (a.) You will recollect that heat produces evaporation. 
When water arises from the earth in the form of invisible 
vapor, it takes up with ita vast amount of heat. Hence, 
evaporation cools the air, as experience proves, by taking 
away much of its heat. When, therefore, on the other hand, 
invisible vapor is condensed into the form of visible vapor or 
cloud, that heat which it had taken up, in becoming vapor, is 
again set free, and renders the cloud and the mingled air 
warmer and lighter than it would otherwise have been. ‘This 
causes the air from below to rush up the more rapidly, Just 
as we say a stove pipe or chimney draws the more strongly 
when the air in it’is once heated. If the ascending air be 
very moist, vapor will be more rapidly condensed, and the 
amount of ‘heat set free will be proportionably increased, so 
that the draft or upward movement will become the more 
active. 

(b.) If now the cloud, as it is drifted slowly away from its 
starting point, meets with a considerable quantity of mois- 
ture below it, that moisture, as it is condensed, gives out its 
heat, and pr oduces a more rapid ascension of the moist air 
under its hase, and this again, adding its heat, renders the 
cloud still more active, and causes it to SW ell out rapidly. 
‘Thus the small cloud, which was seen lying so gently on the
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mountain peak, gathering strength as it goes, becomes at 
Jength the terrific hailstorm, or the destructive tornado. The 
little black clouds which may be seen starting into existence 
some distance below, and then darting into the base of the 
creat cloud, and the upward and outward rolling motion of 
its top, give evidence of the flow of air from below into the 
cloud. It is interesting to notice how a rain cloud sympa- 

nes with the country over which it 1s carried. If the coun- 
try be moist the cloud becomes active, and discharges much 
rain; but if the country be dry, the cloud becomes : sluggish, 
or it entir ely vanishes away. And now we see why, when a 
rain has once fallen after a dry spell of weather, other show- 
ers are likely to follow on succeeding days. 

“hat the cloud does not, as many persons suppose, carry 
with it the rain it precipitates, but, as it were, draws it from 
the great reservoir of air below, will be made plain by an 
example. On the &th of August, 1851, at nine o’clack, A. 
M., a thunder cloud was observed forming over the Catoctin 
mountain, in Maryland. It increased rapidly in magnitude, 
and then swept to the east northeast, in a breadth of about 
twenty or tweity-five miles, over Adams, York, Dauphin and 
Schuylkill counties, Pa. The length of its course was not 
less than one hundred miles. The quantity of precipitation 
was found, in one locality, by measurement, to be an inch in 
depth, and estimated to average that quantity over the whole 
surface of the country within the hmits named. The deposit 
of rain was, therefore, one hundred miles in length, twenty 
miles in width, and one inch in depth, which was equivalent 
to a body or stream of water onc hundred miles long, one- 
half mile wide, and forty inches deep! It would be absurd 
to believe that the cloud brought this vast quantity of water 
with 1t from the Catoctin mountain. The vapors already ex- 
isting in the air, were only forced up into the cloud, as it 
passed, replenishing it as fast as 1t poured down the con densed 
moisture in the form of rain. And the extensive snow and 
rain storms, commonly called settled rains, which cover hun- 
dreds of miles at once, do not bring the rain or snow with 
them, on the day of fall. ‘The moisture has been br ought 
previously, and is already in the air, the cloud here, as in the 
case just noticed, merely operating as the cause of drawing 
up the lower vapors, condensing them into cloud, and then 
into rain or snow. 

3. Weare now prepared to explain some gcographical 
peculiarities in regard to rains. Within the tropics the winds
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blow nearly from cast to west. If the ranges of hills and 
mountains be nearly north and south, the winds gliding up 
the eastern flanks, will carry up the moisture, and the result 
will be that the eastern portions of the two great continents, 
where the mountain ridges are at right angles with the wind, 
will be well watered, whilst tropical Africa, having its oreat 
mountain range nearly parallel with the dir ection of the w wind, 
is, to a very sreat extent, found to be a desert. In Egypt, 
Arabia, and “part of Porsia, it never rains, because there is 
no mountain ridge near, sufficiently long and high, or placed 
in the preper direction to prove an obstacle to the wind. If, 
in the case supposed, the mountains against which the winds 
blow be elevated, the moisture will be condensed before it 
reaches the top, and the opposite side must be destitute of 
rain. Such is, in fact, the case in tropical America. On the 
western sicie of the Andes and Cor illeras of Mexico, it does 
notrain. On the contrary, in Oregon and Washington Ter- 
ritories on the north, and in Chili on the south, where the 
winds blow from the Pacific Ocean towards the ‘mountains, 
the moisture is nearly all condensed on the coast side of the 
mountains, whilst the countries lying immediately on the east - 

are almost destitute of rain, A large portion of Australia is 
desert, like Sahara, because it has no hills or mountains to 
interrupt the course of the trade winds which blow over it. 
Only the southern and southeastern coasts, where there are 
low mountain ranges, are well watered. Mountains are, 
therefore, an indispensable feature in the surface of the earth, 
for the purpose of watering and making 1t habitable by man. 
Considering the earth as a place designed for the residence 
of the human race, we might, at first, suppose that it would 
have been far better if fertile and arable land had been made 
to take the place now occupied by the vast mountain ranges, 
and the extensive deserts, but wesee how essential the former 
are in arresting the vapors as they fly past, and in prevent- 
ing the latter from occupying the whole of what is now dry 
land. All parts of the natural world, the laws of the atmo- 
sphere, the ascending of vapors and their condensation into 
rain, and even the irrecularities of the earth’s surface, con- 
spire to make this planet a convenient and comfortable dwell- 
ing place for man, during his temporary residence here. Well 
m1 cht the Psalmist say ° “Q Lord, how manifold are thy 
works! in wisdom hast thou made them all: the carth is full 
of thy riches.”
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ARTICLE II. 

REMINISCENCES OF LUTUOERAN CLERGYMEN, 

NL: 

FreDErtIck Henry Quitman, D. D. 

Por we are strangers on carth before thee, and sojourners, as were all’ 
our fathers: our days on the earth are as a shadow, and there is none’ 
abiding.” 

THE subject of the present sketch had the reputation of 
being one of the most learned and cloquent men in the min- 
istry of the Lutheran Church of this country. For a long 
series of years—primus inter pares—he exercised an influ- 
ence in the ecclesiastical body with which he was connected, 
rarcly possessed, and his power was felt in every position 17 
which he was placed. No one will question the propriety of 
giving this distinguished Divine a place in the annals of our 
American Litheran’ Pulpit. 

Frederick Henry Quitman was born August Tth, 1760, in 
Westphalia, in the Duchy of Cleves, on a small island in the 
Rhine. This island, having, at a subsequent period, been 
swept off by an extraordinary freshet, when asked in after 
life the name of the place of his nativity, he would playfully 
reply that he had no native place. His father, who held an 
important office under the Prussian government, that of In- 
spéctor of harbors, dykes and military roads, observing in his 
son, at an early period, an intellect of a ligh order, great 
avidity for knowledge and application to study, determined 
to furnish him with the best opportunities for mental culture. 
He was accordinly sent to the celebrated school at Halle, 
where his powers rapidly developed, and, in a short time, he 
was matriculated as a member of the University in the same 
city. He now devotes himself to the study of Theology, 
notwithstanding the opposition of his nearest relatives ; and 
under the direction of Knapp, Noesellt, Niem¢éyer, Semlicr’ 
and other eminent Professors connected with that distinguish- 
ed scat of learning, he soon rose te distinction as a scholar. 
His course of study being completed, he spent two years in 
the capacity of a private instructor in the family of the 
Prince of Waldeck. In this position he no doubt acquired 
the ease and gracefulness of manner, which rendered his so-
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ciety so attractive, and secured for him so ready an access 
into the most polished circles. 
Mr. Quitman now desired to enter upon the duties of the minis- 

ry,and as he had been, from lis childhood, in the habitual use 
of the Low Dutch language, his attention was naturally directed 
to the city of Amster dam, where he was received by the Luth- 
eran Consistorium of the United Provinces as acandidate, sub- 
ject to the direction of that body, and, in the meantime,drew an 
annual salary from its ample funds. A vacancy, however, soon 
occurring in the Lutheran Church onthe island of Curacoa, in 
the West Indies, which was ecclesiastically dependent on the 
church in Holland, he was ordained by the Consistor7um as 
Pastor of the congregation in that island. In this situation 
he remained, useful, respected and happy, for the space of 
fourtecn years, till the summer of 1795, whén the political 
convulsions occasioned by the revolution of the negroes in 
the West Indies, induced him to leave Curacoa, and « convey 
his family te New York, with the intention of returning 
thence, after a short time, to Holland, where bright pr ospects 
awaited him, and a pension for life, as his portion, according 
to the custom of the country. But an overruling Pr ovidence 
frustrated his designs, and opened to him a far more exten- 
sive field of action in the United States. During his sojourn 
in the city of New York, he formed numerous acquaintances, 
from whom having ascertained the wants of the church, he 
concluded to change his plans and make his home permancnt- 
ly in this country. ‘The same year, therefore, he accepted a 
call from the united congr egations of Schohari ie and Cobles- 
kill, where he remained over two years; andin 1798 from 
those of Rhinebeck, Wurtemburg, Germantown and Living- 
ston. In 1815 he relinquished the charge of the last two of 
these churches, and in 1824, that of the church at Wurtem- 
burg, in consequence of the failure of his health. He now 
devoted his time exclusively to the congregation at Rhine- 
beck, where he had, from the commencement of his ministr y 
in this char ge, resided on the glebe attached to the church. 
Here he continued to labor for four years longer, notwith- 
standing the difficulties he encountered from increasing age 
and physical infirmities. So strongly was he attached to his 
people, that during the last summer of his active life, when 
walking became utterly impossible, he had himself conveyed 
ina kind of a sedan to lus church, which was about three 
hundred yards from the parsonage, and preached sitting in 
the chancel. But in the autumn of 1828 he was compelled,
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to the deep regret of his parishioners, to retire from all pub- 
lic labor. Growing weakness and disease now confined him’ 
altogether to his dwelling arid chamber. His mind, too, lost 
its energy, and apathetic indifference brooded over him; from’ 
which he was only at times aroused. Under these circum- 

stances, he looked with anxious longing to the grave, and 
was ready, with unshaken confidence in the goodness and 
mercy of God, through his Son, Jesus Christ, to resign his 
spirit into his hands. It pleased the Father of mercies to 
release him by thé hand of death, from the sorrows and’ 
troubles of this transitory world, on the 26th of June, 1832;, 
in the seventy-second year of his age. His rémains were 
deposited in the cemetery attached to'the Lutheran Church! 
in Rhinébeck, in'a locality designated by Iimself several’ 
ears previous to‘his death. A plain, but appropriate marble 

slab marks the spot of his resting place. A proclamation‘ 
was issuéd by the President of his Synod, directing the mem- 
bers to wear crape on the left arm for one month, in honora- 
ble regard for their departed father and’ friend. 

Dr. Quitman was twice married. Thé first time, about the’ 
year 1789, to the daughter of the Secretary of State of the’ 
island of Curacoa.. From this union there were seven'child- 
ren, four sons—William’ F. Quitman, M. D., Gen. John A.: 
Quitman, Henry 8. Quitman, who was engaged in agricultu- | 
ral pursuits, and’ Albert J. Quitman, first officer on'board of 
a merchantman—and three daughters. The daughters are’ 
all still living, but of the sons, the only survivor is Hon. J. 
A. Quitman, for several years Governor of the State of 
Mississippi, and, at the present time, a representative in Con- 
gress from that State.* _In 1806, Dr. Quitman was’ again’ 
married to Mrs. Mary M. Mayer, the mother of P. F. May- 
er, D. D., of Philadelphia, Rev. F. G. Mayer, of Albany, . 
and of Mary, the'wife of Augustus Wackerhagen, D:-D., of 
Clermont, New York. His widow suivived him several years. 
She died inthe year 1849. ds . 

The subject of this sketch,-in his physical man, wotld any 
where have attracted attentich.: . In'stature he was upwards’ 
of six feet, with an unusually large and’ pdwerful frame, 
united with great strength and’ courage. His appearance’ 

* General Quitman died at his’ residence, near Natchez, July 17th,° 
1858. We received from him a communication, dated Washington June’ 
12th, containing some of the facts introduced into this narrative,” 

Vou. Xx, No. 38: 22%
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was imposing, and always commanded respect. Ilis smali 
srey eye Was very expressive and penetrating, and exhibited 
sreat force of character and energy of will. When, a youth 
of nineteen years, he presented himself asa matriculant be- 
fore the Faculty of the University of Halle, one of the Pro- 
fessors looking at him, cried out: Quanta ossa! Quantune 
robur / “Young man, your frame is built to last a hundred 
years!’ Many illustrations could be given of the profound 
awe which his appearance and manner often awakened. 
Whilst livmg in Schoharie, travelling on a certain occasion 
during the winter season in a sleigh, over heavy snow drifts, 
to Albany, he was met by a man, also ina sleigh, coming 
irom the opposite direction, who having been requested by 
Dr. Quitman’s driver to turn somewhat aside and give him 
room to pass, insolently’ refused. Dr. Quitman, who sat en- 
sconced in a corner of the sleigh, wrapped up in his cloak 
and fur cap, raised himself to his full height, and in his so- 
horous voice exclaimed: “Turn out and give us half the 
track!” ‘Phe stranger quickly paid respect to the figure and 
the voice of the speaker, and yielded ample room for a pas 
sage. | 

in this frame of incommon vigor, there was a mind of ex- 
traordinary power. Favored im early life with the best ad- 
vantages for intellectual development, gifted with an aston- 
ishing memory, an acute judgment and untiring industry, he 
had accumulated vast treasures of general knowle edge. His 
proficiency was very great, in many branches of erudition, 

ot always cultivated by members of the clerical profession, 
and especially in Theological Science. As a preacher, he 
was generally acknowledged as able, mighty in the Scriptures, 
convincing, eloquent and pathetic: As a catechist, it is said 
that few m our country have equalled him. In addition to 
the laborious duties of a pastor, he assumed those of am in- 
structor, both of sacred and of classical literature, and until 
Within the last three years of his life, it was seldom that he 
was without students, in one or the other of these depart- 
ments. He was honored with the degree of Doctor of Divin- 
ity from Harvard University, in 1814. The only works he 
ever published, are a large Evangelical Catechism, a Treatise 
on Magic, and a small volume of three sermons, deliver ed by 
him on the occasion of the third centennial Jubilee of the 
Reformation, celebrated throughout the Lutheran Church in 
USL,
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Dr. Quitman was a man of fine social qualities, and his 
dwelling was the constant abode of hospitality. His conver- 
sation, in addition to the information it conveyed, was always 
marked by a variety of topic and illustration, and abounded 
with pleasantry, good humor and repartee. He was always 
ready with a felicitous answer, no matter what was the topic 
introduced, or the question propounded. ite was, on a cer- 
tain occasion, sent by the Ainisterzum toa distant congre- 
gation, to adjust some difficulty, and to act as mediator be- 
tween the pastor and people. After an examination of the 
subject, he soon discovered which party was more in fault, 
and he at once gave his decision as 2 man invested with au- 
thority. Qne of the members of the church, who had been 
rather free. with his tongue during the investigation of the . 
affair, feeling himself aggrieved by perhaps some sharp ex- 
pression of the Doctor, said: “Well, what are ministers, 
then?” “Ministers,” was the quick reply, “are grindstones 
on which coarse people are to be ground and polished!’ The 
mission was successful, and the result proved most salutary. 
At anether time, coming into one of his congregations to 
preach, he was told by the church officers that a certain man, 
whose name was /%nger, living in the vicinity of the church, 
but not a member, had used offensive language in reference 
to him, and had endeavored to injure his usefulness. The 
Doctor received the information with apparent indifference, 
went into the church and preached. After the services were 
concluded, before leaving the pulpit, he addressed the audi- 
ence thus: “I have been informed that a man of this vicinity 
fand the man was present,) has been engaged in spreading 
false reports respecting me, and has tried to injure my char- 
acter among my people; but finding that the Devil has had a 
finger in the pie, it is not worthy of further attention, for 
he isa liar and the father of lies!” The effect produced 
was such as he desired. 

One of the most striking traits of Dr. Quitman’s character 
was a frankness that abhorred all artifice and unworthy con- 
cealment. Although constitutionally of an ardent temper, 
and occasionally betrayed into vehemence, by collision with 
minds of similar ardor, he never cherished vindictive feelings, 
and readily forgave those who had offended him. He wag 
free from a spirit of detraction or of envy, and gladly ac- 
knowledged and commended merit, whenever he discovered 
2ts existence. The fear of man or the fear of consequences,
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never deterred him from any purpose formed under the hon- 
est convictions of truth and duty. 

Sapiens, qui sibi imperiosus, 
Quem neque pauperies, neque mors, neque vincula terrent. 

Iie was distinguished for his generous, noble, disinterested 
feclings. Liberal almost to a ‘fault, he placed no value on 
money, and considered the love of it a great evil, the greatest 
snare the tempter could spread for man. He fr equently 
warned his flock against the evil of cherishing avaricious af- 
fections. It was his greatest delight to perform an act of 
kindness, and this was often done at the sacrifice of his own 
per: sonal comfort and convenience. As an illustration of this 
trait of character, the following is one of many instances that 
could be given: ‘A neighbor called one day and said that he 
was very much embarras sed, and needed a certain sum of 
money to fulfil an engagement he was bound to mect. The 
Doctor having the required amount, cheerfully consented to 
loan it for an indefinite period. When the neighbor subse- 
quently possessed the ability to pay the money, he proposed 
to reckon the interest due on the loan. ‘Oh never mind,” 
said the Doctor, ‘it is not worth the trouble !”’ and the mat- 
ter was dr opped. He had a cheerful, contented, happy dis- 
position. Although he had been subject to many annoyances 
and privations, incident to a narrow income, he never com- 
plained, but constantly sang with true devotion, his favorite 
hymn, Allmdchtigengiite, “which seemed,’ says one who 
knew him well, “to embody all the sentiments and feelings of 
his own heart.’ 

Dr. Quitman possessed great force of character, which was 
especially seen in the wonderful energy he displayed. Prompt 
to resolve, and prompt to execute, he accomplished a vast 
amount ol labor. ‘Long before missionary efforts were em- 
ployed by our communion in the State of New York, he was 
accustomed to make an annual visit to destitute settlements 
and new congregations, dispensing the word of salvation and 
administering the ordinances of the Gospel through a circuit 
of several hundred miles. Unwilling that our members should 
be left without the bread of life, or as an alternative be gath- 
ered into other folds, he visited them, for a series of years, 
giving them week- day services, until recular provision could 
he made for them. In this way their interest in the church 
was kept up, although he was subjected to the labor of trav- 
elling great istances, and over the roughest roads. ‘The in-
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fluence which he exercised upon others was extraordinary, 
Ife acquired an ascendency more or less, over the minds of 
all with whom he stood in any way connected. In some 
cases it was no doubt owing to his commanding appearance, 
which was calculated to pr oduce respect, but in most instances 
his influence was founded on personal attachment, greatly 
strengthened by the confidence reposed in his judgment and 
ability. After the decease of the venerable Dr. Kunze, j in 
1807, he was raised to the Presidency of the Lutheran Min- 
isterium of the State of New York; to which, from one term 
of office to another, he was unanimously re- clected, until in 
1825, he declined the appointment, from inability to trav el, 
when ‘the title of Senior of the Ministertum was conferred 
upon him by that body. Whilst he presided over Synod, he 
was indefatigable in the performance of his official duties, 
There was har dly a congregation within the limits of the 
State which he had not visited, scarcely a Lutheran Church 
within that period, which he had not dedicated, and scarcely 
a member of the Afinzstertwm whom he had not examined, 
licensed and ordained. He also continued at the head of the 
Board of Trustees of Hartwick Seminary, through the par- 
tiality of his colleagues, as long as the condition of his health 
permitted him to attend their regular meetings. ' 

Dr. Quitman was regarded by many of his clerical breth- 
ren, from whom he differ ed, as being too lzberal in some of 
his ‘Theological views. The written testimony, however, of 
one who for years was intimately associated with him, is that 
“whilst hberal in his principles, and most heartily opposed to 
schemes that appeared to favor the imposition of a yoke upon 
the brethren, he was equally averse to controversy and all 
tendencies to lawlessness and confusion. His grand aim in 
the pulpit was the inculcation of the plain, but practical and 
mighty truths and lessons of the religion of a crucified and 
exalted Redeemer.”’ He did not look with much favor upon 
ecclesiastical creeds. In reference to all human authorities, 
his motto was : 

Nullius addictus jurare in verba magistri. 

The last years of Dr. Quitman’s life furnish another sad 
proof that talents, attainments, and even a strong physical 
constitution, must yleld to the encroachments of time, and 
the ravages of disease. It was painful to all who saw ‘him, 
to perceive that his powerful mind, which had exercised so 
wide an influence, was verging back towards the infirmity of
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childhood. «A. striking instance is here presented, in the 
language of an obituary, published at the time of his death, 
“calculated to inspire habitual humility and prayerful depen- 
(lence on God, of the feebleness and the imbecility to which, 
in his inscrutable wisdom, many of the most richly endowed 
among his children, are suffered to be cast down.” It be- 
comes us, his dependent creatures, cordially to submit to all 
the dispensations of his Providence, and humbly, under every 
circumstance, to exclaim: “Itis the Lord: let him do what 
seemeth to him good.’’ We must ascribe every occurrence of 
lite to the sovereign pleasure of that Almighty Being who 
works according to the counsel of his most wise and rightcous 
wil, “whose judements are unsearchable, and whose ways 
are past finding out,’’ but who has also said, “what I do, 
thou knowest not now, but thou shalt know hereafter !” 

Puitip FReDERIcK Mayer, D. D. 

“Your fathers, where are they ? and the prophets, do they live forever ?” 

{t seems peculiarly appropriate, that the subject of our 
present sketch, who has so recently passed away, full of years 
and of honor, shouid occupy a space in our series of departed 
worthics. A ripe scholar and an able Divine, for more than 
half a century pastor of the same congregation, identified 
with almost every institution of permanent interest in the 
city of his adoption, endeared to the whole community by 
the purity of his character, and his sincere and consistent 
piety, his memory is enshrined in the affections of many a 
heart. His virtues are faithfully revered, his example sin- 
cerely cherished; his death was honored, and his influence 
will long continue to be felt. Our earliest associations, hal- 
lowed by many precious memories, are ccnnected with this 
venerable man. Weremember with interest and satisfaction, 
the pleasure and instruction,derived from our intercourse with 
him, and whilst we record our humble tribute to his great 
exccliencies, we feel that we are performing a mournful yet 
erateful duty. 

Philip F. Mayer wasborn on the 1st of April, 1781, in the 
city of New York, where he continued to reside till he reach- 
edhis twenty-first year. Ile was of Lutheran and worthy
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parentage, the son of George Irederick ! Mayer, who immi- 
erated to this country from Swabia, Germany, and of Mary 

Magdalene Kamerdiener, a native of New York, whose fa- 
ther, at an-early period, came into the possession of exten- 
sive tracts of land on the Mohawk River, but from which 
being driven by the Indians during the troublous times in 

the I'rench war, he resumed his residence in the city of New 
York. Philip was avery delicate child. His constitution 
seemed so frail, that his parents often feared they would 
never be able to raise him, bet he gradually improved, and _ 
grew up to vigorous manhood, so that he was enabled to 
éndure all the exertion and labor of the most active, as well 

as the most studious life, with comparative health and perfect 
ease. Being in early life deprived of his father, he was left 
to the immediate care of his widowed mother, who was most 
faithful to her maternal oblig ations. She was a consistent, 
humble and devoted Christian, and was remarkable for the 
gentleness of her character, and the decided influence she 
exerted upon her family and associates. To her instructions 
and the power of her example, the son’s early piety and sub- 
sequent usefulness, 1a the Providence of God, are greatly to 
be ascribed. This mother, to whom he owed so much, he 
never forgot. He loved to speak of her earnest and zealous 
efforts, and the pious care she exercised over his youthful 
years. “It was my happiness,” he says, in the discourse de- 
livered on the fiftieth anniversary of his ministry in Phila- 
delphia, “to enjoy the advantages of a religious education, 
in the watchful tenderness, untiring diligence, fervent pray-. 
ers and excellent example of a mother faithful unto death.” 
From childhood he seems to have been the subject of reli- 
gious impressions, which : were never effaced from his mind, 
and his youth was marked by a freedom from all immoral 
tendencies. Early imbued with devotional feelings, his heart 
was brought under the influence of the great truths of the 
Gospel, and these truths became tlie controlling principle of. 
his conduct. 

The subject of our narrative spent his early years at a. 
German School, attached to the German Lutheran Church in 
the city of New York, in which not a word of English was 
spoken. Here he continued until he was eleven years of age, 
when he was transferred to a good English school, with w hich 
he remained connected for eighteen months. Ile was then 
placed at a Grammar school under the care of a Mr. Camp- 
bell, by whom he was fitted for College. It was at this peri-
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od, that he exhibited ereat precocity of intellect, a thirst for 
knowledge, and 2 strong relish for study, and laid the foun- 
dation of those habits of mental discipline, for which, inafter 
life, he was so much distingmshed. About this time his life 
was mercifully preserved by. a kind Providence, “in whose 
hand is the soul of every living thing, and the bréath of all 
mankind.” He was skating one colt winter day, on a deep 
water, called the Collect, then far out of the city of New 
York, but at present filled up and embraced within the verv 
heart of the metropolis; when he broke through the icc, and 
would inevitably have drowned, if some boys, who were with 
nim, had not quickly come’ to his assistance, and rescued him 
from the imminent danger to which he was exposed. In the 
year 1795, Washingtor being still President of the United 
States, the youthful student entered the Freshman class of 
Columbia College, then under the administration of W. S. 
Johnson, LL. D: 25 ‘and was graduated in 1799: He passed 
through the entire course with marked distinction, sustaining 
a high rank as a scholar, and taking the’ first honors of his 
class. During his Collegiate, as well as Theological course, 
he raised the means to sustain himsélf by teachine. The af- 
ternoon was uninterruptedly devoted to this work. As his 
College recitations occurred consecutively in the morning, 
there was no’ conflict, and his habits being industrious and 
systematic, he could, without dithculty, maintain his position 
in class. He was thus also able to relieve his widowed mo- 
ther of a part of her burden; and to form that character of 
self-reliance, which he found so valuable to him in the future. 
It was then he acquired the habit of early rising, and of mor- 
ning study, which continued with' him till the latest period of 
life, and to the influence of thich he often attributed, in a 
ereat degree, his protracted good health, his active habits 
and power of endurance. 
On the completion of his’ Collegiate’ cotirse, having for a 
long time cherished the purpose of deyoting himself to the 
Gospel ministry, he’ at once commenced his Theological stud- 
ies under the direction of Rev. Dr. Kunze, at the time’ Pas- 
tor of the Lutheran Church in the city of New York, regar- 
ded by all competent to judge, as one of the’ most profound 
men of the day, and, according to the testimony of the sub- 
ject of our memoir, “more thor oughly qualified than any one 
he ever knew, by extensive erudition and unwearied industry, 
for conducting the researches of students in Divinity.” The 
young pupil, only eighteen years of age, soon won ‘the affec- 
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tions and secured the unlimited corifidence of his preceptor, 
who, from the beginning, entertained the most sanguine cx-- 
pectations as to his future success. On the occasion of his 
first sermon, delivered while he was yet a student, on Tri inity 
Sabbath, in 1801, he presented him with a copy of Cruden’s 
Concor dance, accompanied with a highly complimentary Lat- 
in inscription, expressive of his satisfaction with the perfor- 
mance. 7 Mr. Mayer’s earliest efforts in the pulpit were 
favorably received, and afforded promise of a successful min- 
istry. In so high estimation were they held in his native 
city, that Dr. Kunze was very desirous that he should be as- 
sociated with hiniin the pastoral work, and preach exclu- 
sively in the English’ language, but he declined the propo- 
sal. He was opposed to the system of having two pastors. 
for the same church, and this’ feeling continued with him till 
the last. He had}; in many instances, scen the unhappy el- 
fects of such an arrangement, and when his own congrega- 
tion, with the view of relieving him of some of his duties, in 
the latter part of his life, pr oposed to give him an assistant, 
he peremptorily refused, although he appreciated the kindness 
which pronipted the suggestion. 

Mr. Mayer sperit three years in the prosecution of his The-' 
ological course, but before entering upon a pastoral charge,. 
he took a trip for the benefit of his health, which had ‘suffered: 
in consequence of the unremitting application with which he 
had devoted. himself to, his studies. He passed through sev- 
eral of the States, and visited Philadelphia, Baltimore, Win- 
chester, and other prominent points of interest. At Wash- 
ington, which had: recently been constitutéd the seat of the 
ceneral government, he paid his respects to Thomas Jefferson,’ 
the President of the United States. He was everywhere 
cordially receivéd, was treated’ with marked attention, and’ 
made a most favorable impression. He formed, during the 
journey, many pleasant acquaintances, which ripened into 
permanent’ friendship, and proved to him a source of future 
enjoyment and advantage. On his return to his native State 
he was received as amember of the Evan gelical Lutheran Min- 

*Oh! Spem non frustratam, Philippo I. } Mayero, carissimo Discipu- 
lo, de primo publico, in templo habito, Sernrone facto lingua Germanics, 
ipso Trinitatis Festo anno mpccci. congratulatur, inque rei memoriam’ 
hoe Studiorum sacrorum aureum sane adminiculum, Crudeni Concordaw © 
tiam ci offert. 

JOHANNES CuristopHorus Kunz,” 
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isterium of the State of New York, September Ist, 1802, 
being the first licentiate of that venerable body. The fol- 
lowing year, haying in the meantime accepted a pastoral call, 
he was ordained-in the old St. Peter’s Church at Rhinebeck. 
Just fifty years afterwards, on the same day of the year, in 
the same church, he delivered. before the same Mznisteriwm, 
a, discourse which was part of the services connected with 
the ordination of one or more licentiates.. He was himself, 
however, not aware of the coincidence, until after he entered 
the pulpit, when the circumstance deeply affected him.— 
Among those present he recognized only a few who had oc- 
cupied the same seats on the occasion of his own ordination. 

He entered upon his first ministerial charge, as Pastor of 
the Lutheran Church at Lunenburg (now Athens), Greene 
©o., N. Y., during the year 1803, ‘a post,” he tells us, “of 
some labor and usefulness:’’ The congregation was composed 
ef persons of very different views and interests, but he suc- 
ceeded in reconciling difficulties, in producing “harmony of 
feeling among the members, and in securing the affections of 
the whole community. He always supposed that the cir- 
eumstances under which he was: piaced in his first charge, 
had an important influence in moulding his ministerial char- 
acter. The experience he here gained, and the plans he 
adopted, he found valuable in his future career.. 

During his residence at Athens, on the 24th of May, 1804, 
Mr. 2 Mayer was uni‘ed in marriage to Lucy W..,. daughter of 
Daniel Rodman, of Mew York, and orand-daughter of Dudley 
Woodbridge, of Stonington. From this union there were 
eight children, sik of whom, with their mother, are still liv- 
ing. The eldest son, Frederick, a young man of great pro- 
mise, who had just been admitted to the bar, died in 1836. 
The surviving son, Edward R. Mayer, M. D., 1s engaged m 
the practice ef medicine at Wilkesbarre, Pa. One of the 
daughters married the late R. M. Bird, M. D., Professor in 
the Medical Department of Pennsylvania College, and an- 

other 8. H. Higgins, D. D., Pastor of a Presbyterian Church 
in Columbus, Ga. Whust Mr. Mayer was settled as Pastor 
in New York, his widowed mother became the wife of the 
Rev. Dr. Quitman. The son’s love, however, suffered no 
change.. He continued to regard her with undiminished af- 
fection and the most filial piety, and ustil her death in 1249, 
although separated from her upwards of two hundred miles, 
he was in the habit of making her a periodical visit once a 
vear, and of spending several days in her society.
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Circumstances of a-peculiar character induced the subject 
of our sketch to relinquish his labors, so auspiciously com- 
menced at Athens. In Philadelphia there had been, for a 
long time, a strong disposition manifested on the part of 
some of the members of Zion’s and St. Michael’s Churches, 
to have the English language introduced into the services of 
the sanctuary. They felt that unless religious instruction 
were furnished in the prevalent language of the country, 
their offspring would lose all interest in attending the exer- 
ciscs of public worship, or would necessarily abandon the 
communion of their fathers. “hey saw how impolitic it was 
to continue a system which was depriving the church, every 
year, of some of its most valuable material, retarding its 
progress, and which, if persevered in, would necessarily ¢c- 
casion a total ruin. Again and again they petitioncd the 
authorities of the church for a change, but without success. 
As early as the year 1800, vigorous efforts were commenced 
for the accomplishment of the desired object, but every suc- 
cessive clection of church officers indicated strong opposition 
to the measure, and a determized purpose on the part of the 
majority, to resist what they regarded as an innovation, and 
a gross infringement of their rights. The contest continued, 
and the difficulties increased. The friends of English preach- 
ing were not to be deterred from their favorite desion, and in 
the latter part of the year 1805, matters assumed a more 
decided shape. As there was no prospect of the opposition 
yiclding to their demands, and the necessity of making pro- 
vision for the religious instruction of their children, seemed 
imperative, they at last resolved peaceably to secede from 
the German Churches, and to organize themsclves into a dis- 
tinct and independent congregation, still to adhere to the 
faith in which they had been reared, and only to require that 
the principles of their faith be expounded in a language in- 
telligible to their families. This was the first exclusively 
English Lutheran congregation formed in this country.— 
Through the “friendly and unsolicited interposition of Dr. 
Kunze,” accompanied with the most flattcring recommenda- 
tions, the subject of our sketch was brought to the notice of 
the congregation, and preached on trial for three successive 
Sabbaths, during the months of June and July, 1806. He 
was heard with acceptance and enthusiasm, and an impulse 
was at once given to the new enterprise. Iaving reccived a 
unanimous call to this new field of Inbor, he felt it his duty 
te accept it, ‘since Lam fully persuaded,” he wiles in his
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lettcr to the committec, “that there exists an absolute neces- 
sity of introducing the prevailing language of this country 
into our churches.” His congregation at Athens gave up 
their claim to him with sincere reoret, and the New York 
Ministertum, of which he was, at the time, Treasurer, adop- 
ted a minute, expressive of their gratitude to him for his 
faithful services, and their strong confidence in him as a 
Christian and a religious teacher. 
Mr. Mayer entered upon his pastoral duties in Philadcl- 
phia, in the autumn of 1806. When on his way to the scene 
of his labors, so deep an interest was manifested in his artri- 
val, and so great the desire to welcome him to his new home, 
that the stage-coach, while yet in the Northern Laibertics, 
was stopped three times by individuals, for the purpose of as- 
certaining whether he was in the coach. His introductory 
sermon was preached on the first Sabbath of October, from 
the words: “If any man have not the spirit of Chr ist, he is 
none of his,’’ mn the old Academy building on Fourth, Delow 
Arch street, in which the congregation worshipped until the 
erection of their present edifice, on Race street. The crowd 
on the occasion was unprecedented, blocking up the doors 
and windows of the house, and extending along the pave- 
ment, as far as Arch street. The new incumbent continucd 
to attract large audicnces, and to producc quite a scnsation 
in the community. For some time after the spacious church 
was built, every seat was occupied, and the people sat upon 
the stairs, and stood thick in the aisles. There arc aged per- 
sons still living, eminent in the different professions, and of 
all denominations, who were in the habit of attending the 
scrvices for years, and who say that he was, perhaps, the 
most popular preacher of that day, and that he succecded in 
drawing persons to hear him from all the churches in the 
city. His own people rejoiced that, in the Providence of 
God, a man so eminently qualified for the work, had been 
sent to minister to them in holy things, whilst the whole 
Christian public hailed his advent to the city as a most valu- 
able acquisition, and an important auxiliary to tke interests 
of religion. His new position was, however, cncompassed 
with great difficulties. ‘Lhe enter prise was not only a novel- 
ty in the Lutheran Church, but it was regarded by many 
with unfriendly feclings, and encountered the most furious 
opposition, Our German ministers in Philadelphia not only 
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tercourse with one whom they regarded as hostile to the 
German interests, and inimical to the time-honored language 
of his fathers. Dr. Mayer meekly submitted to the inconve- 
niences he experienced. He manifested no unkind or vin- 
dictive spirit towards those who often treated him with 
rudeness on account of his connexion with the English 
enterprise. Although his visits were never returned, we have 
heard him say that he called again and again upon the breth- 
ren who officiated in the German churches, for the purpose of 
conciliating their favor, and of showing that he cherished ne 
sentiments of personal hostility. He could readily appreci- 
ate the strong attachment they evinced to their vernacular 
tongue, and freely make allowance for their prejudices. Ie 
could, at the same time, however, see the propriety of the 
measure, and from a sense of duty zealously advocated it, 
He earnestly labored to promote, by all means in his power, 
the cause in which he was enlisted, and we have reason to 
feel grateful to him, for the distinguished part he bore in the 
efforts made at that day, to divest our church of its exclu- 
sively German character, and to produce a change in public 
sentiment. His course in connexion with this mattcr, marks 
the unbending integrity and fearless independence of his 
character, for it required ardent zcal and persevering effort, 
to prosecute the subject against the various influences brought 
to bear upon it. That the enterprise in which he had en- 
gaged was really necessary, may be plainly inferred from the 
fact that, in a memorial presented to the Synod of Pennsyl- 
vania, in the year 1807, the following statement is made :— 
“On Thursday preceding last Good Friday, he (Mr. Mayer) 
confirmed one hundred and thirty-nine persons, who, together 
with six others, baptized by him a few days before, were ad- 
mitted to the Lord’s Supper on the anniversary of his death.” 
The petition proceeds further to state that, on “every Sunday 
afternoon, after the conclusion of Divine service, between 
two and three hundred children, at least, attend catechiza- 
tion, and with pleasure and zcal come forward to be instruct- 
ed in the principles of our holy religion. For their use we 
had one thousand copics of Dr. Luthcr’s Catechism printed : 
the demand for which has been so great, that in a few days 
the whole edition was circuluted, and another has been put to 
the press.” At the beginning of this document, the memo- 
rialists state that they are “the representatives of three thou- 
sand souls, belonging to said congregation, which will appcar 
by the origmal list of subscribers, two-thirds of whom do not
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understand the German language sufficiently to derive any 
benefit from a sermon delivered in that language.” 

Dr. Mayer devoted himself with conscientious fidchity and 
untiring zeal, to the discharge of his arduous dutics. The 
numcrous and various obligations which devolved upon him, 
were performed with an alacrity and an ability not always 
exhibited. Uc fully sustained himself in his new ficld of la- 
bor, aud was found adequate to every circumstance in which he 
was : placed. Mic soon won all hearts, and acquired a distinction 
unusual for one so young in the ministry. He was unwcaricd 
in his efforts to promote the good of his own flock, as well as 
faithful and constant in his aims to advance the welfare of 
his fellow-men in gencral. On account of the important 
services he rendered as a citizen, he deserves to be regarded 
as a public benefactor. His usefulness was acknowledged by 
the whole community. He never withheld his countenance 
or influence from any object which met his dclibcrative and 
cordial approval. Lic was interested in education, and crery 
scheme designed to amcliorate the condition of mankind,. ad- 
vance the progress of the raccin knowledge and religion, and 
diffusc human happiness. He was, in 1808, associated with 
Bishop White, Dr. Green, Dr. Rush and others, in the for- 
mation of the Pennsylvania Bible Society, the first institution 

-of the kind organized in the United States, of which he con- 
tinued to be a most active and efficient manager, and was, at 
the time of his death, its presiding officer. “Succeeding the 
venerable Ashbel Green, who himself succceded Bishop 
White, he occupied the honorable position until his death, 
“setting us all,’’ says the last annual report, ‘an cxample of 
fidelity - to its interests, and of a meck and lowly Christian 
deportment.”” He was the oldest member of the Board of 
Trustees of the University of Pennsylvania. He took adcep 
interest in all the opcrations of the Institution, and the 
promptness with which he attended the mectings of the 
Board and the cxaminations of the students, was proverbial. 
In the year 1817, when public attention was earnestly dircc- 
ted to a gencral system of pubhe cducation, he firmly and 
actively sustained the movement. Ic accepted the office of 
a Director, and faithfully discharged its onerous dutics. About 
the same time, the condition of the Deaf and Dumb awakened 
the sympathy and intcrest of the citizons of Philadelphia. 
Dr. Mayer was among the first to respond to the beney olent 
appeals on their behalf, and to engage in efforts fur their im- 
proyement, and so yvreat was the confidence reposed in him
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by those associated with him'in this work of mercy, that he 
was clected President of the Board of Managers, and retain- 
ed the situation until his death. His services in’ connexion 
with the “Philadelphia Dispensary,” for the'rchef of the sick, 
of which he was also the presiding officer, were likewise ap- 
preciated and highly valued. He was an active member and 
officer of the German Society, and Chaivman of the Library 
Committee ; to his judgment the selection of all the English 
books was confided; and it is needless to sey that, in the 7 per- 
formance of the task, he exercised great skill and judgment. 
ILe was the steadfast, active friend of suffering humanity, 
and could: sincerely adopt the sentiment— 

Homo sum ct humani a me nil alicntum puto. 

Liberal and enlarged in his views, he was, at one time or oth- 
er identified, either as a Director or Patron, with every 
philanthropic enterprise of a catholic spirit, which originated: 
in the city of Philadelphia, and liis connexion with these va- 
rious bedics was not amcre formality. Whatever negligence’ 
or indifference the example of his associates furnished, he 
was always at his post, unless absolutely prevented from at- 
tendance. Ever vigilant, zealous and anxious, whether as a 
Manager, member of a Committee, or Pr esident of an Asso 
ciation, he never evaded: or slighted any duty. “With his 
arnior sirded on,’ as was more ‘than once remar ked, “the was 
ready to stand in the front rank, and bear his share in the 
danger of any warfare waged against ignorance and vice.” 
Ie maintained his habits of a activity, and continued the per- 
formance of all his duties; almost until the last, preaching 
twice every Lord’s Day, and regularly visiting the Sabbath 
School of his church. During the last year or two only of 
his life, did his health and strength scem to decline. He then 
oradually became more and more susceptible of fatigue, and. 
began to-find physical exercise, in which he had formerly de- 
lighted, irksome, although his intellect was unimpaired, and 
apparently’ as Vigorous as ever, his sermons; extemporancous 
addresses, and public prayers affording no evidence of the 
failure or decay of any of his mental facultics. During the 
last winter he took a severe cold, which seemed completely to 
prostrate his system, and to resist all recupcrative power.— 
Tle preached his last sermon on the last Sabbath of Februa- 
ry, on the occasion of the annual collection for the Bible 
Socicty, an institution which possessed so large a share of 
his affe ctions. Although suffering from painful. incdisposition
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at the time, he went through the entire services with his ac- 
customed vigor.  Ilis indisposition, i in the beginning, excited 
no scrious apprehensions, and lie himself expected specdily to 
resume his public duties, but it soon became evident to him, 
that his days were numbered, and he calmly made the an- 
nouncement to his family, even before his physician had 
abandoned all hope of his recovery. His discase was found 
to be the enlargement of the liver, and his sufferings, at 
times, were most intcnsc. Although he bore them mot . 
murmur, and was perfectly submissive to the will of God, 
he fr equently and fervently prayed to be rcleased: from bho 
frail tenement of his earthly tabernacle: He was cheerful 
and happy in the prospect of death, full of humble trust and 
filial faith. He repeatedly expressed his hope of a joyful 
resurrection, founded solely on the merits and sufferings of 
his blessed Lord and Master, and not on any deeds which he 
had performed:, The hand of death was at length placed 
upon him, and he passed peacctully away, on the morning of 
the 16th of April, $858, in the seventy-cighth year of his age. 
The silver cord “was cently loosed,” and the spirit returned: 
to God who gave it. 

‘He'died as sets the morning star,whieh goes 

Not down behind the darkened West, nor hides - 

Obseured, amidst the tempests of the sky, 

But melts away into the light of Heaven.” 

fle dicd, too, as he loved to live—in the bosom of his own 
family, amid the affectionate sympathics of his people, and 
the cherished scenes’ of his long and faithful labors. For more 
than half a century he had ‘ninistered at the altar of the 
same church, and when at last the summons came, he was at 
the post of duty, disabled, yet giving directions and br eathing 
out fervent prayers to Heayen for the flock committed to his 
care. Thus, his life and his work were simultancously laid 
down, and he went up from the labors and toils of car th, to’ 
the recompense and the’ “rest that remaineth for the people 
of God.°’ 

The funeral obsequics of this honored father i in Israel, oc- 
curréd on the’ Monday succeeding his death. Devotional ex: 
ercises, conducted by Rev. Dr. Str obel, were held at the 
family ‘vesidence; at which a large nunber of persons were. 
present, including the family, the officers of the church and 
of the Pennsylvania Bible Society, cler gymen and others. — 
At the conclusion of the services, a procession was formed,
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and the corpse was conveyed to the church which had been, 
for so long a time, the scene of his ministerial labors. By 
this time the large church, with the exception of the reserved 
seats, was filled to its utmost capacity with the congregation 
and others, who had assembled to testify their regard and 
affection for one who had been so highly esteemed in life. 
The coffin, which was covered with black cloth and bound 
with silver plate, having upon its lid a solid silver plate with 
a simple inscription, was borne into the aisle and placed be-., 
fore the chancel, while a solemn requiem was given from the 
organ. Within the chancel railing were seated the Philadel- - 
phia clergymen, and the Rev. Dr. Pohlman, the President of 
the New York Ministertum, who delivered a touching address 
appropriate to the occasion. After the exercises in the 
church were concluded, the entire congregation passed out, 
by way of the chancel, the coffin having been first opened, - 
that all might once again look upon the lifeless remains of. 
him they loved so well, who lay there, sleeping his last slum-_ 
ber, with traces of a pleasing smile still lingering upon his 
venerable features. There was nothing in his calm appear- 
ance to inspire terror, nothing to awaken sad grief. As 
friends gazed upon his countenance, they were consoled with 
the reflection that he had attained a mature old age, had 
fought the good fight, kept the faith, and his mission being - 
finished and his work done, had exchanged the sorrows of 
earth for the joys of heaven... About an hour was consumed 
in this part of the service, after which the remains were taken | 
to Laurel Hill Cemetery for interment, ina lot belonging to 
the church. The congregation, with the consent of the fam- 
ily, assumed the control of the funeral, which was conducted - 
in a manner worthy the occasion.. The church was also 
shrouded in the emblems of mourning, exhibiting. evidence: 
of the deep grief with which an affectionate flock mourned | 
their faithful shepherd, devoted children their beloved parent. 

This was “the last of. earth’ with one who had occupied so 
prominent a position, whose ministry extended over so large 
aspace of time! His birth.coeval with that of the govern-. 
ment itself, living during a period the most remarkable inthe . 
world’s history, entering upon active life when our country . 
was yet in its infancy, and witnessing its rapid development . 
and growth ; for upwards of fifty years the Bishop of the. 
same church, at the time of his death the oldest pastor in the . 
city of Philadelphia, and the oldest acting minister of our 
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denomination in America, his death was no common eveht ! 
His life, in many respects, affords no parallel in the annals of 
ecclesiastical history in this country. He formed a connect- 
ing link between the past and the present, and might well be 
reverenced a8 a Patriarch by the rising generation. When 
he entered the Pastorat office, our clerical register did not 
embrace forty names. All who: are now in the ministry of 
our church; commenced their labors after his introduction in- 
to the sacred office. «1s he approached'the threshhold of the 
grave, how natural was it to look back with amazement, and 
set up a: pillar in remembrance of the Divine goodness! In 
the discourse which he preached; commemorative of his fifti- 
éth‘anniversary as Pastor of St. John’s Church, in adverting 
to the advances made 1 our ecclesiastical communion, he 
thus speaks: “‘When I commenced my ministry, but eight 
Pastors were included in the body by which I was ordained ; 
it now counts more than fifty, independently of three other 
Synods of the same name in the State of New York. At 
the day referred’ to; the only other known association of our 
churches existed in Pennsylvania, Maryland and Virginia, 
much more comprehensive, of course, then the one just no- 
ticed, yet comparatively small:: at this-time,so necessary and 
frequent have been its subdivisions, that these reach almost 
the’ remotest borders of the land. Our catalogue embraces 
a thousand clergymen, and a far greater aggregate of con- 
gregations; A general, but purely advisory Synod, unites 
the most of: these fraternities. Academies,-Colleges, Theolo- 
gical Schools have been reared, and: foreign’and domestic 
missions instituted ;- and we have reason‘ to rejoice that our 
Zion is lengthering:her cords and strengthening her stakes.” 
True is it, that ‘alittle one has become a: thousand, and a 
small one a strong nation:’’ 

Dr. Mayer must havé-been no ordinary man,-or he could 
never have so successfully sustained himself for so long a pe- 
ridd among the same people, and enjoyed, in so eminent a 
degree, the regard and confidence of the whole community. 
In attempting an analysis of his character, we would place 
as prominent, his sincere and unobtrusive piety, which seem- 
ed deeply seated in the heart, and was constantly exhibited 
ina pure and exemplary life. Itwas of an intelligent, uni- 
form, consistent character, controlled by principle, rather 
than impulse, ‘a sermon,” as one of the secular sheets ob- 
served at the time of his death, “full of the best and wisest 
precepts, a living commentary on the truths which be pre-
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sented from the sacred desk.” No one ever questioned his 
sincerity and uprightness. He possessed a sterling, unbend- 
ing integrity, which would not suffer him, under any circum- 
stances, to relax from his convictions of duty. He was emi- 
nently conscientious, honest in all his purposes, with no con- 
cealed ends or hidden plans to produce future results. Sincere, 
frank and open-hearted, he never advocated policy, he scorned 
a mean action. He had an utter abhorrence of every thing 
like petty intrigue, cunning or dcuble-dealing. He carried 
this feeling so far, that when he noticed it in others, he treat- 
ed it in the way it deserved— 

“Fiis gentle eye 

i Grew stern and darted a severe rebuke.” 

The lover of truth and justice, he hated iniquity in every 
form, and yet with his characteristic moderation of temper, 
love of mercy and child-like tenderness, he was lenient to- 
wards the erring and unfortunate. We have rarely met an 
individual, whose private character seemed more beautiful, in 
whose heart dwelt so many virtues. High-toned in his feel- 
ings, and honorable in his actions, he was a model man in all 
the relations of life, a beautiful illustration of the finished 
Christian gentleman. In him, goodness, courtesy and digyi- 
ty were happily blended. With a spirit eminently genial and 
friendly, with bland aad graceful manners, his presence was 
an element of pleasure in every circle. Ever gentle and 
kind, thoughtful of the interests of others, always ready 
with a cordial greeting and a smile of welcome, he was the 
delight of all whose privilege it was to enjoy his friendship. 
Intercourse with him awakened admiration and love. His 
colloquial powers were of a high order, much beyond the or- 
dinary mark. F'luent, clear and instructive with his varied 
knowledge of men and of books, he was a very attractive 
companion, and was always Listened to with earnest attention. 
Accessible, affable and communicative, from his gifted and 
highly furnished mind, profit as well as enjoyment was neces- 
sarily derived. He had a remarkable degree of vivacity.— 
‘There was in his conversation a constant vein of good humor 
and pleasantry, but it was regulated by uniform kindness, 
and never degenerated into unseemly mirth or bitter sarcasm. 
He did not forget his dignity asa Christian minister. No 
matter where you came in contact with him, you felt that he 
was pervaded with a consciousness of his high and lofty vo- 
cation. He was also distinguished for great modesty. This
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was regarded by many of his intimate friends as the most 
striking trait of his character, and it was the more remarka- 
ble, considering his abilities, influence and position in society. 
Although so extensively known, and so highly honored, he 
never took a step to put himself forward or attract notice. 
Whatever place or preferment he occupied, it was not his own 
seeking, but that of those who gave him the position. Glo- 
TU virtutem, tamquam umbra, sequitur. He seemed very 
averse to publicity, and avoided the praises of men. He 
dishked exceedingly to have public attention directed to his 
public efforts. He would not allow any of his discourses to 
be printed, notwithstanding the most urgent importunities of 
his most valued friends. The only exception to this rule was 
the publication of the sermon delivered by him on the occa- 
sion which celebrated his fiftieth anniversary as Pastor in 
Philadelphia. Althongh he did, at first, decline this request, 
the circumstances under which the discourse was prepared, 
induced him to yield his own judgment to the wishes of his 
friends, yet he subsequently regretted that he had consented. 
So much was he disposed to undervalue his own abilities and 
‘efforts, as to excite the surprise of those who knew him best, 
‘and produce the impression that he was almost morbid on 
this subject. But his humility was even more marked than 
his modesty. A deeply seated, earnest, ever present faith 
in his God and Savior, with the other Christian virtues of 
hope, love and charity, cheered him through life, constantly 
influenced all his thoughts and actions, and enabled him to 
look forward joyfully and confidently to the time when his 
spirit would be released from the fetters which bound it to 
earth, | 

United with this low estimate of his own powers, was great 
firmness of purpose, qualities not always associated in the 
same individual. There was in his composition a remarkable 
energy of will, which exerted no little influence upon his life. 
He was bold and independent in the discharge of duty. With 
all the caution he possessed, nothing could have ‘seduced 
him from what he honestly conceived to be the path of rec- 
titude, a straight forward course of action. He was never 
deterred by persuasion or menace, from the expression of 
any views he considered just and proper. Once satisfied that 
his opinions were right and his obligations clear, he was most 
fearless, and inflexibly maintained his position, regardless of 
the praise or censure of his fellow-men. He was never 
charged with a time-serving spirit. He did not inquire whether
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his sentiments were popular, but simply, were they true; and 
when his convictions answered the question in the afhrmative, 
headhered to them, in his actions, with indomitable r esolution, 
and never for one moment wav ered. Popular clamor did not 
disturb his equanimity ; popular applause did not tempt him 
to swerve from his fixed principles. Ile often reminded us 
of the man described by Horace, 

Justum ac tenacem propositi virum— 

at whose feet the world has ever been disposed to bow with 
respect and admiration. 

No minister of the Gospel, perhaps, ever less permitted 
the public to interfere with his private affairs, or dictate to 
him in regard to his appropriate prerogatives. If any one 
attempted it once,-he was not disposed to presume in that di- 
rection the second time. Soon after his pastoral connexion 
with the church in Philadelphia, the Council of the church 
passed a resolution, that he be requested to preach from a 
given text on the approaching 4th of July. ‘To this there 
came a calm but positive refusal, with the intimation that, as 
he never interfered with the proper functions of the Board, 
so they could not with his. He often thought that this first 
and only difficulty, if such it could be called, prevented future 
misunderstanding and subsequent trouble. He was most 
careful not to infringe upon the rights of others; he would 
not permit any encroachment upon his own. He was free 
and independent in his own judgment; he was ever ready to 
grant the same privilege to others. 

Dr. Mayer’s greatness was also seen in his readiness to ac- 
knowledge an error, or a wrong impression. When convinced 
that he was mistaken in his views, he was always willing to 
retract them. He never clung to an opinion, because he ‘had 
publicly committed himself in its favor. If, with additional 
light, he was led to change his sentiments upon any subject, 
he would unhesitatingly and fr ankly say so. An instance of 
this was afforded in the relations which he sustained to the 
General Synod. Although one of its founders, he, with his 
Synod, after the first meeting, withdrew all connexion with 
it, because they feared that it might assume arbitrary power, 
or wield an influence similar to that oxercised by the General 
Assembly of the Presbyterian Church. Some years after- 
wards he was induced to change his ground, and to urge a 
re-union of his Synod with the General Synod. In doing SO, 
he publicly stated on the floor of Synod, that experience >had
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taught him that there was such a thing as looking at a sub- 
ject. too long from one point of view, and that in looking at 
the evils, he had overlooked the advantages resulting from 
such an organization. 

Another admirable trait in Dr. Mayer’s character, was his 
punctuality. dle was scrupulously exact in fulfilling every 
known obligation. As a parent or neighbor, citizen or pas- 
tor, he never neglected or postponed a duty which any of 
these relations imposed. Punctuality in mecting an appoint- 
ment, was to him a cardinal virtue, and such were his feelings 
on this subject, that men associated with him, soon found it 
necessary carefully to practice the same virtue, so far as bus- 
iness with him was concerned. We remember on a certain 
occasion, being present at a funeral at which he officiated, 
and when the appointed hour arrived, observing no prepara- 
tions making for the departure of the procession, he approach- 
ed the person having cherge of the arrangements, and said: 
{The clock has struck—the coffin must be closed!” Condi- 
tions of the weather or personal considerations, which kept 
others from the sanctuary, were no obstacles tohim. When 
possible, he was there, andin the pulpit, a few minutes before 
the stated time. He commenced the services at the very 
moment agreed upon, whether the members of the congrega- 
tion were generally present or not; and they were concluded, 
with scarcely an exception, at a uniform hour, which was 
never extended. He was in the habit of doing his own work, 
seldom calling on a brother in the ministry to render him 
assistance. When other and younger members of the profes- 
sion were flecing from the city, to the sea-shore or the moun- 
tain, for rec eatioa or relief from onerous duties, he was 
invariably at his post. ‘‘The poor, and persons in moderate 
circumstances,’ he would often say, ‘“‘cannot leave the city, 
and it is due to them that the services of God’s house should 
not be interrupted.” The only occasion of relaxation and 
voluntary absence frqm his charge, was once a year, when it 
was his practice to make a brief ‘visit to his native State. He 
scarcely ever extended the time beyond ten days, and inclu- 
ded in itonly one Sabbath. Hventhis short period of respite 
from his labors, he would never have been induced to give 
himself, except for the opportunity it offered him to attend 
the mecting of the Synod to which he belonged, and to visit 
his aged mother, for whom, as we have seen, he cherished 
until the last, the warmest affection. is Board of officers 
often urged him to take a vacation of several weeks during
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the hot weather, but without effect, and it was only the las 
summer of his life, that he consented, for the first time, du: 

ring a few weeks, to oniit the second service on the Lord’s 
Day. In him the ‘Apostolic injunction, “Diligent in’ business,’ 
fervent in spirit, serving the Lotd,” was most happily exem: 
plified. 

The Doctor was exceedingly neat in his person antl partic: 
ular in his habits, whilst there was the absence of everything 
finical or unnecessarily punctilious.. In his own household; 
he was all that might be expected from one, whose heart w as. 
so replete with warm and tender affection, ‘and: go fully alive 
to benevolent impulses. 

“ His eye was meek and gentle, ‘and a smile 
Played on his lips; and in his speech was heard 

Paternal sweetness, dignity and love. 

The occupation dearest to his heart 
Was to encourage goodness.” 

He loved the endearments of home, and the peaceful enjoy- 
ments of his own fireside.’ He was devoted to his own family, 
and sought in every way to promote their comfort and happi- 
ness. Services, which by sone might have been regarded as 
unclerical and undignified, he regularly, and with great 
cheerfulness, render ed. Although his residence was some 
distance from’the great central market of the city, yet, till 
the last,-he was seet;- basket in hand, at the earliest hour in 
the day, attending to this humble,. but very necessary duty. 
He was never disposed to consult his own comfort or interest, 
and to indulge in,ease and luxury. He was always w illing 
to practice self-denial; and to make personal sacrifices, if he. 
could thereby contribute to the enjoyment and happiness of, 
others. He was careful to a fault, not to give the least trou- 
ble to his friends. His heart overflowed with sympathy, and 
all who came within the reach of his’ influence, experienced 
his kindness and liberality... Generous, affectionate and ar- 
dent, with a countenance habitually. serene, he was an exalted 
specimen of a useful and happy old age. ‘ 

Dr. Mayer was naturally a man of clear, vigorous intellect, 
of-quick perception and a lively imagination, united with: 
great delicacy of taste and a keen discernment. His attain- 
ments in classical, as well as Theological lear ning, were va- 
ried and extensive. He could converse fluently in the Latin | 
language, and read and spoke the German with facility and 
correctness, He had also cultivated a taste for general liter- 

——— -— — ~~ ee +e
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ature, and it was often surprising to find how thoroughly ac- 
quainted he was with the leading authors of the past and the 
present. Witha well disciplined mind, and his regular and 
systematic habits of study, he could accomplish greater re- 
sults than ordinary men. The Doctorate of Divinity he re- 
ceived from the University of Pennsylvania, in 1823, simul- 
tancously with his eléction as a Trustce of the institution, 
and from Colunibia College, his Alma Mater, in 18387. As 
early as 1814 the degrce was offered him by Harvard Uni- 
versity, but he declined the honor, in consequence of his 
youth, and because, as he remarked | in his letter of refusal, 
he would blush to reccive it, when men of Rev. Mr. Ouit- 
than’s attainments were without the title.’ The distinction 

as forthwith conferred upon Dr. Quitman. The Pr ovostship 
of the University of Pennsylvania was strongly presscd up- 
on him by leading members of the Board of Trustecs, with 
the assurance that he would be elected, if he would consent 
to occupy the position. But he positively refused, and for- 
bade the association of his name with the office. He did not 
wish his congregation to entertain the thought that he desired 
a change. He felt that he was called to the pastoral work, 
and nothing could divert him from the great object to which 
lie had devoted his life. But Dr. Mayer was emphatically a 
student of the Scriptures, and few Divines in this country, 
were his conceded superiors in the department of Diblical 
Criticism. In his views of truth he was firm, enlightened 
and independent, in the pulpit an able expositor ‘of the sacred 
volume, eminently didactic, and never aiming at anything 
like oratorical display, or uttering any expression for mere 
effect. He addressed himself more to the understanding than 
the imagination or the passions. He loved to explain and 
enforce the mor ality of the Gospel, and to dwell upon the 
examples given ih the sacred narrative, as illustrations of the 
power of the truth. His sermons were prepared with great 
care, and, with the exception of his week-day scrviccs, were 
gencrally written. They were marked by great purity and 
correctness of diction, simplicity and freedom from verbosc- 
ness. He rejected everything like meretricious ornament, and 
relied for success upon the truth. His aversion to exagger- 
ated expression or floridness of style, was so strong, that it 
was his habit, until the last moment, pen in hand, to revise 
his manuscript, and to cut out whatever was redundant, to 
prune everything he considered an excresence, unnecessary 

to the meaning. [is compositions have been pronounced by 
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eminent judges, as_models of chaste and elegant” F nglish. 
His manner in the pulpit was dignified, solemn and fervid 7 
and indicated that he was deeply sensible of the responsibili- 
ties which rested upon him... His public devotional’ ser VICES _ 
were remarkably elevated, appropriate and i impressive, adap-. 
ted to fill the mind with noble thoughts, ‘and the heart .with. 
devout feelings. During his whole. ministry he sedulously 
avoided in the pulpit, the; introduction’ of all Yain speculations - 
and. Theological metaphysics.” . He nev er permitted himself - 

to become entangled in doctrinal ‘polemics, and.he. :tried to. 
steer clear of the. petty controversies of the day. He sought. 
rather to instruct and edify his hearers, than to mystify and | 
astonish them with new theories. and abstract discussions. He 
himself, in the discourse already. referred to, in giving an ac-. 
count of the general views and mode of action by which he 
was guided in : the ministry, thus speaks: “It has been inva- 
riably my aim to present to you the grand facts, instrtctions_ 
and commandments of our holy religion, as I have been able - 
to find them in the volume of revelation, to, show their rea-. 
sonableness and certainty, and.to enforce their unspeakable 
importance, irrespective of all creeds, though not without. 
respect due to the opinions of the able and meritor ious men. 
to whom we owe the blessed reformation. I have assiduously 
cultivated Biblical Criticism, because unwilling to offer you 
any theory not founded, as I believe, on a just interpretation . 
of Scripture. I have ‘endear ored to set. before you every. 
doctrine and duty essential to salvation; as illustrated in the 
Old and New Testament; but have purposely. avoided a po- 
lemic or fanciful Theolowy, as well as all matters of mere. 
speculation, and of no real or practical utility. Questions of. 
many sorts may be propounded, controversies may be waged | 
without‘end, while the chief concern of the immortal soul is; 
unheeded ; but the plain teachings of our Divine. Maste1, and 
the urideniable obligations laid upon us, are of absolute ne- 
cessity, and will have a lasting and infinite significance, when’ 
all human discussions shall have been consigned to oblivion. . 
If aught else has been.offered to you, it was incidental, and. 
m subordination to what is beyond dispute. I am perfectly 
aware that preaching of this sort is.not likely to produce i In- 
tense excitement. I have attached ver y little value to poeti-™ 
calembellishment, or rhetorical declamation, in religious dis-.- 
cussions , knowing who prayed, ‘Sanctify, them by. thy tritth,” 
aiid where it is written, ‘My word shall not return unto nie” 

Vou. X, No. 38. 26° 
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void.’ I have'been satisfied, after mature dcliberation, tliat 
in acting upon‘such views, T was striving to fulfil my proper 
functions, and might’ ‘safely leave the result to the Author of 
all good. I have desired to say with an Apostle, ‘God is my 
Fecord; how f long after you all in Jesus Christ, that your 
love may abound in knowledge and in all judgment ; that ye 
may approve the things which are excellent, that ye may be 
without offence, being filled'with the fruits of righteousness, 
which are by Jesus Christ.’ If I have, in any degree, beer 
assisted to do'this, to the Most High be all the praise, and I 
entreat him compassionatel to overlook whatever has fallen 
short of the mark set before me.’ 

In‘ his Theclogical views,- Dr. Mayer was liberal. He be- 
longed to the coriservative school in the church. He was 
careful in regard to infritigizig on religious freedom, and de- 
precated the imposition of anything that would bind the rea- 
son and conscience.. He cheerfully conceded to others that 
same liberty he claimed for himself. Ile was exceedingly 
cautious in-the use of Theological terms, maintaining that no 
human language” could’ describe the mysteries of revelation, 
that so soon as we tindertook to employ the expressions of the 
schools, there was infused into the mind a great deal of hu- 
man philosophy. For the Scriptures he had the most pro- 
found reverence, and laid: the greatest stress on their miracu- 
lous inspiration. Ie would often say, no matter how mucha 
doctrine might apparently conflict with science or reason, a 
man was Dound to reecive it, if taught in the word of God. 
His mind was not aggressive, and in the pulpit he seldom 
alluded to the views of other denominations,-but when a’ fit- 
ting occasion offered,-he would, in a few vigorous sentences, 
dispose of such questions as the supremacy of the Romish 
Church, the unbroken: Apostolic succession, or the doctrine 
of uncoviditional election. He did not look with much favor 
upon those, especially clergymen, who lett the church in which 
they were born, and in which Providence seemed to design 
them to labor. In‘ reference to these he would sometimes 
playfully remark: “They are deserters, and a8 such, ought to’ 
be shot!” Although his own views were decided, yet they’ 
were in perfect charity towards those who differed from him. 
He had a truly catholic spint, and Was on fraternal terms 
with members of other denozinations. But he loved the 
church of his birth, and the usages and practices under which 
rie had been reared. is careful and steadfast observance of 
those time-honored festivals of the Lutheran communion, so
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often disregarded in our churckes of the present day, was 
remarkable. I[e took a deep interest in the catechization of 
the young. He appeared to lay himself out for this depart- 
ment of pastoral duty, and labored init with eminent success. 
Always happy in his expositions and practical suggestions, 
large numbers, the young as well as adults, who had been for 
years in the church, and likewise those who were connected 
with other congr egations in the city, were attracted to these 
lectures, and seemed deeply interested in the instructions. 

As a pastor, few men have exerted so great an influence 
over their flock as Dr. Mayer. He was regarded not only as 
a safe instructor in morals and religion, but asa Wise and 
prudent coynsellor in all matters pertaining to ordinary life. 
He was unyearied in his efforts to administer comfort to the 
sorrowlng and the distr essed, the sick and the dying, to pour 
the oil of gladness into the tr roubled soul, to reclaim the erring 
and to raise the fallen. In seasons of ‘afifiction, at the bed: 
side of the sufferer, or surrounded by the mourners who en- 
circled the domestic ‘hearth, he was very felicitous in present- 
ing the lessons and consolations inculcated by our holy r eligion. 
Although he was not in the habit of devoting much time to 
social visiting among his people, as this was impracticable in 
so large a congr evation—— —and besides, mugh preciogs time is, 
in this way, often Jost by a pastor—yet he was always willing 
and ready to go, when his services, as a minister of the Gos- 
pel, were required, and he eamnestly desired to be sent for, 
when he could be of any assistance. Itwas his regular prac- 
tice, when he buried one of his members, to call upon the 
family of the deceased within a day or two afterwards, for 
the purpose of speaking some kind words, and uniting vith 
the bereavel ones in supplication to the mer cy seat for the 
Divine blessing, He had a heart of compassion for his fel- 
low-men, and could deeply feel for the afflicted. No one ever 
vesor ted to him in vain for sympathy and comfort, ‘The indi- 
gent and the helpless found in him a friend, and to their relief 
he was ever willing to devote himself. His patients, as he 
was in the habit. of calling the sick of his congregation, were. 
many of them far removed from his residence, and his daily 
walks and rides on his way to yisit them, occupied much of 
his time; yet they were continued long after the infirmities 
of age would have been received as an adequate excuse for 
the omission of the duty. His untiring zeal, and the exem- 
plary fidelity with which he discharged the duties of his sacred 
calling, were appreciated by a grateful and confiding people.
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He enjoyed many striking proofs of their love and devotion 
'to.him.-” On the: occasion of ‘the anniversary of fifty years’ 
residence amcng them as pastor, the congregation considered 
it an appr opriate opportunity to present him with a substan- 
tial testimony of their attachment to him for the long and 
faithful performance of his ministerial labors, and of their 
‘concern for his Gomfort and happiness. The correspondence 
which passed between the pastor and members, is excceding- 
ly touching, end highly creditable to both parties. There had 
never been any interruption of good feeling, or breach of 
friendship between him and his church. -They had dwelt to- 
‘gether in peace, unity and brotherly love’ He was not only 
Joved, but revered by. his people, who clung to-him until the 
last; with the warmest and'most tender’ affection. Circum- 
stances, ‘of ccu¥se, contributed in part to this result. There 
were few couples in the congregation whose marriage he had 
not soleninized, while’ many whom he married as men and 
‘women, he. had held at‘the baptismal font as infants, whilst 
whe had, in tun, also baptized their children. An unbroken 
‘pastor al conr exion of fifty-two years is so rare an occurrence, 
that féw can realize the associations which bind to the hearts 
of a people the life and services of such a pastor. «As an 
illustration of this principle, only a short time before his 
‘death, an’ infant was brought from the West by its parents, 
‘to Philadelphia; for the purpose of .having it baptized by him. 
‘They.had been mémbers of his church, but.had removed west- 
ward.” They: had received the sacraments of the church at 
his hands, -theit marriage had been solemnized’ by him, and 
that 6f their par ents before them; and théy had How come 
‘a great distance, in’ order that the same hands might confer 
the rite of baptism upon a member of the third generation. 

Dr. Mayer rendered thé”mést valuable services in the ec- 
clesiastical’ association with ‘which he was connected. “\With 
all.his difidénce, he “was never disposed to shrink from any 
‘duty, or'¥efuse-his assistance, when hé could promote the in- 
terests of the Synod. As carly as’ the year 1812, the Min- 
isterlum ‘appointed & committee to prepare a ‘suitable collec- 
tion of English Hymns for public worship, from the best ma- 
‘terial’ to be found in thig and other countri¢s, to which was to 
be appended a Liturgy. This important w ork was committed 
to-his hands, ‘and .it- is needless ‘tO say that it was executed 
with gredt taste and skill. “In the ‘year 1833, a new edition 
was Jssued; consider ably’ etlarged: “The labor, which Dr. 
Mayer assume | in the: préparation of these two ecitions of
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the Hymn Book, is considered as among the most laborious 
and disinterested works of his active and useful life. In Syn- 
od he exercised an immense influence. His power was always 
felt. He was regarded with feelings of deep affection and 
the most cordial confidence. His prudence, sound judgment 
and rich experience, secured for him a high position in the 
esteem and good will of his brethren. His advice was al- 
ways received with respect, and carried with it great author- 
ity. On occasions of excitement, when discussion assumed 
some acrimony, he was invariably successful in calming dis- 
turbed feeling and restoring harmony and peace. A beautifal 
instance of his power, in this respect, was given at the last 
meeting of the Synod. Resolutions had been introduced on 
a subject in reference to which there was a considerable dif- 
ference of opinion. They were discussed with ability and 
some warmth. Unpleasant collision seemed inevitable. In 
the midst of the agitation the Doctor rose, and at once ar- 
rested the attention of all the members. He stated that it 
was probably the last time he would, in the Providence of 
God, be-permitted to address the body with which he had 
been connected for more than half a century, and he would 
urge upon them the exercise of mutual forbearance, modera- 
tion, fraternal kindness, and a spirit of union. The appeal 
came with great force, and was such, writes one who was 
present, ‘“‘as I have never heard from the lips of any mortal.”’ 
Its power was irresistible. The result was what might have 
been anticipated. 

The death of such a manisa great calamity. We have 
seen the influence he exerted in private and in public, as a 
man, a Christian and a minister of the Gospel. Who can 
estimate the amount of good he accomplished, or how much 
evil he prevented? The loss which is thus sustained by the 
church and the community, is not easily repaired. Yet the 
influence of character death cannot destroy or the grave con- 
trol. It still hves. Itsurvives the dissolution of the body. 
It never dies. It lingers among us after ‘“‘the sunset of the 
tomb,” to shed light and to diffuse a rich fragrance upon 
those who yet remain. The word of inspiration hath said: 
“The memory of the just 1s blessed; the righteous shall be 
in everlasting remembrance.” ‘And I heard a voice from 
heaven, saying unto me, Write, Blessed are the dead, who 
die in the Lord from henceforth: Yea, saith the Spirit, that 
they may rest from their labors; and their works do follow 
them.”
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‘We should not repinc or murmur, 

cuide removed !? “Our fatner, friend, example, g 

his destiny was fulfilled, his mission accomplished. Faith 
and patience had their appropriate work. His Master re- 
quired him for anether and a higher sphere in the celestial 
world. We should feel grateful “that he was spared to us $0 
Jong, “till time had silvered his head with the honors of a 
and remember that our less is his gain. Tow pleasing is “the 
thought, that his redeemed spirit, released from the cares, 
the toils, the sorrows, and the conflicts of earth, has gone— 

“ To repose, decp repose, 

Far from the unquietness of life, from noise 

And tum ult far—beyond the flying clouds, 

Beyond the stars and all this passing scene, 

W here change shall cease, and time shall be no more !” 

Whulst we mingle the tender emotions that gush forth from 
the consciousness of our bereavement, with admiration for 
his virtues, he has entered upon his “eternal inheri itance”’ 
with Christ, in whose “presence is fulness of joy,” and at 
whose “right hand there are pleasures for evermore !” 

ARTICLE III. 

SCHMID'S DOGMATIN OF FUE LUTHERAN CHURCH, 

Cuap. I].—YTuE Strate or CoRRUPTION. 

“6 The state of corruption is that state inte which man vol- 
untarily precipitated himself, by his own departure from 
the chief good, and became both wicked and miserable.” — 
.Quenstedt. This state was produced by Si}, and therefore, 
we must here discuss the subject: 1) of sin in general: 2) of 
the sin in particular by which this state was produced, as also 
of the stato itself: 8) of the actual transgressions which have 
their origin in this state; and finally, 4) of the powers which 
yet remain in man after the fall, or of the question to what 
extent man yet possesses the freedom of the will.
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Src. 25.—SIN IN GENERAL,” 

According fo” 1 John'3: 4, sin is every departure from’ s 

\ 
el 

law of God (Hollaz. § “Sin is a depai ture from the divine law’ . 
whether that law be Written in out hearts, or be communica- 
ted externally by positive pr ecept. (1) Tt cain pr ocecd only 
from a being endowed with reason ‘and free will. But it docs. 
not, there fore, belong to the general idea of this’ ‘subject, that 
every act W hich: may be a’ departrte’ f from’ thé law of God, 
must be performed with the consciousness and will that it is’ 
such’ a departure from the law of God. (2). God is in no 
sensé the author of sin; he has nef créated sin in’ maa, since’ 
of all that was created, it is said, that it was good (Gen, 1: 
31), neithci did he decrée that a any particular time man’ 
should beccizé’ a’ sinner He has’ neither tiged man on to” 
that which is sinful (James 1: 13), neither has-he approved: 
of sin when iditroduced.: Much xather does he hate it at all 
times (Ps. 5: 53° Zach. 8: 17; John 2 : 16. (5) The ori- 
sin of sin is much: rather to be found only i in the will of the, 
creature who, in the exercise of perfect freedom, departed 
from God, and Actéd in opposition to the divine command.’ 
(4) And here Satan hegan his stork, and‘then also led man’ 
astray to sii. (5) The immediate consequence of sin is that, 
the sinter, who broke‘the comriandment Which he was bound’ 
to' obey, incurred guilt which deserves punishment. Hollaz. 
“The consequence of sin is the being guilty of crime and ex- 
posed to punishient.”” (6) The punishment i is partly tem 
poral and in part eterzal.: 

Notes to Purtil. Cuap.2, Sec. 25. 

(1.) Baier.—By the law is to be understood the eternal’ 
and immutable wisdom and decision of God" concerning those 
things which belong of do not belong to a rational creature,’ 
as far as he 1s such, united With his will, that they may or 
may not be doné.: This law ¥as pr oriulgated at first in the 
very creation of man, when'there was bestowed upon him the’ 
knowledge of practical principles,“ and the ability to apply 
them to all actiotis and the circumstances of actions. <After- 
wards, these perfection’ having been lost by the fall (they 
having been before received throu gh the power of the divine 
image), this law was indeed very much obliterated, yet certain’ 
vestiges or decisions of it have remained; but God, besides 
other revelations, repeated especially in the decaloguc the 
sum of the Jaw, both im an oral ahd written form, ‘and ex- 

N
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plained more clearly each precept throughout the sacred 
Scriptur es. But that also is truly sin, which is committed 
against any positive law, whether divine or human: ouly hu- 
man law cannot be centrary to the divine. 

2.) Hellazi—*A sinner is a rational creature, endowed 
with a free will; and subject to the divine law, who depar ts 
from it; RY doing what it forbids, and neglecting what it en- 
joins.’ “That which is reluntary does not enter into the de- 
finition of sin generically considered. Voluntary sin is called 
either subjective, as far as it inheres in the will, or efficient, 
according as it proceéds from a deliberate volition. Not every 
sin is voluntary i in the latter mode. Voluntary sin is called 
either formal, because it is committed through a proper voli- 
tion, or virtual, because it was voluntary in the root and ori- 
gin of the human ra sce, from which it has been propagated to 
posterity, whose will would have been the same as that which 
was 12 Adam, had they lived at the same time with him.” 

(3.) Melanchthon.-—-“God is not the cause of sin, nor is 
sin'a thing contrived or ordained by him, but it 1s a horrible 
destruction of the divine work and order.” 

Chemnitz.—“*The expression alse must be noted, what it 
is when itis said, that God is net the cause of sin, viz., he 
neither desires nor approves of sin, neither does he influence 
the will to sin. For some understand, that he is not the au- 
thor of sin in this sense, because, in the beginning, he did 
not create it, neither could he have it in himself, or produce 
it through himself. But yet men sin by the will of God, and 
God not only produces sins permissively, but also efliciently, 
inmen and by men; nor yet is he to be called the author of 
sin. Therefore} is ‘added, for the sake of explanation, author 
and cause of sin.” . ° 

Quenstedt. —‘‘God is in no manner the efficient cause of 
sin, neither in part nor in whole, neither directly nor indi- 
rectly, neither accidentally nor really, (per se) (per acerdens) 
whether ’ ‘in the form of Adam's trangression, or in that of 
any other sin, God is not, neither can ‘he be called the cause 
or author of sin. God is not the cause of sin, 1) physically 
and per se, because thus the evil or sin has no cause: 2) not 
morally, by commanding, persuading or approving, because 
he does not desire sin, he hates it, nor 3) accidentally, be- 
cause nothing can happen to God either by chance or fortui - 
tously. Itis repugnant to the divine wisdom, prescience, 
goodness, holiness, and independence as is proved from 
Psalm 5:5; 45:8; Isaiah 65:12; Zach. 8:17; 1 John 
1:90; James 1:138,17." —
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(Ilow God stands related to sin was shown in the discussion 
on the concursus. } 

(4.) Quenstedt.—“Whatever want of conformity to Jaw 
there ever is in a rational agent, that must be ascribed to the 
free will of the creature itself, being of its own accord defh- 
cient in keeping the law.—Ps. 5:5; Hos. 18:9; Matt. 23: 
37. A rational agent, or creature, which possesses reason, 
and the power of knowing those things which the given law 
cither commands or forbids, is properly said to be the cause 
of sin, viz., the will of the devil and of man. But this ra- 

tional agent ought to be viewed, not in respect of any real 
(positive) influence, but in respect of a deficiency, for sin has 
rather a deficient than an efficient cause. 

(5.) Canfession Aug. 19.—“‘Concerning the catise of sin, 
they teach that although God creates and preserves naturc, 
yet the cause of’ sin is the will of wicked persons as of the 
devil and of impious men, which without the assistance of God. 
turns them away from God.” 

Chemnitz. —‘‘The devil is the first author of sm: 1) because’ 
by his own free will he turned himself from God: 2) because 
he-is the cause of sin in the human race in this way, that he 
deceived and seduced Eve in a state of incorruptedness, so’ 
that she departed from God.” 

(6.) Hollaz.—“Crime is a moral foulness or depravity, re- 
sulting from an act diverse from the law, and unworthy of a 
rational creature, and adhering to the sinner after the man- 
ner of a shameful stain. The being guilty of a crime is an 
obligation, by which man, on-eccount of an act diverse from 
the moral law, is held, asif bound, under sin and a stair, so 
that in consequence of this act; the sinner may be regarded 
and called detestable. 

The divine pnnishment is a grievous evil by which God the 
offended judge punishes the crime’ before committed, and not 
yet remitted, so that he may display his justice and majesty, 
and vindicate from contempt the authority of thelaw. The 
being exposed to punishment, is an obligation by which the 
sinner is held bound, by God the offended judge, to endure 
the punishment of the crime not remitted. Crime differs 
from punishment. The former precedes, the latter follows. 
Crime deserves punishment, punishment is due to’ crime, as 
wages are due.—Rom. 6: 23. Crime proceeds from the will, 
the will of the sinner revolts from punishment. The sinner by 
acting commits crime, by suffering he endures punishment.’ 

You. X, No. 38. ea
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Sic. 26.—AMan’s first transgression, and the state thence 
derived, viz., original san. 

The first’sin of mankind is that committed by the first of 
the human family. These, seduced by Satan, under the form 
of a serpent, of their own free will, transgressed the prohi- 
bition of God (Gen. 2:16, 17) to eat of the tree of know- 
ledge. (1.) Hollaz.—‘The first sin of man is the transeres- 
sion of the law of Paradise, by which our first parents, hav- 
ing been persuaded by the devil, and having abused the free- 
dom of the will, violated the divine prohibition concerning 
the not cating the fruit of the tree of the knowledge of soo 
and evil, and “br ought down upon themselves and their poster- 
ity, the divine i image having been lost, a great crime, and the 
guilt of temporal ‘and eternal punishment.” (Z.) In conse- 
quence of this transgression, our first parents burdened 
themselves with a crime which deserved punishment; there- 
fore also God immediately inflicted upon them (Gen. 2: 17) 
the punishment threatened in the event of transgression.— 
(3.) The consequence of their transgression then was, that 
their whole relation to God, and their corporeal, spiritual and 
moral state were changed. ‘The state of righteousness, above 
described, ceased to exist, and, in its place, was introduced a 
state of moral deprav ity, (4) which must therefore also pass 
over on all their posterity, since they who are born cannot 
have a different state from that in which they are born, so 
that the first sin, in its results, affects not only the first pair, 
but also all their posterity. (5.) Since, therefore, the first 
human pair became exposed to divine wrath by reason of sin, 
so also are all mankind descended from them, in a similar 
state; and that, too, for two reasons; first, because the state 
of depravity, which they have derived from their first parents, 
is, in itself, criminal before God: secondly, because all the 
descendants of Adam are represented and contained in him, 
as the representative of the human family, therefore, that 
which was done by Adam, can be regarded as the act of all, 
the consequences of which also must be borne by all, so that 
Adam’s sin also is imputed to his posterity (1. e.) it is regar- 
ded as their own sin, because they are all represented in 
Adam. (6.) The state of depravity which followed Adam’s 
transgression, and which now belongs to the first pair, as well 
a to all their posterity, 1s designated by the expression orzg- 
inal sin. (7.) Hollaz.—“Original sin is a thorough corrup- 
tion of human nature which, by the fall of our first parents,
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is deprived of original righteousness, and is prone to every 
evil.” (8.) According to its single parts, it 1s described 1) as 
a want of original righteousness, which ought to exist In man; 
2) as carnal concupiscence, or inclination to evil. (9.) In 
the place of original holiness and purity, there came directly 
the opposite, a state thoroughly sinful and desiring that which 
is evil, which in itself is sin, so that, in consequence of this 
constant propensity to evil, and not originally on account of 
actual transer ession proceeding from it, man is an object of 
the divine displeasure. (10.) This depraved state, then, is 
the foundation and fountain of all actual transgression, and 
has, as its consequence, the wrath of God and tempor al and 
eternal punishment. (11.) Concerning this state, finally, it 
must be asserted, in the same sense as it was of original righ- 
teousness in the state of integrity, that it 1s natural to us; 
man would not, indeed, ccase to be man, if this state were 
removed, and it does not, then, constitute the being of man, 
but it is connected with the being, the nature of man as heis 
now born, and is united with it in the most intimate and in- 
separable manner; and as no man is now born, except in this 
depraved state, so also this state can never be lost by man, 
as long as he lives on the earth: man, when he becomes a 
partaker of the Holy Ghost, can indeed refuse obedience to 
his evil propensity, and, when redemption through Christ is 
apprehended by faith, he is also freed from the consequences 
of sin, (i. e.) the wrath of God and punishment, but yet the 
evil inclination to sin always remains in him. All this is ex- 
pressed in the adjuncts or circumstances of orzginal sin, as 
Quenstedt teaches : 

1) Natural inherence, Heb. 12: 1; Rom. 7: 21, which, 
therefore, 1s not a substance but an accident. (12) 

2) } Natural susceptibility of being propagated, Gen. 5: 3; 
Ps. 01: 7; John 3:6; Eph. 2:3. (18) 

d) Dur ation (a tenacity or obstinate inherence during life, 
Rom. 7 ; Heb. 12: 1.) C4) 

Notes To Sec. 26. 

(1.) Quenstedt.—‘‘The first sin amongst mankind is the 
voluntary apostacy of our first parents from God their crea- 
tor, by which, having been seduced by the devil, they trans- 
gressed, of their own accord, both the gener al divine and 
internal law impressed upon their mind, ‘and the particular 
external prohibition concerning the not cating of the fruit of
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the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, concerning the 
existence of which sin, history does not permit us to doubt, 
Gen. 8. By Paul itis called the transgression of Adam, 
Rom. 5: 14, because he transgressed the divine precept by 
eating of the forbidden fruit. The fall is ascribed to Adam 
by way of eminence, both because he was the head of the 
woman, and also because he was the beginning and root of 
the human race, by whom, principally, sin descended down to 
posterity. For a like reason, it is called a transgression of 
one, Rom. 5: 15, 17 and 18, where by one man the Apostle 
vinderstands Adam particularly, so, however, as not entircly 
to exclude Eve. Hence arise the following definitions : 

(Quenstedt) 1.) “Zhe external first and principal (but 
remote) cause of this sin is Satan, acting here, not by inter- 
nal impulse, nor by external violence, for each is repugnant 
to the integrity of the state in which man was originally cre- 
ated, but by mere extcrnal moral suasion.—John 8: 44; 
pe Cor. 11: 3; Apology 12: 9, 

2) The zenstrumental cause is a true and natural serpent, 
but possessed by the devil, Gen. 3; 1—14, (not a serpent 
merely, but one chosen and filled by the devil, which is man- 
ifest from the conversation and discourse with Eve, and also 
from the punishment, Gen. 3: 15, for the bruising of the ser- 
pent’s head, by the sced of the woman, has respect, not toa 
natural, but to the infernal serpent. ) 

3) The internal and directl y efficzent cause, is the intellect 
and will of the first man, arising, not from any internal de- 
fect, which could not be in an unfallen state, but (per acci- 
dens) accidentally, in consequence of his wandering and de- 
parture from God, through seduction from without. (Man 
did not fall, in consequence of any absence or denial of any 
special grace, nor from the presence of any internal languor 
and natural vitiosity, but through the abuse of his hberty, 
whilst his will yielded to the external persuasion and scduc- 
tion of the devil, and interrupted the gracious influence of 
God.) 

4) The order and mode of the seduction are the following: 
TTollaz.—‘“‘Eve was first and immediately seduced by the devil, 
(Hfollaz. Eve sinned first, not because she was more feeble in 
intellect than Adam, but because she was more yielding in 
will.) Adam was drawn mediately and by the persuasion of 
the Woman, into the same sin, and thus the fall of Adam is 
referred also to the devil, as the first author of sin.” In re- 
ference to the passage, 1 Tim, 2; 14, remarks Quenstedt :—
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“These words are not to be understood of the seduction sim- 
ply, but of the mode and order of the seduction; seduction 
is either external, through the address of the serpent from 
without, or internal, through the suggestion of Satan from 
within. Inthe former sense Eve only, and not Adam, was 
seduced.” 

5) The particular sinful acts which this transgression in- 
volves are: Hollaz. a) on the part of the intellect a want of 
faith (tncredulitas) (Eve hesitated between the word of God 
Gen. 2: 17, and the word of the devil, Gen. 3: 4); 6) on 
the part of the will, selfishness and pride, Gen. 3: 5; c) on 
the part of the sensuous appetite, an inordinate desire of the 
forbidden fruit, Gen. 3: 6, from which came forth the exter- 
nal act forbidden by the law of paradise. 2) Hollaz. “Our 
first parents, by their fall, cmmedzately violated the positive 
law given in paradise, forbidding to eat of the, fruit of the 
tree-of the knowledge of good and evil; mediately and really 
by their disobedience, they broke through the restraints of 
the entire moral law. The intention of the positive law was 
a trial or test of obedience, which, as due to God, the whole 
moral law demands. But he who fears not to transgress one 
precept of the law, will not blush to violate the remainder, 
since they have the same author, and the same obligatory 
force. 

3) Hollaz. ‘The consequences of Adam’s fall are guilt 
and punishment. Punishment, like an inseparable compan- 
ion, presses upon guilt. God, the most holy, had threatened 
death to man, if he transgressed the law which was given 
him.—Gen. 2: 17. By death is meant spiritual, corporeal, 
and eternal death. Spzretual death, the root of all evil, is 
the immediate consequence of the first sin. Jor as soon as 
man turned his heart away from the divine law, he deprived 
himself of spiritual union with God, which is tlie life of the 
soul, and thus, having been deserted by God, he died spiritu- 
ally. ‘This spiritual death brought with it the loss of the di- 
vine image, the entire corruption of the whole human nature, 
and the loss of free will in spiritual things. Zhe death of 
the body follows spiritual death, or the death of the soul, in- 
cluding all the diseases and miseries by which man is sur- 
rounded from without. Whither also are to be referred the 
severe and troublesome labor which must be constantly en- 
dured by the man, Gen. 3: 17, and the painful throes of par- 
turition in the woman, Gen. 3:16. Although our first pa- 

rents did not suffer the death of the body as soon as they fell,
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never theless, from that time, they became subject to death, 
since this is the wages of Sin, Rom. 6: 23. ternal death 
isa perpetual exclusion from the blessed enjoyment of God, 
united with constant and most excruciating torments, which, 
by the force of the threatening annexed to the divine law, 
Adam and all his posterity must have suffered, unless Jesus 
Christ, the Redeemer of the human ra ce, aud the restorer of 
the lost i image of God, had interposed.” 

4) Koenie. “The effects of the first sin, In respect of our 
first parents, are: the total loss of the divine image, some 
fragments, indeed, or vestiges remaining; also the most pro- 
found depravity. of the whole nature; exposure to punish- 
ment expressed in the penalty annexed to the law of para- 

- dise; the griefs and miseries of this life, and finally death 
itself.” 

5) Gerhard. We must not thus regard the sin of our first 
parents, and its consequences, as if they had had respect 
only to them, and did not, in any way, affect us; because, 
afterwards Adam begat a son, in his own image and likeness, 
Gen. 5:3. As he was, such also did he beget his children, 
despoiled of the image of God, destitute of original righte- 
ousness by reason of sin, and exposed to the wrath of God, 
to death and damnation. Adam lived, and we all lived in 
him, Adam perished, and we all perished in him. As when 
parents lose the possession of a feudal benefit, the male child- 
ren also lose it, because the parents received 3 it, not only for 
themselves, but also for their children, so also our first pa- 
rents, having been created in the image of God, had received 
those giits which were bestowed by the aoodness of God, like 
a deposite, to be faithfully guarded for ‘themselves and their 
posterity, thus also, by sinning, they lost them, not only for 
themselves, but for all their posterity.” 

Hollaz. ‘Our first parents are the proximate cause of this 
inborn stain, from whose impure blood the original stain has 
flowed into our hearts. Everything follows the seeds of its 
own nature. No black crow ever produced a white dove, nor 
ferocious lion, a gentle lamb, and no man, polluted with in- 
born sin, ever begat a holy child. 

6) Hollaz. The first sin of Adam, as far as he is regarded 
as the common parent, head, root and representative of the 
whole human race, is truly and justly imputed by God, as 
guilt and punishment, to all his posterity.’ By sin which is 
imputed, is understood (Quenstedt). “That disobedience by 
which the first parents of the human race turned themsclyes
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away from God.” &e., &c. Therefore, also, it 1s said: “Not 

only our first parents were the subject of the first sin, but 
also all their posterity propagated by natural generation.” 
‘Hor Adam and Eve were substitutes for the whole human 

race, inasmuch as they ought to be regarded, both as the na- 
tural and moral beginning of the human race, and the repre- 

sentative of all their posterity, both in nature and in grace. 
The proximate cause why all his posterity have sinned in the 
first man sinning, is the existence of the whole human spe- 

cies, in the person of Adam, Rom. 5:12. For our first pa- 
rents were then considered not only as the first individuals 

(individua) of the human species, but they were also the 

true root, stock and beginning of the whole human race, 
which could both stand and fall in them. Hence we are said 

to have been in the loins of our first parents.” 

The word, to impute, Quenstedt explains thus: “The word 
imputation in this place is received not physically, for im- 
planting or inserting, but relatively for estimation. In the 
Hebrew language it is explained by an, in the Greek by 
aoCecdar, and in German by zurechnen, asif you would say, 
in computing, that you set something over to some one, or in 
counting or calculating, that you assign something.” Impu- 
tation is proved from Rom. 5: 12, 14,19. The common ex- 
planation of the first passage is: “in whom, viz., Adam, all 
have sinned.” But Quenstedt remarks that “it makes no 
difference whether you translate zo 4 in whom, or on which 
account. For, if it is retained as causal, it confirms our 
view. For thus we argue. They who die, die because they 
have sinned, but all mankind die, even infants and those not 
yet born. ‘Therefore, they die because they have sinned.” 
‘‘But infants, and those not yet born, die either on account 
of some fault of their own (delzetum) or actual transgression; 
therefore, on account of the actual transgression of another 
scil: of Adam, who tainted them with his own stain.* But 
if the other signification be received, 1. e. (2m quo) relatively 
in Adam, as root, fountain, cause, head, it is again proved 
that Adam’s sin 1s imputed to all.” In reference to Rom. 5: 

* The argument of Chemnitz will be complete, if we supply the hiatus 
thus. They who die, die because they have sinned; all mankind die, 
even infants and those not yet born. Therefore, they die because ther 
have sinned. But infants, and those not yet born, die either on account 
of some fault of their own or actual transgression. But they have never 
committed any actual transgression, therefore, they die on account of 
the fault or actual transgression of another, viz., Adam, who tainted 
them with his own sin.
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19, Quenstedt remarks: “As we are constituted just by the 
imputation of the righteousness of Christ, thus are we con- 
stituted unrighteous by the disobedience of Adam.” 

In order to write with much accuracy, Quenstedt remarks 
in addition, that the phrase, the fall of Adam, is taken in 
different senses. The one sense is, ‘‘specifically a transgres- 
sion in relation to the ferbidden tree,’’ and therefore it is 
“formally considered’’ the sin of the individual Adam: ‘‘in 
this case we say that the fall becomes ours by imputation 
only.” The other sense is: “‘at the same time that which 
flowed from this transgression, viz., the want of original 
righteousness, and the corruption of the whole nature ;” and 
then we say: “‘it passed over to posterity, not only by impu- 
tation, but also by natural generation. We remark yet in 
addition, that the idea of the imputation of the guilt and 
punishment of our first parents, occurs from the time of Ger- 
hard in a more precise form. Since the subject is less pre- 
cisely exhibited in the Formula Concordiz (1—9) ‘That this 
hereditary evil is a sin or guilt, whence it happens that we 
all, on account of the disobedience of Adam and Live, are 
hateful te God, and children of wrath.” Baier also admits 
the position, that all men had sinned in Adam, not just in 
the manner above mentioned, and suggests not a particular 
guilt, which the posterity of Adam had incurred through his 
fall, but that their guilt appears in their inborn depravity. In 
reference to this, however, he says: “But it is not necessary, 
nor perhaps advisable, that we discuss this point more acutely; 
how God could impute the fall of our first parents to their 
posterity not yet in existence, in such a way that, therefore, 
it was necessary for them to be born destitute of original 
righteousness and sinners. It is sufficient that the fact has 
been revealed ; although the mode is unknown.” 

7) The scholastic distinction original sin originating, and 
original sin originated. Quenstedt. ‘‘Acteve or originating 
original sin, 1s that vicious act which our first parents com- 
mitted, by transgressing the paradisarc law, which act indeed 
has not passed over to their posterity, nor is found in them, 
except by imputation only. However, it gave origin to the 
deep corruption of man, which is called passzve or originated 
original sin, which is a vicious habit, contracted by Adam 
through that actual transgression of the divine law, and pro- 
pagated to his posterity.’’ In this sense the word is here used. 

Hollaz. ‘In ecclesiastical phraseology, not biblical, this 
sin, derived from the fall of Adam, is called original, and,
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indeed, not in respect of the origin of the world or of man, 
but, 1) because derived from Adam, the root and beginning 
of the human race; 2) because it was united with the origin 
of the descendants of Adam: 8) because it is the origin and 
fountain of actual transgressions.” 

In the language of Scripture, this connate depravity is 
called: 1) cndwelling sin, Rom. 7: 17, because after the fall 
it fixed its seat firmly in man, nor departs from him until the 
habitation of soul and body is broken up; 2) besetting sen; 
because it surrounds us on all sides, like a long garment im- 
peding arunner, Heb. 12: 2; 38) aw lawn the members, Rom. 
8:23. For as a law rules and governs an agenf, thus origi- 
nal sin directs the members of the body to the perpetration 
of wicked deeds; 4) an evil lying near, Rom. 14: 21, be- 
cause like a stumbling block, it lies near to a man who wishes 
to d> good.” | 

8) More extended definitions. Hollaz. “Original sin is: a 
want of original righteousness, connected with a depraved 
inclination, corrupting in the most inward parts, the whole 
human nature, which was derived from the fall of our first 
parents, and propagated to all men by natural generation, 
rendering them indisposed to spiritual good, but inclined to 
evil, and making them the objects of divine wrath and eter= 
nal condemnation.”’ 

Quenstedt. ‘Original sin is a want of original righteousness 
derived from the sin of Adam, and propagated to all men who 
are begotten in the ordinary mode of generation, including 
the dreadful corruption and depravity of human nature and 
all its powers, excluding all from the grace of God and eter- 
nal life, and subjecting them to temporal and eternal punish- 
ments, unless they are born again of water and the Spirit, 
or obtain the remission of their sins through Christ.” 

he proois of these views of original sin, are drawn from 
Gen. 6:5; 8: 21; Job 14: 4; Ps. 14: 2,3; 58:4; Isaiah 
48:8; John 3: 5,6; Eph. 2; 8. Especially from Ps. 51: 
(; Rom. 5: 12, 14; Gen. 5: 8. Chemnitz thus comments 
on the important passage, Rom. 5:12: 1) “The efficient 
cause of original sin is shown to be the first man. 2) The 
subject is pointed out, which adhered not only in Adam, but 
has passed into the world, i. e., into all men who come into 
the world. 38) The punishment is described, which is not 
only the death of the body, but the dominion of sin, and the 
sentence of condemnation... 4) Lest the punishment should 

Vou. X, No. 38. 28
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be understood only as of the sin of another, without any per- 
sonal guilt, Paul affirms that the whole world is guilty, both 
in consequence of the one sin of the first man, and because 
all have sinned, 1. e., have been constituted sinners. 5) He 
indicates what kind of sin it was, when he says that even 
they have original sin, who have not sinned after the simili- 
tude of Adam’s transgression. 6) He describes the manner, 
how original sin is propagated—he says by one man.” 

9) Quenstedt. In form it is an habitual privation privation 
of original righteousness, Ps. 14:3; 53:4; Rom. 3: 10, 
14, 12, 23, united with the complete corruption of the whole 
nature, Rom. 7: 17, 20,21; Heb. 12: 1. See Symbolical 
Books, and especially Apol. to Conf. I. 26. Form of Con-- 
cord, I. 11. 

In reforence to the former (viz., the privation of original 
righteousness) Baier remarks: ‘Here belongs that death, or 
the want of spiritual life, and of all the active powers which 
are required for the exercise of acts in conformity with the 
divine law. And this death is referred to men, because they 
are by nature children of wrath, Eph. 2: 1 and 5; Col. 2: 
13. For as original righteousness had dwelt with the facul- 
ties of the soul of the first man, had, as it were, animated 
and prepared them to live a life of godliness, and according 
to spiritually good acts and motions; so this primeval righte- 
ousness having been lost, a man is like a dead body which 
has been deprived, by the separation of the soul from the 
body, of all power to call forth and to exercise vital acts and 
motions, because he is destitute of strength for the perform- 
ance of spiritual acts and motions.” 

In reference to the latter (viz., concupiscence) Baier “For 
the same carnal man who, in consequence of the want of 
spiritual life, was like one dead, in another respect is said to 
be living and very active, but it 1s a life alien from the life 
of God, Eph.4: 18; 2:3. The faculties of the soul are, 
indeed, essentially vital faculties, and when they are deprived 
of original righteousness, they must want the powers neces- 
sary to conduct the life in a manner agreeable to God: Not 
however are those powers lost or destroyed, as far as there is 
in them vitality and strength to call forth vital acts and mo- 
tions. Therefore they pursue another course of life, and 
manifestly different from the former.” Concupiscence is also 
connected with the want of original righteousness ; therefore 
the following position is opposed to the Papists: Quenstedt. 
“Original sin, formally considered, consists not ina mere 
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want of rectitude which should exist, or a want of concreated 
righteousness, but also in a state of illegality, or an ap- 
pr oach, contrary to the divine law, to a forbidden object, 
which, in one word, 1s called a depraved concupiscence." — 
Or iginal sin is also a depravity negative and positive: nega- 
tive, without the good which should exist: poszteve, desirous 
of the evil which should not exist, concupiscence itself. The 
positive depravity is thus more particularly defined. Quen- 
stedt. ‘Original sin is called a positive depravity, not accu- 
rately and according to philosophical abstraction, according 
to which every positive entity isa good created by God, but 
according to the latitude used by theologians, and that 1) 
denominaiively, as far as itincludes a subjectiv e positive act ; 
2) formally, as far as, besides the act in which the pr ivation 
is inherent, and besides the privation of original righteous- 
ness which ought to exist, 1t involves also an inclination, and 
a certain wickedness which is contrar y to original righteous- 
ness. ‘The particular parts of original sin are “then more spe- 
cifically thus described by Baier: Tn respect of the intellect, 
original sin implies a total want of spiritual light, so that it 
cannot know Godrightly, nor prescr ibe in what w ay he should 
be worshipped, nor to embrace with a firm assent the things 
which have been divinely revealed; at the same time also, 
there is a proneness of the intellect to form rash and false 
judgments concerning spiritual things; even in those things 
which he open to the light of nature, there 1s a certain impo- 
tency in the knowledge of God, and the government of life. 
In respect of the will, original sin consists in a want of origi- 

nal holiness, or of the ability to love God above all things, 
and to perform what the intellect has rightly dictated, and 
also to restrain the appetite in a proper manner: also in that 
the will is inclined to sinfulacts. Jn respect of the sensuous 
appetite, there is a want of obedience to the higher faculties, 
and a rushing, contrary to them, into those things which are 
asrceable to the senses, although they are pr ohibited by the 
divine law, the decision of reason not having been waited for, 
or having been rejected. 

10) Conf. Aug. JI.—‘“They teach that, after the full of 
Adam, all men who are begotten in the natural way, are born 
in sin (1. €.) without the fear of God, or faith in God, and 
with concupiscence: and that this discase, or natural depray- 
ity, 1s truly sin, condemning and causing now, also, eternal 
death to those who are not born again by baptism and the 
Holy Spit.” See Apol. Conf. I. 38, 41. Form. Cone. [, 6,
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This evil Dr. Luther was accustomed sometimes to call the 
sin of our nature or person; by which he meant that, al- 
though a man should not think, § speak or do any evil (which 
indeed, since the fall of our first parents, is impossible for 
human nature, in this life) nevertheless, the nature and per- 
son of man are sinful (1. e.) that they are wholly and com- 
pletely infected, poisoned, and corrupted before God, by orig- 
inal sin, 10 their very inmost parts, and the most profound 
recesses of the heart: and in consequence of this corruption 
and fall of our first parents, the nature and person of man 
are accused and condemned by the law of God, so that we 
are by nature the children of wrath, the slaves of death and 
damnation, unless we be liberated from these evils, and be 
preserved through the benefits which flow from the merits of 
Christ.” 

Quenstedt. This concupiscence, denoting the propensity to 
evil which is implanted in the depraved nature, even as it re- 
mains in the regenerate, is truly sin, because the definition of 
sin suits it, and therefore Paul, Rom. 7, calls it sin fourteen 
times, not by metonomy, that it is only the punishment of 
the first sin, and the cause of subsequent actual transgression, 
as the Papists teach, but, properly and formally, because it 
is truly sia, whence also the Apostle names it the law of sin 
warring against the law of the mind, an evil producing sin.’ 

11) ‘Baier. “The consequences of original sin are varlous 
evils: Jn respect of the soul, a want of freedom of the will 
in spiritual things, and an infir mity of the will in things na- 
tural; actual transgressions, multiplied both in kind and num- 
ber; a want of grace, and,on the contrary, the anger of 
God. In respect of the body, diseases and other troubles, 
with temporal death: finally, also, eternal death or damna- 
tion.” 

12) Two things are herein contained, that we may state 
what is naturally inherent in original sin: 

1) Quenstedt. ‘That which is s not a mere accident, lightly 
and externally attached, but internally and intimately inhe- 
ring, and therefore called, Heb. 12: 1, the easily besetting 
sin; That which is an acezdent, connate and natural; not 
indeed that thus it arises from nature, but is produced to- 
gether with it, or is connate with it; not that it is any tempo- 
ral and transient accident, but fixed and permanent.” For 
the purpose of banishing such a view, (i. e., the Pelagian) 
our divines express themselves in forcible lan oua ge concerning 
human depravity. So Chemnitz. “There are not a few who
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s0 extenuate original sin, that they pretend that it 1s a cor- 
ruption of cer tain accidents only, and that the substance it- 
self of man, and especially of the soul, exists after the fall, 
and remains upright, uninjured and pure; so that this quasi 
impediment having been removed, the substance itself of man, 
after the fall, and before the renewing of the Spirit, by it- 
self, has certain spiritual powers or faculties in itself or of 
itself, which it employs of itself to begin and to complete 
spiritual acts... The true and constant sentiment of the 
church must be opposed, clearly explained and keenly de- 
fended against these philosophical and Pelagian vagaries... 
V1Z., that the nature or substance in man, since the - fall, and 
before regeneration, is by no means upright, pure or sourd: 
but that especially the nature of the human soul is tr uly cor- 
rupt, vitiated and depraved, and that not lightly or superfi- 
cially, or even im some part only, but that the whole mass 
Gf I may so speak) of the substance or of human nature, and 
especially of the soul, is corrupted and vitiated with the deep- 
est and extreme depr avity. .. This corruption or depravity 1s 
nothing abstract, nor an idea without the substance or human 
nature, but 1s inherent in our very nature or substance, and 
hike a spiritual poison, infects and diffuses itself far and wide 
throughout all the members of our whole sulstance or hu- 
man nature.” The position of Flacius, viz., ‘That original 
sinis the very substance itself of man or the human soul,”’ 
arose from a misapprehension or a straining of these views. 
Therefore, the expression, “inherent in our nature,” has been 
employed. 

2) Quenstedt. “That original sin is not the very substance 
of man... but that which inheres in it after the manner of 
an accident, for it is distinguished in the Scriptures, Rom 7: 
20, from the essence itself of man, and is called zndwelling 
sin ; now an inhabitant or guest is not the same as the house, 
so neither is sin the s same as man. ° 

Form. Conc. 1: 53. “Although original sin has infected 
and corrupted the whole nature of man, like some spiritual 
poison and horrible leprosy, so that now, in our corrupt na- 
ture, these too, viz., nature alone and original sin alone, can- 
not be distinctly pointed out to view : yet the corrupt nature 
or the substance of corrupt man, body and soul, or man him- 
self created by God, in whom original sin dwells, and origi- 
nal sin itself, which ‘dwells in the nature or essence of man, 
and corrupts it, are not one and thesame... The distinction, 
therefore, betw een our nature, which was created by Godand
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is preserved to this day, in which original sin dwells, and 
original sin, which dwells in our nature, must be retained.” 
For this reason, then, is original sin called an accident :— 
Form. Conc. 1: 57. “Since, therefore, this 1s an unchange- 
able truth, that whatever it be, whether substance or accident, 
that 1s, either something subsisting by itself, or that which 
has come to it from somewhere else and inheres in its sub- 
stance... we must, indeed, needs admit that that sin is nota 
substance but am accident.”’ ‘To this the formula add, 1: 60, 
‘when the inquiry is made, what kind of an accident original 
sin is, that 1s another question. No philosopher, no papist, 
no sophist, yea, no human reason, can exhibit a true solution 
ef this question; its explication is to be sought from the sa- 
cred Scriptures only.” The expressions which have been 
employed above by Chemnitz, are sustained by the following 
distinction: 1: 51. “In order to avoid logomachies, terms of 
an equivocal signification should be carefully and learnedly 
explained. V.G. when it is said: God creates the nature of 
man: By the term nature, the very substance, body and soul 
is meant. But often a property or condition of any thing, 
(whether it be taken in good part or bad) is called the nature 
of that thing, as when it is said, it is the nature of the ser- 
p2nt to strike, and to infect with poison (here, not the sub- 
stance, but the badness of the serpent is expressed): in this 
sense Dr. Luther uses the term nature, when he says that sz 
and to sin ws the nature of corrupt man. 

(13) Form. Conc. 1: 7. ‘ And at the present time, al- 
though in this corruption of nature, God does not create sin 
in us, but together with the nature which God creates and 
effects in men, original sin is propagated by natural genera- 
tion from father and mother. 

Here the question naturally presents itself, in what man- 
ner this corrupt nature perpetuates itself, and whether the 
soul is propagated extraduce? 1. ¢., as in natural generation 
the flesh of the offspring is substentially transmitted from the 
seed of the parent, whether also the soul of the cliuld, in like 
manner, is transmitted from the soul of the parent? On this 
subject Chemnitz says: ‘Luther, in his discussions, concludes 
that he wishes to affirm nothing publicly concerning that 
question, but that he privately held the opinion detraduce. . 
It is sufficient for us to know the efficient cause that our first 
parents, by their fall, deserved that, such as they were :vfter 
the fal], both in body and mind, such also all their posterity 
would be preereated. But how the soul contracts that sin
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wecan safely remain in ignorance, because the Holy Spirit 
has not been pleased to disclcse this in certain and clear 
Scriptural testimonies.’’ The more recent divines declare 
themselves more positively in favor of traducianism: Quen- 
stedt. “‘As the soul was the first to exhibit sin, so original 
sin itself, through the medium of the soul, in which it deeply 
inheres, is propagated per traducem.” See this subject more 
fully discussed in Sec. 20, note 8. 

(14) The following are the more particular definitions :— 
Quenstedt. ‘In original sin there are four things worthy of 
attention, to each of which a certain hmit of duration has 
been prefixed. 1) Tendency or root (fomes),* habitually 
inhering. 2) A perception of this tendency or root. 3) The 
dominion of it, and finally, 4) Guilt. The last is removed 
by regeneration and justification: Dominion by sanctification 
‘(not at once, but gradually and successively, because sancti- 
fication is not complete in this life). The perception of it is 
removed by death: The tendency itself, not by a reducing 
to ashes, (since not the body, but the soul, is the first and 
immediate subject of sin) but by the dissolution of the soul 
and the body.” 

Apology o: Conf. 1: 35. “Luther always wrote that bap- 
tism removes the guilt of original sin, although mater?ally, 
as they say, the propensity to sin remains. He added also, 
concerning its material character, that the Holy Spirit being 
given in baptism, begins to mortify the propensity to sin, 
and creates new emotions in man. Augustine also speaks 
in the same manncr, and says that sin is remitted in baptism, 
not that it may not exist, but that it may not be imputed. 
He openly confesses that it exists, that is, that sin remains, 
although it is not imputed. 

* The word fomes means tinder, combustible material; it has been 
translated tendency, as the nearest approach to the original, under the 
circumstances.
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ARTICLE LV. 

LITURGICAL STUDIES. 

(Concluded frem p. 124.) 

The Principles of the Cultus of the Evangelical Church. 

Tne Protestant church owes her erigin to the necessary 
reaction ef the reawakened, pure evangelical consciousness of 
faith against the Ahewman tradztiens introduced upon the doc- 
trine and life of the so-called Catholic church. With the pre- 
valence of these human traditions, and with nothing else, 
Protestantism, from the beginning, knew itself involved in 
conflict and battle, against nothing other did it protest, against 
nothing other is it continually called te contend. Its intent 
is just as little a new church, not having had an existence 
from the beginning, as its desire is to produce a new Chris- 
tian cultus which, so far as contents are concerned, did not 
exist before. It claims not to be revolution, but restitution, 
not a new creation or anew formation, but the purification 
and resteration ef both, religion and cultus. In consequence 
of its fermal principle, Protestantism views all that does not 
agree with holy writ as the only infallible norm, rule and 
measure of Christian faith and life, as human traditions, to 
the removal and obliteration of which, its purifying and re- 
storing efforts are directed; in consequence of its material 
principle, however, it declares more definitely all that is in 
conflict, either theoretically or practically, with the “first and 
chief article’ of evangelical doctrine, with the doctrine of 
the sinner’s justification before God by fazth alone, to be hu- 
man tradition. 

Protestantism, ever active, in accordance with its twofold 
principle, to render and preserve pure all christian and church- 
ly life from all traditionary bondage, so especially too, the 
life of the divine service, its efforts are directed against every 
thing that has deprived the christian cultus of the Catholic 
church of its truthfulness and freedom. ‘To procure again, 
and preserve to christian worship, the forfeited character of 
truth rnd freedom, was accordingly recognized from the be- 
ginning as its chief problem in the liturgical sphere; the laws 
of truth and freedom occupy the first place among those prin- 
ciples, by which Protestantism is guided in regard to the cul- 
tus.
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The law of truth does not merely require, 1) the external 
service continually to procecd from the internal, to preserve 

the latter as its indwelling force, it being its origin, and thus 
be no mere semblance, but a manifestation of existing piety, 
and 2) this manifestation to correspond with the internal na- 

ture and constitution of piety to be manifested, so as to be 
truly represented, i. e., unequivocally and definitely, clearly 

and explicitly, but 8) also that it which enters into the mari- 
ifestation and representation, be not merely circumstantially, 

but also objectively true, that 1 is possessed not merely of 
subjective, but also of objective truth. The christian cultus 
is only so far true, as it is a true expression of the impression 
of true christian faith on the human mind, or as the alone 
objectively true and positive christian religion, the real com- 
munion of man with God, mediated by Christ, is seen truly 
represented in it, not merely any general and indefinite reli- 
siosity. 

The objective truth of the consciousness of faith, as hold- 
ing in all the different confessions, being dependent on its 
agreement with the only authentic and canonical word of 
God, as contained in the sacred Scriptures, according to the 
formal principle of the Protestant church, so too is every 
exhibition of faith naturally bound by the same obligation. 
Consequently, the truthfulness of the cultus in harmony with 
Protestant principles, is based upon this fact, that the true, 
the only objectively true and evangelical faith of the Bidle in 
redemption, is just as truly expressed as it is appealed to by 
the cultus. ‘This will be the case whenever, in christian wor- 
ship, the word of God is preached pure and unadulterated, in 
agreement with the Holy Scriptures, and the sacraments are 
administered according to their divine institution, as recorded 
by the Evangelists and Apostles, on the one hand; and the 
reception and use of the means of grace, as well as the com- 
mon adoration and worship of God in Christ, are performed 
by a true evangelical faith, in the true biblical sense and spir- 
it on the other. The cliistian cultus, viewed from the ma- 
terial principle of our church, appears as having forfeited 
the character of truthfulness, and abused, in the sense of the 
reformers, or to superstition, as soon as its acts are consider- 
ed and treated as something that works magically and. theur- 
gically, or as soon as the external action in it assumes the 
pretension of salutary effect co zpso, and aside from that. 
faith that is represented and verified in it. The doctrine of 

Vou. X, No. 38, 29
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the sinner’s justification before God by faith alone, does not 
tolerate the thought of an external act to merit grace and 
appropriate justification, inthe way of an “opus operatum,”’ 
‘sine bono motu utentes,’’ but stands in direct contradistinc- 
tion with it. The cxternal act of hearing the word does not 
justify man before God, but that faith, the origin and preser- 
vation of which is found in the operation of the Holy Ghost, 
by means of the word, and which, on that account, will desire 
ever renewedly to hear this word as its necessary nourish- 
ment andfood. Just in the same way, the external and bod- 
ily use of the sacraments is of no avail, if faithis not present 
to lay held of and apply the proffered grace and gift of God. 
No external work of adoration and worship can be well-pleas- 
ing to him who looketh not on the outward appcarance, but 
on the heart, if it is not the product of inner worship, if it 
is not a fruit of faith, a natural and neccessary expression of 
picty really existing in the heart. The cultus, then, not as 
something outside of and aside of faith, but absolutely as its 
vital function and verification, is possessed of truth and value 
before God. 

The same relation to faith, however, which in consequence 
of the materzal principle of the Protestant church, guaranties 
to the christian cultus its truthfulness, secures its freedom 
also. ‘This freedom depends on the fact that faith is not 
subject to any law of the cultus, but that, on the contrary, 
the cultus receives its law from faith, so that the christian 
cultus is not brought to faith with the external necessity of a 
divine ceremonial law, but it is rather the externally free, as 
well as internally necessary product of faith itself, so that 
the acts of the cultus are not works commanded by law, the 
burden of which is imposed on faith, by the performance of 
which it 1s to merit grace, procure for itself salvation and 
righteousness. But it is rather a gratification of an internal 
want merely, a necessary verification of the vital impulse of 
faith. Faith, not subject to any law of the cultus lying be- 
yond itself, and foreign to its being, but following alone the 
internal law and impulse of its own nature, it moves perfectly 
free. If this were not so, if the acts of the cultus possessed 
a character of works necessary to salvation, externally com- 
manded and prescribed by a ceremonial ritual, there would 
not alone no freedom prevail in the sphere of the cultus, but 
righteousness would be represented, not as proceeding from 
faith alone, but also from works of the law.
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If, therefore, we said above that the objective truth of the 
christian cultus is conditioned by its agreement with the di- 
vine Scriptures, it is not to be understood as if there were a 
divine ritual laid down in the New Testament, the accurate 
and punctual observance of which, is divinely commanded, 
and necessary for the purpose of mediating salvation. The 
Catholic church, indeed, confounds and exchanges law and 
gospel in such a way as to view the latter but as the perfect 
new law, and Christ but as the giver of this new law; but 
the Protestant church bases herself throughout, upon thie true 
distinction of both economies. Inthe Gospel she findssome- 
thing entirely different from a “‘nova lex,’’ and denies through- 
out, that Christ has come into the world, to erect in his church 
and her cultus, another legal institute to mediate salvation. 
She teaches, that Christ has brought to the world the rghte- 
ousness-bhy faith, and instituted his church as a communion of 
believers, and the worship of the redeemed as an adoration 
and worship cf God in the spirit of freedom and in truth. 
The means of grace, the word of God and the sacraments, 
are divinely given in the New Testament, but respecting the 
particular use of the means of grace in worship, and the form 
under which the divine contents of faith are exhibited in the 
cultus, no ceremonial laws are appointed. According to the 
New Testament, the christian cultus seems to be confined 
neither to certain persons, nor to certain times or seasons; 
places, forms or formularies. If but the means of grace 
are used in their essential integrity, and the exhibition of 
faith is verily a true exhibition of the true faith, all besides 
is left to the free development and verification of the chris- 
tian churchly life. Christ was no liturgical law-giver, and in 
the means of grace he only granted to faith what it needed 
for itself, though not what it required for the further object 
of its self-exhibition. This was not to be brought to faith 
from without by precept, but from within. The Apostles, 
accordingly, 8s we learn from the New Testament, did not 
conduct themselves as vicars or authorized deputies of a li- 
turgical law-giver. The christian cultus developed itself 
under their eyes, in a manner adapted to the relations and 
circumstances of that time, upon the basis of the organization 
of the Jewish Synagogue. They interfered chiefly when 
offences had been committed in the natural development of 
life against the nature of christian faith, or any general mor- 
allaw. The first organization of the worshipping assembly 
of christians, as we are informed from the pages of the New
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Testament, is so far from enforcing itself as the most perfect 
formation of the christian cultus, and as a binding Jaw for 
all future times, that we have rather to recognize in it but 
the first beginnings of the development of a christian litur gy. 
The requisition of the correspondence with the sacred Scrip- 
tures, in the strict sense of the word, refers not to the man- 
ifestation or external form, but to what was to be manifested, 
to the contents of the cultus. Untrammeled by any outwardly 
compulsory law, faith may, and has aright to employ every 
thing freely in the cultus, whatever may seem adapted as a 
means in order to exhibit itself in its truthfulness. The 
Lutheran church was, from the beginning, free from the 
error of restriction to the external form of worship, as it 
existed in the most ancient days of the church. It having 
prevailed partly in the reformed church, she denied, in oppo- 
sition to the material principle of Protestantism, the true 
freedom of the cultus, and placed herself upon a stand-point 
somewhat similar to the Catholic mode of legalistic thinking. 
Compare Jer. oh 31-54; 32: ree] John 4: 2 24; Rom. 
8:28; Gal. 2:16, 21; 3: 10- 13; 4: 1-11; 5: 1-6; Col. 
2: 16- 23, 

Augsb. Conf. Art. 7, 15, 26, 28; Apolog =af Art. 8 (of hu- 
‘nan traditions in the sur ch). Smale. Art. 2: 1-4. Larger 
Cat. in the explanation of the third commandment, and 
Form. Conc. Art. 10 (of church usages). 

The law of freedom then indicates, that there is no cere- 
smonial law of the New Testament, that the acts of the cultus 
do not possess a character of external works, commanded of 
God, and necessary to life and salvation, that the consciences 
of believers are not bound by this or that form of external 
worship, and that the order of worship or of the church alto- 
gether, becomes an intolerable commandment of men, as soon 
as they claim to be a necessary element of the divine order 
of salvation. But, because there is no external divine law 
that prescribes the form and shape of the christian cultus, it 
does not follow that 2 2s not subject to any law whatever, and 
would be something entirely accidental and arbitrary. As 
everywhere the essence of true freedom is not to be found in 
arbitrariness, so in ‘this case too; and we would not be in the 
least justified, as is frequently done, to confound the freedom 
of the cultus with the power conceded to theindividual hiturg, 
so as to incline him to act arbitrarily. Far from it, that the 
submission of the hturg to an order and form of the cultus, 
published and approv ed by the whole church-communion,
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should not agree with the freedom of christian worship, it 1s 
rather, aside from all other reflections, which would go to,cs- 
tablish its necessity, the only means, too, to render the con- 
gregation safe against any arbitrary conduct on the part of 
their liturg. Freedom 13 not identical with arbitrariness, but 
with self-determination by moral laws, with inward mor al ne- 
cessity. The service of God cannot seek its freedom, then, 
in being entirely exempt from law, but only in this, that it is 
not subject to any outward traditionary service, that it is not 
bound by any other laws than those which he in its own in- 
‘ward being and relation to faith. Freedom has no existence 
against the tr uth, but in the truth and for the truth. We can 
consequently derive no reason from the nature of freedom in 
the sphere of the cultus, to justify the subject to aet against 
the truth. 

But the law of freedom does not merely find in the law of 
truth, on the one hand, its positive fulfilment, and on the 
other, its necessary circumscription; there are other genera} 
laws also, proceeding from the most inward being and idea of 
the christian cultus, which exclude arbitrariness, and which 
true freedom will not gainsay. The christian cultus j is, aS We 
have seen, no merely individual, subjective or private wor ship, 
but public, common and chur chly. Its subject is not the in- 
dividual believer per se, but the congregation of belevers.— 
Hence we infer that the merely individual and subjective un- 
derstanding of the Scriptures cannot be enforced nolens vo- 
lens as objective truth, but wholly the common interpretation 
of the church; and that the private faith of the individual 
subject cannot lay claim to be exhibited in the cultus, but the 
faith of the congregation. The previously required agrec- 
ment with the Holy Scriptures becomes ipso facto too, a re- 
quisition to correspond with the confession of the church, 
because the church Protestant believes and confesses nothing 
other in command than what is according to her common con- 
viction and experience, wrought and testified by the Holy 
Ghost, the pure and unadulterated doctrine of the Gospel, 
the essential contents of the divine word. ‘Che communion 
of faith not being in every respect merely altogether perfec- 
ted, but, at the same time too, still involved in a process of 
srowth, and as the common cannot be at all conceived as 
something abstractly general, something that obliterates all 
individuality and subjectivity, something of an exclusive and 
absolutely negative character ; the indiv iduals not being mere- 
ly in the communion, but vice versa, the communion in them
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too, the cultus would certainly be one-sided, if the common 
faith or common picty were exhibited in it in this circum- 
scribed common form, and not in the free manner of individ- 
ual and subjective expression too. But whether it be the 
latter form or the former, under which faith appears and ex- 
hibits itself, it would and could ever be, as previously said, 
not a merely individual and subjective faith, but an essential- 
ly common faith expressed in the cuitus, whether under an 
individual or common form. But not merely that which is to 
be exhibited in the cultus, the contents of the cultus must 
prove itself to be essentially common, the very action too, in 
exhibiting it, must bear this same common character. Pro- 
tostantism, according to its avowed principles, knows nothing 
of a priesthood with divine privileges, in order to a legal me- 
diation of salvation. . Nor can it regard the act of cultus as 
the act of a priesthood standing between God and the con- 
gregation, but merely as an act of the congregation. Butthis 
certainly does not involve, that the whole congregation is 
everywhere and always to act in immediate concert by visible 
and audible expression. There may be, as we have scen, 
nay, there must even occur a form of action, in which all 
participate by means of the delegated organ of individuals. 
But in this case, the delegated organ acts merely in reference 
to the loud expression. Essentially, it isan action, perform- 
ed by the liturg in union with the congregation, and the con- 
gregation with the liturg. The total congregation acts in the 
worship of the local congregation in the name of God, by 
administering the means of grace through the organ of her 
specially called servants. Yet without the positive receptivi- 
ty on the part of the members of the congregation, the ad- 
ministration of the means of grace can form no act of cultus; 
without the recipients of the sacraments, the administrator 
is not enabled to act. The self-activity of the clergy is ex- 
hibited in worship, as determined by the susceptibility of the 
laity, and the latter again, as excited and put in motion by 
that of the former. The common expression of the common 
faith provokes the individual and subjective one, in the free 
discourse of the specially gifted and called, and the latter the 
former again. ‘The cultus can alone, therefore, be exhibited 
as living, in the character of an action both common and 
mutual. The third clement, accordingly, is that of a common 
and mutual character, founded in the evangelical nature and 
idea of the christian cultus, and thus entitled to prevail in 
this our sphere.
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Viewing the mattcr on one side, and superficially, it might 
appear as if this common character in worship received 
ereater significance in the cultus of the Catholic church than 
in the Protestant. For, aside from the fact, that the free 
discourse, the- individual living expression of the common 
faith recedes altogether, and appears almost as disappearing, 
the strictest adherence to the forms of worship, as handed 
down from churchly antiquity, prevails, and the closest agree- 
ment respecting their use in all countries ahd places of the 
earth. Yes, the Romish church goes even so far as to em- 
ploy, everywhere, one and the same langage in the worship 
of God. But itis, on the one hand, of that common char- 
acter, which passes itself off at the cost of, aud in contradic-. 
tion with truth and freedom, and, on tlie other kand, we miss 
the truly common character in her worship, the cultus ap- 
pearing too much merely as the priestly action of the clergy 
for the benefit of the congregation, at which the beholding’ 
or listening congregation are purely passive, or during which 
the individual members have their private worship for them- 
selves. That the cultus of the present should be in constant 

connection with that of the churchly past, that the worship 
of the local congregation should agree with that of the totat 
congregation, 1s implied certamly too, in this common char- 

acter of the cultus; yet the chief point is always this, that 
the local congregation assembled for the Hturgical end, be 
pre-eminently engaged in a living common and mutual activ- 
ity respecting the expression and verification of her piety.— 
What the Apostle Paal says in the fourteenth chapter of his 
first epistle to the Corinthians, about the “speaking with 
tongues, 1s here in place, and especially the thirty-sixth 
verse of that chapter, where he reminds his readers that the 
word of God did not come out from them, nor come unto 
them only. The church Protestant enforced the cultus from 
the beginning, both theoretically and practically, not as the 
one-sided action of a privileged clerical order, but as an ac- 
tion, living, conjoint and alternate between clergy and con- 
gregation. In reference to the relation of the worship of a 
local congregation to that of the total, she correctly declares 
that “it is not necessary to the true unity of the christian 
church, that uniform traditions, rites and ceremonics, of hu- 
man appointment, should everywhere be observed,” and that 
for this end, “it is sufficient that the Gospel is preached in 
harmony with, and according to its true intent and meaning, 
and that the sacraments are administered in consonance with
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she word of God.” (Augsb. Conf. Art. 7.) The requisition 
that the worship of God should be borne by this churchly 
common character, that ail the local congregations should 
agree, refers, first and foremost, to that which is to be exhib- 
ited, to its contents, and to those acts in which, not so much 
the local as the total congregation is seen to act by the organ 
of her called servants inthe name of God. But in respect 
to the other parts of the worship of God, the church Protes- 
tant, from the begmning, was concerned for the most possible 
harmony, and a difference was tolerated more within the 
limits of the confession, than within any chnrch of any 
country standing under the same common regiment. As far 
as the sphere of usefulness of any church government ex- 
tended, it introduced a common order of things in church 
and worskip, but from reasons by which no encroachment 
on the liberty of faith or of conscience was exercised. The 
prefaces especially, and the published mandates of the first 
Protestant church regulations, allerd proof, in this respect, 
for our assertion. 

A. form of public and common action, like that in the cul- 
tus, cannot, and dare net refuse to submit to the rule of the 
general moral law of order and decency, will not sacrifice the 
proper organization and orderly course of such action to ac- 
cident, or the option of afew individuals; care must be taken 
that the different functions and the persons acting do not in- 
terrupt and disturb each other, that checkered pele-mele arise, 
but that everything appear decently and expedicntly, arran- 
ged in proper order and succession, so that no confusion or 
disorder arise, but harmonicus codperation prevail. The sev- 
eral parts must be united to an organic whole, and the differ- 
ent acts follow in such a succession, as characterize the na- 
ture and end of common worship. The law of order and 
decorum, then, is to be named as the fourth principle of the 
christian cultus as holding in the evangelical church, to which 
the symbolical writings so frequently refer (A. C. Art. 15 & 
28; Apel. Art. 8 & 14; Form. Conc. Epit, 10), and which 
is so emphatically enjoined by the Apostle Paul. (1 Cor. 14: 
33,40; Col. 2: 5). The chief requisitions of this principle 
are, the exactness in time and place, as well as the order and 
course of worship, the proper distribution of the different 
functions, and especially the provision made of particular or- 
gans to direct cultus-action. 

Finally, the contents of the cultus being per se of an inner 
nd purely spiritual nature, a something which, as such, can-
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not appear and communicate itself without the plastic activity 

of the spirit, which assimilates the natural andsensuous to 
itself, employing it as its body, the bearer and organ of its 
manifestation, the acts in public worship, generally speaking, 
must necessarily assume an artistic character. Beauty 1s the 

law for the representation of art in general. The beautiful 

may be said to arise when the antithesis of the natural and 

spiritual is entirely overcome by the plastic activity of the 
spirit, and the former is so transformed by the latter, as to 

appear mercly as its transparent body and natural bearer. It 
is the real sensuous representation, the corporeal and bodily 
manifestation of the ideal, existing immediately in the human 
mind. 

Cultus-action cannot dispense with beauty and art, its end 
being to afford an expression to be perceived by the senses 
of something spiritual, and to keep everything distant that 
is low and common, all that is sensuous, impure and unworthy, 
or merely sensuous, and not a reflex of the spiritual. But 
as little as the contents of the cultus is the spiritual and ideal 
generally, just so little can liturgic action be identical with 
artistic action generally, or beauty be its highest law. There 
is an immense, a specific difference between profane and 
sacred art. Profane art never advances higher than a reli- 
gious contemplation of the world, but true churchly art is 
the representation of the divine, apprehended in the natural 
contemplation of God for the end of common devotion. The 
spiritual as the contents of the cultus, and calculated for the 
senses, 1s the christian religion, the direct consciousness and 
feeling of the communion with God mediated by Christ, the 
piety and devotion of the christian congregation, consequently 
that which is holy per se. It being brought to exhibit itself 
directly in a proper manner, its result 1s not the beautiful, 
but the solemn. Consequently, the character of solemnity 
is the last fundamental law, or the list principle for action in 
the evangelical cultus. 

All liturgical action will correspond with this principle, if 
in it the arts are disrobed of all their own natural ideal con- 
tents, renouncing all efforts, by their dexterity and skill, to 
please, if they serve but the sacred object they are to repre- 
sent, both respecting form and contents, and appear as en- 
tirely devoted to, and exclusively determined by it, in their 
production. The artistic style of cultus is possessed of the 
attributes of chastity and simplierty. Chestity has regard 
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to the contents of the cultus, its subject-matter, and consists 
ju this, that the arts engaged in the service of the cultus, 
will not transfer any of their own and worldly ideal contents 
to this sphere, whilst simplicity, however, prevents the vain 
intervention of an artistic skill, not called for by the contents 
of the cultus, and not subject to the latter in the way of sim- 
plicity and modesty. All that conflicts with the chastity and 
simplicity of the churchly style, must be shunned in the cul- 
tus, for it would not then correspond with the law of solem- 
nity, which can only be the case whenever the sensuous claims 
no interest or good pleasure for itself, being, indecd, present 
for the senses, though as good as disappeared, in regard to 
the spirit, as the latter sees and feels but the manifestation 
of the holy in the cultus. 

The less isolated the named principles codperate, the 
greater their harmonious union and mutual interpenetration, 
the morc living, the more pleasing in every direction, and the 
more perfectly satisfying will the cultus appear. No one 
element of religion and piety will make itself felt at the ex- 
pense and exclusion of the others; the usc of the mcans of 
erace, not at that of worship, the representation of the abid- 
ing essence, not at that of the implied growth, the common 
expression of the common, not at that of the individual and 
particular, that which is circumscribed, not at the cost of 
freedom, unity not at that of multiplicity, stability not at 
that of the just demands of perfectibility, the delegatcd ac- 
tion of individuals not at that of the mutual and direct codp- 
eration of all, and vzce versa. On the mutual mediation of 
all these counter positions, on their resolution into a higher 
unity, and not upon their displacing and excluding each other, 
depends chiefly the devzng character of the cultus. 

{1I.—Of the elementary parts of the Christian Cultus of 
the evangelical church in general, and the word, as such, in 
particular. 

The communion of God with believers constantly mediated 
and represented by the word of God and the sacraments, the 
believers, too, cannot represent their communion with God in 
any other way than by the means of word and significant 
symbolical action. Word and work are, therefore, the two 
elementary component parts of the cultus-act. 

The word is the means to represent or exhibit what is most - 
nearly related to the intelligent nature of the spirit, and by
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which this same spirit expresses itself in the clearest and 
most explicit manner, the most direct and definite. ‘The 
audible word is, indeed, but the external sign, for the senses, 
of another internal word, identical with the essential form, 
and with the definite limitation of perceptions anil concep- 
tions in our mind; but the sign is connected with the thing 
signified in our consciousness, in such a perfect unity, that 
we think but in the words of our language, and that as we 
find everywhere the most immediate transition from the re- 
presentation to the word, so too, from the word to the repre- 
sentation. Piety then, can, under no condition, dispense 
with the word, in order to satisfy its impulse to communicate, 
express, verify and exhibit itself in the cultus; neither will 
it be confined to the use of the word alone, because, consid- 
ered as a means of representation, the word is, indeed, the 
most adapted to represent reflections and representations, but 
not so with regard to ouremotions and feclings; and all which 
vitally fills'and moves the inward man, will not merely awak- 
en this impulse to communicate in the one direction, and ap- 
pear in the world by means of one organ, but will seek to 
give utterance to itself in all public ways, and by all such 
means as are at its command. Spirit speaks to spirit, not 
merely by means of the word ard the bodily organ of the 
tongue; it may everywhere break through the bodily cover- 
ing, and subject all that is natural as anorgan to represent 
itself. It speaks also by significant signs, and makes itself 
known by its works, whether they are transient as to time 
and space, or fixed in these same relations of time and space. 

The less doctrinal a religion is, according to the nature of 
its being, the less a religion is based on a definite revealed 
doctrine of faith, the more exclusively legal its character, the 
more outwardly the entire relation of man to God is appre- 
hended, the more will the application of the work-clement 
prevail in its cultus. On the contrary, the more inward and 
spiritual a religion is, according to the nature of its being, the 
Iess it makes the communion with God depend on a mere out- 
ward acting, the more it rests on a developed knowledge of 
God and doctrine of faith, the more will it be determined to 
employ the word-element in its cultus. Yet the application 
of the one clement will never be entitled quite to exclude or 
displace the joint use of the two, because the cultus-action 
would then be made to appear as one-sided, and involved in 
an unnatural renunciation of the variety of the means to re- 
present the inner life founded on the relation of the spirit to 
the natural and bodily.
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The work-element predominates in the Catholic cultus, be- 
cause Catholicism views the christian church, together with 
her cultus, as a new legal institute to mediate salvation, just 
as perpetually proffered to them by the external acts of a 
divinely privileged order of priests, as they, on their part, 
are to merit and appropriate it by similar acts. In the Pro- 
testant cultus, however, the reversed case of a prevalent use 
of the word must exist, because in harmony with the materi- 
al principle of Protestantism, righteousness comes by faith 
alone, and salvation cannot be possessed and preserved in 
communion with God by external legal works, but alone 
through its most inward, most specific, and independent ap- 
propriation in knowledge, feeling, and will. Faith cometh 
by hearing of the word, its first expression is the confession 
of the mouth. The predominantly theodidaskalic and con- 
fessing character belongs as essentially to the cultus of the 
religion of faith, as the ergistic belongs to that of the nomis- 
tic religion. The predominantly ergistic character of the 
Catholic worship, is demonstrated by the fact that the lan- 
guage employed, even for the most part, is of a foreign kind, 
not understood by the people, and is thus rendered a mere 
symbolical work. 

The cultus-element of the word 1s, according to its origin 
and dignity, generally speaking, either the word of God or 
of man. It is directed either to the congregation asa whole 
and in her individual members, or immediately to God.— 
‘With respect to its relation to the speaking subject, the word 
appears either as free or cercumscribed. Touching the mode 
of delivery, itis either spoken, or read, or sung. 

The congregation is obliged, in her cultus, to make an 
abundant, a varied and comprehensive use of the word, hav- 
ing been delivered to her with dzvzne authority, because she 
is conscious of it, not merely as the ground of the origin, but 
aiso of the perpetual preservation, purification, renovation, 
and development of the hfe of her faith, and furthermore, 
as she cannot verify her communion with God without show- 
ing herself faithful, zealcus and diigent in the use of those 
means by which God himself mediates the communion of his 
Spirit with her. 

A perfectly pure, unadulterated and reliable tradition of 
the word and revelation of God being found, according to the 
Protestant consciousness of faith, in the Divine Seriptures 
alone, these only can, consequently, be directly employed as 
the word of God in the Protestant cultus. Every other kind
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of word partakes of its authority, only so far as it 1s drawn 
from it, proving its correspondence with it. 

The simplest form under which the divine word may be used 
in worship, and the churchly consciousness confess, exhibit 
and prove its dependence upon it, is the Beblical lesson. The 
reading of different portions of the Bible , constituted from 
the becinning, an essential element of the acts of the chris- 
tian cultus. If we find the same usage on hand in the Jewish 
Synagogue, we are not to think of a custom handed down 
externally and accidentally from the one religious communion 
to the other, but rather to take it for granted, that here, as 
well as there, a similar cause produced a similar effect. 

The circumstance, that the Holy Scriptures are not now as 
formerly, accessible only to a few, but have passed over into 
the private possession and use of almost all the members of 
the congregation, by no means abolishes the want and expe- 
diency of the lesson in the public worship of the church. For 
aside from the fact, that we cannot read or hear the word of 
God too frequently at home, and that not all the members of 
the congregation do really do at home, what they might do 
by and for themselves, there 1s a vast difference between the 
lonely prayer of each individual in his closet, and the public 
common prayer of the church, as well as between the private 
and the public churchly use of that means of grace, the word, 
and the object of the Biblical lesson:is not so much for the 
individual to learn from it what otherwise he could not obtain, 
as it is rather that a common consciousness of the church and 
felt want in regard to the divine word, be expressed and ver- 
ified in a churchly common manner. 

As the christian congregation, however, may possess and 
express such a consciousness and want in refer ence to a word 
of God understood and used by her, indeed, as a means of 
grace, the Biblical lessons should necessarily be read in the 
vernacular language, so too, that that translation be used, 
which enjoys the public recornition and authority of the 
church. 

As essential, however, as the Biblical lesson is for christian 
worship, nevertheless, the use of the Scriptures, and the cul- 
tus-action, by means of the element of the word in gencral, 
are not all. For if so, the christian congregation would in- 
deed confess herself to the divine word as yet to be appro- 
priated, but not be represented as having already received its 
essential contents, and by faith appr opriated them. nd vet 
shdé is not a christian conercgation, haying mere desire for
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the revealed truth; she is a christian congregation alone, so 
far as it is already her possession in consciousness and life. 
She cannot be conceived of as merely susceptible of and de- 
sirous to have faith, but as already believing and confessing 
and her faith cannot be referred, indeed, as devoid of all con- 
tents, or formally, merely to the recognition of a source whence 
faith is to be derived, or a norm, according to which the con- 
fession is to be directed. Besides the source, then, there will 
necessarily be the outilow of that source, that which has been 
drawn from it, desirous of an expression in a free and pecu- 
har manner; besides the norm that which has been and is 
yet to be normed; besides the divine word, and with constant 
reference to 1%, the consciousness and life of the congregation 
as effectuated and conditioned by that word. In this way 
only the christian worship proves to be the representation and 
verification of a religion actually existing in the life of the 
congregation, In both of the above demonstrated directions, 
or of an active communion with God. 

The necessary reflection of the consciousness of the chris- 
tian faith and congregation on the contents of the divine 
Scriptures, read in the service, is next brought into connec- 
tion with those lessous. ‘Lhe object of this refiection is, at 
first, to inquire what is declared as the word and revelation 
of God, how it is to be understood, and finally, how the cor- 
rectly understood contents of the word are related to the 
reality of the congregational life, both as a whole and singly 
viewed. Whatever has been received as word and revelation 
of God intothe consciousness, must be confessed and declared, 
and the word, as correctly understood in its true connection 
with the whole of revealed doctrine, and according to its pe- 
culiar position in it, as well as by its significance, in order ‘to 
the realization of the divine decree for our salvation, pro- 
vokes the mediation of a like knowledge and understanding 
for the good of others, or the purposes of instruction. W hat- 
ever we have come to know and experience as the necessary 
and indisnensable condition of salvation, as exclusively offer- 
ing and effectuating salvation, requires, finally, that we should 
bear witness for the benefit of others, a powerful and ener- 
getic testimony. The same Holy Spirit that opens to chris- 
tians the understanding of the divine word, and causes them 
to experience its saving power in their hearts, works by 
means of that same word, the consciousness of the divine 
call and authority also to declare, to teach and to testify un- 
to others what they have been blessed to know and experi-
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ence. The reflection on the divine word of the Scriptures in 

the congregation, being made effectual in an outward direc- 

tion, and ready to communicate itself, is thus necessarily 
rendered a living service of that same word, a aretv ov 2.6yor 
rov Seov, as it is called, Heb. 18: 7, and divided in the Acts 
20: 40, 21, into three successively stated functions, the 
arayyénrecr, the dedacxecy and dtauyaprvpecsac, 

Instituting the churchly office of preaching and teaching, 
it could not have been the object of Christ merely to estab- 
lish the office of a reader. The written word of God was 
not given in order to displace its oral declaration, or render 
it superabundant, but its object is rather to afford a basis for 
the latter, as an ever flowing, a pure and untroubled source, 
a perpetual, firm, and sure norm, an evidently authoritative 
foundation. Far from it, to substitute themselves in the 
stead of the oral declaration or to supply it, the divine Scrip- 
tures rather secure to it its pure and unadulterated existence, 
affording it the possibility to preserve and enforce itself as 
the real preaching of the divine word, in despite of the ab- 
sence of a perpetual, direct and miraculous inspiration. The 
written word of God is, indeed, no dead letter, requiring at 
first the service of man to animate it; it is by its indwelling, 
working and testifying spinit, quick and powerful, and sharp- 
er than any two-edged sword; but our relation to it would 
not be that of a living character, and the latter would not 
prove itself to be life-giving, if it were not capable freely to 
reproduce itself in the human consciousness, or to create for 
itself living organs for its efficacy. Being freely and openly 
declared, taught and testified from the ground of this, their 
inward illumination, and the experience of a pious heart by 

men, whom this very word animated and enlightened for its 
service, 1t meets the hearers at once with a direct demonstra- 
tion, and with an actual testimony of its life-giving power 

e e . _2 

and testimony, a chief preference of the free service of the 
divine word before the mere Biblical lesson. 

Although it is consequently the divine word in the free 
oral declaration, the voice of which is heard in the congrega- 
tion, itis no longer in that form in which it was originally 
directly given, but as identified already with the believing 
consciousness, and received into it. It appears no more ab- 
stractly devoid of all relation or reference, or in those rela- 
tions which it occupied to the external relations and circum- 
stances when it first entered the world, but in the most vital 
and conercte reference to the circumstances and wants of the
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churchly present. The service to declare, teach and testify 
the divine word being attended to in the church, the most 
identical, untrammeled and living consciousness of the present 
congregation, 1s expresscd concerning its contents and rela- 
tion to the present state ef churchly life, as well as vzce ver- 
sa, of the relation of the existing state of human life to the 
word as its divinely given norm, rule and line. The neces- 
sary reflection in the congregation on the contents of the 
divine Scriptures, and on their relation to the present cir- 
cumstances of life, is rendered in this way a service of the 
divine word, in order to declare, teach and testify it, and this 
service again, is one in which the divine word is not directly 
expressed as such, but as reflected by the consciousness of 
the congregation. We find here, then, the word of God and 
the word of the congregation, inthe most vital union, and 
most inward interpenetration; the word of God, as it exists 
in the believing consciousness of the congregation, and the 
word of the congregation, as the medium by which the con- 
sciousness of the contents of the divine Scriptures, as exist- 
ing in the believers, is represented. 

“As there are, and necessarily too, according to the forego- 
ing, acts by means of the word-clement, or discourses in the 
sphere of the christian cultus, which express the reflection 
of the christian consciousness of faith on the contents of the 
divine Scriptures, in their reference tocxisting circumstances 
and wants of churchly life, so, on the contrary, such acts 
cannot be absent, in which the reflection turns on accidents, 
occurrences, circumstances and wants of the present churchly 
lite, with reference to the norm, rule and line of all christian 
faith and life, afforded in holy writ. Was the point at issue 
in the former instance, the divine Scriptures, the Biblical text, 
it is in the latter, the reality of life. Is the object of the 
discourse in the former case, to serve churchly life, rendering 
direct services to the word of God, the contrary holds good 
in the latter, proving an organ for the divine Scriptures, at 
the same time appearing as directly engaged in the service of 
the present churchly life. The discourses of the former class 
are not at all destitute of a pastoral character, though they 
exhibit themselves at first, next and pre-eminently as the 
preaching of the word; but those of the latter class are pre- 
dominantly of a pastoral nature, without failing on that ac- 
count to be directly the preaching of the word. 

Both classes of these discourses add?css themselves to the 
congregation as a whole, or individually viewed, and have,
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besides, in common, to be the means of verifying the life of 

the christian church, pre-cminently on the part of her ever 
continuing and progressive growth. Their object is to intro- 
duce the more fully and comprchensively, the divine word in 
knowledge, feeling, and will, into the entire life of the mem- 

bers of the congregation, to oblitcrate gradually the difference. 
still existing between the consciousness of God and that of 
the world, both with the individuals and the entire congrega- 
tion, or to mediate the more perfectly, the truth of the divine 
word with the reality of life, and vece versa. 

Yet as little as with the Biblical lesson, may the acts in a 
christian worship stop shert at the meditation of the divine. 
Scriptures, in their bearing to the reality of life by means of 
the word-clement, or vzce versa, at the contemplation of the 
reality of life in the light of the divine truth of revelation. 
It is not cnough for the life of the christian church, evermore 
to refer itself in a conscious manner to its ground of origin 
and preservation, namely to 1ts norm, rule and measure, and 
thus to be more and more edified in the totality as well as 
individuality of its members, by perpetually drawing from 
its ‘source, and being ruled and directed by its divinely given 
norm, sceking to do justice to its empolse of growth. It 
could not be a life of communion with God as actually alrea- 
dy conpleted, a religiosity or piety already activély cngaged, 
if it has not dzrect reference to God, if it does rot verify it- 
self to be the consciousness and feeling of direct and person- 
al communion with the personal God by means of direct and 
personal address too, by prayer. | 

The more living and inward the communion ‘with God is 
realized, the more his consciousness of God has reccived into 
itself the entire consciousness of the world, being ever pres- 
ent to him, the more will his entire life be transformed to a 
prayer, a prayer “without ccasing.” ‘Always to pray,” 
which is nothing other than the continuity of the conscious- 
ness of God in all our thinking, feeling and willing, nothing 
other than the constant walk in the communion and presence 
of God, or the constant frame of prayer, but is so far from 
doing away with prayer as an act to be specially observed in 
time, that this same act proceeds rather from that ¢encral 
disposition with thatsame necessity, with which too the pray- 
er of the heart finds its way to the prayer of the mouth or 
tonguc. ‘he consciousness and fecling of their communion 
in and before God, will necessarily afford to belicvers an im- 
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pulse to common praycr too. Tow then could it be thought 
possible for christians not to feel themselves more than ever 
called upon and urged to pray, when assembled for the pur- 
pose of an act of cultus, with the exclusive object in view to 
verify and represent their piety? ‘The consciousness and 
feeling of sin still cleaving to us, will necessarily drive to the 
confession of guilt before God, and to ask forgiveness; the 
consciousness and feeling of grace cannot be conceived as ac- 
tually present, without seeking its satisfaction in the most 
joyful praise of God, and in humblest thanksgiving toward 
him, and whatever the heart of the believer desirous for sal- 
vation can and must wish, being tempted in various ways, by 
inward and outward, his own as well as others’ need and ex- 
tremity, is necessarily made the object of the most zealous 
petitions and the most heartfelt intercessions with God. 
Wherever there is no impulse to pray, there too, is no true, 
no living faith, and wherever that impulse is not found to 
seek a common character, the same may be said of the piety 
upon which itis based: it is not the true genuine piety of 
the christian church. 

The public prayer of christians in worship, corresponds 
with its nature and law, if itis 1) generally true and real ; 
2) peculiarly christian or prayer in the name of Jesus ; and 
3) not merely individual, subjective, private, but public, com- 
mon, churchly. 

Prayer is trwe and real, whenever our address to God is 
direct, exclusive, and undivided, and when we have no other 
desire, no other object in view than to obtain a hearing. It 
is a sham prayer, whenever it assumes an address and design 

_intended for the congregation, whenever it strives nots) much 
to be heard of God, as to secure the congregation’s hearing, 
whenever it employs the address to God, but as a rhetorical 
figure, as it were, for something to be told to the congrega- 
tion. Our latter days, which have lost the true faith and 
mind of prayer, have produced nothing more frequently than 
such pseudo prayers, where it can plainly be felt and discern- 
ed, that they are not dorm out of a heart in need of and be- 
hieving God’s heaning, but are fabrecated with an understand- 
ing speculating on means and end, and that they seem merely 
to have directly to do with God, whilst, properly speaking, 
it is but in fact with the congregation. They are not the 
natural expression, the direct effusion of a conscicusness of 
the world already received into the consciousness of God, but 
desire to design and effect, at first, this reception like unto
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the discourse, only ina different way fromit. They arescen 
therefore to spread themselves in cold reasonings and reflec- 
tions, they lose themselves in verbose deliberations and con- 
templations, and at times even depart altogether from the 
external form of prayer, from the throughout direct address 
to God. ‘here prevails in them either a languid, dry and 
frosty tone of contemplation, or an artificial attempt is made 
to supply the deficient natural fire of devotion of a heart in 
need of God’s hearing, and belicving that he will be heard, 
by distasteful sentimentality and false pathos. Our good 
God must present himself to have something recited or lec- 
tured to him, where the only heart’s wish is, that the congre- 
gation hear and take it to heart. Such prayers must be of- 
fensive to every healthful and truth-loving christian, as false 
and hypocritical, and are, indeed, a perfect abomination in 
the sacred place, an actual abuse of the holy name of God. 
Let no one feign to pray, if be can or will not pray, if he 
does not really address God impelled exclusively and directly 
by the anxiety of his heart, and with the believing assurance 
that God will hear. Wherever prayer is the product of the 
wants of the heart, it being fixed upon God alone, sure of 
being heard, only there it isa prayer direct, fresh, living and 
full of motion, all of which properties necessarily belong toit. 

As the christian 1s aware of the filial relation to God in 
which he stands, and from which sonship his prayer procceds, 
as throughout and exclusively mediated by Christ, being ac- 
ceptable to God in Christ only, and the christian conscious- 
ness of faith and of God being such as to refer everything 
to the redemption in Christ, the peculiar essence of christian 
prayer, the same by which it is distinguished from every oth- 
er true and real prayer is this, that it is prayer in the name 
of Jesus. 1 The prayer in the name of Jesue does not merely 
embrace, 1) that it is a prayer in humble acknowledgment of 
our own unworthiness and destitution of all merit before God, 
on the one hand, and in a true believing confidence in God’s 
free grace in Christ, on the other, or that it implies a cer- 
tainty of being heard, which is based on nothing but the 
promise, the merit and mediatorship of Christ, but, 2) also 
the fact that the entire contents of such prayer is secn to 
manifest itself as effectuated by true living faith in Christ, 
\and inspired by the very spirit of Christ. The old man can- 
not pray in the name of Jesus, but alone the new man, not 
the unregenerate, but alone the heart regenerated already by 
faith, not our own natural spirit, but the spirit of Christ
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alone in him, can pray in the name of Jesus. He who prays 
in the name of Jesus, presents but such thoughts, emotions, 
and desires before God, which God himself has worked in 
him by his word and spirit he prays, as it were, in the per- 
son of Christ, ever pre-eminently asking for those things for 
which Christ had come into the world and suffered death, for 
which the son of man, exalted to the right of the majesty on 
high, does ever make intercession with the Father for his 
believing people, and which, according to his decree from all 
eter nity, he is willing gr aciously to gr ‘ant unto all who are in 
Christ. He who prays in the name of Jesus, does not pray 
according to his own, but to the will of God, not in his own, 
but in the mind and spirit of Christ ; so on the contr ary too, 
is conscious of Christ as asking the Father in his name, as 
his advocate with God. ‘ke pattern and type of the true 
prayer in the name of Jesus, is the Lord’s prayer, respecting 
its contents, of which, conse quently, such a frequent and dli- 
rect use 1s made too in the worship of christians. Externally 
considered, the prayers of christians in worship, exhibit 
themselves as prayers in the name of Jesus, by their conclu- 
ding formula, which, with reference to the Tr inity, expresses 
the confident expectation of being heard for the sake of the 
merit of Christ. 
_ Although the prayer in the name of Jesus, so far as it ig 
intercessory prayer, 1s not, and cannot be, first and foremost 
anything else than to ask earnestly for the forgiveness of our 
sins, the preservation trom temptation, and power to overcome 
it, deliverance from evil, sanctification of the name of God, 
the comi ing of his kinedom to and in us, the doing of his will 
by and with us, on earth as it is in heaven, consequently to 
ask for all which contributes, on the one part, to the honor 
and glory of God, on the other to our eternal salvation and 
that of others, according to God’s own will, to ask for the 
successful progress of the work of redemption, the intensive 
as well as extensive growth of the christian church, yet the 
prayer in the name of Jesus is far from altogether excluding 
the petition touching our bodily necessities, or asking of God 
to modify or lessen temporal evils. We certainly may and 
dare pray also for our temporal and bedily wants in the name 
of him “who went about doing good” (Acts 10: 38), who 
everywhere and always so gladly succored the wretched and 
needy, who was moved with compassion towards the people 
when they had nothing to eat in the wilderness (Mat. 14: 14), 

‘and who Limself tauzht us, in the Lord’s prayer, to ask for
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the daily bread, as long as we do it without that carthly, 
worldly, carnal and selfish mind, neglectful of salvation, with 
truc patience, submission, and leaving these, our carthly in- 

tercests, entirelp with God; and further, that if we ask for 
daily bread, it be done, not as if the earthly were its own 
end, but ever only in reference to salvation, which should 

constitute the predominant, nay, strictly speaking, tle only 
true interest of the christian’s heart (Matt. 6: 33; Col. 3: 
2: Matt. 26: 39). All such petitions, however, which in- 

stead of being inspired by the spirit of Christ, are rather 
reproved as sinful by the word of God, are absolutely irrecon- 
cilable with the peculiar nature of christian prayer, or the 
prayer in the name of Jesus; consequently, all petitions 
which have their origin in an earthly, worldly, carnal, sclfish 
and loveless heart, as, for instance, to ask for vengeance upon 

our enemics, or the success of an evil and inimical enterprise, 
or stranded goods, et sq. 

An essential characteristic of christian prayer, as a prayer 
in the name of Jesus, is thatit is not merely petition, but 
also intercession. The christian faith in redemption compre- 

hends all mankind as one before God; we can pray therefore 

but in the mind and spunit of Christ, 1f we pray with a sin- 

cere heart even for our enemies, exhibiting ourselves as those 

who love their neighbors as themselves, which is, to love 
themselves no more than they do him. ‘he prayer of chris- 
tians in worship, then, must necessarily contain intercession 

for all men, as having died in Adam, and to be made alive in 
Christ, particularly too, for the brethren of the faith, with 
‘whom they know themselves already united as the members 
of one body. Besides, for the unconverted, that they may 
be converted, for the converted, that they may not shp or 
fall, and where they have erred, that they may be established 
again, for the needy, those who are in danger, and for the 
oppressed of every kind, that they may receive succor, and 
finally, according to the Apostle’s express admonition (1 Tim. 
2:2), especially for kings, and for all that are in authority, 
so that by their divinely appointed government, the designs 
of the kingdom of heaven may be promoted, and that under 
their protection we may lead a quict and peaccable hfe, in all 
godliness and honesty. | 

The opinion in regard to the propriety or impropricty of 
making intercessions, in the proper sense of the word, for the 
deceased, depends necessarily upon the view we take, whether 

we consider the time of grace in any way extended beyond
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death, or whether the eternal doom of every individual is 
unaltcrably and irrevocably fixed with his departure from this 
world. The Catholic intercessions for the dead, in the sense 
they are regarded by the Catholic church, as well as the man- 
ner and mode in which they are perfor med, cohere with the 
unevangelical doctrines of purgatory, and the meritorious or 
vicarious force of good works, and had accordingly, as such, 
to be rejected by the Protestant church. She kno, ‘snothing 
of temporal punishments, which those in a state of grace, 
who have their guilt remitted unto them, should yet suffer in 
yonder world. ‘he Protestant church recognizes but the 
blessed and the damned after death. The former need no 
intercession, the latter cannot be profited by them. Yet the 
eucharistic and votive prayer for the dead, on the part of the 
Protestant church, that prayer which renders up thanksgiv- 
ings for their happy departure from this world, and which is 
but the natural expression of a loving, well-wshing heart, is 
by no means rejected by her, nay, “she expressly protests 
against having fallen into the her esy of Aérius (Ap. of Augsb. 
Conf, p. OT 4). 

The confessiow and the formule of salutation and benedic- 
tion appear, according to their tendency, in a manner between 
the address and the prayer. Our confession is a confession 
before God, as well as before the congregation, and in regard 
to benedictions, we know a prayer to God to be concealed be- 
neath the address. 

In the same way, however, in which the acts in worship 
differ from each other by means of the word-clement accord- 
ing to their tendency, so too do they differ also concerning 
the subject from which they originally and directly pr oceed. 
‘They are acts by means of the free, the independent, or the 
circumscribed, the dependent, word, just as they directly 
proceed from the ministerial or pastoral calling in the con- 
cregation, or in union with the congregation, or originally too 
from the moral person of the entire church-communion. 

If the clergy produce freely, certain addresses, prayers, 
salutations and benedictions for every single casualty, but in 
accordance with a churchly formulary, follow some as pre- 
scribed for use, the only reason of itcan be found in the fact, 
that they are not ahke qualified in both of these instances, 
and that the one action is to appear as proceeding not just as 
originally from than as the other. 

We have previously already drawn the attention to such a 
difference in the positions and functions of the clergy in the
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sphere of the christian cultus of the evangelical church. The 
clergy are namely, on the one hand, the organ of the church, 
designed to perform different actions in worship, in the name 
of God, on the other, to be the organ of the congregation, 
the end of which is to represent and verify their own life 

before God; on the one part he is the appointed and called 
servant of the total congregation, for the purpose of the local 
congregation, and on the other, director, leader and pre-em- 
inently too, member of the latter. ‘his difference in the 
qualifications in which he appears as acting in divine service, 
will necessarily too, express itself in a difference regarding 
mode of action. 

Whenever the minister speaks as the rightfully called ser- 
vant of the divine word, as the preacher and pastor, he can- 
not be viewed as bound by a formulary, for in preaching and 
pastoral discourse, the truth of the divine word is constantly 
to be mediated by the concrete reality of the churchly life of 
christians, as existing in the local congregation, or, on the 
‘contrary, the concrete reality of this life by the general truth 
of the divine word. This mediation is alone rendered possi- 
ble by such endividwals as are likewise organs of the Holy 
Scriptures, and of the better consciousness of the local con- 
gregation, who possess the same degree of intimacy with the 
truth of the divine word, as well as with the reality of life in 
the congregation, and being enlightened by the former, they 
are found faithfully and zealously engaged in the pastoral 
service of the latter. The reference of the word of holy 
writ to the individual particular circumstanees and wants of 
congregational life, and of the latter again to the former, is 
something which cannot be reduced to a standing form, but 
must everywhere and always shape itself anew, proceeding 
ever anew and originally from the bosom of an enlightened 
congregational consciousness. Just upon it, as we have seen, 
depends the special force of the oral declaration, teaching, 
and testimony of the divine word, so that it at once here 
meets us with a direct and incontrovertible proof of its life- 
giving power and efficacy, exhibiting itself to view as repro- 
ducing itself in individuals in the form of life, and animates 
them for its service, enlightening them with its light, and 
causing them to experience its saving power in their own 
hearts. The divine word is to be testified to its hearers in 
the form of something really, practically known, believed 
and experienced, as living in the very congregation. This 
action must, therefore, necessarily proceed directly and origi-
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nally from within, out of the very mind and heart of the in- 
dividual speaking; consequently, any general and common 
expression of the common faith cannot be here in place, but 
alone an individual, subjective and particular cxpression of 
it; the minister cannot, in this instance, serve the church as 
an organ that is bound, but as one that is free. The common 
contents of, the agreement with the confession of the church, 
dare not be absent in his discourse; otherwise he would not 
speak as an organ of the church and her common conscious- 
ness of the essential contents of the sacred Scriptures, but 
the ferm employed by him to deliver said contents, and to 
mediate it with the real life ef the congregation, cannot be 
given to him frem abroad, but must be freely produced by the 
consciousness of his own person and the life of his faith. 
The moral person of the entire church-communion cannot 
directly act in the capacity of preacher and pastor, but alone 
that individual, especially gifted, and on account of these 
gifts rightfully called of her; but just because all acts refer- 
red to proceed originally from the individual, they cannot be 
confined to any formulary of the church, but must necessa- 
rily be externally free. 

But if the church herself cannot directly exercise the min- 
istry of the word, that means of grace, but must leave it to 
the indeed inwardly bound, though externally free service of 
single individuals, cailed by her into this service; if those 
discourses, in which the truth ef the divine word is to be con- 
tinually mediated by the reality of life in the local congrega- 
tion, and wice versa, if these discourses cannot originally 
proceed from herself as such, let it not be inferred that there 
is no discourse whatever to proceed originally from her, so 
that she could not at all speak directly to her members. The 
ministry of the word is not only hers, but the administration 
of the sacraments also, and the consecration of the particu- 
lar relations and circumstances of life, which God himself 
has especially blessed in his word. Why the moral person of 
the entire church-communion should not act in this sphere as 
the one from whom all, both discourses and acts, directly and 
originally proceed, is inconceivable. Nay, she must do so, 
if she is desirous to preserve these acts in their true objective 
character, in their generally churchly dignity, and to ward 
off from them every injurious influence of the individuality 
and subjectivity of her individual servants. Essential to the 
sacraments is also the unaltered use of certain words in con- 
nection with the visible sign, on the integrity of which the
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whole force, efficacy and validity of the action depends, and 
with regard to the benedictions too, they certainly lose not, 
but gain in dignity and importance, if they are not repre- 
sented, as proceeding originally from a_ believing individual, 
but from the church herself. Here no change is to be under- 
taken, in order to suit the acts named to varying individual 
circumstances and wants: the sacrament is also to assert its 
objectivity in opposition to the same and common wants of 
all the members of the congregation, and respecting the ben- 
edictions, it is not so much the individual in his particular in- 
dividuality, who is the object of consecration, as it is the 
calling rendered important for the kingdom of God, and the 
significant relation of life, upon whichit is made to enter. At 
any rate, those words by which the sacramental acts and 
churchly benedictions are properly effected, cannot and dare 
not be such as exhibit themselves to have proceeded originally 
from the individuality of the individual clergyman, and are, 
on that account, changeable and fluctuating. The church, 
not the person of the minister, is here the proper subject to 
act and speak, and she does it by putting her words into his 
mouth in the way of a formulary, employing him, not as in- 
dependent organ, but dependent. 

Yet it is not merely in the formula, properly speaking em- 
ployed for the administration of the sacraments, and the 
churchly benedictions, that the moral person of the church 
herself has a right to appear as the acting subject from which 
the speaking here originally proceeds; for the same reason 
for which she claims to be the original and proper owner of 
the right to administer the sacrament, or to impart the bene- 

‘diction in the name of God, she will also make use of the 
occasion as a faithful mother, to attach her own pastoral ad- 
dress to the reception of the sacrament or benediction. The 
churchly admonition, however, can alone have the like rela- 
tion of all church members to the sacraments or to the acts 
of benediction in view, and accordingly, by no means ex- 
cludes the preceding or succeeding free discourse of the min- 
ister, suited to the just claims of the temporal, local or spe- 
cial relations, circumstances and wants of the persons con- 
cerned. We see then, that the limited and the free word of 
address, the discourse of the church, though delivered by the 
organ of her called servant, and his own discourse employed 
in his special pastoral calling in the church, may properly 
appear hereafter and by the side of each other. 

Vou. X, No. 38. 32
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But as the address appears in a free or a bound form, just 
in proportion as it proceeds originally from the preacher or 
pastor, as from an especially gifted and called individual in 
the congregation, or from the moral person of the entire 
church-communion, as such, a similar difference occurs also in 
the sphere of prayer. Its original subject is also either the 
clerical individual or the moral person of the entire church- 
communion, as such, or finally, all the individual members of 
the congregation at the same time. In the first named in- 
stance, 1t cannot appear in any other form than as free, ex- 
tenporaneous prayer, in the latter too, however, it necessari- 
ly calls for a formula of prayer. 

The christian cultus cannot be devoid of free extempora- 
neous prayer, because otherwise the special individual and 
varying relations, circumstances, wants and frames of the 
religious life in the local congregations would not find their 
necessary expression in prayer before God. On the other 
hand, however, the act of prayer in divine service dare not 
be confined to the form of extemporaneous prayer, as it then 
would never be perfectly common. Hxtemporaneous prayer 
proceeds originally and directly but from one in the assembly. 
Let this one be ever so intimately united and acquainted 
with, let him live ever so much for the congregation, let him 
be ever so much comprehended with her in oneness of think- 
ing, feeling and willing, nevertheless the manner and mode 
in which the common devotion, the common desire for God 
assumes a shape in his heart and by his mouth, will ever bear 
the impress of his own individuality and subjectivity. The 
individualities of the rest, however, will naturally stand op- 
posed to the individuality of this one, also asserting their 
right. Called upon to appropriate a prayer which is not 
originally theirs, and which they do not know beforehand, 
their attention is strongly claimed, their expectation aroused, 
their judgment and examination provoked. ‘They cannot 
pray directly with him, but only after him; but between the 
praying after the minister, and his praying before them, a 
process of appropriation will intervene, which, considering 
the rapidity with which the action is known to proceed, will 
ever remain more or less imperfect and incomplete. Accord- 
ingly, extemporaneous prayer never is and can be a congre- 
gational prayer, in the strictest sense of the word. It does 
not alike originally and directly proceed from all the ind- 
vidual members of the congregation; the whole congregation 
is not fully and directly united in such prayer before God.
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She abides in the difference of spontancity and receptivity, 
of antecedence and succession. And, if already the members 
of the local congregation are not directly united in this form 
of prayer, much less can such a union be expected between 
the local and the total congregation. If the named difference 
is to disappear, if we are not merely to have a rehearsal of 
prayer by the minister, to be succeeded by the rest, but we 
are to aim at a real direct union of all in prayer; if we wish 
to bring about an exercise of prayer which will give evidence 
of having proceeded alike originally and directly from all in- 
dividuals, and effect an immediate union even between the 
local and the total congregation, it can be brought about 
alone by the use of a churchly formula of prayer. The min- 
ister speaking a written formula of prayer, he is rendered 
distinct from the other members of the congregation, not by 
any prerogative of praying before the others, but merely by 
praying aloud; the prayers offered to all in the same way, 
and known to all previously, is acknowledged by all as theirs; 
such prayer does not originally proceed merely from one, but 
alike originally and directly from all. But the circumscribed 
word in prayer, or the forms of prayer, are not merely to be 
used in the congregational prayer, but there too, where as it 
is the case in the administration of the sacraments or the 
communication of the churchly benedictions, the moral per- 
son of the church desires to act as interceding, or leading in 
prayer. 

We have now arrived where the distinction between the 
homiletie elements of the christian cultus of the evangelical 
church, and those more strictly called the liturgical, is ren- 
dered clear and explicit. We call those addresses, prayers, 
confessions, and benedictions homdletic, which are first and 
foremost, actions of the particular pastoral calling in the cun- 
gregation, which in every single case proceed anew and frce- 
ly from the inward consciousness of the clerical individual, 
and claim this originally a single personality in the church as 
its subject. Those actions, however, effectuated by the word- 
element, not originally proceeding from a single specially 
gifted and called person, but directly from the moral person 
of the entire church-communion, or from the whole assembly 
of believers at the same time, are called liturgical. The free 
word is just as essential and necessary to the homilctic ele- 
ments of the cultus, as is the bound word to the liturgical. 
The former contain an individual expression of our common 
piety and devotion, the latter are essentially common. While
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the churchly life of the christian verifies itself according to 
its necessary growth in the homiletic functious, in the liturgi- 
cal it exhibits rather according to its essential nature. The 
difference between the several gifts and that of spontaneity 
and receptivity being felt in the one case, the whole congre- 
gation appears here rather as already united. As in the ho- 
miletic acts, the local congregation celebrates her worship 
rather according to the speciality of her relations, circum- 
stances and wants in the total congregation, so inversely, in 
the liturgical the total congregation in the worship of and 
with the local congregation. The element of individuality, 
subjectivity, freedom and vital motion, is chiefly represented 
by the former, commonness and stability pre-eminently by 
the latter. 

The homiletic functions are thus rightfully named, because 
in them a living intercourse takes place of mutual giving and 
receiving in the local congregation, according to the various 
personal gifts and position of the different subjects. The pub- 
lic exercise of the ministry in the christian church was orig- 
inally, as is well known, not confined to certain appointed 
persons, as holding a special churchly office. In the wor- 
shipping assemblies of the first christians, every believer was 
entitled and permitted to speak and pray aloud, as we learn 
from the New Testament epistles. ‘The women are excluded 
by the Apostle, for reasons of decorum, from the exercise of 
this right, and his only admonition is, that the individuals 
speaking should not interfere with each other, but that they 
should speak one after another in proper order, to the edifi- 
cation of the whole assembly. By the different discourses of 
single individuals, mutually integrating and correcting each 
other, a dialogue, as it were, occurred, a conference of the 
congregation “with herself, about the interests of tke con- 
sciousness of christian fai th, or about the truth of the divine 
word, in its relation to the reality of life, or about the reality 

f life in the congregation, in relation to the truth of the 
divine word. When afterwards, in the further progress of 
the development of the organization of the church, the min- 
istry of the divine word and the pastoral discourse were defi- 
iiltely fixed as official duties, and so too, became official pre- 
rogatives, the external form only, strictly speaking, has been 
changed, not the internal nature of the thing, however. That 
which had for merly been attended to by different individuals, 
filling different functions, was now embraced by one function, 
more “comprehensive and many- -sided, and filled by one im A
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vidual. Whatever may be the object of discourse, it ever is 
and will remain the reflection of the consciousness of the 
local congregation, a conference with herself, or with her 
individual members, which is now independently executed by 
one individual, whereas previously by the organ of several. 

As the reversed instance prevails with the properly lzter- 
gical functions, so that the latter 1s to be represented, not as 
directly and originally proceeding from any individuality, 
but from the moral person of the entire church-communion, 
or from all individual members of the corgregation, as the 
minister, in this case, does not speak in his own person, nor 
merely in the name of the local congregation, but as the del- 
egated organ of the entire church-communion, in her name 
and commission, it 1s quite natural that whatever he has to 
say be not left to his free production, but is given and pre- 
scribed to him by the church, the proper subject of action. 
The use of a churchly formula then necessarily ensues, and 
the collection of all such formulee for the various liturgical 
functions of the clergy in the different acts of worship, 1s 
called agenda (liturgy). 

. Accordingly, the latter is altogether falsely viewed, when, 
as 1s often done, it 1s regarded but as a book, to assist such 
liturgs in a time of need, as are either incapable or unwilling 
to produce their prayers, addresses, &c., or asif we desire not 
to see zealous, gifted and original clergymen at all bound by 
their prescribed use. By establishing her agenda, she is far 
from merely affording instructions in order to their own free 
productions, or offering it as a substitute for the latter; itis 
rather her wish to prevent the free production and the there- 
with connected mixture of individuality and subjectivity, as 
well as the multiformity, the change and alteration of those 
acts of the cultus, the essential character of which is not only 
altered by it, but absolutely destroyed and annihilated. It 
is the will of the church, that not merely the individual word 
of her servant be heard in the form of an address, and that 
not only he is to pray before, and they are to succecd him, 
but that it shculd be a prayer in which the whole congrega- 
tion are directly united. It is not her will to exhibit a sin- 
ele believing individual as such, but herself as the one that 
administers the sacraments, or imparts the benediction.— 
Accordingly, the agenda is a church-book which has an exis- 
tence not to facilitate the duties of the clergy, or to render 
them convenient, but to protect the church against the arbi- 
trarincss of her hturgs, and to maintain the distinction be-
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tween homiletic and liturgical acts. As it would be altogether 
improper to prescribe to the weakest and most incapable of 
homilets the use of 2 homiletarium, it would be just as great 
an ataxy to exonerate the most capable and original liturg 
from the duty of using the agenda. As in the former instance 
the best formulary cannot afford a substitute for the free dis- 
course, as required by the nature of the function, neither 
can the free discourse answer for what the formulary is in- 
tended. The question is not, as we have seen, whether there 
may not be more or less good uttered, but that the act of 
speaking is to be represented as proceeding directly and 
originally, not from anindividual, but from the congregation. 

From the previous, it is evident that the agenda is not to 
be viewed in the way of a collection of forms, but as mere 
private labor, a mere private collection. Its character as 
agenda, absolutely depends on the public approbation and 
reception of the church, and its introduction, consequently, 
can never proceed from the single minister, but alone from 
the subject, in whose name and commission everything 1s to 
be done in agreement with the agenda, thus from the whole 
body of the church- -communion, or from the church-regiment 
embracing all the local congregations in an external unity, 
and representing them in their connection together with their 
silent or express assent. The congregations of every coun- 
try in the Protestant church, have their own agenda, as by 
virtue of their relation to the civil order of things, entered 
upon, the inward unity of their faith and confession indeed 
extends beyond the boundary of every such country, though 
not the outward unity of their organization and regiment. 

The agenda, accordingly, so far as its contents are con- 
cerned, 1s to embrace the following elements : 

1. Those solemn formule by means of which the acts of 
the administration of the sacraments, and communication of 
the benediction realize their proper churchly exercise. 

Those prayers in which, on these occasions, the moral 
person of the church herseif appears as the interceding or 
leading subject. 

3. Those addresses, in which the recipients of the sacra- 
ments or benedictions are t> hear the direct admonition and 
warning voice of the church herself, as of their mother. 

4. The formulz of the general confessions, salutations and 
benedictions of the church, and finally, 

5. Those prayers spoken inthe different services of the 
congregation, which appear as church or congregational 

;
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prayers, in the stricter sense of the word, or are represented 
as proceeding originally from the whole church, and directly 
at once from all the members of the congregation. 

Everything belonging to the homiletic side of the cultus, 
or the sphere of private edification or private pastoral care, 
is excluded from the agenda by the very nature of its con- 
ception. Yet it, at the same time, usually contains the order 
of public worship and the prescription of the symbolical ac- 
tions also to be added to certain acts in connection with the 
words to be uttered. 

The agenda being a charch-book, and embracing only what 
is to be said by the minister in the different acts of the cul- 
tus, in the name and commission of the church, it will neces- 
sarily bear an energetic, decided, and everywhere equally 
churchly character. It cannot and dare not, as it is frequent- 
ly, alas, the case in the agenda of late, express a different 
faith in different formule, standing by the side of each other, 
or submit a selection of formule, gotten up in an altogether 
opposite mind and spirit, adapted to any and everybody’s 
faith. If the agenda possesses such a character, it contra- 
dicts its idea, it represents the very contrary of what it pro- 
perly should exhibit and represent. It is to express one 
mind and spirit in all its formule, namely, the positive com- 
mon mind of the church, the common faith of the church, 
or that consciousness, that mind, which may be regarded as 
existing alike with all true and livirg members of the church- 
communion. 

Yet the agenda is not merely to exactly correspond with 
the character of the subject speaking, as far as its contents 
are concerned, but also touchingits form. It has no right to 
contain anything in regard to the subject-matter, as well as 
its form of representation, in regard to the What, as well as 
the How, nothing that bears an individual, subjective or pri- 
vate character, what might indeed be put into the mouth of 
an individual believing subject, though not of the entire com- 
munion of believers, the moral person of the church as such. 
This is the very distinction, as we have seen, between the 
discourses in the liturgical formularies, and the free homiletic 
discourse, that 1t 1s not in the former, as it is in the latter, 
the individual speaking as existing in the communion, but 
the communion as existing ina lke manner in all her true 
living members, or that the common consciousness and life of 
the church is here too represented in a common and churchly 
objective form. ‘The homiletic discourse as proceeding orig-
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inally from the clerical individual, and finding alone in this 
his free discourse, its appropriate external form of appear- 
ance, the liturgical discourse involves, on the contrary, that 
it be not freely delivered, but be read out of the church-book. 
The agenda being impressed on the memory of the liturg, so 
as to be capable to recite 1t without its assistance, he is never- 
theless not exonerated from the use of the church-book; for 
only by his use of it, actually reading from its pages, the 
discourse is exhibited as it should be, externally too, as the 
property of the church, and not hisown. ‘Thus, as the litur- 
gical discourse given him by the church, the church of which 
he is himself a member, their called ser vant ; the liturg will 
deliver the formulary indeed with dignity, warmth, force and 
fervor, as well as render a testimony of personal participation 
in knowledge, feeling and will, though not with a demonstra- 
tion of such a degree of individual excitement and subjective 
life, the natural expression of which is proper declamation 
and action. Both of the latter are appropriate only for the 
free discourse of the freely produced word of an individual, 
in order to express his own life. To read the agenda is not at 
all detrimental to what is to be said; for 1t 1s inconceivable 
why the church’s own discourse should be of minor force and 
meaning for the hearers than the testimony of a believing 
individual. It does not in the least infringe on the personal 
dignity of the minister, as it cannot possibly be a disgrace 
for him to lend himself to the church, to be employed by her 
as amouth. Finally, it does not run contrary to the freedom 
of the Protestant cultus, as the individual clergyman is not, 
indeed, first and foremost, the subject to claim this freedom, 
but the communion of believers. Nay, the congregation 
guaranties to herselt, in this very way, her freedom in oppo- 
sition to the cler¢yma n,it being not her expectation to be 
content with such prayers as he sees fit, but requires at his 
hands, that he should serve her as an organ aloud to express 
her prayer, and that in all liturgical acts, she desires not 
merely to hear his word, but the voice of the church. If 
there were no such place afforded the latter in the cultus, for 
her own expression as such, not only the freedom of the dif- 
ferent members of the congregation, but that too of the mor- 
al person of the entire church-communion would be sold to 
the individuality and subjectivity of the single clergyman. 
Freedom in the sphere of the cultus, can never exist in the 
licentiousness of a single individual.
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But although it is true that the entire congregation 1s com- 
prehended in a direct unity in the congregational prayer 
already, spoken from the agenda, the action, essentially 
speaking, proceeding originally not from an individual in the 
congregation, but directly and at once from all the members 
of the congregation, there is still another form of represen- 
tation in reference to the loud expression. In prayer, but 
one prays aloud in the name of all, the codperation of the 
rest is altogether silent. Hven though they would not pray 
after him, but j join him immediately, nevertheless, all do riot 
unite in the same manner. Consequently, there is still a cer- 
tain counter position left to be overcome by the evangelical 
congregation, in her consciousness and feeling of the general 
royal priesthood. An occasion is here afforded her, besides 
the mentioned form of the direct cooperation of all to ‘improve 
another, one where the codperation by means of the word- 
element, is not produced by the delegated organ of an individ- 
ual, but by the common loud expression of all. 

It is absolutely inconceivable for many to speak together 
loudly and directly at the same time, without ener oaching on 
thé principles of order, decorum and solemnity, except in ithe 
form of singing. A most disagreeable and unedifying mix- 
ture and confusion of the different voices, can alone be avoid- 
ed, if all alike are borne up by the wings of rhythm and 
inelody, and so are made harmoniously to unite. This is the 
basis of the necessity of s¢nging in the sphere of the chris- 
tian cultus of the evangelical church. It is the only possible 
form, in which all may ‘unite in loud expression, by means of 
the word- element, or the common devotion may be expressed 
in acommon way, by the organ of all at the same time. 

Church-singing, then, is significant at first, only as a con- 
gregational act, as congregational singing. A single person 
may participate in this act of worship, only so far as he is 
comprehended in the entire assembly, in a living reciprocal 
action by means of the word-clement. As the congregation 
cannot respond but by singing, she must, for the sake of har- 
mony, be addressed in the form of singing, in answer to which 
a response 1s expected from her. This is a full and re eady 
answer to the question, whether the so-called collects and 
benedictions are to be spoken or sung by the liturg. If they 
are merely spoken, then the Amen of the congregation must 
be done away with, which is certainly not desirable, as the 
action thus loses much of its truly common and mutual char- 
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acter. The response, that natural expression of the charac- 
ter of the cultus-action now before us, and by which vitality 
is somuch enhanced, has come altogether too much in disuse 
in our Protestant worship. But the congregation to be rep- 
resented in theseacts by a chozr, forfeits nearly all the advan- 
tages again that might arise from such representation, and a 
non-activity of the congregation herself, in all her members, 
as 1s here involved, is more suited to Catholic than Protestant 
worship. The preference of superior beauty and technical 
correctness in the singing, that may be gained by the exclu- 
sive singing of the choir, when compared with the detriment 
inseparably connected, appears unessential and insignificant. 

But if the principles of order, decorum and solemnity do 
not concede that the congregation should join to speak in con- 
cert but in the form of singing, the principle of truth on the 
other hand demands, that singing should only be referred to, 
where the congregation feels herself urged to manifest her 
seli-activity in the way of immediate codpertion by means of 
the word-element, and that in order to this joint speaking, 
nothing is afforded her which is not adapted to be sung in her 
worship, both respecting form and contents. No sensible 
person will think of claiming the rhythm of poetiy and the 
notes of music for a dry didactic discourse, or a prosaic con- 
templation, and an entire assembly cannot possibly feel her- 
self called upon to speak aloud in direct concert, where the 
object is to instruct and explain. For this object the arranged 
speech of individuals only in the assembly is suited to the 
assembly. An assembly can but then perceive the impulse 
to speak in concert, when the object is the expression of @ 
common frame of heart and soul, of a common: emotion of 
mind and feeling, or still more defimitely, of a common per- 
ception, and consequently, such a faculty of the mind is ex- 
isting, to which eo zpso already the poetic word and singing 
are the best adapted. Whether we notice the wants of the 
congregation, verified in this act of church-singing, or the 
form in which this want alone can find its satisfaction, we 
shall ever return to the fact, that the church hymn is not to 
observe the language of the understanding, but of the heart 
and mind, and that, essentially speaking, it dare not be a 
prosaic contemplation of doctrine, but contain a fresh, living 
and poetic expression of christian feeling and emotion. 

Let it not be understood, as if but a general mood, a dark 
and indefinite feeling, a thoughtless emotion is to be uttered 
inthe hymn. Definite thought is as little excluded or set
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aside here, as definite feeling or willing. But not in the form 
ef thought or for thought, is the christian religion or the 
communion of man with God mediated by Christ, to be rep- 
resented here in this instance, it is not at first to bemediated 
or further promoted for thought, but to be represented in 
such a manner as that communion. living in the congregation, 
is already appropriated by her thinking, fecling and willing. 

In proportion as the religieus emotion of the congregation 
represented in the poesy and music of church-singing is cx- 
pressed, involving an address to herself, or directly and ex- 
elusively to God, the church hymn bears the character of 
devout contemplation and an awakening, encouraging address 
of the congregation to herself, or that of prayer. We can, 
therefore, not subscribe to the assertion of Hiiffell, that church 
singing is nothing mere than prayer heightened and increased 
by its connection with poesy and music. Many of our most 
beautiful and excellent hymns do not bear the character of a 
prayer. We must recognize the two named classes of hymns 
as alike proper and justifiable, as in both tendencics the emo- 
tion and the excited mind of the congregation naturally is 
uttered, and as both too arealready represented by the lyrics 
ef the Old Testament in the Psalms. 

The chureh hymn having for its object, not to instruct the 
congregation, but to express the contents of her knowledge, 
feeling and will in the ferm of emotion, as something expe- 
rienced in the way of emotion, but as this devotional scnsa- 
tion, this cmotion of the mind is not a drep of Naphtha, to 
be decomposed into millions of parts, or a grain of gold, to 
be expanded a mile long, it is a great mistake, that many of 
our modern hymns have their object altogether too isolated, 
and in this isolation subjects too meagre, and that our more 
recent collections of hymns seem to have been compiled ac- 
cording to the principle, as if every chapter and every section 
of christian dogmaties and ethics, nay, as if every possible 
theme of a scrmon must be represented by some particular 
hymn. To give to hymns such a speciality of contents could 
only have been done by first ignoring their proper character 
and destination in the cultus, and when they had commenced 
to find, in # manner, nothing more in them than another form 
of preaching. 

Touching the relation of church-singing to the homiletic 
function and agenda, the former is, in a manner, between the 
two, the local congregation appearing as restricted, on the one 
hand, by the total congregation, inasmuch as the former is
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confined to the use of a churchly approved and received col- 
lection of hymns, on the other hand verifying herself as free, 
inasmuch as a wide field for selection is afforded her for the 
sincle instanee in which selection her individuality and speci- 
ality of the different circumstances and wants may be abun- 
dantly satisfied. ‘The entire church-communion, on the one 
part, determines what hymns may and should at all be used 
for worship in their midst, and all she thus includes, are by 
this very decision, acknowledged as the churchly common 
expression of the common picty of the church; on the other 
part, it is left with the local congregation and her ministry or 
vestry, to determine what is to be sung 1n each single instance 
according to circumstances and wants. A er eater or lesser 
alternative in respect to the hymns, and a more or less abun- 
dant variety will naturally occur, just as they appear to ac- 
company more the homiletical or the liturgical functions. 

Otherwise, the relation is the same respecting a churchly 
collection of hymns for the use of worship in the congrega- 
tion, or with the churehly hymn book, as with the agenda. 
[ts introduction belongs to the church regiment representing 
the unity of the entire church-communion, and acting in the 
true sense and spirit of the same, proceeding not self-willed 
and arbitrarily; and a principal fault is, if the book proves 
to be deficient in a definitely expressed,-everywhere churchly 
and confessional character. Although, indeed, the church 
hymn is not to teach, and is always to be viewed as a failure, 
whenever we may perceive its object to be instruction, never- 
theless the feclings, intentions, moods and emotions to be ex- 
pressed, can alone have for their basis definite representations, 
and consequently the persuasion of faith lying at its founda- 
tion, or the doctrinal truth as appropriated and confessed by 
them, can never deny itself. If the doctrine, the persuasion 
of faith is not indeed that of the church, its reflex too in 
emotion and feeling, will not appear as belonging to and cor- 
responding with the churchly commonwealth. The church 
evn and dare not possibly, in respect to what she sings, con- 
tradict what she elsewhere confesses, and a churchly hymn 
book, arranging hymns composed in the most different mind 
and spirit of faith, by the side of each other, to suit every 
one’s belief, although enjoying the same authority, is just as 
nonstrous, as a churchly received collection of confessions 
and formularies contradicting each other. The more recent 
hymn books, alas! are mostly deficient in respect to church 
lines und character, aside from the fact, that the manner in
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which they are edited, frequently bear testimony of a want 
of sense for the poetic m the old hymns, also of a truly sound 
and churchly taste, and of a great predilection for a poesy, 
indeed outwardly smooth, though inwardly hollow, watery 
and prosaic in its vacant sentimentality. 

If it is objected against the Catholic cultus, that the church 
hymn and the proper congregational singing are being dis- 
placed, we must bear in mind, that it belongs as niturally 
to the peculiar passive position which the congregation gen- 
erally is known to assume in it, as the great significance of 
church singing for the Protestant cultus, 1s conditioned by 
the entirely different position of the congregation in regard 
toit. Yet there might, perhaps, be found fault with the too 
great extension, thus becoming wearisome and monotonous, 
in our congregational singing, and it would be desirable that, 
besides these, the responsory singing between the liturg and 
the congregation would more prevail, whereby all the actions 
in our cultus would obtain a more dramatic, living reality.— 
Melody, according to its entire character, is always exactly 
to correspond with the contents of the hymn, and,, as it were, 
date its origin from the same moment. To sing the most 
different hymns according to one melody, if they have but 
an equal number of lines and syllables, is a nuisance. In 
the aggregate, the most of our hymns might be sung ina less 

sleepy tempo. ‘To change melodies that have been practiced 
in churchly life, and identified with the very hymns them- 
selves, or to substitute others in their place, is a hazardous 
attempt, even there where the new melody is said to be really 
better, and more corresponding with the proper religious 
character of the hymn. 

ARTICLE V. 

EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA SYNOD. 

By Professor F. A. Muhlenberg, of Pennsylvania College. 

The author of the following article, by Synodieal appointment, deliv- 

ered an address on the subject of education, at the meeting of the Synod 

of Pennsylvania, held in Allentown, in June, 1857. At the same meet- 

ing of this hody, he was subsequently requested to give a copy of this 

address to the Editors of the Evangelical Review, for publication. This
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request would have becn at once comphed with, but the writer was wait- 

ing for a committee to report, which had been appointed to examine the 

archives of the Synod, and prepare for publication, anything found 

therein, upon this subject. This committee, at the recent meeting’ of 

the Synod, in Easton, had made some progress in this work, but owing 

to circumstances, which need not be here detailed, were not able to pre- 

sent a final report, and were continued for another year. In this state 

of things, for the purpose of complying with the request of the Synod, 

avoiding all unnecessary delay, and presenting something which might 

be of historical value for the future, he concluded to prepare a new arti- 

cle upon the educational efforts of the Pennsylvania Synod, of which the 

jirst part is here presented, to be followed by the remainder at some sub- 

sequent period, if life and health bespared. It may be sufficient to men- 

tion, in this place, that the address above referred to, was principally on 

the subject of ministerval education, based upon the Scriptural words, 

Apt to teach ; and the writer endeavored to show two-things, that it was 

the duty of the Synod to have an educated ministry, and that this could 

be most effectually accomplished, by uniting in the support of Peunsyl- 

vania College and the Theological Seminary at Gettysburg. Providence, 

in the judgement of the writer, had directed the previous action of the 

Synod upon this important subject, to this result. These prefatory re- 

marks seemed to the writer to be necessary, to explain to the reader the 

occasion aud circumstances which led to the preparation of that which 

follows: 

THERE can be no subject presented, which has stronger 
claims upon our consideration, than that of education.— 
Whether viewed as physical, intellectual or moral, in conncc- 
tion with the church or the state, in its relations to time and 
eternity, it presents one of the widest and most interesting 
fields of study, and involves the most important issues. No 
wonder, therefore, that it has engaged the most profound at- 
tention of legislators, statesmen, philanthropists and Chris- 
tians, both clergy and laity,in every age of the world, and 
under every condition of society. That men did not come 
into the world with their powers matured, and fully qualificd 
for the stations they were to occupy in after life, was, from 
the nature of the case, a universally admitted axiom; the 
great question with them was, for what, and how they should 
be trained? The necessity for training of some kind was 
everywhere admitted, but the plan proposed, varicd with the 
condition of society, the aim of the individual or state, the 
perfection or imperfection of their knowledge. The horizon 
of some was limited by mere physical considerations. Others
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extended their views to the physical and intellectual aspects, 
a few, and always the best men among heathen or Christians, 
considered it in its most comprehensive sense, the improve- 
nient of all the powers of the individual, to qualify him pro- 
perly to discharge his duties in this world, and to prepare 
him for the retributions of the future. 

The Christian church, to pass by the rest of the world, 
ever viewed it in its connection with the church and the state, 
with time and eternity. Regarding man as an accountable 
being, and so regarding him, because thus taught by Divine 
revelation, its efforts were always directed to those means of 
education which would, in its judgment; best fit men for the 
greatest usefulness in time, and the richest rewards in eter- 
nity. The Bible itself, wherever it was received and circu- 
lated, awakened this interest and these efforts, and, as a 
consequence, wherever the light of the Divine word shone 
most clearly, unobscured by human superstition or devices, 
there was found the most advanced state of humanity, the 
profoundest thought, the most genuine piety, the greatest 
activity. This “lamp of life’ diffused its own heavenly lus- 
tre, and removed by degrees the darkness of barbaric nations. 
In different degrees was this the case, subsequent to the ap- 
pearance of the blessed Redeemer, until the period of the 
great Reformation in Germany. At this time especially ; 
whilst it cannot be denied that throughout many portions of 
the preceding period,great attention was given to this subject, 
by the Christian church, and men of very distinguished ex- 
cellence were never wanting, whose fame still continues, the 
influence of whose characters and writings is still felt, a new 
era was tnaugurated, when, to quote the words of the Man- 
tuan bard, it might justly be said: 

Magnus ab integro seclorum nascitur ordo. 

It would be out of place here, to enter into any lengthy 
explanation of the causes producing this new and better state 
of things, it will be enough, for present purposes, to say, that 
it was due to the revival of the study of classical literature, 
the invention of printing, and the greater circulation given 
to the Sacred Scriptures, in the vernacular languages of the 
people, where this light existed. An astonishing degree of 
interest was awakened in Germany and the neighboring king- 
doms, especially in those where the Protestant faith was pre- 
dominant, not only on the subject of religion, but also educa- 
tion, and the consequence was, that the profession of the
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teacher, as distinct from, but of codrdinate importance with 
that of the pastor, was everywhere recognized ; eminent men 
arose in this department of pursuit, and governments adopted 
plans for the better and more general diffusion of the bless- 
rags of Christian education among the people. Whilst this 
was especially the case with the “Protestant kingdoms, the 
Catholic states, beth from a spirit of emulation, and in self- 
defence, were obliged to adopt the same course of policy, so 
that society was everywhere the gainer. 

It is well known what ardor Luther and Melanchthon, 
“the complements of each other,’ in learning and character, 
manifested on the subject ef Christian education, what efforts 
they made use of, for the purpose of inducing the rulers and 
magistrates of the German states to make suitable provision 
for their people, by the establishment of schools and higher 
seminaries of learning. They were the warmest advocates 
ef a learned ministry and a learned people, and the most 
constant friends of the professional teacher. Schools and 
higher institutions of learning were everywhere established 
by their exertions; the grade of studies was elevated during 
their lives, and in each succeeding generation subsequently, 
until at present, as the fruit of their toils, we see their native 
land occupying ‘the highest pinnacle of lterary eminence.— 
The scholars of all lands thankfully acknowledge their obli- 
gations to German labor, in theology, classical “and oriental 
literature, philology and art. Luther and Melanchthon ex- 
erted themselves in an especial degree, to awaken an interest 
in this subject, both by their writings and their active efforts. 
The former, in addition to the use of other means, addressed 
an admirable letter to the rulers of Germany, upon the duty 
of establishing universities and Christian schools of an ele- 
vated character, in which he displays that fearlessness for 
which he has become so justly celebrated, a candor in the 
exposition of unwelcome truths, a concern for the glory of 
God and the welfare of his fellow-citizens, as well as an elo- 
quence and depth of thought in the defence of principles, 
far in advance of the age in which he lived, which would, if 
he had no other claim, properly entitle him to the appellation 
of benefactor of mankind. 

Melanchthon also, by his lectures to the students at the 
University of Wittenberg, sometimes amounting to several 
thousands, collected from neighboring and remote countries, 
awakened an interest in, and promoted the same great object 
—Christian education in his native and foreign lands.
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Whilst we should be pleased to see this fine letter in a good 
translation in print, our inore defimite object will only allow 
us to quote afew sentences from each of these authorities, 
upon the general subject of education; merely adding in this 
connection, that the single aim of these men, in their noble 
efforts, was to furnish the means of obtaining a finished 
Christian education to all their countrymen, cler: gy and laity. 
Luther quotes with approbation, to show his appreciation of 
teachers, in his Catechism, the Latin sentiment, Deo, paren- 
trbus, et magrstris non potest sates grateae rependis ‘Bduca- 
tion and the pen must rule the world. Men without educa- 
tion are either raging wolves or grovelling swine. Jiducated 
men are not a natural erowth, nor can they be hewn out of 
wood or stone, nor does “God raise them up by working mir: 
cles. Rulers have the right to compel the people to educate, 
The prosperity of a state does not consist in the accumula- 
tion of ample treasures, firm fortifications, splendid edifices, 
arms and military equipments, but the best and most valua- 
ble source of prosperity, security and power in a state, 1s the 
possession of many upright, educated, intelligent, honorable 
citizens, who will be ‘able subsequently to cather treasures 
and everything worth possessing, preserve and use them pro- 
perly.” Melanchthon also has said : “Learning ws a bless- 
ang, ~norance a curse to the church.” 

Nor did the long line of distinguished successors of these 
eminent men in Germany, depart from their principles. They 
followed their bright example, and everywhere strove to unite 
relicion and education, to have the care of the young, to 
eather them into Christian schools, that they might be train- 
ed for usefulness in the church and the State. No better 
illustrations, among the more recent successors of the Re- 
formers, in proof of this, could be sclected, than Bengel and 
Fr anke, mien who will bear favorable comparison, for learning, 
piety and Christian activity, with any who have lived in 
modern times. 

it is natural to suppose, that these founders of our church 
in Peunsylvania, who came from the Fatherland, and were 
well acquainted with her history, and enjoyed the structions 
of the Orphan House at Halle, as pupils, or assisted there ov 
elsewhere as teachers, would follow in the footsteps of their 
great predecessors. We would be disposed to infer, in ad- 
vance of all evidence, that they would be the ardent friends 
of Christian edue ation, both for those intended to labor inthe 
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church, or those to serve the State. Hducated themselves, 
coming froma land of education, they would be anxious to 
transfer the excellencies of their native, to their adopted 
country. Such also was the fact. Having been selected by 
the worthy Fathers of the Orphan House at Halle, to whom 
the choice of the earlicst ministers of our church in Pennsy!- 
vania was intrusted, they justified, by the success of their 
Jabors in this land, the wisdom and piety of those “excellent 
men, to whom our Lutheran Zion owe a lasting debt of grati- 
tude. Had cither uneducated or ungodiy men been sent, they 
would in either case have disappointed the expectations of 
those who sent and supported them, and their labors in this 
Jand would have been either useless, or beneficial only to a 
limited extent. ‘The circumstances of the church and the 
times, demanded both educated and pious : men; and having 
had such to lay the foundations of our Zion in this State, 
“workmen” of whom neither their contemporaries nor their 
successors had any reason to be ashamed, we may say with 
something of the exultation of oneof old: Walk about Zion, 
und go round about her; tell the towers thereof. Mark ye 
well her bulwarks, consider her palaces; that ye may tell tt 
to the generation following. 

Scarcely had our early ministers reached the shores of 
America, before we find them mourning over the widespread 
desolation of our church in Pennsylvania, and devoting their 
earnest attention to the Christian education of the young, 
that they might be qualified for usefulness, both m the church 
and the state. Privately and publicly, in their mdividual 
and collective capacity, they did all they could to promote 
this desirable object. Though burdened with ministerial la- 
bors, pressed down with the cares and anxieties arising from 
obhyations, voluntarily assumed to defray the expenses con- 
nected with the building and repairing of churches, and the 
procuring of ground for parsonages and burial places, weari- 
el by incessant services in several languages, both on the 
Lord’s day and during the week, they still, With a provident 
care for the future, instituted that series of measures for the 
cducation of the young, which gradually extending in area 
and depth, resulted in the greater eificiency of the present 
method of education. They might beblamed for not having 
done more, by one not knowing the circumstances ; > that thoy 
did so much, was only owing to their willingness ‘‘to endure 
hardship as ‘eood soldiers of Jesus Christ,”’ “to labor “in sea- 
son end out of season,” in an humble or more exalted capac-
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ity, in imitation of their Divine Master, who “though rich 
had become poor, that through his poverty others uight be 
made rich.” Their efforts on this behalf, may be divided, 
for the sake of precision, into two points, the one extending 
from the arrival of Henry Melchior Muhlenberg, in 1742, to 
the close of our Revolutionary war; the other from thus lat-- 
ter event to the present time. This division, whilst it may 
be deficient in logical accuracy, may be sufiiciently truc, for 
the purposes of convenicnee. It will also have this addi- 
tional argument to commend it, that the first of the two com- 
prehends the time covered by the Halle Annals, upon which 
we must principally depend for accurate information, in re- 
ference to the earlier history of our church in Pennsylvania. 
To this first period this present article 1s confined; the sub- 
sequent paper will embrace the latter and more important one. 

Now it will be found on examination sufficicntly accurate, 
to characterize this first period as that during which provision 
was made for the education of the people, laity and clergy, 
in a2 more private way, by individual, rather than by Synod- 
ical agency ; the latter as the era of colleges and theological 
seminaries. ‘This is not strictly true; for the attention of 
our ministers was directed to higher scminarics of learning, 
as will be found subscquently, shortly before the close of this 
period, yet still they had no college of their own; and it may 
be justly called the stage of individual effort, for though the 
Synod did. take action on this important subject subscquently 
to its organization in 1748, the number constituting it was so 
few, that its action may, for practical purposes, be regarded 
as that of individuals; for a few promincnt ministers, those 
generally residing in or near Philadelphia, exercised a con- 
trolling influence, and as they thought and acted, so did the 
others. We havo, therefore, not thought it necessary tosep- 
arate the individual from the Synodical action; but have pre- 
ferred to consider the two as essentially the same. During 
the subsequent period, however, the Synodical action will be 
the point of view to which the principal attention will be di- 
rected. The Lutheran church has always paid a great deal 
of attcntion to the education of the young, and by their cdu- 
cation, she meant a Christian one. This was always her aim, 
and Muhlenberg, who arrived in 1742, and Brunnholtz in 
1744, both had their fixed principles upon this subject. Their 
ideal was, that cach congregation, in addition to the ordinary 
means of grace on the Lord’s day, and on festival days, 
should also have all the children to assemble regularly on the
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afternoon of the Christian Sabbath, for the purpose of being 
instructed in the principles and duties of the Christian reli- 
gion, by the pastor of the church; and besides this, have a 
week day school, in which aman of Christian character should 
be teacher, to instruct the children out of God’s word and 
Luther’s Smaller Catechism, as well as in the necessary 
branches of a secular education, who could officiate as or van- 
ist for the church, and, on special occasions, in case of the 
sickness, absence or death of the pastor, edify the congrega- 
tion, by reading a sermon, or some religious book. For ad- 
ditional efficiency also, they intended that these schools should 
be under the special supervision of the pastor and people, 
the former of whom should visit them once or twice each 
week, for the purpose of examining and catechizing the 
scholars ; and they provided further, that there should be 
quarterly or more fr equent public examinations in the church, 
in the presence of the congregation. This was their stand- 
ard for the congregational schools, and for the execution of 
this, they used their individual and united influence; and 
succeeded in instituting that series of educational agencies, 
which we found in existence in our churches in our boyhood, 
in all our prominent congregations, but which has now been 
superseded by the extended system of public schools, every 
where established by legislative enactment in our state. hat 
we do Muhlenberg no injustice, we quote his own words, and 
the sentiments of Brunnholtz will be found the same, in an 
extract to be subsequently presented to the reader. Miuhlen- 
berg thus speaks of good Christian schools:* “Christian 
schools cannot be too zealously encouraged, or too highly 
valued. When the truths of religion are diligently and im- 
pressively taught to the young, and rendered intelligible to 
them by means of appropriate examples, seeds are deposited, 
which th ouch rarely in the same degree, yet in their proper 
time, spring up and produce fruit. Tt i is, therefore, not at all 
strange, that religious schools are especially envied, slandered, 
opposed and persecuted by Satan and his adherents, because 
by means of these, the kingdom of Christ is advanced, that 
of Satan and darkness broken down. A man may wear out 
his hfe in preaching to those who were neglected in their 
youth, and in old age have reither time, inclination nor ca- 
pacity to compr chend the first truths of religion.” All the 
earlicr ministers of our church entertained ‘the same views, 
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and soucht to have them realized by immediate and efficicnt 
action. 

Muhlenberg, the first of the clergymen sent by the Fath- 
ers in Halle, though immediately after his arrival in the 
country having charge of four large congregations, at con- 
siderable distances apart, still during the week was cngagcd 
in teaching school, and preparing persons in the English and 
Gcrman languages for confirmation, many of whom, though 
grown up, were not able to read or write, nor had they an 
acquaintance with the merest elements of Christian truth.— 
His own words are these: ‘‘I myself was obliged, from ne- 
cessity, to act as teacher. One week I keep school in Phila- 
delphia, the next in Providence, and the third in New Hano- 
ver, merely forthe sake of preparing neglected adults for 
confirmation and the holy sacrament, and sometimes for bap- 
tism.”’ Of this irksome labor he was relieved, after an en- 
durance of it for about two years, by the arrival of Messrs. 
Schaum and Kurtz, as Catechists, who relieved the pastors at 
Philadelphia and New Hanover of this part of their toil, as 
the first mentioned of these, after careful reflection on the 
part of Muhlenberg and Brunnholtz (who had arrived in 
1744), was set apart as teacher in the former, and the other 
in the latter of those two places. They entered upon their 
labors in the fall of 1744, and it 1s even said, so anxious 
were the people to learn, that aged persons were not ashamed 
to sit among the children, for the purpose of learning the 
alphabet. These two young brethren also officiated in the 
capacity of teachers in other places, for instance at Raritan, 
in New Jersey; and among the instructions given to one of 
them, by the two senior ministers, is found the following :* 
“Tt will be your chief and most necessary duty, each succced- 
ing week, to instruct the children of the church, for this is a 
matter of great importance, and is pleasing to the congrega- 
tion.” 

Handschuh, who came in 1748, and Heintzelman, who 
arrived in 17d1, each acted for a considerable period, in 
the capacity of tcachers, in addition to the discharge of their 
regular duties as pastors, the former at Germantown, the 
latter at Philadelphia; and the samc may be said of most of 
the other younger ministers. There was a much ercatcr ne- 
cessity at that time for the codpceration of the younger assis- 
tants and ministers in the work of teaching, as the congre- 
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gations were poor, and embarrassed with the expenses incur- 
red by erecting churches and schoclhouses, and therefore a 
regular teacher could not always be emplo yed in every con- 
gregation. Some there were, even at an early period, and 
men of exemplary character ; among whom, Jacob Leser is 
mentioned already in 1749 by Mr. Br unnheliz, and called by 
him “an excellent man ;”’ and by Muhlenberg, “a competent 
and gifted man, who would be qualified for more im portant 
services.” Pastors and teachers did the work, as circum- 
stances demanded. In some favored localities, they had both 
laboring together harmoniously for the same great objects ; 
in some, they had only the former, in others only the latter, 
discharging in either case, to the best of their ability, both 
functions. But in all of the prominent places of our church 
in Pennsylvania and parts adjacent, at Philadelphia, German- 
town, Lancaster, Reading, New Hanover, Bedminster, Xc., 
there were congregational or parocinal schools, conducted 
with greater or Tess efficiency, pr ior to the year 1750. Those 
at Philadelphia, Reading and Lancaster, seem to have been 
the most flourishing. Very interesting details are given in 
the Halle Annals, by the different ministers, in reference to 
these schools. Thus Muhlenberg,” in 1752, speaks of the 
school at Philadelphia: “I found Pastor Brunnholtz cheerful 
and vigilant, and, in connection with Mr. Hemtzelman, very 
much engaged with the newly organized school. I have not, 
at any time during the past nine years, experienced as much 
pleasure, as I did recently in Philadelphia, from reflections 
arising from the establishment of the new school; because 
such a work as this, 1s the basis of hope for the future im- 
provement of the church and state. Oh that it may please 
the Lord to grant sufficient means and pupils, so that a great 
tree may spring up from this small mustard seed. 
Wethink we need ask no apology for introducing the follow- 

ing more lengthy extract, from the same volumes, from the re- 
port of Pastor Brunnholtz to Dr. Franke in the year 1753 :7 
“What L mentioned ininy former letter, of the 16th of 
March, 1752, 1n reference to the school which we intended to 
open in this place, has been carried into effect, and has, un- 
der the Divine blessing, made encouraging progress. Yet it 
did not succeed without the experience of many difficultics. 
At one time this one was dissatisfied 5 at another some oue 
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clse, and again there was a deficiency of room, and the want 
of stoves and other necessaries. We commenced the school 
in the lower room of my house, the 6th of April, 1752, and 
the number of scholars soon increased to eighty, and finally 
one hundred and twenty, so that the room was too small; 
therefore, as the weather was warm, we transferred it to the 
church, where we continued to hold 1t throughout the summer. 
As winter approached, and it became cold, I did not know 
where I was to go to with such a number of children. It was 
too expensive to rent a house, therefore I had the partition 
wall between my two best and largest rooms taken down, the 
apartment fitted up as a school room and furnished with two 
stoves, and here the school was kept during the winter, and 
is still held. Each of us must be satisfied with a small cham- 
ber. Our congregational treasury will not yet allow us to 
build a school house, and the school is absolutely necessary. 
All instruction 1s lost upon most of the aged. The school 
gives us the hope of better times. Our dear children, never 
less than eighty, now one hundred and ten in number, learn 
extremely well, and I fecl assured our dear fathers would 
weep for joy, and see some recompense for their multiplied 
toils, if they could hear our American children sing, pray 
and read. Our new and improved edition of the Smaller 
Catechism, and the Bibles and Testaments we had for sale, 
have been very useful to us. We have modelled our school 
after the German schools of the Orphan House. ‘The child- 
ren are divided into six classes. Kvery quarter we hold a 
public examination in the church, to which the whole congre- 
gation is invited, and many attend. They are examined in 
all their studies by classes. Afterwards cakes are distributed 
among them, with printed verses from the Scriptures. Our 
dear My. Heintzelman has heretofore manifested great fidel- 
ity and unwearied industry, and in consequence of the great 
number of scholars, has been obliged to give instruction, in 
conjunction with the organist, five or six hours daily. Occa- 
sionally, in pleasant weather, we go out into the country with 
the children, walking two by two. At one time, they repeat 
their verses, as 1f with one mouth; and at another time they 
sing, which animates me, even inthe greatest despondency. 
Sundays they assemble in front of my house, whence they 2o 
by twos to the church, and are examined by Mr. [eintzel- 
man. May God continue its existence, in spite of all foes.” 
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Muhlenberg, in his reports to Dr. Franke, in the same 
year,* confirms everything which is here said by Pastor 
Brunnholtz, and aiso expresses his deep concern upon the 
subject of the education of the young, to this good man, and 
his ardent wishes that means might be obtained, through the 
blessing of God, “‘who is the true father of all who are called 
children,’ for the erection of a suitable building, in which 
the assistant pastor of the congregation, ‘‘a qualified and up- 
right teacher,” and the organist might instruct the youth of 
the congregation, both the children of the poor gratuitously, 
and those of the rich for a compensation, and also train suit- 
able teachers for the schools in the country. “Such a school 
would be a fine nursery for the vineyard of the Lord.” 

This desire of having a separate and suitable school house, 
with increased accommodations for the instruction of the young, 
was not immediately realized. ‘They were obliged to labor 
on in hope, until the year 1760, when the vestry of the church 
determined to erect a suitable school house, and arrangements 
were definitely made for this purpose, the 28th of April of 
this year.* This school house was dedicated on Monday, the 
27th of July, 1761. A short account of it is given in the 
Halle Annals.+ Muhlenberg says: “Monday, the 27th of 
July, LT rode in company with Provost Wrangel, to the resi- 
dence of Pastor Handschuh. ‘There we were accompanied 
by the elders and deacons to the church, where young and 
old were assembled. I preached upon 2 Kings 2, of the mi- 
raculous purification of a poisoned spring. <Aiterwards the 
scholars, pastors, elders and deacons went in procession to 
the new school house, consecrated it with prayer, singing, and 
a short discourse upon a partof the eightieth Psalm.” After 
this the schoolmaster examined the children, and a collection 
was made amounting to a little more than twelve pounds.— 
After the consecration, we pastors, elders, deacons and some 
friends dined together.” In the extracts which we have thus 
given, in reference to the school at Philadelphia, and the la- 
bors of the pastors in and around this city, in behalf of 
schools in other places, the names of individuals have been 
chiefly given, but still their action may be regarded as that of 
the Synod of Pennsylvania, which they founded, and of which 
they were prominent members. But it may be well to refer 
quite briefly to the interest the Synod, as a body, took in this 
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subject. Two references on this subject will be sufficient, one 
to the meeting of the Synod in Philadelphia, in June, 1762, 
the other to the succeeding mecting of the same body, in the 
same place, in October, 1763. ‘The account of the first of 
of these two meetings, is given by Pastor Handschuh.* At 
this meeting there were fourteen Swedish and Lutheran min- 
isters present, and the point to which special attention is in- 
vited, as showing the interest of the Synod in the subject of 
education i is, that a particular pericd was assigned for inqui- 
ries on the state of the schools in each and all of the united 
Swedish and Lutheran congregations. The following is given as 
the state of the schools in regular succession: ‘“New Providence 
has several small schools, ‘the principal school at the church 
is vacant. New Hanover has still a school, and received a 
small support (£18 a year) from the society (for the diffusion. 
of Christianity among the Germans) in London, but it has: 
recently been suspended. In Philadelphia the condition of 
the schools is well-known, and the public examimation of to- 
morrow will give the best evidence. In the Swedish congre- 
gations, the Swedish schools, for several generations, have 
unfortunately been suspended, yet Dr. Wrangel has caused 
an Kinglish school to be established, in which the Lutheran 
Catechism, translated into English, is taught. In the Rari- 
tan congregation, there is at present no German school. in 
New York, the German school is in a wretched condition, on. 
account of the bad schoolmaster. In the Oley congregation 
of Mr. Schaum, it was necessary to remove a bad schoolmas- 
ter, therefore it has ceased to beheld. In Vincent township 
there is a good school, an excellent teacher, and about sixt 
scholars. In Reading there is a well-managed school of 
eighty or more children. Richmond has also a tolerably good 
school. In the congregations of Pastor Kurtz the elder, are 
several schools, namely, in Tulpehocken one of forty, in 
Heidelberg another of thirty scholars. In Lebanon, in con- 
sequence of the poverty of the people, there are not yet any 
schools. In Kaston, from the scattered state of the ‘people, 
there has been no permanent school. In Northkill the youne- 
er Kurtz keeps school himself, which amounted in the com- 
mencement to thirty scholars, but afterwards it decreased, 
owing to the high waters. In ‘Lancaster the German school 
numbers, in the summer, fifty or sixty, in the winter, however, 
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eighty or ninety, and it is supported by the congregation, 
without any assistance from others.” 

The examination of the school in Philadelphia was also at- 
tended by the Synod in a body. It commenced in the church 
at two o'clock. Pastor Handschuh remarks, ‘the scholars 
amounted to an unusually large number, who were introduced, 
each class by itself, two by two, by their teacher, Mr. Hafner, 
and seated in regular order. The exercises were opened 
with singing and the prayer of the children. The higher 
classes were examined by the pastors, especially the Ger- 
mans from abroad; the teacher took the lower classes.— 
In the intervals, the most beautiful hymns were sung. After 
this the teacher catechized all the children belonging to the 
school, in classes, in which the youth were so quick andready 
even in repeating the proof-texts, that all the pastors froin 
abroad, elders and deacons, were exceedingly surprised, and 
listened with the greatest satisfaction. Finally, the younger 
Mr. Kurtz stood before the altar, delivered a fine address to 
the collected youth, and closed with prayer. The whole was 
closed with singing and the distribution of cakes.” 

The other meeting of the Synod was the one immediately 
succeeding, and they again attended the examination, and as 
the circumstances were different, and manifest the Christian 
courtesy and liberality of our forefathers, we add what is 
said by Muhlenberg in reference to it:* ‘““The 18th of Octo- 
ber we went (the Synod) in the forenoon, at ten o’clock, into 
the church, and took the children with us. Afterwards the 
following additional gentlemen came in: Mr. Duche and In- 
gliss, of the Episcopal church, President Finley, of Princeton 
College, Mr. Senior Tennent, a Presbyterian clergyman from 
Newark, lastly Mr. Whitfield, and with him a number of 
English friends, so that the church was filled with German 
and English people, and the children were standing in the 
crowd. Mr. Whitfield went on the pulpit, prayed very feel- 
ingly, turned towards the pupils and made a kindly address 
to them about good children, from the Old and New Testa- 
ment, and also mentioned some recent examples, which oc- 
curred in his own times, with tears and heartfelt emotion, 
and afterwards urged on parents their duty. After this, the 
children were catechised a short time by Dr. Wrangel, and 
also myself in German; but as Mr. Whitfield was very much 
exhausted, and the crowd in the church was too great, we 
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were obliged to close, and the services were concluded with 
appropriate music.” Many more details might be furnished 
upon the same subject, but we think, whilst they would make 
the treatment of this portion of our narrative more complete, 
they would not render it more perspicuous. This system of 
congregation.i schools, as before remarked, was kept up in 
our church, until a comparatively recent period. We have 
met with nothing additional, except an allusion to a plan of 
Mr. Penn, for the establishment of charity schools for the 
English and German youth of Pennsylvania, with a provision 
for the education of four or six of the young men trained in 
them, at the University of Oxford. A committee was ap- 
pointed, to cary the plan into effect, in 1754, among whom, 
to represent the Lutherans, was Mr. Conrad Weiser, but we 
have not found that much benefit accrued to them from this, 
and therefore we may safely pass it by, with this general 
mention. 

We have said nothing, as yet, of the provision made by 
the founders of our church in Pennsylvania, and the Synod 
of Pennsylvania, for the education of mznzsters. At this 
éarly period, the thought of preparing ministers in this coun- 
try was not so much dwelt upon; they still, as did their suc- 
cessors for a long time, continued to look to the mother coun- 
try for supphes of vacancies, occasioned by death, and for 
the new posts of labor still to be occupied. The extraord- 
nary exertions they were called upon to make in other direc- 
tions, would have been sufficient to have deterred them from 
attempting to originate, at that time, a separate institution 
for the education of ministers. Even as late as 1784, at a 
Synodical meeting held at Lancaster, consisting of fourteen 
Lutheran clergymen, the question was proposed for discus- 
sion: “Whether and how preachers should be called from 
Germany?” and the answer was given, that as the harvest 
was great, and the laborers few, it was absolutely neccessary 
that at least two additional clergymen should be written for, 
although the greatest difficulty would be to procure the ne- 
cessary funds, to defray the expenses of their voyage. Yet 
whilst most of the early pastors were sent from Germany, 
and the Synod still looked, at a later period, for a further 
supply, they did not altogether neglect the duty of obtaining 
and educating suitable persons to fill the ministerial office.— 
The pastors themselves, in addition to their other duties, also 
assumed this one of preparing applicants for the sacred office. 
Some of those thus educated, had received their preparatory
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training in Germany, others in some of the schools of this 
land ; some were trained by them to become teachers, others 
catechists or helpers, and others, again to discharge all the 
duties of the ministerial office. Candidates of this kind were 
taken into the families of the older ministers, often boarded 
at their expense, and furnished, in addition, gratuitously, 
with books and instruction, to qualify them for their 3 impor- 
tant duties. Under the supervision of their instructors, they 
catechised the children, visited the sick, read sermons for the 
congregations, occasionally officiated at funerals, or gave in- 
struction in the schools, until they were supposed to beready 
to appear before the Synod as candidates. Thus were train- 
ed by the older ministets, Muhlenberg, Brunnholtz, &c., 
Kurtz, Schaum, Schrenk, Weygand, Rauss, Von Buskirk, 
and others ; and many more in a similar way by their succes- 
sors. After having undergone a sufficient training under the 
direction of “wise master “builders, ” and thought by them 
competent “rightly to divide the word of truth,” they were 
brought before the Synod at its annual meeting, examined 
by a choice committee of the body, and, if considered com- 
petent, and accepted by the Ministerium, were solemnly or- 
dained to the sacred office. It is quite interesting, to read 
of the care they manifested in the selection, training and 
examination of these candidates for the ministerial office. 
They heeded the apostolic exhortation, ‘‘to lay hands sudden- 
ly on no man.” Examinations and ordinations of this kind 
took place often; we propose to present brief accounts of 
two, as specimens of the whole, which are given in the same 
volumes already often mentioned. One of these exaiina- 
tions was that of Mr. William Kurtz, which took place before 
the Swedish and Lutheran ministers, assembled in Synodical 
session at Providence, the 19th and 20th of October, 1760; 
the other, that of Mr. Daniel Kurtz, at a meeting of the Lu- 
theran Synod of Pennsylvania and adjacent States, held at 
Lancaster in 1784. Muhlenberg thus writes m reference to 
the former of these :* ‘In the afternoon at three o'clock, the 
Rev. Ministerium commenced the examination of Mr. Win 
Kurtz, as several congregations in Heidelberg had carnestly 
requested he myht become their pastor. After prayer, he 
he was requested to open the Greek Testament, at the third 
chapter of the first epistle to the Corinthians, and explain it 
in Latin, wlich he did satisfactorily, without hesitation. Af- 
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terwards, two Psalms were given him in Hebrew, to be trans- 
lated at once literally into Latin, which was done with equal 
readiness and fluency. Provost Wrangel was very much 
pleased, and said that he had not expected this in the Ameri- 
can wilderness, and thereupon began to question the candi- 
date in Latin upon some articles of the Creed; thus the ex- 
amination was continued on the different branches of theology, 
and he reccived the unanimous testimony of the members, 
that he had given satisfactory evidence of his qualifications. 
It was also resolved, to ordain him at the next Muinisterial 
session, D. V., on which occasion he was to give his answers 
to the written questions proposed to him.” Pastor Helmuth 
furnishes us with the account of the examination of the other 
Mr. Kurtz, in his diary.* “The candidate, Mr. Dame] Kurtz, 
a son of the aged Mr. Kurtz in York, was recommended for 
licensure. He had received instruction, for nearly three 
years, in the languages, theology and the sciences; and his 
instructor, Pastor Muhlenberg the younger, at Lancaster, 
gave him an excellent recommendation, both as regards dil- 
gence and upright deportment, and requested his examina- 
tion. Pastor Voigt made a commencement with Hebrew, 
Greck, &c., Dr. Kunze also in Greek. The assembled clergy 
testified their satisfaction, and gave him the following ques- 
tions to answer in writing: 

1. How is it shown that Christ was not only a teacher of 
men, but also truly rendered satisfaction for their sins? 

2, What are the operations and benefits of the Holy Spirit? 
38. [low may a person know that he is converted ? 
4. How is the validity of infant baptism proved? 
Oo. How is the etcrnity of future punishment made mani- 

fest ? 
6. Were the apostles infallible in their preaching ? 
hese two examples are sufficient to show what circum- 

spection they used, in the casc of candidates for the pastoral 
office, and their conduct in this respect we need not fear to 
follow, harmonizing, as it does, with the practice of the best 
men of the church in the Fatherland, and the more certain 
directions of the word of God. But alas! after all their 
care, these pioncers of Lutheranism in this western world, 
felt the necessity of additional measures for the multiplica- 
tion of ministers of the word. Muhlenberg, we learn from 
the Annals,¢ had frequently called the attention of the Fa- 

* Pave 1159—60. 7 Page 1253.
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thers in Europe to this subject, and at length, in the year 
1773, had proposed to them the erection of a kind of cate- 
chetical school, for the purpose of preparing a greater num- 
ber of assistant laborers in the work of spreading a know- 
ledge of the Gospel. His plan seems to have been, as far as 
we can gatner from the neagre details given of it, to prepare 
men ‘who would be qualified to explain in a simple and in- 
teiligible way, the fundamental truths of the Christian reli- 
gion, and of our evangelical faith, from the word of God; to 
instruct the rising generation and edify the aged, to conduct 
both classes in the way of repentance and faith, to a holy life, 
to set them a consistent example, even though they would 
not be as thoroughly instructed in such an Institution, as in 
the Universities of Germany.” It was not intended to send 
them out prematurely; this, as has already been shown, was 
entirely alien to the principles and practice of those worthy 
men, but from the great destitution which prevailed, and the 
difficulty and expense connected with procuring a sufficient 
number of pastors from Germany, they thought men thus 
trained “might be used, under the supervision of ex perrenced 
and educated pastors, as deacons and assistants, in diffusing 
a knowledge of the way of life among the widely scattered 
German Lutherans in Pennsylvania.’’ We find nothing fur- 
ther in reference to this, but our attention is next directed to 
the Seminary or Latin School proposed by Dr. Kunze, and 
established by his more immediate agency, though meeting, 
in its essential features, with the approbation of the other 
Lutheran pastors at Philadelphia. Dr. Kunze’s Seminary 
was more aspiring in its features than the one already refer- 
red to, and encumbered with a greater multiplicity of details, 
and requiring too large an expenditure of means, for the 
condition of Pennsylvania, as it was at that time It however 
shows his zeal on behalf of education and Christianity, and 
deserves to be dwelt upon, for historical purposes, at some- 
what greater length than under other circumstances we could 
be disposed to do, as itis really the first attempt of the Ger- 
mans to have a College or University of their own in this land. 
It was established by the pastors in Philadelphia, the 9th of 
February, 1778, and seems to have maintained a precarious 
existence until the year 1778, when, in consequence of the 
occupation of Philadelphia by the British, from want of ad- 
equate support, it was brought to a close.* 

* Pave 1409.
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We give the history of it from his own words. “We con- 
dense it as much as possible; the curious reader may find fuller 
details in the pages of the Halle Annals, referred to below.f 
The Dr. remarks in the outset, that for several years he had 
been cherishing the desire of establishing a school, in which the 
languages and sciences should be taught, for the Germans in 
America, and that his ministerial labors had never cooled his 
ardor. He was persuaded of the difficulties of the undertak- 
ing, yet he was convinced of the necessity for a commence- 
ment. He was waiting for a favorable opportunity for be- 
ginning, when providentially, as it seemed to him, a Mr. 
Leps made application as candidate, at the beginning of the 
vear, for employment. This Mr. Leps had been a student 
at Halle, subsequently a soldier, then had applied himself to 
the study of the law, and finally had been employed as teach- 
er for a number of years in the Danish West India islands of 
St. Thomas, Santa Cruz and St. John. The Dr. advised 
him to open a Latin school, promising him his assistance.— 
This was the occasion which led to the opening of the Semi- 
nary. Dr. Kunze immediately wrote an advertisement in 
the paper, consulted with Dr. Muhlenberg, and after careful 
reflection and mature consultation, the following plan of ope- 
rations was agreed upon: A number of Lutherans were to 
associate themselves together into a body, to be called: “The 
Society for the promotion of Christianity, and all useful 
knowledge among the Germans in America.” This was to 
consist of twenty-four members, who should each contribute 
ten pounds to the treasury, and be entitled, consequently, to 
send their children to the-school gratuitously. The socicty 
was to consist of these twenty-four regular members, as they 
might be called, the class of foreign patrons of noble rank, 
and that of honorar y associate members. The Seminary was 
to be under the direction of a committee of the twenty-four 
members, consisting of six. The studies of the school were 
to be, the higher sciences, English Law, Medicine and Theol- 
Ory. There were to be two annual meetings of the Society, 
one in February, the other in August. It was supposed that 
eventually, many ministers for the church in Pennsylvania, 
Missionaries for the Indians, Orphan Houses, etc., might 
result from this small beginning, which the Dr., however, did 
not expect to be the case “duri ing his life. 

+ Page 1376—8+4.
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They proceeded to carry the above plan into effect. 
Two persons carried round a paper, signed by the elder 
Muhlenberg, Kunze and the younger Muhlenberg, and 
the requisite number of twenty-four, was obtained without 
much dificulty. Their first meeting was held on the 9th of 
February, 1773. The elder Muhlenberg and Mr. Keppele 
were chosen Directors, Dr. Kunze and Mr. Kuhl, Associate 
Directors, and the younger Muhlenberg and one to be elected 
annually, Inspectors. These constituted the committee of 
six, to whom the control of the infant Institution was intrus- 
ted. Dr. Kunze prepared a call for Mr. Leps, the young 
student already mentioned, for one year, and he was to have 
as support, his boarding and fuel, and fifty-two pounds in 
money. “Qn the 15th of EF ebruary,” says the same author- 
ity, “we commenced the schoo! with five scholars, among 
whom there was one who paid. All, even Senior Muhlenber a, 
were present. We began with singing a German hymn. I 
made a prayer, delivered a short addre ess, and commenced to 
examine in the doctrines of Christianity. Mr. Muhlenberg 
the younger, made some remarks on geography and history. 
Mr. Leps then delivered a neat German address, and com- 
menced giving instruction in Latin. One of the scholars had 
already made sufficient progress in this language, under the 
instruction of the younger Muhlenber g, to translate Lange’s 
Dialogues. Thereupon I prayed again, we made an ap- 
pointment for further consultation, determined that the school 
should henceforth be carried on regularly in God’s name, and 
separated.” Mr Leps did not continue long in connection 
with the school, in 1774 he was ordained, for the purpose of 
supplying the congregation at Lunenburg, in New York, and 
a Mr. Schroter is mentioned as a successor, and these are 
the only additional facts we can here com municate, besides 
the one already given, that this school, when the British, on 
the occupation of Philadelphia, ‘‘had made a hospital out of 
Zion’s church, and a garrison out of St. Michael’s,” ceased 
to exist, and thus the fondly cherished hopes of its founders, 
as to its brilliant future, ended in disappointment. 

In 1780 a new effort was made by Dr. Kunze in a different 
direction. In 1779 the University of Pennsylvania was or- 
ganized, and there was a provision in its charter, that the 
senior ministers of all religious denomiations should be 
among the Trustees. By vir tue of this provision, Dr. Kunze 
was clected a Trustee of this Institution, and subsequently 
appointed one of a committee of five, to prepare a plan tor
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its organization. Ie proposed to this committee, the estab- 
lishment of a German Professorship of Philology ; the re- 

commendation was cordially acceded to by them, though 
when their report was presented to the Board of Trustees, it 
met with some opposition, until after the explanation of the 
circumstances of the case by the Dr. himself, the proposition 
was adopted, and Dr. K-unze elected to fill the chair thus 
created. He labored in this post until 1784, when he was 
elected Professor of Oriental Literature in Columbia College, 
New York. Dr. Helmuth was hereupon elected his successor, 
and appears to have served in this capacity until 1810. Both 
of these ministers had great hopes from this new arrange- 
ment, and for a time the connection seemed to work advan- 
tageously. Dr. Kunze writes in 1782:* ‘We have now been 
laboring in the Academy two years, and at present my first. 
four scholars, youths of promise, have become members of 
the University, after having devoted their attention for two 
years to Latin, Greek, Geography, Logic and Hebrew. They 
still attend to the Humanioria with us, and with the English 
Professors to Philosophy and Mathematics.” Dr. Helmuth 
gives the following interesting account of their first public 
exhibition in oratory:} ‘September 20, 1785. ‘To-day our 
Actus oratorius, the first of the kind in America among our 
Germans, was held in an imposing manner. ‘The members 
of the Legislature, the Supreme Executive Council and Cen- 
sors of the State, the Magistrates, the Trustecs of the Uni- 
versity, the entire Faculty and German Society, together 
with many other gentlemen and ladies, honored us with their 
presence. The German Society had made arrangements for 
the music, which was performed during the intervals. I made 
the commencement with a prayer in the English language, 
after which, one of my pupils delivered an English address, 
in which he returned thanks, in a very polite way, to the 
Trustees, for their favor towards the Germans, in establishing 
a German Professorship. One of the young students gave 
an account, in the German language, of the establishment of 
the school. ‘Two entertained the auditors, with the discovery 
of a planet, their journey to and residence upon it, also in 
the German language..... Another described, in German 
verse, the day of judgment; after him, another also in Ger- 

* Page 1423. 
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man verse the greatness of God. Next four came forward, who 
conversed in German about ghosts and witchcraft, and the 
recent discovery of the so-called animal magnetism was de- 
scribed by one of them. ‘Three others spoke on religious 
ioleration. Three represented farmers’ children, of whom 
one had been to school for two years, and ‘gave instruction 
to the others upon subjects with which they had no acquaint- 
ance. ‘This was intended to encourage our wealthy farmers 
to give their children a better education. Hereupon, as a 
member of the German Society, I delivered an address, and 
our Provost closed with an English prayer.’’ It may be 
mentioned incidentally, that though the Synod, as such, had 
no further formal connection with this institution than that 
already mentioned, some of its most prominent members 
have received their preparatory education there. 

Influenced, perhaps, by this action of the Trustees of the 
Uuiversity of Pennsylvania, towards the Germans, and also 
by a desire to secure their patronage, the Trustees of Dick- 
inson College at Carlisle, in 1784, addressed a communica- 
tion to the Synod, in session at Lancaster, informing them 
that they had elected the elder Kurtz, Schultz and Muhlen- 
berg, Trustees of their Institution, and asking their codpera- 
tion and support. The Synod directed these pastors to reply 
orally to this communication, and to promise the aid of the 
body, in the furtherance of the interests of the Institution, 
by contributions and favorable commendations of it.* Sever- 
al of the ablest preachers of our church, in other Synods, 
acknowledge this Institution as their Alma Mater. 

These were the incipient eiforts of our predecessors, to 
furnish our people with the means of obtaining a liberal 
education; these the “mustard seed,”’ spoken of by the elder 
Muhlenberg, Kunze, &c., which, planted in faith and prayer, 
we thus see already shooting up, and which we propose, in a 
subsequent article, to trace in its progress to maturity, from 
the first establishment of a college of their own by the Ger- 
mans, shortly after this period, to the more perfect education- 
al arrangements for clergy and laity, resulting therefrom, 
which we, by the blessing of God, at present enjoy. 

* Page 1461.
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ARTICLE VI. 

BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS. 

No. VI. 

A‘ the Annual Commencement in Septemher, 1840, the Graduating 

Cla : consisted of the following young gentlemen: Gottlieb Bassler, 
James A. Brown, Hugh D. Downey, David A. Martin, kh Schwartz and 

Coiumbus Witherow. An extemporaneous Address was delivered to 
them, the outline of which is now, for the first time, filled up. 

Youneé GENTLEMEN :—In addressing you on this interest- 
ing occasion, I have chosen as my theme, that which should 
be our ain in life, viz.: to do good. That this should beour 
aim, can hardly admit of doubt. Noone proposes to do mis- 
chief, or to make it the aim of his existence. If the question 
were asked of any young man, what do you propose to effect 
in the future? he would not willingly give any other answer 
than, I propose to do good. It istaken for granted that you 
have no other purpose, and start with the expectation that 
your career will hereafter, be distinguished by efforts to 
advance the interests, the true interests of your kind. It 
becomes then an important question, how 1s this to be effected? 
No time can be considered more appropriate for the enquiry, 
than the present. You have long been engaged in prepara- 
tion for the duties of life; you have accomplished the pre- 
liminary steps, you have been pronounced qualified to enter 
upon professional study, or any other mode of effecting the 
objects of life. Having made your choice of a modus ope- 
yandz, and not without a reference to the end to be attained, 
it may be remarked that, whatever may be the mode—and 
there are various modes of exerting a beneficial influence 
upon others—aintelligence may be regarded as a primary re- 
quisite. ‘’o this, then, your attention is first directed. You 
know how to study, and have acquired a fondness for it.— 
Knowledge, it has been said, is power, andit is by knowledge 
wielded by a cultivated intellect, that we are to operate. 
“Wisdom, says the Hebrew sage (and it is synonymous with 
knowledge), ‘is the principal thing; therefore gct wisdom, 
and with all thy getting, get understanding.” That know- 
Iedge which is necessary in our sphere of action, knowledge 
of our profession or particular employment, ought to be re-
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garded as of primary importance. All other knowledge, 
however valuable, holds a secondary place. An ignorant 
minister of the Gospel, physician or lawyer, may do incaleu- 
lable mischief. The first, called by his profession to teach 
men the way of salvation and to expound the holy oracles of 
4zod, if he should be a blind leader, will not only fall into the 
ditch himself, but carry others with him. It is a fearful re- 
sponsibility which rests on him who watches for souls under 
a strict surveillance, and his lips should keep knowledge, and 
he should be apt to teach. How this can be done without 
knowledge, diligently acquired, constantly sought, and care- 
fully laid up for future use, it is not easy to see. ‘The stew- 
ard, for such is the minister of Christ, must bring out of his 
treasury things newand old. This is the order of the Lord’s 
house, and it involves the diligent pursuit of knowledge. The 
physician must be armed with knowledge, that he may battle 
with morbid action, and become victorious in subduing disease. 
The progress of that science to which he is specially devoted, 
he must know, and mastering all the new truths and new dis- 
coveries, qualifying himself with new methods and appliances, 
he must be ready to make the most perfect known resistance 
to the advances of the foe. ‘To be ready for this, requires 
careful, diligent study. The same may be said of every other 
method of operating upon man. Knowledge is absolutely 
necessary, and as science 1s progressing, as new truth is con- 
stantly appearing, and new discoveries are constantly making, 
the duty of all who would be successful agents in effecting 
human happiness, Is to be readers and thinkers ; and reading 
and thinking cannot be restricted to any period of life, but 
nust be extended over the whole. But of what use will it 
be for us to bring knowledge from afar, unless we ascribe 
righteousness to our Maker. Knowledge unsanctified, is not 
the great desideratum. Its power 1s vastly augmented when, 
it is accompanied by a living faith in the Son of God. It is 
folly for us to think of doing good during life, in the highest 
sense, without pure hearts—hearts animated with the love of 
God. Whatever we may accomplish without this, and it is 
not denied that worldly men may, in various and important 
ways, do good, itis equally true that all this good, undimin- 
ished by godliness, will be vastly increased by its existence. 
The men who have accomplished most for the real good of 
others, are they who have combined with the pursuits of life 
the sanctity of Christianity. Expect then to realize results 
such as are worthy of you, not in an unsanctified devotion to
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human interests, but in an humble imitation of the sublime 
virtues of the author of Christianity. He and they who la- 
bored in his spirit, have been pre-eminently the bencfactors 
of men, and if we would take our place with them, we must 
imitate their zeal, and follow their example. Systematic ef- 
fort, in the direction in which we operate, is important. We 
lay ourselves out for accomplishing good, and we ought to be 
diligent and persevering. Having determined how we may 
successfully accomplish our purpose, it is to be pursued, not 
by paroxysms or by fitful efforts, but with a steady and de- 
termined purpose. 

Life is designed for action, not repose. The rest is future, 
now is the time of toil. Carry with you the conviction, that 
if you would perform well your part, time must not be wasted, 
but turned to account, considered a precious talent, which 1s 
to be employed carefully, Both in getting and imparting good. 
This then our aim—to do grod—to do good to men—to do 
good to their bodies—to do good to their souls—to contribute 
to their earthly happiness—to contribute to their eternal wel- 
fare. 
If we ask ourselves what claims such a course has upon ws, 

the answer is, 1t has claims upon every man. It may be 
averred with perfect safety, that your position pre-eminently 
imposes this upon you. You labor in this work in the service 
of that Being to whom you are indebted for everything. You 
poo in the service of him who made you, and gave you an 
xalted place in his creation, who allied you closely to him- 

self, by the capacities and endowments which he furnished 
you. You labor in the service of him who has made the 
most ample provision for you future and eternal happiness, in 
the richer provisions of his Son’s redemption. You labor in 
the service of him who, in his providence, furnished you with 
the means ard opportunities of occupying a higher social po- 
sition than others, and of operating more energetically and 
evtensively for their good. God has lifted you up from the 
dust, he has surrounded you with a true opulence, and in di- 
recting this opulence to the advancement of his ¢lory—the 
advancement of human weal—his requisition is reasonable, 
and comes to you with imperative force. To you is applicable 
the principle, that where much is given, there will much be 
required. 

The course which is indicated, deserves your sympathy— 
because it cannot but appear to you, even witha hasty glance, 
as the only onc calculated to reflect on you honor. 

&
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Rational, accountable, and qualified pre-eminently, by your 
endowments and attainments, to pursue such a course, sanc- 
tioned by reason and commanded by God, every claim to 
honorable regard is forfeited by another procedure. Recre- 
ant to duty, rebellious against authority, the enemies of your 
fellow- beings, your humanity is stained, and deep disgrace 
spots your garments. No intellect in the Universe can ac- 
cord to you anything but the stigma of reproach, unless it be 
an intellect perverted and unsanctified. Honor is thought to 
belong to birth, family, gifts, physical and mental, successful 
enterprises, opulence, but the proper standard is overlooked 
in such estimates : true honor attaches to moral worth, t6 
benevolence, to beneficence. It is the property of him who 
lives for others as well as for himself; who devotes himself to 
the advancement of God’s glory in human happiness, whose 
efforts, uncircumscribed by time, are extended to eternity.— 
Such a man may have no special record on earth that is visi- 
ble to the eye, his life may not be written by the pen of flat- 
tery, his humble virtues may not glitter in the glowing pane- 
gyric, no costly stone may cover his dust and proclaim his 
virtues ; but he has a record on high; his name is written in 
a truer book, and a more enduring revister ; it mingles with 
no names of dishonored men, and is associated solely with 
the pure and noble, whom God claims as his, and whom 
he delights to honor. The praise of such a one may not be 
of men, it will be of God. Their rank is with those to whom 
the Great Shepherd will say, on that solemn day when @ll 
hearts shall be revealed, and when every one shall receive 
according to the things done in the body, whether they be 
good or whether they be bad: ‘“‘Come ye blessed of my Fa- 
ther, inherit the kingdom prerared for you from the founda- 
tion of the world: For I was a hungered, and ye gave me 
meat; I was thirsty and ye gave me drink; I was a stranger 
and ye took me in; naked, and ye clothed me ; ; I was sick, 
and ye visited me ; Twas in prison, and ye came unto me.’ 

No course, however promising, which imvites men, can 
contribute so much to true enjoyment. Whilst it is truly 
honorable, and will ultimately be recognized to be so, in the 
open proclamation to be made before the Universe, it is the 
only course which will secure for us a proper self-respect. 

What is man without self-respect? Can anything com- 
pensate for this? Will not the want of it vitiate every good, 
and embitter every enjoyment? What is the complacency 
of the world, when unsustained by an internal approval !—
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Of little value is it to be praised abroad, if we must condemn 
ourselves at home. Tell me, if you know, what in hfe is a 

more precious possession than self-respect, a proper, christian 

self-respect, not an over-estimate of ourselves, but a sober 

estimate, a consciousness that we have acted from pure mo- 

tives and under God’s precepts; such as can say: our boast- 

‘ing is this, the testimony of our conscience, that with sim- 

plicity and godly sincerity, not with fleshly wisdom, but by 
the grace of God, we have had our conversation in the world. 
If you have nothing to suggest, then prizing the possession 
as it should be, make 1t your own by the approved method, 
no other being known, of pursuing the way marked out in 
the word of God, and consisting in making your aim—doing 
good to men. ‘This is the secret of that internal tranquility 
which is at the basis of true happiness, without which, at 
war with ourselves, with intervening insurrections in our 1n- 
ternal man, we are torn with anguish, and perpetual disquiet 
reigns undisturbed. For what 1s that produces reproach, 
that castigates and torments us, that strikes discord in our 
bosoms, and keeps up an unceasing agitation? It is the voice 
of-conscience disclaiming our conduct, and reprobating the 
career which we have puzsued. 

This, then, is the plan by which we can do most for our 
fellow-beings. If this be our aim, we will be successful in it. 
In any other sphere, success cannot be guarantied, but in 
this there is a certainty that our toil will not be misapplied 
or unavailing. No task-master, who claims to control us, 
however magnificent the proffers of remuneration which he 
holds out to us, can present us so much as the great task- 
master, or so certainly secure the {fulfilment of the promise. 
What is done in any other service, may be repaid, but it may 
not; inthis the reward is certain, and whether it consist in 
the accomplishment of the object at which we have aimed, 
no inconsiderable part of it, or the fulfilment of expectation 
in the glories of etermity, it will not fail. The service is 
rendered in the interest of an unlimited power, is supported 
by an unchangeable faithfulness, and will be rewarded by a 
boundless goodness. With these motives, than which there 
can be no stronger, go to your work, raise high your banner, 
with this inscription, our aim in life to do good: march bold- 
ly forward, amidst the harmonies of nature and the sweet 
notes of revelation, beloved, admired, winning victories over 
vice, conquering wretchedness, and triumphing in sustaining 
the glory of your Captain. Accompanied by our interest,
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sympathy, and our most earnest prayers, pursue your way 
onward, onward. Devoted to the same work, we will wel- 
come you as adjutants, and though we may not see you, or 
even hear much report of your success, we will tend to the 
same point, and, in the end, mingle together on another thea- 
tre, and be inseparably united where the geod dwell forever. 

ARTICLE VII. 

THE TESTIMONY OF THE SPIRIT. 

Yhe Spirit itself beareth witness with our Spirit, that we are the 
children of God.—Romans 8: 16: 

_ THIs is an interesting passage of Scripture, although dif- 
ferent interpretations as to its meaning, have been given. 
The exposition which is more generally received, and which 
we adopt, is, that the Holy Spirit, by his sanctifying influ- 
ences on our heart, furnishes testimony to our mind, that 
we are the children of God—that the fruits of the Spirit in 
our life, produced in us as the appropriate effects of his in- 
fluence, afford conclusive proof that we have been adopted 
into the Divine family, and are heirs of eternal life. 

In epposition, however, to this interpretation, the opinion 
is maintained that the testimony of the Spirit is an wmward 

émpression on the soul, whereby the Spirit of God drrectly 
eitnesses to our Spirit that we are the children of God—an 

immediate communication, direct suggestion, or special intr- 
mation from Heaven that our sins have been pardoned, and 

that we have been accepted—an absclute test possessing cer- 
tain ertterta, by which the divinity of this testimony is 1n- 
stantaneously, mysteriously and infallibly demonstrated.— 
This theory, moreover, represents that the sinner cannot tell 
whether God has forgiven him, unless the fact of this for- 
giveness be made known to him by a special revelation from 
Hearen, and that this impression is produced upon the mind 
before holiness has made a commencement in the heart, even 
before we can savingly believe that Jesus Christ loved us and 
gave himself for us; that this act of mercy, which takes 
place in the mind of God, must remain unknown to us, until 
God is pleased to reveal it; and that we cannot love God
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until this revelation is made, for we cannot love God before 
we know that he loves us.* 

In our analysis of this passage, our attention is first direc- 
ted to the expression, Avzo ro Tivexpea, which Grotius and oth- 
ers interpret as “the very spirit,” the filial feeling received 
from God by the Gospel: But we much prefer the old and 
common rendering, which refers it to the ‘‘Holy Spirit him- 
self.” The connexion seems to require this interpretation, 
because the Apostle is speaking of the Holy Spirit. Besides, 
this is the natural meaning of the language. It would be 
unnatural to speak of the spirit of adoption bearing witness, 
or any ection or disposition of the mind which the adopted 
person may experience. To avevpare yuov means the spirit 
or mend of man, the internal conviction of the mind and con- 
scicnce, our understanding, the seat of hight and information. 
The word svzuaprupec signifies to witness with, to testafy with, 
i. e., at the same time and to the same effect. We are not 
to understand that this is done by means of inspiration; or 
any immediate or special revelation, but by the ordinary ope- 
rations of the Spirit, communicating peace to the soul. There 
is; from the change effected in our thoughts, affections and 
actions, a consciousness begotten in us, that we have the na- 
ture and disposition of children. This influence is often as- 
cribed to the Holy Spirit— Vide 1 John 5: 10; 41: 2 Cor. 
1:22. The Holy Spirit, dwelling in our heat ts; excites 
child-like feelings towards God, and testifies in union with our 
own spirit, that we possess this evidence. In other words; 
there is in us a consciousness, in the renewed mind, of this 
filial feeling towards God, which has been imparted to us by 
the Holy Spirit, of which we were formerly destitute; when 
we were In bondage to sin, and habitually disobeyed God and 
disregarded his will. Whilst our hearts were in this state of 
alienation, we were in constant dread of his wrath, and con- 
sequently cherished no such filial feelings: We could not 
realize that we had an inheritance to eternal life—there was 
no “‘title clear to mansions in the skies.’ If a man bring 
forth in his life the fruit of the Spirit—“love, joy, peace, 
long-suffering, gentleness, goodness, faith, meekness, temper- 
ance” —the appropriate result of the Spirit's influence, he 
has the testimony of the Spirit. If not, he has no such tes- 
timony. By a sincere and earnest inquiry, we can ascertanr 

* Tide Wesley's Sermons. Watson's Institutes,
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whether these fruits of the Spirit actually exist in our minds. 
If they do, the witness is clear and decisive; if not, out 
confidence is vain, our boast empty; all visions, raptures, 
fancied communications from Heaven, “inward joys and airy 
flights,’’ will be mere delusions. How many do we find who. 
profess to have experienced all these, and yet manifest none 
Gf that faith, which works by love, which purifies the heart 
and overcomes the world, who exhibit in their walk nothing 
of the spirit of their Master. “If we have not the Spirit of 
Christ, we are none of his.” 

We object to the other interpretation, because there is an 
unwarranted mysticism connected with the doctrine. There 
are evidences of regeneration, Scriptural modes proposed of 
ascertaining the fact, and if the change has taken place in 
our hear ts, ° we are able to perceive it, just as we perceive any 
Gther change in character. It becomes a matter of con- 
sciousness. The great inquiry should be, ‘Have I the 
Christian temper?’ ‘Do lLlove God?” “Am [striving to 
do his will?’ ‘Have I ceased to do evil and learned to do 
well?” ‘Do I hunger and thirst after righteousness ?’’ — 
How the Holy Spirit proceeds in the work of regeneration is 
a mystery. How this Divine agent operates in producing 
and maintaining the Christian graces, we cannot tell—we do 
not know. ‘The wind bloweth where it listeth, and thou 
hearest the sound thereof, but canst not tell whence it came 
and whither it goeth: so is every one that is born of the 
Spirit.” Therefore, to employ sensible images, and to speak 
of impressions and revelations, is to be ‘“‘wise above what is 
another ;” it sets up a factitious standard in Christian expe- 
rience, and leads to the greatest extravagance. ‘There is no 
account given of a supernatural voice or a vision, or an ‘Anner 
light,” which may not be defended in the same way, and the 
door thus opened for all kinds of wild fanaticism. The 
most extravagant mysticism must be the result, and the evil, 
no matter how preposterous or monstrous, will not be easily 
exorcised. In proof of the Divine origin of Christianity, 
before Divine revelation was completed, Christ did miracu- 
lously appear to Saul of Tarsus, when journeying to Damas- 
cus, and to Peter, when he fell down in a trance, and was 
directed to preach the Gospel to the Gentiles; but the day 
of miracles has passed. They are unnecessary, because the 
claims of Christianity have been established. 

This view also tends to destroy the healthful action of 
Christianity, by creatinga constant, an absorbing demand for
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religious excitement. Religion is not mere sentimentalism. 
(renuine feelings do not spring from direct efforts to produce. 
them. ‘They are the resuit of the proper cultivation of hu- 
man nature, and to make them the great object of our atten- 
tion, 1s calculated to derange and destroy the symmetry of 
Christian character. There is danger of giving undue im- 
portance to the feelings. ‘They should never be made the 
prominent evidence of conversion, or the attention will be 
withdrawn from that which is of greater weight. Religion 
will, then, become. ‘“‘an examination of frames and impres- 
sions, whilst that which is practical, fidelity in the discharge 
of the relative duties of life, will be regarded as secondary. 
In our judgment, feeling will then tr auscend ever y other con- 
sideration, and in our estimate of the religion of others, this 
will be our chief concern. All other tests will be made su- 
bordinate to this. Religion will then become a thing of 
feeling, rather than of principle; the intelligent culture of 
the affections, and the exemplification of the truths of Chris- 
tianity, cannot be properly appreciated. But feeling is not 
religion. There may be much feeling and no religion. Re- 
ligion i is character: it is “walking in newness of “life,” and 
“pr oving what is that good and acceptable, and perfect will 
of God.” 

Another objection to the doctrine is, that it is likely to 
produce a spasmodic religion. Let aman be taught to de- 
pend upon his spiritual frames and feelings, to regard them 
as the soul of religion, the standard of regeneration, and he 
will be subject to the greatest vicissitudes. His Christian 
experience will be “as the morning cloud, and as the early 
dew that passeth away.” Spiritual declension must be the 
inevitable result. When an individual entertains the opinion 
that he cannot be religious without a certain amount of feel- 
lug, it is natural that his devotion should decline, just as fre- 
quently, and in the same proportion as the feeling subsides. 
The animal excitement, which is mingled with his religion, 
must, from the necessity of the case, suffer a collapse, “and 
when this change is experienced, his religion has evaporated ; 
and under the influence of this impression, he abandons it, 
and gives himself up to a state of insensibility. 

Finally, this doctrine denies the sufficiency of the Scrip- 
tures, and diminishes their authority as a revelation of God's 
mercy. We do not find any declaration in the Bible, to au- 
thorize the belief that supernatural communications are made 
to the human race at the present day. The teachings of
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God’s word declare that every penitent sinner “who belicves 
with the heart unto righteousness,” shall be forgiven. The 
operations of the Holy Spirit, in Christian experience, are 
perceived only by their effects, by the moral exercises and 
changes they produce. From certain and distinct character- 
istics, we may conclude, that we are the children of God.— 
Without any recourse to mysticism, depending solely upon 
erwterra, furnished in the sacred volume, we may decide the 
important inquiry: ‘‘Hereby know we that we know Hin, if 
we keep his commandments, and do those things that are 
pleasing in his sight.’”’ ‘My little children, let us not love 
in word, neither in tongue, but in deed and in truth.” “And 
hereby we know that we are of the truth, and shall assure 
our hearts before him.” 

If we are faithful to our vows, and careful to maintain our 
Christian integrity, if we listen to the monitions of God’s 
word and grieve not the Holy Spirit, we shall enjoy his com- 
fort, his incitement to prayer, his censure of sin, his impulse 
to works oflove, ‘‘a calm and heavenly frame of mind,” the peace 
‘which passeth all understanding.” ‘This is our rejoicing, 
the testimony of our conscience,” inscribed on the tablets of 
our heart. We will be satisfied in reference to our adoption 
into God’s family ; we will have “the mind of Christ,” “the 
Spirit which is of God;” we shall be conscious of possessing 
‘the fruits of the Spirit,” the mark impressed upon all God’s 
children. We will then be able to rejoice in our acceptance, 
to read the lineaments of our renovated character and 
40 exclaim with the Great Apostle of the Gentiles: ‘I 
ain persuaded that neither death, nor life, nor angels, nor 
principalities, nor powers, nor things present, nor things to 
come, nor height, nor depth, nor any other creature shall be 
able to separate us from the love of God which is in Christ 
Jesus our Lord.”
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ARTICLE VIII. 

Hermeneutical Manual: or Introduction to the Ezxegetical 
study of the New Testament. By Patrick Fairbairn, D. 
D., Principal and Professor of Divinity in the Free Church 
College, Glasgow. Author of ‘Typology of Scripture,” 
&e. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 88, George Street. Lon- 
don: Hamilton, Adams & Co. Dublin : john Robertson. 
1858. For sale by Smith & English, Philadelphia. 

Dr. Fairbairn has become well known in our country, as @ 
distinguished theologian, and writer on theological subjects. 
His talents and learning are unquestionably eminent, and he 
displays throughout his writings, the spirit of a man who 
had been taught in the school of Jesus Christ. This last 
production of his pen, pertains to a branch of theological 
study of great moment. It bears upon the interpr etation of 
that portion of the Sacred Canon, which, without disparaging 
other portions, may be regarded as of primary importance. 
The literature of sacred Hermeneutics is very copious. Since 
the Reformation, theologians of the different Protestant 
churches, have turned their attention to it, and have accom- 
plished much towards determining the principles on which the 
interpretation of the Sacred Scriptures is to be conducted. 
Our own church has distinguished itself in this department, 
and furnishes a storehouse from which treasures of great val- 
ue have been drawn by later writers. Flacius, Glassius, the 
Pfeiffers, Rambach, Ernesti, Morus, Seiler, Plank, not to 
mention others, are well known. Some of these authors have 
been used as text books in our Seminaries of theology, par- 
ticularly Ernesti, and all have furnished materials to compi- 
lers. Hone, in “his Introduction, has made large use of these 
distinguished writers, and Davidson, in his Sacred Hermencu- 
tics, constantly avails himself of their help 

Notwithstanding the large amount of material, there seems 
to be needed a manual properly arranged, and presenting a 
moderate quantity of illustration. Such a work, pr esenting 
the science in its present development, and suited for class 
instruction in our prophets’ schools, would meet a want which, 
as we have felt, we presume others have too. ILorne has 
ynatter in ereat abundance, extracted from the best sources, 
butitis badly arranged, is often diffuse, introduces, if not
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heterogeneous topics, yet topics not necessary in a treatise 
on Hermeneutics. Hrnesti, with additions from Morus, edit- 
ed by Professors Stuart and Henderson, is valuable, but is 
not sufficiently extensive, deals too little in illustration, and 
altogether wants the attractiveness which might and ought to 
be thrown around the subject. Davidson, covering ample 
space, occupies a great deal of it in discussions which, how- 
ever interesting, unfit it for the purpose mentioned, and make 
it as much a treatise on Biblical Criticism as a manual of 
Hermeneutics. 

We hoped that Dr. Fairbairn would supply the desideratum, 
and therefore eagerly caught up the book, but were disap- 
pointed. The volume appeared to be of the right size, the 
title appeared right, the author qualified, our expectations 
were high. When, however, we discovered that much more 
than half of the book was devoted to ‘‘Dissertations on par- 
ticular subjects connected with the Exegesis of New the 
Testament, and the use made of Old Testament Scrip- 
ture in the writings of the new, we became apprehensive that 
we would be disappointed. An examination of the portion 
devoted to Hermeneutics confirmed our apprehensions. Itis 
altogether too meagre to meet our views. No exception can 
be taken to what is given, but there is not enough, and it is 
not illustrated as we could desire. 

We do not design to condemn the book, by representing it 
as not meeting our own conceptions of what is needed. We 
have no evidence that others have felt as we do, and if they 
have, we have no special right to demand of Dr. Fairbairn, 
when he writes a book ona particular subject, that he should 
write it to suit our views. Looking at his production, with- 
out any such reference as we have made, we are prepared to 
give it our decided commendation. ‘The first one hundred and 
eighty pages are devoted to the ‘discussion of facts and prin- 
ciples bearing on the language and interpretation of New 
Testament Scripture.’ Here we have discussed, the original 
language of the New Testament, the characteristics of New 
Testament Greek, collateral sources for determining the 
sense, explaining the peculiarities of New Testament Scrip- 
ture, general rules and principles to be followed in the inter- 
pretation of particular words and passages, of false and true 
accommodation, or the influence that should be allowed to 
prevailing modes of thought in fashioning the views and ut- 
terances of the sacred writers, the respect due in the inter- 
pretation of the New “estament, to the analogy of faith, or
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from one part of Scripture to another; and the further re- 
spect to be had to the religions of the ancient world, the 
true and the false, the relation of the Old to the New, in 

God's dispensations more exactly defined, with the view of 
preventing mistaken or partial interpretations of such portions 
of New Testament Scripture as bear on it, on the proper in- 

terpretation of the tropical parts of the New Testament, the 
parables of Christ, their proper interpretation and treatment, 
on the subject of parallelism, as bearing on the structure and 
interpretation of New Testament Scripture.”. Much valuable 
matter may be found in these sections, but we have been 
more pleased with the section on parallelism than the rest. 
In a brief compass there is presented a very satisfactory out- 
line of the subject, but a salutary protest is raised against 
the extent to which parallelism has been carried. 

Due reference is made, and credit given to Lowth and Jebb 
for their discoveries, and the more recent extension by Boys 
and Forbes, of the principle to other and larger sections of 
the sacred record, tested and condemned. We had looked 
with some interest into Forbes, and found much occasion to 
admire his ingenuity, but the feeling could not be repressed, 
that “‘this extreme fondness for parallelisms, and the attempt 
to discover them in the simply didactic or historical portions 
of New Testament Scripture, tend to give too artistic and 
censtrained an appearance to such portions, but it leads oc- 
casionally to fanciful conceits and false interpretations.” 

From the second division of the work, containing exegeti- 
cal discussions on various important subjects, we give an ex- 
tract from the first, on the two genealogises of Christ, given 
respectively by the Evangelists, Matthew and Luke. We 
select this on account of the interest of the subject, and be- 
cause our pages have already presented important articles on 
this subject, particularly the paper of Wieseler, translated by 
Professor Muhlenberg, from the pages of the Studien and 
Kritiken. Dr. Schmidt’s review of Da Costa’s four witnesses 
presented the views of that eminent man of Jewish origin, 
on the same subject: 

“Such being the case, there is plainly nothing in the way of our hold- 
ing, that the table of Matthew may, equally with that of Luke, admit of 
relationships being introduced not of the nearest degree; nor, further, 
anything, so far as form is concerned, to render the position untenable, 
that in the one way we may have the succession in the strictly roval 
line, the legal heirs to the throne of David (Matthew's), and in the other 
(Luke's) the succession of our Lord's real parentage np to David. So 
that, were this view tobe accepted, we should have Christ’s legal right
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to the kingdom established, by the list in the one table; and by that of 
the other, the direct chain which connected Him with the person of Da- 
vid, This is substantially the view that was adopted by Calvin, though 
not originated ; for he refers to some as preceding him in the same view. 
It was first, however, fully brought out, and vindicated against the errors 
involved in the current beliet, by Grotins. In opposition to that belief, 
which owed its general prevalence to the authority of Africanus—the 
belief that in St. Matthew we have the natural, and in Luke the legal, 
descent—Grotius remarks, ‘For myself, guided, if I mistake not, b 
very clear, and not fanciful grounds, J am fully convinced, that Matthew 
has respect to the legal succession. For he recounts those who obtained 
the kingdom without the intermixture of a private name. Then Jecho- 
nias, he says, begot Salathiel. But it was not doubtfully intimated by 
Jeremiah, under the command of God, that Jechoniah, on account of 
his sins, Should die without children (ch. xxii. 30). Wherefore, since 
Luke assigns Neri as the father of the same Salathiel, a private man, 
while Matthew gives Jechoniah, the most obvious inference is, that Luke 
has respect to the right of consanguinity, Matthew to the right of suc- 
cession, and especially the right to the throne—which right, since Je- 
choniah died without issue, devolved, by legitimate order, upon Salathi- 
el, the head of the family of Nathan. For among the sons of David, 
Nathan came next to Solomon.” 

This view has lately been taken up, and at great length, as well as in 
a most judicious and scholarly manner wrought out by Lord Arthur 
Hervey, ina separate volume. Ihe work as a whole is deserving of 
eareful perusal. On this particular part of the subject he reasons some- 
what as follows :—Fuirst of all, since St. Matthew’s table gives the royal 
successions, as far as they go, one can scarcely conceive why another 
table should have been given, unless it were that the actual parentage of 
Joseph did not properly coincide with that. If Joseph’s direct ances- 
tors, and Solomon’s direct successors, had run in one line, there had 
been no need for another line; since having already the most honorable 
line of descent, there could have been no inducement to make out an 
inferior one. But, on the supposition that a failure took place in Solo- 
mon’s line, and that the offspring of Nathan (the next son of David) 
then came to be the legal heirs to the throne, another table was required 
to show, along with the succession to the inheritance, the real parentage 
throughout. A second consideration is derived from the prophecy of 
Jeremiah already noticed, in which it was declared concerning Jehoia- 
kim, “He shall have none to sit upon the throne of David” (ch. xxxvi. 
30); and again, of Jehoiachin or J echoniah, the son, who was dethroned 
after being for a few months acknowledged king, “Write ye this man 

childless, for no man of his seed shall prosper, sitting upon the throne 
of David, and ruling any more in Judah.” After such explicit declara- 
tions, it is not conceivable that these men should yet have been the pa- 
rents of a seed, out of which was at last to spring the ultimate possessor 

of David's throne. A third consideration is supplied by the names 
found in both tables immediately after Jehoiachin. It was precisely 
there, that the lineal descent from Solomon was broken; and there, ac- 
cordingly, the two tables again coincide; for the nexi two generations 
the names Salathiel and Zerubabel occur alike in both tables—brought 
in, we may reasonably suppose, from Nathan's line, to supply the place 
of Solomon’s, when it became defunct, and so are connected with Solo- 

mon’s line by Matthew, but with Nathan’s by Luke. So that, the line 

being traced by one Evangclist through Solomon, by the other through
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Nathan, the double object is served. of showing Christ to he at once Da- 

vid's son and Solomon’s heir, the latter being the type of Christ as Da- 
vid's immediate son and heir. And thus also the genealogy of the one 
Evangelist supplements that of the other, by showing the validity of the 

right of succession as traced by Matthew, since Joscph was Solomon’s 
heir only by being Nathan’s descendant. 

A collateral confirmation is obtained for this view in certain double 

gencalogies which occur in the Old Testament Scriptures; the one hav- 

ing respect to the parentage, the other to the inheritance. One of the 
most remarkable of these is that of Jair, who, in 1 Chron. 11., has his 

genealogy ranked with the house of Judah, being the son of Scguh, the 
son of Hezron, the son of Pharez, the son of Judah. By Moses, how- 

ever, he is always called the son of Manasseh (Num. xxxu. 41; Deut. 
iii. 14,15), and is represented as having come to the possession of a 
number of small towns in Gilead, which he called Havoth-Jair, 7. e., the 
towns of Jair. A noticein the genealogy of 1 Chron. 11- 22-23 explains 
the discrepancy. We there learn that Hezron, his grandfather, in his 
old age married the daughter of Machir, the son of Manasseh, who bare 
him Segub, and that Segub begat Jair—while Ashur, another son by the 
same marrlage, had his inheritance in Judah, So that Jair, by his real 
parentage, was a descendant of Judah; though, in respect to his inher- 
itance, and, no doubt, in the reckoning of the public registers, he was of 
the tribe of Manasseh. Another example is found in the case cf Caleb, 
who, in the earlier records, is always called the son of Jephunneh (Num. 
xiii. 6, xiv. 6, ete.), andis reckoned of the tribe of Judah; while yet, it 
would seem, he did not originally and proberly belong to that tribe: for 
in Josh. xiv. 14 he is called “Caleb the son of Jephunneh the Kenezite;” 
and, in ch. xv. 13, itis said that Joshua “gave him a part among the 
children of Judah, according to the commandment of the Lord to Josh- 
ua.” If he had by birth belonged to that tribe, there should Lave been 
no need fora special commandment appointing his inheritance to be 
given out of what fell to that tribe; this would have happened to him 
as a matter of course; and both, therefore, on this account, and from his 
being called a Kenezite, we are led to infer that, not by birth, but by 
adoption, he had his place and portion fixed in the tribe of Judah. But, 
in order to this, he must be reckoned to some particular family of that 
tribe; and, accordingly, in the public genealogy given in 1 Chron-ii. 18 
~20, the paternity of Jephunneh is dropt, and that of Hezron, the son of 
Pharez, the son of Judah, put in its stead: “And Caleb, the son of Hez- 
ron, begat children of Azubah, his wife, and of Jerioth,” ete. It is pro- 
bable that one or other of these wives belonged to the family of Hezron, 
and that Caleb became, by marriage, connected with it; while after- 
wards, on account of his steady faith and resolute behavior, he had the 
honor conferred on him of a special allotment in the tribe of Judah.— 
We have thus the interesting fact brought out, through these compara- 
tively dry details, that Caleb was originally a stranger, probably a native 
of Egypt, or an Arab of the Desert, but that he joined himself to the 
Lord's people, and was not only counted of the seed of Jacob, but be- 
came one of the most distinguished heads of its chief tribe.” 

We can very cordially recommend Dr, Fairbairn’s book, 
and should it be published by our friends, Messrs. Smith & 
English, as they contemplate, and may now have it in pro- 
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eress, we think the purchasers of it will not consider their 
money wasted, or the publishers fail to obtain a just remuner- 
ation. 

ARTICLE IX. 

NOTICES OF NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

Zwingl: or the Rise of the Reformation in Switzerland. 
A life of the Reformer, with some notices of his time and 
contemporaries. By R. Christoffel, Pastor of the Reform- 
ed Church, Wintersingen, Switzerland. Translated from 
the German by John Cochran, Esq. Edinburgh: T.& T. 
Clark, 38, George Street. London : Hamilton, Adams & 
Co. Dublin: Ie ohn Robertson. Philadelphia: Smith & 
Eneglish.—1858. 

A full and instructive biography of the great Swiss Reformer. No 
one will think, however ardent his veneration for Zwingli, that his mer- 

its are not adequately set forth. Some may think that the praise is over- 

wrought. The controversy between him and Luther, and particularly 

the celebrated Marburg Conference, turds out very differently, according 

to the theological predilections of the narrator. The warm admirer of 

Luther will not willingly receive as infallible, the account in these pages 

of that transaction ; it will require some allowance from him, The nar- 

rative is very full and documentary, in regard to the controversy between 

Luther and Zwingli, and embraced under the heads: “Doctrine of Zwin- 
gli and of Luther in regard to the Lord’s Supper; the Idiosyncrasies and 
different developments of their minds; origin of the strife about the 

Lord’s Supper; how the contest regarding the Supper broke out, and 

with what reasons Zwingli rebutted the objections of Luther against the 

doctrine of the Lord’s Supper. The different manner in which Zwingli 
and Luther conducted the contest; the result of it; the attempts at 
union.” In such controversies we must expect divergence in the ac- 

counts given of them. Itis, therefore, best fo read both sides, and then 

form an independent judgment. The translation reads well—the book 

deserves perusal. 

Bengel’s Gnomon, noticed in a former number as in a course of pub- 

lication in a translation into English, with important additions, is now 
finished. We are exceedingly gratified that this great work is now ac- 
cessible to the English readér. Although a Lutheran Commentary, it is
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in high favor with all English Divines. Smith, English & Co. are agents 

in the United States. The subscription price is $8,00; by mail prepaid, 

$10,00. 

Stier’s Words, or Discourses of our Savior, can now be had from the 

same house. It is complete in eight volumes. The translation is made 

from the second edition of the original. Having announced before, the 
great value of this work, we add nothing more. Smith, English & Co. 

The Sinlessness of Jesus: an Evidence for Christianity. 
By Dr. C. Ullmann. Translated from the sixth German 
Edition. Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 38 George Street. 
Sold by Smith, English & Co., Philadelphia. 

Soon after the first appearance of this profound and luminous treatise 
which its title imperfectly represents, it fell into our hands. It was pub- 
lished first in the celebrated journal, of which Dr. Ullmann has long 

been a leading editor, the Studien and Kritiken. We regarded it then 
‘asa masterpiece. It was received with uncommon favor in Germany, 

and has been very much enlarged, and published in a separate form. Its 

popularity in Germany has not diminished, and it is often quoted asa 
standard production. It cannot fail to meet with a favorable reception 

in its English dress. 

The Baptist System examined, the Church vindicated, and 
Sectarianism rebuked. <A review of Dr. Fuller and oth- 
ers, on Baptism and the terms of Communion. By Rev. 
J. A Seiss, A. M. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. 
Baltimore: T. Newton Kurtz, 151 Pratt Street. —1%58. 

We took occasion to speak with favor of Mr. Seiss’ work, when it first 

appeared, some years ago. Its value is very much enhanced in the 
present beautiful duodecimo edition of four hundred pages. It has been 

generally re-written, considerably enlarged, and is designed to be a re- 

sume of the whole conrroversy. ‘The aim of the author has been, to 
produce something more than is to be found in the ordinary and small 

treatises on the subject, and something less elaborate and scholastic than 
the larger works which are seldom found outside of the libraries of the 
learned.” The work is divided into three parts; the first embracing a 
full discussion of the Baptist system, the second entering more particu- 

Jarly into the subject of Infant Baptisin, and the third is an examination 
of the terms of communion as practiced in the Baptist church. We have 
no doubt in reference to the ready circulation the work will receive.— 
When the former edition was exhausted, there were frequent orders for 

the book, and in a short time more than a thousand copies could have 
been sold. We are confident, loo, that the production will add to the
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reputation of the author, who has, with his pen, already rendered creat 
service to the church. The publisher has executed his part in admirable 
style, so as to render the volume very attractive. 

Lhe New York Pulpit in the Revival of 1858: A Memori- 
al Volume of Sermons. New York: Sheldon, Blakeman 
& Co.—1858. 

This volume, which is designed as a memorial of the Great Awaken- 

ing during the past year, in the city of New York, is composed of Ser- 

mons contributed by ministers of different denominations, and on sub- 

jects appropriate to the circumstances for which they were prepared.— 

Among the authors we recognize the leading Divines of the great me- 

tropolis of the Union. Although the discourses were called forth in the 

ordinary ministrations of the pulpit, they present the truth as it was 

earnestly and pungently preached at a time when God was manifesting 

his power, in the outpouring of the Holy Spirit upon the churches.— 

They exerted an‘influence when delivered, in turning men from the error 

of their ways, to the love and service of the Redeemer, and it is to be 

hoped that their mission for good may be continued. 

Sermons of the Rev. C. H. Spurgeon, of London. Fourth 
Series. New York: Sheldon, Blakeman & Co.—1858. 

The author of these sermons has produced the greatest sensation, 
wherever he has preached, and his works have had an extraordinary cir- 

culation. At this we are not surprised, for whatever may be the defects 

of the discourses, they are earnest, bold and strong, abounding in strik- 

ing thought, and full of warm, glowing, evangelical appeal, and rich, fe- 

licitous illustration. Spurgeon’s ministry has been attended with the 
most remarkable success, and all will be interested in reading the truth, 

as presented by him to his own congregation, which was owned by God 
in the conversion of such a multitude of souls. 

Select Discourses by Adolph Monod, Krummacher, Tholuck 
and Julius Miiller: Translated from the French and 
German, with Biographical Notices, and Dr. Monod’s 
celebrated lecture on the delivery of Sermons. By Rev. 
H. C. Fish, and D. W. Poor, D. D. With a fine steel 
portrait of Dr. Monod. New York: Sheldon, Blakeman 
& Co.—1858. 

The desien of this volume is to introduce to the acquaintance of 

English readers generally, several celebrated authors, whose writings 

have already, in some directions, had a wide circulation. Dr. Monod's 

name is familiar to European Protestants, as a devoted, faithful, evan-
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gelical Pastor, a prince among preachers, and the most finished orator 

of his day. For many years he also filled a Theological Professorship 

in the Reformed Church of France, during which period he wrote the 

most of his valuable publications. He died in 1856. His discourses 

in the volume on Woman, and on the Temptation of Christ, are regarded 

as among the best and most eloquent of his productions. His Lecture 

on the Delivery of Sermons, which is appended, has also been much ad- 
mired. Dr. Krummacher is known in the United States. The son of 

the author of the celebrated Parables, he was brought to a saving ac- 
quaintance with the truth, by contact with certain humble day-laborers, 

who had read and been enriched by the writings of Gerhard Tersteegen. 

He has labored successively at Barmen, Elberfield and Berlin, having 

been called to the last place by the King of Prussia, as Court-preacher, 

with some five thousand souls under his charge. His published writings 

are numerous—several volumes of sermons, a refutation of Rationalism, 

a system of Christian Doctrine, Last Days of Elisha, Elijah the Tish- 

bite, the Martyr Lamb and the Suffering Savior. Dr. Krummacher isa 

man of undoubted piety, exercises great influence over the king, and is 

considered one of the most eloquent divines living. The sermons here 

presented are on the Temptation of Christ—the object and agent in the 

temptation—the onset and the arms in the temptation—the demand and 

the promised reward—the last assault and the issue of the contest—the 

peril and safety of the church—and the believer’s challenge. Dr. Tho- 
luck’s name has long been before the American public. He was born 

in 1799, so that he is not far from sixty years of age. He is of humble 

extraction, and labored while a boy as a jeweler, until aided by some 

friends, in his efforts to secure an education. He was, in early life, 

strongly inclined to Pantheism, from which he was rescued, principally 

through the influence of the learned Neander. When brought under 

the saving power of the Gospel, he determined at once to devote himself 

to the study of Theology. At the age of twenty he became Professor 

at Berlin, and at twenty-seven was appointed Professor of Theology at 

Halle, where he has ever since continued. Mainly through his efforts 
was this venerable seat of learning delivered from the rationalistic sen- 
timents which were for a season so prevalent. Dr. Tholuck has a high 

reputation as a scholar and a lecturer. He is a laborious student, writes 

for several religious periodicals, composes elaborate works, and preaches 

at least once a fortnight to the members of the University. His publi- 

cations are voluminous, consisting principally of Commentaries and 
Sermons. His discourses selected for this work, on the Betrayal of Je- 

sus—the Christian life, a glorified childhood—the Touchstone of Human 

Hearts—and the Father drawing men to the Son—will give the reader 

some idea of the originality and freshness of his thoughts, and the fer- 
vor and richness of his eloquence. Of Dr.Juhus Miiller perhaps there
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is less known. He was born in Silesia, in 1801, studied at the Universi- 

ties of Breslau and Gottingen, and first entered upon a course of Law, 
which, after many struggles, was abandoned for the study of Theology. 

Under the direction of such men as Neander and Tholuck, he reached a 
firm and peaceful faith, and in 1825 became Pastor at Schiénbrunn and 

Rosen, where he remained some years. He has labored successively as 
Professor at Gottingen, Marburg and Halle. As an author, he has a 

high reputation. Huis great work is “The Christian Doctréne of Sin.” 

He is a contributor to the “Studien and Kritiken,” and has written an 
able reply to Strauss—also a work in defence of the Evangelical Union 

against the attacks of exclusive Lutheranism. In his Theological views 

he occupies the same position as Neander, Nitzsch and Tholuck. Heis 

aman of devoted piety, earnest charactcr, practical wisdom, and pro- 

found erudition. Heis, at the present time, one of the chief attractions 

at the University of Halle. His discourses, in this work—on the supe- 

rior might of God’s servants—the walk of Christ upon the waves—the 
rclation of religion to business—the longing for home—appear for the 

first time in an English dress, and show how the gifted author presents 

the truths of the Gospel from the sacred desk. The volume is altogeth- 

er a most interesting one, and not afew readers will gladly welcome 

this addition to our religious works. 

The American Educational Year Book. February, 1858. 
Boston: James Robinson & Co., 119 Washington Street. 
pp. 202. 8vo. 

The first volume of this work was published in 1857. Its publishers 

have endeavored to procure statistics of some of the most prominent 

educational institutions in the country, sketches of learned societies, and 

brief outlines of the different plans of public instruction pursued in 

some of the large cities of the United States. The design of this publi- 

cation is excellent, and it contains a great deal of very valuable matter. 

It is, however, still susceptible of much improvement. The College 

statistics out of New England are exceedingly meagre, and private 

schools are almost unnoticed. To remedy these defects is, however, ne- 

cessarily a work of time. Buta fair commencement has been made, 

and it remains for teachers and the friends of education, to supply what 

is wanting. In the meantime, no teacher, nor, in fact, auy one who de- 

sires to have clear views of the state of education throughout our coun- 

try, cau afford to be without this “Year Book.”
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ARTICLE I. 
THE NEW TESTAMENT BISHOP, A TEACHER. 

Till I come give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to doctrine.— 
1 Tim. 4: 13. 

THESE words are, at once, the most comprehensive and 
critical definition of the duties of a minister of the Gospel. 
We recognize in them the characteristic difference between a 
Gospel minister, and a minister of the Law. Here he is a 
priest, there a preacher. In the former economy the minis- 
ter stood behind the altar, and through days, and months, and 
years, and centuries, offered the spotless lambs of the people 
of God—until the day when God should offer his own lamb; 
neither prophesying nor preaching, only offering sacrifices. 
But in the latter economy, the minister stands before the 
altar, the last typical sacrifice has been offered, and with it, 
has forever disappeared the priest. Sacrifices are, indeed, 
still offered; but only as consequences, not as antecedents of 
forgiveness of sin. _ 

The text clearly sets forth the dzdactze nature of the min- 
isterial office, under the new dispensation. Zhe minister ws 
to be a teacher. The very frequent recurrence of this idea 
in the pastoral epistles, proves that it was both true and im- 
portant. Writing to Timothy, Paul uses such language as 
this: I. 4, 11; ‘These things command and teach.” (138) 
“Till I come, give attendance to reading, to exhortation, to 
doctrine.’ (16) ‘Take heed unto thyself and unto the doc- 
trine.”’ (5: 17) “Let the elders who rule well be counted 
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worthy of double honor, especially they who labor in word 
and doctrine.” (6: 2) “These things teach and exhort.” 
Tit. 2: 1. “But speak thou the things which become sound 
doctrine.’ (15) ‘These things speak and exhort and rebuke 
with all authority.” 

hat teaching is the New Testament minister’s special 
work, is evident from the warnings given to Timothy and 
Titus. Tim. 4:7. “But refuse profane and old wives’ fa- 
bles’ —‘“‘doting about questions and strifes of words’’—“‘per- 
verse disputings of men: from such withdraw thyself’ — 
“avoid profane and vain babblings, and oppositions of sci- 
ence, falsely so called’”’—“‘charge them before the Lord, that 
they strive not about words to no profit, but to the subver ting 
of the hearers.” “Study to show thyself approved unto 
God, a workman that needeth not to be ashamed, rightly di- 
viding the word of truth’’—‘“‘but shun profane and vain bab- 
blings’’—“‘foolish and unlearned questions avoid’’—and to 
Litus he says: “give no heed to Jewish fables and command- 
ments of men.’ 

The Scriptures are urged on Timothy, mainly on the-ground 
of their efficaciousness in the teacher’s hand. ‘They are 
profitable for doctrine, for reproof, for correction, for in- 
struction in righteousness,’ and thus it is_ that “the man of 
God is perfectly furnished unto every good work.” Having 
such a magazine of arms and armor and ammunition, Timo- 
thy is charged to preach the doctrine, by reproof, rebuke, eX- 
hortation and patient teaching; or, to paraphrase the text, 
these were the Scriptures which, in his calling as a teacher, 
he should read in the church, expound and enforce. 

{ will only cite two facts more, to show how prominent and 
characteristic teaching is of the ministerial office. Among 
the qualifications ofa bishop, mentioned by Paul to Timothy, 
in his first and second epistles—‘“‘aptness to teach,’’ 1s spe- 
cially included; for while he enumerates many Christian 
virtues: such as blamelessness, vigilance, self-restraint, comi- 
ty, hospitality, integrity, holiness and generosity, for bidding 
covetousness, iracibleness, drunkenness, stubbornness and a 
controversial spirit; as necessary or desirable for bishops, 
the same are also enjoined as qualifications of deacons and 
deacons’ wives, and even private Christians; but ‘‘aptness to 
teach” is. no Christian grace; many possess it who are not 
Christians, and many are Christians, who do not poss®ss it. 
This, therefore, among the marks of a bishop, is a diacritical 
mark, designating and defining his proper sphere of duty.
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If any fact could give additional force to the inference 
from what has already been adduced, it would be this word 
of Paul to Timothy, in his second and last letter: ‘“‘And the 
things that thou hast heard of me, among many witnesses, 
the same commit thou to faithful men, who shall be able to 
teach others also.”’ Here we have the whole question of or- 
dination in a single verse; it is to be applied to believers who 
are competent to teach, because teaching is the work of the 
ministry. When Christ ordained the twelve to their mission- 
ary work, it was “to preach the kingdom.” In prosecuting 
this part of their mission, their miraculous powers were only 
the symbolical language of their healing mission, and a re- 
commendation of it. Publicity was to be the marked feature 
of their work, as it had been of their Master’s work. When 
Peter is enjoined to give proof of his love, it is by feeding 
Christ’s sheep, i. e., instructing the church. ‘The final com- 
mission to the apostles of the church, was a teaching commis- 
sion. When Paul justified himself to the Ephesian elders, 
he did it on the ground, that he had declared to them the 
whole counsel of God, both in his public and in his private 
teachings; and the chief point of his solicitude, when charg- 
ing them, was in reference to their teaching. He foresaw, 
what has been fulfilled a thousand times since, that heresi- 
archs would arise from the clerical ranks, and pervert men 
from the truth; and to meet such, and counteract their influ- 
ence, Paul commends the elders to the efficacious and edify- 
ing word of God’s grace. 

How strongly didactic the Gospel dispensation is, may be 
further inferred from the fact that even the deacons, such as 
Philip and Stephen, who possessed the aptitude to teach, be- 
came ministers of the word. The same seems to have been 
true of Presbyters, whose first duty was to rule. 

The following are some of the reasons why we believe that 
teaching is the characteristic work of the New Testament 
minister: This supposition gives the best explanation of the 
titles “teacher,” and ‘‘master,” as applied to Christ. He was 
the fountain-head of the didactic succession. It offers the 
best explanation of the commissions to the apostles, to pro- 
claim his truth to the ends of the world, as the means of es- 
tablishing the kingdom of God. In the hght of this idea, 
we can best understand the gift of tongues at Pentecost, and 
in the succeeding age of the church: that every nation, in 
its own language, might hear the wonderful works of God. 
his explains the missionary tours of Paul and Peter, Bar-
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nabas and Silas, Philip and Stephen, when they entered 
houses, schools and synagogues, to fulfil their mission. This 
thought is the key note of Paul’s charge to the elders of 
Ephesus. Itis the central idea of the pastoral letters to 
‘Timothy and Titus, accounting for the frequent recurrence 
to ‘sound teaching,”’ the equally frequent admonitions against 
false, foolish and contentious teachings; the peculiar eulogy 
on the Scriptures, as introduced there; the rite of ordination, 
the history of Stephen and Philip, and the characteristic 
marks of a bishop, as one ‘‘apt to teach,’”’ holding fast “‘the 
faithful word,” and ‘the form of sound words,” “rightly di- 
viding the word of truth,’ that he may be able by “sound 
doctrine,’ both to exhort and to convince the gainsayers. 
Such is the chief officer of the New Testament; a teacher 
first, and last, and always and everywhere, and chiefly, if not 
only. 

The subject and nature of the teaching, may be gathered 
from the terms describing it. It is called “the kingdom of 
God,” ‘the kingdom of heaven,” “‘the Gospel,” ‘‘the Gos- 
pel of Christ.’’ The same is meant whenit is said that Philip 
‘“noreached Christ to the Samaritans,” or “Jesus unto the 
eunuch ;” and Paul “showing that Christ was the Son of 
God,” “proving that Jesus was Christ,” and “preaching Je- 
sus and the Resurrection,” was teaching the same thing. So 
too, “the preaching of the cross,’ and ‘‘Christ crucified,”’ 
describe the Christian minister’s theme. Sometimes it 1s 
spoken of as “the truth,” “the words of truth,” “‘the grace 
of God,” “the faith,” “the mystery of faith,’ ‘the myste- 
ry of godliness,” ‘“‘the doctrine which is according to godli- 
ness.” “the doctrine of God our Savior,” “the word,” “the 
faithful word,” ‘‘wholesome words,” ‘the foim of sound 
words,’ ‘‘sound doctrine,’ ‘sound speech,” These are 
some of the terms by which the sphere of “the man of God” 
is bounded. You will observe here, in the very language de- 
scribing the minister's office, is involved his duty. If it were 
known only as “the Gospel,” or “the grace of God,’’ procla- 
mation would be enough, and a herald could do the work ; 
but it is called “the word,” “‘the truth,” and “the word of 
truth.” It is “sound doctrine,” and “the doctrine of God 
our Savior.” It is “wholesome words,” as opposed to sickly 
words. Now truth and words and doctrine are the peculiar 
province of the teacher. The teacher is a “doctor,” his 
teachings are ‘“‘doctrines,”’ and his teaching is “indoctrinat- 
ing;” and all these things are brought about by words. How
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appropriate that “aptitude to teach’’ should be the mark of a 
minister of the word. ‘Teaching, then, being the proper work 
of the minister, let us inquire into his qualifications. In the 
school room, teacher and master are synonymous. So too 
our Bible translates the Greek word for ‘‘teacher” by the 
English word “master.” The root of the word master is 
‘most,’ meaning one who has the most of all, more than any 
body else. The Latin “magister” has for its root, the com- 
parative of “much,’’ meaning one who has more than anoth- 
er. The Hebrew for master means “much,” and for scho- 
lar “‘hittle ;”’ all teaching the truth: that the master must 
know. The master, says the Hebrew, must be “much;”’ 
“more” says the Latin; “most’’ says the German. This 
superiority must be genuine, not assumed; if must be 
intrinsic, not official. It is a mockery and a fraud, for 
one who is inferior, to assume to teach his superiors. It 
is a futile and pernicious attempt to suspend or annul a fun- 
damental law of God. To the capable, by a divine right, 
belong place and power; and whether we infringe on this right, 
in church, state or school, the divine statute avenges itself. 
If sciolists control our schools, ignorance and impudence 
will shame the land. If wicked rulers fill the throne, men 
will hide themselves, and the land mourn; and if the church 
ordains novices and instals impotence, she must look for ‘‘do- 
tings about questions’ and “‘strifes of words,” for “babblings, 
and foolish and unlearned disputes.” The teacher, then, must 
be of robust mind, capable of laying hold of truth and error 
both; drawing the former from her deep well, and dragging 
the latter from her dark haunts. If a man have avision to 
tell, he may tell it but if; not, he has no right to take the 
name and the place of a prophet. The physician who knows 
no more of disease than his patients, is justly branded with 
the stigma of quack; but what shall we say of him, who 
takes the name of a teacher, and yet knows not as much as 
his pupils. He preaches not so much from a pulpit as from 
apillory. Of such a preacher it may be said, possibly, as 
David said of Ahimaaz, “he is a good man, and cometh with 
good tidings,” but discreet men will rather adopt Joab’s lan- 
guage—‘“‘wherefore wilt thou run my son, seeing thou hast no 
tidings ready ?” A weak ministry may be less wicked than 
a hireling ministry, but it is doubtful whether it is less hurt- 
ful. The source of its weakness may be threefold. It may 
be because of madequate endowments and acquisitions; the 
want of the power of expression; or it may be from the
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most scrious cause—a want of spiritual life. It is not en- 
ough, then, that the preacher be in advance of his hearers, 
in those matters which pertain specially to his work; he must 
also possess the faculty of making his superior endowments 
of mind, knowledge and grace available, for their strength, 
intelligence and piety. It is difficult to define the nature, or 
measure the power of the didactic faculty. The genius of 
teaching is as much a peculiarity, as the genius of painting. 
It is not enough for the artist to conceive one of Raphael’s 
cartoons, he must execute it, if he would be called a painter. 
So the teacher must not only have thoughts, and good ones, 
but he must be able to tell them, and tell them much better 
than any one else, or he is no preacher, nor called to preach. 
Some minds think in the forms of instruction, and feel in the 
modes of persuasion. ‘They are natural teachers—so natural 
that the smallest stock of knowledge, some seven items in 
their hands, like the Chineze puzzle, assume a thousand dif- 
ferent, yet intelligible and instructive shapes. It may be that 
his knowledge 1s all ina bundle of anecdotes, but he weaves 
them into sucha magic web, that his audience are entranced. 
His genius shines through all, and like Angelo, his heads, 
though done with charcoal, are heads of Jupiter—so awful, so 
impressive, so divine. His capital may be only Scripture 
texts, but so potent and cunning is his genius, that these ut- 
terances of God are reared into a temple of truth, sublime 
in its proportions, and full of religious light. Or it may be 
that, without a fund of secular parables, or sacred texts, and 
possessed only of a lively experience of Christ in his heart, 
he shall unfold his soul with a force that shall confute scep- 
tics, and instruct the learned. Such are some of the mani- 
festations of the teaching gift, and no one, who has sat under 
the ministrations of this talent, but has felt its force, and will 
be ready to admit, that to teach in the highest of all schools, 
the preacher must have some of it, or must not preach. 

One more quality must enter into the character of the New 
Testament minister, since he is to be a Gospel teacher. He 
must share the Gospel grace. Origen was right, the Bible 
has an occult sense, a hidden meaning. It uses the words of 
time, but it teaches the principles of eternity. Its sounds 
are earthly, but they have a heavenly echo. Its colors too, 
hike the rainbow, reach from earth to heaven. It needs a 
spiritual vision to see the spiritual colors; a spiritual ear to 
hear the spiritual sound; a spiritual heart to understand its 
spiritual meaning. If a minister does not know these spiit-
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ual truths, how can he teach them? ‘They are foolishness to 
him, how then can he make them wisdom to his hearers? 
Plainly then, a preacher of the Gospel must be imbued with 
its spirit, before he can be entrusted with its message. With- 
out this, he may be a teacher “‘apt to teach,’ but never a 
Gospel teacher. Never a workman that needeth not to be 
ashamed, rightly dividing “the word,’’1. e., the Gospel of 
Christ. The practical duties which belong to the oifice of a 
Gospel teacher, are weil summed up by Paul in these words : 
‘doctrine, reproof, correction, and instruction in righteous- 
ness.””’ 

The first duty then, of the preacher, is doctrine—instruc- 
tion. Diffusing knowledge in divine things. Disseminating 
religious truth. Appearing among his peopie, with his mind 
filled with knowledge. In discharging this part of his office, 
he is as a sower going forth to sow. In his hand should be 
both abundant and good seed. It cannot be supposed that 
in assuming to sow truth, he should go forth with error, or in 
undertaking to sow a field, he should not carry seed enough 
for a garden. ‘The field of the minister is the world, and the 
very ignorance of men of the world, as to their present and 
full duties, makes it necessary that a large supply of know- 
ledge should be laid up in the preacher’s mind for use. It is 
true, 4 man can teach without knowing much. But how can 
he teach? A piece of barren land can grow grain, but how 
much, and how good grain can it grow? ‘There is just as 
much difference between the pupils of a superficial or a pro- 
found teacher, as there is between the products of a thin soil 
and adeep one. Teaching is a vital process. The teacher 
must energize his pupil’s mind, stirring up its hidden forces. 
The man that does not think, cannot make others think, and 
if hearers do not think, they cannot feel, and if they do not 
feel, they do not learn. Preaching is not merely uttering 
wisdom, but itis commundcatiug it. Now asuperficial, spir- 
itless preacher, is no preacher at all; he is a babbler. It 
may be said, many hearers cannot understand profound 
thoughts, recondite speculations, intricate reasonings, hard 
words—perhaps not: but will men learn to think deeply, by 
hearing shallow preaching ? or will they learn to reason long 
and closely, by listening to sermons that contain no reason 
at all’ But suppose that some of a congregation cannot 
understand everything of every sermon, yet there will be 
some who can, and our plan should be, rather to raise the 
ignorant and weak, than to lower the intelligent and strong. 

e’
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-™he kingdom of God is a monarchy, in talent and power, 
though a democracy in privileges and motives. Everybody 
is commanded to enjoy the means of knowledge, but only 
some succeed, and only a few rule, and only one is the high- 
est. Now it is the minister’s duty to preach something for 
all; but also, so to preach that his best hearers will always 
have something to grow on. One educated, thoroughly fur- 
nished hearer, is worth more to God and the church, than a 
dozen of weak, indolent and unthrifty listeners. Now we 
say that a sermon that goes down to the bottom of a man’s 
mind, is the best sermon. Such a discourse raises the whole 
soul. Such preaching is like subsoil ploughing, contributing 
to the moisture, freshness and richness of the soil. Ifa dis- 
course makes a man think, and sends him home thinking, he 
has grown. He has put another ring to his trunk, another 
fibre has come out from his root, another bud has swollen on 
his topmost branch. Opinions are hke fashions; the fewin- 
vent them, the many wear them. 

The second duty of the minister, 1s reproof—that is, 
conviction by argument. This term brings clearly before us 
the rational nature of a preacher’s work. This thought has 
already been alluded to, but it deserves further notice. Man 
is a rational animal. Reason and understanding are just as 
much a part of his nature, as are conscience and will. Man’s 
freedom implies that he is to be dealt with by arguments. 
The whole economy of nature is arranged with reference to 
man’s rationality. Instinct, which governs and guards brutes, 
is comparatively weak in man; and as his intellect and years 
increase it grows weaker; and in heaven, I think, he will 
have none at all. His reasoning powers are his means of 
livelihood here, and his resources for preparing for a hereatf- 
ter. If, then, the search for and comprehension of that 
better life is commended to reasoning creatures, should. not 
the instruction, which the preacher gives them, be addressed 
to their understanding ? 

Nothing is more characteristic of an awakened interest in 
religion, or any other important subject, than an inquiring, 
reasoning, debating state of mind. Never are the prospects 
of the church more encouraging, than when good people and 
bad people begin to reason. From the collision of the mind 
with truth, the sinner with law, results are sure to follow’ 
I love to read those parts of our Savior’s life, where ques- 
tionings arose among his hearers. Some good was sure to 
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follow. Equally interesting to me, are the disputations of 
Paul. When he encounters the Jew in the Synagogue at 
Damascus, or on the temple stairs; when he pleads before 
Telix or Agri ippa; when he enters the school of Tyrannus, 
or the Agora at Athens, and reasons with his hearers, and 
makes them reason, I know something will follow. It always 
isso. The stormy times of the Reformation were times of 
deep conviction, earnest and even angry disputation. ‘The 
days when Cromwell’s soldiers filled up the leisure of their 
campaigns by reading and debate, were the palmy days of 
Puritanism. Let the minister, ther efor e, aim at conviction— 
conviction of truth, of error, of sin, of death. Let him 
bring his people face to face with duty and law. Let him tie 
them to the truth by bands of logic. Let him load their un- 
derstandings with arguments. Let him reduce them to the 
dilemma of sinning in the face of argument; of doing wrong 
in the light and presence of right. Let the hearer go home 
feeling that if he will sin, he must do it willfully, and with 
an effort ; and, I assure you, the fruits of such preaching 
will appear decidedly, somewhere. 

A-third duty of the Gospel teacher, is correction—set- 
ting things right. The preacher finds a world ignorant and 
indifferent, needing instruction and conviction; but he finds 
too, a world full of wrong, and therefore needing to be set 
right. After all that has been said on this subject, it need 
not be argued that this world is very much out of order, and 
very much bent on wrong. “There is none that doeth good, 
no not one.” Look through your neighborhood, who is per- 
fect —look through your city, take into your survey the whole 
human family—not one. Now to be a reformer, a minister 
needs much sound wisdom. He must be a profound student 
of the principles of men’s thoughts and feelings. He must 
be far and clearsighted. He must know more than his neigh- 
borhood or church. He must know men and things. He 
must be conversant with the history of men. The race isa 
unit, a living whole. It develops itself under the same great 
laws of God. To know its past, is to predict and guide its 
future. ‘The law of right is the same, the heart is the same, 
motives are the same, the Holy Spirit j is the same; but all 
else 1s changed, all else is changing. Art, science, literature, 
social, civil and political iife, customs, laws and manners. 

Now the preacher must use the old law, the old motives, 
&c., but he must apply them to the new circumstances; ap- 
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plication then, is the preacher’s point of departure. Hence 
plainly he must “preach to the times.”” Each age, each coun- 
try, each church and each individual exhibits a particular 
phase of sin. Itis ever the same old sin, but always a 
different phase; the old fact, with anew face. Now it is for- 
malism, now sectarianism, then covetousness, then pride, then 
pleasure. Selfishness has as many Awatars as Vishu. Now, 
as a physician, should the minister prescribe for the hand, 
when the eye is sick ? or for the stomach, when the patient is 
lame? The Pharisees were formalists, hypocrites and cove- 
tous ; what should Christ preach tothem? Herod a debauch- 
ee, what should John the Baptist preach to him? The Romish 
church presented a different problem to Luther, from that 
which the English church offered to Whitfield. The preacher, 
therefore, in setting things right, it seems to me, ought to 
take hold of the things which are wrong, and not the things 
which are not wrong. 

The fourth duty of the minister of the Gospel ws, to in- 
struct in righteousness. When men’s minds have been en- 
lightened by knowledge, convicted by argument, reformed 
from sin, then they must be educated in holiness. This is the 
minister’s last and best work, and I think I may say for all 
of them, this is their most grateful duty. It 1s so pleasant, 
so sweet, so full of all comfort, to goin and out with your 
people in peace, not so much correcting their faults as com- 
mending their graces. Nothing can be more painful for a 
minister of the Gospel of peace, than to feel that his hearers, 
and especially his people, think him their enemy, because he 
so frequently must tell unpleasant truths. He wouldso much 
sooner always preach the precious promises of God, than even 
occasionally proclaim the terrors of the law, if you kept the 
law, or tried to keep it, or wished to keep it. The beauty of 
holiness is so much more consonant with his feelings, than are 
the deformities of sin, that he would never tire in unfolding 
its charms, encouraging to its practice, and dwelling on its 
future inexhaustible felicities. The Song of Solomon is pleas- 
anter to him, than the burdens of Isaiah ; or even the lamen- 
tations of Jeremiah. Does he love to prophesy evil? Does 
he love the terrors of Hell? Does he love to be a man of 
bitterness and strife and contention? Oh no, not at all, not 
at all; but he must preach these sharp things, and he can 
only do it, and does do it, because he loves your souls, and 
because his Savior loves you too. If it were not for this, he
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would instruct you evermore in righteousness. He would de- 
light to lead you “‘in green pastures, and by still waters,’’— 
with the voice of the gentle shepherd of Israel ever in your 
ears. 

If in this popular sketch of the proper work and qualifi- 
cations of a New Testament bishop, we have represented the 
truth, as it has been revealed in the pastoral letters, and in 
the apostolic history and practice, then some plain and im- 
portant inferences follow, as to the endowments, natural and 
gracious, which should be sought in those who ‘‘desire the 
office of a bishop;” the intellectual training, which they 
should receive and the theological discipline demanded by this 
work. No demand for ministers ever can be so urgent, as to 
justify the introduction into the ministry of unqualified per- 
sons. No exigency will excuse sudden “laying on of hands.”’ 
An important and efficient mode of increasing the ministry, 
is to make it honorable. A thoroughly furnished preacher 
of the Gospel, next to the spirit of God, will incite the most 
men to this work. A good minister turns his church into a 
training school for the church of God. We think too, that 
if the above is anything like a correct view of the minister's 
official duty and qualifications, it throws important light on 
his relations to his parish. It suggests the limits of his du- 
ties to his people. We all know that there has grown up a 
sentiment or prejudice, in our time, which makes a distinction 
between the pastoral and the didactic office of the minister. 
So morbid has this feeling grown, that even the minister's 
wife is included in the bond of her husband’s duties, as a pas- 
tor, though, we believe, never as a teacher, albeit the apostle 
Paul, however minute as to the duties of deacons and dea- 
cons’ wives and bishops, never says a word about ministers’ 
wives. Have people in our day supplemented this hiatus in 
inspiration concerning ministers’ wives’ duties? saying so 
much, because the Spirit said so ltéle, and shall we follow 
men, or shall we follow Paul? 

We would, in the light of the preceding discussion, venture 
the remark, that the exacting demands upon the minister, as 
a pastor, rather than a teacher, are superstitious and papistic, 
proceeding on the assumption that he is better, and is bound 
to be better, than other Christians, and that -his visits and 
prayers are better than those of other good people; and that 
his “‘virtue’’ is so abundant, that it passes even to his wife, so 
that, as a minister’s wife, her prayers and her visits are more
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saving than the prayers and visits of any other sood Christian 
wife. We think if “the pastor’? were, in some degree, to re- 
tract within ‘“‘the teacher,” that the membership would be 
more ‘‘pastoral,’’ and the minister, instead of, in some sensc, 
“serving tables,’’ might give himself more fully to “the word 
and prayer.” ‘The constitution of a working Christian church 
is drawn out in Rom. 12: 4—8. That is the standard to- 
ward which minister and people should labor. That would 
give us the right men, in the right place. 

ARTICLE II. 

THE SABBATH. 

By Rev. A. H. Lochman, D. D., York, Pa. 

Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy—Ex. 20: 8. 

Amoneé all Christian nations, we find one day out of seven 
set apart, for rest from the ordinary employments and pur- 
suits of life, and for the worship of God. 

The necessity and importance of such a day, even for the 
State, in reference to moral, as well as intellectual and phys- 
ical culture, has been acknowledged by the wisest and best 
of statesmen. 

Eixperience has clearly established the fact, that a people 
uninterruptedly engaged in the pursuits and enjoyments of 
the world, will gradually lose a feeling sense of their depend- 
ance upon and obligation to their Creator, forget thar high 
and endless destiny, and sink into immorality and licentious- 
ness. 

Experience has likewise abundantly corroborated another 
fact, viz., that both the faculties of the mind and the energies 
of the body, require a day of rest, torecruit their exhausted 
strength. Hence the kind and benevolent Creator has ap- 
pointed such a day for the welfare and happiness of his crea- 
tures. For the Sabbath was made for man, and not man for 
the Sabbath.— Mark 2: 27. 

T am well aware that many are of the opinion, that the 
appointment of this day rests upon human authority. That 
it was set apart by wise and sagacious statesmen, for the wel- 
fare and recreation of the people. If this were the case,
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how did it happen, and whence did they conceive the idea of 
appointing precisely the seventh day, or the seventh portion 
of time? Why not the sixth, or eighth or ninth? os 

No, He who created man, with all the powers of body and 
the faculties of his mind, also knows whether any and pre- 
cisely how much time is necessary for him to rest and recruit 
his exhausting energies, both of body and mind. To dwell 
upon his high and exalted destiny, and to adore and worship 
his Creator. 

And he has appointed the seventh day, or the seventh part 
of our time for this purpose, immediately after the creation 
of man. For we read, Gen. 2: 2, 3, “And on the seventh 
day God ended his work which he had made: and he rested 
on the seventh day from all his work which he bad made. 
And God blessed the seventh day, and sanctified it: because 
that in it he had rested from all his works which God created 
and made.” 

God here designed to show that man also should labor six 
days, and rest from his labors on the seventh. This is clearly 
to be inferred from the commandment he gave on this subject 
on Mount Sinai, Ex. 20:8, 11—‘‘Remember the Sabbath 
day to keep it holy. Six days shalt thou labor and do all 
thy work. But the seventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord 
thy God: in it thou shalt not do any work, thou, nor thy son 
nor thy daughter, thy man servant nor thy maid servant, nor 
thy cattle, nor the stranger that is within thy gates.’’ And 
in assigning the reason for this rest, God clearly intimates 
that he, in the beginning, set apart the severth day. ‘For in 
six days the Lord made heaven and earth, the sea and all 
that in them is, and rested on the seventh day: wherefore 
the Lord blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it.” 

God, however, not only rested on the seventh day, but 
hallowed it, invested it with a special honor, set it apart from 
all other days, for holy and sacred purposes. 

The recognition of such a day we find again, Ex. 16: 23. 
‘This is that which the Lord hath said: To-morrow is the 
rest of the Holy Sabbath unto the Lord.” 

And when God gave the commandments on Mount Sinai, 
he did not first give instructions in reference to a day which 
they should keep holy, but speaks of it as appointed long 
before, as a matter of which they had long been cognizant— 
remember the Sabbath day. We maintain, therefore, that 
this day 1s not of human, but of divine appointment.
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Some are of the opinion that the day originally appointed 
by God, was designed merely for the Jews, and that the ob- 
ligation to keep one day out of seven holy unto the Lord, 
ceased with the abrogation of thé ritual observances of the 
Jewish polity, and that, consequently, the observance of a 
particular day is a matter of mere expediency. In opposition 
to this view, we remuirk: 

First. If the Sabbath, or day of rest, were a matter of 
mere human appointment or of expediency, and not inti- 
mately interwoven with the plan and purposes of God, in re- 
gard to the welfare and salvation of the human race; the due 
remembrance of it would long since have passed away, or 
would, at best, be only associated with the records of anti- 
quity. We remark, 

Secondly. This day was set apart from the beginning, 
while our first parents were yet in a state of innocence, and 
consequently before all the ceremonies of the levitical law, 
and was, no doubt, designed for the whole human race. 

Thirdly. This institution stands upon the same footing as 
that of marriage. Marriage was appointed before the ‘fall, 
but as it was designed for the whole human race, it existed 
after the fall, before and under the law, and after its abro- 
gation, and although the institution itself may have been en- 
shrouded with various ceremonial observances, and many and 
severe penalties annexed to the violation of it, still the abro- 
gation of these ceremonies and penalties, could in no wise 
affect or annul the original institution. The same may be 
said of the Sabbath, although through the Levitical law, 
many ritual observances may have been united with it, which 
were only designed for and obligatory upon the Jews, yet 
the putting away of these observances could in no wise affect 
the original institution ; we maintain, therefore, the perpetu- 
al obligation of keeping one day out of seven holy unto the 
Lord. 

Lastly. We remark Jesus Christ teaches us expressly, 
Mark 2: 27, the Sabbath was made for man. Not for our 
first parents, nor for the Israelites, under the oll covenant 
merely, but for mankind in general, under all circumstances, 
in every age. 

It may, however, be objected here, that the seventh was the 
day originally set apart, whereas the first day 1s now univer- 
sally observed by Christians. Is not this contrary to tne 
design of the Almighty? Have you any express command 
for the change of day? We answer unhesitatingly No; we
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have no express injunction for the change. But we have rea- 
sons and arguments sufficient to convince every sincere and 
candid inquirer, and to justify the Christian church in its ob- 
servance of the first day of the week. 

1. God in his wisdom has appointed the seventh part of our 
time to be specially set apart, for rest from the or dinary em- 

ployments of life, and for his worship. Now if we observe 
the first day, we employ the same portion of time in the 
manner required, as if we observed the seventh day. 

2. When God gave the commandment, “Remember the 
Sabbath day to keep it holy,’ he appears to have made a 
distinction between the Sabbath itself, as a divine institution, 
and the day on which it was to be observed. The Sabbath, 
as such, is to be kept holy. We are to remember the Sab- 
bath the seventh part of our time, without any special refer- 
ence to the particular day. For if we examine the command- 
ment, we will find that the words “remember,” “‘blessed and 
hallowed it,’’ have a special reference to the ordinance, and 
not tothe day on which it was to be observed. It is not 
written, remember the seventh day, but remember the Sab- 
bath day. Nor is it written, “wherefore the Lord blessed 
the seventh day and hallowed it,” but ‘wherefore the Lord 
blessed the Sabbath day and hallowed it.”’ 

8. As God rested on the seventh day from all the works 
which he had made, the Sabbath was specially set apart for 
the contemplation of his glorious attributes, as displayed in 
the works of creation. If, however, afterwards, a work was 
performed which more eloriously displays the perfections of 
the Deity, we should presume at least that the day on which 
this work was completed, should be kept as the holy day, in 
order that this greater work might be continually kept in re- 
membrance, and that the children of men might have a clear- 
er, more glorious exhibition of the character of Jehovah, and 
be penetrated with a deep and an abiding sense of their obli- 
gations to him. 

But the work of redemption is unquestionably greater and 
more glorious, than that of creation. And as Jesus Christ 
arose from the dead on the first day, and by his resurrection 
has finished, crowned and sealed the great work of the world’s 
redemption, we should judge that this day would be the most 
appropriate for Christians to observe as the day of rest, the 
Sabbath, the Lord’s day. And this appears to have been 
the opinion of the Lord and his disciples, for
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4. We have the example of Jesus and his apostles in con- 
firmation of the observance of the first day. 

On the evening of the day on which he arose from the 
dead (the first day), as the disciples were assembled, Jesus 
appeared in their midst with the salutation, “Peace be unto 
you.’ —John 20:19. This circumstance, in itself, might 
perhaps furnish but little proof for the change from the sev- 
enth to the first day, but when taken in connection with the 
twenty-sixth verse, ‘And after eight days again his disciples 
were assembled,”’ it affords presumptive evidence that from 
the time of his resurrection, Jesus and his disciples kept the 
first day instead of the sev enth ; and if we follow the exam- 
ple of our Lord and his disciples, we will not be in danger of 
elring in reference to this or any other duty. 

5. The first day was also particularly singled out and con- 
secrated, by the extraordinary effusion of “the Holy Ghost 
upon the apostles , It was the day on which the Gospel was 
first preached, with the Holy Ghost sent down from heaven 
with such manifest power that three thousand were converted. 
It was then that God honored, set apart, and hallowed the 
New Testament Sabbath. 

6. And lastly, the keeping of the first day of the week is 
intimately interwoven with the history of the church in every 
age, from the days of the apostles unto the present time. In 
every age, in all Christian lands, the first day has been kept 
as the day of rest, the Christian Sabbath. 

But how is this day to be kept? 
This brings us to consider the due observance of the day. 

And here we remark: 
1. We are to refrain from the ordinary occupations of life. 
This was the express command of God in reference to the 

Sabbath, under the Jewish dispensation. ‘On it thou shalt 
not do any work, thou, nor thy son, nor thy daughter, nor 
thy man servant, nor thy maid servant, nor thy cattle, nor 
the stranger that is within thy gates.” 

But the moral law contained in the ten commandments, has 
never been annulled. Jesus tells us, ‘Think not that Tam 
come to destroy the law or the pr ophets, I am not come to 
destroy, but to fulfil.”.—Matt. 5: 17. 

And it is specially worthy of note, that when Jesus made 
this remark, he must have had a particular allusion to the 
moral law of the commandments, for he immediately enters 
upon an exposition of some of them, as, for example, Thou 
shalt not kill (v. 21), thou shalt not commit adultery (v. 27).
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This also appears to have been the sense of the church of 
Jesus Christ in general; for the ten commandments are found 
in the Catechisms of all denominations of Christians. | 

If, therefore, the moral law of the commandments remains 
in force, then we also-are bound, on this day, to abstain front 
the ordinary pursuits of hfe. We, our sons and daughters, 
our servants and our cattle. 

This, in itself, exerts an important and salutary influence 
upon our moral sensibilities, and will lead to profitable reflec- 
tion. When the busy marts of business are closed, when the 
sound of the workshop is not heard, when the plough rests in 
the furrow, when all is hushed in quiet, when old and young 
have laid aside their soiled garments, and decked themselves 
as if for some festive scene, is it not calculated to call forth 
profitable reflection, and to excite emotions of a calming, hal- 
lowing character? Does not this very fact loosen the § grasp 
with which so many fondly cling to earth, and seem to whis- 
per to them, you are in this world, not mer ely to eat and 
drink, and amass riches, but for a higher and nobler purpose, 
to contemplate and prepare for your eternal destiny. 

Were men continually engaged in an uninterrupted routine 
of business and toil; were no day appoimted on which the 
anxieties, and labors, and pursuits of business were suspend- 
ed, they would become so wedded to, and entangled with the 
concerns of this world, that nothing could call their attention 
and affections away from these to something higher, holier 
and enduring. If there were no day on which we were called 
to abstain from the or dinary occupations of life, there could 
be no public worship of God, and how, without this, could 
the holy doctrines, the sublime precepts and sacred ordinances 
of the religion of Jesus Christ, be kept in continual and live- 
ly remembrance. 

In the nature of things, then, if there is a necessity for’ 
the appointment of a day for the wor ship of Almighty God, 
for the serious contemplation of our destiny for another vorld, 
and for attending to the interests of our immortal souls, there 
must consequently be a cessation from the ordinary business 
of life. 

Works of necessity, charity, and mercy are, however, not 
forbidden on the Lord’s day. 

What we are to understand by these, and what works come 
under this category, the Savior gives us distinctly to under- 
stand, Matt. 12:10. When the Savior was about to heal a 
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man who had a withered hand, the hypocritical Pharisees 
murmured, and asked him, is it lawful to heal on the Sabbath 
day ? To them he replied, what man shall there be among 
you, that shall have one sheep, and if it fall into a pit on the 
‘Sabbath day, will he not lay hold of it and lift it out? How 
much then is a man better than a sheep? And again, Luke 
138: 11—15. When he healed a woman which had a spirit 
of infirmity for eighteen years, and was bowed together, and 
could in no wise lift up herself, he replied to these sanctimo- 
nious Pharisees, ‘Doth not each one of you loose his ox or 
his ass from the stall, and lead him away to watering, and 
ought not this woman, being a daughter of Abraham, whom 
Satan has bound, lo these eighteen years, be loosed from this 
bond on the Sabbath day ?”’ 

Therefore, it is not only lawful, but a duty, to help the dis- 
tressed, to succor the needy, to visit and wait upon the sick, 
and the like, on the Lord’s day, as well as any other time. 
But to gather in the harvest, because you fear the weather 
may become unfavorable, to engage workmen under the plea 
you have no other time, to pay social and pleasure visits, to 
look over and cast up accounts, post your books, to write let- 
ters on business, to read the secular papers of the day, and 
things of this sort, are not only inappropriate, bat also sin- 
ful on the Lord’s day. 

Here I cannot refrain -from adverting to and reprobate a 
practice which obtains to a great extent in some sections. 
Many persons, and even members of the church, single out 
the Sabbath to visit their friends and acquaintances. One 
day they meet at this house, and the next they meet at an- 
other place. Great preparations are made for a Sunday feast. 
The ‘servants are all engaged in making suitable provisions 
for the company. ‘They eat and drink, and engage in light- 
minded, frivolous, and even sinful conversation ; canvass the 
character of their neighbors, laugh at and ridicule their more 
conscientious acquaintances, who attend the services of the 
sanctuary. Thus one Sunday after another is spent. Will 
any one say this is right; this 1s spending the day in a be- 
coming and profitable manner? JI think not. Such persons 
not only deprive themselves of the privileges and blessings 
of the sanctuary, but also keep others away, who might per- 
haps go, and rob their domestics of a day which God has in- 
stituted for their good. 
_ Again. The Lord’s day ought not to be spent in idleness 
and laziness.
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There are many who, from conscicntious scruples, or from 
fear of sacrificing the good opinions of their fellow-men, will 
refrain from engaging in their ordinary business, or from 
performing any manual labor, but who feel no scruples of 
conscience in spending the day in lounging about in the house, 
in strolling over the fields, in attending to matters about the 
barn, or in sleeping away the half of the day. They scarcely 
ever attend the public worship; they scarcely ever read their 
Bible, or any religious book. If they read anything, it 1s a 
political paper, or a ludicrous story in an Almanac, or a 
work of fiction. Of what advantage is the day of the Lord 
to such? Nay, instead of being an advantage, they turn it 
into a curse, for they incur the guilt of desecrating a day 
which God requires to be kept holy. 

Again, much less should this day be devoted to sinful 
amusements and wickedness. 

This is done to an alarming extent. Scarcely has the day 
commenced, when they clothe themselves in their best style, 
seek for their companions, and then sally forth. You may 
see crowds on steamboats, on the cars, in pleasure gardens, 
in public houses, and hear the merry song, the boisterous 
laugh, the witty jest, the low and vulgar remark. Many 
whose families are in the most needy circumstances, thus 
spend their hard-earned wages of a whole week’s toil, and 
return in the evening, to maltreat and abuse their families. 

It is true, we have but little hope of reaching such, and 
of benefiting them; for such scarcely ever purchase, much 
less read a beok, which might be useful to them. But it 
might, nevertheless, in the providence of God, be the case, 
that perhaps a father might put this book in the hands of a 
prodigal son; or a friend might lay it in the way of a friend, 
and that through the influences of the blessed Spirit, one or 
another might be brought to reflect upon his course, and turn 
from the evil of his ways unto God. 

Or if this result be not attained, perhaps some one who is 
in danger of being enticed by evil companions, may take 
warning, and be kept from ruin, which may God in mercy 
grant. 

Again, it is our duty, on this day, regularly to attend, and 
devoutly to engage in the public worship of God. 

The public worship of the sanctuary has a greater and more 
extensive influence than the generality of men are willing to 
admit.
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It exerts a general influence upon the community at large. 
It moulds public sentiment, as well as the moral and religious 
feeling of the community. . 

This is sufficiently apparent when we contrast the state of 
things in this respect, in the community where public worship 
is constantly maintained, and regularly attended, with those 
communities where there is either no public worship, or where 
it is neglected by the mass of the people. 

The ‘public worship of God has, however, also a special 
salutary influence upon individuals. By it the remembrance 
of God, of our dependence upon and obligations to him, are 
kept in lively remembrance. The great plan of salvation is 
vividly portrayed, salvation freely offered through Jesus 
Christ, our duties towards God, ourselves and our fellow-men, 
not only set forth, but enforced by every consideration which 
can have any weight. There the understanding is enlight- 
ened, conscience awakened, the heart touched, and wooed and 
won for Christ, The apostle knew full well the importance 
and necessity of public worship. Hence he exhorted believ- 
ers of his day, Heb. 10: 25, ‘not to forsake the assembling 
of themselves together as the manner of some is.”’ 

But how many are there, who either neglect public wor- 
ship altogether, or at least attend only occasionally. Such 
seek to excuse themselves in a variety of ways. Either they 
don’t feel as well as they might wish, or it is too cold, too 
hot, the roads are rather bad, they can't well leave home, cir- 
cumstances requiie their presence in the family. If, how- 
ever, it were another day, and they had any important busi- 
ness, or if they could make a profitable speculation, think 
you that any or all of the excuses alluded to, would keep 
them back? I tell you, no. 

Others say there is nothing which we can learn in the 
house of God, which we do not already know; and yet an 
indifferent speaker, and a man of ordinary attainments, may 
utter many useful and important truths; he may revive 1m- 
pressions which may have been slumbering for a long time in 
your mind, and unexpectedly recall you to a sense of your 
duty. 

Another replies, I can worship God in my closet, and read 
the Bible in my dwelling, and ponder over impor tant truths, 
at my own fireside. But the question is, do you do this ? 
are you not prevented by a variety of obstacles, which con- 
tinually present themselves ? Does not experience teach us 
that our soul is morc easily warmed into devotion, and the
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affections more readily called forth, and holy aspirations ex- 
cited, when we are engaged with our fellow-men in the exer- 
cises of God’s house ? 

Who, then, would neglect this sacred duty, and deprive 
himself of so exalted a privilege? Is it not a wise and 
gracious provision of the church, made by the great Head of 
the church, Jesus Christ himself? He who absents himself 
from the house of God, neglects an important duty, robs and 
cheats his own soul of its wholesome influences, gives a bad 
example to others, and cannot keep the day in an appropri- 
ate manner. 

Again, we are not to neglect private devotion in our fami- 
lies on the Lord’s day. 

A part of the day should be spent in devotional exercises, 
in holding communion with God. Thisis a duty which should 
not be neglected on the other days of the week; it 1s, how- 
ever, specially appropriate on the Lord’s day. On this day 
we have more leisure, we are not so hable to have our thoughts 
distracted, and our minds called away by the interruptions of 
our secular calling. The sacred stillness that prevails around 
us, and the idea that thousands of our fellow-mortals are en- 
gaged with us, in the same holy exercises, cannot but have a 
quickening, enlivening, hallowing influence upon our spirit, 
and aid it in its aspirations heavenward, and in commingling 
its notes of praise and voice of supplication with those of 
thousands which ascend to the throne of all grace. 

This day is, however, also peculiarly calculated for sober 
and profitable reflection and meditation. Everything around 
us scems favorable to the performance of this duty; weought 
to reflect, and seriously to meditate upon our condition and 
character; upon the being and attributes and works of God; 
the plan of salvation through Jesus Christ, and our duties in 
the various relations of life. Especially ought we to read 
and meditate upon the word of God, to call to our aid works 
on practical and experimental piety, and lay to heart and 
seek to experience the power, and practice the duties of our 
holy religion. 

Finally, on this day we ought, in imitation of our Divine 
Master, to improve every opportunity of doing good. He healed 
the sick and visited the distressed. He taught us by his ex- 
ample, and enforced it with “wherefore it is lawful to do well 
on the Sabbath day.” <A variety of opportunities of doing 
good on this day, present themselves. We may persuade 
others to attend the services of God’s house on this day, and
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thus bring them under Gospel influences. We can engage in 
the Sabbath School, and hunt out many children whose pa- 
rents are thoughtless and careless, and induce them to attend. 
We may visit the sick, relieve the distressed, cheer the widow 
and the orphan in their affliction, and thus, in some humble 
degree, imitate the example of our Lord. 

And now we pray you to consider, lay to heart, and prac- 
tice what, in much imperfection, we have said in reference to 
the sanctifying of God’s holy day, and may God in his infi- 
nite mercy and goodness, dispose your hearts and give you 
grace to remember the Sabbath day and keep it holy. 

ARTICLE III. 

A WANT IN THE LUTHERAN CHURCH MET BY THE FOUND. 
ING OF THE MISSIONARY INSTITUTE.* 

By Prof. R. Weiser, President of Central College, Des Moines, Iowa. 

On an occasion like this, when the Corner-Stone of a 
Missionary Institute, the first of the kind in the United 
States, is laid, it would seem our duty honestly to examine 
the merits of such an enterprize. This we will do in the 
light of the history of the church, and of the Bible. We 
live in an age of improvement, and if we wish to advance in 
the church with the spirit of improvement in the world, we 
cannot be governed by what our fathers did. We must strike 
out into new channels of Christian enterprize, in order to 
develop the energies of the church. 

The Lutheran church always has been, and is now, and we 
hope ever will remain, an educated and an educating church. 
The founders of our church in Europe were all learned men ; 
many of them were giants in intellect, and vast magazines of 
learning; by their wisdom and genius they revolutionized, 
not only the church, but also the world of letters. As min- 
isters of the Lutheran church, we would be untrue to that 
church, if we would seek to reduce the standard of education, 
especially in those who minister at her altars, and who are to 

* An Address delivered at the laying of the Corner-Stone of the Mis- 
sionary Institute, Selinsgrove, Pa., September Ist, 1858, and published 
by request of the Board of Directors.
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carry forward her enterprizes, when we have gone. But still 
as we consider the knewledge of God of more importance 
than mere human wisdom, we will, on this interesting occa- 
sion. endeavor to show you the paramount importance of 
sound theological knowledge, and genuine piety in ministers 
of the Gospel. | | 

In advocating the claims of the Missionary Institute, we 
shall be obliged to glance at the history of the Lutheran 
church, and present the trialsand conflicts through which she 
has passed. The Institution has naturally and spontaneously 
grown out of the wants of the church. The Lutheran church 
has a history which may be divided into four periods, viz :— 
1. The age of revolution. 2. The age of progress and con- 
quest. 38. The age of theoretical symbolism, and 4. The 
age of conflict between symbolic orthodoxy and true piety, 
or between high churchism and experimental religion. ‘To 
each of these periods we will now call your attention, and 
from the facts elicited, we will illustrate the truth of our po- 
sition. 

I. The age of Revolution. 

This age in the Lutheran church may be dated from Oct. 
31, 1517, when Luther nailed his famous ninety-five theses 
upon the church door at Wittenberg. Leo X. was then slum- 
bering in security at the head of the church, little dreaming 
that an obscure monk, in a distant province in Germany, was 
then laying his plans to shake the whole Papal church to its 
very centre. No sooner was the clarion voice of Luther 
heard, than the nations of the earth who had been sighing 
and groaning for liberty of conscience, were startled as from 
the dead; and they rushed in crowds to the standard of the 
truth, which he had erected. From the apostles’ times there 
had always been those who stood up bravely for Jesus. There 
had been pious, holy ones,in every age of the church—like 
beacon lights, they were scattered all along the path of the 
church, sometimes, indeed, standing out in bold relief, like 
bright stars in a dark night—and the very darkness by which 
they were surrounded, only increased the splendor of their 
virtues. 

The church of Christ was ushered into the world amid a 
revival of religion; for it was not fully organized until after 
the three thousand were converted on the day of Pentecost. 
The promises of the Savior to his church have never been 
ignored. ‘The gates of hell were not to prevail against his
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church ; and they never have prevailed, and they never will. 
Heaven and earth may pass away, but not one jot or tittle of 
his word shal ever fail. The nations of the earth may be 
convulsed with revolutions; earthquakes may shatter and 
engulf half our globe, planets may forsake their orbits, and 
rush with maddened fury through the immensity of space; 
blazing comets, in their eccentric courses, may dash the sa- 
tellites of other systems into pieces, and scatter their frag- 
ments hke snow flakes over the widedomains of God, but 
his promises concerning his church can never fail. This is a 
precious, a comforting thought to his people, and its truth 
has been verified in every age of the world. From the age 
of the apostles to that of Constantine the Great, the church 
passed unscathed through the fires of ten pagan persecutions. 
Her walls were cemented with the tears, and the blood of her 
martyrs. Never did the church achieve such triumphs as 
when her martyrs suffered and bled,and died. The great 
founder of his church, Jesus Christ, led the way in this bap- 
tism of blood. During the first three hundred years, the 
church was blessed with the labors of the apostles, and the 
Lord’s disciples—all holy and pious men—who were full of 
the Holy Ghost and of faith. These men, too, were deeply 
versed in the theology of the heart. Some sects, to support 
their errors, contend that they were not learned men, but ig- 
norant and uneducated. Itis true, they were not learned in 
the liberal professions, but they were men of good common 
education, and sound sense; they were also somewhat ad- 
vanced in life, for Peter and some of the others had families 
before they were called to the ministry. Then, too, it must 
be remembered that these men were under the tuition of the 
Great Teacher for nearly three years. And what are all the 
advantages we now possess, even in our best theological sem- 
inaries, compared with theirs? What would we not give if 
we could now go directly to Jesus, as they did, and ask him 
to explain some of those dark and hidden mysteries that 
have perplexed the church for ages? But we have Moses 
and the prophets, and the writings of Jesus and his apostles, 
and with these we must be content. We may not now sit at 
his feet, like Mary, or touch the hem of his garment, like the 
poor afflicted widow, but, by faith, we can still approach 
him. With these advantages, we should vastly prefer the 
education of the Lord’s disciples, to our own. They were 
not required to spend years of toil and labor in acquiring the 
Greek and Hebrew languages—these were vernacular. So
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also they had not to study the manners and customs of the 
Jews; nor had they to study huge systems of dogmatic the- 
ology. The immediate successors of the apostles, shared 
very largely in their advantages. Hence Father Clemens 
Romanus, Ignatius and Polycarp, who were cotemporary with 
the apostles, were learned men, possessing great advantages 
over their successors, and hence their views of Christianity 
should have great weight with all the followers of the Lord.. 
Then come Ireneus, Justin Martvr, Clemens of Alexandria, 
Tertullian, Origen, and Cyprian, all bright and shining lights 
in the church, and most of them among the most learned men 
in the world. During this period the fires of ten Pagan per- 
secutions blazed forth in every province of the Roman Km- 
pire. Yet the church grew and multiplied. There were 
many, too, who were not so learned, yet they were useful. In 
the year 306 Constantine ascended the throne of the Cesars, 
and then the church had peace. But no sooner were the 
fires of persecution quenched, than the more pernicious fires 
of religious controversy were kindled, and those fires have 
blazed on for ages, and, I suppose, will blaze on, until they 
are extinguished in the full light of the millennial glory. 
As controversy increased, true piety declined. The clergy, 
nursed, and fostered, and pampered in the arms of the State, 
became indolent, carnal and ambitious. The church of Christ 
never received a severer wound, than when she was united 
with the State. It was an alliance over which angels wept, 
and devils shouted a jubilee in hell. Nearly all the persecu- 
tions that the church of Christ has ever inflicted upon her- 
self, has grown directly out of this union. From the year 
306 to 606, the church had her trials and her conflicts. Error 
was often in the ascendancy, but, “Truth crushed to earth: 
shall rise again.” The church groaned under her severe tri- 
als, instead of leaning on the arm of her beloved, she leaned. 
on an armof flesh. Still God did not, even in that dark pe- 
riod, leave her without a witness. She was still graven on 
the palms of his hands, and dear as the apple of his eye. 
During this dark period, God raised up a Lactantius, famous 
for his learning, his piety, and his eloquence; who labored 
hard to roll back the tide of ignorance and sin; also an 
Athanasius, famous for his firmness and his piety, who stood 
firm amid all the errors of the Court. We see too, a Basil, 
a Hilary, an Ambrose, a Jerome, and an Augustine, the 
brightest star in the whole moral firmament. These holy and 
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pious men kept the fires of true piety burning upon the altar 
of God, from generation to generation. About this time 
commenced the workings of the mystery of iniquity. The 
Roman Catholic defection dates from 606. This was the year 
in which the Bishop of Rome was declared universal Bishop. 
With the supremacy of the Roman Pontiff commenced a 
system of errors of the most pernicious character. The 
worship of images was now introduced. Monkery was resor- 
ted to; the sale of indulgences; the power of priestly abso- 
lution, and the doctrines of purgatory; all to oppress and 
delude the people. Forms and ceremonies took the place of 
true spiritual devotion. Lzke priest like people. The great 
mass of the priests were ignorant of letters, many could not 
even read; their theological education consisted in commit- 
ting written forms of prayer and the Mass to memory, and 
repeating them off to the people. Preaching was almost 
universally neglected; the Bible was nowhere ‘to be found ; 
even some schools of theology had no Bible. Andrew Bo- 
denstein, or Carlstadt, declared that he himself was made a 
Doctor of Divinity before he ever saw a Bible. And Luther 
found one chained at Erfurth. In this age of gross darkness, 
called with great propriety the “dark ages,” we still see a 
few glimmerings of light struggling through the dense mists 
of error and superstition. We see in the pious Anglo-Saxon 
Willebrord, the true spirit of missions exemplified. We see, 
too, many of the Christian virtues clustering around the ven- 
erable Bede, and the illustrious Alcuin. In Claude of Turin, 
Alfred of England, in Berengarius and Anselm, we see how 
the grace of God in a dark age can triumph, even over sin 
and error. God had his holy ones during all this long dark 
night of error. From 1095, the age of the Crusades, to 
1517, the age of the Reformation, the church was, if possi- 
ble, even in a more deplorable condition. Theological edu- 
cation was altogether neglected; Duns Scotus, Aquinas, and 
other schoolmen, took the place of the Bible. The philoso- 
phy taught was mere unintelligible jargon; the theology was 
nothing but the legends of saints. But time would fail us to 
point out the sad state of the church. Yet even in this ig- 
norant and wicked age, the Lord had his holy ones; perse- 
cuted it is true, but still firm and unshaken in their attach- 
ment to their Lord and Master. Peter Waldo, John Wick- 
liffe, John Huss, Jerome of Prague, and John Ziska—these 
were all faithful and true followers of the Lamb. But the 
darkest night must have an-end. A dark, dark night of sin
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and error had brooded over the church for a thousand years. 
Well may we here ask, must sin forever reign? must Pagan 
altars forever smoke? shall the human mind forever remain 
in bondage? shall the church of Rome forever trample under 
foot the ransomed of the Lord? has the Lord forgotten his 
promises? No, no! the day is beginning to dawn, the mor- 
ning stars of the Reformation have risen above the horizon. 
Wickliffe and Huss flashed and blazed upon the world; the 
down-trodden nations of the world are looking fora brighter 
day. Just at the proper juncture of time God raised up Lu- 
ther. His preaching produced powerful effects, such as had 
never been felt before in Germany. No wonder the people 
were carried away by his eloquence; his matter, his manner, 
his doctrines, were all different from any they had ever heard. 
The religion he preached was deeply imbedded in his very 
soul, his words flowed like honey from his lips, and fell like 
peals of thunder upon the hearts of his hearers. AAS aman 
and a preacher, take him all in all, he never had a superior, 
and perhaps never an equal. lLuther’s voice was sweet and 
manly, his elocution was faultless, his gestures easy and 
graceful, his powers of conception were rapid, his imagina- 
tion vivid, his knowledge of human nature almost intuitive, 
his range of intellect vast and comprehensive, his piety fer- 
vent; add to all this a deep pathos, and an exuberance of 
feeling, a searching eye, and the zeal of a martyr, and you 
have the finished orator. Nature and art had combined their 
energies, and made Martin Luther altogether the greatest 
orator of ancient or modern times. And just such a man was 
needed for the crisis; until Luther rose, there was no power 
on earth that could cope. with the churchof Rome. Even 
kings and emperors had to bow in humble submission at the 
feet of the Pope. By his eloquence he shook the Roman 
church to its very centre. He feared no power on earth; 
Christ was his Master, and he acknowledged no other. The 
Bible was his creed, and he recognized no other authority. 

This was indeed -the age of revolution. Luther himself 
was learned in the Classics; his theology he learned from the 
Bible. Melanchthon too, was a learned man; he too, like 
Luther, drew his theology from the Bible and St. Augustine. 
There were many other learned men in the age of the Refor- 
mation; but the great mass of the Romish priests who went 
over from Rome to our church, were not learned in theology 
or anything else; and during the first decade of this stirring 

@ Period, men had no time to study theology. In 1529 Luther
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and Melanchthon visited the churches in Saxony and Misnia; 
they found such an amount of ignorance, not only among the 
common people, but also among the clergy, that they were in- 
duced to prepare the two Lutheran catechisms, the smaller 
and the larger ; the one for the people, the other for the cler- 
gy. In this visitation they found many pastors so ignorant 
and vicious, that they had to dismiss them. Luther was a 
wise master-builder in the temple of our Lord, and on account 
of the ignorance and prejudices, many things were retained 
in the Lutheran church, that should have been rejected. As, 
for instance, the celebration of the Mass, private confession, 
the celebration of the Lord’s Supper in one kind, and exor- 
cism; also the retaining of pictures and crucifixes in the 
churches, and the wearing of sacred vestments, thus keeping 
up a popish distinction in the church of Christ, between the 
clergy and the laity, that is not only not recognized, but ut- 
terly rejected in the New Testament. All true Christians 
are recognized in the New Testament as kings and priests 
unto God. And Luther himself, in his famous address to the 
nobility of Germany, fully acknowledges the universal priest- 
hood of all Christians. According to the New Testament, 
every Christian who has the ability, has the right to preach 
the Gospel; he has not only the right to do it, but it is his 
solemn duty. 

When Luther died, in 1546, Melanchthon was, by almost 
universal consent, acknowledged the leader of the Reforma- 
tion. Things became more quiet; the schools and seminaries 
prospered; Melanchthon prepared, even before Luther's 
death, his Theologict: Loci, the first regular system of theolo- 
gy inthe Lutheran church. The Greek and Hebrew lan- 
guages were studied. Such had been the ignorance of the 
Romish priests, that we are told of one who preached against 
the Reformation, and in warning his people against the books 
of heretics, asserted that the Greek Testament was from the 
devil, and whosoever read the Hebrew, was sure to become a 
Jew. Much had been accomplished; the powers of Rome 
were shaken; light had been shed upon the masses of Hu- 
rope; many souls had been converted. But alas! Luther 
had scarcely closed his eyes, until his misguided followers 
again kindled the torch of discord. ‘The controversy on the 
Lord’s Supper, which had already commenced, in Luther's 
lifetime, and which he looked upon as having been settled at 
the celebrated Conference at Marburg, was renewed, and 
raged fearfully in the church, until she was almost destroyed@®
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These controversies, it is said, broke the heart of poor Me- 
lanchthon, and he was in the habit of writing m the albums 
of his friends this sentence, viz: A contentioso theologo libe- 

ra nos, bone Deus—Lrom a contentious theologian good Lord 
deliver us. It is algo said by one of his biographers, that 
after his death, a paper was found in his desk, which con- 
tained his reasons for desiring to leave this world, and says 
that he would then be delivered from the rabies theologorum 
—the fury of divines. 

These terrible controversies destroyed the piety of the 
church, and led, in 1580, to the adoption of the “orm of 
Concord. This was, of course, intended forever to settle the 
matter. But it only increased the contention. From this 
period we may date the age of contest between rigid symbol- 
ism and true piety. This has sometimes been called the iron 
age of symbolism, and is worthy a careful study. To say 
that there were no pious and holy men among strict symbol- 
ists, would be saying too much; for even good men are some- 
times in error. Thus the sweetest singerin our Lutheran 
Zion, Paul Gerhard, was certainly a good and a holy man, 
and all must respect and honor his steadfast devotion to the 
symbolical books; yet we admire his devotion to the Bible 
still more. It was, after all, the Bible, and not the symboli- 
cal books, that made him savingly acquainted with Jesus 
Christ; and he would have been just as good and holy a man, 
if he had never seen the symbolical books. The fact is, we 
must remember that the great contest in our church, called 
Pietism, did not assume the form of symbolism and anti-sym- 
bolism. So far as the mere adherence to the symbols of the 
church was concerned, all parties seemed to be satisfied with 
them. But the contest seemed to be between theoretical and 
practical piety. John Arndt received the symbolical books, 
perhaps as cordially as his mortal enemy, John Corvinus, of 
Dantzig. Spener and Franke also received the symbolical 
books, but not in the sense in which their enemies and perse- 
cutors received them. During this polemic age, religion suf- 
fered immensely ; Rome regained much of her lost territory. 
Is it any wonder? Rome had a far better show for her an- 
cient dogmas, than the Lutheran church. Dr. Tholuck in- 
forms us that in this age, exegesis and practical theology 
were altogether neglected. The Theologict Loci were thrown. 
aside, together with the Bible, to make room for ‘“‘Hutter’s 
Loci Communes,” a work filled with dogmato-symbolism, and 
hittle of the Bible—tfull of patristic theology, but little of
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the apostolic theology. The book of Concord, and not the 
Bible, was the umpire in all matters of doctrine. Exegesis 
and dogmaties were nothing more than weak attempts to jus- 
tify the teachings of the symbolic books. Dr. Tholuck, in 
his history of the theology of the early part of the eighteenth 
century, says exegetical lectures were almost totally aban- 
doned. Spener declares that he knew ministers who had 
spent six years at the University, and never heard a lecture 
on Scripture. How deplerable must have been the state of 
the church under such pastors! Gerhard says, ‘the most 
diligent church-goers live in open sin, and yet you dare not 
question their piety; and if you were to commend serious 
prety, they would call you a Pharisee or a hypocrite.” Henry 

uller, a pious divine, declaimed against the four dumb idols 
of the church, viz: ‘““The Baptismal Font, the Confessional, 
the Pulpit and the Altar.” 

Ministers were not expected to be converted; all that was 
required was a correct external deportment, and a little know- 
ledge of Rhetoric and Logic, with a thorough knowledge of 
the symbolical books. But such a state of things could not 
long exist. The Lutheran church needed another reforma- 
tion. She could never accomplish her mission under such a 
system. God again raised up bold and fearless champions, 
who were able, with the hammer of divine truth, to demolish 
this lifeless orthodoxy. God raised up Arndt, Sebastian 
Schmidt, Dannhauer, Spener, Henry. Miiller, Breithaupt, 
Anthon, Franke, and others, who turned back the tide of 
worldliness and sin. And we bless God that these holy men 
were ever born, and permitted to labor in our church. Far 
be it from us, even to insinuate that there were no pious men 
in the Lutheran church before the days of Arndt. There 
were, even amid this dark night of symbolism, many devoted 
followers of the Lord in the Lutheran church. But we mean 
merely to assert, that with the preaching and writings of 
John Arndt, commenced a regular and systematic opposition 
to the lifeless or thodoxy of the church. Arndt labored and 
prayed faithfully to restore the church to her primitive apos- 
tolic condition. He encountered great opposition; he was 
charged with mysticism; when he preached on the necessity 
of regeneration, the old symbolical party insisted that the 
child was already regenerated in baptism; hence the doctrine 
of regeneration was looked upon by the symbolical party as 
heresy. Arndt may be regarded as the father of that form 
of Christianity which in Germany was called Pietism, in
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England Puritanism, and which has been called Christianity 
in earnest. The next prominent laborer in this spiritual re- 
formation of the Lutheran church, was Dr. James P. Spener, 

who was born in 1635. Though ‘actuated by the same holy 

impulses which had influenced his illustrious predecessor, he 

directed his efforts in a different channel. Whilst Arndt la- 

bored to enlighten the ignorant masses, Spener with perhaps 

a deeper insight into the wants of the chur ch, labored to 1m- 

prove the clergy, by inStituting a better system of theology. 
In 1670 he published his Pia Desideria, the longings of the 
church for ‘a better state of things. This work had a pow- 
erful influence in awakening the people and ministers toa 
sense of their danger and duty. He also wrote a series of 
practical sermons on the Lutheran catechism, and thus re- 
stored that excellent system of instruction, which had fallen 
into disuse. But the great work of this pious divine, was his 
agency in founding the University of Halle. He influenced 
the Elector of Branderburg in founding this distinguished 
school, for the express purpose of teaching a better system 
of theology than was then taught in any Lutheran seminary. 
It was through the influence of Spener that Franke was ap- 
pointed Professor at Halle. He was just the man for this 
great work ; himself a man of talents and education, with a 
deep religious experience. Franke was assisted by Breit- 
haupt and Anthon. This Institution was highly favored of 
God; it sent six thousand and thirty-two ministers into the 
church from 1694 to 1724, 1. e. in thirty years—over two 
hundred a year. Taking the same number per annum, this 
Institution has sent out over thirty thousand ministers in one 
hundred and sixty-two years. What a blessing has it not 
been to the world and the church! Franke was not. converted 
until after he was a minister; he entered fully into Spener’s 
plans; the six thousand ministers who were sent out were all 
truly pious; they were scattered through the church; their 
influence was felt in India and in America; evangelical pie- 
tism took the place of cold orthodoxy; a new system of Bib- 
lical interpretation was inaugurated ; missionaries were sent 
out to the ends of the world. In the early part of the eigh- 

teenth century, the University of Halle was the first Institu- 
tion in the world, and it exerted an influence upon the church, 
such as no Institution had ever exerted before. This Insti- 
tution was built in faith ; 1t was consecrated by the prayers 
of Franke. No wonder, therefore, that the blessings of heaven 
and the benedietions of all good men have rested upon it.
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The Lutheran church in America is deeply indebted to the 
University of Halle. Henry Melchior Muhlenberg, the Fa- 
ther of our American Lutheran Zion, was educated here. 
The old orthodox symbolism of Germany fought long against 
the evangelical pietism of Halle. The contest was severe, 
and sometimes doubtful; at length the evangelical element 
triumphed, and symbolism was fairly driven from the field. 

The next element of opposition to evangelical piety, was 
rationalism; this antagonism seems to have taken the place 
of the old symbolism. Hence the enemies of experimental 
piety always have, and do now, lay rationalism at the door 
of vital piety. This is on the same ground the Holsteiner 
lays the infidelity of his countrymen to the charge of the 
pious Claus Harms. It is true that, in the old iron age of 
symbolism, and farther back under the Papal system, when 
men were not permitted to think at all, there were few here- 
tics. Rationalism grows out of the corruptions of human 
nature; andits great antagonist 1s experimental piety. And 
you might as well charge the Gnosticism and Nicolaitanism 
of the Apostolic age, upon the teaching of Christ and his 
disciples. The American Lutheran church was saved from 
the storms of rationalism that swept over the church in the 
Fatherland from 1780 to 1820. Whilst rationalism again 
reconquered the field in Germany, and poisoned even the 
University of Halle, our church in this country was safe. 
She multiplied, and God prospered her. Our church in this 
country, properly speaking, dates back to 1742, although it 
was in existence here for more than a century before. ‘The 
spirit of evangelical piety that prevailed at Halle was inaug- 
urated here, and became the prevailing element of our church. 
Although the symbolical books, especially the leading one, 
the Augsburg Confession, was not formerly rejected, yet we 
do not find that these symbols were overrated by the fathers 
of our American Lutheran church. They received the Augs- 
burg Confession in the same way that it had been received 
by their fathers at Halle, i. e., as subordinate to the Bible, 
and receiving all its force from the Bible. The Lutheran 
church in this couutry, as is abundantly proved by the Lit- 
urgies, Hymn Books, the Halle Annals, and the other writ- 
ings of the fathers, clearly set forth the evangelical tenden- 
cies of the fathers. Hence the system of interpretation of 
Scripture, and the manner of preaching adopted by Arndt, 
Spener and Franke, prevailed here. Miihlenberg, Kunze, 
Schmidt, Schultz, Heintzelman, Handschuh, Bager, the two
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elder Kurtzs, and others, were all of this school. Helmuth, 
who was the first man in the Lutheran church in his day, may 
be regarded as the first theological school teacher in this 
country. Lochman and Schmucker the elder, were among 
his older pupils, and the greatest number of ministers of our 
church now in this country, were either educated by these 
men, or by their students. 

Our Seminary at Gettysburg grew indirectly out of Dr. 
I{elmuth’s private Divinity schoolin Philadelphia, and all our 
other theological seminaries sprang from Gettysburg. ‘The 
theological schools of Buffalo and Fort Wayne, are not of us; 
they are the pure representatives of the old rigid system of 
symbolic orthodoxy, perhaps somewhat modified by the spirit 
of the age. But we are not to flatter ourselves that the age 
of conflict between true pietism and symbolical orthodoxy is 
passed. ‘True revivals of religion are, however, the best an- 
tidotes for forms and ceremonies. Strong efforts have been 
put forth in various quarters, to destroy the system of living 
piety in the church. A recently imported foreign element is 
now at work in our church, which threatens to drive us back, 
not to the system of our Halle forefathers, but to the system 
of rigid symbolism. Our seminary at Gettysburg and her 
daughters, have all been sound in the faith, and are now do- 
ing good. Why then, it may be asked, get up another insti- 
tution for the education of ministers in our church? Why hot 
rally around Gettysburg, and make her even more useful 
than ever? Can we not educate all our young men at the 
schools already in existence? ‘To these questions we would 
simply reply, that ours isan age of progress, an age of ex- 
periments, the age of railroads and telegraphs, the age in 
which continents are chained together! Experience has 
taught us that our present mode of training men for the min- 
istry 18 tooslow; the churches in our connexion are outstrip- 
ping the number of ministers; there is a vast disproportion 
between our churches and our pastors; we have twenty-four 
hundred churches, and only about eight hundred working 
ministers—three to one. This Institution is an experiment 
in this country, and is designed to meet. a want that has long 
been felt in the.church. It is not to be considered as a rival 
to other seminaries. Itis, of course, intended to prepare 
ministers of the right stamp—not symbolists, but revival 
men, men who will stand on the foundation of Christ and his 
apostles. Nor is it the design of this Institution to lower the 
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general standard of ministerial education in our church. The 
founders of this Institution are themselves men of education, 
and they are well aware that the Lord requires different kinds 
of workmen in his temple. Whilst the church requires men 
of profound attainments to defend the citadel, she also needs 
sappers and miners, missionaries and working heroes, who 
may not be so learned, yet as useful as others. 

The celebrated John Harris, D. D., an able theological 
writer of the present century, in a discourse on the opening 
of the Lancaster Independent College, says: “Our object is, 
not to furnish the student in divinity with the highest scho- 
lastic attainments; this the brevity of his term of study for- 
bids; not to store his memory with facts and general infor- 
mation ; mere scraps and driblets of miscellaneous knowledge 
ave all the most diligent collector of facts could take away 
with him; but to furnish him with that mental training which 
is necessary to the intelligent and useful discharge of the 
Gospel ministry. Knowledge, indeed, he will be acquiring, 
during the entire process; knowledge of the most useful kind: 
but that which is more impor tant still, is, that he will obtain 
the power of using it, and of augmenting it indefinitely. His 
capital in actual knowledge may be comparatively small, but 
give him the right mental habits, and his ‘pound will soon 
gain ten pounds’ in addition. Show him the importance of 
great principles, and give him the power of dealing with 
them, and you have done more for him than if you had de- 
posited an Encyclopedia of knowledge in his memory. For 
he knows the principle of a truth, has in effect mastered all 
the facts and phenomena belonging to it. He who knows 
the principle of a truth, like the angel in the midst of the 
stin, stands in its centre and sees to its circumference. 

Further, that education of the ministry which we advocate, 
is meant to correspond with the state of education gener ally. 
If there are some classes of the community, for instance, 
still comparatively unacquainted with even the rudiments of 
knowledge, we would not insist that their ministers should 
receive the highest educational advantages. And as there 
are such classes, we rejoice in the existence of some theolo- 
gical institutions in which men of God are qualified, by a 
comparatively elementary course of training.’ 

God sometimes converts and calls men to the work of the 
ministry, when they are somewhat advanced in life. Who can 
doubt this? Such men, when they become converted, may 
be encumbered with families, and it would be impossible for
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them to spend five or seven years in a college, and they may 
be intelligent, well educated, practical men; indeed, they 
perhaps have acquired more knowledge and practical wisdom 
in their extensive intercourse with the world, than most stu- 
dents ever acquire at college. Is not one of the great ends, 
aimed at in college, to impart practical wisdom, to make us 
business men, to prepare us for the active duties of life? 
Now when a man of this kind becomes converted, and has a 
burning desire to preach the Gospel, is he to be cut off from 
all hopes of ever entering the ministry, merely because he 
was not converted in his youth? And yet such men are now 
virtually cut off. Itis true, some such have entered our 
seminaries, and have been, and are now, among the most use- 
ful working men in our church, but they entered our present 
institutions, and pursued their studies under great discourage- 
ments. The general rule, in all our existing institutions 1s, 
that all who enter the theological department, must be well 
prepared in the sciences and the languages, and we think the 
rulea good one. Men, therefore, who have not the required 
literary attainments, are, of course, regarded as occupying an 
inferior position, and this is the very reason why they ought 
not to be there. It is, therefore, not at all the design of the 
founders of this Institute, in any way or manner, to reduce 
the standard of theological education, It is merely designed 
to furnish facilities for pious laymen, who may not have had 
the advantages of an early’ education, and who may not have 
been called to the work of the ministry until somewhat ad- 
vanced in life. Here men of this description will not feel as 
much embarrassed, as they would at another school. The 
very existence of this Institution will exert a powerful influ- 
ence upon the pious and talented laymen of our church. - It 
will be a perpetual call to the ministry. Yes, there are 
scores of pious laymen scattered over our church, who have 
been converted in the numerous revivals that have recently 
visited our congregations; they have long been thinking of 
the ministry, and they have long since been convinced that 
the Lord has called them, but there seemed to be no way 
opened for them. Inthe Methodist, or Baptist church, they 
would long since have been brought out, and been burning 
and shining lights in the church. Now their objections will 
all be removed, and | have no doubt the Holy Spirit will di- 
rect many of them to this Institution. That passage of Paul, 
“Wountomeif I preach not the Gospel,” will now ring anew 
in their cars, and give them no rest until they consecrate
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themsclyes to the work of the ministry. The old system of 
preparing men for the ministry in our church, would seem to 
take it for granted that none are called but young men. This 
of course we do not believe. God always has, and even now 
calls men to the work of the ministry at various ages. Look 
at the past history of the church. John Calvin was a law- 
yer, and somewhat advanced before he was brought under the 
influence of the truth, and gave himself to the work of the 
ministry. John Bunyan was not converted until after he be- 
came the head of a family, and although he was no classical 
scholar, yet who would question his usefulness and his theolo- 
gical attainments? Thousands of our most learned Divines 
might sit with profit at his feet and learn theology. Look too 
at John Newton, one of the sweetest singers in Israel ; he was 
nearly fifty years old when he was called to the ministry; 
his early education was very limited; he never had more 
than two years education, and yet the good he accomplished, 
no human mind can compute. He was instrumental in the 
conversion of Claudius Buchanan, Thomas Scott, Legh 
Richmond, Henry Martyn, Judson and Newell.—Look 
too at Andrew Fuller, who entered the ministry without 
any preparatory training, yet he became one of the most 
learned theologians of his own or any other age! Dr. James 
P. Wilson commenced his splendid career as an attorney, and 
yet reached a most prominent position in the Presbyterian 
church, as a theologian. Dr. Milnor, of precious memory, 
was also a member of the bar, and at the head of a family 
before he was called to the ministry, yet his praise is in all 
the churches. Vea, the history of the church is replete with 
illustrious examples of lawyers and physicians, merchants, 
farmers and mechanics, and even stage-actors, who in after 
life became converted, and entered upon the work of the 
ministry, and were eminently useful in the church. Why 
should it not be so again? For such this Institute opens her 
arms—such she invites. Is there anything wrong in this? 
Can those who think they can best glorify God by pursuing a 
different course, find fault with us? 

It has been said by those who are not friendly to this In- 
stitution, that it must necessarily have a tendency to reduce 
the standard of education. Notat all. Hasthe missionary 
Institute at Basel, or the one at Creischona, still of a lower 
grade, or Gossner’s Private School, still lower, had any 
such effect in Europe? The fact is, our Theological Semina- 
vies can now elevate the standard of education, and will uot
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be compelled to abridge the regular course, in order to meet 
the wants of such men. 

Although this Institution has been founded by Lutherans, 
and will be mainly supported by them, its doors will be open- 
ed to all, no matter with what churches the applicant may 
be connected. The Bible, and the Bible alone, will be the 
great text book of this Institution. We are, it is true, Lu- 
therans, and we love the Lutheran church, and intend to la- 
bor for her prosperity while lite endures; but we also love 
all God’s people, and rejoice in the success of other evangel- 
ical denominations. We bid them ‘God speed” in the work 
of converting the world. We honor all churches. We thank 
God for the good they are doing, and we most cordially invite 
them to make use of this Institution, and to codperate with 
us in the great mission of furnishing an evangelical ministry 
to meet the spiritual destitution that exists in the world. 

ARTICLE IV. 

“IS IT RIGHT TO BAPTIZE THE CHILDREN OF PARENTS 
NOT IN CONNECTION WITH ANY CHRISTIAN SOCIETY ?” 

By Rev. Jonathan Oswald, A. M., York, Pa. 

In discussing this question, two things are necessary :— 
first brevity, and secondly, some latitude—some things merely 
hinted at, or passed over in silence, which logically, on the 
general subject of Baptism, or Infant Baptism, ought to have 
a place; and some perhaps noticed, which would seem at first 
sight, not necessarily to belong to the subject. 

The query at the head of this article, has exercised the 
minds of serious men in our connection, and therefore merits 
serious consideration; yet isit far too general and indefinite, 
as the framers of it would no doubt readily admit, upon ma- 
ture reflection, to permit of anything but a, perhaps, rather 
discursive article, to cover the whole, if possible, and to 
reach the difficulty, or answer the question intended—“Is i. 
right?” &. We will take it for granted, that by “right” i 
here meant, zs 2¢ scriptural? and this latter, rather than the 
former word, the inquirers should, in this instance, have em- 
ployed. The great standard to which to appeal in such a 
case, must be the Bible. Whatever is in accordance with it,
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or is sanctioned by it, is “sight,” and whatever wants this 
sanction, is wrong. Our creed is not what the best men say, 
nor what the most men say, nor what Synods decide, but 
what God has declared in his own blessed word, which is the 
test that never fails—the balance that has no deceit—the 
rule‘that has no crookedness—the Judge that decides all 
controversies. 

Again, in reference tothe indefiniteness of the question, 
“Ts it right to baptize?” &c., I may observe that the term or 
phrase, ‘Christian society,” does not seem to be sufficiently 
churchly, by which I mean Serzpturval, and upon close scruti- 
ny, it becomes a grave inquiry—what is here intended by it? 
what does it mean? lI suppose it has no reference to the 
church of Christ, 1. e., to the church general, of which also, 
at least in some sense, all merely baptized persons are mem- 
bers. But does it refer to some particular church, as the 
Presbyterian church, the German Reformed church, the Lu- 
theran church, &c., or to some one congregation, of some 
particular church, or branch of the church general? I sup- 

ose the latter is intended, but if so, it would have been safest 
and best to have said so at once, or to have stated the ques- 
tion so clearly, that there could have been no supposition in 
the case. . ; 

Finally: “Is it right to baptize the children of parents not 
in connection with any Christian society?” Now “parents 
not in connection with any Christian society,” might be:— 

1. Worshipers of the Grand Lama, of Brahma, or of Ju- 
piter and all the Gods—might be very heathen. It is not 
probable, indeed, that such will offer their children for Chris- 
tian baptism, yet it 1s posszble. From all that I have ever 
been able to learn concerning the Gipsies, though dwellers in 
England, in Spain, in France and in Germany, &c., yet have 
they never amalgamated with any of these nationalities, in 
blood, or adopted their customs, or their religion; but atter 
the lapse of centuries, are heathen still; yet a gipsy once 
brought her child to me, to receive this rite of the New Tes- 
tament church, which, of course, under the circumstances, 
was refused. 

2. Parents not in connection with any ‘Christian society, ’’ 
might be Mohammedans, or unconverted Jews; and if such 
requested baptism for their offspring, under all ordinary cir- 
cumstances, compliance with such petition could not so much 
even as be thought of.
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8. Parents not in connection with any “Christian socicty,’’ 
such as heathen, Mohammedans, Jews, and unbaptized unbe- 
licvers, might have children, who might providentially fall 
into the hands of Christians, (has this never occurred in the 
history of the church?) and whether such professors of the 
Christian religion, might not consecrate those children (so 
entrusted to them) to God in baptism, is a question which my 
feelings, I believe the usages, perhaps I should rather say 
the spirit of our church, would lead me to answer in the af- 
firmative. Nay, I will go a step further. When God insti- 
tuted the rite of circumcision in the family of Abraham, he 
said: “This is my covenant, which ye shall keep, between 
me and you, and thy seed after thee; every man-child among 
you shall be circumcised. And ye shall circumcise the flesh 
of your foreskin; and it shall be a token of the covenant 

betwixt me and you. And he that is eight days old shall be 
circumcised among you, every man-child in your generations, 
he that is born in the house, or bought with money of any 
stranger, he who is not of thy posterity. He that is 
born in thy house, and he that is bought with thy money, 
must needs be circumcised’: and my covenant shall be in your 
flésh for an everlasting covenant.”—Gen. 17: 10, 11, 12, 18. 
Now, if circumcision was the initiatory ordinance in the Old 
Testament church, as baptism is in the New, and if baptism 
has taken the place of circumcision, and they of the Abra- 
hamic family were not only permitted, but requzred to cir- 
cumcise those who came into their possession, though not of 
their seed, but Gentiles, heathen; then, too, are Christians 
under obligations the most solemn, to receive into the Chris- 
tian church, children of whatever origin, whose bringing up, 
whose religious training is providentially and solely placed 
into their hands. 

4, “Parents not in connection with any Christian society,” 
may be, and in this country frequently are, such who were 
themselves baptized in infancy, and are, therefore, members 
of the church of Christ, 1. e., of the church general, though 
not of a particular church, ‘Christian society’ or congrega- 
tion. Should such parents present their infant children for 
Christian baptism, is compliance with their request “‘right ?”’ 
I answer in the affirmative, and I think by authority also, 
from that Book from which there is no appeal, especially if 
such parties consented, among other requirements, to embrace 
the earliest opportunity to do that which constitutes individu- 
als members of particular churches and congregations, which 
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is, in fact and in effect, whatever the special f:rms and cere- 
nonies, an agreement rutur lly made by Christians, to wor- 
ship God together, in the same manner, and in accordance 
with the same pr inciples ; ; and to unite in the same fellowship 
and the same discipline. 

But to proceed, baptism signifies in the sacred Scriptures, 
suffering. “But Jesus said unto them, ye know not what ye 
ask; can ye drink of the cup I dr ink of? and be baptized 
with the baptism that I am baptized with?” “But I have a 
baptism to be baptized with; and how I am straitened till it 
be accomplished.”’—Mark 10: 38; Luke 12: 50. 

Again, baptism signifies investiture or endowment with the 
miraculous powers of the Holy Ghost. ‘I indeed baptize 
you with water unto repentance: but he that cometh after 
me is mightier than I, whose shoes I am not worthy to bear: 
he shall baptize you with the Holy Ghost, and with fire.”— 
Matt. 8: 11; see also Acts 11: i5, 

Finally, though the words Barrio and Barina have no 
necessary connection with water, yet 1s baptism with water a 
sacrament, or rite of the New Testament church. “And as 
they went on their way, they came untoa certain water: and 
the eunuch said, s2e, here is water; what doth hinder me to 
be baptized ? And Philip said, if thou believest with all thy 
heart, thou mayest. And he answered and said, I believe 
that Jesus Christ isthe Son of God. And he commanded 
the chariot to stand still: and they went down both into the 
water, both Philip and the eunuch; and he baptized him.’”’— 
Acts 8: 36, 37, 88. Andagain: “Can any man forbid wa- 
TER, that these should not be baptized, which have received 
the Holy Ghost as well as we.” —Acts 10: 47. Baptism with 
water, is then a realety. It is a divine institution. This has 
been denied by several classes of men in the history of the 
church. ‘Persons who deny the doctrine of the “rinity, or 
the satisfaction of Christ, are, in a sense, constrained to deny 
baptism also, in order to preserve consistency in their opin- 
ions. ‘The command to baptize in, or into, the name of the 
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost, is a plain, 
unanswerable exhibition of the doctrine of the Trinity. The 
cleansing with water, also, is too unequivocal a symbol of our 
spiritual purification by the blood of Christ, to suffer any 
rational denial or doubt;’’ hence the marvel is not, that they 
who deny these important and essential doctrines, should de- 
ny also, but the wonder is that they should ata all admit, the 
institution of baptism. But if there have been those who 
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have denied baptism, in the proper sense, to be a divine zn- 
stitution, there also have not been wanting those who perver- 
ted this ordinance from what its divine Author had constituted 
it. Instead of a beautiful initiatory ordinance, they have 
made it essentially regeneration, thus ‘‘proclaiming a heresy 
as deadly and as mischievous, in its consequences, as its‘cor- 
relative and sister heresy, transubstantiation: for the party 
who makes baptism with water regeneration, does with one 
sacrament what others, who make the bread and wine the 
literal body and blood of Christ, do with the other sacrament. 
The one ascribes to the water the virtues which belong to the 
Holy Ghost; the others pretend to change the bread and 
wine into the Deity and humanity of Jesus. Both equally 
pervert signs by turning them into substances, instead of 
holding them as signs of great and precious truths.”” When 
in the progress of her history, the church, in the fourth cen- 
tury, became triumphant throughout the Roman empire, she 
suffered more from imperial favor, than amid the blaze of 
burning fagots. In the intoxication of her outward prosper- 
ity, she laid aside her robe of victory, and put on the livery 
of -Czesar, and all the seeds of the predicted apostacy, sown 
broadcast by Satan in the days of persecution, quickly pro- 
duced, under the patronage of the State, a most disastrous 
harvest; and it is remarkable, that the first development of 
this apostacy, manifested itself in the universal perversion of 
the sacrament of Baptism. Eusebius, of this (fourth) centu- 
ry, speaking of the church of his day, said: “It looked like 
the very image of the kingdom of Christ, and altogether 
more like a dream than a reality. What so many of the 
Lord’s saints and confessors before our time desired to see, 
and saw not, and to hear, and heard not, that is now before 
our eyes. It was of us the prophet spake, ‘the wilderness 
shall rejoice, and the solitary place blossom as the rose;’ 
‘whereas the church was widowed and desolate, her children 
have now to exclaim to her, ‘enlarge thy borders, the place 
is too strait.’ The promise is now fulfilling, ‘all thy children 
shall be taught of God, and great shall be the peace of thy 
children.’”  Butall this dream of glory was a grand mistake. 
It was indeed but a dream. The apostolic church was now 
becoming, to a great extent, apostate. Many of the elements: 
of popery were in full activity, and their first manifestations 
were in reference to baptism. Cyril, eminent in the church 
of that day, defines it thus: “Baptism j is the ransom to cap- 
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tives, the remission of offences, the death of sin, the regener- 
ation of the soul, the garment of light, the chariot to heaven, 
the luxury of paradise, the gift of “adoption. ” New and su- 
perstitious rites were now added to it, and such, it is said, 
‘vas the universal confidence in the regenerative efficacy of 
this sacrament, ex opere operato, that vast numbers of con- 
verts, in order to enjoy the world as long as they could, de- 
layed it to the hour and agony of death, and then were bap- 
tized as their passport to heaven. Among others was Con- 
stantine, as is shown by a medal with the relieve of that 
illustrious personage, bearing the inscription, ‘NATUS BAPTI- 
ZATUS ; that is, born again by baptism. In fact, this beau- 
tiful initiatory ordinance had ceased to be what its Divine 
Author had constituted it, and instead, it had been caricatured 
into an amulet, an exorcism, a potent chemical drug that 
served as an antidote to sin, and a specific for regeneration.” 
Milner, the historian, speaking of this century, says: ‘There 
was much outward religion, but the true doctrine of justifica- 
tion was scarcely seen; andreal conversion was very much 
lost, and external baptism placed in its stead.”’ 

The question, however, at the head of this article, is, we 
may say in general, an inquiry after the proper subjects of 
baptism. We mean not, that the query itself is general, for 
it is not, (i. e., in intent, though far too indefinite in fact, as 
already shown) but our observation, and to meet the specific 
end proposed by the inquiry, we remark generally 

1. That all those who believe in Jesus Christ, and openly 
or publicly profess their faith in his name, are proper subjects 
for baptism. This, we apprehend, no one who receives the 
Bible, or acknowledges it as the word of God, will deny, but 
as not essential to the main Inquiry, we dismiss it, without 
further consideration, and proceed to observe : 

2. That the children of believers are Scriptural subjects 
for baptism. Inasmuch, however, as this is not the specific 
subject of inquiry, it might properly have been left altogether 
unnoticed in this place, but for one consideration, as we shall 
see presently, or if noticed, but for this one thing, it might 
have been dismissed with the single remark, that the infant 
children of believers should be baptized—“Quia libert Chris- 
tianorum foederis gratiae sunt participes, et rdeo signis et 
sigillis hujus feederis aliberis infideliwm sunt distinguendz, 
et quia olim infantes mares Judaeorum circumcidebantur ; 
etram baptesmus, guiin circumetstionis locum successit, in- 
fantibus Christianorum non est denegandus.” The one
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consideration which required a notice of this pomt, and which 
renders its summary dismissal improper, is derived from the 
fact, that it is essential to make good this position as prelimi- 
nary to the main inquiry. Assuredly, if the infant children 
of believers may not, be offered, or consecrated to the Triune 
God in this holy sacrament, then must we indeed look for 
proper subjects for baptism among infants in vain. 

In support of the duty of baptizing children, (of course, 
we here mean, the infant children of Christian parents) the 
following reasons have been justly urged: that it 1s reasona- 
ble in itself, and in accordance with our best affections; that 
the analogy of God’s dealings in past ages, is in favor of the 
doctrine of infant baptism. In all the covenants which God 
made with men, children were always connected with their 
parents. Thus it was with the covenants with Adam, with 
Noah, with Abraham and with David. God dealt favorably 
with the children of Lot, for their father’s sake; and he de- 
clares himself a jealous God, visiting the iniquities of the 
fathers upon the children, to the third and fourth generation 
of them that hate him, and showing mercy unto thousands of 
them that love him and keep his commandments. It is most 
unlikely then, that God, in the Christian church, has departed 
from the invariable economy of his dealings, and sundered 
the connection between parents and their children. Blessed 
be God, that in spite of Anabaptists and Antipzdobaptists, 
(Baptists improperly so called) believing parents may conse- 
crate their offspring to God in this holy ordinance, with the 
hope that living, they may in mature years be found of God, 
like Noah, just and perfect in their generation, or that, if 
hike buds, they prematurely wither from their mother’s bo- 
som, they may meet them again in the New Jerusalem, amid 
the glories of the new heaven, and on the new earth, in whose 
habitations shall be no death, on whose winds shall be borne 
no sound of weeping, and in whose acres shall be no graves. 

But though it is no part of our purpose, in this place, to 
argue this point specially for its own sake, yet we cannot in 
justice withhold the testimony of history having a bearing on 
this subject. Justin, who wrote about forty years after the 
death of the apostle John, says: ‘We have not received this 
carnal circumcision, but the spiritual circumcision; and we 
have received it by baptism.”’ The Christian fathers consid- 
ered baptism as having come in the place of circumcision, 
and such it would appear, from the quotation above made, 
must have been the opinion of Justin. The testimony of the
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peaceful Irenzus, the great advocate of peace in a world of 
conflict, is, that “Christ came to save all persons who by him 
are baptized unto God, enfants, and little ones, and children, 
and youths, and elder persons.’’ Tertullian, who was con- 
temporary with Irenzus, although he advises to delay bap- 
tism in the case of infants and unmarricd persons, yet speaks 
most expressly of infant baptism as a prevailing and estab- 
lished practice. Origen, who was born within eighty-five 
years of the death of John, and was descended from Chris- 
tian ancestors who must have lived in the apostolic age, speaks 

repeatedly and expressly of infant baptism, and dcclares 

that the practice had come down from the apostles. Subse- 
quent to this period, infant baptism is mentioned often, and 
in the most positive terms, by all the principal Christian 
fathers, as Cyprian, Optatus, Basil, Gregory, Ambrose, Chry- 
sostom, Jerome and Augustine. It is recognized in the acts 

of councils, as well as in the writings of individuals. It 1s 

represented as resting on apostolic example and authority. 
Indeed, the right of infants to baptism, was denied by no 
one in the primitive church, except those who rejected water 

baptism altogether. Pelagius, in his controversy with Au- 
gustinc, had strong inducements to deny it; so strong, that 

he was reported by some to have done so; but he repels the 

charge as an injurious slander. ‘Men slander me,”’ says he, 
“as if I denied the sacrament of baptism to infants.” “I 
never heard of any, not even the most impious heretic, who 

denied baptism to infants.”” Dr. Wall, who has so thorough- 
ly investigated the history of infant baptism, as to lcave little 
to be done by those who come aftcr him, assures us that the 
first body of men, of which he can find any account, who 
denied baptism to infants, were the Petrobrusians, a sect of 

the Albigenses, in the former part of the twelfth century.— 
And Milner says that “a few instances excepted, the exist- 

ence of Anti-pedobaptism seems scarcely to have a place in 
the church of Christ, till a little after the beginning of the 
Reformation.” 

We have catalogues extant of all the different sects of pro- 
fossing Christians in the first four centuries—the very period 
in which infant baptism must have been introduccd, if it 

were not cf divine original—in all which, the.differences of 
opinion which obtained in those times respecting baptism, are 
particularly recounted and minutcly designated. Yet there 
is no mention of any, except those who denied water baptism 
altogcther, who did uot consider infant baptism as a divine
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institution. Is it not certain, then, that infant baptism zs a 
divine institution; that it is not an innovation, but was sanc- 
tioned by the apostles themselves? On this ground, and 
this only, all sacred and profane history, relating to the sub- 
ject, appears plain and consistent, from Abraham to Christ, 
and from Christ to this day.” 

Having said thus much in reference to the proper subjeets 
of Christian baptism, as preliminary to the main inguiry, I 
now remark : 

3. That infant baptism is, in the sacred Scriptures, con- 
fined to the children of believers, or of professing Christians 
alone, which parents, of course, belong to the church general 
by baptism, and must almost necessarily be supposed to be in 
connection with some partzcular church, as heretofore defined, 
and also with some congregation, or “Christian society.” 
This position, I apprehend, covers, or is a sufficient answer 
to the question at the head of this article; and this, I main- 
tain as alone true, “right” or Scriptural. The two exceptions 
to this, (as some might be disposed to call them) which I here- 
tofore made, are not exceptions in fact, whatever they might 
seem to the cursory reader, for, in the one case, the parents 
do already belong to the church general by baptism, and en- 
ter into solemn covenant to observe all speczal requirements, 
and in the other case, it 1s supposed that God has providen- 
tially placed the children of aliens from the commonwealth 
of Israel, znto the hands of Christians, and thus given them 
these in the stead of their natural parents. Is not this a 
fairly supposable case? May it not happen? Has it not 
often occurred in the history of the church? The exposed 
children with whom, as is well known, pagan barbarism was 
formerly accustomed to people its ergastula, its schools of 
gladiators, its places of prostitution, but with whom the church, 
in her charity, recruited the fold of Jesus Christ; whom she 
nourished, fed, clothed and educated, and brought up to a 
trade, and enstructed an the faith, is it to be thought for a 
moment, that these whom the church adopted, for whom she 
did all else, were left like their heathen ancestry, unbaptized? 
Nay more, does not the church, even at this day, establish 
herself most firmly among the heathen, by this kind of pro- 
selytism, the most honorable of all? Itis said, that the mis- 
sionaries, in the different heathen countries, especially in Chi- 
na, are chiefly engaged in seeking out and bringing up exposed 
children, and unless they be of those who deny infant baptism 
altogether, 1s 1t probable that they refuse to these the initia-
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tory rite of the New Testament church? When such child- 
dren are separated from their former connections, and adopted 
by individual Christians, or by the church, they are ipso 
facto, no longer strangers to the covenants of promise, but 
the children of the church and of believers, (by adoption) and 
hence, that which at first sight might seem an exception to 
the position which I have laid down, ought not, I think, nei- 
ther in letter nor in spirit, be regarded as an exception at 
all. But to proceed; the visible church, both under the Old 
and New Testament dispensation, is substantially the same. 
It holds essentially the same doctrines, enjoys the same spir- 
itual promises, and professes the same religion—the religion 
of the Bible, and hence children must be considered in the 
same light, under both dispensations, unless the Scriptures 
have changed the state of their relations and privileges, 
which they have not. All in the Abrahamic church, 1. e., 
the males, were circumcised; all made a _ public profession of 
religion, entered publicly into covenant with God, and all 
partook regularly of the Passover, and hence the children of 
every Israelite were the children of a professor of religion, 
and as such, received the initiatory seal of the covenant of 
grace. But as none but the children of such as publicly pro- 
fessed the religion of the Scriptures, could lawfully receive 
this seal under the Old dispensation, it is manifest that no 
children but such as these, can lawfully receive baptism under 
the New or Christian dispensation, unless an alteration has 
been made with respect to this subject, which cannot be 
shown. 

Again, this view of the subject, viz: that infant baptism 
is confined in Scripture, to the offspring of professing Chris- 
tians alone, is sustained by the declaration of Peter to the 
Jews. ‘The promise is to you, and to your children, and to 
all that are afar off, even as many as the Lord our God shall 
call.” —Acts 2: 89. ‘Those who were afar off, were Gen- 
tiles; as St. Paul has taught us, Eph. 2: 17. Christ came, 
says the apostle, and preached peace to you, who were afar 
off, and to them that were nigh; that 1s, to the Ephesians, 
and other Gentiles, and to the Jews. The promise, St. Peter 
informs us, 1s to as many of these Gentiles, as the Lord our 
God shail call. That it is to them in the same manner, and 
on the same terms, as to the Jews, is decisively eoncluded ; 
because neither St. Peter, nor any other Scriptural writer, 
specifies any difference. The scions of the wild olive, St. 
Paul informs us, were grafted on the good olive, where they
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grew, and partook of the fatness of the root, in exactly the 
same manner as if they had been the natural branches. The 
terms, it is to be remembered, are the same: and the promise 
conveys no more, as well as no less, to the Gentiles than to | 
the Jews; unless the alteration is declared. Such children, 
then, among the Gentiles, as are born of those who profess 
the religion of the Scriptures, are included in the covenant, 
and are to be baptized. But the warrant extends to no 
others.”’ 

Again, the view which we are now taking of this subject, 
viz: that the children of believing, or of professing Christian 
parents, alone may be baptized, and no others, is clearly taught 
or set forth by the apostle Paul, 1 Cor.1: 14. “For the 
unbelieving husband is sanctified by the wife, and the unbe- 
lieving wife is sanctified by the husband: else were your 
children unclean; but now are they holy,’’ 1. e., they may be 
offered to God, but there is no other mode of offering child- 
ren to God in the Christian church, than by baptism, and 
hence the children of believers may be baptized; baptized if 
but one of the parents, either the father or the mother be a 
Christian, but certainly excluded from receiving this seal of 
the covenant of grace, uf both parents are unbelievers. 

Finally: the circumstance related by Matthew, “Then 
there were brought unto him little children, that he should 
put Avs hands on them, and pray: and the disciples rebuked 
them. But Jesus said, suffer little children, and forbid them 
not, to come unto me: for of such is the kingdom of heaven. 
and he laid Azs hands on them, and departed thence.”—Matt. 
19: 18,14, 15. See also Mark 10: 14, and Luke 18: 16. 
This circumstance, 1. e., the saying of the Master, “‘suffer little 
children, and forbid them not, to come unto me,” rightly un- 
derstood, cannot be taken as a warrant to baptize children 
promiscuously, without reference to the parental condition 
and relation to Christ and to his church. These parents were 
professors of religion; they were such certainly as Jews, 
and from their conduct, we infer that they were believers also 
in the Messiahship of Jesus of Nazareth. It has, moreover, 
been justly remarked by another, that Christ, when he opposes 
the conduct of his disciples, who would have hindered these 
children from being brought to him, says, not, “suffer little 
children,” but “‘suffer the little children’ to come unto me, 
and forbid them not. The words in all the three Evange- 
lists, who have recorded this story, are ra na:dia, the little 
children ; and cannot be pleaded as a warrant for bringing to
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Christ in baptism, any other children than such as arc in Ifke 
circumstances with those mentioned in this passage. 

Such, then, are our views on this subject, and which we re- 
gard as alone “Tight” or Scriptural. Iam aware that they 
differ from those of not a few learned and pious men, both in 
the ministry and out of the ministry, who maintain that 
children may be baptized in their own right, without respect 
to their par ental relation, and under the “gener al commission 
of Christ: ‘“‘Go ye, ther efore, and teach all nations, baptiz- 
ing them in the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of 
the Holy Ghost,” (Matt. 28: 19,) or, who requiring a profes- 
sion of religion from the parents before baptizing their child- 
ren, yet “‘newther require nor expect them to partake of the 
Lord's Supper.” Now in disregarding their parental rela- 
tzon in the baptism of children, these do that which God does 
not do, who declared himself a jealous God, visiting the ini- 
quity of the fathers upon the children, unto the third and 
fourth generation of them that hate him; and showing mercy 
unto thousands of them that love him and keep his com- 
inandments, and in exacting a partial obedience from parents 
to the requirements of Christianity, 1. e., to make a profes- 
sion of religion before baptizing their children, and yet nei- 
ther requiring nor expecting obedience from such parents to 
the Savior’s command, ‘This do in remembrance of me,”’ is 
teaching parents ‘that there is a distinction between the 
qualifications which, in the view of the Scriptures, are neces- 
sary to warrant us to offer up our children in baptism, and 
those which are necessary to make us lawfully communicants 
at the table of Christ.”” Butit cannot be shown that such a 
distinction is found in the Scriptures, and therefore, should 
not be made, because unwarranted, and fraught with danger, 
as are all practices not sanctioned by that Book which decides 
all disputes, and discloses all responsibilities. 

In conclusion, I will yet say, that baptism is an outward 
ordinance. It is an ordinance which has been grossly per- 
verted, and thus made to serve as an antidote to sin, and a 
specific to regeneration. External baptism has been placed 
in the stead of real conversion. However, theirs is the sin, 
and theirs alone, who have been guilty of such perversion. 
It is possible to be baptized by man, and yet be unbaptized 
bv God; to have the baptism with water, and yet be desti- 
tute of that inner baptism which alone qualifies for admission 
into the New Jerusalem, in which the blood-washed will walk, 
guided unerringly and ever by the beams of that glory which
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originally dwelt between the Cherubim; no longer the mo- 
nopoly of one nation and of a few people, but of a great 
multitude which no man can number, of all nations, and 
kindreds, and people, and tougues, who shall stand before the 
throne, and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and 
with palms in their hands—the emblems of purity and of 
victory. 

Finally, though water baptism is an outward ordinance, 
yet is it of great meaning or import. I lke the answer to 
the question in our Catechism, ‘“‘What does such water bap- 
tism signify?” “It signifies, that the old Adam, with all 
sinful lusts and affections, should be drowned and destroyed 
by daily sorrow and repentance; and that a new man should 
daily arise, that shall dwell in the presence of God in righte- 
ousness and purity forever.” And again, though many have 
had their baptismal name written in the register of the church 
on earth, and not in those of the church in heaven, because 
of their disobedience to the vows of God which were upon 
them, yet so important do I esteem this baptism with water, 
that I really cannot understand how those who either despise 
or wilfully neglect it, can be saved. Certain it is, that they 
who shall stand on the banks of the river of life, whose pure 
waters no wintry frosts shall bind, nor sultry suns deprive of 
their freshness, are all the friends of Jesus Christ. But the 
friends of Christ are already known on earth, by their obe- 
dience. This is the Master’s test: “Ye are my friends, if ye 
do whatsoever I command you.”—John 15:14. Baptism, 
however, is an ordination of Christ, and to despise it, is hos- 
tility to the Savior; yea, even to neglect it, must be account- 
ed hostelity here, where there can be no neutrality, and hence 
these all will be crushed with the enemies of Christ. With 
the obedient, with his friends, how may we hope that such 
shall ever sit beneath the shadow of the tree, called the tree 
of life, where every pulse of every heart is worship, and 
every breath as the morning incense? ‘The convection be- 
tween time and the great eternity which is perpetually thun- 
dering at our door, is most intimate. The former ultimately, 
so far as we are concerned, mingles with, passes over into, is 
swallowed up of the latter, and yet for us preserves its iden- 
tity, its independence and its aniazing relative importance. 
itis the twilight of the eternal day, or of the everlasting 
night. Friends of the Mediator now, friends forever! Ene- 
mies now, enemies forever! The works (obedience to Christ) 
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of Christians follow them, and they are at rest, and are 
blessed. The sins of the wicked (disobedience to Christ) 
which flowed from their unregenerate and unsanctified hearts 
in time, like streams of evil, will flow after them into eterni- 
ty, and constitute that dead, and deep, and ever moaning sea 
of ill, which we call Hell. 

ARTICLE V. 

THE RELATION OF THE FAMILY TO THE CHURCH. 

By Rev. M. Valentine. A. M., Middletown, Pa. 

Few Christian duties are so sadly neglected as family 
training. This neglect is becoming the curse of the church. 
It is scattering her infant membership among the ranks of 
the world, and delivering over to the bondage of sin, multi- 
tudes that ought to be crowding around the altar of Christ. 
It is a blighting evil. It is especially prevalent in our day. 
In passing through our charches, the discovery is soon made, 
that family nurture is either entirely neglected, or attended 
to in such a manner as but to insure its own defeat. An inju- 
rious error has stolen into the minds of Christians, and the 
wrong practice grows out of wrong notions. The error 
amounts to a practical denial of both the church membership 
of the offspring of believers, and the divinely appointed rela- 
tion of family nurture to the formation of Christian charac- 
ter. It first takes away the privileges of the covenant from 
the children of Christians, and then turns “the nurture and 
admonition of the Lord,’’ appointed for their culture, into a 
mere formal training, or none at all. that leaves them just 
where the training of the world would—zn sin. We are sur- 
rounded by sects that either reject infant membership from 
their creed, or, accepting it, adopt a theory of conversion 
which entirely nullifies the significance of the church relation 
of their children. ‘The principle of those who would surren- 
der their offspring wholly to the uncovenanted mercies of 
God, and, in withholding the baptismal seal from them, deny 
them any more church connection than a Pagan child sustains, 
is but little worse than the practice of others, more numerous, 
who give them the seal, and then, instead of training them
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as church members, and under covenant grace, expecting the 
development of a Christian character, rear them, undistin- 
guished from the spirit of the world, only for future conver- 
sion. This system makes Christians look for nothing from 
their children, until they become adults. It makes them 
leave them as without remedy until that time; only hoping 
and praying that then, their depravity and ‘sinful habits, 
strengthened by years of neglected training, will be suddenly 
overmastered and reversed by sgme mighty spiritual conver- 
sion. Any one can see, that. this practice puts the children 
of the church and the children of the world on precisely the 
same ground; both subject to the same spiritual agencies; 
both to be reclaimed in the same way. What is this but to 
deny the benefit of the covenant, and make it amount to no- 
thing? The sentiment and practice of many in the Luther- 
an church have taken complexion from the presence of these 
surrounding errors. Their children are not brought forward 
for baptism; or if baptized, their church connection is regar- 
ded as only a nominal thing, with no divine significance or 
vital power. They are not expected to grow up Christians, 
and of course, by a clear relation of cause and effect, they do 
not. The essence of the whole mistake consists in denying 
or overlooking this simple truth: Zhat by virtue of Giod’s 
everlasting covenant with his people, ther children are born 
members of the church, and are to be treated as such. 

The object proposed in this article is, from a review of the 
covenant relation of the believer’s offspring to the church, to 
deduce the divinely intended meaning and force of Christian 
family nurture. 

The family and the church are the two permanent facts in 
the world, most closely related to the good of our race. Both 
are divine institutions. They owe their origin, not to human 
arrangement, but to divine enactment. They are organic 
constitutions framed by God. The family has come down to 
us from Eden. God set the race in families from the begin- 
ning. The Savior refers to the creation of man as male and 
female, as looking directly to the formation and perpetuity 
of the family constitution. It is a relation by itself, with its 
own laws and powers. It has its own moral mission to fulfil, 
and God has organized it with the moral forces competent to 
its accomplishment. What are the divine designs in the fam- 
ily? Kvidently the moral and spiritual culture of the race, 
as well as its perpetuation. ‘To restrict its object to the lat- 
ter, would be wholly unworthy of the high place which God
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has assigned it in his word, and the heavenly care with which 
its sanctity 1s guarded. Had man not fallen, doubtless a 
sinless nature would have been forever transmitted through 
the family bond. Originally, there was a unity in the force 
of the family life and influence, which would have repro- 
dluced the same spotlessly innocent character with which 
Adam and Eve came from the Creator’s hand. As man is 
fallen, .a depraved nature is perpetuated. So uniform and 
powerful is the operation of this law, that no exception to 
its result ever occurs. But the family has still its spiritual 
design. ‘Lhe second Adam has come for the restoration of 
the race. The agency for restoration evidently contemplates 
the employment of this original divine institution. Though 
its eficacy cannot prevent depravity, it has some relation to 
its correction. ‘he family still stands for the object of mor- 
al culture. The remedial means have been thrown into the 
channel that had been perverted to sin, and the blessing may 
overmaster the curse. 

The church, too, has its divine object. It is the pillar and 
ground of revealed truth, and has been organized for the sal- 
-vation of the world. Itis the depository of the agencies that 
have ibeen.given for the removal of the curse of sin and the 
conquest.of men to the control of Jesus Christ. Its mission 
looks to the accomplishment of the entire purpose of God's 
mercy toward our fallen race. It sends its influence, there- 
fore, through many channels. It is the ultimate divine or- 
ganization, itself “alive unto God,” from which a vital power 
is to go forth for the reconstruction of humanity, and the 
eternal salvation of souls. The church, therefore, which is 
the later constitution, is a new power brought into requisition, 
to conspire with the family for the accomplishment of moral 
and spiritual.ends. ‘The former was not intended to set aside 
the moral mission.of the latter, but to throw into it greater 
efficiency, by its presence and cooperation. The current of 
grace flows from the church into the family. The domestic 
constitution does not lose its spiritual object by the ecclesi- 
-astical constitution, but is gifted with fresh power for its at- 
tainment. 

The Scriptures settle the fact that the church of God 1s 
one, in all ages; the one body of the one living Head. It 
has ‘been developed through different dispensations ; but what- 
ever changes have been made, have left untouched the essen- 
tial integrity of the original institution It carries with it, 
therefore, forever, the essential principles divinely inwrought
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into its first organization. They cannot be repealed until 
God repeals them. 

I. We are concerned now with one of these first principles. 
This is infant membership in the church of God. 

1. There can be no denial of this, in the church under the 
Old Testament dispensation. It is as clear as hight. En- 
trance into the church by parents, was the entrance of their 
children into the same connection. In the first formal estab- 

lishment of the church, God included the family. His cove- 

nant with his people ts a family covenant. To Abraham, 
Sod said, “Z will establish my covenant between me and thee, 
and thy seed after thee, iv ther generations, for an everlast- 
ing covenant ; to be a God unto thee and to thy seed after 
thee.’’—Gen. 17:7. The apostles again and again refer to 
this covenant as lying at the foundation of the Jewish church. 
See Gal. 8: 17, and Acts38: 9. The seal of the covenant 
was added: ‘very male child among you shall be cirewm- 
cised.”’ ‘He that is eight days old shall be cireumetsed.” 
“And the uncircumcised man-child, whose flesh of his fore- 
skin ts not circumcised, that soul shall be cut off from his 
people ; he hath broken my covenant.’ This “sign of circum- 

cision,’ Paul tells us, was ‘“‘a seal of the righteousness of 
faith.’—Rom. 4:11. Two features of this transaction can- 
not be misunderstood: First, that God embraced children in 
the terms of his first covenant with his church: and secondly, 
that circumcision was the appointed recognition of their church 
relation. The covenant plainly took the family as one, and 
in receiving the parents, received the children. It applied 
to them all, the ‘“‘seal of the righteousness of faith.” No 
dificulty was raised on the ground that infants could have no 
faith. Faith then, as now, was the living power of the 
church. It was the essential life of piety. Without it, it 
was impossible to please God. It was atruth then, as it now 
is, and shall be, until all the church militant shall enter the 
church triumphant, that “‘the just shall live by faith.” Yet, 
of this very principle of spiritual life, was circumcision the 
sign and seal to infants. But how was this? Plainly, that 
from the divinely constituted oneness of the family bond, the 
faith of parents was taken for the faith of their children. 
Faith may have been a necessary prerequisite to the adminis- 
tration of the rite, but the parental faith stood for that of the 
family. “he offspring were at once viewed as believers, be- 
cause their moral life was as yet embraced in the moral life
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of their parents, and subject to their formative influence. 
And thus they were “‘sealed”’ to God from their birth. There 
scems to have been no thought that, perhaps, the children, 
having reached responsible life, would not choose the faith of 
their fathers. The family, worshiping at one altar, and 
formed in the nurture of one spiritual life, was regarded asa 
permanent part of the church of God. 

The thing to be noticed here, and carried on the memory 
in this whole discussion, as essential to a right view of the 
subject, 18, that the children were not constituted members of 
the church by the rite of circumcision, but were born in the 
church. They were members by the provisions of the cove- 
nant. This relation was only acknowledged by their circum- 
cision. ‘he rite is expressly declared to have been a “‘sign’’ 
and ‘‘seal.’’ It was not initiatory. It was but the recogni- 
tion of a relation formed by the prior force of the covenant. 
The declaration of God, that should any one not receive this 
seal, ‘That soul should be cut off from his people,”’ is decisive 
on this point. There must have been church connection, in- 
dependently of circumcision. Else, how could there have 
been any ‘‘cutting off?’ How else could it have been said 
of the non-circumcised, ‘‘he hath broken my covenant.” God 
appears to have viewed his covenant with the children of his 
church as peculiarly sacred, anid to have enforced its acknow- 
ledgment under the sanction of a heavy curse. Circumcision 
was not the covenant itself, but the appointed sign and seal 
of it, for that dispensation of the church. It did not confer 
membership—only publicly acknowledged a relation formed 
by virtue of God’s “everlasting covenant’’—infant member- 
ship in his church. 

2. This feature is distinctly carried forward in the New 
Testainent church. Jesus Christ came not to destroy, but to 
fulfil the covenant. ‘He was a minister of the circumcision 
for the truth of God, to confirm the promise made to the fa- 
thers.’—Rom. 5: 8. “If ye be Christ’s then are ye Abra- 
ham’s seed, and heirs according to the promise.’’—Gal. 3: 29. 
We naturally look for the continuance of this first divinely 
instituted relation of children to the church. Accordingly, 
the Redeemer is seen taking “‘little children” and holding 
them forth as the highest examples of fitness for church con- 
nection under the New dispensation; ‘‘of such is the king- 
dom of heaven.’’—Matt. 19: 14. And amid the wonderful 
scenes of the day of Pentecost, when the church was plant- 
ing itself afresh on the eternal foundation, under the glow,
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and fervor, and inspiration from the descending baptism of 
the Holy Ghost, the joyous principle was reannounced in all 
the fulness of its pristine glory: “Zhe promise is unto you 
and to your children.”’—Acts 2:39. The perpetuation of 
this divine arrangement was unequivocally affirmed. There 
was no narrowing of the stream of the blessings of the cove- 
nant. The principle of infant membership was sent forward 
as a permanent feature of the church of Jesus Christ. But 
Wwe must examine this more minutely. 

There is no need of proof that, in the continuance of the 
promise under the evangelical dispensation, baptism has taken 
the place of circumcision. Circumcision, as but an outward 
appendage, asa seal of the covenant, could be made to give 
place to another form, and yet leave the promise in full force. 
“The forms of dispensation eifect not the substance of the 
thing dispensed.’’ The former seal is abolished, but a new 
one stands as a holy ordinance in the constitution of the 
‘Christian church. See, Peter puts the proposition clearly 
thus: ‘Because the promise is to you and your children,’’— 
“repent and be baptized every one of you.’ —Acts 2: 38, 39. 
In accordance with this, the apostles administered baptism 
as the seal of the covenant, to whole households. Look also 
at the language of Paul to the Colossians, in which he makes 
Christian circumcision, ‘‘the circumcision of Christ,’ equiva- 
Jent to being “buried with him in baptism.’’—Chap. 2: 11, 12. 
There can be no doubt that baptism is the divine “sign and 
seal of the righteousness of faith,” under the Christian dis- 
pensation. As such, it is the birthright of the children of 
believers. 

This view of .the subject has, in its main features, passed 
into the creed of nearly all orthodox Christendom. Its cor- 
rectness has been attested by the concurring arguments of 
the ablest theologians. 

The Augsburg Confession teaches, “that children ought to 
be baptized, who through baptism are offered to God and re- 
ceived into his favor.’’—Art. 9. 

“Tt is certain that the promise of salvation belongs also to 
children. But it does not belong to those who are without 
the church of Christ, where the word and sacraments are 
not, because the kingdom of Christ exists only in union with 
the word and sacraments.’’—Apol. Conf., Art. 9. 

The Smalcald Articles reiterate the same doctrine: ‘‘We 
teach that infants ought to be baptized. For they have a 
right to the promise of redemption effected through Christ.
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And the church owes them baptism and the announcement of 
that promise.’’—Art 5. 

These extracts clearly show the position our church has 
taken on this subject. Almost numberless passages might be 
added from our theological writers, asserting its Scriptural 
correctness. Let several suffice. Gerhard says: ‘When 
parents consecrate themselves to Christ, their children are 
also to be baptized and brought to him. Loci, Tom. IX. 
Cap. 8, p. 234. 

‘“‘Whoever is a partaker of the covenant of grace, must be 
entitled to baptism; and as children are partakers of the 
covenant, they ought to be baptized.”—Hunnius’ Hit. 
Cred. 646. 

The plea that faith is an indispensable prerequisite to the 
administration of baptism, weighs not a grain more against 
its application to infants, than a similar objection would have 
done against the performance of circumcision on the “eighth 
day.’ We are distinctly taught that that was ‘a seal of 
faith,” as truly as baptism is. It would have been mad ab- 
surdity in the Jew, to resist the ordinance of God, because 
he could not understand how the circumcised child could ex- 
ercise faith. The reason that would now exclude it from 
baptism, would then have excluded it from circumcision. The 
whole question of the possibility of infant faith, is foreign to 
the prior question of the infant’s right to the ordinance. The 
right flows from the terms of the covenant. And when the 
divine plan is declared, every objection should feel itself 
hushed to silence. But there zs faith when the believer's 
child is baptized; if not in the child, yet in the parents. Its 
moral life is yet held in theirs; its faith is involved in theirs ; 
it goes with the family bond. It-is presumtively a believer, 
because its parents are really believers. There is no need to 
individualize all the members of the femily—shatter, and 
drive apart into isolated units, the group about the domestic 
altar. God himself has made the family a constitutional 
whole, with its own peculiar relations and laws. In his cove- 
nant, he has taken the family together, and wrapped up the 
children in the faith of the parents. ‘The whole household 
are under the covenant, and this is enough to demand the 
application of the “seal” of the common faith to all. 

it is necessary to carry forward the principle so manifestly 
true under the former dispensation, that the offspring of 
Christians are born in the church. From this particular 
point, there is some dissent. Some hold that prior to baptism,
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they are not within the church, and that this ordinance 1s 
their initiation. But what is.this, but to abandon the main 
ground on which we plead for infant membership in the New 
Testament church; the permanence and force of the unre- 
pealed covenant? What constituted Jewish children mem- 
bers of the church? It was not circumcision. Non-circum- 
cision could only result in their being “cut off” from a con- 
nection made by an anterior power. And what now constitutes 
them members? Evidently not baptism—the substituted 
seal—but the same covenant that then formed the relation. 
The only warrant for their membership now, is that unre- 
pealed divine covenant that placed them in the church at 
birth, and added then a visible seal of the relation. If we 
deny the continuance of this divine constitution, do we not 
cut ourselves off from allright to administer to them the or- 
dinance of baptism ? 

Gerhard, though he calls baptism a rite of initiation, em- 
ploys the following language: ‘‘In respect to original sin, all 
children are equal; yet there remains this difference, that 
some are born in the bosom and limits of the church, (zn ec- 
clestae gremio et pomeeriis) but others, without the church. 
To the former belongs the promise, ‘I will be a God to thee, 
and to thy seed after thee.”—Gen.17: 7. The latter are 
unclean.—1 Cor. 7:14. The former have a right to bap- 
tism in infar.cy: to the latter, while neither they nor their 
parents embrace Christ, belongs neither the promise of God, 
nor the covenant of grace, nor baptism. They are strangers 
From the covenant of promise.” —Hph. 2: 12. Tom. 9. p. 251. 

Calvin maintained the birthright of the children of believ- 
ing parentage in decided terms. ‘‘Children have need of 
baptism, not as a necessary aid to salvation, but to seal to 
them the grace of adoption. Jor Paul says that the children 
of behevers are ‘holy..—1 Cor. 7: 14. They are not made 
children of God by baptism, but the church admits them to 
baptism, because they are heirs of the promise.”’ (uoted by 
(serhard. In his “dnstetutes” he says that it is not to be 
thought that ‘‘in baptism, the children of believers are trans- 
ferred from place without, to one within the church.’’—Libr. 
4. Cap. 15. And again, “Children sprung from a Christian 
parentage, are at once, and by birth, heirs of the covenant.” 
—Cap. 16. Beza uses even stronger language than this. 
But itis needless to multiply quotations. ‘These show the 
view to be brought out. Passages of the same import might 
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be gathered from various standard authors. Several facts 
put the correctness of this view beyond doubt. 

First, the Gospel dispensaticn is an unfolding—not a re- 
striction—of God’s covenant with his church. This is indis- 
pensable. No reader of the New Testament can fail to see 
that it is a revelation of clearer and more comprehensive 
mercy ; a freer outflowing of divine goodness to his church. 
‘he whole order of the divine manifestation has ever been 
from less to greater displays of mercy. ‘Hach succeeding 
dispensation has comprehended the whole mass of benefits 
which belonged to the preceding, and added others of its own.”’ 
The Gospel is the brightest display of God’s love; the full 
stream into which grace has thrown the most lavish blessings 
that Heaven has for our race. We cannot but feel that, if 
any former ministration was “glorious,” this is “more glori- 
ous.” Would it not be in direct conflict with this manifest 
characteristic of the Gospel, to suppose that it abridges the 
covenant privileges of the children of the faithful? Is it to 
be believed that, though under the former economy they were 
born zn the church, they are now, under the Gospel—the ex- 
panded glory of the covenant—born owtside of it? Is it to 
be believed that in that very manifestation of enlarged mercy 
which brought “the blessing of Abraham on the Gentiles 
through Jesus Christ,” (Gal. 8: 14) one of the most precious 
of “the blessings of Abraham,” the birthright of children, 
should be withdrawn from the whole church? The stream of 
blessings had always flowed through pious parents to their 
offspring, and not one word of legitimate proof can be given 
from the New Testament, that the Gospel has thrown an 1m- 
passable obstruction across that divinely appointed channel. 

Again, we have no intimation that the Jews ever felt that 
the teachings of the apostles on this subject, would restrict 
their covenant privileges. ‘This is an important fact. Evi- 
dently they, at once, understood the declaration of Peter, 
“The promise is unto you and to your children,”’ as an assu- 
rance that in yielding to the Gospel, the former rule would 
still hold in reference to their offspring. The proof that they 
did so understand it, is, that they never uttered one objection 
on this point. They clung with an unyielding tenacity to all 
the peculiarities of their ecclesiastical constitution, and would 
never, without a fierce conflict, have consented to an arrange- 
ment that thrurt out their little ones from their place in the 
church. Yet not a word of dissatisfaction, on this ground, 
can be found in the records of the New Testament. The
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unbelieving Jews were watching with sleepless eyes, for mat- 
ters of accusation against the Gospel. They haunted the 
steps of the apostles, and sought for pretexts to inflame the 
passions of the narrow-minded multitude against them. They 
cavilled at even the minutest departures from accustomed 
principles. But could anything have prompted louder clamor, 
or led to heavier charges, than an attempt to overturn a fun- 
damental principle of the covenant with Abraham! Had 
such an attempt been made, is it to be conceived that Phari- 
saic hatred would not have made it the rallying point of op- 
position to the Gospel? But among all the objections that 
were so pertinaciously urged, no whisper of dissatisfaction is 
heard on this subject. Is not this fact conclusive proof that 
it was then an undisputed point, that the children of profess- 
ing parents held, undr the new economy, the same place and 
relation that were theirs under the old? 

Further, Paul has actually decided this question in 1 Cor. 
7:14. “For the unbelieving husband is sanctified by the 
wife, and the unbelieving wife 1s sanctified by the husband: 
else were your children unclean; but now are they holy.”’ 
Whatis the “holiness” here referred to? Certainly not an 
internal purity of heart, as though the children of Christians 
were born undepraved. Itis an ‘“‘ecclestastical holiness.” 
‘““Holy”’ is evidently used by the apostles in the sense of ‘‘con- 
secrated,’’ and in opposition to the term “‘unclean,” or ‘‘com- 
mon.” In Lev. 20: 26, we have an expression that explains 
the use of the word: “Ye shall be holy unto me; for I the 
Lord am holy, and have severed you from other people, that 
ye should be mine.” To be “holy,” was to belong to the 
church. The apostle, therefore, unequivocally asserts the 
church membership of infants born of a believing parent. 
Look at the facts of this case. When only one of the parents 
was a believer, the question arose as to the relation of the 
children. Did the character of the unbelieving parent vitiate 
their covenant privilege, or the character of the believing 
one secure it? ‘‘Children descended from a half Jewish mar- 
riage were treated as true Jews.”’ And Paul at once decides 
that the same rule is in force under the Gospel. ‘The good 
is stronger than the evil,’ and God, in overflowing grace, 
conveys, through even one believing parent, the mercies of 
his covenant. This passage is decisive as to the view held in 
the apostolic church. Had they believed that no children 
belonged to the church, there never could have been any ques- 
tion about the relation of those sprung from half Christian
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parentage. -“If the faith of both parents could not confer 
upon a child the privilege of membership, the faith of only 
one of them certairly could not.”’—Mason’s Works, Vol. II. 
p- 381. The undisputed prerogative of the offspring of 
Christian par ents, alone could have allowed any doubt in the 
case. *“Thus,”’ concludes Dr. Mason, ‘“‘the oregin of this dif- 
ficulty, on the one hand, and the solution of it on the other, 
concur in establishing our doctrine, that by the appointment 
of God himself, the infants of believing parents are born 
members of his church. —Vol. I. p. 382. 

his doctrine throws a clear light on the meaning of bap- 
tism, as applied to infants. The or dinance, with them, is not 
initiatory. It does not form their church relation, but ac- 
knowledges it. Itis the “seal” of the covenant which God 
has made with them. Itis the church’s recognition of their 
relation, and the beginning of the application of divinely ap- 
pointed agencies for their spiritual welfare. They are looked 
upon, in the divine plan, as presumptively Christians, and are 
‘‘sealed”’ as such, because their relation to agencies divinely 
appointed and competent to the end, contemplates the devel- 
opment of Christian character in them. 

May not this discussion also help to decide a question that 
orten comes up in ministerial experience—“‘ Whether baptism 
ought to beadministered to children, neither of whose parents 
is a professing Christian?” If the membership of children 
crows out of their relation to the covenant of God and their 
‘birth from Christian parentage—if the ordinance is not initi- 
atory, but a “seal” of that covenant, what right can we have 
to apply it to those that are palpably without its range? The 
covenant is particular ; it is the main foundation we have for 
infant baptism; .can the ordinance apply beyond the limita- 
‘tions prescribed’? “Must sve not proceed without warrant, 
whenever we go beyond them? Do we not, in such a case, 
sbandon, in the very act of baptism, the very foundation 
that we ourselves claim for its administration on children ? 
We rest the entire claim for infant membership in the church, 
on the force and perpetuity of the covenant; but we certain- 
ly cannot plead that covenant, in acting with the children of 
unbelievers. 

From this review of the actual church membership of the 
children of the pious, we are prepared -to advance to the sec- 
ond range of discussion proposed:
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Il. The divinely intended meaning and force of Christian 
Family nurture. 

1. We have reached the truth, that children enter the Chris- 
tian family and the Christian church, at the same time. 
What is the meaning of this fact? Clearly that they are to 
grow up as Christians. Else, would God have placed them 
within his church? He looks on them as his own; surely, 
not simply because they ought to become Christians, but be- 
cause his plan contemplates their actually becoming such. Is 
it not clearly demonstrable, that the divine arrangement 
looks on the Christian family as a perpetual acquisition to 
the church; as not to revert in its subsequent expansion to 
the domain of the “world?” There seems to bea “law of 
population’ within the church, for its own enlargement and 
growth; a law that looks to the retention of all the children 
that God has given it. ‘The church is to grow in two ways; 
by keeping all its own, and by winning from the world. 
That God, therefore, has placed children in his church, im- 
phes that he has provided means for their development in 
Christian. character. This means is found mainly in family 
nurture. Not that the spiritual power of the church does 
not reach them. ‘The church reaches them, as children, 
through the family constitution ; the same constitution through 
which they are connected with the church. The spiritual 
life which the family receives from the church, is to mould 
and form their moral character. This is the agency that is 
to “trai them up in the way they should go.” Amid the 
formative influences of the family piety, under “the nurture 
and admonition of the Lord,” (Eph. 6: 4) made effectual by 
ihe quickening power of the Holy Ghost, they are to be 
transformed from sin, and set forward in life as Christian 
men. ‘his is clearly the design of family nurture, in regard 
to the infant membership of the church. About the family 
altar are to be formed Christians for the sanctuary altar. To 
the parents, God says, ‘‘Take this child and train it for me; 
I have graciously made it a member of my church, and look 
for you to employ faithfully the means I have ordained, to 
develop in it a life and character correspondent with its posi- 
tion.” 

2. The agency appointed is competent to its work. This 
truth is to be sustained; and in maintaining it, the notion is 
not for a moment entertained, that those born in the church 
are not depraved, as others are. Nor is it supposed that any
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simple culture of their fallen nature can make it bud and 
blossom with spiritual life, and bear the fruitage of piety. 
‘lhe production of a holy character, under the most favora- 
ble circumstances, evinces the operation of the divine energy; 
for its existence is a triumph over antagonistic powers in man 
himself.” It is the energy of the Holy Ghost that recon- 
structs the fallen powers of the soul, and turns their activities 
toward God. But it is to be remembered, that the Spirit can 
as easily renew a child through an appointed nurture, as he 
can renew an adult through any other appointed means of 
grace. ‘The effectiveness of the means always depends on 
the attendant blessing of God. What right have we, in our 
views, to exclude transforming grace from the nurture which 
God has instituted for moulding the spiritual life of the in- 
fant members of his church? He has placed them right in 
the midst of this influence into which he has thrown the pow- 
er of a quickening grace, as, potentially, Christians. Is it 
for us to deny the competency of the ordained means ? 

The first class of proofs, on this head, may be drawn from 
the Scriptures. We mention only a few. 

In Mal. 2: 15, we have the appointment of the family to 
this holy design. On this verse, Dr. Harris remarks :— 
“When vindicating the inviolable sanctity of the conjugal tie, 
the prophet asks, ‘Did he not make one? though he had the 
residue of the Spirit? And wherefore one? That he might 
seek a godly seed.’ ‘The original formation of one man and 
one woman into ‘one flesh,’ or conjugal body, contemplated 
the rearing of a pious offspring. Other and inferior ends 
were to be secured by it, but this was its ultimate design.’”’— 
Patriarchy, p. 449. Does not this divine appointment imply 
that the family constitution is adapted to fulfil the office as- 
signed it? Has God thrown an impossible work on this 
agency ! : 

The institution of a distinctively Christian household edu- 
cation, is apposite. “Bring them wp in the nurture and ad- 
monition of the Lord.’’—Eph. 6: 14. This form of expres- 
sion indicates the existence of a peculiar and divine nurture, 
that is to encompass the child and mould him to God, and 
set him forth with Christian character. Men mistake the 
character of this training, and substitute a miserable bur- 
lesque of nurture for it. Itdoes not consist only of a little 
instruction now and then, and some government, all contra- 
dicted by parental example. Itis not fulfilled by any amount 
of formal teaching and admonitory advice. It is rather the
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encompassing spirit of the family life and piety that wields 
the power of Christian nurture. The incipient feelings of 
infancy take hue from the mother’s spirit while yet on the 
mother’s knee; it breathes the breath of piety about the 
family altar, before it knows what piety is. It is formed to 
doing before it is formed to thenking. And the “nurture of 
the Lord,”’ implies the filling of the house with this heavenly 
spirit, as well as heavenly teaching, in which the infant soul 
may open and take form, which may draw out its developing 
powers. This is the required nurture, and it is but honoring 
the divine arrangement, to regard it as competent, with the 
‘promised blessing of quickening grace, to cause the child to 
grow up a believer. It is to be expected that Christian cul- 
ture will differ, both in itself and in its results, from that 
which is not Christian. Now, it is the distinctive mark of 
all unchristian training, that it unfolds from childhood an un- 
christian manhood. It has no higher aim than this; and if 
it ever dreams of something better, it trains only for subse- 
quent conversion. Is Christian nurture nothing higher than 
this? Is it not appointed to a better result? Has it nota 
more sacred and sanctifying power? Surely God’s plan of 
education is not intended to make sinners, or to produce first 
a crop of sin, and after that a crop of repentance. Is it not 
palpably absurd, to suppose that God would appoint a dis- 
tinctive nurture for the infant members of his church, the 
object and result of which, though faithfully used by parents, 
would be, to leave the child just where other training does ? 
When the family life and nurture are made what God meant 
them to be, the proper result will be attained, and the child- 
ren will grow, not in stature and sin together, but ‘in stature 
and favor with God.” 

We are furnished, further, with an example of the opera- 
tion of family piety in the formation of character. To Timo- 
thy, Paul says, “I call to remembrance the unfeigned faith 
that is in thee, which dwelt first in thy grandmother, Lois, 
and thy mother, Eunice; and I am persuaded in thee also.”’ 
2Tim.1: 5. Who can doubt that it was the sanctified house- 
hold nurture that transmitted the heritage of faith to Timothy? 
This record is a fine illustration of the prorer results of pious 
training. 

In turning to the intrinsic nature of the family constitu- 

tion, we are compelled to see ample confirmation of its com- 
petency to mould character.
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The oneness of the family, invests it with a power seldom 
appreciated. Indeed, the disorganizing tendencies of our 
age refuse to let us think of organic constitutions in any other 
light, than as an assemblage of units, whose power is rather 
weakened by discord, than increased by combination. A baled 
individualism wants us to separate the members of the do- 
imestic group, and view them, like so many marbles thrown 

together, with no bond of union but nearness of place and a 
common name. The fact that it is a divine constitution, and 
has a specific power as such, is altogether overlooked. There 
is in it a common life, and an organized relationship of ener- 
gy, competent to produce a common character. The parents’ 
character is reproduced in their offspring. Their views, feel- 
ings and principles go into them, not only when they desion 
to direct and form them, but even more when they do not. 
They must form their children’s character, either by attention 
or neglect. A garden may be made clean by intentionally 
dressing it; 1t1s made weedy when left alone. In either 
ease, it becomes what the gardener makes it. Parental power 
is exerted by presence, and character passes over as by a law 
of contagion. The child cannot help opening to the influ- 
ences that develop it; as the flower cannot help opening to 
the sunshine. ‘The common atmosphere of the house enters 
into the tone of its common sentiment. The central life, if 
its power is unbroken by exterior forces, will mould the 
youthful character over a common model. ‘This family influ- 
ence doubtless leaves room for accountability in the young. 
But yet it imposes on parents a fearful responsibility, in the 
accumulation of power it compels them to wield. The family 
life will be a permanent part of the child's life. It will be 
recognized in him, wherever he goes. ‘“The odor of the house 
will be in his garments.’’ The germ of character planted in 
him at home, can never be wholly crushed out of his nature. 

All associated relations modify and give a common tinge to 
character connectcd with them. Every community has its 
own peculiarities. Almost every member is affected by the 
prevalent sentiment. They are rubbed together and wear off 
each other’s peculiarities. An isolated man, morally self- 
formed, and forming no one else, isa mere fiction; never 
realized, never can be. Every church has its own coloring 
of life, flowing from its own organization and prevalent style 
of doctrine and piety. You can tell a Quaker, for instance, 
as well by the peculiar tone that the church gives his charac- 
ter, as by the peculiar cut it gives his coat. The State, too,
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shows the same thing. National character can be bounded 
by its peculiarities, as clearly as national territories. Noone 
doubts that the Irish character differs from the Scotch. Who 
expects to find the mercurial character of the French in the 
honest and laborious German, or in the matter-of-fact Eng- 
lishman? The Yankee is the natural product of his New 
England home. The Hottentot is the product of his Gentilic 
or nomadic life. China makes a Chinaman of a nature that 
Arabia would form into an Arab. Turkey makes a Moham- 
medan of one whom Spain would constitute a Papist. Now 
if the looser and more remote connection that binds otherwise 
isolated individuals into communities, churches and _ states, 
superinduces distinctive character, are we not most unreason- 
able, to suppose that the closer and more living unity about 
the altar of home, where one blood pours through all veins, 
and one interest fills every mind, and one love throbs in every 
heart, and one parentage instructs and guides all, is not com- 
petent to develop a oneness of character, and form the moral 
hife on a common model ? 

The unity of the family throws all the members under the 
formative influence of a common activity. The power of 
control resides in the united head, and parental direction de- 
cides the activity of the house. Infancy is necessarily pas- 
sive and recipient. Prior to its own will, and afterwards in 
opposition to it, formative influences are giving direction to 
its unfolding powers. Far back, at the first dawnings of 
mind, its attention is arrested, its thought is guided, its feel- 
ings are drawn forth. Everything it sees done, every sound 
it hears, every face that smiles on it, and every: one that 
frowns, is entering its soul, is acting as a developing agency, 
and giving tinge and color to the childish character. The 
white sheet of its mind is being written over with images that 
come to it through allits senses. Mental Philosophy assures 
us that thisis the way the activity of the mind is first drawn 
forth. Will not the activity be modified by the developing 
force? Is there no difference in the child’s feeling awakened 
by a father’s passion-clouded face and startling oath, and that 
awakened by the angel-like sweetness of a mother’s prayer? 
The parental life reproduces itself in the impressible spirit of 
the child, daguerreotypes its image upon the character it is 
forming. It is not the office of childhood to chooose, except 
to choose asitis taught. It learns the lesson beforeit, whether 
it be good or bad. Afterward, the parents choose the child’s 
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school, select his books, determine his church, and place him 
under its teaching. God has made their word his law. What 
they command, he must do. Yet what he does, makes him 
what he becomes. The houschold must all move in the ap- 
pointed circle; and, “like stones rolled in a brook, they wear 
each other into common shapes.”’ Who ever looks for amia- 
ble, kind and gentle children, in a home in which parental 
effort is expended in bitter complaints and angry denuncia- 
tions? If a father is profane, who thinks that his little ones 
will not learn to swear? If a mother is light and gay, will 
her example make her daughters sober and spiritual ? What- 
ever activity parental authority sets in motion, must be shared 
in by all the house, and this harmonious working grinds out 
its common character. The children choose not the process 
that forms them. The mountain top chooses not whether it 
‘will be chilled by the winds, or whitened by the snows. The 
clay on the potter’s whirling wheel chooses not whether it will 
go round; nor do the children, on the wheel of activity on 
which parental power is moulding their moral life. And to 
expect that their character will be formed after an opposite 
model from that which forms it, is not only as unreasonable 
as to look for an effect without a cause, but as absurd as to 
expect it contrary to its cause. Now, if the family unity be 
also a unity in Christ,if home be the hallowed abode of 
heartfelt piety, if it be filled with a heavenly atmosphere, 
and its activity be all instinct with “the law of the spirit of 
life in Christ Jesus,” alaw that “‘sets free from sinand death,”’ 
who can deny the greatness of the power it may wield, to 
bless and train for God, the infant membership cf his church? 

Considerations might be drawn from the depth and perma- 
nence of early impression, to set the competency of Christian 
nurture in still clearer hght. It works down among the very 
elements of human nature, and leaves its results at the foun- 
dation of character. It directs the current close by the foun- 
tain. The same effort could not turn the accumulated stream. 
It directs just when natural forces are taking direction. The 
freshness of children’s feelings makes every impression strong. 
The newness of every emotion agitates the whole microcosm 
of the child’s being. The apparently hght and dancing 
thoughtlessness of early age, is apt to cause us to think that 
all its impressions are superficial and fleeting; that, like tiny 
waves upon a lake, they obliterate each other and disappear 
forever. Rather do they move on eternally, breaking with 
high crests on the shores of eternity. An observer of children,
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is oftcn astonished to see how the merest trifle will fix their 
attention, and set their minds on a train of curious thought. 
“he adult, through whose mind old and new thoughts have 
long been passing with familiar tread, will learn of mighty 
events, and listen to the intelligence of commotions in which 
nations are dashed to pieces, with less stir of feeling than 
swells in the breast of childhood at the simple “story” of 
entertainment heard at the mother’s knee. ‘‘Thought-tracks’’ 
on the tender heart of youth, are made deep; often stamped 
in unhappy marks to be seen in after days. All experience 
proves that they are permanent. Philosophy says, they are 
never lost, and may reappear in the registry of a dread ‘“‘book 
of remembrance,’’ whose leaves are the infolded experiences 
of thesoul. They often recur, and childhood is lived over 
again, hundreds of times, during the pilgrimage of life.— 
Their influence, asa silent but mighty power, permeates the 
character; sometimes lifting it, with an angel-like glory, to 
the fellowship of the skies; sometimes dragging it down, de- 
filed and blackened, to the pit of despair. Geology shows 
us the marks of ripples and rain drops in the rocks which’ 
were once the beach of an ancient sea, and which bears these 
enduring memorials of the play of summer waves, or the 
dropping of summer showers ina far distant, incalculable 
past, that have left these ineffaceable traces of their action 
toa remote future. So the influences of family nurture 
about the young soul, may be as light as the gentle breeze 
that sends its little wave upon the rocky strand, or as tran- 
sient as the evening shower, whose drops are dotted on its 
sand; yet after unmeasured ages shall have gone by, the rip- 
ple marks and rain drops of that nurture, shall be found 
graven into the permanent character, as with the point of a 
diamond forever. 

These facts show us the power of the family constitution 
over the character that is formed in it. In point of natural 
forces, 1t 1s the most potent agency among men. And when 
God sanctifies this agency, and throws into its nurture his 
own transforming grace, and pledges the needed blessing; 
who will dare assert that he claims too much, when he places 
the infant members of his church in its care, and looks to it 
to train them for him? Can anything but a criminal wish to 
avoid the duty, prompt parents to plead that the task is im- 
practicable ?
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do. Lhe practical bearings of this subject are far-reaching 
and | important. They are ‘fast bound up” with the prosper- 
ity of the church and the salvation of souls. 

Ihe first duty is to bring forward the children of the cov- 
enant for the baptismal seal. This is sadly neglected. Has 
not God “a controversy with his people,” on this subject? 
His plan sees in his own ordained “nurture,” a means gra- 
clously rendered competent to unfold Christian character in 
them, and therefore requires that they be baptized. Error 
looks not for them to grow up as Christians, and therefore 
lets them .go unbaptized. Is it not a terrible guilt for parents 
thus to be false to the demands of the covenant—false to the 
birthright of their children—false to the religious power 
which heaven designed the family structure to wield ? 

Are not Christians solemnly bound, also, to keep the sanc- 
tifying power of home, unbroken by influences from the world 
without ? Admit that its spirit and training are such as would 
-sanctify the children. Admit that there every evil influence 
is checked, and every germ of grace is fostered. This hal- 
‘lowing power must be diligently guarded, that it be not neu- 
tralized and overcome. Hard is it, in this age, to keep out a 
vicious literature ; a literature in which there are ‘“‘seven dev- 
us,” and prevent it from polluting the young hearts about 
the Christian hearthstone. Butit must be done, if the moral 
interests of the family are to be kept secure. Hard too, is it 
to keep children from street nurture. Yet this also, mnst be 
done, else their souls will surely be bhghted. What must be 
the result of letting them run at large, and learn all the 
wickedness of the little criminals that infest the streets of 
every town and village! Must not their hearts receive an 
injury which no subsequent care can repair, from the intensi- 
fied sins they see andhear? Their nature takes in the pollu- 
tion like a sponge. <A little angel would be stripped of his 
3vings in such a process. And can parents then wonder why 
their home nurture is so inefficient? Are they not recreant 
to a mostsacred trust? Has not God committed to them the 
care of these souls? What right have they to let them pass 
out, to be deformed by sin? The obligation is not more im- 
perative, to-have a sanctifying nurture at home, than it is to 
keep them under it. 

The nurturing influences are to be employed in faith. To 
expect defeat will insure it. What is it but infidelity, to 
question the truth of the divine assurance, “Train up a child 
in the way he should go, and when he is old he well not de-
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part from it?” We know of nothing more absurd, than 
that the poor child must be hardened in sin, before it can be 
started toward heaven; nothing more cruel, than that 1t must 
pass through the fires of Moloch to reach the altar of Christ. 
Where are we taught that it must be rolled round and round 
in the mud and filth of apostacy, before it can undergo a gra- 
cious change? Sad indeed would it be, if Christ had made 
no provision to minister saving grace to the perilous age of 
childhood. Has it to travel, exposed to death at every turn, 
up to manhood, before a renewing power can gift it with 
Christian character? Yet thisseems to be the practical be- 
lief of thousands of professing parents. Under its influence, 
all nerve is taken out of the fostering hand, and the lambs 
of Christ’s flock are left to be scattered and torn by the 
world. To neglect these little ones, is to yield them up to 
the mastery of Satan, and he will blight and destroy what 
Christians fail to keep for God. Their duty is plain. Itis, 
to use the means with an unfaltering faith, and to expect 
their children all to stand with them, as believers, around the 
altar of Christ. 

They are always to treat them as members of the church, 
and under Christean obligations. They are never, for a mo- 
ment, either by word or act, to let them under the impression 
that they are not bound to live as believers. Here is one of 
the most disastrous errors of Christian parents. Their con- 
versation and conduct create, in their offspring, the idea that 
they are independent of religious restraint until they publicly 
assume the Christian profession, and may act as they would 
have no right to act afterward. But where, in the Bible, can 
authority be found for this? Are not parents bound by the 
covenant and by their own vows, for the Christian conduct of 
their children? Questions of duty and propriety, in this con- 
nection, meet them at every turn. There are customs of so- 
ciety, forms of amusement, and many things of kindred 
character, which they, as members of the church, deem un- 
suitable for themselves, but which they yet allow, and even 
encourage their children to adopt. But what right have they 
to permit in their children, what would be felt to be wrong 
for themselves? How dare pious parents, whose consciences 
would reproach them for joining in the senseless and sinful 
dance, send them to the dancing school, and allow them to in- 
dulge in amusements that are essentially and distinctively 
worldly? Nota syllable of revelation warrants this sliding 
scale of duty. And the results of its practice are most mel-
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ancholy. The church membership of the young is made to 
appear as having no significance, and involving no obligation. 
It imposes no restraint, and is shorn of its guerdian and 
sanctifying power. The church itself is cursed with the loss 
of those on whom its seal andits hope were both placed. 
How different would it be, if they were always made to feel 
the reality of their true position. Were they treated uni- 
formly as Christians from their very childhood, would it not 
exert a mighty power to cause them to be what their relation 
requires? The way to make a man your friend, is to treat 
him as such. A different process would hardly win him. And 
if the young are to be engaged in close and loving union with 
the church, they must be made to feel the reality of their 
connection with it, and the force of the confidence with which 
it looks for the pious performance of their duties. This feel- 
ing can be awakened by the family training; a feeling that 
the whole household is bound by the laws of Christian life 
and consistency. 

Isit not apparent, from all these things, that the family 
structure holds a most important relation to the prosperity of 
Zion? Shall the church never be able to keep its own off- 
spring from guilty unfaithfulness to domestic training ? How 
long shall it have to expend its main efforts to win back what 
is lost by parental neglect? to reconquer its own conquests ? 
Were its acquisition of Christian families permanent, “in 
their generations,” with what accumulated numbers and 
strength it could move forward to subdue the world! How 
would opposition break before its progress! The watchmen 
on every tower of Zion would herald the dawning of the mil- 
lenial morning. Victory would quickly succeed victory, un- 
til the “‘house of the Lord should be established on the top 
of the mountains.”
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ARTICLE VI. 

BACCALAUREATE ADDRESS. 

No. VII. 

Annual Commencement, September, 1841. Class: Messrs. Albaugh, 

Baker, McClellan, Cornell, Donmeyer, Gerhart, Is. Miller, Scherer, Wea- 

ver, Witmer and Ziegler. 

Young GENTLEMEN :—In compliance with a custom which 
exists in our College, it devolves upon me, before we separate 
finally, to express the best wishes of your instructors for your 
future usefulness and happiness, and to bid you depart with 
our warmest desires that your future career may be honora- 
ble. Before ,you pass away, and whilst you yet linger in 
these sacred enclosures, let me once more imparta word of 
well intended counsel, ‘and endeavor to animate you in the 
pursuit of the noble and the good. The advantages of edu- 
cation are confessedly great. On this subject there is not 
much diversity of opinion, among those qualified to judge. 
In civilized nations, the training of the human mind has al- 
ways been regarded as‘an object of paramount importance. 
It is nevertheless true, that there are some, perhaps we may 
say many, who have enjoyed the privileges of a hberal edu- 
catioh, who do not greatly recommend it by the fruits which 
they exhibit. It is reasonable to expect of those who have 
come under influences which are highly appreciated, and who 
claim for themselves a prominence among men by their intel- 
lectual endowments, evidences of superiority of a decisive 
character. If these are not exhibited, either the cause of 
education itself must suffer, or opposition be raised against 
the particular processes adopted in the prosecution ‘of it. 
Has not the opinion not only been started, but eutensively 
entertained, that the course of instruction so generally pur- 
sued in all Christian countr ies, and which has so long sustain- 
ed itself by the most splendid evidences, as best suited for the 
development of the human mind, is gr eatly overrated, that it 
accomplishes far less than it proposes, and that it would be 
éasy to substitute others still more effective? This has un- 
questionably been the case. The solution of the phenomenon 
is to be found in the fact that educated men very often fall 
below the reasonable expectations that are formed concerning
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them. Can this be accounted for without a resort to the the- 
ory specified? Can it be explained so as to leave the fame 
of onr schools untarnished? I suppose it can, and I will, in 
the brief space allowed me, attempt to solve the mystery; 
and in doing so, I will spread before you the course which 
you must pursue, if you desire to avoid the reproach of much 
promise and little performance—a loud profession, and no 
practical results. It is the proper time for you now to under- 
stand this subject, and the great crisis in your life in which 
you may start in a path which will conduct you to a different 

oal. 
We leave out of view the case of those who have been de- 

nied by the Sovereign Ruler of the univerre, the requisite ca- 
pacity for literary and scientific attainments. 

Though the capacities of men may fit them for the greater 
and the less, most men may achieve much by the proper ap- 
phances. But we fail very frequently: first, because we 
think of ourselves more highly than we ought to think. The 
counsel of that eminent teacher of the Christian religion, 
Saul of Tarsus, though in its primary application intended to 
bear on our spiritual, is no less important in regard to our In- 
tellectual interests. “Let no man think of himself more 
highly than he ought to think; let him think soberly.” To 
know our true position is all important to future success. We 
should neither estimate too highly, nor undervalue it. Al- 
though the propensities of human nature may be strongly to 
pride, and little apprehension be entertained that we may de- 
preciate our standing, it is nevertheless true that this does 
occur, and is an error of serious magnitude and _ baneful ef- 
fects. If, after having passed through the preliminary stages 
of education, and, in some measure, learned ‘“‘the extent of 
art,’ we look at the slowness with which the human mind 
progresses in the acquisition of truth, and the tendency of 
our ideas to pass into oblivion, and then view the work to be 
accomplished, before we can claim to have come up to our 
birthright, we sit down in despair, and utter words disheart- 
ening to effort in so hopeless a cause, we do injustice to our- 
selves, to our advantages, and make not the becoming response 
to the calls of providence. rom this position, we pass with- 
out effort into the ranks of those who do-discredit to educa- 
tion by falling below its promise, and we strengthen the scep- 
ticism of those who are opposed to it. There is a confidence 
in ourselves, that is necessary to success, in whatever direc- 
tion we may prefer to lebor; and it is most true that it is a
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very great impediment to literary respectability or eminence, 
to be intimidated by the difficulties of the undertaking. 

If, on the other hand, as is more frequently the case, we 
suppose that the meaning of our transition from the hands of 
our teachers to self-control and study, is that we have execu- 
ted the work given us to do, and have nothing more to accom- 
plish ; that we are scholars overflowing with the spoils of 
learned research, and not, as it has been expressed, “‘have 
finished* our education and commenced our studies ;” the 
consequence will be the same as in the other case; we will 
sit down in supineness; we will make no suitable efforts, and 
will present, at no very distant period, a spectacle most hu- 
miliating and unbecoming; the spectacle of human beings 
with literary endorsements, and no literature; with College 
honors, and no learning; and education tried under our aus- 
pices, will suffer gross injustice, and our teachers and Alma 
Mater will participate in the reproach. Men of this stamp 
had long since extinguished the light of science, if there had 
not been others more faithful, who saved it from extinction. 

This, then, is our first reason ; from overrating our attain- 
ments, we paralyze future efforts, and in this way accomplish 
less than is reasonably expected of us. What shall be the 
result of the expectations formed concerning us; are they. 
too, destined to be frustrated? Itis for you to determine. 
Capable of choice, of determination, it is for youto decide. 
May we not entertain the hopethat you will regard yourselves 
as beginners in the walks of human learning, who have at- 
tained the requisite strength to move along therein, and that 
you will regard your life as properly consecrated to diligent 
progression in the way opened before you; fain would we en- 
tertain these expectations. May we not be disappointed! If 
we are not, well willit be for you and the cause that we ad- 
vocate ! 

Another reason is, that we do not pursue our studies with 
sufficient ardor and method. It is not enough to study occa- 
sionally, by snatches, or loosely and without plan. It is not 
to be denied that success demands effort, much toilsome ef- 
fort, effort properly directed, systematic effort. By sudden 
and short incursions into the domain of truth, we may gather 
some fruits ; but it is by well planned and persevering move- 
ments that we load ourselves with the richest treasures. Learn. 
of those whose success has been most eminent, and you will 
be convinced that it was due, not so much to superior abilities, 
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or pre-eminent facilities, as to persevering and indefatigable 
exertions. Let us not failto meet the reasonable expecta- 
tions formed concerning us, by withholding the skilful prose- 
cution of the means of mental opulence. ‘To you, I would 
say, as I have said to a class which preceded you, “It is in- 
dustry, emprobus labor, that overcomes difficulties.’”’ There is 
no royal road to science. No man can become distinguished 
without application, and much of it. It is idle to think of it. 
The indolent gentlemen, who have reputation for extensive 
and scientific attainments, are incorrectly reported; they may 
have a smattering, but they cannot be profound; they may 
make a display in a few things, but if rigidly tested, submit- 
ted to a crucial experiment, they would be found wanting. 
As much application as is consistent with your duties to your 
Creator, to society and yourselves, as can be made without 
injury tothe proper physiological condition of your bodies, 
may safely be recommended. More than this is objectionable, 
both in a moral and economical point of view. A bleeding 
conscience cannot be stanched by literary attainments. The 
man who carries with him a consciousness that nothing, how- 
ever high or holy, has been able to turn his attention from 
the prosecution of his studies, that the duties of religion, the 
claims of his fellow-men, founded on the strongest ties, have 
been neglected for the acquisition of knowledge, has created 
within his breast an enemy that will vitiate all his enjoyments. 
We can never think that the man who impairs his health, and 
prematurely closes his life by intemperate study, has duly 
measured the duties of his station. If then, the want of 
diligence is another cause, you will know how, by the applica- 
tion of it, to escape the danger. 

The last reason that we will assign, is that educated men 
do not feel their responsibility, and therefore disappoint the 
expectations that are excited. 

We have nothing to say upon the general subject of man’s 
responsibility to a higher power. We must proceed upon 
that as admitted. If it be taken for granted that man is re- 
sponsible for what he does, it is a very obvious deduction from 
the principle that his responsibility is commensurate with his 
advantages. If much be given us, much is reasonably re- 
quired of us. Such is the dictate of reason, such the decla- 
ration of the statutes of heaven. If then, educated men are 
in advance of others, in regard to their capability of progress- 
ing in knowledge and exerting a beneficial influence upon 
others, it is expected, it is required by that Being to whom
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we are all amenable, that they should undertake, and so far 
as success can be commanded by human effort, should accom- 
plish more. If, however, we set out in life with no conviction 
of our dependence on God, with no sense of our respoasi- 
bility, no persuasion that itis at our peril we fall below a 
high standard of excellence, we shall fail, inevitably fail, and 
though we may look around upon others, and feel complacen- 
cy in the belief that we are at least equal to them, it isa 
deceitful gratification, based upon narrow conceptions of our 
obligations, and liable to the reproof that, in not doing more 
than others, we have been recreant to our duty, because we 
were under the highest and holiest obligations to do more. 

Should we, then, regard ourselves as not our own, but as 
the servants of the Most High, placed and sustained in this 
world for vigorous and persevering action, then will we invest 
our efficiency with great power, and do credit, both to our- 
selves and the cause of education. Whilst an approving con- 
sclence and an approving Judge will sustain us in our toils, 
an approving world will hail us as an honor to our race, and 
highly will they prize the instruments by which, under God, 
we have been enabled so fully to meet the claims of our 
duty. 

Go then, with our best wishes, to fulfil your destiny! Be 
humble, be diligent, be conscientious ! 

Remember that life is short, that it is rapidly passing away. 
What your hand findeth to do, do it with your might. Make 
it your alm to act so that no cause, that you have conscien- 
tiously espoused, shall suffer through you; that truth and 
righteousness may prevail more and more; then, having been 
good men and true, your path will be as the shining light, 
shining more and more till the perfect day, and your end will 
be that of the upright—peace. May it be so!
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ARTICLE VII. 

REMINISCENCES OF LUTHERAN CLERGYMEN. 

XLII. 

WILLIAM SciMIDT. 

‘THE subject of our present memoir was born December 11, 
1803, in Duensbach, near Kircheim, in the kingdom of Wur- 
temburg. It was his privilege and happiness to be descended 
from a long chain of pious ancestors. His father, grandfa- 
ther and great grandfather were all ministers of the Gospel. 
His father was Rev. George Frederick Schmidt,* aman of 
sound and vigorous intellect, who was interested in the culture 
of his children, and spared no efforts to furnish them with 
the proper facilities for mental improvement. He, with the 
mother, also sowed the seeds of religion in their hearts, and 
hyed to witness the happy fruits of the care and labor be- 
stowed upon them, furnishing another illustration of the im- 
portance and value of early parental instruction. 

_ William pursued his preparatory studies, under the direc- 
tion of his father, and early manifested quickness of percep- 
tion and success in the acquisition of knowledge. He then 
entered the Saxon Gymnasia of Schleusingin and Meining- 

* George I'rederick Schmidt was the son of Rev. Francis Christian 
‘Lewis Schmidt and Maria Regina Seis, and was baptized when he was 
three days old. He commenced the study of the Latin when he was in 
‘his sixth year, and having read Cornelius Nepos and Curtius, when he 
was ten years old his father required him to converse with him altogether 
in the Latin. He continued to be the pupil of his father until he was 
fifteen years old, when he was placed at the Gymnasium, and thence re- 
moved to the University of Erlangen. He was subsequently a tutor in 
a noble family. In 1790he was ordained, and the following year became, 
in consequence of the failure of his father’s health, assistant minister, 
and afterwards his successor at Duensbach. In 1793 he was married to 
Catherine Margaret Kochendorf, having been engaged to her fourteen 
days. He speaks of her, in his Autobiography, as his faithful, industri- 
ous, prudent companion, and exemplary in every respect, and further 
adds: “The happiness of my married and domestic life was founded, not 
on her birth or wealth, but on her good sense and purity of heart, andif 
there ever was a marriage in the world which was happy and blessed of 
God, it was my own!” Such a woman was worthy to be the mother of 
the subject of our sketch. She died in 1834, greatly lamented, and 
making a “solitary home.” Her husband lived till the winter of 1850, 
just eleven years after the death of his son William.
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én, where he soon became distinguished for his classical at- 
tainments. 

So enthusiastic was he in the work to which he had devoted 
himself, that he studied with an intensity that left no time 
unemployed. For a long period, he took only four hours’ 
sleep, during the twenty-four, often studying with his feet in 
water, to keep him awake. His nervous system, naturally 
SO weak, that when a child the shrill sound of a steel Har- 
monican would throw him into convulsions, was very much 
impaired by this severe application. In 1823 he was trans- 
ferred to the University of Halle, where he pursued his the- 
ological studies with the same indefatigable industry and un- 
tiring zeal which characterized his former efforts. After the 
expiration of three years he left the Univerity, a fine scholar, 
possessing an extensive acquaintance with the various depart- 
ments of theological science, and -in accordance with the 
practice of the country, was received as a candidate of theol- 
ogy in the kingdom of Wurtemburg. 

Not long after this, having previously declined an invita- 
tion to give his services as tutor in the family of the British 
Consul at Teneriffe, he started for the United States, in 
company with a younger brother, with the view of rejoining 
two other brothers who had pr eviously gone thither. He 
reached Philadelphia in the summer of 1826. Here he re- 
mained nearly a year, acting in the capacity of editor of a 
German periodical, called the American Co orrespondent. He 
then removed to Holmes County, Ohio, where purchasing 
land, he became one of the original propr ietors of the pr esent 
flour ishing town of Weinsberg, principally settled and inhab- 
ited by European Germans. Having been examined and 
received as a candidate of theology before he left the father- 
land, he here at once organized several small congregations, 
influenced, not by pecuniary considerations, but by a desire 
to do good and a deep interest in the welfare of the people, 
who were destitute of the regular ministrations of the word 
and the sacraments. His efforts were not in vain. Itis said 
“that the inhabitants of that region have reason always to 
remember with gratitude, the blessing that attended his labors 
for their spiritual good.” The following year he was adimit- 
ted as a member of the Synod of Ohio, and subsequently 
entered upon a wider field of usefulness, as pastor of the 
Lutheran church at Canton, Ohio. 

It was at this period, that vigorous efforts were made to cs- 
tablish a Theological Seminary at Columbus, under the aus-
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pices of the Ohio Synod, and attention was immediately di: 
rected to Mr. Schmidt, as a man possessing the qualifications 
necessary for the Professorial chair. His talents, varied at- 
tainments, and exemplary deportment, had won the confidence 
and secured the regard of his brethren in the ministry, with 
whom he was associated. He was accordingly, at the mect- 
ing of Synod held in Zanesville, 1830, unanimously elected 
to the office, and as soon as he could make his arrangements, 
entered upon the discharge of its duties. He was, at the 
same time, also chosen pastor of the German Lutheran con- 
gregation in Columbus. In this important field of usefulness 
he continued successfully to labor, with a brief interruption, 
until he was called to his rest. His health, however, became 
seriously impaired under the pressure of his manifold engage- 
ments, andin 1837 he, fora season, relinquished his duties. 
Having obtained leave of absence for eight months, he visited 
his native country, for the purpose of once more seeing his 
aged father and friends, and in the hope that the voyage 
would resuscitate his shattered constitution. The father thus 
speaks of the occasion: “In November, 1887, my son Wil- 
liam came back from America to pay me a visit, and to com- 
fort me; also to offer me a peaceful home in America. It 
gave me indescribable pleasure to embrace this exemplary 
and dutiful son, after a separation of twelve years, and to 
press him to my paternal heart. J would have accepted his 
oft-repeated invitations, if the tears of my daughter, who re- 
mained in Germany, had not withheld me.” The son returned 
to the United States the following year, apparently very 
much improved in health, and the hearts of many were glad- 
dened at the prospect, that was presented, of increased use- 
fulness. He resumed his duties with great zest and renewed 
energy, but he was soon again prostrated, in consequence of 
his multiplied and severe labors. His death, it was supposed, 
was hastened by intense application and excessive exertion. 
On the day preceding his last illness, he had preached a sa- 
cramental sermon, and administered the Lord’s Supper to 
upwards of two hundred communicants; although he was, at 
the time, in feeble health, and his system very much fatigued 
by the effort, yet there was a sick child to be baptized, some 
distance from the church, and nothing could induce him to 
neglect what he conceived to be a positive obligation. His 
friends, observing his faint and exhausted condition, expostu- 
lated with him in reference to going, but without effect. Le 
did not consult his own convenicnce, he even disregarded the
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state of his health. He felt that it was his duty to attend 
the call. This was his last official act. From the adminis- 
tration of this baptismal ordinance he went to his bed, whence 
he never rose. He was immediately attacked with nervous 
fever. After an illness of fourteen days he died, onthe 8d 
of November, 1839, in the thirty-sixth year of his age. 
Death “found him with his loins girded and watching,” and 
he was translated from the scene of his toils and conflicts, to 
that of his rest and victory. His life had been consecrated 
to the Redeemer, his end was peaceful and triumphant. 

Deep feelings of sorrow pervaded the institution yet strug- 
gling in its infancy, on the occasion of Professor Schmidt's 
death, whilst a large circle of devoted friends mourned with 
unaffected grief the loss which had been sustained. Huis many 
virtues, and the important services which he had rendered, 
awakened the warm and grateful remembrance of all. At his 
funeral Rev. J. Wagenhals delivered an address in German, 
full of pathos and Christian feeling, and Rev. Dr. Hoge, of 
the Presbyterian church, pronounced an appropriate discourse 
in the English language. His father, on receiving the dis- 
tressing news of his son’s death, remarks: “This mournful 
intelligence overwhelmed me and mine in Kurope, and mine 
in America. For with the departure of our William, the most 
beautiful star of our prosperity and hepes, in this fleeting, 
terrestrial life, faded away for them and for me!” 

‘Gone to the grave in all thy glorious prime, 
Thy full activity of zeal and power, 

A Christian cannot die before his time, 
The Lord’s appointed is the servant’s hour !” 

The remains of Professor Schmidt are interred in “Green 
Lawn Cemetery,” near Columbus, where his pupils and child- 
ren have unitedly erected to his memory, a neat marble mon- 
ument, with the simple inscription, ““Wilhelm Schmidt—1803 
—1839. Unser Lehrer, unser Vater—Our Teacher, our 
Father.” ‘The monument is emblematically surmounted by 
a wreath of oak leaves and poppy. It bears the beautiful 
design of a minister of the church, clad in his clerical robes, 
with a cross leaning against his left arm—the right arm being 
elevated and pointing upwards. ‘There is also on his left, a 
youth representing a pupil, and an altar with an open Bible 
lying upon it, at his right, upon which are engraven the words, 
from 1 Tim. 4: 11, “Solehes gebiete und lehre.”
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Professor Schmidt, in the autumn of 1831, entered into the 
married relation with Rebecca, daughter of the late John 
Buckius, of Canton, Ohio. He was the father of four child- 
ren, ason, who died in infancy, and three daughters, all of 
whom are marned to Lutheran ministers; the eldest to Prof. 
D. Worley, of Capital University, the second to Rey. P. J. 
Stirewalt, of New Market, Va., and the third to Professor 
ii. Schmid, of Capital University, Columbus, Ohio. 

From all that we have been able to gather, relative to the 
character of Prof. Schmidt, we infer that he was aman of 
an active, discriminating, and thoroughly disciplined mind, of 
thoughtful, studious habits, and of profound and extensive 
attainments. He was learned, not only as a Theologian and 
a Philologist, being master of not less than seven different 
languages, but he was intimately acquainted with other 
branches of science. He was regarded as a fine mathemati- 
cian, and showed himself at home on almost every subject in- 
troduced in conversation. ‘The testimony of those who knew 
him well, is, that he ‘“‘never ceased to be a hard student, and 
was continually making additions to his stores of knowledge.”’ 
Ttis also said, that ‘che possessed peculiar qualifications for 
the office of an instructor, combining with unwearied activity 
all the requisite talents and acquirements.”’ He had the pow- 
er of communicating knowledge in an interesting and satis- 
factory manner, and of clothing his thoughts in language 
clear and intelligible to all. His lectures and public addresses 
were of a popular character, and were generally received 
with favor. Many of the pupils, whose studies he directed, 
are now in active life, occupying positions of honor and use- 
fulness; among the number are Professor Spielman, late 
President of Capital Uuiversity, Professor Lehman, of the 
Theological Seminary, Columbus, Ohio, Pastors Gast, Pope 
and Spangler, Professor Heyl, Principal of Esther Institute, 
Judge : "Matthews, George Parson. Esq., and others, in whose 
hearts his memory is still embalmed and cherished with affec- 
tionate interest. 

In the earlier part of his ministry, Professor Schmidt in- 
clined to very liberal views in regard to the doctrines of the 
church, but for several years before his death, he became a 
very decided orthodox Lutheran, and firmly adhered to the 
system of doctrines taught in the Symbolical Books. He was 
a most enthusiastic admirer of the German lancuage, and 
had str ong predilections for the German character. He often 
became yery indignant when expressions of disparagement
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were employed by those who showed that they were entirely 
ignorant of the subject on which they professed to speak in 
so profound and oracular a manner. At the same time, he 
was unsparing in his denunciation of conduct often witnessed 
in his countrymen, which was calculated to tarnish the Ger- 
man name, and bring dishonor upon the cause of religion. 

As a preacher, Professor Schmidt was very acceptable. 
His preparation for the pulpit was careful. His style was, 
however, plain and simple, addressed more to the understand- 
ing than to the imagination or the passions. His discourses 
were generally interwoven with a considerable amount of 
Scriptural truth. He is also remembered as a successful pas- 
tor. He was faithful and laborious in his ministrations. His 
visits to the chamber of sickness were most useful and highly 
prized. He fulfilled to the letter the apostolic injunction, 
“Rejoice with them that rejoice, and weep with them that 
weep.” He diligently labored with a willing and self-sacrifi- 
cing spirit, was conscientious in the discharge of every duty, 
and in every position in which he was placed, exhibited the 
strictest integrity and an unsullied purity of hfe. Many 
excellent traits adorned his character. He was a man of 
great industry. He was always employod. Even during 
hours of recreation, strangers calling to see him, would find 
him, not unfrequently, busily engaged in his garden. His 
disposition was social, his conversational powers good, and his 
manters affable and agreeable. He was a most devoted 
friend, and possessed: the faculty of securing, in a high de- 
gree, the attachment of all who were brought into intimate 
relations with him. Brief was the period allotted to him in 
this life, but that brief period was important in its results. 
He was devoted to the interests of the church in which he 
labored, and gave himself to the work assigned him with 
great industry and zeal. Non annis, sed factis, vivunt mor- 
tales. 

“We live in deeds, not years; in thoughts, not breaths ; 

In feelings, not in figures on a dial ; 
We should count time-by heart-throbs. He most lives 
Who thinks most, feels the noblest, acts the best.’”. 

We have been very much interested in the character of 
Professor Schmidt, as we have examined the material pre- 
sented to our notice in the preparation of this sketch. THe 
would, perhaps, have been more highly appreciated by the 
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Church, if he had been better understood, and his excellen- 
cies more fully known. Being a foreigner, and identified 
exclusively with our German interests, his intercourse and 
relations were confined to a small portion of the church. As 
we have, from time to time, been removing the moss from the 
tombstones of our departed worthies, and looking into their 
character, we have often thought, how misapprehensions might 
be corrected, asperities softened, and kind feelings promoted, 
if we understood one another better, if the Church were 
brought into more frequent contact, and views compared. 
After all, there is not so wide a difference as appears on the 
surface. If there is diversity on minor points, there is unity 
in essentials. We are one, belonging to the same family, |a- 
boring for the accomplishment of the same object, and hoping 
at last, through the merits of the Redeemer, to reach the 
same blessed end ! 

XLIII. 

CHARLES HENKEL. 

Rev. Charles Henkel was also descended from a long line 
of ministerial ancestors in the Lutheran church. The first of 
the name, who immigrated to this country, was Rev. Gerhard 
Henkel, who had served for a time, in his native land, as 
Chaplain in the University of Frankfort on the Rhine. Ile 
reached the United States in 1740, and settled in German- 
town, Pa., where he assisted in the erection of a Lutheran 
church, which, however, he did not live to see completed, as 
he died soon after his arrival in this country. Every suc- 
ceeding generation furnished its representative for the ranks 
of the ministry, whilst the father.of the subject of the pres- 
ent sketch, and four of his brothers, were invested with the 
sacred office. 

Charles Henkel was born on the 18th of May, 1798, in 
New Market, Shenandoah County, Va. His parents, Rev. 
Paul and Elizabeth Nagely Henkel, early dedicated him to 
God in baptism, and endeavored to train him under Christian 
influences. When he was yet a child, he was regarded by 
his companions as the miniature preacher, and often, when 
engaged in their youthful plays, they would have him officiate 
as the parson. Boy as he was, he even then seemed to have 
correct views in reference to the support of the ministry, for
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we are told that, on a certain occasion, a crowd of boys hav- 
ing gathered around Him, whilst he was holding forth from a 
stump for his pulpit, after he had finished his sermon, he 
said, ‘‘Are you going to let your preacher starve? Why 
don’t you take up a collection?’ He was received into the 
church, under the pastoral care of his father, by the rite of 
confirmation, April 8th, 1814, when he was about sixteen years 
old, and there 1s reason to believe that he devoted himself to 
the work of the ministry immediately after he gave his heart 
to God. He pursued his preparatory education at New Mar- 
ket, Va., and subsequently spent some time in Baltimore, 
more particularly i in acquiring a more thorough knowledge 
of German and of Music. He studied Theology under. the 
direction of his father, for at that time there was no Theolo- 
gical Seminary in connexion with our church. He was li- 
censed to preach the Gospel by the Synod of Ohio, at its 
convention held in Somerset, in the year 1818, and immedi- 
ately commenced his ministerial labors in Mason County, Va. 
But his first pastoral relation terminated atthe end of two 
years. Having received and accepted a call to Columbus, 
Ohio, and associated churches, he removed thither in 1820. 
This was, at that time, a very difficult field of labor. It was 
a large district, composed of several congregations, and one 
of them distant twenty-five miles from his residence. Co- 
lumbus, now a large and beautiful city, was then a small town, 
in the midst of woods and swamps, and surrounded by a 
country new and little improved, the roads indifferent, and 
very few, if any, bridges, so that he and his horse were often 
compelled to swim across the overflowing streams which lay 
between him and the place of his appointments. Log cabins, 
log churches, and log school houses have since been supplant- 
ed by elegant edifices, which, with other improvements, give 
a very different aspect to the country, which forty years ago 
was the scene of Mr. Henkel’s labors. In this field he con- 
tinued, amid many deprivations and toils, and often the vic- 
tim of the diseases incident to a new country, until 1827, 
when he accepted a unanimous invitation to take charge of 
the Somerset pastorate, Perry Co., Ohio. Here his health 
seemed to improve, and he was much encouraged in the dis- 
charge of his duties. He had reason to believe that his la- 
bors were not in vain. ‘He exhibited,” says a cotemporary, 
“all that energy of character and strength of intellect which, 
combined with a most amiable disposition, commanded the re- 
spect and secured the affections of the whole community in
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which he lived. An ardent devotion to the cause of religion, 
an uncompromising opposition to error in every form, and @ 
most tender solicitude for the spiritual welfare of the flock, 
were the prominent features of his life.’ His health, how- 
ever, gradually failed him, and a pulmonary affection, which 
had been slowly developing in his system, prevented him, for 
a year before his death, from attending to his regular minis- 
terial duties. But so strong was the attachment of his peo- 
ple to him, that they refused to call another pastor so long 
as he liv ed, and were unwilling to withdraw the regular funds 
for his support. During the latter part of his ‘illness, his 
sufferings were most excruciating, but no murmur escaped his 
lips. He expressed an entire submission to the Divine will. 
To his friend, Rev. J. Manning, just before his death he said, 
“IT have often endeavored to impart consolation at the bed- 
side of the sick and the dying, and these same truths I now 
find so comforting to myself. The doctrines which I have 
believed and preached during my life, I shall now seal with 
my death.” The only thing which he appeared to dread, 
was the pain connected with the separation of the soul from 
the body, but even this he was spared, for he fell asleep in 
death without a struggle or a groan. He had no fear of his 
last enemy. He had been long expecting him. But there 
vas a firm and sustaining hope “of heaven, founded solely on 
the merits of Christ, ‘When the Savior called for him, the 
servant was ready to meet his Lord.’’ There was no ecstacy, 
no rapture, but being fortified by faith, ‘he had peace with 
God.” He died on the 2d of February, 1841. 

** His soul to Him who gave it rose; 

God led it to its long repose, 
Its glorious rest !”’ 

The services of the funeral, which had brought together a 
Jarge concourse of sorrowing friends, were conducted by 
Rey. J. Wagenhals and Rey. Dr. C. F. Schaeffer, at the time 
Professor in the Theological Seminary at Columbus , Ohio, 
the former delivering a discourse in the German, and the lat- 
ter in the English language. A large and beautiful monu- 
ment has since been erected over his remains, by the congre- 
gations embraced in his charge, as an evidence of their tender 
regard and warm affection for his memor 

‘Mr. Henkel was twice united in marriage. His first wife 
was Mary C. Siegrist, of Mason County, Va. From this 
union there were tio childr en, ason and daughter. The son
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33 Rev. D. M. Henkel, pastor of the Lutheran church in 

Stewartsville, N. J. His second wife was Mary Warner, of 
Columbus, Ohio, with whom he had one child, a son, who 
died in infancy. 

Mr. Henkel possessed a clear and vigorous mind. He was 
a close student, and by diligence and application had become 
a respectable scholar. He seldom, if ever, entered the pul- 
pit without the most careful and diligent preparation. His 
discourses were frequently written, but more generally a full 
sketch was used. He never failed to interest an audience, 
and his own people regarded him as quite an orator in the 
English as well as the German language. His sermons were 
able and instructive; they were delivered with a deliberate 
and distinct enunciation, and his manner in the pulpit was 
characterized by great calmness and solemnity. He possess- 
ed extraordinary influence in the Synod of which he was a 
member. He was often elected as presiding officer; when 
not its President, he was invariably appointed on the most 
important committees. He was regarded by all with feelings 
of deep affection and cordial confidence. When he presented 
his views on a subject, he was listened to with marked atten- 
tion, and his opinions carried with them great weight in deter- 
mining the measure adopted. He assisted in forming the 
English Synod of Ohio, organized in 1836. 

He was a man of remarkable precision of character. This 
was seen in everything that he did. In the preparation of 
his sermons, skeletons, and even in his personal dress, there 
was a neatness and propriety not always found in the clerical 
profession. He also possessed great firmness of purpose. 
When he thought he was in the path of duty, he cared not 
for opposition or ridicule. He was never deterred from his 
purpose by the fear of man. He was regardless of praise or 
of censure, when he was convinced of the rectitude of his 
intentions. He was fearless and uncompromising in defence 
of what he believed to be the truth, and after having come to 
a deliberate conviction on any point, he was always ready to 
maintain his position. His doctrinal platform was the unal- 
tered Augsburg Confession. In all his theological views he 
adhered with great tenacity to the standards and usages of 
the church. He was very regular and faithful in his observ- 
ance of catechetical instruction, although in the community 
in which he dwelt, the practice was spoken of by many in 
terms of disparagement, and often with animadversion.
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Several of Mr. Henkel’s sermons were published in pam- 
phlet form. One onthe “Training of Children,” and anoth- 
er on the “Unity of the Faith;” a third on the “Refor- 
mation by Luther,” was printed by a resolution of his Synod. 
This was the occasion of @ centroversy between him and a 
Roman Catholic priest. He found no favor with Roman 
Catholics, in consequence of his unscrupulous hostility to 
their system of religion, and his exposure of many of its ab- 
surdities. When he died, some of them did not hesitate to 
assert that it was in answer to their prayers that he was re- 
moved from the world. In his discourse on the Reformation, 
are found his views in reference to the Papal church, ard his 
love for that precious doctrine, which our own Luther pro- 
nounced ‘‘the article of a standing or falling church:” “‘It 
is most obvious Christ and him crucified were not the object 
of this system, and the people, destitute of him, were left to 
grope in darkness, and to feed upon the chaff and garbage of 
priestly follies and childish inventions. And so led from 
Christ, what were the consequences? And what are the 
consequences still, where these abuses are observed and en- 
forced? Spiritual bondage unquestionably! For where 
there is a want of the knowledge of Christ, or a true under- 
standing of the manner of becoming acceptable before God, 
men will necessarily submit to such precepts and injunctions 
as appear to them most likely to secure their eternal happi- 
ness, whether, indeed, such precepts and injunctions be found 
inthe word of God, or whether they be invented by men; 
or whether they be rational, or absurd and ridiculous, or 
whether they be pleasant or painful; consequently the calm 
submission to every burdenthe papal system has been pleased 
to lay upon the necks of its subjects, from time to time, not- 
withstanding their intolerable weight and galling pressure. 
But, however deeply rooted these abuses had become, and 
while their advocates and supporters would have laughed at 
him who would have raised his hand against them, and at- 
tempted to emancipate those who had long groaned under 
their bondage, the Lord, whose counsels are counsels of wis- 
dom, and whose ways are past finding out, in his own time 
fulfilled the desires of his people, and broke their bonds and 
fetters asunder. J’rom this state, we are authorized to say, 
Christ has made us free. He accomplished the work in his 
own way, and by means which heselected in his own wisdom. 
Not the things that are great and mighty in the eyes of the 
world, but those which appear foolish to them, he chose for
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this end. And it may well be said, he chose ‘earthen vessels, 
that the excellency of the power might be of him and not of 
man.’ Hence, in the midst of darkness, whilst men were 
sitting a second time ‘in the region and shadow of death, the 
day-spring from on high visited them.’ When the papal hie- 
rarchy least expected to be humbled in its pride, and to have 
its power diminished, the hand of him appointed for the work 
was taking hold of its pillars, and he whom they thought to 
crush like a worm, became a mighty giant, and proved un- 
conquerable. * * * Luther was an instrument in the hands 
of Christ to make us free. But he accomplished the work 
in no other way than by bringing us back to Christ. He, and 
all who aided him, bore in mind that ‘where the spirit of 
Christ is, there is liberty.’ To bring us back to this source, 
he knew no-other doctrine could be effectual but the doctrine 
of justification by faith. 'Thishe knew would at once strike 
at the root of the whole papal scheme, and set the troubled 
conscience atrest. ‘This,’ said he, ‘isthe only rock.’ ‘This 
rock,’ continued he, ‘did Satan shake in Paradise, where he 
persuaded our first parents that by their own wisdom and 
power they might become like unto God, who had given them 
life and a promise of its continuance.’ ‘The kingdom of 
Satan,’ he added, ‘is to be resisted by this heavenly and all 
powerful doctrine. ~Whether we be rude or eloquent, or 
whether we be learned or unlearned, this rock must be defen- 
ded; this doctrine must be published abroad in animated 
strains.” * * * “By maintaining this doctrine as the only 
basis upon which our spiritual liberty can rest, and bringing 
again to light the Holy Scriptures, the only source from 
which this doctrine can be derived, he shook the very foun- 
dation of papal superstition and error, diminished the power 
of Antichrist, and delivered thousands who had been groan- 
ing under its bondage.” | 

Mr. Henkel was very much opposed to removing the “old 
landmarks” in religion. He resisted everything like a spirit 
of innovation in the doctrines and practices of the church. 
His views on this subject may be learned from the following 
passage, contained in one of his published discourses: ‘This 
spirit, though in no wise a part of genuine religion itself, has 
nevertheless, ever been cotemporary with religion. It has 
been found struggling for vent in nearly all religious denomi- 
nations and classes of Christians, in almost every age. It 
has assumed various forms, and appeared under various mod- 
Afications and aspects. To its influence man appears some-
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what naturally inclined. He is a creature of passion, of a 
creative mind, fond of what is or appears marvellous, and 
ever disposed to be more influenced by what is sensual, than 
what is spiritual. Whatever, therefore, most effectually op- 
erates upon his animal passions, or produces the most lively 
imaginations, or appears most extraordinary, or corresponds 
most strikingly to his sensual views, he takes for realities in 
matters of religion. Hence his extreme hability to the in- 
fluences of fanaticism. This spirit is generally known, from 
the direction it gives to the mind and the actions of those it 
influences. Where it prevails, wholesome instructions from 
the word of God are usually rejected. The word of God it- 
self, indeed, is called a dead letter. The institutions of Christ, 
the Sacraments, are either altogether rejected, or are declared 
emblems without substance, and are so invalidated, that 
their power and efficiency cannot be felt. The influence of 
the Divine Spirit is sought, either without means, or such as 
are extraordinary. Animal feelings are relied upon as eyi- 
dences of an acceptance with God, and as a testimony of vi- 
tal religion. ‘Those who differ from them in their views, are 
frequently regarded as deficient in piety, or wholly uncon- 
verted, and a malignant, intolerant and persecuting spirit is 
often manifested. Public worship, devotion, and all religious 
exercises, are usually forced to those extremities which a 
heated imagination and an excited state of feeling, free from 
due restraint, would naturally suggest. Feelings, imagina- 
tions and sensual views fluctuating from day to day, the in- 
dividual who is under the influence of this spirit, istto-day 
full of all spiritual consolation, and to-morrow upon the very 
verge of despair. Frenzied and disturbed, he yields to con- 
vulsive throes, and sends forth shrieks of horror and anguish. 
And after all these commotions, the satisfactory evidence 
that was sought, is not found, and the troubling spirit re- 
mains in bondage and the fear of death.” 

He did not look with favor upon an external union of all 
religious denominations. He supposed that the present ar- 
rangement in the existing condition of the church, was the 
very best for true Christianity. He thought that if “all 
Christians were externally united, unanimous in the use of 
all the forms and ceremonies instituted of men, and known 
and distinguished by the same denomination, our spiritual 
liberty would be in greater danger than in the present divided 
state of Christianity. That kind of opposition which is usu- 
ally found among denominations, by which one party stimu-
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lates another to search after truth, and to guard against reli- 

ious sloth and indifference, would cease. In the church, as 
well as the State, men are found, who seek their own inter- 

est more than that of the cause they are appointed to sub- 

serve. Such are never better furnished with an opportunity 
to carry their designs into effect, than when those whom the 
intend to deceive have fallen asleep around them. It is then 
that a corrupt and self-interested priesthood rivetsif possible, 
both a civil and religious yoke upon an unwary and heedless 

world. When was it that the hight of the Gospel was most 
eclipsed, and men most destitute of spiritual liberty? Was 
it not then, when the greatest boast was made of external 

union in the Christian church, when men, with almost one ac- 

cord worshipped the beast, and submitted to have his name 

written on their foreheads, when the man of sin, arrogating 

to himself the vice regency of Christ, red with the fires of 
hell, premeditating with fire and sword, the destruction of all 
who dared to oppose him? The union of all true believers, 
like their king, isinvisible. “Their life being hid with Christ 

in God,’ it does not matter whether their human ceremonies 
and modes of government harmonize or not. All their union 
which is discoverable, is their uniform obedience to the Lord’s 
commands.”’ 

The subject of our sketch, in person, was well formed, tall, 
nearly six feet in height, rather slender, but erect, and of 
stately carriage, with black eyes and black hair. His fine 
appearance and expressive countenance would have attracted 
the attention of a stranger in a crowd, and led him to inquire 
who he was? He wasa man of pleasant manners and affable 
address, rather sedate than communicative, yet cheerful and 
social in his disposition. He was always circumspect in his 
conduct, and dignified in his intercourse with others. He 
never appeared to forget his ministerial character. He was 
regarded, in the community in which he dwelt, as a man of 
worth and character. ‘“The Church,” says the Western Post, 
‘lost one of its highest ornaments, when Mr. Henkel was 
called to his rest. Long will his memory be cherished in the 
bosoms of those to whom he was endeared; long will his 
congregations remember their faithful pastor, and the whole 
community regret the loss which they sustained, when one 
whose doctrines and whole life so highly recommended the 
cause of religion, was removed from their midst.” - 
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ARTICLE VIII. 

WHAT IS THE RESULT OF SCIENCE WITH REGARD TO THE 
PRIMITIVE WORLD? 

Also a hterary index of the most important works on this subject. 

Tota illa actas perut diluvio, sicut infantiam mergere solet oblivio.— 
AUGUST. 

Translated from A. Tholuckh’s Miscellaneous Works. 

By Professor T. J. Lehmann, Pittsburg, Pa. 

‘CHXPLAIN the traditions and narrations of the Bible, as 
you would any other old tradition and fiction, look only at 
their moral tendency, as you would in fables and tales of an 
fisop, a Pheedrus, a Lockman, a Lafontaine, a Lichtwehr, a 
Gellert, 2 Lessing, and consider not the garb in which it is 
clothed.” ‘The history of the Creation, that of the Patri- 
archs, of the Deluge—is founded upon the traditions and 
myths of some ancient nation of the world, whose own ideas 
and uuderstanding were yet feeble, and in whom reason had 
just commenced to free itself from the ignorance and wildness 
of barbarism. These sayings were farther arranged and 
formed, in accordance with the weak understanding of the 
Israelites, and so shaped and clothed, as to suit their condi- 
tion. They were adapted tothe condition of the Jewish na- 
tion of that period, within reach of their comprehension, 
sufficient and suitable for that people and its time, but, for 
our enlightened age, these tales and calculations are no longer 
suflicient.’’—Ballenstedt, Pastor at Brunswick, in his work 
entitled, Die Urwelt. ‘Natural Sciences,’ says another 
Theologian, (Bretschneider, in his ‘“‘Sendschreiben’’) have 
caused more disturbance, and acted more destructively upon 
the doctrines of ancient Theology, than speculative Philoso- 
phy. Geology no longer agrees with Moses, as regards the 
Creation and the revolutions our globe has undergone. Un- 
mindfnl of Theology, it teaches tnat the earth has gone 
through several great epochs of formation, of undefinable, 
but great length of time; and that the first formations upon 
it have again perished.” ‘It was the sublime science of As- 
tronomy.. .. that destroyed the ideas of antiquity with regard 
to heaven, to earth, to hell, to resurrection, to judgment, and 
to the end of the world, which to the time of the Reforma- 

—_— —_——
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tion, hadremained unchanged. Natural historians and trav- 
ellers described the varieties of the human races, in form, 
color, and mental powers; the varieties produced by their 
intermixture, pointing out the remaining organic differences 
between them, and showing that they were not the result of 
climate or food, but that they were founded upon the variety 
of origin. Blumenbach collected human skulls from all parts 
of the world, and formed these views into a system. How 
embarrassing now the situation of the Theologian! If there 
is to be no longer one Adam for all mankind, but one Adam 
for the Caucasian, another for the Negro, a third for the 
American, 2 fourth for the Malay, and a fifth for the Mon- 
golian, &c. Where is the dogma of the Bible, with its teach- 
ings of one Adam, of the fall, of sin transmitted by Adam 
upon mankind, and the whole doctrine of the inheritance of 
sin, as a consequence of the fall of Adam, and the inability 
of avoiding sin, descended to us through him. If all this is 
done away with, how is the necessity of Christ’s substituting 
sacrifice, as the second Adam, to take away the sin of the 
first, to be proved? Where is the ground for condemnation 
of the heathen, who did not descend from Adam ?”’ 

This is the utterance of ministers of the Christian church 
in the nineteenth century. If we hear such words fall from 
the:lips of the guardians of the Christian sanctuary, after 
the voice of a Julianus, a Porphyrus, a Voltaire, had been 
silenced, who would not exclaim: “Oh Lord! deliver thy 
church of her friends; from her enemies, there is no danger.”’ 
And the tendency, expressed in words, by two leaders of this 
movement, will continue to spread. Who can deny, although 
among a small number of our Theologians, science has been 
brought back into an intimate connection with the church, that 
with a large majority, a separation of Theology from the chur ch, 
is irresistibly going on. Philosophy and natural sciences are 
taking the place of Divinity; Exegesis is replaced by Phi- 
lology or Antiquarianism. ‘The time is not far distant, nay, 
has in a measure arrived, when the young Theologian will 
look to a Professor of Mathematics, Anthropology or Natu- 
ral Sciences, for explanations of Divinity and morality; and 
as Theology submits willingly to be taught and instructed by 
profane science, so will the church, as a national institution, 
subject herself to the service of State power. Deafened by 
the incessant cry of “(freat 1s our Diana of Ephesus !” 
‘which the men of science (this title they have lately assumed) 
exclaim in praise of their Goddess, in all the journals, pam-
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phlets and cyclepedias, scarcely a village schoolmaster or 
gymnasiant, let alone a candidate for Theology or a pastor, 
can be found, who quotes Jesus or Moses, without offering an 
apology. “Ag Jesus or Moses of old says, is the highest 
compliment thrown after these God-men, if they are allowed 
to occupy a place in the rear guard, behind the formidable 
front of the geniuses of the nineteenth century, for having, 
now and then, made some sensible remark. 

The scientific sun of the nineteenth century has thrown 
his perpendicular rays especeally upon the domain of the An- 
tediluvian world and its history, causing all shadows to disap- 
pear, and those of the primitive world, that have thrown the 
influence of the Bible so extensively over mankind, to retire 
moilestly into their proper sphere, the world of fables. And 
being confident of having perfected the work, the new disco- 
veries could not soon enough be laid before the public. Bal- 
lenstedt’s and lLink’s works on the primitive world, were 
avowedly' written for the people ;* in fact, Ballenstedt de- 
serves credit for having written so plainly, that even the un- 
cultivated footman or cook, can gather from it the necessary 
lumination upon the productions of the primitive world. 

Theology that would exclude from its dogma and creeds, 
the wide domain of human arts and sciences, with all its 
sound and unsound fruits, would certainly be wrong. No! 
a living interchange must be maintained; the Theologian 
must consult all that the wisdom of the times has brought to 
the surface, but as says the Apostle, “be ye not the servants 
of men.” Have not the theologians maintained a more or 
less lively intercourse with the various systems of Philosophy, 
of their time, and made use of the Apostolic words: “All 
things are yours,” 1n accordance with the greater or less de- 
gree of faith and understanding they poseessed ? 

In our opinion, the word of God should neither build a 
wall between itself and the light of sciences, nor should it 
absorb its rays without refracting ; but reproducing an image 
of more than seven fold beauty, it should indicate its own 
fulness by reflecting with greater brightness. We say then, 
at the outset, that we consider as normal, only those subjects 

* Cuvier’s work is also written in a readable style for the greater num- 
ber of the public; it instructs persons, not initiated in the science, in the 
hieroglyphics of the ancient world, created by God, as understandingly, 
as Champollion’s précis in those of ligyptian invention ; besides, I'rench 
Professors generally—in contradistinction to the Ger man—take pains t to 
write their books for other persons, as well as for Professors.
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of primitive Biblical history, as really pertain to religion, 
and that we willingly allow a ruling influence to physical and 
astronomical truths, upon those views and representations in. 
the Scriptures, that belong to their province. How necessa- 
ry it is, however, not to be too liberal in making this allow- 
ance, Will be shown in the following essay. We also wish to 
communicate to our “heological reader, on matters concern- 
ing the primitive world, a little of ‘Papa Goethe's” caution, 
who expresses himself with regard to the then new Vulcanic 
theories, somewhat like the following :* 

Scarcely noble Werner is gather’d to his fathers, 

When Neptune’s domain is destroyed ; 
The world now worships at Vulcan’s feet. 

I hesitate ; for I can 

From its fruits only judge the tree, 
And oft have refused my Credo. 
No matter, new Gods or new Idols, 

I hate them all alike. 

We undertake to review the most important questions with 
regard to the Antediluvian history; to present the results of 
the latest researches, and to examine whether, and how far, 
the main points found in history, as given by Moses, are 
overthrown by science. We have to preface this essay by 
two remarks: 1. That we obtain false views of the relation 
existing between Christian dogmas and science, if we adopt 
the dogmas as laid down in some books, protestant or catho- 
lic; and the same may be said of Natural sciences, if we 
take for truth, what we may find in many books, upon which 
we may, perchance, lay our hands. If we are satisfied with 
any work on dogma we find, we may be compelled, e. g., to 
enter upon a calculation, how much room will be needed on 
the day of judgment, for those to be judged; and rejoice 
with the Mathematician, in Ammon and Hanslein’s Theolo- 
gical Journal, (Vol. III. p. 197) at the following successful 
refutation of the skeptics: “Allowing each century three 
thousand millions of people, and each person two feet to 
stand upon, we shall have for sixty centuries, the world being 
six thousand years old, one hundred and eighty thousand 
millions; consequently require three hundred and sixty thou- 
sand millions square feet. Since a single mile contains four 
hundred millions square feet, and the earth’s surface about 

* Pocket edition, Vol. LV. p. 384.
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nine millions square miles, one hundred and eighty thousand 
millions of people require only nine hundred square miles, or 
1-10320th part of the area of the globe. The diameter of 
this area would be thirty-five, its radius seventeen and a half 
miles. Therefore, standing in the centre, on a mound of the 
height of Mont Blanc, one might overlook this vast assem- 
blage.’’ On the other hand, if we adopt the first chance book 
on Natural sciences for established truth, we will have to be- 
lieve, e. g., with Buffon, the earth to be a piece of the sun, 
knocked off accidentally by a comet, requiring thirty-four 
thousand years to cool, before it could be touched, which 
would considerably puzzle the expounder of Genesis, who 
understands water to be the cause of the present form of our 
planet. Science stands notin as slight a connection with the 
man who discovers it, as with the tobacco smoke he mav 
blow from his lips; it is his breath rather, and carries upon it 
the impress of the character of his liking and disliking. At 
a time like the present, when the mass of votaries of Natural 
sciences, as well as all other children of our age, and the lat- 
ter perhaps more than the former, are so destitute of the pi- 
ous hearts of the heavenward-turned minds of their forefa- 
thers, the result will show itself in their labors; it will be 
rather antipathetic to the interests of religion, than sympa- 
thetic. Consequently, many apparently great contradictions 
to truths in the Scriptures, adduced by individual philoso- 
phers, will, at the present time, appear ina less degree the 
contradiction of science itself. We should never forget, and 
especially not at the present hour, to draw a line of distinc- 
tion between the contradiction of the scientific man, and that 
of the science. This introduces our second remark, viz:— 
Should a theologian, now ane then, leave a question of the 
Naturalist unanswered, and remain silent, he will not feel 
disconcerted, for he will reflect that this or that philosopher 
not yet represents the science of Natural Philosophy, and he 
will further find consolation in the thought, that if a theolo- 
gian were to catechize a Natural philosopher, the latter might, 
in his turn, on many points be reduced to silence. 

The subjects we wish to contemplate, with regard to the 
primitive world, are the following: 
' i. The formation of the earth. 

2. The extinct races of the primitive world. 
8. The age of the world. 
4, The first man, and in connection with it the place of his 

first appearance. 
o. Primitive language.
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I. The Formation of the Larth. 

If we pursue our researches of the origin of the world, we 
will finally arrive at a point involving the question, whence 
matter received its existence, and if philosophic reasoning 
crosses and blesses itself when arrived at this, the stopping 
place of all created reasoning, we expect to find the Natural- 
ist much more willing to preserve silence. ‘‘Cosmogeny,’’ 
says A. v. Humboldt,* “presupposes the existence of all mat- 
ter now distributed over the Universe, and occupies itself only 
with the many changes through which this matter has passed, 
until it has arrived at its present form and combination. All 
beyond this circle is a presumption of philosophizing reason.” 
We place ourselves modestly one degree lower; we take mat- 
ter as we find it, and ask, how has it become what itis? At 
that point then, Natnral Philosophy has thought itself able to 
make a beginning. Pastor Ballenstedt, of Brunswick, (Ur- 
welt, Vol. II. p. z) is of the opinion that, “although we can 
never arrive at the whole truth, yet we have approached it 
(the manner how the world was created) considerably nearer 
than at the time of Zoroaster and Moses, since we possess a 
more accurate knowledge of nature, and of the internal for- 
mation of our earth; and herein we can see and judge with 
more certainty than men of the ancient world.’’ Count Zin- 
zendorf’s opinion of all clever thoughts of children of man, 
that they will appear, some day, as so much scandal before 
the Most High, might be of some weight, at least in. this in- 
stance of human smartness, since a Lichtenberg} reasons 
that nine-tenths of the fifty hypotheses he enumerates, belong 
rather to the history of the human mind, than to the history 
of the earth, and that the noble naturalist, animated by an 
impulse of imitative art, upon finding sea anzmals on dry 
land, without a trace of an ocean, gave us conclusions with- 
out a trace of a premise. Let us also listen to the opinion of 
another well known searcher in this branch of science :{ “It 
has been remarked elsewhere, that the origin of the whole 
Universe, consequently also that portion of it which forms 
our earth, lies entirely beyond the reach of human knowledge. 

* Essay on the disengagement of Caloric, considered as a Geognostic 
phenomenon in v. Molls Jahrbiichern der Berg-und Hiittenkunde, Vol. 
Til. p. 6. 

+t Geologische Phantasieen, Gottingen Taschenbuch, fiir 1795, p, 79. 
{ Munke’s revised Dictionary on Physics, by Gehler, 1828, IV. 2d di- 

vision, p. 1278,
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The means employed in our researches are nowise adequate 
to scan all parts of the Universe. Although the human eye, 
armed with gigantic telescopes, penetrates immeasurable dis- 
tances, yet the space, imperfectly explored by this means, 
remains only an insignificant portion of the whole, and all 
that has been said about it, asthe result of many carefully 
conducted observations, is, in by far the greater number of 
cases, mere supposition, and bold, although probable hypoth- 
esis. It would appear ridiculous, if we were to attempt an 
explanation of the origin of the almost unknown whole, from 
the knowledge we possess of the earth, and a few planetsand 
fixed stars; the modest Naturalist excludes it, therefore, from 
the sphere of Physics, and places vt where it still properly 
belongs, unto the province of religious belief.”’ How is this? 
The theologians, Bretschneider and Ballenstedt, direct us to 
the schools of Natural Sciences, and these send us back to 
the school of faith? But so itis. And to prove that the 
modesty of the Naturalist, whose language we have just quo- 
ted, is not without good reason, we have only to bestow a 
passing glance upon a few of the most important hypotheses, 
of which Lichtenberg, in his time, already knew as many as 
fifty. 

‘After the revival of sciences, Descartes was the first who 
attempted, by peculiar combinations, to explain natural phe- 
nomena, and their ultimate origin. In the beginning, there 
was a chaotic, hard, primitive mass, which by God’s almighty 
power was broken, and set in motion by confrication of its 
parts. In consequence of this motion, the three elements 
sprang forth, from which the constituent parts of the Uni- 
verse were formed, viz: a fine ethereal matter, small globules 
and particles of coarser nature and angular form. From the 
first arose the sun and the fixed stars ; the second gave exist- 
ence to ether, or to the matter in which worlds revolve; the 
third furnished material for the planets and comets. At first 
the earth was a star, having a revolving motion around its 
own axis only. There was, however, in its composition, an 
admixture of much coarse matter, which finally surrounded 
it with an opaque crust, through which, even now, the central 
fire penetrates in some places. In this condition, the earth 
was seized by the whirling motion of the sun, and carried 
along with it. The coarsest particles of the third element 
were precipitated first, and formed land and water. But since 
the finer particles of the third element, which were lodged 
upon the water, could not be entirely freed from the coarser,
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a crust grew out of them, which finally broke down, and 
formed the dry surface of the earth.* Halley, Herschel and 
Schubert discover a similar primitive matter in the nebulae 
of the heavens. — 

The geological hypotheses of two English Theologians, 
whose fate it seemed to be, to think in many respects differ- 
ently from all other people, occupy the first rank after those 
of Cartesius. According to Thomas Burnet,y the earth was 
in the beginning a chaotic mass, from which the heavier par- 
ticles were precipitated, and formed themselves into a nucle- 
us, around which water, and over which air was collected. 
The latter discharged its oily and earthy particles, and reas- 
sumed its transparency. By this means a crust was formed 
around the earth, a fit habitation for mankind; only without 
mountains and valleys. This crust, dried by the heat of the 
sun, burst, after a lapse of sixteen hundred years; was 
thrown into the water, carrying along a quantity of air, by 
which the ocean was raised still higher, and destroyed all liv- 
ing beings during the deluge. The water retired gradually 
into subterranean caverns, left part of the ruins of the crust 
exposed, which now presented mountains and valleys, as the 
new abode of Noah, and those saved with him. Whiston 
says:{ the earth was originally a comet, that developed itself 
gradually in the course of six years (the six days of the cre- 
ation); the transformation of the crust of the earth, was 
caused by the approach of another comet, which, from its 
tail, partly discharged the waters of the deluge, and partly 
attracted the water from the cracked and partially elevated 
crust of the earth. According to Leibnitz,|| the earth takes 
its origin from fused matter, the cooling of which marks the 
separation of light from darkness, and the epoch of the be- 
ginning of creation. The deposits, by the heat vitrified 
‘formed a basis of the crust, and the lumps and _ bubbles 
in it, gave rise to mountains and caverns, as they now exist. 
The vapors contamed in the atmosphere, condensed during 

* Principia philosophiae Amstsl. lib, 1. This hypothesis of Cartesius 
was also brought in harmony with the Bible, e. g. in Cartesius mosaizans, ' 
by Amerpoel. 

{ Telluris theoria sacra. Lond. 1681. 

{A new theory of the earth, Cambr. 1708. 

| Protogae sive de prima facie telluris et antiquissimae historise vesti- 
glis in ipsis natnrae momentis. Acta eradd. Lips. 1693 separately edit, 
by Schneid, Gottingen, 1749. 

Vou. X, No. 89. 51
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the process of cooling, descended upon the earth, in form of 
water, dissolved the salts, and communicated its saltness to 
the ocean. Cooling to a still lower degree, clefts were made 
in the earth, into which the water retired still farther; at a 
later period some of the highest portion caved in, and forced 
the water back over the whole surface. ‘This the Deluge. 
Buffon says:* A comet coming diagonally in contact with 
the sun, knocked off 1-650th part of its matter. From the 
fragments of this mass, all planets were formed, and received 
from the shock of the concussion their rotary motion around 
their own axes, and impelled by gravitation, commenced their 
revolutions around the central sun, and in consequence of 
their motion, became rounded and flattened at the poles. 
Since Buffon, as wellas Newton, believed the sun to be red 
hot, this fragment must have been red hot also. It continued 
in this state during three thousand years, and required thirty- 
four thousand years to cool sufficiently to be touched. The 
cooling process gave rise to undulations and bubble-like ele- 
vations, the original valleys and mountains. What formed 
subsequently the ocean, was still suspended in the aur, be- 
cause the earth remained during twenty-five thousand years 
so much heated, as to convert water into vapor. It was only 
after this period, that water gradually descended upon the 
earth, and covered it to a height of twelve thousand feet, 
leaving no other part exposed than the summits of the high- 
est mountains. ‘he water gradually penetrated the interior 
cavities of the earth, and left its surface inhabitable. Owing 
to the high degree of temperature, the productive power was 
at first very great, and tropical animals were enabled to live 
in a high northern latitude. The polar regions cooling first, 
became inhabitable before any other portion of our globe; 
and as this cooling still continues, the earth will be unfit for 
habitation in ninety-three thousand years. According tothe 
pious geologist, De Luc,f this earth was in the beginning a 
chaotic mass, which contained the elements of all mineral 
and organic substances now to be found upon it, partly in 
form of a mixture, partly in chemical solution. These ele- 
ments could not affect each other, since the lquid portion 
remained torpid during the absence of light and heat. The 
creation of light, with which the fire of the earth combined, 

* Histoire naturalle générale et particuli¢re. Tom. I. 

{ Lettres physiques et morales &c. 1779. 5 B. Lettres sur l'histoire 
physique de la terre, addressé€es 2 M, Blumenhach &ec. 1779.
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dissolved this torpid mass, and allowed its component parts 
to act upon each other. During the second period, the solid 
particles were precipitated, according to the laws of affinity, 
and formed the granite crust of the earth, while the expan- 
sive liquids united themselves with the atmosphere, leaving, 
however, under the granite, a stratum of slime, and a nucle- 
us of dust-like particles. Over the granite, gneiss, wacke and 
slate were deposited from the water, which latter disappeared 
during the third period, amid the slime and dust, under the 
granite. ‘The sinking of a portion of the firm substance, 
caused inequalities and caverns, the coverings of which again 
breaking in masses of great extent, caused water to collect, 
leaving other portions dry, by means of which the sea became 
separated from the land. Upon this, vegetation sprung up, 
whilst at the bottom of the former was formed what now con- 
stitutes our dry land, from the fragments of the broken pri- 
‘mitive strata. During the fourth period commenced the de- 
composition of sun-matter combined with that of light; the 
light emitted was communicated to the earth, and through it, 
undiminished heat maintained. The population of the ocean 
and the deposition of limestone, in which we find the first 
traces of imbedded sea animals, are comprised in the fifth 
period of the creation. By repeated cavings, the position of 
the strata were changed obliquely, many new strata of lime- 
stone were formed, with petrefactions in great number ; rock 
salt and sandstone layers were deposited, and vulcanic erup- 
tions made their appearance. To this period, probably, be- 
long also the formation of gangs and metals. A sudden 
revolution, occasioned by the repeated breaking through of 
great masses, elevated the former bottom of the sea, and bur- 
ied the dry land under water; the latter gradually receding 
into the subterranean cavities, left the land inhabitable. The 
filling of the earth with living races, was the last act of the 
creation. ‘The deluge was at a later period occasioned by 
water, descending from the atmosphere, and also by gushing 
from subterranean caverns, carrying along in its course, and 
depositing the remains of animals of the primitive world, in 
such regions, where at present they could not live. 

Let the above hypotheses, which belong to the last century, 
suffice; although we might add, as before remarked, a long 
list of celebrated names, such as le Grange, la Place, Frank- 
lin, &c. By consulting Munke, we will now have an oppor- 
tunity of examining those hypotheses which also sprung up 
at the latter part of the last century, but which, at present,
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have the greatest currency. Itis well known that geologists 
divide themselves in two classes, viz: those who ascribe the 
process of the formation of the earth to the agency of water, 
the Weptunists, and those who believe fire to have been the 
chief agent, the Vuleanists. The former class take their 
origin from the celebrated Werner. According to Werner,* 
the globe was originally composed of an aqueous, semi-fiuid 
matter, from which were deposited, in successive periods, the 
different kinds of stone, in the following order: 1. The pri- 
mary rocks, which consist in a series of stone, and are de- 
posited as follows: granite, gneiss, slate and argillaceous 
schist. 2. The liquid lost in the former deposits at least one- 
half of its solid matter. 38. A revolution forced the water 
to a height equal, at least, to one-half that of the primary 
rocks, whence originated, by means of dissolution and wash- 
ings, the transition rocks. 4. After this revolution followed 
a period of rest, for vegetation and animalization. 5. An- 
other revolution among the liquid portion, destroyed part of 
the primary and transition rocks, together with all organized 
beings, and upon its ruins arose the secondary rock. 6. Du- 
ring the two revolutions, all the sand was formed from the 

' tossed ruins of quartz rock. 7. Since the formation of the 
secondary rock, only local revolutions have taken place, pro- 
duced chiefly by water currents, from which alluvial strata 
derive their existence. 8. Crystalization, which was promi- 
nent during the formation of granite, gradually decreased, 
which explains the laminated character of later formations. 
9. Basalt was the last production occasioned by inundations, 
which covered the already formed rocks. 

Hutton, who represents the Vulcanic theory, opposes the 
Neptunic, especially on the following gr ounds: ‘There are 
pieces of fossil wood, which are petrified into flint, to a cer- 
tain depth only, the remainder being unchanged. They can, 
therefore, not have been penetrated by a watery solution of 
flint-earth, since they would have been thoroughly saturated ; 
consequently they were surrounded by flint fused by fire. 
Sulphur is “found combined with metallic ores, in enormous 
quantities, especially with iron. If this combination had 
been brought about by a watery solution of both substances, 
sulphates syould have been formed, and instead of pyrites, 
the product would have been sulphate of iron; we can there- 

* Kurze Klassification und Beschr eibuug cer verschiedenen G Gebirgs: 
arlen. Dresden 1787. Neue Theorie der Giinge. Treib. 179
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fore think of but one combination of these substances in a 
fused state. Solid metals, so frequently found; pure man- 
ganese, as discovered in small bodies by la Peyrouse; crys- 
talized natron, without water of crystalization, as found by 
Dr. Black, cannot have been watery fluids ; nor can the de- 
position, one upon another, of spar, quartz, pyrites and other 
minerals, be explained in this manner. 

All earthy substances, and especially those which form the 
constituent parts of granite, are so little soluble in water, 
that an almost unimaginable quantity of water would be re- 
quired for their dissolution and subsequent crystalization. 
But to the adoption of a fluid produced by heat, much less 
objection is to be made, since the experiments of Dr. Beddoc 
prove that in a fusion of an admixture of earthy and metal- 
lic substances, it depends entirely on outward circumstances, 
viz: the time of cooling, whether it will resemble the very 
regular form of Basalt, or whether it will assume the very 
irregular character of granite; and even the porcelain of 
Reaumur, receives its crystalline structure from the slow 
cooling process of the fused glass. Finally, Hutton proves 
indisputably, that Basalt can have been only a dry fluid, 
from its peculiar character, as well as from the substances 
with which it is surrounded, since it is in every respect con- 
nected with lava. If this point be conceded, it follows clear- 
ly, from the extensive masses of this rock, found especially 
on the coast of Great Britain, and everywhere on the Conti- 
tinent, as well as upon numerous islands, that a great many 
changes have taken place upon the surface of the earth, by 
vuleanic action, during an indefinite, but long period of time ; 
and it is not supposable that the power which, in our time, 
continues to work so many violent destructions, should not 
have acted with much greater violence, especially at the be- 
ginning of the formation of our globe. 

To Hutton’s may be added the celebrated system of Scipio 
Breislak, which is laid down in his geology, and translated 
into German by Strombeck. According to his ideas, the li- 
quid state of our globe was caused by caloric, and was changed 
into a solid, when free caloric became latent, on entering 
those bodies in which we now discover it. Thus the earth 
gradually cooled, and this process extending into the interior 
of our globe, formed strata, which being rent and cleft into 
chasms, caused immense masses to fall. The primitive ocean 
was originally hot, in violent commotion, and considerably 
higher than at present. It fell in consequence of the gradual
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cooling of the earth, and the receding of water into subter- 
ranean, by bubbles formed, caverns. Primary rocks obtained 
their crystalline form from the action of fire; the transition 
rocks and coal‘ strata certainly from water, the effective pow- 
er of the latter being increased through the presence of cal- 
oric and chemical substances. This vulcanic formation of the 
primary rocks explains likewise, why no remains of organic 
matter are found in them, the germs of which could originate 
only at alater period, during the gradual process of cooling. 
Here let us stop and pass by other names. And what, we 
would ask, is then the present result of geology? In order 
to learn what views in the different branches of science main- 
tain themselves on a level with the spirit of our time, we can 
consult no more reliable source than the work which profess- 
es to give the latest opinions of our time, and considerably 
aids in forming them, we mean the Conversations Lexicon, 
by Brockhaus. Here we find (seventh edition), on the for- 
mation of the earth, the vulcanic hypothesis (Breislak’s sys- 
tem forms a long separate article) marked as the one now 
prevalent, as in fact it is adhered to by most geologists, the 
English perhaps excepted. But this decision in favor of vul- 
canism in general, signifies but little; for the opinions with 
regard to the extent, the manner and time of the codperation 
of fire, are so varied, that it would be difficult to find indivi- 
duals who agree in every particular one with another. The 
profession of vulcanism by many, signifies no more than an 
acknowledgment of the opinion that the Basalt and Trachyte 
rocks are vulcanic apparitions. 

That organ, the representative of the spirit of our time, 
the Conversations Lexicon, wisely concludes to look to the 
future for the solution of those enngmas. “If we compare, ’’ 
it says, art. Geognosy, Kd. of 1830, ‘on one hand, the sci- 
entific necessity which seems to present itself in this (vulcan- 
ic) theory, to that which is diametrically opposed to the 
teaching of science, in Werner’s (Neptunic), probability in- 

clines more towards the vulcanic, than to the Neptunic hy- 

pothesis, without taking that, however, as proved, because 
many of theenigmas cannot be solued which we find in the 
study of the details of the ancient foundation of the earth.” 
In art. ‘“Urwelt” we find: ‘Although the knowledge of or- 

ganic remains is of great importance to the geological history 
of the earth,.... we obtacn only erroneous views, if we be- 

lieve with some otherwise respectable authors, that the theory 
onthe formation of the earth may be founded entirely upon
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‘a basis which comprises so small a portion of the whole struc- 
ture, and offers but very limited evidence upon many very 
important points in the history of the revolutions of the 
earth.” One of our modern works on the same subject, 
(Nat. Hist. of Man, F. G. H.R. Wagner, Kempton 1882, 
Vol. II. p. 21) concludes with the following similar remarks: 
“Tf we calmly consider what truth modern Geognosy has 
added to the history of the formation of the earth, we feel 
constrained to confess that itis but little, and that all re- 

searches have, at present, resulted in hypotheses, the intena- 

bility of which to prove, a new discovery of our time, often 
was sufficient. Important as the facts may be, and as much 
as the persevering industry of Naturalists has accomplished 
within the latter years; much as all this may fill us with as- 
tonishment, and teach and edify us; what does it all amount 
to, when compared to what remains hidden frm our eyes? 
Humboldt attained, on the Chimborazo, to a height of eighteen 
thousand feet, and the deepest excavations or mines which 
are known, scarcely descend one thousand feet below the lev- 
el of the sea; for the pits in the Tyrol and Friberg (Vol. L, 
p. 102) have their entrance so high above the surface of the 
ocean, that if we calculate their depths from the latter, there 
remain little more than one thousand feet of absolute depth ; 
we may therefore say, that we are not acquainted with the 
crust of the earth, to the thickness of one mile, scarcely that 
of seven-eighths of a mile, if we allow twenty-two thousand. 
eight hundred and forty feet, Parisian measure, to a geogra- 
phical mile. The diameter of the earth having 1718 geo- 
graphical miles, and deducting the fraction forthe known 
part, we have seventeen hundred and eighteen geographical 
miles, of which we know absolutely nothing, left for our in- 
vestigation. A thin covering of dust upon a globe of ordi- 
nary size, would be in proportion, a much thicker crust than 
that of the earth, accessible to us. We should commit a 
great error, if we were ‘to believe that we are sufficiently ac- 
quainted with all the strata, to a depth of nineteen thousand 
feet, or that we had dug down to that depth, at all places 
from the surface, or even at any one. It is well known that 
six million eight hundred thousand square miles of the earth’s 
surface is covered by water, and that the land exposes an 
area of about two million four hundred thousand square miles; 
we are entirely unacquainted with the bottom of the ocean 
and the larger seas, and can form suppositions only, with re- 
gard to its character; we know but imperfectly a portion of
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some mountains of Europe, of the north of Asia and of 
America; and very little of those in Africa and the East 
Indies, and even of the most explored part of the earth, of 
Hurope, containing only about one hundred and fifty-four 
thousand square mules, one-half is almost entirely unknown 
to us, as regards the interior conformations; and in Germany, 
France and Hngland, although each small province boasts of 
its zealous explorer of mountains, many large districts have 
been but superficially examined. With these scanty means, 
then, we have the confidence to attempt to throw a clear light 
upon the history of the formation of this planet, when in 
reality, buts faint glimmer has commenced to dispel utter 
darxness! Two decenniums have not elapsed, since granite 
was considered the undermost stratum of primary rocks, and 
it was considered a settled fact, that all other formations 
rested upon it; now, we know that itis found sometimes 
above, and sometimes under the old slate; that it even some- 
times covers the old limestone, the red sandstone, and even 
the strata of lias. It is but a short time, when no one dared 
to entertain a doubt about the Neptunic theory, that granite 
was formed from the deposits of an aqueous solution, accord- 
ing to the school of Werner, until modern Chemistry pointed 
out the great improbability of such a formation, and showed, 
,by means of fire, the possibility of producing similar results. 
‘Modern Geognosy made use of this; adopted all stratified 
rocks as Neptunic, and all unstratified, among which lava, 
which is certainly of Vulcanic production, as of Plutonic or- 
igin, viz: formed by the agency of fire, in which granite was 
also included, it never being stratified. But in this they also 
encounter so many difficulties, that many experienced Natu- 
ralists, who cannot reconcile their views with the above, pre- 
fer to adhere to the former, when it would perhaps be better 
had they abandoned all. In fact, it is difficult to understand 
how granite could be formed by fire, and gneiss and mica by 
water, if we consider that those formations are formed alter- 
nately, and _ change from the one to the other, almost imper- 
ceptibly. Brongniart finds himself so puzzled by it, that he 
sometimes calls gré anite the oldest Neptunic and sometimes 
Plutonic formation.’ 

With such admissions of the insufficiency of the researches 
hitherto made, the question, how far they disagree with the 
history of the Cr eation, as taught by Moses, will scarcely be 
asked. But what shall we Say ; when the latest (eighth) edi- 
tion of the Conversations Lexicon, makes the following ae-
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knowledgment (art. Urwelt p. 564)? “The results which we 
may accept as firmly established in Geology, and consider as 
so much gain, their most contrary direction of explanations 
by Naturalists notwithstanding, already show the most perfect 
unison with the first book of Moses.’ (Compare Vol. II. p. 
152, Conversations Lexicon der neuesten zeit.) Every one 
of the now accepted systems points to a struggle for suprem- 
acy between fire and water. Have not most of the present 
systems adopted the motto sung by the Psalmist after the 
Genesis: 

Who laid the foundation of the earth, that it should not be 
removed for ever. Thou coveredst it with the deep as witha 
garment ; the waters stood above the mountain. 

At Thy rebuke they fled; at the voice of Thy thunder 
they fled away. 

The mountains ascend, the valleys descend unto the place 
Thou hast founded for them.—Psalm 104. 

To this compare Ps. 90: 2, in the original text : 
Before the mountains were brought forth, or ever Thou 

hadst formed the earth and the world whirling, &c.* 
All systems differ as to how the chaotic mass was made to 

produce, and how life was instilled, and we affirm positively, 
that all the modes they suggest are inadequate. Thus, may 
we really suppose that the act of calling the present subluna- 
ry world into existence, differs from any other physical ex- 
periment in nothing but quantity of material. Thus, then, 
every experimentalist may become a Creator, on a small 
scale, and the law of precipitation, which is illustrated by an 
experiment with a beer glass full of vinegar and chalk, by 
adding a quantity of sulphuric acid, which uniting with the 
chalk, causes precipitation, and forms gypsum; this, then, is 
the secret by which the world, with its valleys adorned in 
beauty, and crowned mountains, is called forth. And not 
only the formation of our own planet, we are enabled to imi- 
tate by experiments, but even the birth of those rare visitors 
who, terror-spreading, sweep through our planetary system, 

* Silberschlag already remarks in his Geognosy, 374’ how Moses, in 
accordance with Natural Sciences (and, we may add, with the record in 
Genesis) jirst names mountains, as having made their appearance. We 
might, however, with de Wette and others, make 55inn y. 2d the earth the 
subject, and translate: “Before the earth brought forth,’ viz: plants, 
animals. Thus the agreement with, 1. Moses 1. would be still greater. 

Vou. X, No. 39. 52
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the Comets, can by experiments, be done over before our 
own eyes, by the skill of an experimentalist.* 

Who would describe and study aught alive, 

Seeks first the living spirit thence to drive ; 

Then are the lifeless fragments in his hand, 
Then only fails, alas! the spirit land. 

This process, Chemists name in learned thesis, 
Mocking themselves, Naturae encheiresis. 

Natural Philosophers, such as Steffens and Schubert, have 
indeed hinted at agencies and methods beyond the narrow 
horizon of experimental physics. Steffens says in a former 
work,y “It was the limited doctrine of precipitation, trans- 
ferred from a narrow view of experimental chemistry into 
the history of the formation of the earth, which prevented 
Naturalists from uniting upon acommon basis, for observa- 
tions on the transformation of all elements. Innumerable 
varieties of the most heterogeneous substances, are to be dis- 
solved in a fiuid, the character of which no Natural Philoso- 
pher has described or conveyed a clear idea of in this mon- 
strous supposition; or given an explanation of the manner in 
which the dissolution or the precipitation is to be effected.” 
Schubert says:{ “The Naturalist finds in every earthquake, 
in every great Vulcanic eruption, the limits of his narrow, 
one-sided theories broken; but he should not give up in de- 
spair, when it is of importance to attribute to surrounding 
nature an internal power and motion, which he by no means 
without the analogy of his daily observations.’ The Chris- 
tian Theologian can, in fact, as long as Geology ocdupies no 
other than its present position, with regard to all hypotheses, | 
make use of the proud language of Christina, Queen of Swe- 
den, when abdicating her crown: Von mz besogna enon nz 
basta—I need it not, and it 1s not enoughfor me. The Bible, 
in the history of the creation, mentions but one agency, the 
Spirit of God, big with life, hovering over the waters. This 
is all. Truly a poetic metaphor! But Natural Philosophers 
of the true kind, have acknowledged that, when on this sub- 

* Gruithusen: Ueber die Natur der Kometen, mit Reflectionen auf 
ihre Bewohnbarkeit und Schicksale, Miinchen 1811. 

+ Geognostische-geologische Aufsiitze, als Vorbereitung zu einer in- 
neren Naturgeschichte der Erde. 1810, p. 198. 

j Die Urwelt und die Iixsterne, p. 9.
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ject, they become poctical, in spite of themselves.* If the 
poet is a worn, then he is a creator, and construes the words 
of God, not according to scanty experiments, but in harmony 
with the Spirit, and through the Spirit, which in him descends 
from God, and testifies of God. 

And what is the first product of that creative agency which 
rests upon the waters? Moses begins with light. We shall 
here not give a decision between the two main divisions of 
interpreters, the elder of which, considers that day’s work as 
a description of a production of something absolutely new, 
or a creation, in the strict sense of its meaning; and the 
modern, which discovers in it only a representation of the 
gradual development of our earth, from its chaotic state. 
Taking the interpretation of the former, it means here the 
creation of primitive light, which was communicated at a later 
period only, to the luminating bodies.{ According to inter- 

* A. v. Humboldt, Ansichten der Natur 1. Bd. Vorrede 8. VI. 
+ We find the names of the defenders of both theories, in Hahn’s Dog- 

matic, p. 278. A very learned treatise on the history of the Creation, 
in accordance with the views of former Theologians, is to be found in the 
Examen histortae creationis, by J. H. Hottinger. Heidelberg, 1659. 

tItis very astonishing that Theologians, nay, even Professors of The- 
ology, in German lecturing chairs, when explaining Genesis, amuse 
themselves, year after year, at the expense of the ignorance in matters 
of Physic, of a so-called “Referee,” who not even knew that light “comes 
from the sun.” These enlightened Professors of Theology really know 
that light flows, from the body of the sun. They who so much recom- 
mend progress, are, themselves, not far enough advanced, to know that 
scarcely a Schoolmaster educated in our Seminaries, could be found, who 
believes with Newton, that the sun isa ball of fire, and who know not 
that the sun, like the earth, is an opaque body, receiving its hght from a 
surrounding light-atmosphere ata distance of five hundred miles; and 
that our earth depends not for light and heat on the body of the sun 
alone. If thisis terra incognita to them, they can certainly not have 
heard how Herschel and Schubert find in the firmament of the fixed 
stars, the primitive source of light, whence it is distributed to all other 
bodies. But if those men would limit themselves to their Hebrew, and 
to the lines before their eyes, they might see that WS verse 8, and Wn, 
verse 14, although both are translated by Luther as leght, have a different 
meaning. That the latter is intended for luminary, hence a body upon 
which light is found,is proved by 2 Moses 25: 6; and do we not find 1 
Moses 14 expressly, “Juminaries in the firmament of heaven, to divide 
the day from the night, and govern them,” If we are inclined to amuse 
ourselves at this “Referee,” his ignorance would only appear in that he 
considered the light and the sun as two different bodies—in which case 
modern Astronomers would be equally condemned—not, in that he was 
ignorant of the fact, that day and night depend upon the sun. To have 
arrived at this point of astronomical knowledge, of which those Profes- 
sors of Exegesis of the Old Testament boast, a Hottentot or a Pesheray
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preters of the second class, light means the ray of light which 
gently begins to penetrate darkness through the thick watery 
atmosphere, mixedin a chaotic manner with the lower waters, 
whilst the luminating body of the sun remained yet for a 
long time hidden from the eye. Itis frequently the case 
with discrepancies among expounders of the Scriptures, as it 
was with the Copernican and Ptolemaic systems; the one 
makes the sun move arcund the earth; the other the earth 
around the sun; both calculate eclipses of the sun and moon, 
and arrive at the same result. Andit is upon the result that 
all depends. What this light may be, whether it be the first 
primitive hght, which came in contact with the atmosphere 
of the earth, without being yet connected with the solar 
bearer, or the ray of our sun, which acted upon the chaos 
between the heavens and earth, it remains important in the 
highest degree, that light is presented as the beginning of the 
xivyovg, on the first day, that marvellous, mysterious substance, 
of which we do not yet know, whether to place it in the world 
of spirits, or in that of bodies, which glides through creation 
hike a mediating genius, between the world of spirit and of 
matter, full of vital power, and yet so still and gentle. Heat 
certainly participates largely in the vivifying efficacy of light, 
and it may be considered as proven, that light can claim in 
the production of bright heat, only paternal, and not mater- 
nal activity. But even then, the hght of the sun, as is well 
known, is one of its important factors. How creative is the 
influenco of light, how infinitely various its chemical and dy- 
namic effects! The roots of the plant tend toward the dark- 
ness of the earth, as their proper place of nativity, as also 
the embryo of animal life, comes forth from the darkness of 
the womb. The conception and first beginning of living for- 
mation, seeks darkness, as it was the primitive chaotic state 
of the earth, in which fructification was effected through the 
Spirit of God. But for development, growth, refreshment 
and beauty, ail hving beings require light. Colorless and 
pale remains the plant from which light is withdrawn, and 
winding its way through crooked channels, it will meet light, 
where a ray finds its way through a hidden cleft; none but 
the pale, repulsive genus of fungi and its kindred, retire from 

might equally be proud. ‘But if ever it should enter the brains of any 
human being, that in the morning when the sun rises above the horizon, 
his light and blessings are by accident only punctual in accompanying 1t, 
we say, it will be in the head of some bookworm, rather than in that of 
a Hottentot or Cafhr.
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the light; pale and sickly remain animals and human beings 
—although they are less dependent on the influence of light, 
than vegetating organization, owing to the element of life 
gushing forth from within—when light is refused them; and 
the embryo, sprung from the darkness of a mother’s womb, 
in every other respect passive, stretches and moves, animated 
by an irresistible love for hght, towards the rays of the sun. 
Schubert’s picture of what our planet would be without an 
atmosphere filled with light, is worth our notice. ‘“Imagine,”’ 
he says, “‘the atmosphere which surrounds with its life-pro- 
ducing power, all heavenly bodies that circle in our planetary 
system, to beremoved, and there remain dark, dreary spheres, 
uninhabitable for living beings; spheres which continue their 
course, impelled by mechanical powers, (like a blinded horse, 
turning in endless circles around and around, imparting mo- 
tion to some machinery) around a larger sphere, giving neith- 
er light nor heat; without an eye to perceive that motion ; 
without the slightest trace of the silent march of time in the 
fruitless change of spring, summer and winter, left upon the 
naked skeleton of the earth. ‘The waters of our globe, its 
compressing bands being removed, would partly evaporate, 
and yet more congeal into enormous masses of ice, so that 
no running stream, no breaking waves of the ebbing and 
flowing waters of the ocean, murmur a sound or give a sign 
of life, during this quiet, endless night. From the hidden 
depth of our earth, where there is room for such a motion, 
bodies of the nature of sulphur and the metals, might, by 
their union, vomit forth a gleam of light, destructive to every 
element of life; no vulcanic eruption could even throw its 
light to the surface, upon the never ceasing, cruel, winter 
night, because that which generates and supports terrestrial 
fires, azr, 1s wanting.” 

Who will not perceive with what profound truth the Mosaic 
account begins the order of created universe with light ?* 

* How much are the poor studiosi theologiae to be pitied, who, since 
the time of Eichhorn, can see nothing in the creation of light, on the 
first day, but that our Lord wanted light at the creation, in order to see, 
and that for this purpose, he wisely created light. Is it to be believed 
that the heart and soul of a Christian, of a Theologian, could be made 
so insensible, as not to be able to find anything else in these words! 
Whatis meant in the Hindoo history of the creation, where in the first 
book of the Manavadharmasastra. we read: “This was (around) wrapped 
in darkness, indiscernible, undivided by signs, undistinguishable, and 
not one thing to be known from another, as if buried in sleep thorough- 
ly. Then appeared Svajambha (God) the exalted, the uncreated, He
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Il. The Lxtinct Races of the Primitive World. 

Everything we see upon and above the earth, is wonderful; 
supported by life, full of life. Nowhere, as far as the eye 
surveys, a space clestitute of life! We cannot refrain from 
presenting here the beautiful picture by A. v. Humboldt, in 
his treatise: Ideas on Physiognomy of Plants. ‘If man, 
with active mind explore nature, or in his fancy measure the 
vast space of organic creation, among the many impressions 
he receives, there is none so powerful, so deep, as that pro- 
duced by the fulness of life extenaed everywhere. LEvery- 
where, even at the icy pole, the air resounds the song of 
birds, or the humming of swarming insects. Not only the 
lower regions, in which the heavy vapors are suspended, but 
also the upper, the ethereal pure, are filled with life. For, 
ascending the Cordilleras of Peru, or climbing, south of lake 
Leman, the summit of Mt. Blanc, animals have been found, 
even in this dreary abode. Upon the Chimborazo, six times 
as high as the Brocken, we saw butterflies anil other winged 
insects. Admitting that, carried thither by perpendicular 
currents of air, they are lost, and strangers in regions where 
the thirst for knowledge impels the careful step of man, their 
presence nevertheless proves, that the more pliable animal 
creation continues to exist, where the vegetable has long 
reached its limits. Higher than the peak of Teneriffe piled 
upon Mt. Aiutna; higher than all the summits of the Andes, 
we saw above us the Condor, the giant among vultures, sailing 
through the air. Rapacity, and the chase after the fine- 
fleeced Vigunna, which, like the Chamois, herd together on 
the snow-covered grass plains, attract this mighty bird to 
these regions. And if the unassisted eye finds the whole at- 
mosphere animated, it will, when assisted, discover more and 
greater wonders. Wheel-animals, Bracheons, and a multi- 
tude of microscopic animals, are raised upwards from the 

who created it, the primitive source of all existence, endowed with om- 
nipotence ; he appeared, dispersing darkness. He who excceds all im- 
agination, spirit-like, uncreated, is eternal; he who comprises the exist- 
ence of all beings, whom thought cannot reach ; as such he appeared in 
his own personal glory.” Was darkness here dispelled for no other rea- 
son than that “He who exceeds imagination, spirit-like,” might be ena- 
bled to take a good look at his own works? “Oh fools and slow of 
heart,” said the Redeemer to his disciples, when they not yet had his 
spirit, And here we might quote again: 

Who would describe and study aught alive, 

Seeks first the liviue spirit thence to drive; ete.
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drying waters, by winds. Without motion, and apparently 
dead, they float perhaps for years upon the air, until, recon- 
ducted to the earth by the dew, the casing that incloses their 
transparent, whirling bodies, is unclasped, and probably 
through the element of life, contained in water, new power to 
more is instilled. Besides the already formed creatures, the 
air contains countless germs for future development; eggs of 
insects and plants, sent upon their long fall-voyage by means 
of hair or feather-like corols. HKven the fructifying dust, 
scattered by male plants when the sexes are separated, is 
carried to their isolated females, by winds and winged insects, 
over sea and over land. In whatever direction the eye of 
the Naturalist may penetrate, life, or the germ for life, is 
diffused.” | 

Yes, as far as the eye can reach, life is everywhere. High 
above our atmosphere it is still, holy, quiet and unchanging; 
below, changeable, decaying, and yet inits decay, lovely ; 
within our earth only dwelleth death; and not only are our 
beloved ones buried in it, deep below them, and high above 
them, in the strata of mountains, rest generations of another 
age, . To antiquity this field was hidden, and there is butone 
allusion to this subject in Tertullian,* one of the fathers of 
the Church. Since the seventeenth century it has been grad- 
ually explored, and now, the oldest of ancient lore lies open 
before us. As if the unmeasurable extent of the theatre of 
the world were a field too narrow for the exercise of human 
inquiry and thirst for knowledge, an abyss has been opened, 
and a Cuvier describes a Fauna of a perished world, and a 
Brongniart, Artis and v. Sternberg, a Flora. After explor- 
ing the facts to which we refer, we shall lay them before the 
reader, as found in the most important works on the subject. 

As regards fossils of plants, not only all separate parts, 
such as roots, bark, trunks and leaves, have been found buried 
under the surface of the earth, but whole trees, nay, immense 
forests. Some of these forests are not petrified, but in the 
condition of plants, with bark, roots and limbs unchanged. 
Others are decayed and penetrated by clay, sulphuric acid, 
and sea water, changed into a brown earth. ‘The strata of 
coal—buried remains of ancient forests, and former water 

*In the book: de pallio op 2, where he speaks of the infinite ?., 
in tne Universe, he says: Mutavit et totus orbis aliquando, aquis omni- 
bus obsitus: adhuc maris conchae et buccinae peregrinantur in monti- 
bus, cupientes Plutoni probare etiam ardua fluitasse,
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and land plants*—extend through Germany, France, England 
(in the south of Europe they are less developed), and Hum- 
boldt found them near Huanuco, in South America, at a 
height of thirteen thousand eight hundred feet, near the pre- 
sent line of eternal snows. In all countries we find trunks of 
trees and other portions, petrified into flint, jaspis, agate, Kec. 
Many of the kinds of wood are distinctly to be recognized; 
and especially the Palm, a plant of tropical production, is 
found in northern latitudes, as in Saxony, Bohemia, &c. 
Besides these real petrefactions and uninjured plants, we find 
numerous impressions in stone, generally of plants, too ten- 
der to have withstood the effects of the great catastrophe. 
The best preserved, are the impresssions of the Fern; but 
those found in France, England and the northern part of 
Germany, resemble those of the south. Between five and 
six hundred different species have been discovered, many of 
them similar to those of the present world, many more devel- 
oped and of a more gigantic form, than those of our own 
time; by far the most numerous is the simple genus of Mon- 
ocotyledons, whilst the more developed Dicotyledons, so 
frequently found at present, are more scarce; of dikotyledo- 
nic species, the cone-bearing trees, such as firs, pines, differ- 
ent kinds of taxus and junipers, are found in great nuinbers; 
but the simple palm of gigantic size, immense bamboos,f &c., 
are by far the most common. The entrails of the earth, in 
all countries, are full of petrefactions, incrustations and 1m- 
pressions of animal bodies, and now and then we meet with 
whole skeletons. In the Alps of Savoy, ata height of seven 
thousand eight hundred and forty-four feet, petrefactions of 
sea animals are found, and at Whitehaven, Cumberland, im- 
pressions of Fern have been dug up, from a depth of two 
thousand feet below the level of thesea. Especially numer- 
ous is the kingdom of the lower animals, the mollusca, snails, 
crabs and turtles; next the reptiles; twenty species of liz- 
ards, some of the immense size of a whale, seventy feet long; 
crocodiles have been found; whether snakes, is yet doubted. 

* As such they were recognized as early as the sixteenth century. 

+ Schubert, Nat. Hist. p. 283, makes the following thoughtful remark: 
“Science, judoing from minutiae, perhaps places the Monocotyledons too 
far Welow the Dicotyledons, although, in real interior perfection they are 
as far superior to a great many of these, as the sensible, watchful Ele- 
phant is above the stupidly ferocious Tiger or Wolf; or as the, internally 
more perfect, Mollusca, without limbs, tothe externally apparently, more 
perfect insect, with limbs.
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Transition animals, beings in which the form and power of 
taking roots of plants, are combined with animal mobility ; 
flower-like encrinites upon long knotty stems; that family of 
snails, ‘“‘which, contrary to the ordinary course of nature, 
have their feet, yet new to the upward-striving animal form, 
on their heads, possessing body-like forms, in which the first 
sign of vertebra, the important distinction from the fishes, 
upward to the mammalia, shows itself in its first beginning ; 
animals, then, which through the whole extent of the less 
perfect animal world, those without vertebra, already bear in 
themselves the seeds of animals of a more perfect nature, the 
vertebrata.”’ Although some perfect skeletons of fishes have 
been found, and even some with their prey still in them, we 
possess mostly only impressions of them; and Cuvier states 
to have found at the bottom of Montmartre, some of the flect 
denizens of air, birds. In all parts of the world that have 
yet been explored, an immense number of thick-skinned an- 
imals, of Elephants, Rhinoceroses and Mammoths, have been 
discovered; but our own domestic animals, the horse, ox and 
ass, are not wanting. Attention should here be called to 
the fact, that or dinar ily, the bones of animals which belong 
togetner, lie not together, but are strangely mixed up or to- 
tally separated. The number of the already discovered and 
described animals of the primitive world, increases daily. 
Cuvier has described more than one hundred and sixty large 
fossil animals, of which ninety kinds are no longer in exist- 
ence, and the remainder retain only a resemblance to those 
of our time. In all, we count four hundred and forty-five 
kinds of mammalia, birds, amphibious animals, and fishes; 
four thousand two hundred invertebrata, mollusca, crabs, in- 
sects, &c.; of plants, Brongniart gives, as stated, five hun- 
dred—five hundred and fifty. But skeletons have not only 
come from the lap of the earth; in northern Russia, the re- 
gion where especially animals of the primitive world have 
been found in great uumbers, parts of the Mammoth, (i. e. 
earth-animal) thickly covered with ice, with remains of flesh 
still on them, and even a whole Mammoth, partly devoured 
by animals, the neck still show ing along mane, and the skin 
stiff Qlack hair, and a reddish looking wool, have been discov- 
ered. “What a strange mixture of animals,” says the latest 
author on the primitive world, “presented in former times in 

* See the treatise on this subject, by Rogrerath to Cuvier, Vol. II. p. 3. 
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the neighborhood of Paris! A sweet water lake, upon the 
dry bottom of which now stands the imperial city, with its 
palaces; the stones even, which include the remains of those 
animals, with additions of streams and rivers, then filled the 
bed of the Seine. Upon its banks, in forests of palms and 
pines, gramnivorous Palaiotheries and herds of twenty other 
Pachydermes in search of food; rodentia and carnivora, even 
the Musk animal, now to be found only in New Holland and 
South America, but like other species, then natives, were 
mixed among those grotesque figures. Land, swamp, and 
water-birds animated the air, and inthe lake and rivers lived 
crocodiles, turtles, fishes and muscles. But a storm swept 
over this peaceable community of animals; the infringing 
waves of the ocean buried all the living, and from its depth a 
new population sprang forth.” 

The ancient archives now he opened before us; but to un- 
derstand them, diplomacy is required. Which now is the 
diplomacy that will lend us the key? Various diplomatists 
have approached these ancient and honorable books of record, 
and explained this or that, most wonderfully strange. Among 
all Naturalists, however, not one—be it said to the shame of 
the Protestant church—has done as badly as that minister of 
the Protestant church, that preacher of Brunswick, Ballen- 
stedt. Let us hear first what this man has read in those re- 
cords of nature. We render it as near as possible in his own 
words, for his manner of reasoning, and his expressions are 
characteristic; compare Vol. II, Die Urwelt, first section : 
the origin of the formation of our earth; and Vol. I, elev- 
enth section: ‘““he deluge is not the common tomb of the 
primitive world.” 

“The origin of all things must be God, (however unpleas- 
ant it may be) for an effect producing cause must be acknow- 
ledged, which has given the first impulse to creation, and set 
the forces of nature in motion. Our globe was probably, as 
we may conclude from circumstances, in a soft, fluid condi- 
tion. In this pulpy mass, the primordial fluidum, as Natu- 
ralists call it, everything was mixed, which is now separated, 
and in it were contained all elements. How was this pulpy 
mass changed into a solid body? How were formed the 
mountains, the fertile soil and the organic productions? All 
this could not have been done in a few days or hours, much 
less all at once, or even created out of nothing; it required, 
perhaps, hundreds of thousands of years, and even at pres- 
ent is this operation of nature not accomplished. (To these
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men the word of God is as nothing, for it cannot be ; 
Such manifest philosophers were already known at the time, 
when Plato composed his dialogue, Sophistes.) We might 
adopt four, five or more periods, through which our globe has 
passed, before it became what it now is, and each period 
must have occupied a ‘succession of many thousand years. 
The latest Naturalists, such as Buch, Emngelliaed, Heine, 
Raumer, Hausmann, Parrot, will not admit these periods. 
They insist that other kinds of mountains as e. g. clay slate, 
trappe, «c., are partly as old as granite, as the Alps and 
other high mountains show; that precipitation from water 
cid continue, after transition rocks were already in existence, 
and that consequently, the formation of granite, gneiss, sye- 
nite, &c., has taken place alternately with the formation of 
other mountains and rocks. They say, we cannot fix a def- 
nite period for the formation of mountains. I shall not deny 
this entirely, sir.ce it is based upon undisputable experience 
(really an unpleasant circumstance), but both opinions may 
be madeto harmonize, de potior2 (a potiori, as others would 
say) fit denominatio. There must have been main epochs, 
during which mountains were formed, conceding that nature, 
disregardful of time and circumstances, changed alternately 
the formation of her products. The third organic creation 
did not make its appearance until the waters of the ocean 
had generally receded; and fully developed animals and plants 
were products of the fourth period. As regards their colos- 
‘sal forms, it seems as if nature had first made a trial on a 
large scale, with these unlikely shaped forms of animals; it 
may be perhaps also, that the productive power of nature in 
the primitive world, was greater and stronger than now, whilst 
the earth was in its youth and full strength. Suddenly the 
sun's course became oblique, (meaning the oblique direction 
of the ecliptic) either by coming in contact with a comet, or 
through the sinking of large masses of land, near the South 
Pole. By this was, of course, created a great revolution up- 
on the earth, of which an inundation was a natural conse- 
quence. The earth, covered with water, formed now but one 
vast ocean, by means of which a new surface was formed. 
Not until now, during the fifth period, men and animals like 
the present, were created. Parrot says, in Physics of the 
Karth: “that the large mounds of bones found on the franco- 
spanish coast, are probably the remains of some large species 
of monkeys.” Js zt not possible that this was the man of the 
prunitive world, who approached more the monkey than man?
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(p. 18) Through the diminished perpendicularity of the 
earth, with regard to the sun, and through a decrease of its 
internal heat, the temperature became so uncommonly cold, 
as to either kill the animals and plants of the much warmer 
primitive world, or to cripple them, if they were not entirely 
destroyed by water. The new products are more tender, 
more beautiful. The earth had received, during this long 
period, and by assistance of so many revolutions, that degree 
of perfection which was required for the production of the 
present animals and plants, and man, as he now is, entered 
the ranks of created beings. During the primitive world, he 
could not yet attain this degree of perfection and cultivation, 
because circumstances did not admit of zt (this might be call- 
ed a philosophical because). According to all antecedents, 
we may conclude that that catastrophe will not be the last. 
‘There is, to be sure, not much consolation in knowing that 
our present beautiful world, and all that is living upon it, will 
perish and be buried some day, deep under water. But this 
cannot be helped. We cannot rely upon an uninterrupted 
continuance of the surface of our earth; for thetheatre of 
the world changes continually (another philosophic for). Al|- 
though the flocd, at the time of Noah, commonly called the 
Deluge, is defended by the greatest Naturalists of their time, 
such as Scheuchzer, Gissner, Haller, Valerius, Fabricius, 
Deluc, Silberschlag, and others, it may, nevertheless, for the 
following reasons, be held that this flood was neither univer- 
sal, nor caused a destruction of the primitive world. <A uni- 
versal fiood would have upset everything on the earth, but 
instead, we find regular, strata upon its surface, for the for- 
mation of which, centuries must have been required; and 
also frequently a heavy stratum deposited upon a lighter one. 
‘Would not the contrary have taken place during one violent 
inundation’? The secondary limestone rocks, which are said 
to be products of the Deluge, contain a world of sea-animals 
and shellfish, settled down in banks, like oysters in the ocean. 
Were not centuries required to form such mounds of shells ? 
But the most peculiar feature is, that we find under the for- 
mer bottom of the sea, the bed of a river, containing pro- 
ducts of sweet water. Is not this clear proof, that the earth 
‘has constituted, at different times, alternately the bottom of 
the ocean, and the dry land? Itis not very long since the 
flood of Noah. how can any one imagine the world at that 
time, to have possessed entirely different animals and plants,
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than now? Itis reasonable then to suppose, that the flood 
at Noah’s time, was only partial.” 

It is easily understood how such things, represented here 
with so much confidence and boldness as the latest results of 
scientific researches, and apparently entirely based upon facts, 
should produce so great a sensation among the mass of his 
contemporaries. It was discussed in all periodicals; inquiries 
extended even to Gymnasiums,* and soon Pastor Ballenstedt 
was quoted in dogmas, by Professors of Theology, as author- 
ity in history of the human race. (Wegscheider’s institutio- 
nes §98) It is always the case, that, in the province of sci- 
ences, of which we know least, we remain most dependent 
upon authority. Buttman, the Philologist, in his Mythologic 
treatise (Vol. I. Mythologus) adopts without any farther in- 
quiry, Vater. and de Wette as theological authority; and 
equally, the historian Leo, in his history of the Israelites, 
takeg Vater, de Wette and Gesenius. Consequently, 1t was 
very reasonable, that Theologians should the more implicitly 
rely upon the statements of a fellow-Theologian, the less 
they were acquainted with natural sciences. ‘The author of 
this remembers many instances, when well meaning clergy- 
men, at that time, with much embarrassment inquired, What 
can we answer? Facts have been adduced! The impression 
made by this book must have been the greater, if, as was the 
case with many, it was known by reputation only, and not 
from inspection of the title-page; that it. was published by 
Basse, Quedlinburg, and that neither style, nor argumenta- 
tion, nor the references of the author were known. ‘This 
impression was, however, considerably diminished, when the 
great want of cultivation of the author became manifest, 
which showed itself so glaringly in faults in orthography, 
badly constructed periods, and in blunders in history, geog- 
raphy and philology; but still more, in the surprising mis- 
takes in that science, of which he made profession, that of 
geology ; citing as references for his ‘“‘Urwelt,” instead of 
respectable names, the ‘Journal for the elegant world,” the 
‘“‘Independent,”’ ‘“‘Kotzebue’s literary conversations,” ‘‘West- 
phalian Monitor,” ‘‘Youth’s Journal,’ ‘““Bertuch’s Pictorial,”’ 
&c., &c. When the author with a sigh exclaims, Vol. II. p. 
Od: guantunr est quod nescemus ! itis probably, to judge 
from his otherwise pompous language, pluralis majesticus. 

* We might name instances, where Ballenstedt’s Urwelt was placed 
by teachers at Gymnasiums, inthe hands of scholars, and to them re- 
commended as an excellent book.
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It would have been the duty of some Theologian, to oppose 
that fabrication of ignorance and arrogance, by some special 
and solid work; but besides a short, too aphoristic criticism, 
by some respectable geologist (Evangelical Church Journal, 
1827, Nos. 18 and 14), only two small polemic essays ap- 
peared, cleverly written in spirit and substance, well deserv- 
ing notice.* ‘Lhat in which he coincides with modern Pro- 
fessors, we shall consider afterwards, and likewise in a separ- 
ate article, his extravagant assertions in regard to the age of 
the catastrophies and the earth itself. But let us begin with 
that in which he stands alone, and what especially produced 
so much eclat, his assertions about Preadamites: “If, as is 

* On Ballenstedt’s Urwelt: A word of candid examination, and an at- 
tempt at saving the honor of the most ancient history, by a Prussio-Sax- 
on country pastor. Nordhausen, 1825. ‘This book is written with under- 
standing, judgment, and much modesty. The other treatise deserves this 
culogy a little less: Reply to the question: Is a universal inundation of 
the earth a mathematical unpossibility 2? Bretschneider’s Sendschreiben 
to a statesman. Halle 1830. Inthe main points of this reply, the au- 
thor is right. Both of these should be read by Theologians who take an 
interest in the subject. Bretschneider has, among a variety of ques- 
tions, how and whither Theology could escape, to be saved from modern 
sciences, also the following: If in the opinion of the ancient world, 
which only knew the countries bordering on the Mediterranean, the Del- 
uge was considered universal, having covered all mountains of the earth; 
and the reception of a few pairs of all animals, in the ark, was consid- 
ered possible; then, a universal flood, submerging all mountains, is now, 
a mathematical umpossibulity, since we know the whole globe, and the 
laws of the elevation of the ocean. And how can a Theologian prove 
that animals found only in America, or in Africa, orin Australia, or in 
the Polar regions, should have found their way to Noah, in Asia Minor, 
to be by him admitted into the ark, and in spite of the difference of cli- 
mate, to be fed; or, how afterwards, they have returned to their native 
countries.” Our author enters not upon the latter question, but he might 
have propounded to the Superintendent General, who has so many ques- 
tions to ask, a few by way of return; ase.g. How does the Superin- 
tendent General know, at a time when, according to the opinion of most 
Natural Philosophers, a uniform climate prevailed upon earth, as can be 
proved by Palms, Elephants, Rhinoceroses, &c., found in nearly every 
portion of the globe; animals with their necessary food, to have been 
distributed climatically? How can he explain, that a general presenti- 
ment of an earthquake—of which man has no perception—causes cat- 
tle, asses, dogs, and cats, to seek the open fields for safety ; and how can 
he prove that a similar presentiment of the great catastrophe, was not 
operating upon them? By what right demands that Theologian, that, 
during a catastrophe of such awful grandeur, things should have hap- 
pened as they did yesterday or day before. Andas far as the mathe- 
matical impossibility of such a submersion by water is coucerned, we 
suppose he will not disdain to be iastructed by such men as Cuvier, 
Buckland and Humboldt, if he has learned nothing from the anonymous 
voice in that little work,
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but right, we make man appear during one of the last peri- 
ods, because everything in nature approaches gradually to 
perfection, and nothing is hurried; yet many remarkable 
traces and appearances of the early existence and cultivation 
of mankind, give tolerably clear evidence that man must be 
older than is generally believed.”’ ‘I'he entrails of the earth, 
if we uncover them, prove that they must have suffered great 
and universal revolutions, during the existence of man, of 
which history knows nothing, and can know nothing, and 
which we cannot ascribe to what is called the Deluge. The 
various surfaces found upon the earth, which have been un- 
covered here and there, give evidence of cultivation, and 
prove that the earth has been inhabited by man, more than 
once. Near Langensalza, in the Duchy of Modena, and 
near Hanover, three different surfaces have been discovered, 
lying from twenty to forty feet, the one above the other, and 
each of which contains traces of cultivation. ‘*Whence, it 
is asked somewhere, (in the Youth’s Journal, 1811, No. 35) 
the strata, leaves of trees, bark, roots, petrified ears of corn, 
kernels of plums, skulls, &c., found near Langensalza, if 
these strata had not formerly been a surface, and afterwards 
covered by other layers?’ Whence, I add, skulls and pro- 
ductions of agriculture upon these former surfaces, if there 
have beenno men? Whence an iron ring in the bituminous 
wood of ‘the primitive world, of which Wendelstedt speaks? 
If there were no men in the primitive world, who were able 
to make such products of art, whence came a wooden box 
with iron bands, attached to a beam, in a rock of the Cauca- 
sian mountains, which being burst open, was accidentally dis- 
covered and minutely examined by a traveller, if there had 
been no men to make this box with its iron bands, before 
those rocks were formed? Whence came the anchors found 
upon the highest mountains of the earth; rmgs on rocks, for 
fastening ships, where no water is to be found at great dis- 
tances; stone bridges in the Alps, to which neither road nor 
path leads; the artfully constructed roads in Switzerland, 
conducting to precipices? How did they happen to discover 
at Faluhn, in Norway, in one of the mines, a haven with 
ships?”’* Then follows an enumeration of discovered human 
"bones, and an argument from the Zodiac at Tentyra, which 

* Our author says, that he learned the factum of the iron box from a 
voyage tothe Caucasus, the name of the author of which, he has forgot- 
ten; but about the discovery in the Swedish mines, he seems to have for- — 
gotten both author and book, since he gives references to neither,
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is to indicate an age of fifteen thousand years; and from the 
temple at Hllora, in India, which was built, according to the 
annals of the Brahmins, eight thousand years ago. 

With regard to the assertion of human skeletons and sin- 
gle human bones of the antediluvian world, having been found, 
all men of science agree that they have no certainty whatev- 
er, that such exist. The celebrated author of a work on 
petrefaction, v. Schlotheim, stated, and apparently proved 
satisfactorily, to have found in the valley of the Klster, among 
the bones of land animals, also bones of human beings; and 
Link, Schubert and Steffens, adopted this discovery. But in 
the appendix to that work, in 1822, v. Schlotheim withdraws 
his former assertion, for the reason that among bones evident- 
ly belonging to the primitive world, as that of the Rhinoceros, 
many bones of animals belonging to our present creation, 
were mixed; and as this has never been known to be the 
case in other localities, it follows that the gypsum caverns at 
Kostritz, have been repeatedly filled by later floods, and thus 
the remains of ancient and comparatively modern time, have 
been brought together with remains of animals of our own 
day, and with human bones, the dimensions of which vary 
not in the least degree from those of the present time. And 
with regard to those works of art of the primitive world, it 
is really to be regretted that the researches of the Bruns- 
wickian Pastor have not extended a little far ther, in order to 
have furnished us a few more accurate items of the degree of 
cultivation of those children of the primitive age, like ‘Gruit- 
husen of the children of the moon. Weare told in Trebra’s 
Cabinet of Minerals, Clausthal 1795, p. 64, that a peasant 
at Seppenrode, in the Harz mountains, dug up from his gar- 
den, anno Dei 1782, a flint, having not the slightest sign of 
being damaged. But—oh! wonder—when br oken, nineteen 
pieces of silver coin, with the coinage stamp of the Arch- 
bishop of Minster upon them, fell to the ground. 

Jam redit et Virgo, redeunt Saturnia regna ; 

Jam nova progenies coelo demittitur aito. 

Respect for the Bishopric of Miinster, whose existence 
dates far beyond that of Jesus Christ! If pastor Ballenstedt 
would just commence his researches in the neighborhood of 
Rome, in the Travertin quarries, one might promise, suppos- 
ing him to be also fond of the sweet comfort of country pas- 
tors, the herba Nicotiana, the prospect of a joyful discovery 
from the primitive world. It might not be altogether impro-
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bable, to find a tobacco pipe of an inhabitant of the primitive 
world! It should not bé mentioned, however, in his “‘Urwelt’’ 
that those quarries are formed so readily, and in so short a 
time, that perchance one of the Roman workmen, yet living, 
might claim of the Pastor the pipe, as his property.* But 
what can we say, if we find in a clergyman the same prepos- 
terous conjectures of some perverse Natural Philosophers, 
that man has his origin and is descended gradually from the 
monkey. This unfortunate idea we meet, alas! not very sel- 
dom. We once heard a society of pedagogues make the fol- 
lowing deduction: according to the generatio, aequivoca:t 
organic nature is formed from inorganic, and without doubt, 
this extends also to the human family, hence from the slime 
upon rocks, which raise their heads above the ocean, first moss 
sprang up; from moss gradually the mollusca; from these 
still onward, the monkeys; from these but one step to the 
negro and finaliter—to a European Savant—very naturally ! 
It would perhaps be well to mention here, as a barrier against 
an irruption of that kind of philosophers, that even Anatomy 
points, with all the similarity between the construction of the 
human body, (even in the formation of the brain), and that 
of the monkey, to very important dissimilarities; the head 
is placed vertically upon the spinal column, and the hands 
are not formed for walking, but for seizing ;{ the feet for 

* How men of science proceed, ata discovery of objects of human 
art and skeletons in caverns, which otherwise bear marks of the greatest 
antiquity, we learn from Buckland, who, in the cavern of Paviland, 
among remains of HKlephants, &c., found a female skeleton, with some 
cooking utensils; but far from concluding, from this circumstance, to 
have discovered a cook of the primitive world, he made it probable that 
this female was a native of Britain, accompanying the armies fighting 
against the Romans. 

+ Compare to this clod-risen and all its earthy weight-retaining theory, 
that, through ether sounding, winged word of the excellent Schubert, in 
his History of the Soul, Vol. I. p. 23: “There is no transition. Night 
which overshadows the surface of the earth, would never cease to be 
night, if not the sun, from above, carried day into the northern winter 
and into darkness of night.” A deepsighted, clever Naturalist, Berzeli- 
ws, has shown by the overwhelming weight of experience, that “that 
something, which we call life, lies entirely beyond the limits of inorganic 
elements.” In fact, he who wishes to create light from lessened dark- 
ness; or, from an operation of inorganic elements, produce a world of 
life, is like that countryman who (by Hans Sachs) attempted to breed 
calves from cow-cheese. 

* It has become customary to include man, in natural histories, among 
the large class of mammalia, so that we may have the pleasure of find: 

Vou. X, No. 39. 54
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walking alone, and not for seizing. But it is difficult to rea- 
son with men, in whom reason is an unimportant ingredient. 

Let us leave the Theologians, and direct our attention to- 
ward Natural Philosophers. One of the first, who occupied 
themselves with the primitive world, was the pious Physician 
and Professor of Mathematics, Scheuchzer,* at Zurich, du- 
ring the first part of the last century. ‘This, in his sphere, 
very remarkable man, whom Brongniart pays the compliment 
to have given, in his herbarium deluvianum, descriptions and 
representations of antediluvian plants, which leave nothing 
to desire, had made it his favorite occupation, to apply his 
knowledge of nature to an explanation and justification of 
the Holy Scriptures. (Besides the work already mentioned, 
there are: homo dilwvziz testis, and pscrum querelae et vin- 
diciae.) The most prominent monument of his labors, the 
physica sacra, appeared first 1727 and ’28, large fol., Latin 
and German, revised and edited by Martin Miller, Augsburg 
1731, known among us as an unfinished synopsis by Donat, 
publ. by Biisching 1777, 1 Tom in three Vols. quarto, which 
contains the chief part of Donat’s collections, but comprises 
the five books of Moses only; it is a book deserving commen- 
dation, in which much useful information may be found. 
Scheuchzer, like all Physicians of that period, relied upon 
the subterranean remains of a destroyed world, as his strong- 
est proof of the Deluge. The Mineralogist, Gottlieb v. Justi 
was among us Germans probably the first, who deduced from 
organic remains, as well as from the condition of mountains, 
a system approaching that of Ballenstedt, totally opposed to 
the information of the primitive world, given by Moses. 
(History of the World, deduced from its external and inter- 
nal conditions, 1771.) According to his views, the condition 
of the earth indicates an age of more than one hundred thou- 

ing, in alphabetically arranged nomenclatures of animals, the genus 
man before meal-worm and mouse; but we might honor our own genus 
so much, as not to include it among the quadrimanis, with the monkeys, 

but among the bimanis, as Blumenbach has done, from the peculiarity 
of his hands. In a late collection of the dicta of great men, alphabeti- 

cally arranged, we find in friendly companionship: Hosea, Hufeland— 
Jesus. 

* In yet earlier times, the bones of mammoths have received peculiar 
honors. ‘The citizens of Lucerne have in their escutcheon, two supposed 
owners of some mammoth bones, discovered 1577; whilst their Anato- 
mist, Felix Plate, proved that they belonged toa giant nineteen feet 
high, of the primitive world, the Landamman Engel discovered in these 

bones the remains of a fallen Angel, who inhabited this earth before 
Adam.
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sand years, several changes of the land and the bottom of the 
sea, several populations of the earth with new inhabitants, 
&e. The eccentricities of which he was guilty, created more 
astonishment than lasting effect. The first less arbitrary 
treatise on this subject, in our own time, is that of Blumen- 
bach, (with him de Luc, Reinhart, Forster, Rosenmiiller):— 
Specimen archaeologiae telluris terrarwmque imprimis Han- 
noveranarum, Vol. XV. comment. Gotting. p. 1383. He al- 
ready distinguishes: 1, now existing organic remains, which 
have perished at tlfe places where they were living; 2, fossils, 
the types of which still exist, but which have been carried 
by a-flood from the original place of their abode, to some 
other ; he disputes the discovery of human bones, as stated 
by Haller; 3, fossils of the animal kingdom which belong to 
a much older period, and which possess so many peculiar, 
distinctive marks, as to make it very doubtful whether they 
belong to genera of animals of the present time; they prob- 
ably lived in the regions where the remains were found; 4, 
fossils which indicate that the greater part of the earth’s sur- 
face was covered by water. As historians divide time into 
mythical, heroic and historical, so may we, it appears, class 
the two first named divisions, into the historical, the third in- 
to the heroic, and the fourth into the mythical. For to this 
fourth class belong those fossils which serve to prove that our 
globe has passed through a revolution that changed the bot- 
tom of the ocean into dry land, and the land with its forests, 
into the bottom of the ocean. These protogeic remains differ 
so widely from the present objects of nature, that they ap- 
pear to belong to a world entirely different from ours; but 
they are so distinct from each other, according to the strata 
to which they belong, that we may be led to believe that sev- 
eral revolutions have taken place, for the chronologic classifi- 
cation however, an Oedipus has not yet appeared. Since it 
is not to be denied, that some of these remains resemble pro- 
ducts of the present time, the question arises, whether we 
may believe that a few specimens of that primitive age have 
escaped the great catastrophe, the’ progeny of which now 
continue among us; or whether, which appears more proba- 
ble, after all plants and animals had perished, nature has re- 
produced some specimens, similar to those that had perished. 
With this exposition, compare Blumenbach on this subject, 
Vol. I., Contributions to Natural History. Among modern 
Naturalists, the most celebrated who have given their opin- 
ions on the same subject, are y. Schlotheim, Link, Cuvier,
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Buckland and Wagner. The explanation of the latter is more 
negative—also that of Carl v. Raumer—he says: Natural 
sciences have not matured sufficiently, to give a decision. 
The opinions of the others we shall review here. Their mod- 
crate hypotheses shame those of the clergymen. 

Link, in his ‘‘Urwelt,” premises, that the remains in the 
interior of the earth, cannot possibly be alone explained by 
the Deluge; “for,” he says, ‘4t is obvious that man, for 
whom that punishment was intended, and whose presence 
could have better testified, than anything else, is found among 
those remains very rarely, if ever.’ ‘The Deluge appears to 
him, however, as a historical fact. Speaking of this, he re- 
marks, Vol. I., p. 810: “The tradition of a Deluge that ex- 
tended over the middle part of Asia, which we find relatea 
in many different ways among the various myths and tradi- 
tions of nations; the appearance of a lake of salt water, 
however little salt it may be, viz: that of the Caspian sea, 
is very remarkable, and seems to indicate an irruption of the 
ocean. The elongation of the Mediterranean into the Black 
and the sea of Azof, pointing toward the Caspian, show the 
direction of the flood, and the great plain between the rivers 
Don and Volga contradicts not the supposition, that the Black 
sea once was connected with the Caspian. Powerful torrents 
of rain combine with occurrences of this kind, which are sel- 
dom free from Vulcanic and electric commotions; the sources 
of the deep pour forth their waters, when the flood in the ad- 
jacent ocean is greatly increased. ‘The ancients considered 
the Straits of Gibraltar, a breach of the great ocean, which 
formed the Mediterranean, and the form of the rocks near 
the strait, the mountains surrounding and limiting the Medi- 
terranean, agree and give great weight to that opinion. The 
Caspian sea lies deeper than the Black; consequently the 
water remained in it after it had run down from the higher 
plain, between the Don and the Volga. ‘The pressure of the 
rushing water alone, was sufficient to raise a mass of itself, 
great enough to fill the deep of the Caspian sea, if pressed 
forward over the plain. In this direction only, could the 
ocean open a passageinto the interior; in nearly every other 
mountains obstructed its progress, although it may have 
formed, for a short-time, a few bays, as Egypt, or the plain at 
the mouth of the Danube, or near the point of the Adriatic. 
hus the condition of the countries, harmonizes perfectly 
with the description by Moses, especially if we translate it 
from the poctic language cf antiquity, or rather the youthful
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world, into poetry (prose) of later days. The whole occur- 
rence ‘belongs to history, and not to the primitive world; if 
the countries which were inundated by the Metliterrancan, 
were peopled, we will find human bones upon the bottom of 
that sea, but the ocean remained too short a time on its way 
to the Caspian and the newly made bays, to form there pet- 
refactions of human bodies.”” ‘The remains of organic bodies 
he ascribes to gradual revolutions from water, in the intervals 
of which, organic beings even changed their forms; and he 
points to America and Australia, which he considers to be 
later continents, where the productions “‘bear the distinctive 
impression of a youthful nature, in its excesses as well as in 
its undefined appearance.’ With regard to the distribution 
of remains among the various strata, Vol. I. p. 65, he says: 
‘The assertion that petrefactions which are seen no longer 
among the living, are most frequently found in the lower and 
older strata, 1s in some respects true. The Orthoceratites 
are most frequently discovered in the transition Limestone of 
Sweden ; the Ammonites, Terebratulites and Gryphites in 
the old secondary Limestone; but the petrified Coni and Ci- 
praeae, of which we find many species in our oceans, are very 
rare, and only among petrefactions of the upper or new strata. 
However all rise to the latest strata; at Sternberg, in Meck- 
lenburg, we find Ammonites, Cipraeae and Coni united in one 
rock; old and new formations mixed; vice versa, new forma- 
tions descend to the oldest strata; the Corals in the transi- 
tion Limestone, differ but little from ours, and fungus resem- 
bling forms, we discover in the marble of Blankenburg, and 
in other layers of similar age. The formation of the Belem- 
nites differs more from the later formations, than the Ortho- 
ceratites, yet those are found in Gypsum, a much younger 
form of rock, and these in transition Limestone. Certain 
forms have only been lost in later times; others have been 
better preserved; and in this respect there are different de- 
grees, since some of them have remained to our own time, 
others have ceased to exist earlier. Again, some forms are 
of later origin; they have been called into existence at a later 
period, or have developed themselves out of former forms, to 
which we must ascribe less permanency, than to those who 
have been preserved unchanged through a number of forma- 
tions.” 

Let us now listen to Cuvier. From him we have received, 
especially, a more accurate statement of the relation of spe- 
cles of animals, to the strata in which they are found. “Pri-
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mary Granite rocks are without remains of organic beings. 
With the transition rocks only, appear the misshapen forms 
of animals, the Zoophites, Mollusca, &c., perhaps with them 
contemporaneously, bones and skeletons of fishes. The im- 
portant strata of coal, the trunks of palm trees and ferns, of 
which the impressions have been preserved, contain no kind 
of quadrupeds, even not of the lower species of oviparous 
animals, although we must presuppose the existence of dry 
land, and of an atmosphere. A little higher, in the cuprife- 
rous slate, we detect the first traces of them, and they are 
quadrupeds, reptiles of the hzardfamily. Still a little hgh- 
er, we find the Alpine Limestone, and above this the calcined 
shells, rich in Entrochites and Encrinites. Ascending still 
higher, through the sandstone, which only contains impres- 
sions of plants, we arrive at the various strata of Limestone, 
known by the name of Jura Limestone. Here the class of 
reptiles attains its greatest gigantic development. Among 
these, innumerable oviparous quadrupeds of all sizes: and 
forms, have been found, and also, from discoveries in Eng- 
land, some small mammalha. We may suppose, however, 
that mountains containing them, owe their existence to some 
local generation, which must have taken place at a later pe- 
riod than the original formation of the mountain strata. In 
chalk and the different kinds of clay, which cover the upper 
part of them, as also in brown coal, I have discovered only 
crocodiles, and I have reasons to believe that the brown coal 
which, in Switzerland, contained the bones of Beavers and 
Mastodons, pertain to a later period. ‘The first mammalia I 
discovered, were in strata above the coarse Limestone; and 
at farthest in those contemporaneous with them, the class of 
land mammalia begins to show itself.* Nowhere, however, 
do we meet bones of human beings. All bones of our own 
species, that have been discovered in the above named strata, 
are mere accidental appearances, and their number is very 
small, which would certainly not have been the case, 1f man 
had been living in those countries where these animals exist- 
ed. But where was, at that time, the human family? Have 
those countries which were at that period inhabited by men 
and animals, disappeared, sunk, lke those that are now oc- 
cupied by them, have become dry, and upon which a great 
inundation has exterminated the ancient animal kingdom? 

* y, Raumer introduces into his Geography, p. 350, beautiful fables on 
the formation of rock and organic remains, after Humboldt and others.
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The study of fossil remains teaches us nothing of the kind, 
and in this treatise we are not permitted to look to other 
sources.’ Thus expresses himself that learned man, Vol. I. 
p. 825. He farther proves, Vol. II. p. 249, that a sudden, 
and not a gradual cause, has buried those animals, as follows: 
‘The bones and’ ivory, which are found in such a perfect 
state of preservation on the plains of Siberia, have been pre- 
served by the cold, which had congealed them; this generally 
arrests the effects of the atmosphere. If the cold had com- 
menced gradually, those bones would have had time to become 
decomposed, and especially the softer substances with which 
they are still sometimes surrounded, as was the case with 
those that were foundin warm and temperate climates. Hs- 
pecially, would it have been impossible to find a mammoth, 
covered with skin and hair, preserved in the ice.”” Compare 
also Humboldt in his Physiognomy of plants, p.187. “Trunks 
of palms, and skeletons of Elephants lie buried in the bowels 
of the earth, in northern Germany, and their position makes 
it probable that they were not drifted from the tropics north- 
ward, but that during the great revolution of our planet, the 
climate, and that by it conditioned configuration of nature, 
have undergone manifold changes.”’ p. 263 Cuvier continues: 
“7 belzeve, therefore, with de Luc and Dolonueu, that if any- 
thing in Creology is firmly estableshed, wt is, that the surface 
of our earth has suffered a great and sudden revolution, the 
epoch of which cannot be distant much over five or siz thou- 
sand years ; that during this revolution, that portion of the 
Jand, upon which formerly man and the best known animals 
lived, has sunk into abysses, and entirely disappeared; and 
that this revolution has placed the former bottom of the ocean 
above the water, and formed the now inhabited firm land; 
that since the revolution, the small number of individuals who 
escaped the catastrophe, have multiplied and increased upon 
the new dry surface of the earth. But the countries now 
inhabited, which have made their appearance above the water, 
during the last revolution, were at a former period the dvwell- 
ing place of animals, if not of men. Consequently, this 
land had at least once before been submerged by water, du- 
ring another revolution, and zf the various successions of an- 
imals whose remains we find, justify us in forming a conclu- 
sion, the earth has suffered from two or three irruptions of 
the ocean. With this result, as generally with Cuvier, v. 
Schlotheim declares to agree, in his work on Petrefactions, 
Introd. p. AI,
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We have to thank Buckland especially, for his very accu- 
rate examination of the latest strata, the alluvial, in which 
he has shown with great certainty, the traces of a last gen- 
cral inundation; and after him also Leonhard, Rozet,* and 

* Qn this important point, the celebrated English Naturalist, has at 
present (1836) changed and proclaimed his opinion in the Bridgewater 
treatise: Geology and Mineralogy considered with reference to Natural 
Theclogy. His two chief reasons are: I, that the Diluvium cannot be 
explained from a flood, so quiet, and of so short a duration; 2, there 
should be found in it, fossils of human bones; 3, animals of extinct ra- 
ces could not be found with the remains of diluvial animals. Against 
the first of these reasons, an intelligent and scientific critic of Buck- 
Jand’s works (Lit. advertiser, 1838, Nos. 47-48) remarks: The possi- 
bility of a deposit of Diluvium, during a flood, that lasted only years, 
and not centuries, although of different duration in different locations, 
appears to him undisputable. He introduces,as an example, a combi- 
nation, which nearly agrees with the Mosaic history. If the abode of 
men had been the southern lowlands of Asia, and Noah’s near the Eu- 
phrates and Tigris, a flood flowing from the south, perhaps forming in 
its course the Persian Gulf, and occasioned by an upheaval of land in 
the South East, (Pallas thinks Australia) would exactly coincide with 
the biblical statement. The water must have risen slowly, if the land 
rose slowly, especially, if besides, it had gradually to break through oth- 
er large tracks of land, (as in the given case through Malaya, the pres- 
ent Archipelagus, and the present Persian Gulf). The current came 
from the South, and upon the Highlands of Armenia the Ark was de- 
posited. It could not have landed there, but from the South, if Mt. Ar- 
arat, the Caucasus, and Hindoo Koosh, had not been overflowed. That 
Mt. Ararat was no¢ under water, is even indicated by the Bible, since it 
rests the Ark upon it, (it is not necessary to have been, nay, it could not 
have been, upon the summit) before the tops of the mountains were 
seen, (Gen. 8: 4.5.) The waters remained, from the beginning of the 
flood, (Gen. 7: 11.) to the end, (Gen. 8:4.) exactly 150 days or five 
months; from the 17th of the 2d month, to the 17th of the 7th month. 
From that time, it required 220 days (Gen. 8: 17.) to dry the plateau of 
Armenia. How many more than 370 days must have passed, before the 
Lowlands were free from water! “During this time heavy deposits would 
have been made. Not only the cessation of rain, for it lasted only 40 
days, (Gen. 7: 12.) nor the wind, (8: 1.) could have been the only caus- 
es of the water subsiding, If the water had broken its way through 
lower lands, it was arrested by the high walls of the Himalay, Hindoo 
Koosh, Ellorz and Ararat. We find them broken through to the South 
Kast of the Caspian sea, a torn Highland (Korassa) now in ruins, a 
desert with traces of the bottom of an Ocean (Hoffman description of 
the Earth I. 896, 916) ; farther on we meet the large basin of the form- 
erly larger, Caspian sea, the level of which is below that of the Black 
Sea, as ascertained by late measurements by Russians. Its surrounding 
country consists, to a great extent, of new Alluvial deposits (ichwald, 
voyare on the Casp. Sea, Stuttgart 1844, I. p. 53, 61, 87. A. v. Hum- 
boldt’s Fragments to Geology &c. of Asia, Berlin 1832, p. 49). In that 
direction, water might lose itself. We find a very minute, and accurate 
criticism of Buckland’s works by A. Wagner, (gelehrte Miinchner An- 
zeigen) from which we shall make some more extracts. With respect
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others. He shows that underneath the clay, sand, and gravel 
strata, which are washed off from mountains, by rivers and 
streams of the present time, and deposited in valleys and on 
plains, and form the so-called Alluvium, are found extensive 
deposits of masscs, that have their own characteristic forms- 
tion, entirely different from the more solid rock strata under- 
neath them; this is the Alluvium. ‘This formation, composed 
of clay, sand, gravel and pieces of rock, which is found alike 
in all parts of the earth, bears everywhere distinct signs of a 
general and sudden flood, having penetrated from the north.”’ 
He farther adds, (Reliqu. diluv. 226): 1, that all elevations 
are formed after this manner, and frequently present thesame 
alternately projecting and receding angles, we observe along 
the course of ordinary rivers; 2, that “ordinarily a number of 
small valleys is connected, until they finally terminate in a 
main trunk, that leads to ‘the sea; ; 3, that the gravel, and 
pieces of rock, consist of fragments of adjacent, and at times 
also of distant mountains. In one respect he differs from 
Cuvier, viz: in the opinion that the last flood did not cover 
the highest mountains. He opposes this in the following 
manner: (Recliqu. diluv. p. 221) “1. The blocks of Granite, 
which were carried from the summit of Mt. Blanc to the Jura 
mountains, could not have been placed there from the highest 
European mountain to which they belong, if that mountain 
had not been submerged by water. 2. The Alps, Carpathean 
and all mountainous countries of Kurope, Which I have visit- 

to Buckland’s argument that animals of extinct races are found with 
diluvial remains, in the superficial strata of Diluvinm, and again, diluvi- 
al animals in deep lying formations, he says: This is a fact; we find e. 
g. in sweet water lime in Anspach the bones of the Bear, the Mastodon 
the Rhinoceros, the Horse, as they belong to diluvial formations, and 
with them also, Palaiotherium ; Palaiotherium and Choiropotamus are 
frequently found in bone- brecias ; ; In the pea-iron of the Suabian Alps 
bones of Oxen, Bears, Rhinoceros, Mastodons, lie together, i. e. animals 
of the eldest Tertiary formation, with those of diluvial strata. (Jiiger on 
fossil mammalia of Wirtemberg, Stuttg. 1835). What conclusion can 
we arrive at, from this fact, of finding mammalia of the Tertiary form- 
ation, side by side with those of the diluvian? That both belong to the 
same epoch, of which one class forms the beginning, and the other the 
end, viz. which comprises a period of time, beginniug with animal crea- 
tion, and ending with the Deluge. Local inundations, which may have 
deposited a oreat portion of the Tertiary rocks, and the general catastro- 
phe, which may have also, here and there, participated in this formation, 
all found the same kinds of animals. Tertiary and Diluvial mountains, 
constitute, according to the opinion of Ref. but one geognostic forma- 
tion; the former chemically combined, the latter mechanically composed. 

Vou. X, No. 39. 55
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ed, indicate by the form of their summits, to have suffered 
from the power of water, as much as the hills of the lower 
countries of the globe; and I found in their valleys, wherev- 
er space did admit, the same diluvian gravel that I discovered 
on the plains below, and which is very distinct from the post 
diluvian rollings of mountain streams. 3. Although in Eu- 
rope, in the high gravel layers of the Alps, no animal remains 
have been found, in America, in the immense strata near 
Santa Fe de Bogota, seventy-eight hundred feet above the 
level of the sea, “the Mastodon has been discovered, and Hum- 
boldt found a specimen of the same genus in the neighbor- 
hood of Quito, at a height of seventy-two hundred feet, near 
the Volcano Imbaburra. Finally, Capt. Webb bought bones 
of Chinese-Tartar horses and stags, which had been washed 
down from the heights of the Himalay mountains, and were, 
by the inhabitants, thought to be bones of demons, that had 
fallen from the clouds. The height from which they had 
come, was estimated at sixteen thousand feet.’’ Buckland 
concludes: ‘‘lt zs evident then, that at a time, when the earth 
was already inhabited, a flood must necessarily have swept 
over the highest mountains of our planet.”’ To show in what 
estimation the current views are held, we will here also con- 
sult the arbiter of the opinions of our time, the Conversations 
Lexicon. After mentioning the views of Link, it adds:— 
“This hypothesis of Geologists is subject to a by far not ex- 
hausted examination of the interior of our earth.” And 
after the already mentioned remark, that we know too little 
of our earth to draw safe conclusions, it says farther: “Sev- 
eral very important questions, concerning the history of the 
formation of the earth, have not matured sufficiently, to be 
decided, viz: whether the fluidum that acted during the for- 
mation of the various strata, was the common ocean alone, or 
whether inner oceans, separated from the former, and com- 
posed of different chemical ingredients, had any part in it. 
Ihe observation, by which the relation of organic remains to 
the various strata is decided, admits of some doubt of its ap- 
plicability under all cir cumstances; but especially since it has 

. been lately asserted that in America, remains of mammalia 
have been discovered in old red sandstone, which rests upon 
primary rock.” 

Before we now compare these views to what the Scriptures 
tellus of the Deluge, we wish to consider the one point: How 
can it be explained, that the northern regions, yea, the north- 
ern especially, are filled with those animals which now only
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inhabit the torrid zone? During the sixteenth century, and 
still earlier, to the astonishment of the world, ivory was fre- 
quently dug up'in England; it was declared to be some re- 
mains of Elephants that accompanied the Roman armies in 
Britains But the Roman armies did not visit Siberia and 
America. It was then pronounced that they had floated from 
the waters of the South to the North. Whilst some Geolo- 
gists admit an irruption of the ocean from the North, and 
others from the Southwest, Pallas and Forster, based upon 
the formation of the earth, when the masses everywhere press 
towards the North pole, and terminate towards the South pole 
in shaggy points, adopt a flood from the South, that floated 
Hlephants from India to Siberia. But 1, this explanation 
can be satisfactory only, if we overlook that animals have 
been found, which differ entirely from the present; 2, al- 
though those Elephants of the primitive world approach in 
structure those of Asia, still they are distinct from the Asia- 
tic and the African; 8, the bones found everywhere, show 
no signs of rolling, their projections being uninjured, retain- 
ing their tender parts, which would have been broken off by 
the shghtest force; 4, the whole condition and manner in 
which these remains are discovered, indicate plainly, that the 
animals lived where their remains are found. The most re- 
markable fact connected with this, is the discovery by Buck- 
land, in Kirkdale cave, York, the main features of which we 
here communicate. He found a cavern in the limestone, 
about twenty feet below the ground, closed by rolled stones, 
&c. In it there were teeth and bones of twenty-three species 
of animals, of the Hyena, Tiger, Weasel, Elephant, Horse, 
Hare, Rabbit, of Mice, Pigeons, Ravens, Larks, &c., but few 
of the larger bones remained unbroken ; the others, and also 
those of the Hyena, were splintered. The greater number 
of teeth belonged to the Hyena, and from a calculation, there 
must have been two or three hundred of these animals. Buck- 
Jand concluded from this, that the cavern was inhabited du- 
ring a long time by these animals, and that the others, the 
remains: of which he found, had served them for food. There 
were two circumstances which corroborated strongly the 
correctness of this opinion. All bones were splintered in a 
manner as 1s generally done by the bite of Hyenas, and on 
some, marks of teeth were still visible as inflicted by that 
animal.. A Hyena in a menagerie, splintered the bones, in 
order to reach the marrow, in exactly the same manner. It 
isnot to be wondered at, that the bones of the Hycnas were
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likewise splintered, since it is well known that they are in the 
habit of eating one another. Besides there were small, firm 
balls of excrements, containing lime, such as are found of 
animals that live on bones, and some undigested fragments of 
the enamel of teeth. The keeper of the menagerie at Hxe- 
terchange, recognized them at once, by their form and ap- 
pearance, as the excrements of the spotted Hyena. The cav- 
ern could not have held one-twentieth of the number of ani- 
mals at the same time. But how didit happen, that these 
splintered bones showed not the least sign of having been 
rolled? It is just as improbable to suppose that these animals 
had sought a refuge in the cave from the approaching deluge, 
for their number contradicts this; and Klephants or Rhinoce- 
roses could not have found room. There remains nothing to 
believe but that the animals lived here in the neighborhood, 
and that Hyenas brought their bones together. 

We may consider it “then as proved, that those animals and 
plants, now belonging to a warmer climate exclusively, were 
formerly distributed through all zones, even in the colder. 
And in order to explain this phenomenon, we have to choose 
between the following opinions: 1. One would have to be- 
lieve that perhaps those animals and plants’ were so constitu- 
ted as to live also in colder regions; that they may have been 
species different from ours, just as there is at present a kind 
of ox in America, as far north as the seventieth degree, and 
another in the hot climate of ‘India; there may perhaps also 
have been a kind of Elephant and Rhinocer os, able to live in 
a cold region. This would appear more probable yet, from 
the heavy mane of the mammoth. Palms are found in Japan, 
and in southern Europe tothe 39° N. L. Add to this that 
the extent of water was formerly greater than now, and that 
its temperature 1s more uniform than that of the land, which 
receives and loses heat much more readily. These are the 
remarks of Link, Vol. I. p-. 69, and similar to Cuvier’s, Vol. 
II. p. 238. The latter intimates in another plaee, Vol. L p- 
309, that a tr ‘opical climate must have extended all over the 
earth, and this‘opinion has become almost general. Against 
the opinion of southern animals having lived in a northern 
climate, the objection might be urged, that in a region bare 
of vegetation, no Elephants, and other gramnivora, could 
have existed, for want of food. 

A great number of Naturalists adopt 2 2, the opinion of a 
variation in the position of the earth’s axis; that the poles 

and the equator were formerly at other points than now;
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arainst which may be objected, on the ground of the oblate 
form of the earth, which it must have received when in a 

soft, fluid state, and iu the present position. Oken, in his 
Manual on Natural Philosophy, Vol. I. §612, gives other 
reasons from the distribution of ores, over the whole earth. 
Much more common is 8, the adoption of a variation in the 
course of the sun, or rather of the earth, in its revolutions 
around the sun; that whilst now the ecliptic intersects the 
equator atan angle of 23° 29’, formerly it coincided with it. 
Placing the earth in this position to the sun, there would have 
been a continual’ spring upon the earth, but for this reason, 
in the northern regions the temperature could never have at- 
tained a degree of heat as now, during at least three months 
of the year. Supposing the temperature in the northern 
part of Germany to remain at 8°, Reaumur, and if it should 
even be raised a few degrees, by the unchanging high position 
of the sun,’ this would still not be sufficient for tropical plants 
and animals. We are reduced then, 4, to the view which 
Humboldt, Schubert and others advocate, that the earth, in- 

dependently of the sun, had a much higher degree of temper- 
ature, which had its origin in the extraordinary development 
of heat which accompanied the precipitation of mountains.* 
™his explanation is, however, not sufficient, partly for other 
reasons, partly because the specimens we possess seem to have 
required a sudden change of temperature. How could we 
otherwise explain the mammoth retaining his flesh and hair, 
surrounded by a covering of lumps of ice? Here also we 
are without a key. Since we are directed to a very extraor- 
dinary event, the hypothesis of comets is still upheld by some 
Natural Philosophers. It 1s not necessary to imagine an ac- 
cidental aberration of a comet from its orbit, but to adopta 
predeterminated approach to the earth, comprised in a plan 

of Providence, which would explain an inundation in a most 
natural manner. The comet of 1680 proves that the elliptic 

orbits assigned to comets, may bring them very near to our 
earth, since it approached to a distance of only ninety-six 
thousand ‘geographical miles. If now a comet, of the size 
of our earth, should approach to within thirteen thousand two 
hundred and ninety miles, it would raise the ocean, according 
to Lalande’s calculation, two thousand fathoms, adopting the 
same laws by which the moon acts upon the ocean; at the 

-* Humboldt; The development of Caloric, considered as a Geognostic 
phenomenon.
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same time it might produce an alteration in the position of 
ourearth. The most simple way to find a reason for the for- 
mer high temperature, would be, to look to the earth itself, 
in the interior of which, even now, a subterranean fire con- 
tinues to burn with unabated fury; but as regards the rea- 
sons for asudden cooling, we should have to acknowledge our 
ignorance. 

Let us now examine what relation all these facts bear to 
the Bible history of the primitive world. In the first place, 
we again find, that we are far from a fixed result. For the 
relative age of the strata, and their relation to the remains of 
organic races inclosed in them; for the number of possibly 
repeated inundations ; for causes of alternate layers of wa- 
ter and land products ;* for the extent of inundations; for 
the height of the ocean at that time; for the change of the 
temperature; for all these, men of science give us different 
hypotheses. What during one lustrum was received for truth, 
appears antiquated in the next following. Ths arguments 
adduced by Buckland, for the distribution of the alluvial, are 
not only rejected by the French Geologists, (Boue, Prevost, 
Khe de Beaumont) but as already remarked, the great Eng- 
lish Geologist has himself altered his opinion. If, therefore, 
a respectable Mineralogist (Carl v. Raumer, in his Universal 
Geography, p. 352) closes his remarks on this subject, saying: 
‘“Would it not be better to relinquish the study of the moun- 
tain strata, that history of the development of organic na- 
ture, until we are prepared by a most thorough, searching 
and extensive knowledge of the present mountain systems, to 
resuscitate the myths of the past?” How can we blame a 
Theologian who confesses himself unable to answer all ques- 
tions that may be propounded? We shall learn hereafter 
from the lips of Humboldt, that there are also ‘““Geological 
Myths ;’’ and we should be more cautious in receiving them 
for truth, than in attributing, from the beginning, too much 
mythus to Bible history. 

Let us stop at present to examine the results arrived at by 
Cuvier, and inquire whether they stand in opposition to the 
primitive history of the Bible. Cuvier says: ‘Ifthe vari- 
ous successions of animals justify us in forming a conclusion, 
the earth has suffered from two or three irruptions of the 
ocean.’’ Modestly and doubting he places this factum before 
us ; qualifying his conclusion, based upon the successions of 

* Munke in Gehler’s Dictionary, Vol. IV. Sec. IL p. 1292.
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animals by if; and how could he have done otherwise? Any 
newspaper may communicate a new discovery, which strikes 
at the roots of former results, such as the late news from 
America, of ammal remains being discovered in Granite. 
But what could prevent those who defend the credibility of 
the history of the Deluge, as related by Moses, from conced- 
ing, that before the last great inundation, the traces of which 
are discovered in the Alluvium, the world has suffered several 
revolutions and partial inundations, and that large tracts of 
land, according to Cuvier, have constituted alternately, dry 
land and the bottom of the ocean? It confirms that for which 

‘the Theologian contends, the last general inundation. That 
this was a Deluge,* as represented in the Bible, seems to be 
contradicted most effectually by Link, who remarks that he, 
for whom this punishment was to have been intended, man, 
is absent from the former scene of action. Was man really 
not in existence during centuries, when animals roamed over 
the wide surface of the earth? We have seen that Cuvier, 
and also Buckland, people the new continent with the few 
families that were saved of the original stock, and transplant- 
ed. With regard to the perished human beings, Cuvier re- 
marks, that they probably extended only overa limited space, 
and their remains should be looked for in Asia. Buckland 
and Wagner, Vol. Il. p. 101, agree with this. Instead, then, 
of impairing the credibility of the representation of the Bi- 
ble, the fact of not finding human remains, is an important 
circumstance, and contributes materially to strengthen it; 
for according to the history of the Scriptures, we may not 
expect that the human family extended as far as Europe and 
America, the only two grand divisions of the world that have, 
to the present, been explored with some degree of accuracy. 

There is another question of great importance. How is it 
to be accounted for, that animals and plants before the Del- 
uge, appear in most instances, under wholly different forms, 
from the present. Has the voice of the Creator spoken more 
than once to the earth or ocean, to create life and animate its 
bosom, or have extinguished races been called forth from their 
ashes, similar but more perfect? If we were to concede this, 
we would arrive, it seems, to conclusions directly contradict- 
ing the Scriptures. This is not Cuvier’s opinion, Vol. I. p. 
117: “If I contend that the strata of solid rock .contain the 

* The word Siind-fluth (Deluge) is derived from sin-fluoth, i. ¢. a con- 
tinued flood, vy. Pishon Studies and Criticisms.
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bones of a greater number of genera, and the alluvial the 
remains of more species which no longer exist, I do not ex- 
press the necessity of a new creation, in order to produce the 
living races; I merely say that the latter live in different 
places from their former dwellings, hence must have arrived 
from other localities.’’ He supposes, as the sequel shows, 
Europe, and the countries generally, where extinguished 
races have been found, to be inundated; and whilst these 
countries were becoming dry, other regions were inundated, 
and their inhabitants took refuge upon the dry continents. 
The improbability of this hypothesis is apparent. If Cuvier 
was unwilling to admit several creations, this was his only al- 
ternative; but he rejects in toto, the possibility of a change 
into a later, froma former form. Hesays: “However great 
in other respects, the influence of climate and habit may be 
upon animals, they cannot change their anatomy ; and in it, 
especially lies the difference between animals of the primitive 
and the present world.” To substantiate these views, he 
gives the results of his comparisons of the Egyptian mum- 
mies of animals, the Ibis, dogs, cats, monkeys, with those of 
the present generation, not finding the slightest difference. 
He draws the conclusion, that if no change has taken place 
during two or three thousand years, it is not probable that 
any should be effected in five or six thousand years, the time 
he fixes for the Deluge. It cannot reasonably be doubted, 
that zt 7s posszble to produce varieties or differences, in accor- 
dance with the known process of nature, such as we discover 
between animals of the primitive and present world. But we 
have already seen, that incidentally with the Deluge, another 
powerful influence must have codperated, which changed the 
temperature. If this be the case, one of the greatest differ- 
ences between the animals of the pristine and present ages, 
viz: the colossal size of the former, is explained. ‘The 
greatest number of animals of that age—Noggerath, Anm. 
Vol. IL. p. 248—are either like, or similar to those which 
now live in all, or most tropical countries.””’ Humboldt in his 
work on the development of Caloric, already mentioned, 
says: ‘Favored by this increase of heat, the plastic powers 
of nature soon developed their energy. Plants naturally of 
a southern character sprang up.’ Again, in his Physiognomy 
of plants: “Size and development of organs depend upon fa- 
vorable influences of climate. The small but elegant forms 
of our lizards, expand in the south to huge, scale-clad bodies 
of terrible crocodiles, &c... If the temperature of our globe
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has undergone, perhaps periodically occurring changes; if 
the relation between land and water, and even the height of 
the atmosphcic ocean and its pressure, have not always been 
the same, the physiognomy of nature, and the form and size 
of organized beings, must have been equally subject to many 
changes.” Among all the animals of the primitive world, 
we discover not one that has not some relation to races known 
tous. The Pterodaktylos or Ornithocephalus and the Meg- 
atherium, deviate most from all our present creation. The 
latter approaches in size the Rhinoceros, but combines the 
character of the Armadillo and the Sloth; this is the most 
striking appearance; the character of the Sloth predominates 
however. The Pterodaktylos belongs to the family of bats, 
with this difference, that his head terminates in a snout, like 
that of the crocodile. How very much animal forms are in-, 
fluenced by climate and other circumstances, but especially 
by the proximity of man, we find illustrated in Link’s work, 
Vol. I. Sec. 5, from which much information may be gathered: 
The home of domesticated animals, and cultivated plants; 
also Blumenbach in Contributions to Natural History, Vol. 
I. p. 24; also a very interesting essay, entitled ‘Geological 
Whim,” in the Morgenblatt, No. 204, 1833. Let us notice 
e. g. that the sheep near the Senegal, are long legged and 
without wool; in northern Africa, Arabia and Persia, they 
have a long tail, overgrown with fat; in Wallachia their horns 
are of spiral form, and those of Iceland have frequently 
more than one pair of horns, but no wool; &c.; whilst the 
Buffalo has fourteen ribs, the common ox has only thirteen. 
The wolf, the progenitor of the dog, has seven lumbar verte- 
brae, the dog only six. Degeneracy and variety, are most 
remarkable in dogs and hogs. Itis generally understood, 
that the domesticated hog and the wild boar belong to the 
same family, and yet the construction of their skulls differs 
widely. Rengger’s description of the domestic cat of Para- 
guay, compared to ours, is very interesting; he says: ‘How 
much the climate affects the greater or less development of 
animals, may be observed in our cat, which was, at the time 
of the conquest of Paraguay, there introduced. Three hun- 
dred years have scarcely elapsed, and we find a striking dif- 
ference between the cat of Paraguay and that of Europe. 
The domestic cat in the interior of Paraguay, where, since 
its first introduction, no intercourse, or scarcely any, is likely 
to have taken place, with cats of later importation, is distin- 

Vou. X, Ng, 39, 56 ”
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guished from the European, by its short, shining, thin, and 
closely-packed hair, which on the tail is shorter than on the 
body. It is at least one-fourth smaller than the other, hasa 
small contracted body, and more delicate limbs.” The change- 
ability of plants, and fruits, is peculiarly striking, and de- 
pends upon the climate and the cultivation by man. ‘There 
were, in the Count’s garden at Pappenheim, five thousand 
different kinds of Tulips, and the Turks enumerate thirteen 
hundred and twenty-three varieties; yet the Tulip was intro- 
duced into Europe as late as the sixteenth century. How 
can any one dispute the possibility, that the forming princi- 
ple of nature may have changed its course, if we perceive, 
even now, the change-producing effects upon organization, 
being compelled to admit of great revolutions in nature, in 
connexion with the Deluge; revolutions which perhaps con- 
tinued long afterwards. (In addition to this, compare what 
will be said No. TV. on races of men.) We quote here, in 
affirmation, Blumenbach’s language, from “Contributions to 
Natural History,” Vol. I. p. 19,... “thatthe forming prin- 
ciple, in accordance with matter, perhaps differently modified 
by such a thorough revolution, may, in the production of new 
species, have been forced into a new direction, deviating more 
or less from its former course.”’ 

After all, it remains fixed, that we have to adopt an inun- 
dation, extending at least over Europe, Asia and America, 
(the mountains of Africa have not yet been explored) by 
which even the highest mountains, the Mt. Blanc, the Hima- 
lay and the Cordilleras, were covered with remains of antedi- 
luvian animals. And that they are partly the bones of ani- 
mals that were, during the flood, buried in places where thev 
had lived; the greater part, however, as incidentally remark- 
ed in another place, belonging to former generations, whose 
remains were disturbed by the flood, and carried off. In favor 
of the latter assumption, we may mention, that all bones of 
one animal are rarely found together, and that complete skel- 
etons are very scarce; commonly bones of various kinds of 
animals, of ancient and new formation, are mingled together. 
Finding the earth, after that period, nevertheless inhabited 
by man and all kinds of land animals, there remains for us, 
either to believe that God, after that terrible catastrophe, re- 
instated by an act of renewed creation, the perished races of 
men and animals, or, that a number of men, and specimens 
of the now living animals were saved from the flood, to peo- 
ple the new continent. And how much must this latter view
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gain in credibility, if, to the reasons given us by Natural sci- 
ences, we add _ the historical tr aditions which, we may say, 
among all nations of the. earth, have preserved the remem- 
brance of a universal flood. We know precisely the Indian 
tradition concerning the great flood, since Bopp’s work: The 
Deluge, and three of the most important episodes of the Ma- 
ha-bharata, Berlin 1829. It is very striking how many points 
coincide exactly with the-relation by 1 Moses ; ; and not less so 
the existing differences, the fruit of the adventurous charac- 
ter of that people. Equally well known are the Chaldaic 
tradition of Xisutros, and the Greek by Deukalion; also 
faint traces in the Chinese, by Mengdsu, as communicated by 
Klapproth, in the Asia polyglotta. We know that the Greeks 
were even acquainted with the story of the dove (Plutarch). 
But most remarkable is the conformity existing between the 
Asiatic traditions, and those of America. The history on 
this subject, related by the Mexican Clavigero, in his Storia 
del Messico, Vol. Il. p. 6; IV. p. 16, and adopted by Stoll- 
berg, in his History of the Chur ch, has been doubted, for 
mentioning, in the traditions among the inhabitants of Cuba, 
not only. the dove, but also the raven; butits critical reliabil- 
ity has been restor ed, since Humboldt has given similar ac- 
counts of the traditions of South American nations. The be- 
lef that “during the time of the great waters, when their 
forefathers had to save themselves in canoes, from perishing 
by the fleod, the rocks of Encamarata were “washed by the 
waves: of. the ocean,” is found, as Humboldt states, not only 
among the isolated Tamanakes, but is an essential part of a 
system of historical traditions, of which traces are to be met 
among nearly all tribes on the-upper Orinoco. One manand 
one woman, say the Tamanakes, saved themselves upon a 
high mountain, and afterwards, having thrown the fruit of the 
Mauritia palm ‘backwards over their heads, new men‘and wo- 
men.sprang up from the sceds of that fruit,* (entirely the 
tradition of Deukalion and Pyrrha). Adding ‘to these histori- 
cal traditions, spread all over the globe, the reasons founded’ 
upon Natural History, even if they should prove to be weak, 
it is sufficient to remove all doubts as to the fact of a. general 
flood, and the saving of a few beginners of the human family, 
setting asice all information given us by the Buble. 

* Humboldt’s voyage in the Equinoctial rezions of the New Continent, 
Vol. TI. p. 416.
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To those who dispute on grounds based upon Natural Has- 
tory, a general inundation, which wrought the destruction of 
what was then the world, and disturbed the tombs of the pri- 
mitive world, there is but one stronghold remaining, or rather 
has since been called into existence. ‘This has been done by 
Leopold v. Buch, by his hypothesis of upheavals,* which has 
extended so far as to cause the assertion by many modern 
Geologists, that the greater number of mountain chains was 
raised above the level of the earth, long after the creation of 
the world, which would satisfactorily explain the presence of 
animal remains upon inaccessible heights. This hypothesis 
has already gained considerable ground, although opposed by 
voices of great weight. We wish to offer but one historical 
doubt. It is conceded by nearly all, that man, although not 
found in our regions among the remains of the ancient world, 
has existed, in Asia at least, contemporaneously with those 
animals; to suppose the earth for centuries without its Chief 
and KXing, man, is really an insufferable thought! If such 
events happened, as those which elevated the southwest bor- 
der of the desert Gobi, from its level to the height of Dewal- 
agirl, 26340 feet, at a time when man was a spectator, why 
is 1t, that history, and excepting the tradition of the Atlantes, 
that traditions remain silent of that and similar upheavals, 
when all tell us of a wneversal flood, nay, of repeated inun- 
dations ? 

Keferstein, a highly respected Mineralogist, partly in his 
work, Natural History of the Earth, 1834, and partly in a 
very instructive and interesting article in the Lit. Advertiser, 
1839, lately sets forth: that the hypothesis of a changed 
course of the forming element of the animal and vegetable 
kingdoms, having caused the destruction of many species of 
organized beings, by an extraordinary catastrophe, is very 
probable. In his treatise: Contributions to the discussed 
question, how do the results of scientific Geology compare 
with the history of the creation of the world, in the Bible? 
Also in a former larger work, we find the following results of 

* We notice that Silberschlag in his Geogony has frequently mentioned 
Volcanic elevations, of which he found many traces in the Mark Bran- 
denburg. 

+ First Goethe; afterwards Schubert, on the uniformity of the plan of 
construction of the earth, 1835, &c.; Raumer’s larger Nat. Hist. I. p. 
468; Universal Geography, 2d Ed. p. 482; Conversat. Lexicon, 8th Ed. 
and above all, the sound chem. treat. by Fuchs, on the Theory of the 
earth. Miinchner gelehr. Anz. 1838, No. 26, Se.
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his researches: 1: Man already inhabited the earth, when 
northern Europe produced Elephants, Rhinoceroses, Hyenas, 
Bears and other animals now extinct, the species of which 
are even foreign to the present creation. 2. That man was 
the contemporary of antediluvian animals, and peopled this 
earth before the Deluge and the Tertiary formations. 3. 
Since France produced palms, and Klephants lived in the most 
northern latitudes, those regions must have hada hot climate. 
The climate is influenced by many circumstances, but espe- 
cially the position of the earth’s axis; this must, therefore, 
have been altered. That the change of the former into the 
present Fauna and Flora, and the former climate to that of 
our day, has been sudden, many reasons may be adduced. 
4. There must have been a period when the Volcanic agencies 
of the earth were very active, during which Basalt and Gran- 
ite were lifted from their positions; the waters were at such 
a height, as to carry ice fields of immense blocks, from Scan- 
dinayvia as far as Holland, and from Mt. Blanc to the distant 
valleys of the Jura mountains. After this, in the history of 
the world, momentary revolution, our present time with its 
relations of climate on which organism depends, commences; 
organized beings had now to distribute themselves differently, 
and the destruction of many genera and species can astonish 
no longer. 

Meanwhile, more accurate zoological researches have led 
the Christian men, among Naturalists, to the opinion that we 
should draw a specific line of distinction between the gigan- 
tic formations of the primitive world, and those of the pres- 
ent time; that they belong to a period of time when the king 
of all animals, man, had not yet appeared.among his subjects. 
We mention Schubert as the representative of this view, in 
his treatise: The plan cf construction of this earth; and 
later, in a recent edition of his large work on Natural Histo- 
ry, 1. p. 409, with whom Andreas Wagner, Professor of 
Zoology at Munich, agrees, in his interesting announcement 
of Buckland’s Geology in the ‘‘Miinchner gelehrten Anzeigen 
1837, Nos. 48—538. To avoid prolixity, we extract from 
Schubert only that portion, in which he expressed his views 
on th) subject very briefly. (The plan of construction of this 
eart 

He says, p. 18: “But how? perhaps the Granite of the 
Alps, and the layers of Belemnites, nay, the fishes and tur- 
tles of the Oolites, the Gypsum, and perhaps even the Terti- 
ary mountains, all formed at the same time ? Who can speak
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of their cotemporary existence with the latter strata before 
him, in the successive formation of which, time has been en-. 
gagea for thousands of years, and still continues, as it ope- 
rates since centuries, upon the dome of the Cathedral of 
Milan? What successions of Acones of the carth may have 
perished, before from, and after the destroyed forms of Trib- 
olites and Orthoceratites, as well as from a former lost crea- 
tion, a new creation of forms developed itself, which by de- 
rees became more like the living species of animals, and 

lastly the latest, which are nearly or fully connected with the 
present! Those organic formations in the innermost depth 
of the earth, the Tribolites and Orthoceratites; with them, 
the Ammonites and: the Belemnites, and thousands of other 
kinds of organic forms, bedded in strata of rock, are certain- 
ly of a creation of beings which has ceased to propagate it- 
self. They are so at least in the same sense, as thousands of 
flowers, which cover the fruit trees in the spring of the year, 
and of which the greater number falls to the ground in a few 
weeks, without producing fruit, appear like a fruitless, perish- 
ed world of things. They are so in the same sense in which 
the millions of living beings, in a fermenting drop of water, 
observable only through a powerful microscope, become a dy- 
ing, raceless gencration of animals, as soon as a living, heal- 
thy plant drinks up, by means of its roots, the thickly peopled 
drop, and mixes it with its sap. The grain of secd corn de- 
velops in the moistened soil the shooting germ, and at the 
same time, the albumen is decomposed and disappears, with- 
out any longer living or growing with the other remaining 
parts. The bridge, over which it was possible to retreat, is 
now broken down; a bold attack on an established opinion, 
in this field, is to be made. First we look around to discover 
a well armed ally. Ignaz Dollinger, the clearsighted, thought- 
ful Anatomist and Physiologist, whose eye is as well prepared 
for observations of this kind, as any man’s, has in a peculiar 
kind of observations, first, to my knowledge, mae the asser- 
tion in his little book on Fossils in silicious sandstone,* that 
the Entozoons of the earth, those organic forms, now petre- 

factions, surrounded by the depth of mountains, may have 
been beings of a different order and construction than those’ 
in exterior appearance similar organisms, living in the hght 
of day, which, through an act of reproduction, increase and 

preserve themselves. Even the present condition of things 

7 Pal, Erlangen 1892.
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has to show many organic formations, the origin and imper- 
fect life of which, relate only to other more ‘perfect beings, 
and which tr acelessly disappear, as soon as these more perfect, 
for which alone they were created, can exist without them. 
When the living mammalia are born, what becomes of the 
placenta? When, from the body of the caterpillar, the but- 
terfly 1s gradually developed, where remain so many organs, 
necessary and important to the life of the larva, but no Y Jon- 
ger of any use to the winged insect? If that disposition ig 
lost, which, in a larger animal body, 1s favorable to the pro- 
duction of ‘Entozoons, and in a drop of water, to the increase 

‘of Infusoria, what becomes of the animal links between ? 
We think, a confirmation of the view, that a great portion of 
those beings which we know as petrefactions only, have been 
transitory appearances of the morning of creation, may be 
found, by an unprejudiced mind, in the condition in which 
we ordinarily discover organic for mations, in the interior of 
mountains. A large number we find only in a certain region 
of mountain development, aud nowhere else. Some of them 

wholly, others half formed, they often lie together in rows, 
like beings that are neither. subject to the ordinary way of 
production, nor affected by animal putrifaction and decompo- 
sition. ‘These beings were in reality neither old nor young; 
they transferred the form of their existence not any more 
upon a succeeding generation, than those petals of flowers 
ripen into fruit, which at the opening. of the bud, fall to the 
ground. They are remaining witnesses of a moment in cre- 
ation, when in the innermost depths of the stall fluid, forming 
body of the earth, life was in motion, which became extinct 
again with the solidification of the strata.’”* 

As to. Schubert’s expression, Nat. Hist. “Vol. I. p. 487, 
where he calls the productions of the primitive world ‘the in- 
termediate productions of a creating power, which, by each 
pulsation of its motion, spread an abundance of manifold life 
upon Wagner remarks in the above named criticism: 
“To justify this.view is not without difficulty. Modern Geog- 
nosy, as 18 well known, characterizes formations, more from 
the enclosed petrefactions than from its mineral compounds. 
Particular strata of a formation are frequently named after 
its characteristic kind of petrefactions. What else is meant. 
by this, than that the condition of a rock stands in genetic 
relation to the nature of its organic forms, so that the one is 

* Yor farther explanation, Vol. I. Hist. of Nat. 2 26, p. 409,
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dependent upon the mutability ofthe other. We must therefore, 
not look upon the lodgement of organic creatures in rocks, as 
if they had been present originally in the primitive ocean, and 
had been later, during the precipitation of masses of earth, 
accidentally enclosed ; ; such a view would leave unexplained, 
why certain classes of animals are attached to certain strata, 
always present where these are found, always absent where 
these do not appear.* If organic forms generally, had later 
been surrounded by precipitating strata, we cannot understand 
why they do not pervade a great number of successive strata, 
since they are not placed, hke the layers of a bulbous root, 
surrounding the earth, and in this manner enabled to destroy 
one succession of organic developments after another; but, on 
the contrary, each geognostic formation is separated from an- 
other by intervals, in accordance with the individual charac- 
ter of mountains, in which spaces animals might have saved 
themselves, until perhaps overtaken by another precipitate. 
It is rather as follows: When the chaotic mass, set in motion 
by the creative power of life, began to separate, and a variety 
of formations commenced to appear, the foundation of the 
many geognostic formations shaped itself in gradual succes- 
sion, from which a part of the enclosed germs of organic ele- 
ments of life could not develop itself, whilst circumstances 
favored a development in others; so that at the same time, 
with the development unorganic, varied forms of organic 
formations originated, varying as often as the foundation it- 
self, from which they had sprung, determining its nature and 
also influenced by it; just as the egg of the coral contributes 
partly to the for mation of the earthy coral, and partly to the 
animal polypus. That these organic productions have not been 
preserved to our time, not even to the formation of the next 
strata, proves that they were identified with the peculiar con- 
dition of the waters from which they had sprung; this was 
also the cause of their geographical distribution by zones, as 
we now find them, conditioned however, by other influences, 
among living organizations. This order of things continued, 
however, only to the third day of creation, when the dry land 
separated from the waters, and perfected mountains made their 
appearance. Now, the earth vested itself in vegetation, 
which produced seed, and accordingly continued in substance 
to our own time.”’ 

* When e. g. ammonites nodosus, aviculites socialis, are found, we may 
rely upon the proximity of calcined shells; ina like manner indicate 
ammonites castatus, pyritous limestone, and ammonites planutatus, Jura 
limestone,
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ARTICLE IX. 

NOTICES OF NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

The Vorce of Christian Life in Song: or, Hymns and 
Hymn-writers of many Lands and Ages. New York: 
Robert Carter & Brothers, No. 5380, Broadway.—1859. 

This is truly a delightful .book, the perusal of which has afforded us 

the highest enjoyment, Its theme is one in which we have ever taken 

the deepest interest. In his first chapter the author, speaking of church 

history, says: “We trace Christian life through its various manifestations 

of love, and find the golden chain unbroken through the agcs, however 
dim at times the gold may shine. It manifests itself in its expansive 
form of love to man, in countless works of mercy, in missions, and hos- 

pitals, and ransomiugs of captives, and individual acts of love and self- 

sacrifice which cannot be numbered. We trace itin its direct manifcs- 

tation of love to God, in martyrdoms and in hymns; the yielding up of 

the life to death for truth, and the breathing out of the soul to God in 

song. 
The object of these pages is to follow the last track, by listening to the 

voice of that stream of spiritual song which has never been altogether 
silent on earth ; by attempting to réproduce some notes of the song, and 

some likeness of the singers.” 
In performing the task thus‘assumed, the author treats of the follow: 

ing subjects: Chap. I. Hymns of the Bible. IJ. The “Tersanctus,” the 

“Gloria in Excelsis,” and the “Te Deum.” III. The anonymous Greek 
Hymns.: IV. Clement of Alexandria, Ephraem Syrus, and Gregory of 
Nazianzum. V. St. Ambrose andthe Ambrosian Hymns. VI. Grcgo- 
ry the Great, Venantius Fortunatus, and the Venerable Bede. VII. St. 
Bernard. VIII. Mediaeval Hymns. TX. Mediaeval Réligion. X. The 
Hymns of Germany. XI. Swedish Hymns. XII. English Hymns. 
XIII. Hymns of the Church of Rome since the Reformation. XIV. 

Conclusion. We can assure our readers that this isno dry exhibition, 
no mere scieutific discussion, of the general subject of hymnology. The 

author's spirit is in lively sympathy, his heart beats in warm unison with 

those spirits and hearts out of which that stream of sacred song welled 
forth, which has edified and gladdencd the church: he appears to be him- 

self deeply imbued with that ardent love to God, that fervent devotion, 
that living faith, that spirit of trustful submission to the divine will, dis- 
pensations and gnidance, which have, in all ages of the church, found 

fittest expression in the sweet or lofty strains of sacred song: in those 

Vou. X, No. 39. 5T
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divine hymns, of which he truly says: “the battle-songs of the church 

are written on the battle-field; her poets are singers becausc they are 

believers.” Irom the depths of genuine knowledge and of a true chris- 
tian expericnce he gives us here, out of the abundance of his heart, viv- 

id historical pictures, instructive dissertations and most cdifying reflec- 

tions on the hymns of the church produced in many lands and ages. 

There is in his train of thought and in his languagea most winning 

charm ; a fascination that carries you along, at times, as ina dream of 

the other and better land. He is evidently himself a poet; for every 

page affords evidence of genuine inspiration. He appears to bea cler- 

gyman of the Church of England, but he treats his theme in the most 

catholic spirit. In his chapter on the Hymns of Germany Luther is, of 
course, the prominent figure. At the close of the chapter he gives trans- 
lations of six hymns, of which one is by Luther, one by the Electress 

Henrictta Louisa of Brandenburg, three by Paul Gerhard, and one by 
Count Zinzendorf. As this portion of the volume is more particularly 

interesting to our readers, we shall here quote some passages from it, both 

as specimens of the author’s style, and of the character and tone of his 

treatise, and as evidences of his generally correct and just appreciation 

of Luther, and of those who, after him, tuned in our fathers’ land the 
sacred lyre. “No mere improvement in correctness of doctrine could 
have stirred the heart of Europe as the Reformation did. The assertion 

of the ‘right of private judgment’ might have shattered Christendom 

with a war of independence, but could not have brought peace to one 
heart. Had not the serpent asserted it long agoin Eden? The clearest 

statements of the doctrine of justification by faith, could not in them- 
selves have swept away all the barriers superstition had been building up 

for centuries between’ man and God. Many of the theologians of the 
middle ages seem to have understood that doctrine. The Reformation 
was not the mere statement of a positive dogma, still less wasit the mere 

assertion of a negative right; it was the revealing of a Person, it was the 
unvailing of a heart. It was the fresh revelation through the Bible to 

the heart of one man, and through him to the hearts of thousands, that 

‘God is love,’ and ‘bath so loved the world,’ that a heart of infinite love 
embraces us on every side, and rules in heaven. It was the fresh decla- 
ration to sinful men that the terrible reality of sin, which forms the bar- 

rier between the sinner and the Holy One, has been swept away by the 

sacrifice God himself has provided; not the offering of man, but ‘the 

Lamb of God, who takes away the sin of the world,’ the Son of God who 
reveals the Father. 

Before this gospel all the systems of human priesthood, and saintly 
intercession, indulgences, meritorious self-torture, fell in pieces, not like 

a fortress painfully battered down, but like dreams when daylight comes, 

like a misunderstanding between friends who have been slandered to one
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another, in 2 moment’s interview. Purchased indulgences to defend us 
from the anger of a Father; men, strangers to us, to interccde with him 
who beseeches us to be reconciled; painful penances to wring forgiveness 

of sins from him who died that we might be justly forgiven ; all these 
fade into nothingness before that wondrous message of love. 

One perusal of Luther’s ‘Commentary on the Epistle to the Galatiaus,’ 
with all its exaggerations and passionate vehemcnce, may give us a more 

true and living idea of what the Reformation was, than libraries of his- 
tories of its causes and disquisitions about its effects.” Here follow 

several pages of translations of extended and very striking passages 
from the commentary on the Galatians. The author then proceeds: 

“These extracts are given thus at length as unfolding the Reformation. 

Such books have the essence of a life pressed into them, and it was from 

such a fountain that the rich streams of German hymns flowed. It was 

norning again in Germany, and, to welcome such a morning, it was no 

wonder that there poured forth such a chorus of song. . 
The hymn literature of Germany is toorich to be given an idea of in 

the fragment of a book, and many admirable translations have already 

appeared, to which the reader may easily refer. There is, besides, a pe 

culiar freshness and purity, an unconscious power and sublimity in these 
hymns, which make their translation peculiarly difficult. Simplicity in 
a, translation is apt to look conscious, and so to become that worst of af- 
fectations, the affectation of simplicity. A very few illustrations, there- 

fore, must suffice for this volume, with a brief sketch of the general 

-character of the hymns and their writers. 
In comparing these with those of the middle ages, the first thing that 

strikes us is the far greater variety in the subjects of the hymns and the 
position of the writers. Sacred song has issued again from the narrow 

walls of the cloister to the workshop, the harvest-field, and the home. 

There are hymus for various family joys and family sorrows, hymns for 
toil and for battle, for the sick-bed and the wayside. 

Especially numerous are those which express trust in God in trial or 
conflict, which speak of Him, like the old Hebrew psalms, as a Rock, a 
Fortress, and a Deliverer. Spiritual songs have once more become bat- 

tle-songs. The intricate intertwinings of rhyme and the lingering ca- 
dences of the later mediaeval hymns vanish, and the inspiriting decision 

of martial music rings through them once more. They are songs to 
march to, reviving the fainting strength after many an hour of weary 
journeying; blasts of the priests’ trumpets, before which many a strong- 
hold has fallen; chants of trust and of triumph, which must often have 
reverberated from the very gates of heaven, as they accompanied the de- 
parting spirit thither, and mingled with the new song of the great mul- 
titudcinside.
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The hymns of Germany have been her true national Liturgy. In Eng- 

Jand the worship of the Reformed Church was linked to that of past 

ages by the prayer-book; in Germany by the hymn-book. The music 
and the hymns of the mediaeval church were not separated by so dcfi- 
nite a barrier from the psalmody of the German Evangelical Churches 

as from ours, but floated on into it, the old blending with the new. The 

miner’s son, who in his school-days had carolled for bread before the 
doors of the burghers of Eisenach, remembered the old melodies when 

the hearts of his people were looking to him for the ‘bread which satis- 
ficth,’ and gave forth out of his treasure-house things new and old. The 

grcat Reformer of the German church was also her first great singer. 

Luther gave the German people their hymn-book as _ well as their Bible. 

He brought over some of the best old hymns into the new worship, not 

word by word in the ferry-boat of a literal translation, but cntire and 

living, like Israel through the Jordan, when the pricsts’ feet, bearing the 

ark, swept back the waters. 

Yet, as in his theses affixed to the church doors at Wittenberg, so in 
his hymns, Luther seems to have had no plan of writing for a nation, 

but simply to have spoken out the irrepressible emotions and overpower- 

ing conyictions of his own heart, come of it what might. ‘Here stand 

J, I can -no other; (God help me, Amen,’ breathes through his hymns as 
well as his confession. The great battle-song of the German church, 

this ‘Juin’ feste Burg,’ was said to have come into his heart on his way to 

the Diet at Worms. Its truths were certainly there then, whatever anti- 

quarian research may prove about the date when they were written down. 

‘Out of the depths I cry to thee,’ he sang when recovcring from a faint- 

ing fit, ‘brought on by the intensity of spiritual conflict; and when at 
last his dead body was borne through Halle, on its way to its last resting- 

place at Wittenberg, his countrymen thronged into the church where it 

was laid, and, amidst their tcars and sobs, sung the hymn beside it. His 

sweet Christmas ‘hymn, ‘Vom Himmel hoch da Komm ich her,’ was 

written for ‘his little son Hans. ‘The poet had the child’s heart in his 

breast.’ From the old Latin psalmody he gave a free rhymed translation 

of the ‘Te Deum’ and several of the Ambrosian hymns. The funcral 

hymn, ‘Media in vita in morte sumus,’ composed by Notker, a monk of 
St. Gall, A.D. 900, he poured forth anew in three -verses, and infused 

into it a tone of confidence and hope very faintly audible in the original, 
Just as the first recorded hymn of the church was called forth by the 

first persecution, when the place was shaken where the disciples were 
met, and they were all ‘filled with the Holy Ghost,’ it is interesting to find 

that Luther's first hymn was.called forth by the death of two martyrs of 

Christ, ‘burnt at Brussels by the Sophists.’ 
To give a series of biographics of German hymn-writers, would be to 

write the church history of Germany. ‘To the three thousand and sixty-
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&ix hymns selected in the ‘Liederschatz’ of Albert Knapp is appended a 
list of four hundred writers, with brief biographical notices of each. It 
is this multiplicity of hymn-writers which, in regarding hymns as the 
voice of christian life, gives its great interest to German hyimnology. 

The German hymn-book is no mere series of metrical compositions, com- 

piled by a few orthodox divines; nor is it a collection of the religious 
poems of a few poets. It isthe utterance of the heart of the German 

church, of those whom faith in Him who is invisible has made singers. 
It is emphatically a fragment of the great song of the church universal. 
Yor the first time in the history of hymns, since Mary the mother of Je- 

sus sang her song of joy, the names of women appear among the sing- 

‘ers. Louisa Henrietta, born princess of Orange, wife of the great Elec- 
tor, Frederick William of Brandenburg, poured out her hope and trust 

in a Resurrection Hymn,* which, as a rock of faith, stands beside the 
hymns of Luther himself, or Paul Gerhard. During the two hundred 

years which have elapsed since the Christian princess breathed her heart 

into those verses, how many souls have been breathed out to God with 

its words falling from the dying lips! A translation is attempted in this 

-yolume.” p. 220 sqq. This is nota large work—a 12mo volume of a 
few over three hundred pages. We hope that we have said enough to 

induce very many of our readers to purchase it, confident that they will 

thank us for having directed their attention to it, and that we risk noth- 
ing in saying, that they will find it one of the most delightful volumes 

they have ever perused. 

Lhe Sheepfold and the Common; or the Evangelical Ram- 
bler. New York: Robert Carter & Brothers, No. 530 
Broadway.—1859. 

This book is altogether suz generis. It isareprint of a work origi- 
nally published, above thirty years ago, under the title of the Evangeli- 

cal Rambler. It had then animmense sale both in England and in 
“America, and as it was thought by a large number of persons, that it 
might now prove as acceptable and useful as it did then, this new and 
thoroughly revised edition has been issued, under the title of “The Sheep- 
fold and the Common,” as being more descriptive of the aim and inten- 
tion of the work than its former name. “The object of the work is to 

afford instruction and amusement, conveyed by a simple narration of the 

events of every-day life. In constructing his story, the author has avail- 
ed himself occasionally of the conceptions of his fancy, and at other 
times he has crowded into a narrow compass facts and incidents culled 
from an extended period of his history; but reality forms the basis of 
evycry narrative and of every scene he has described. He has departed 

* Jesus meine Zuversickt.
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from the common-place habit of presenting the grand truths of the 

christian faith in didactic and dogmatic statements, preferring the dra- 
matic form, as more likely to arrest the attention and intcrest the feelings, 

especially of the youthful and imaginative portion of the community.” 
Its primary design appears to be, to vindicate the character and claims 

of genuine evangelical and experimental religion, in opposition to the 
bigotry, the indifferentism, and the self-complacent but barren formalism 

which so long pervaded and, in some degree, still characterizes the church 

of England, and to the arrogant dogmatism and impertinent, cxclusivism 

of her modern Tractarians. very subject is presented in the form of 

conversations between a great variety of persons, yet so as that there is 
a continuity and connectedness in the whole. The manner in which the 

nature and evangelical genuineness of true, practical, heart-religion are 

exhibited, illustrated and commended is exceedingly attractive, interest- 

ing, Striking and impressive. In the progress of the narrative, which 

recounts the experiences, conversations, and reflections of an English 

clergyman of the Hvangelical party, travelling from place to place in his 
native country, and presents a great number of scenes, situations and 

relations of the highest interest, a great variety of most important sub- 

jects come up for discussion. Scepticism and infidelity, under divers 

aspects, are encountered and discomfitted with great ingenuity and acute- 

ness: the church-of-England notion of Baptismal Regeneration, totally 
different from the much misunderstood and misrepresented doctrine of 

our own confession, and essentially Romanizing in its character, is se- 
verely handled, and justly so: spiritual ignorance, indifferentism, self- 

righteousness, and obduracy in sin aré most searchingly and effectively 

dealt with: the absurdity of the vaunted apostolical succession is suc: 

cessfully demonstrated, and its impudent claims given up to well merited 

contempt: christian doctrine, life, duty, practice, consistency and exam- 

ple—the christian’s strength and joy in earth’s experiences and multipli- 

ed relations, his triumph in its struggles, temptations and conflicts, his 

victory and rejoicing in the hour of death, all are here presented with 

singular clearness, simplicity and force, and with an amplitude, beauty 

and aptness of illustration, which invest every subject in detail, and the 
whole great theme of religion, with a profound and absorbing interest. 

We most cordially recommend this very handsome octavo volume, as 

abounding in the most valuable instruction, presented in a truly popular 

form and pleasing style, and enforced with great earnestness and power 

of application. 

Other book notiecs haye been deferred for want of room.
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JOHN THE ConSTANT.—Par? II. 

WE had commenced a biographical sketch of this eminent 
man in a former number of the Evangelical Review, (July, 
1858, p. 36 sqq.) but the space allotted to such articles did 
not allow us to complete it. At the request of several read- 
ers of the Review, we now resume our task.* 

A sketch of the life of John of Saxony, as the first Pro- 
testant—the first in the order of time, who bears that name 
in history—could not be easily prepared, without becoming 
really a history of the Augsburg Confession, from its appa- 

* The writer of this article must apologize for the slender amount of 
strictly biographical matter which it contains. At the period in the his- 
tory of the elector John, which we have here reached, his position as a 
Protestant far exceeded in importance every other circumstance with 
which his name is connected. We were thus unavoidably led to éxplain 
his real position with a certain degree of minuteness, and hence were 
required to consider a question which seems to be entirely overlooked by 
large numbers of Lutherans in this country, namely: Which of the 
twenty-eight articles composing the Augsburg Confession are, distinct- 
ively and essentially THE Protestant or Lutheran ARTICLES, as contra- 
distinguished from the popish system? If the correctness of the view 
which we here submit to the reader has been substantiated by us, the 
rank which a genuine Protestant will assign to the last seven articles, 
cau be easily determined. 

Vou. X, No. 40. d8
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rent germs at the Marburg Colloquium to its presentation in 
a fully developed form at the diet of Augsburg. Indistinct 
views respecting the true character and design of this Sym- 
bol or Confession of faith, as well as of the relative impor- 
tance of the twenty-eight articles essentially belonging to it, 
are often entertained and expressed, which lead to many 
practical errors. These inconveniences may be obviated by 
examining the subject in the light of history—by tracing 
this remarkable production to its original sources, and obser- 
ving the events and the men, on the one hand, whose history 
is connected with its origin, and, on the other, the controlling 
influence which these events and these men respectively ex- 
ercised in giving it a peculiar character and shape. We may 
possibly be enabled, by such a procedure, to understand its 
spirit and design more accurately, and also to determine with 
precision the relation which its two constituent parts or sets 
of articles—respectively, twenty-one and seven in number— 
sustain to each other. The more remote influences which 
produced the Augsburg Confession, such as the peculiar po- 
sition assigned by Divine Providence to John, in aiding the 
great work for which Luther had received a commission from 
heaven, and also the relations which existed between these 
personages, on the one hand, and Philip of Hesse and Zwingli 
on the other, have been already partially described in our 
last number. After having thus disposed of that branch of 
the subject, we propose, in the present article, to describe 
historically the zmmedzate influences which led to the compo- 
sition of the entire twenty-eight articles of the Augsburg 
Confession. The circumstances to which we here allude, be- 
long essentially to the history of John the Constant. 

THE DIET oF SPIRES* OF 1526. 

The cause of the Reformation had received a new impulse 
in Germany, when John acquired by inheritance the electoral 
dignity, after the decease of his brother Frederic, May 5, 

* The cities and towns mentioned in this article, and situated chiefly 
in the central and southern parts of the old German Empire, after being 
on various occasions transferred from one government to another, are 
now assigned respectively to the following territories: Augsburg, Spires 
and Nuremberg which were formerly free or imperial cities, now belong, 
together with Schwabach, to Bavaria. TZorgau, on the Elbe, belongs to 
Prussia. Schmalkalden, a town in Hesse Cassel, is situated at the con- 
fluence of the Schmalkalde and Stille. Marburg, in the same princi- 
pality, is on the river Lahn, and isto be distinguished from another 
Marburg in the. Austrian dominions, Coburg, the capital of the princi-
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1525. The hostility which existed between Pope Clement 
VII. and the emperor Charles V., and their military opera- 
tions so completely occupied their attention, that the evan- 
gelical party was not seriously molested. The members of 
the latter, the elector John, Philip of Hesse, &c., had not, 
however, neglected to adopt proper precautions in reference 
to any hostile demonstrations which might at any moment be 
made on the part of the Papists. In the Spring of 1526, 
when the emperor’s prospects seemed to grow brighter, and 
he had released Francis I. from captivity, (March 16) he 
found more leisure to attend to the internal affairs of the em- 
pire; he addressed, March 23, an official document to several 
Catholic princes, in which he highly commended the anti- 
Lutheran alliance already formed by them; he urged them 
so earnestly to sustain the popish faith, that Duke George of 
Saxony allowed himself to entertain the hope of wresting the 
electorate, with the emperor’s aid, from the hands of his cou- 
sin John. (Ranke: Deutsche Gesch. II. 280. The documen- 
tary evidence which this eminent writer furnishes, has shed 
new light on the history of the Reformation.) At this period 
the evangelical party had also formed an alliance, (the Tor- 
gau alliance) which was first planned in Gotha, then ratified 
in Torgau, fully sanctioned towards the close of February, 
1526, and subsequently (June 12) confirmed and signed at 
Magdeburg. While all the parties were in this state of sus- 
pense, the day appointed for the Diet of Spires arrived— 
June 25. The position of the emperor, however, whose rest- 
less enemies, Francis and Clement, had resumed their hostile 
projects against him, had suddenly again become very criti- 
cal, and the influence of the change was instantly felt at the 
Diet. The baffled papists, who had expected to enforce at 
this Diet, the Edict of Worms, which outlawed Luther and 
his friends, were compelled to curb their intolerant and per- 

secuting spirit. In our former article (Vol. X. 46) in which 
we furnished a few details, we mentioned that the Recess or 
final decree which was adopted by this diet, and which was 
regular and legal in all its forms, virtually granted the evan- 
gelical princes and cities full liberty to continue the work of 
the Reformation in their respective territories. J this de- 
eree lay the first germ of Protestantism. A “compact evan- 

pality of Coburg, on the Itz, isin Central Germany. The old castle in 
which Luther found a temporary abode, is on a height overlooking the 
town. Schleiz belongs to one of the minor branches of the modern 
Saxon house. 

~
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gelical party” now existed, which owed its birth to the hos- 
tile movements of the enemies of the truth. (Ranke II. 283.) 

THE Diet or Spires, Fesruary, 1529. 

After the conclusion of that Diet, hostilities between the 
pope and emperor were renewed with increased vigor. On 
May 6, 1527, the imperial troops, consisting chiefly of Span- 
iards and Germans, had assaulted the “eternal city,’ and the 
celebrated “Sack of Rome” occurred. At the close of this 
Italian war, the authority of Charles was permanently estab- 
lished in Italy, the French were humbled, the pope remained 
powerless, and Charles held all Italy between the Alps and . 
the sea, in subjection to his victorious arms. Ferdinand, the 
emperors brother, was equally fortunate in enforcing his 
claims on the thrones of Bohemia and Hungary, and both his 
diplomatic and his warlike movements were crowned with 
ibrilhant success. The Bohemians, on the one hand, who 
were no longer blind partisans of Rome, compared the bigot- 
ed attachment to popery of Duke William of Bavaria, who 
aspired to the crown of Bohemia, with Ferdinand’s politic 
assurances that he would recognize and protect the Utraquists 
(also termed Calixtines, one of the parties adopting the re- 
forms of Huss;) the result was that they rejected William 
and elected the latter as their king; he was crowned in 
Prague, February 24, 1527. On the other hand, the adhe- 
rents of Zapolva, who had been elected and crowned as king 
of Hungary, November 11, 1526, were strict papists, and had 
already adopted a resolution in 1525 that every Lutheran in 
their territory should be burned alive. When Ferdinand ap- 
peared among these, he changed his tactics; he adroitly as- 
sumed the character of a rigid Catholic, sternly repelled the 
charge that he had selected none but Germans as the atten- 
dants of his consort, and that all these were Lutherans, (de- 
dit et Germanos qui omnes fuerunt Lutherani—was the 
charge, Ranke IT. 341) and thus finally secured their favor. 
His troops defeated Zapolya in an engagement near Tokay ; 
the latter was expelled fromthe country, and on November 
38, 1527, Ferdinand was crowned king of Hungary in Stuhl- 
weissenburg, the fortress.of which John the Constant had 
assisted in taking, thirty-seven years previously, as we re- 
marked in the former article. (Ranke gives an interesting 
sketch of Ferdinand’s yolicy, and of the events which term:- 
nated in his acquisition of the two crowns, in Vol. II. Book 
IV. Chap. 4.)
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While the political affairs of the imperial house were assu- 
ming a favorable character, a dark cloud arose in another di- 
rection, the shadow of which appalled the hearts of the evane 
gelical party. Philip of Hesse had contracted an intimate 
union with Otto Pack, to whose alleged revelations of a popish 
plot we referred in the last article. The former, roused by 
Pack’s alarming statements of a secret alliance which the 
Catholic princes had formed, for the purpose of dividing 
among themselves by force of arms, the territories of John 
and Philip, and of extirpating the Lutherans, redoubled his 
efforts to stréngthen the political union of his own friends. 
He had already sent Dr. Walter to the king of France, for 

' the purpose of securing his aid against the emperor, and now 
commissioned Pack to visit Zapolya, another papist, for a 
similar purpose. (Ranke III. 30) Zapolya, with whom the 
king of Erance and the pope had formed an alliance, prom- 
ised to furnish Philip with a large amount of money, in order 
to enable him to direct his arms against Ferdinand with vigor. 
In the meantime, Philip occupied the territories of the bishop 
of Wurzburg with his forces, and threatened those of the 
neighboring bishops of Mayence and Bamberg. The truth 
of Pack’s disclosures was not satisfactorily proved, and he 
subsequently perished miserably. But he had involved Philip 
in a rash enterprise, of which the latter afterwards confessed 
that he was ashamed, and had prompted him to commit the 
grave offence of violating the peace of the empire by an un- 
authorized appeal to arms. The blemish which thus seemed 
to adhere to the entire evangelical party, was painfully felt 
by all of its members (Ranke III. 39, 118). The whole oc- 
currence made avery unfavorable impression on Luther’s 
mind; the latter freely conceded that a right of self-defence 
existed, but that it was inconsistent with the spirit of the 
Prince of peace to commence an offensive war. ‘They that 
take the sword,” he repeated, ‘“‘shall perish with the sword,”’ 
(Matt. 26: 52). His letters on the subject are in de Wette’s 
collection, Ill. 316—821. 

The emperor's difficulties with his foreign enemies, on the 
other hand, had all been adjusted, or were rapidly disappear. 
ing. He concluded a peace with the pope, June 29, 1529, 
and soon afterwards (in August at Cambray) with Fr ancis L; 
the concurrence of Henry VIIL. of Kngland was also secured. 
The displeasure with which he had beheld the progress of the 
friends of the Reformation, to whom he now directed his at- 
tention, was at once openly proclaimed. At this period, the
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beginning of the year 1528, “his policy,” says Lindner, II. 
73 sq., ‘assumed a decidedly anti-evangelical character, te 
which Philip's covetous glances at the imperial throne (Kai- 
serideen) unquestionably contributed not a little.” His own 
early education, moreover, and general habits of thought, his 
apparent temporal interests and other influences (which the 
historian Ranke sketches with the pen of a philosopher, 
Book. V. Ch. 4) combined to lead him to the adoption of 
measures that contemplated the total extirpation of the faith 
which was denominated the ‘Lutheran heresy.”’ On Nov. 
29, 1528, an imperial proclamation was issued, directing that 
a Diet should be held at Spires on February 21 of the fol- 
lowing year ; it announced in the most emphatic terms that, ~ 
besides the discussion of the subject of a proposed Turkish 
war, and of the recent violation of the public peace, effectu- 
al measures would then be adopted, in order to adjust the 
great religious question of the day. The members of the 
Diet asserabled in large numbers at the appointed time, and 
it appeared that the Catholic party had secured a decisive 
majority of votes; Duke Henry of Mecklenburg and the 
Elector of the Palatinate, hitherto supposed to be friends of 
the Reformation, now acted with the Papists. The ‘‘Propo- 
sition’ which the imperial commissioners offered, (March 15) 
while it promised a Church Council, to which the pope had 
ultimateiy consented, involved the following essential points: 
it expressly repealed or annulled the Recess or decree of the 
diet of 1526 (see the last article, p. 47) which legalized the 
ecclesiastical reforms of John and his associates (Kais. Maj. 
he bt angezeigten. Artikel auf, cassirt und vernichtet densel- 
ben, &c. Ranke III. 120, n. 1), presented a substitute that 
was diametrically opposed to it, and extinguished complete- 
ly the right of the evangelical princes and imperial cities 
to continue the work of the Reformation. This proposition 
was placed in the hands of a committee, containing a large 
majority of Papists, with instructions to present a report on 
it to the Diet. They subinitted their report March 24; it 
recommended the adoption of the proposition of the imperial 
commissioners, with several amendments, conceived in the 
same persecuting spirit: one of them expressly sanctioned 
anew the Edict of Worms of 1521, which had outlawed Lu- 
ther (for which see the last article, p. 44). The report of 
this committee was adopted at the sessions of April 6 and 7, 
in allits details, precisely in the form in which it was pre- 
sented. Thus the Edict’ of Worms was reviv ed, and the ju-
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risdiction of the popish bishops in every place was restored. 
Tolerance was only temporarily granted to the new ecclesias- 
tical order established in the electoral and allied dominions 
by the Lutherans, that is, only until a general Council should 
be held; but all further changes, such as the Diet of Spires 
of 1526 had allowed, in view of the principle of territorial 
sovereignty, were sternly forbidden. The Zwinglians and 
all others (Anabaptists, &c.) without exception, who were not 
identified with the Lutherans, were expressly excluded from 
the enjoyment of the peace of the empire. This harsh meas- 
ure, which outlawed the Swiss Reformers, a party entirely 
distinct from Luther and the elector J ohn, originated in the 
political alliance which the popish Swiss cantons had previ- 
ously formed with Ferdinand (Ranke III. 122. Lindner IL. 
75). The cause of the evangelical religion was thus appa- 
rently crushed by asingle blow; the avowed object of the 
extreme measures adopted by the Diet, was obviously the 
annihilation of Lutheranism. 

A crisis had arrived. If John and his associates had fal- 
tered, the cause of evangelical truth would, humanly speak- 
ing, have been entirely prostrated; it was indeed a struggle 
between the Gospel and the powers of darkness; an indirect 
renewal of the awful scene at the commencement of the Sa- 
vior’s ministry, when Satan, veiling his real purpose, attempt- 
ed to seduce Him in whom ‘‘dwelleth all the fulness of the 
Godhead bodily.”. The circumstances alone are changed— 
the servants of Christ are now struggling with those whom 
the god of this world had “‘taken captive at his will.” The 
former are found to be faithful—their Master is present to 
guide and strengthen them. John addresses the throne of 
grace; Luther, God’s chosen instrument, the man of faith 
and prayer, is guided by the Spirit of his divine Master in 
the instructions and inspiring letters which he transmits to 
John. It was decided that the evangelical party should pre- 
sent to the Diet a remonstrance for which Luther furnished 
the materials. ‘his document (Bedenken) is given by de 
Wette III. 483 sqq. The latter could not decide on its pre- 
cise date, and hence specifies simply: Mitte Aprils. It must 
have been written between the seventh and twelfth of April, 
as on the latter day Minkwitz declared in the presence of the 
diet that the evangelical party could not acquiesce in the ac- 
tion of the diet, for reasons which he gives (Ranke IIT. 124) 

-and which coincide with those advanced by Luther. For the 
latter furnishes, in this written opinion, five reasons for ad-
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hering to the reformation of ecclesiastical abuses, as accom- 
plished in the electorate and elsewhere. It deserves special 
notice, as foreshadowing the precise purport of the Augsburg 
Confession that, as the report of the committee referred chief- 
ly to popish practices of the church, which it was designed to 
perpetuate, Luther terms all these ‘abuses’ (Missbrauche), 
and declares that they constitute the immediate difficulty with 
the papists ; it is, at the same time, obvious, that these abuses 
originated partly in the suppression of divine truth, and part- 
ly in the admixture of false doctrines with the truth. That 
these ‘‘abuses’’ (oppressive exactions, perversion of ecclesi- 
astical patronage, substitution of human devices for scriptu- 
ral duties, &c.) such as the last seven articles of the Augsburg ° 
Confession describe, chzefly attracted attention at this precise 
moment, is also apparent from the circumstance that Luther 
refers in this document to the celebrated Centum gravamina 
or list of one hundred grievances; this singular catalogue 
had been presented in 1521 at the Diet of Worms by papists 
themselves, who felt the burden to be intolerable, before Lu- 
ther’s doctrine was proclaimed, (as he himself here remarks) 
but who did not perceive, as he was enabled to do, that these 
evils originated in the perversion of sound Gospel doctrine, 
and the substitution of Pelagian and kindred heresies.* He 
now declares that John cannot lawfully assent to the action 
of this diet, for the following reasons: 1.) That action is a 
violation of John’s rights of conscience, and hostile to whole- 
some Christian doctrine. 2.) An assent to it would make 
John a partaker of other men’s sins. 38.) John has no au- 
thority to compel a restoration of these ‘‘abuses,’’ as the diet 
required of him. 4.) Such assent would be inconsistent with 
the proceedings of the diet of Worms of 1521, when the em- 
peror himself confessed that the one hundred grievances: 
needed correction, and promised to abate them. 5.) That no 
valid reason can be given for the action of the present diet ; 
“his Imperial Majesty,” says Luther with great force, ‘“‘may 
learn that your Electoral Grace has not been guilty of un- 

* Here lies the secret of the success of the Lutheran Reformation. It 
corrected the abuses mentioned in the Augsburg Confession, as well as 
others, not simply because they were external evils, but because they 
practically denied one or the other of the two fundamental principles on 
which the Lutheran church is established : first, the Word of God as the 
only rule of faith and practice (in opposition to tradition, decrees of 
councils, popes, &c.), and, secondly, Justification by faith in Christ alone 
(in opposition. to all human devices for acquiring merit.) Z'his is the 
spirit of the Lutheran creed—by the blessing of God it prevailed.
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christian conduct, from the circumstance that the estates of 
the empite have not condemned your doctrine, but only re- 
ferred it to a church council; now they would not have re- 
frained from such a condemnatory course, if they had really 
believed your doctrine to be at variance with the Christian 
faith.”” Sustained by such a decision, John urged the Diet 
to abstain from sanctioning the report of the committee, and 
entreated the members to await the action of the promised 
Council. The remonstrance was signed by himself and the 
other evangelical. princes, and presented by the landgrave. 
Philip. It did not, however, produce an impression on the 
majority. On the 12th of April Minkwitz, the Saxon depu- 

‘ty, whom we mentioned above, reiterated the sentiments ex- 
pressed in the remonstrance, and ‘adverted very appositely to 
the fact that it was indecorous in a political body, such as 
they constituted, to decide questions involving the faith and 
religious liberty of Christian men, and intolerable that they 
should virtually anticipate the action of the proposed church 
council. He employed all the resources of his eloquence to 
secure a peaceful adjustment of the difficulty, and seems to 
have delivered ‘a brilliant speech, characterized both by a 
sincere love of peace, and by a calm determination not to 
swerve for an instant from the plain path of duty. 

The minority had at this point of time formed clear views 
of their position, both in its political and its religious aspects, 
and were resolved to maintain it firmly. They regarded the 
former decree or recess of the diet of 1526, which conceded 
to them the enjoyment of liberty of conscience and of their 
political rights, as a contract solemnly ratified at a critical 
period of the empire, by two distinctly defined parties—a 
contract which neither party was at liberty to annul without 
‘the consent of the other. This view was founded on the fact 
that the decree of 1526 recognized the sovereignty or inde» 
pendent territorial rights of the Lutheran princes and cities, 
and was thus virtually a recognition of a fundamental law of 
the empire, legitimately applied in a new case, that is, it was 
a legal and irreversible decision that the political rights of 
the Lutheran princes secured to them liberty of conscience. 
Now this action of the diet, on the other hand, which directly 
assailed their rights of conscience, at the same time practi- 
cally abolished their political rights, and, in reality, subverted 
the whole structure of the German Empire. The cireumstance 
that their opponents commanded at the moment a majority 
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of votes, could not legalize an act of that party which inva- 
ded the acknowledged political, that is, the constitutional and 
established rights of the minority. For if this principle 
were admitted, an accidental majority could at any time sub- 
vert acknowledged rights, and the sacred character of cove- 
nants, order, justice, property, life and liberty throughout 
Christendom might be involved in one common ruin. In a. 
strictly legal point of view, the minority could unquestionably . 
refuse, for such reasons, to yield obedience to the action of 
the majority; the latter could, with no sanction of divine or 
human laws, rob the minority of their natural and inaliena- 
ble rights. 

Such general views, which seem to have been first devel- 
oped by the landgrave Philip, were now expressed by him, 
and by John, as wellas by George, margrave of Brandenburg, 
Dukes Ernest and Franciscus of Brunswick-Lunenburg, 
Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt and the representatives of sever- 
al free cities. But the majority was inexorable. Its consti- 
tuent members, in the spirit of the Babylonian despot, ad-. 
hered to the ungodly terms which they proposed: Worship 
the golden image—or—enter the burning fiery furnace. On 
the 19th of April, king Ferdinand, attended by Waldkirch 
and the other imperial commissioners, appeared at the Diet. 
for the purpose of declaring it to be adjourned szne dee, as 
soon as the decrees now passed, had been engrossed in the, 
regular form of a Jtecess (Abschied); they expressed their 
thanks for ‘“‘the devout, faithful and diligent services” of the 
members, and gave the imperial sanction and confirmation of 
the resolutions adopted, which formality constituted the latter 
laws of the empire. When John and his associates repeated 
their remonstrances, the imperial party haughtily replied 
that they must abide by the decision of the Diet, as it had, 
‘according to the established and venerable custom, been 
made by the majority.” The moments were precious—reli- 
gious and civil liberty was ready to expire—if this outrage 
were silently endured, and the decrees of the Diet, in the 
form of arecess, were once deposited, with general consent, 
in the archives of the empire, not only would liberty have 
ceased to exist, but the Word of God would be disowned and 
its light extinguished. John and his friends rapidly passed 
into an adjoining chamber, for the purpose of preparing an 
answer, but Ferdinand, who was aware of their design, refused 
to wait, although entreated to remain. After repeating, in 
a still more contemptuous manner, that the said decrees were
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now established laws of the empire, he withdrew at once, ac- 
companied by.the imperial commissioners. This abrupt de- 
parture, on the one hani, which in its mode and spirit, was 
felt tobe highly derogatory to the dignity of princes of the 
elevated rank of John and his friends, and their deep convic- 
tion, on the other, that ther political existence, and their reli- 
gious rights would be annihilated, if they tacitly submitted, 
now determined them to resort to the last legal end pacific 
measure of self-defence which remained; they had already 
had it in contemplation during several weeks, in case the ac- 
tion of the Diet, as they partially apprehended, should be 
unfavorable. They accordingly resorted to the right of Pro- 
testand Appeal. They hastily prepared a solemn PROTEST 
or PROTESTATION,* which was at once presented and read at 
the same session of the Diet, very soon after Ferdinand’s de- 
parture, but in the presence of the estates of the empire, who 
were still assembled. (Very soon afterwards John issued a 
proclamation addressed to the nation, in which he gives an 
extract from his Protestation; the former is omitted in the 
‘Wittenberg and Jena editions of Luther’s works, but we find 
it in the Altenb. ed. LV. 799.) It was the Protestation now 
described, as presented at Spires, April 19, 1529, by John 
and other Lutherans, that furnished us with the word Pro- 
testant. In its historical meaning, it designated originally 
the Lutherans exclusively, as contradistinguished alike from 
the Reformed and the Catholics. It seems to have been ap- 
plied to them officially, first of all by Cardinal Contarini 
(Guericke: Ch. H. IIT. 163) at the Colloquium of Ratisbon, 
April and May 1541; it was not extended to the Reformed 
and non-Catholics generally, until after the Peace of West- 
phalia of 1648. Ina dogmatic or doctrinal sense, the word 

* This latter form, which is the one employed by John, is probably, as 
-an English word, the more correct of the two. The document was not 
so much, in the modern sense of the word, a “protest against” certain 
acts, as, rather, @ solemn declaration of opinion and of dissent, vindi- 
cating rights that had been violated. The term occurs in the document 
in the following connection :—‘We, therefore, protest publicly before 
God, our Creator, &c., that, in all matters which are against God and his 
Word, or our own salvation and conscience, or against the decree of the 
former diet of Spires, we refuse our consent and agreement, and hold 
such matters to be null and void, of no binding authority, &e.” Seck- 
endorf, Germ. p. 944. The word “Protestatio” in this sense, is a techni- 
cal law term, not of classic authors, but of writers on civil law as early 
as the days of Ulpian, at the beginning of the third century. History 
and analogy seem alike to decide that the accent should be placed onthe 
second syllable of the English word Protestant.
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seems to imply the rejection of only popish errors, and even 
of these only indefinitely, without indicating in a direct man- 
ner the rich treasure of positive divine truth set forth in the 
symbols of the Lutheran church; hence we may the less re- 
luctantly abandon it to the use of non-Catholies generally. 

The Protestation rehearsed the same objections which, as 
we stated above, had been made when the committee reported 
to the Diet; it renewed the declaration that the action of 
said Diet, which violated a lawful contract, was itself, for 
that very reason, illegal, and it announced the intention of 
the Protestants to disregard entirely the decision of the diet, 
and to continue the work of the Reformation, in so far as, in 
the language of the former diet of Spires (see last article, p. 
47) they could hope and expect “‘to answer for the same to 
God and His Imperial Majesty.”’ Reference was also made 
to the ungenerous treatment by the Papists of the Zwingli- 
ans, who were condemned without a hearing. 

A detailed statement of all the grievances of these Pro- 
testants was at length completed on the 25th of April, in a 
regular and legal form. It assumed the character of an Ap- 
peal to the emperor, to the next fveneral Church Council, or 
to the representatives of the entire German nation organized. 
as a National Assembly. This document, which was termed 
their ‘‘Appellation,” and which is to be carefully distinguish- 
ed from the ‘“‘Protestation,” was signed by the Lutheran 
princes and the representatives of fourteen imperial cities. 
The Protestant party now assumed a distinctively defined at- 
titude ; its military resources were considerable, and its pos- 
ture began to alarm the adherents of Popery seriously, while 
it emboldened the friends of divine truth to persevere in the 
work of Reformation. During all these exciting transactions, 
the elector John and Luther, both of whom God wonderfully 
supported, while they boldly defied alike the papal and the 
imperial power, infused life and energy into the bosoms of 
their friends, and divected and sustained the whole move- 
ment.” 

* Various expressions .of the apostle Paul, e..g. 2 Cor. 4: 16, indicate 
that while his spirit never quailed, inasmuch as “the ilife w hich he lived 
in the flesh,jhe lived by the faith of the Son of God” (Gal. 2: 20), his 
physical organization, disturbed and exhausted :by perpetual conflicts, as 
aell.as by the-“care of the churches” (2 Cor. 11: 28) at all times admon- 
ished him that he should not be “exalted above measure’—it was indeed 
in his weakness that the divine strength imparted to him was made per- 
fect and glorious, (2 Cor. 12: 7—9). So, too, while the light in the 
souls of John and Luther was never clouded, their bodily health was se-
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THe Marpure CoLttoquium, Oct. 1—3, 1529. 

The adverse result of the diet, while it could not dismay, 
at least deeply distressed John and Luther. The latter, how- 
ever, relying solely on the aid of God, whose power was suf- 
ficient to deliver from great perils, as well as from trivial 
inconveniences, could not be persuaded that the good cause 
was now menaced by greater dangers than it had formerly 
been. But Philip of Hesse, governed as he was by more 
carnal views, redoubled his efforts to strengthen his political 
alliances. Zurich was engaged in negotiations with the anti- 
imperial Catholic governments of France and Venice, and 
hence an alliance with Zurich seemed to him to be indispen- 
sable. His ambitions soul was absorbed by such plans, and. 
he was sorely grieved by Luther’s opposition to them; he 
imagined that this opposition might possibly be withdrawn, if 
Zwingli could succeed in favorably impressing Luther at a 
personal interview. With this hope he invited the several 
parties to hold the celebrated Colloquium at his palace in 
Marburg. Of this meeting, as well as of Zwingli’s peculiar- 
ities of doctrine, in consequence of which he widely differed 
from the faith of Luther and Melanchthon, weshave already 
given an historical sketch in our last article, and we propose 
to supply here those details alone which we then reserved, in 
order to present in the present article a connected history of 
the origin of the Augsburg Confession. 

The disputants had resolved that though they could not 
fully agree in doctrine, they would respectively obey the law 
of love. Zwingli took the offered hand of Luther, and words 
of personal good will were exchanged. The final act preced- 
ing their separation, was the joint recognition of thase doc- 
trinal points in which all agreed, and Luther was, by common 
consent, appointed to prepare a summary of them. When 
he performed this task, he appears to have regarded three 
classes of errorists, in opposition to whose unsound doctrines 
a statement of the pure doctrine was required: first, the 
Catholics (justification by faith, &c.); secondly, the Zwingli- 
ans (divinity of Christ, the Sacraments, &c.—on the subject 

riously impaired by the anxieties in the midst of which they lived at this 
eventful period. They were only men—it was solely by the grace of God 
that, like Paul (1 Cor. 15: 10) they were “what they were.” John’s life, 
2s in the case of his brother Frederic, was shortened by the mental la- 
bors which he performed, and which overtasked his frame. Luther often 
complains of the influence of his labors on his health, is distressed by 
violent pains in his head, &c. Letters, de Wette, III. 442, 496. IV. 15.
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of Original Sin Luther did not think that entire unanimity 
had been secured); and thirdly, the Zwickau fanatics (Ana- 
baptists ; Infant Baptism, the Ministry, Government, &c.). 
‘These several points of doctrine were now submitted by him 
to the assembled theologians, in a pure scriptural form; the 
document consisted of “fifteen articles, known in history aS 
the Marburg Articles. They are found in a somewhat ab- 
breviated form (the article on Infant Baptism being omitted) 
in the Jena edition of Luther’s works, IV. 469, in that of 
Altenburg, IV. 563, and in the Wittenberg edition, from 
which Chytreeus copied them in his Azstoria, p. 355 B. The 
original autograph was discovered afew years ago in the ar- 
chives of electoral Hesse, and a fac-simile of it published by 
H. Heppe, Cassel, 1847; a second edition appeared in 1854, 
(die 15 marb. Ar tikel, Ke. ). Since the recent publication of 
the autograph, historians (Ranke III. 143, Guericke, Lind- 
ner, Kurtz, &c.) uniformly speak of the fifteen articles. A 
correct copy of the whole is given by Rudelbach in his Ref. 
Luth. und Un. pp. 665—668. We here insert an English 
translation which the Rev. Dr. Lintner of Schoharie, N. Y., 
published in the Missionary (Pittsburg Pa.) of Jan. 14, 1858. 
(As the learned translator faithfully adhered to the text of 
the Jena edition, the article there omitted is here supplied, 
as number 14.) We avail ourselves of the permission which 
our friend politely gave, to incorporate his translation with 
our article. 

ARTICLES OF THE CONFERENCE OF MARBURG. 

The undersigned have agreed upon the following Articles, in the Con- 

ference at Marburg, October 3d, 1529: 
Article 1. We believe and hold that there is one true, living God, Cre- 

ator of Heaven and Earth and all creatures, and that this same God, onc 

in essence and nature, is three-fold in person, that is to say, Father, Son, 

and Holy Ghost, as was declared in the Council of Nice, and is still 

taught by the Universal Christian Church. 
2. Neither the Father, nor the Holy Ghost, but the Son of the Father, 

was truly made man through the Holy Ghost, without the agency of 

man; born of the Virgin Mary, with a truce body and soul, like unto oth- 
er men, but free from sin. 

3. The Son of God, born of the Virgin Mary, inseparable in the per- 
son of Jesus Christ, was crucified, died, and was buried, rose from the 
dead, ascended into Heaven, and sitteth at the right hand of God, Lord 

over all creatures for the future Judgment of the living and the dead.
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4, Original Sin is an innate depravity, which we have inherited from 
Adam, and condemns all men. If Christ had not come to effect our de- 
liverance by his death and resurrection, we mustall have perished under 

the condemnation of this Sin, and could never have attained the Kingdom 
and Salvation of God. 

5. Weare delivered from-Original Sin, as well as all other sins and ev- 

erlasting death, by faith in Jesus Christ, the Son of God, who died for 
us. Without such faith we cannot be released from Sin by any works, 

authority, or order of human invention. 

6. True faith is the gift of God, which we cannot obtain by our own 
strength, works or merits. Itis produced by the Holy Spirit working in 
our hearts, through the Gospel and word of God. 

7. By means of such a faith, which is our righteousness before God, 

we are accounted obedient and holy, without any merit in ourselves. We 
are released from sin, death and hell, and saved by the grace of God, 

for His Son’s sake, in whom we believe, and through whose righteous- 
ness we are made partakers of life and all spiritual blessings. 

8, The Holy Spirit, ordinarily, does not work such a faith nor bestow 
His gifts, without the preaching of the Gospel and hearing of the word 

of God, by which means faith is produced, according to Romans 10. 
9. Baptism is a holy Sacrament, which God has instituted for leading 

us to such a faith, and with the command and promises of God annexed 
to it, baptism isnot a mere sign or ceremony among Christians, but a 

sign and work of God inducing faith by means of which we are born 

again. 

10. Having been Justified and Sanctified by faith, it will also bring 

forth in us good works; such as love to our neighbor, calling on the 
Lord, and patiently suffering persecution. 

11. Confession, or as it may be termed, seeking counsel of our Spirit- 
ual Instructors, should be voluntary and free. Still it is considered ne- 

cessary, for persons laboring under the burden of sin, and the various 
temptations and errors into which they are liable to fall, that they may 

be delivered and comforted by the Gospel, which is the only true absolu- 
tion. 

12. The civil governments instituted by worldly powers, are to be re- 
garded as necessary and useful ordinances, and are not forbidden, as is 
taught by ‘some of the Papists and Anabaptists. Christians who are 

called to the government, or born to exercise its functions, may be saved 

by faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, as a father or mother exercising gov- 
ernment in the family. 

13. Human institutions and traditions in religious and ecclesiastical 

matters, which are-not contrary to the Scriptures, may be tolerated; as 

the disposition of the people, and other circumstances render expedient, 

that offences may be avoided, and peace and unity preserved. But we
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condemn the doctrine, which-forbids the marriage of the clergy, as a de- 
vice of Satan. 

14. The baptism of children is right (and proper) ; they are thereby 
presented to the grace of God, and received into (the pale of) Christian- 

ity. 

15. With regard to the Supper of our Lord Jesus Christ, we believe 

that it ought to be celebrated in both kinds, according to the original in- 

stitution. The Mass is not a work by which one man may procure grace 

for another, either in this life or after death, The Sacrament of the al- 

tar is the Sacrament of the true body and blood of Christ, and the spir- 

itual partaking of this body and blood is necessary for every Christian, 

and the ordinance should be used as the word ordained of Almighty God, 

that weak consciences may be strengthened and encouraged in their faith 

and love to God through the Holy Spirit. 

And although we are not agreed at present on the question whether the 

real body and blood of Christ are corporeally present in the bread and 

wine, yet both parties shall cherish more and more a truly Christian 

charity so far as conscience permits. And we will all earnestly implore 

the Lord to condescend by His Spirit to establish us in the true doctrine. 

Martinus LUTHERUS, 
PHILIPPUS MELANCHTHON, 
JUSTUS JONAS, 

ANDREAS OSIANDER, 
JOUANNES BRENTIUS, 

STEPHANUS AGRICOLA, 
ULRICUS ZWINGLIUS, 

JOHANNES OECOLAMPADIUS, 
Martinus BucERvs, 
CasparR HEDIO. 

The names of the signers were affixed Oct. 4 (Ranke III. 
144); they suggest many reflections, for which we have no 
room here, and deserve attentivestudy. The reader will find 
that this series of articles is, both in form and expression, 
the original basis of the seventeen Swabach (Torgau) Arti- 
cles, as given in the Evangelical Review, I. 78, to which we 
shall presently advert, and, ultimately, of the first twenty- 
one articles of the Augsburg Confession, and that it does not 
introduce the matters discussed in the last seven articles of 
that Confession. |
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THE SWABACH CONVENTION, Oct. 16, 1529, 

The developments for which the Marburg Colloquium had 
furnished, as it seemed, incidentally, an occasion, made a deep 
impression on the devout mind of John; he resolved anew to 
be guided by divine truth exclusively, and, in accordance 
with Luther’s pacific principles and soundness in the faith, to 
discard alike all carnal reliance on human measures of self- 
defence, and all false doctrine. With these views he and his 
allies held a convention at Swabach, Oct. 16, afew days af- 
ter the Marburg events had become known. Luther had 
proceeded from Marburg to Schleiz, where he met John and - 
also George of Brandenburg. His arguments convinced 
them that doctrinal unity was the sole basis of any pohtical 
alliance or ecclesiastical union to which they could conscien- 
tiously give’ their assent, and which could be harmoniously 
maintained, or lead, by the divine blessing, to a successful 
issue. For the purpose of ascertaining the parties among 
whom that unity really existed, a doctrinal instrument was 
indispensable—and such a document already existed in its 
essential features. The history of this procedure has been 
involved in much obscurity, as several of the original manu- 
scripts had disappeared, and have only recently been regain- 
ed. The narratives of Salig, Cyprian and Seckendorf are 
all somewhat confused ; the more recent statements of Koll- 
ner (Symb. Vol. I.) and Ranke, and an examination of those 
sets of articles to which we have had access, enable us, after 
considerable search, to present the following chronological 
order of events, which we believe to be strictly correct: 

At Marburg fifteen articles were signed, Oct. 4, as we have 
seen. ‘The next day Luther departed from Marburg (Ranke 
IIT. 144 n. 3). Kollner supposes, p. 165, and p. 168 n. 23, 
that Luther had (possibly on the morning of his departure, 
or the previous evening) “somewhat enlarged and altered” 
these fifteen articles, for any future purpose, and “then pre- 
sented them, Oct. 16,1529, at the second convention of Swa- 
bach.” The chief argument which he adduces for this wnae- 
countably early expansion of the fifteen articles to seventeen, 
is the following: Riederer (Nachrichten, &c.) found in a col- 
lection of original manuscripts of Luther, the autograph of 
his Preface to his own edition of the seventeen Swabach ar- 
ticles, in the publication entitled: Auf das Schreyen etlicher 
Papisten uber die 17 Artickel (“On the Clamor of some 
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Papists &c.”’). On this identical manuscript Veit Diedrich, 
one of Luther’s attendants, had written with his own hand 
the following in Latin: ‘“Luther’s Preface, written at Coburg, 
to the seventeen articles written at Marburg.” Ranke ap- 
pears to assume, as K6llner does, that tiis fact decides that 
Luther had enlarged the articles already at Marburg. Still, 
we are inclined to believe that Diedrich simply meant that 
these seventeen articles were, swbstantzally, those on which 
the parties had agreed at Marburg, for they are really the 
same in their general tenor and contents. We fully agree 
with Kollner in the remark, p. 168, that “‘the first foundation 
of the Augsburg Confession was laid at the Zwinglian Collo- 
quium of Marburg,’ but the purpose and precise time of the 
extension of the fifteen to seventeen articles, which is not 
explained by the authors before us, may perhaps be conceived 
of in the following manner. 

Onthe dth of October Luther proceeded without loss of 
time from Marburg to Schleiz, carrying with him, as we as- 
sume, a copy of the fifteen articles 2 the state in which they 
had been signed. Here he met John andthe margrave 
George; they resolved to adhere to the principle of doctrinal 
unity at the approaching (second Swabach) convention. The 
Protestants had already held a consultation at Rotach in 
June, for the purpose of concerting measures of self-defence, 
and then proposed to adopt formal articles of confederation 
at a subsequent convention, to be held in Swabach. The 
landgrave Philip, whose ambitious projects led him to under- 
rate the importance of agreement in doctrinal truth, now ad- 
dressed a letter to John, written in his characteristic style, 
urging him to adopt decisive measures, insisting that agree- 
ment of doctrine respecting the sacraments was not indispen- 
sable, and threatening to dissolve his alliance with John, if 
the latter permitted himself to be swayed by religious scru- 

_ples, in place of being governed by political considerations. 
John replied with calmness, repeating his favorite remark 
that he would, under all circumstances, adhere exclusively to 
the Word of God. When the important day arrived, the 
first act was the presentation of seventeen articles, as the only 
basis of union. ‘These had been prepared by Luther, and 
they constitute the articles now known as the Swabach Artr- 
cles, but formerly styled those of Zorgau. It was long a 
contested point whether they coincided with any other known 
series of articles, or were an independent doctrinal statement. 
But as it was known that the commissioners of the Zwinglian
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city of Ulm had declined to sign them, the sagacity of Frick, 
the translator of Seckendorf, led him to search for them 1n 

the archives of that city, where he actually discovered them ; 
he inserts them in his translation, p. 968. Of their genuine- 
ness no doubt is entertained (KGllner, 158). To the surprise 
of all, these Swabach articles were found to be identical with 

those which Luther himself had once been compelled to pub- 
lish. It appears that a copy of these articles had been ob- 
tained surreptitiously and published; several papist theolo- 
gians (Wimpina Sc.) issued an answer, in which they criti- 
cised the articles. This publication induced Luther to re- 
publish his articles. 

To this document, Auf das Schreyen, &c., we have already 
referred ; it is givin by Cyprian (Beyl. p. 159), together with 
the Preface, the autograph of which was, as we observed, 
discovered by Riederer. The articles coincide with those 
which occur in the Altenb. ed. of Luther’s works, V. 14, 
where they stand in an isolated form, simply bearing the 
title: ‘““Bekenntniss christlicher Lehre und Glaubens, durch 
Dr. M. L. in xvir artickel verfasset’—that is, ‘‘Confession 
of Christian doctrine and faith, &c.”’ Chytrezeus presents 
thein in the same form, simply adding the date to the title: 
‘Anno 1580,” and in his notes at the end of the volume re- 
marking that they were ‘‘the first formula from which the ar- 
ticles of the Augsburg Confession were prepared.’ An 
English translation was given in 1850 by Rev. Dr. Krauth, 
Jr., in the Ev. Rev. II. 78, under the old title of ‘Articles. 
of Torgau.” Ifthe reader will compare them with Dr. Lint- 
ner’s translation of the Marburg articles, he will observe both 
the essential agreement of the two series in the order of sub- 
jects and general tenor, particularly in the first nine articles, 
and also the expansion which the original Marburg draught 
received before it was adopted at Swabach. We think that 
these changes, for which neither Kollner nor Ranke accounts, 
may be now explained, if the conjecture which we here sub- 
mit is well-founded: After Luther’s departure from Marburg, 
and before the Swabach convention—an interval of at most 
eleven days—he is directed by John to prepare a doctrinal 
basis of union. Now he could simply re-assert the points of 
his faith which he had already submitted at Marburg, and 
hence the same topics (Trinity, Original Sin, Faith, Sacra- 
ments, &c., &c.) re-appear. But as it was desirable, under 
these more favorable circumstances, to set forth these points 
in their Gospel fulness, and not in that somewhat meagre
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form, which alone could secure the consent of the Zwinglians, 
Luther was naturally led at this time, according to our theo- 
ry, to express his doctrines with greater breadth*—that is, 
during this period of eleven days. ‘The new document, gen- 
erally following the order of the Marburg articles, but mov- 
ing with more freedom, now appears in recent writers under 
the title of “Swabach Articles.” It was, according to Lu- 
ther’s express statement, not originally prepared for the diet 
of Augsburg, as his enemies had asserted. A comparison of 
the dates conclusively demonstrates this fact. These articles 
existed already in October 1529, whereas the proclamation 
whieh convoked that Diet, is dated Bologna, Jan. 21, 1530. 
At the close of the year 1529, another convention was held 
in Smalcald by the evangelical party, for the purpose of again 
eoncerting measures for the establishment of a defensive al- 
jiance against the papists. An official report was here pre- 
sented, from which it appeared that the ambassadors who had 
been directed to offer a copy of the Protestation to the em- 
peror, had been arrested as criminals, and that the latter had 
with the utmost indignation refused to receive the document. 
‘Luther and John nevertheless adhered to their principle that 
the first essential measure consisted in fidelity to the divine 
Word, since it was the indispensable condition on which they 
could hope for divine aid. The Zwinglan members of the 
convention were now unwilling to abandon their doctrine for 

* When the somewhat incomplete presentation of Gospel truth in the 
Marburg articles, is compared with the original eight “fundamentals” of 
the “Evangelical Alliance” of 1846—the latest machiner y employed for 
propagating British.and American sects in the Protestant countries of 
the continent of Europe—the former are found to be comparatively full 
af heavenly light and life. The latter are so distressingly Jejune, so rigid 
in their refusal to recognize the glory of the Person of Christ, and yet 
so fearful.of dealing impolitely with fallen human nature, so unwilling 
to believe that the holy Sacraments are more than empty ceremonies, so 
jealous in defending the right of private judgment and the office of the 
ministry, and yet so deter mined utterly to ignore the very existence of 
the Church of God which he hath purchased with his own blood, so 
skilful in evading the salient points of Gospel doctrine, and yet so bung- 
‘ling in meeting the charge of actual infidelity, that a ninth fundamen: 
tal in very shame was afterwards added, so destitute of the Spirit of 
‘Christ, that if good men had not, in a tempor ary fit of enthusiasm, sub- 
scribed them, we should be disposed to believe that none but a heartless 
man, as their author, could so return the Savior’s love! God preserve 
us from such modern creeds! May-he preserve the Lutheran Church in 
the United States from every “unionistic’ measure which would require 
the sacrifice of one jot or one tittle of that holy ° ‘faith which was once 
delivered to the saints.
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the sake of establishing an alliance—why should John re- 
nounce Ais precious doctrine? The Protestants-finally adop- 
ted a resolution (re-affirmed at the Nuremberg convention of 
Jan, 6, 1530) in which they declared that they could not con- 
scientiously enter into any political union with parties which 
‘withheld their assent from the seventeen Swabach articles. 
These have accordingly acquired a high historical importance, 
as they were the first confessional statement which discrimi- 
nated between the Protestants or Lutherans, on the one hand, 
and the Zwinglians and Catholics on the other. 

THe Diet or Aucssure, 1530. 

_ The actual views and expectations of the Elector at this 
precise period are easily ascertained. The situation of the 
Lutherans, which was embarrassing in the highest degree, 
seemed to allow them only a choice between two opposite 
modes of procedure: first, to form a close alliance with the 
Reformed Swiss cantons and the Catholic parties that were 
opposed to the house of Austria, and concert with them a 
plan for conducting military operations—or, secondly, to 
unite with the Catholic reform-party in issuing a call for a 
general Church Council or National Assembly, which might 
result in the establishment of a German national Church, so 
far released from subjection to the pope, and purified in doc- 
trine and usages, that they could conscientiously remain in 
connection with it. The former course it was now deemed 
Imexpedient to choose; the -absence of internal union, the 
admixture of political designs of a suspicious character, the 
political convulsions to which it would inevitably lead, the 
certainty that such heterogeneous parties, even if they pre- 
-vailed in a struggle with the imperial troops, would never be 
able to establish a pure creed, and in addition the fear of 
God’s displeasure—were the causes which decided John and 
Luther to rejectit. The other course (although eventually 
also found impracticable) would not identify them more une- 
quivocally with papists than the former; it seemed to allow 
the hope that the question at issue would be satisfactorily ad- 
justed, that popish abuses would be suppressed, and that the 
evangelical religion would be peacefully restored to the lib- 
erty and predominance to which it was entitled. Hence they 
‘were disposed to adopt this course, if fair terms—such as de- 
vout men could accept—should be proposed. Luther said : 
“God is faithful and will not forsake us,” and quoted the
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words: ‘In quietness and in confidence shall be your strength.” 
(Isaiah 30: 15). Ranke exclaims: “Such a course (of the 
Protestants) was not politically wise—we might, like others, 
take exception to it—but, in view of this conscientious de- 
ference for the divine will, ¢é was sublime.” (III. 150, 151). 

The conduct of Luther and Jehn in declining an alliance 
with the Swiss and other Zwinglians, and still regarding a 
union with the Catholics as possible under certain circum- 
stances, has often been misunderstood. ‘The union with the 
Catholics which they contemplated, consisted in the adcption 
by the latter of the Protestant faith! They had protested— 
but that act was not a withdrawal from the Christian Church. 
The Church of Rome, as such, was still, in their view, at this 
time, capable of being restored to purity of doctrine and life. 
There were millions of souls still subject to its influence. 
Would it be right in the eyes of God to abandon all these, 
without another effort to conduct them to a purer faith? The 
Lutherans very reluctantly renounced the hope of this resto- 
ration. They could scarcely believe the appalling fact that 
the festering sores of the Church of Rome, which made it an 
abomination in the eyes of God, were utterly incurable ; they 
did not immediately perceive, that if they desired to be the 
instruments of God in the work of rescuing the Gospel from 
the pestilential errors which surrounded it, the only alterna- 
tive which remained, consisted in their absolute and complete 
withdrawal from that polluted Sodom, and in carrying the 
Church and the Means of Grace with them into a purified 
atmosphere. Hence the address to Charles V., which consti- 
tutes the Preface or introduction of the Augsburg Confession, 
still expresses such views and feelings as occur in the follow- 
ing passages: ‘‘In obedience to your Majesty’s demand, we 
now offer in defence of our religion, the Confession of our 
adherents and ourselves, the doctrine of which, drawn from 
the Holy Scriptures — — they deliver—and discuss in our 
churches. For, if the other electors &c. [the papal party | 
shall produce their opinions on the subject of religion, we 
are here ready to consult on friendly terms with those princes 
—on the means by which we may come to an agreement — 
— and, having peaceably discussed the subjects of difference 
among ourselves, to consult how the dissensions may be sup- 
pressed, through the grace of God, and how one true, har- 
montous religion may be preserved; that, as we all live and 
serve under one Christ, and ought to acknowledge one Christ, 
— — all opinions likewise may be conformed to the standard
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of divine truth,—an event which we implore from God in our 
most fervent supplications.” They next remark, that if, 
nevertheless, a reconciliation should not be effected, ‘“‘we, at 
least, shall leave the clearest evidence — — from our Con- 
fession, that we have withheld no effort which might contri- 
bute to the restoration of Christian harmony, consistent with 
the will of God and the dictates of conscience.’ At the close 
of the address they say that if their efforts to adjust the ex- 
isting dissensions amicably, should fail, they next propose to 
plead their cause before a “‘general, free and Christian Coun- 
cil (of the whole Church)”—they refer to the general wish, 
to the ‘‘unanimous voices” of all parties, that a competent 
tribunal should pronounce the final decision. ‘‘In this ap- 
peal,” they say, ‘“‘we continue to persist, nor do we intend, 
nor are we.able to abandon it, unless the difficulty between 
the parties be settled,” and Christian harmony be restored. 
Then follow the twenty-eight articles of the Augsburg Con- 
fession (Book of Concord, Newm. 2d ed, pp. 107-109.) This 
course of the Protestants is a beautiful illustration of that 
charity which ‘“‘hopeth all things, endureth all things” (1 Cor. 
13: 7.) The sentiments expressed in this address, which was 
elaborated by Melanchthon, were adopted by Luther, who 
doubtless refers to them when he pronounces a judgment on 
the whole Confession, and says, somewhat’ humorously: Ich 
kann nicht so sanft und leise treten. Indeed, the Reformers 
dil not feel at liberty to withdraw from the ecclesiastical or- 
ganization with which they had always been connected, until 
every measure which charity dictated, had been adopted. But 
they soon obtained the fullest light. Under the influence of 
analogous, long-cherished feelings, even the apostle Peter 
could not form clear views of Christian duty and liberty, un- 
til additional revelations had been granted (Acts 10: 15, 28; 
11: 1—18). The “apostles and brethren” at length under- 
stood the true character of the Gospel, and learned to dis- 
criminate between Judaism and Christianity. Luther and 
John were taught to understand that Christianity was incom- 
patible with Popery in all the forms and the spirit of the lat- 
ter, and now they averted their faces from the unclean thing. 
It still maintains an existence, but of its decrepitude and 
utter separation from God and his truth, we have a revolting 
exhibition in the recent recognition by the Pope of the “im- 
maculate conception” of Mary, who is now made equal to 
Christ, for her sinlessness is now distinctly maintained—a 
doctrine so monstrous, that the councils and popes even of
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the darkest ages, did not venture to give it their official sanc- 
tion. 

The emperor and Clemens VII. had, in the meantime, 
agreed on terms referring to the pacification of Italy, at an 
interview in Bologna, towards the close of the year 1529; on 
February 24, 1530, the pope presided at the coronation of 
Charles V. in the presence of the French ambassador. The 
emperor had already pledged himself at the peace of Barce- 
Jona, June 29, 1529, to employ all the resources of the em- 
pire for the purpose of converting the Protestants, or of ex- 
terminating them, and a favorable period for redeeming that 
pledge had now arrived. He had secured at least a tempo- 
rary peace with his most dangerous enemies, and the rapid 
progress of the Reformation, to which the Protestation of 
Spires had given new life and vigor, claimed his undivided 
personal attention. Before he left Bologna, he accordingly 
issued a summons (Jan. 21, 1530) directing that a new Diet 
should be held in the city of Augsburg on the 8th of April, 
and the following days.. The portion which refers to the re- 
ligious question of the day, is of special moment; itis de- 
clared by Kollner, p. 154, with strict historical truth to have 
been the original cause which led to the preparation of the 
Augsburg Confession, in its present form. The whole pro- 
clamation was written in a pacific spirit; after speaking of 
the religious disputes which prevailed, the emperor desires 
both parties (Catholics and Protestants) to be prepared to 
state their views, opinions and thoughts on the subject in dis- 
pute; he promises to listen kindly, and consider every state- 
ment with impartiality, and he avows his strong desire to 
adjust all the difficulties to the satisfaction of both parties ; 
he also expresses the hope that as all believed in the same 
Savior, all would ultimately concur.in professing the same 
Christian faith. These sentiments (which were afterwards 
quoted in the Preface of the Augsburg Confession, in the ex- 
tracts given above) were repeated at the opening of the diet, 
(Monday, June 20) in the ‘‘Proposition” or opening address 
read in the emperor’s presence, and corresponding somewhat 
to the modern ‘‘speech from the throne.’ In this imperial 
address the parties are directed to present their views in wri- 
ting, both in German and in Latin, and to specify “‘the abuses’ 
which it might be desirable to correct, as well as the doctrines 
respecting which differences of opinion prevailed (“ein jegli- 
cher sein gut bediincken, opinion und meinung der bertrten 
irrung und zwyspalt, auch mdssdrewch halben—zu Deutsch
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und Latein in Schrifft stellen und uberantworten ;’ Chytra- 
us, who gives the original, p. 50 sqq. from which we carefully 
copy, fourth ed. 1580, furnishes the best orthography of the 
age.)’ Let the reader observe that the emperor refers to the 
‘abuses’ as prominent matters of complaint on the part of 
the Lutherans, and he-will already be enabled to form a con- 
ception of the nature of the topics which the expected state- 
ment or confession would introduce. 

While John, who had received the imperial summons to 
the diet on March 11, was deliberating on the course which 
duty would require him to pursue, his judicious chancellor 
Briick (Pontanus) advised compliance with the imperial re- 
quisition, and referred to the advantages which would be de- 
rived from a written statemont of Protestant views, when 
publicly presented ; he deemed it expedient that while John, 
as a member of the diet, should officially present such a writ- 
ten statement, the document itself should be carefully pre- 
pared, according to the teachings of the Scriptures, by the 
theologians ; the latter would not, as he apprehended, be per- 
mitted to defend their cause in person. John accordingly 
sent a copy of the proclamation, on March 14, to the Wit- 
tenberg divines, Luther, Jonas, Bugenhagen and Melanchthon. 
The letter which he addressed to them at the same time, di- 
rected that they should at once lay aside every other matter 
which occupied them, and prepare the document or declara- 
tion of religious opinion which the imperial summons required; 
he desired them to furnish him, as the letter says, “with arti- 
cles referring to the matter in dispute, with respect both to 
doctrine and also to other points, namely, external eccleszas- 
tical customs and ceremonies’’ (Kollner, 156). He added 
that, as the time was short, they should communicate this 
statement of religious views within six days, by the 20th of 

* the month, at Torgau, where he was established, and then be 
prepared to accompany him to Coburg, on the way to Augs- 
burg. The theologians immediately complied, and prepared 
certain writings which were, some days afterwards, presented 
at Torgau. 

At this point a grave historical difficulty presents itself, 
referring to the identity, substance, authorship, &c., of these 
writings. That certain ‘““Torgau’’ papers really constituted 
the matter of the subsequent Augsburg Confession, according 
to the traditional account given by writers previous to the 
recent discovery of the documents, is already evident froma 

Vou. X, No. 40. 61
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letter of the elector to Luther, dated Augsburg, May 11; 
the writer says: “‘After you and our other learned men of 
Wittenberg had, in accordance with our desire, drawn up the 
articles on contested religious points, we will not withhold 
the information from you that Magister Philip Melanchthon 
has re-examined (weiter tibersehen) them, and combined them 
into one statement (in eine Form gezogen) which we hereby 
transmut to you, &c.”’ This letter was written ten days after 
John and Melanchthon had reached Augsburg; at Coburg 
the latter had sketched the Preface of the Confession, but 
the work of preparing that Confession itself, he commenced 
only after his arrival in Augsburg, .(Kollner p. 170). Jn these 
ten days the Augsbnrg Confession is written, for the same 
letter now proceeds to solicit Luther to subject the accompa- 
nying work of Melanchthon to a close revision, and to add 
or expunge according to his judgment. With the well-known 
answer of Luther, of May 15, which is given by all the wri- 
ters before us, he returns the document, which was the Augs- 
burg Confession in its complete state, stamped with the seal 
of his approbation. Itis not to be supposed that in this 
comparatively short period of ten days, Melanchthon could 
have completed the Confession, if we do not assume that his 
task consisted simply in classifying the materials on hand. 
he preparation of a new and original document, in whole or 
in part, of such vast importance, by a man so slow to regard 
his work as well done and complete, is inconceivable. 

But what constituted the materials from which Melanch- 
thon’s skilful pen produced the Augsburg Confession? This 
point was for more than a century involved in obscurity; the 
discovery of a number of the original manuscripts, to which 
we have already referred, has at length greatly simplified the 
matter. We have already seen that the seventeen articles, 
often called by earlier writers the ‘“Torgau,”’ are really the 
“Swabach” Articles. It seems to follow that the term ‘Tor- 
gau Articles’? must be the general name for the whole collec- 
tion of manuscripts presented at Torgau to the elector, in 
conformity to his wish expressed in the letter above, and sub- 
sequently placed in Melanchthon’s hands for the purpose of 
being combined in one homogeneous confession. That the 
seventeen articles constituted only the smallest part of the 
Augsburg Confession, is apparent’ from the article of Dr. 
Krauth, Jr. (Ev. Rev. II. 78) to which we have already ad- 
verted. It there appears that, with the exception of three 
short articles, the first twenty-one of the Augsburg Contes-
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sion exhaust that series, and we -have not yet accounted for 
the last seven Articles, which constitute three-fourths of the 
whole Confession. Guided partly by Kollner’s exposition, 
and partly by other documentary evidence, we arrive at the 
following results. | 

The Wittenberg theologians, Luther, Justus Jonas, Bugen- 
hagen (Pomeranus) and Melanchthon, ‘are directed, March 
14, to furnish articles on contested points in the doctrines 
and usages of the church of Rome. On the same day at 
noon (Hora 12. 14. Marti. de Wette III. 564) Luther writes 
to Jonas, whose temporary absence from Wittenberg was oc- 
casioned by an ecclesiastical visitation ; he communicates the 
order of the elector, and adds that he, together with Bugen- 
hagen and Melanchthon, would on that day and the next 
(hodie et eras) comply with John’s desire, as far as it lay in 
their power, in the absence of Jonas, whom he then urges to 
return immediately and join his colleagues on the next day. 
These theologians appear to have first consulted together ; 
then, certain subjects may possibly have been assigned to 
each, as the short time allowed to them, demanded a division 
of labor (festinata enim sunt omnia, says Luther in the let- 
ter,) and these several writings or articles, referring respect- 
ively to different subjects, but all alike proceeding from the 
same hallowed source of truth, were at once transferred to 
the Elector. In preparing them, Luther and Melanchthon, 
first of all, as Kollner says, p. 166, adopted the Swabach ar- 
ticles, as corresponding to the request of the elector in refer- 
ence to strictly doctrinal points; some topics, not fully pre- 
sented there, are exhibited in new articles, for instance, the 
present twentieth article on Faith and Good Works. Their 
attention was, however, chiefly directed to the preparation of 
new articles on external abuses, as evidences of the corrupt 
doctrines of the popish system; to such ‘“‘abuses’’, indeed, 
both the emperor’s proclamation and the elector’s request di- 
rectly referred. ‘These were now first exhibited in specific 
articles, and the several unconnected documents were submit- 
ted to the elector at Torgau (Ko6llner 166). The whole col- 
lection constitites, strictly speaking, the ““Torgau Articles” or 
Torgau Papers. These manuscripts were, at a comparative- 
ly recent period, discovered by K. E. Forstemann in the Wei- 
mar archives, and published in his ‘“‘Urkundenbuch, &c.,” 2 
vols. Halle. 1833. ‘‘They constitute,” says Kollner, p. 159, 
“the basis of the second part (the last seven articles) of the 
Augsburg Confession de abusibus mutatis (on the abuses
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which have been corrected). Of this fact no doubt can any 
longer be entertained, as these writings in part agree word 
for word with the German copy or text of the second part of 
the Augsburg Confession.”” This collection of new matter 
received temporarily the name of ‘Wittenberg Bedenken’”’ 
(opinions, or statement of views.) From these materials, 
which were either furnished by Luther himself, or examined 
and adopted by him as the expression of his views of reli- 
gious truth, Melanchthon, who had also personally assented 
to them at Wittenberg, constructed the Augsburg Confession. 

Even at this late period, however, when the Elector re- 
ceived the papers at Torgau (after the 21st of March), the 
Protestants had not formed an entirely clear conception of 
the precise character which they should give to the written 
statement for which the imperial proclamation called. Should 
it assume the form of an apologetical statement, that is, a 
defence of the ecclesiastical reforms which they had effected ? 
Or should it simply express their doctrinal position, as that 
of Christians, so that they might be distinguished from Jews 
and Mohammedans, with whom they had been confounded by 
the ignorant? Should it breathe a conciliatory spirit, and 
express the hope which they could not yet entirely abandon, 
that in place of appearing as schismatics, they might still re- 
tain their connection with the church, after it had been 
cleansed from its pollutions? Or should they furnish, strict- 
ly speaking, a Confession of Faith, resembling the ancient 
symbols, but fuller and more comprehensive in its defence of 
sound doctrine and profitable church usages? ‘To none of 
such questions could a categorical answer be given, until the 
complexion which affairs might assume at Augsburg should 
have been more clearly ascertained. The materials—the 
Torgau papers—were nowin Melanchthon’s hands, in a some- 
what unconnected form, but they were full and complete as a 
whole, and it was obvious that anappropriate document, suit- 
ed to the exigences of the case, could readily be constructed 
from them. John, who had personally examined them, and 
thoroughly understood the merits of the case, could suggest 
no additions. ° 

On the third of April the elector departed from Torgau, 
attended by an imposing retinue, consisting of numerous 
princes and noblemen. Luther, Jonas, Spalatin and Me- 
lanchthon also accompanied him. The party passed the fol- 
lowing Sunday (it was Palm-Sunday) at Weimar, where the 
Lord’s Supper was administered to John and other devout
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Christians. They continued their journey on the following 
days ; at every point Luther was solicited to deliver a sermon. 
On Maundy-Thursday and Good Friday, as well as at other 
times, he accordingly conducted divine service. On Saturday 
they reached Coburg, where John observed the festival of 
Kaster and remained ‘during several of the following days. 
At this place, which was not far distant from Augsburg, 
John possessed a fortified castle, the Ehrenberg, constructed 
on a lofty hill near the line which constituted the boundary 
between his own dominions and the adjoining territories. 
‘Here Luther remained, as the circumstance that the ban otf 
the empire, pronounced at Worms, had not been removed, 
rendered it unsafe for him to leave the elector’s dominions. 
From this point he addressed a number of remarkable letters 
to his correspondents (de Wette IV), among which we may 
refer, as an instance of his serenity of mind, to the well- 
known sportive letter, descriptive of the ‘“‘Diet of the Jack- 
daws,’’ which inhabited the same venerable pile. While the 
party proceeded to the neighboring battle-field of Augsburg, 
Luther, like another Moses (Exod. 17: 11) held up his hands 
on a commanding eminence, and praycd that-the people of 
God might prevail. ‘I will pray, and call for help,” he 

‘ writes to Melanchthon, April 22, (de Wette £V. 3), ‘until I 
know that my cry is heard in heaven.”’ | 

On the first of May, which had subsequently been desig- 
. nated as the period foropening the Diet, John reached Augs- 
burg, but the emperor, who had been detained by the com- 
plication of his Italian affairs, did not arrive till the 15th of 
June. It was during this eventful period of six weeks that 
the Lutherans were at length enabled to form a clear concep- 
tion of the nature of the task assigned to them by. the em- 
-peror, and to determine the precise character and the contents 
of the document which it would be appropriate to present. 
the Augsburg Confession, already existing in the Torgau 
papers, now first assumed the fully developed form in which 
we at present possess it.* At Augsburg, as the temporary 

* We do not, of course, here refer to the more or less imperfectly trans- 
lated English copies of the first twenty-one articles, which have at times 
appeared, but to the genuine twenty-eight articles. Those who are fa- 
miliar with the former only, and then happily meet with a faithful trans- 
lation of the whole, are often as mueh surprised as Luther onee was, 
when a student in Erfurt, according to one of the eharming Historien 
of Mathesius. He there first saw a copy of the entire Bible, in Latin. 
On examining the volume, he was surprised to find “many more texts, 
Gospels and Epistles,” than he had ever heard explained in the pulpits 
of the day. , ot
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focus of intelligence, the Protestants were taught both by the 
communications of friends and by the insinuations of enemies 
to understand their true position, (Cyprian, p. 67), the rela- 
tions which they sustained to the cause of divine truth, and 
the decisive influence for good or for evil, which the state- 
ment expected of them, would necessarily exercise on the 
mind and heart of the nation for all future times. The delay 
of the emperer’s arrival, apparently occasioned by his politi- 
cal interests, was doubtless ordered by Providence, so that 
this Augsburg Confession of faith, to which all subsequent 
orthodox confessions of the age of the Reformation were 
conformed, might meet the wants of the Church of Christ, 
and set forth the holy, unalterable and divine doctrines of the 
Scriptures, after due deliberation, in a spirit of unintermitted 
prayer, avd of tried and unwavering faith. Let us examine 
the position of affairs. 

The Protestants had never yet found an opportunity to set 
forth their dectrines before a suitable tribunal. Their writ- 
ings were eagerly seized by hostile papists, and sometimes re- 
published in a mutilated form, or with slanderous notes and 
explanations; their doctrines were distorted by an envenom- 
ed spirit in every imaginable manner. .Hence the most ab- 
surd opinions ‘respecting their Christian character and their 
doctrine, were entertained by the popish population in gen- 
eral, and even by some intelligent Catholics. The several 
sveeks which they, like other parties, passed in Augsburg, 
while all waited for the emperor's arrival, furnished them with 
a more favorable opportunity than they had previously found, 
for ascertaining the sentiments that generally pr evailed 
among their adversaries. They now determined that, with 
the help of God, they would boldly meet their opponents on 
the floor of the diet, where their voice could be heard with- . 
out interruption, and then set forth their views ina Christian, 
candid and fearless manner. Melanchthon was appointed to 
write out the statement according to the materials in his 
hands, and embody in it the leading points on which they 
differed from the church of Rome. Many consultations were 
held by the Protestant divines, messages between them and 
Luther at Coburg were continually interchanged, and a clear 
conception was finally developed of the nature and contents 
of such a confession of faith as the particular circumstances 
required. It also became apparent that the document should 
be presented to the diet, not only in the name of John, but 
also of the other members (princes, representatives of free
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cities, &c.), who concurred in the adoption of Lutheran views. 
Philip of Hesse in vain attempted to secure the cooperation 
of the Swiss Reformed; the opposition which he found on 
all sides to his favorite measure, compelled him to abandon 
it. This disappointment of his political expectations render- 
ed it doubtful at one time whether he would unite with John 
in presenting the Confession; better principles subsequently 
prevailed, and he resumed his place as a Protestant prince. 

It is now clear, when the historical facts are examined with 
an unbiased mind, that the chief purpose for which the Augs- 
burg Confession was prepared, was, in the view of its authors 
the following: To define the position of the Lutherans, or, 
in other words, to assign the causes for which they, as Pro- 
testants, could no longer remain in communion with the church 
of Rome, unless that church would reform the abuses in doc- 
trine and practice which had been gradually introduced, and 
return to the pure doctrine and the wholesome usages of the 
apostolic Church. ‘This fact, so distinctly revealed by the 
light of history, enables us to decide a question which vari- 
ous garbled translations of the Augsburg Confession (as un- 
historical in their form as they are untheological and puerile 
in spirit and-in execution) have rendered perplexing to many 
minds, viz.— Which of the articles, if any, are of compara- 
tively secondary importance, and which really constitute the 
matter, being and very life of the Augsburg Confession ? 
The main task of the Lutherans consisted in the vindication 
of their course, in as far as they had corrected the gross 
abuses of the times, such as the unscriptural mode of admin- 
istering the Lord’s Supper, and in general the abuses con- 
nected with the mass,* Confession, monastic vows, episcopal 
jurisdiction, &c. It was, at the same time, indispensable, be- 
fore they should proceed to this work as the main task, to 
remove the false impressions which Catholic slanders had 
produced on the minds of some individuals. For this latter 

* “The name missa@ catech. and fid. occurs first in Augustine and in 
the acts of the council at Carthage, A. D. 398. It arose from the for- 
mula of dismission at the close of each part of the services, and is 
equivalent to mtssio, dismission. Missa (mass) afterwards camc to de- 
note exclusively the celebration of the holy communion.’—Dr. Schaff : 
Hist. of the Chr. Ch. 383. n. 8. We trust that this simple historical fact, 
after having been repeatcdly explained, is now at last better understood 
by those writcrs who had for a year or two, in consequence of unacquain- 
tance with the ancient ccclesiastical terminology, persisted in denying 
the original meaning of the word Mass, before the rise of Popery, as 
simply equivalent to the “administration of the Lord’s Supper.” 

rs)
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purpose, a comparatively brief exposition of Christian doc- 
trine would be sufficient (the first twenty-one articles); the 
other and more important object of the Confession, evidently 
was—to set forth fully the reasons for which they had ceased 
to be papists and had become Protestant Christians or Lu- 
therans ; to this work they accordingly assigned by far the 
larger part of the whole statement (the last seven articles, 
numerically fewer, but, in the aggregate, of considerably 
more than twice the length of the former). <A glance at the 
facts is sufficient to show that these seven articles, in view of 
the peculiar circumstances, contain the gist of the Confession. 
lhe introductory twenty-one artibles, forming Part I., are 
purely doctrinal, and are designed to refute three charges: — 
first, that the Lutherans had ceased to be Christians, by 
adopting heathenish doctrines ; secondly, that thev were in- 
fected with the immoral and seditious principles of the Ana- 
baptist fanatics; thirdly, that they coincided with Zwingli in 
lowering the rank of the Sacraments to that of mere forms 
or ceremonies. As intelligent papists, like the emperor and 
many princes, bishops, &e. , already discriminated between 
the Protestants on the one hand, and other anti-popish par- 
ties on the other, these three charges could be answered with 
comparative brevity, or by a simple re-affirmation of the an- 
cient faith or creeds of the early Church, prior to the devel- 
opment of popery. Melanchthon could ‘find nothing better 
suited to meet this want comprehensively and directly, than 
precisely Luther’s seventeen Swabach articles, which the 
Marburg conference had suggested to the latter. The posi- 
tion of these articles—now first expanded ito twenty-one— 
as the introduction of the Confession, was dictated by the 
circumstances; it demonstrated at the very threshold, the 
Christian character of the Protestants. We proceed to fur- 
nish the evidence that these twenty-one articles were intended 
to be not so much expressive of the Lutheran faith specially, 
as rather of the common faith of the whole Christian Church, 
contradistinguished from Judaism, Mohammedism and Pagan- 
ism. 

Cardinal Campeggio presented a memorial to the emperor 
at the time of the diet of Augsburg, the original of which 
Ranke believes to be a manuscript which he found in a Ro- 
man library (History of the Popes, translated by Kelly, p. 
48,n. He gives extracts from it in his valuable Appendix 
to that work, p. 485, No. 19.) The Cardinal uses the follow- 
ing language : “In some places in Germany, all the Christian
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rites handed down to us from the ancient holy fathers, have 
been abolished through the suggestions of these scoundrels : 
the sacraments are no longer administered ; vows are no lon- 
ger observed, and marriages are contracted promiscuously, 
and within the forbidden degrees, &c.’’ He urges the em- 
peror “‘to constrain the German heretics by fire and sword 
to return to the holy Catholic faith,” or else to arrest their 
“diabolical course” bya ‘‘radical extirpation of these noxious 
and venomous weeds.” Leo X. had described the Lutherans 
already in 1521 as traitors, &c., who were worthy of an eter- 
nal curse. (Cypr. 56) Adrian termed Luther “the destruc- 
tion of the Christian religion, and the emperor had, as early 
as the Diet of Worms, denounced Luther as a criminal, who 
released his adherents from all law, and taught them to lead 
a beastly (viehisch) life. (Altb. ed. I. 737). King Sigismund 
of Poland declared that he would put all evangelical heretics 
to death, as subverters of morals and church-order, who frau- 
dulently scattered poison among the people. Henry VIII. 
of England published abroad that Luther was worse than 
any lurk or Saracen or infidel. King Lewis of Hungary, 
on being informed that Luther rejected the principal doc- 
trines of Christianity, passed a law in 1521 that every Lu-- 
theran should be burned alive. The following fact is, how- 
ever, specially important. Alphonso Valdez, a secretary of 
Charles V. (not Juan Valdez, the secretary of the viceroy of 
Naples, a friend of the doctrine of justification by faith alone, 
Ranke, Popes, p. 55, Guericke III. 270) made the following 
remark to Melanchthon, a week before the Confession was 
presented to the emperor: “The Spaniards firmly believe 
that the Lutherans entertain an unholy doctrine respecting 
the nature of God, the Trinity and the Virgin Mary, and 
hence they believe that they do God the most acceptable ser- 
vice, whenever they kill a Lutheran.” (Cypr. 56-58) He 
also impressed on the mind of Melanchthon the importance 
of convincing the emperor that the’Lutherans were sound in 
the faith of the church, e.g. Trinity, &c. (Seck. Germ. 
1041). The morals of the Protestants were described as 
Joose and infamous, and they were denominated a pestilent 
body of men, who outraged all the laws of God and man. 

Melanchthon and his associates accordingly saw at this 
juncture, that while such charges were too absurd to be be- 
lieved by the more intelligent and reflecting members of the 
diet, a brief statement of Christian doctrine in general, must 
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necessarily constitute a part of the written defence. It was 
accordingly decided to introduce the doctrines of the Trinity, 
Divinity of Christ, &c., in the form adopted by the ancient 
church. ‘Those articles, further, which refer to the Ministry, 
Church, civil Polity and Government, &c., not only contribu- 
ted like the former, to demonstrate the decidedly orthodox 
and Christian character of the Protestants, but also to estab- 
lish the fact that they were not identified with the lawless 
Anabaptists. ‘Those on Original Sin, the Sacraments, &c., 

. proved that they did not entertain the alleged (rationalistic} 
errors of Gwingli, to which we referred in our former article. 
Those, finally, on Justification, Church rites, Confession, and 
especially Faith and Good Works and the Worship of Saints, 
which advanced views very different from those entertained 
by the papists, were designed, pre-eminently, to show that all 
the departures of the Protestants from the prevailing popish 
doctrines, constituted in reality a return to those of God’s 
Word, and the early church. As the larger number of these 
points had been so successfully stated by Luther in the Swa- 
bach articles, the latter were adopted unanimously as a fit 
introduction to.the main discussion, in Part IT. that is, art. 
XXII—XXVIII, ‘on the Abuses corrected.”’ The identity of 
the matter in the Swabach articles and in the first twenty-one 
of the present Augsburg Confession, may be seen by refer- 
ring to the translation of the former in the Evangelical Re- 
view, II. 78—83.* 

if the Augsburg Confession had terminated at this point, 
as the violent suppression of the last seven articles in a few 
comparatively recent publications, seems to imply, the great 
purpose for which the Confession was prepared, would have 
been very strangely overlooked. For the seventeen articles, 
constituting the substance of nearly all of the twenty-one 
of the Augsburg Confession, had already been published, and 
been also reviewed by four popish theologians, (Wimpina, 
Mensing, Redorfer and Elgersma) in a treatise addressed .to 
the elector Joachim of Brandenburg, and reprinted in Lu- 
ther’s works, (Altb. ed. V. 16—20.) “In their reply,:’ says 
Dr. Krauth, Jr., whose terse abstract we transcribe from the 

* The translator has there indicated the parallel parts under each ar- 
ticle of the former. Of the entire seventeen, fourteen occur in Part I. 
of the Augsburg Confession ; the last three were more appropriately 
transferred to the main body of the Augsburg Confession, and now ap- 
pear respectively in art. 27, 24 and 26,
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Ev. Rev., II. 83,* “they reproach Luther for having mingled 
so much, which they were compelled to acknowledge as ortho- 
dox, with his errors, but find a reason for it in his. disposition 
to dilute in this way the poison of error, so as to secure for 
it a more ready reception. They take up the articles one by 
one. The first three they approve, in the fourth, though 
disposed to cavil, they are unable to lay-hold of anything 
which they show to be reprehensible; on the fifth they say, 
that we are justified by that faith which worketh by love, 
which Luther by no means denied, though he properly sep- 
arated love from the act of justification ; confounding faith 
with a mere intellectual apprehension of religion, they object 
that it 1s consistent with the commission of enormous sins ; 
on the sexth and seventh, they have nothing but verbal nice- 
ties; on the ezghth, they contend for several sacraments ; on 
the ninth, they trifle; on the tenth, they maintain transub- 
stantiation and the communion in one kind; on the eleventh, 
they insist upon sacramental confession in accordance with 
the papal statutes; on the twelfth, they present the ordinary 
arguments for the visible church, which they, of course, hold 
to be the Romish; the thirteenth they do not seriously ob- 
ject to; on the fourteenth, they put the ecclesiastical magis- 
tracy on the same footing with the secular; the fifteenth and 
sixteenth they wholly reject, and whilst they do not deny the 
seventeenth, they insist upon knowing from Luther what cer- 
emonies he regards as in conflict with the Word of God.”’ 
These theologians here betray their disappointment; they 
discover chiefly ancient doctrines to which the Church had 
always assented, and only modify the Lutheran language in 
some cases. Something more direct was now needed. That 
our representation of the incompleteness of the first twenty- 
one articles, or rather, their imperfect adaptation to the pres- 
ent emergency, and consequently their subordinate character, 
as compared with the last seven, is strictly correct, appears 
from the views expressed by various contemporaries. Spala- 
tin, for instance, jn the list of the subjects of the twenty- 
éicht articles, which he prepared (inserted in Altenb. ed. V. 
152), after giving the titles of the first twenty-one, thus pro- 
ceeds: ‘“T’hen followed the contested articles (streitige artikel) 
&c.’’ Hethen subjoins the titles of the seven—evidently 

*.We trust our esteemed friend will excuse this unceremonious appro- 
priation of matter which he has prepared with so much care; if his 
writings possessed only mediocre merit, we should not disturb their re- 
pose.
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regarding the latter as the direct and principal matter of the 
Confession, in view of the times and circumstances. The 
following fact removes the last doubt. 

It is well known that after the presentation of the Augs- 
burg Confe&sion, the popish theologians (Eckius, Faber, Wim- 
pina, Cochleeus, &c.) were directed by the emperor to prepare 
a reply—the ‘‘Confutation ;” the task was confessedly diffi- 
cult, when leviathan was to be drawn out with a hook. Still, 
after several mortifying failures, these men produced a paper 
which they styled a ‘‘Confutation” of the Lutheran confes- 
sion. We have it before usin Latin, in Pfaff’s Appendix to 
his edition of the Symbolical Books, and in a German trans- 
Jation in Ghytreus, p. 185 B. Cochleeus himself published a 
brief summary, which is given in Altb. ed. V. 221 and Cyp- 
rian, Beyl. No. 85, p.196. This Confutation reviews the 
entire twenty-eight articles, and is doubtless the best popish 
matter which could be furnished; for after writing five con- 
futations, one of which Charles, in his disgust, tore up with 
his own imperial hands, to the bitter vexation of Eckius, we 
have here, in the sath copy, the blossoms and fruits of the 
arduous labors of six weeks. We have prepared the follow- 
ing abstract: Articles 1, 3, 8, 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, of the pres-. 
ent Augsburg Confession, are admitted without hesitation, or 
very slightly modified ; the terms are, acceptanda est, nzhal 
quod offendat, probatur, zugelassen, annehmen. Articles 2, 
4, 5, 6, 7, 12, 15, are admitted in part, and rejected in part; 
comprobatur quidem—sed ; acceptatur—at rejicitur ; zuge- 
lassen gum Thetl—aber verworfen. Articles 10, 11, 15, 14 
are admitted with some explanatory additions ; adjicetur— 
admonenda tamen. The only articles of the twenty-one 
which are altogether rejected, are the last two, 20 and 21, 
where the Lutheran doctrines on Faith and Good Works, and 
on the Invocation of the Saints are disowned; zmprobatur, 
nenitus rejiciendus—verworfen. After this brief exposition, 
from which it appears that the greater number of the twenty- 
one articles are not so much statements of. specially Protes- 
tant or Lutheran doctrines, as rather of the common faith of 
Christendom, from the earliest ages, the papists proceed to 
review the main body of the articles, that is, the last seven, 
or specially Protestant articles. ‘These treat professedly on 
“points contested ;”’ they are designed to set forth Lutheran 
principles as distinguished from those of Popery, and the 
Confutation now adopts a different tone; it had treated the 
Protestants respectfully, but it now becomes somewhat sar-
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castic and abusive. Before Cochleeus, the bitter foe of the 
Lutherans, proceeds in his summary to particulars, he says of 
the aggregate of the last seven articles, that in this division 
of the Confession ‘‘no part 1s admitted, for they (the Protes- 
tants) call those things ‘abuses’ which are not abuses.”* These 
seven articles are accordingly rejected (rejiciendum, verwor- 
fen) without any compunctions of conscience—the old abuses 
are defended, unholy doctrines re-affirmed, divine truth is 
suppressed, and very significant language is employed at the 
close, intimating that if the Protestants will not recant, and 
solemnly reject ‘the ‘impious doctrines’ of these seven arti- 
cles, as well as express their general agreement (in the 21) 
with the ancient faith, the emperor will proceed judicially 
against them, supported by the whole force of the empire. 
Somewhat- later, but also during the year 1530, it was pro- 
posed to make a new attempt to secure a union of the two 
parties. Hckius, the popish Goliath, was directed by the 
Cardinal of Mayence and George of Saxony, to subject the 
Augsburg Confession to a re-examination, with a view tosub- 
mit a basis for the proposed union (Salig 289). His report 
(Bedenken, given by Chytreeus 173. B) coincides with the 
above, deals gently with the twenty-one articles, but declares 

* The reader may perhaps remember that about two or three years ago, 
an anonymous pamphlet, styling itself “Definite Synodical Platform,” 
troubled the Lutheran Church in the United States for a short season, 
until the good sense of the church per mitted it quietly to retire to an un- 
honored grave. <A preliminary “Note,” which, like a papal brief or de- 
erctal, was designed to regulate the Church, and instruct it respecting 
the most appr opriate mode of abandonin g its history and its early faith, 
speaks with great satisfaction of the fact that while the Platform has 
succecded in expunging three-fourths of the Confession as having no 
pretension to the rank of fundamental doctrines, it was not compelled to 
add a single sentence to it. This Platform, adopting sentiments similar 
to those of Cochleeus, like him highly disapproves of the seven Protes- 
tant articles, and presents quite a respectable “list of symbolic errors 
rejected” by it. The “entire mass” of the seven articles, and of the 
“other former symbols,” is cast out without mercy. A commentary was 
published about the same time, which in Part J. “Articles of the Confes- 
sion,” completely ignored the seven articles, inasmuch as the Platform 
had not admitted “them, and very curiously represents the elector and 
other Lutherans, on p. 339, as signing only twenty -one articles, “as all 
they had to say—Dies ist fast. die Summa, &e.” The whole belongs 
more to the region of poetry than of history or theology. Cochieus, 
who objected on different grounds, was like his contemporary Popish 
brethren, compelled to recognize the existence of the seven articles—the 
Platform, under more propitious circumstances, quietly passes them over. 
In each case an attempt is made to stifle ‘the life-principles of Protest- 
antism.
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that an agreement is scarcely possible, if the seven articles 
“on the abuses’ are not withdrawn by the Lutherans. 

These historical facts plainly reveal the great thought which 
the Reformers were solemnly bound to embody in their Con- 
fession—namely, an unequivocal declaration that they could 
not continue to be both Christians and Papists, and that duty 
to God required them to discard the errors which the ignor- 
ance of the middle ages had allowed to combine themselves 
with the Christian faith. Indeed, if the Augsburg Confes- 
sion had terminated with the twenty-first article, the emperor 
could have, with the utmost propriety, addressed them at the 
Diet in the following language: If these points of doctrine, 
in which it is conceded, that with a few exceptions, we do not 
differ materially from you,—if these points of doctrine con- 
stitute your sole objections to the Catholic system, why have 
you withdrawn from the communion of the church, renounced 
its traditions, usages and forms of worship, restored the cup 
in the Eucharist, allowed the marriage of priests, rejected 
auricular confession, disowned the obligation of monastic 
vows, denied the authority of councils, popes and bishops, 
circulated the Scriptures among the laity, and proceeded as 
if you had introduced a system of faith which admitted of 
no compromise with that of the church of Rome? Does a 
single article of the twenty-one condemn our masses for the 
dead, or allow all, without exception, to contract marriage, 
or disapprove of auricular confession to the priest as it is 
practised among us, and of the penances which he enjoins, or 
convict our traditions of error, deny the merit of the monas- 
tic life, or call in question the powers which the church has, 
through her bishops, always exercised? Why do you con- 
vulse all-EHurope with your innovations, when you can allege 
nothing 1n your own vindication save a few doctrines, in 
which you generally agree with the ancient church and the 
clurch of our own day? 

John, who was himself a sagacious prince, was surrounded 
by wise and far-seeing counsellors ; Luther and his theologi- 
cal school clearly understood the merits of the great question 
which agitated the public mind. The Lord was pleased to 
impart to these holy men the wisdem and the strength which 
the emergency demanded. Their proper course was now fully 
revealed. That they were Christians and not Jews, Turks or 
pagans, was demonstrated by the seventeen Swabach articles. 
But the papers which Luther and his associates had prepared 
in Wittenberg and presented at Torgau, contvined precisely
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the matter for which the present occasion called. Therein it 
was demonstrated that the church of Rome of that day had 
really become a foul and corrupt institution, that 1t had ex- 
tinguished the light of the Gospel by the many abuses which 
it sanctioned, and which the apostles had in part predicted 
(2 Thess. 2: 3—12; 1 Tim. 4: 1—3), that its practices were 
at variance with fundamental Gospel principles, and that, 
where such popish errors were tolerated, the religion of the 
Bible, to which they were diametrically opposed, could find 
no home. Accordingly, after Melanchthon had revised the 
seventeen articles, added one on Faith and Good Works from 
the materials before him, and made some other changes, 
which were approved, he obtained twenty-one articles; to 
these he added several remarks: that these doctrines are all 
taught in the Word of God, that the controversy, however, 
referred principally to abuses and traditions, &c. After 
reaching thisspoint, he digested the other Wittenberg or Tor- 
gau papers, whence he obtained seven extended articles, for- 
ming the main body of the document; he connected this 
part with the former, by remarking that the reasons should 
now be given which led the Reformers to correct various ec- 
clesiastical abuses; he then marshals the seven articles with 
admirable skill, and avails himself of all the aid which his 
colleagues can afford. Inthe conclusion he says: ‘‘Theseare 
the principal articles which are regarded as controverted ;”’ 
he could easily describe other abuses, he says, several of which 
he specifies, but he regards the matter now presented, as a 
sufficiently full exhibition of the spirit of Protestantism.— 
And thus it came to pass that out of the vast mass of reli- 
gious truths in the Scriptures, the Augsbug Confession selec- 
ted precisely those which we now find in its twenty-eight 
Articles.* 

* The entire “Unaltered Augsburg Confession” exists in two English 
translations, appended to the translation of Luther's Small Catechism ; 
the one is published by Mr. Henry Ludwig, of New York city, who has. 
rendered such valuable services to the Church by his various publications; — 
the other was published in Philadelphia by Messrs. Lindsay and Blakis- 
ton, for the Evangelical Lutheran Synod of Pennsylvania. The utility 
of these two small publications—the only two complete translations of 
the whole of the German Catechism and Confession, which the English 
church possesses—has secured for them a wide circulation. Neither 
pretends to do more than furnish a simple version of the original Ger- 
man. The Confession is preceded in the original by an address to Charles 
V., from which we have quoted above; as it possesses chiefly a historical 
interest, it has been omitted by both of the English translations just 
mentioned, The whole, however, in all its fulness, together with all the
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No method could have been more judiciously devised for 
exhibiting the Lutheran faith in its poaer, fulness and divine 
beauty, than the one which the Augsburg Confession adopts. 
It selects several of the grossest abuses which prevail—it 
demonstrates irrefragably that these and all other practical 
errors of the church of Rome had proceeded from Pelagian 
and other noxious doctrines, which, while they ascribed virtue 
and merit to man and his works, essentially obscured the car- 
dinal doctrine of justification by faith, and detracted essen- 
tially from the honor due to the Savior. Never before had 
so glorious a confession of pure Bible doctrine, so consistent, 
so full, and so pure, been made—never had the doctrine of 
Justification been exhibited to the world since the apostolic 
age, in this sublime concrete form—in its comprehensiveness 
and vital power—in its whole tendency to glorify the Redeem- 
er. And therefore, every attempt to sever these seven articles 
from the preceding twenty-one, and to suppress them, is 
equivalent toa renunciation of the whole spirit of Protes- 
tantism, and a virtual endorsement of some of the vilest er- 
rors of Popery; for it is by these seven that the whole char- 
acter of the Augsburg Confession must be judged. 

One of the most recent writers on this general subject, H. 
F’. Leopold, in an extended article on the Augsburg Confes- 
sion, in Herzog’s Real-Encykl. I. 607, incidentally expresses 
the same view. After referring to the happy adaptation of 
the seven articles to the peculiar wants of the times, he in- 
troduces the following reflection: “Although. the antagonistic 
position which the Augsburg Confession assumed (in the last 
seven articles) inflamed the rancour of the Papists anew, it 
was precisely this negatory position of the Confession of 
Faith (which, namely, gave the condemnatory name of “abuses” 
to long cherished customs) that was of most importance, and 
produced the weightiest results ; the fullest light was now for 
the first time shed by it on the Reformation, and it at once 

other Symbolical Books of the Lutheran Church, may be found in the 
English translation of the “Book of Concord, &c.,”” published, with oth- 
er excellent works, by the enterprising Messrs. Henkel—2d edition, New 
Market, Va., 1854—to which volume we refer the reader. We are not 
aware of the existence of any other readily accessible publication con- 
taining a complete English translation of the “unaltered Augsburg Con- 
fession.” We may yet direct attention to another very valuable publica- 
tion of Mr. Ludwig—The unaltered Augsburg Confession, &c., with an 
Introduction and copious notes by C. H. Schott, translated from the Ger- 
man, ‘The text of the Augsburg Confession is the same with the one 
given in Mr, Ludwig's edition of the Catechism,
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secured for that Reformation a large number of friends and 
adherents. For it now became apparent to all that the Re- 
formers had no other object in view save that of returning to 
the original doctrines of Christ and the apostles, and, in strict 
conformity to them as the sole standard, to cut off every 
human appendage to scriptural doctrine, and oxtirpate every 
hierarchical excescence of the Church. At the same time, 
this pure exposition, presented in a popular form, refuted all 
those slanderous charges which popish malice had dissemina- 
ted in Germany and other countries. 

An incident occurred, a few days after the public presen- 
tation of the Augsburg ‘Confession, on June 25, which fully 
demonstrates its adaptation to the times and circumstances, 

‘when we read it in its wholeness, and not in a mutilated form. 
During the following week the popish theologians had com- 
pleted one of the several Confutations to which we have al- 
ready referred. They were seriously embarrassed, both by 
the twenty-one articles, since these were, as_ they confessed, 
“almost all Christian articles,” and algo by the seven, which 
were so thoroughly scriptur al, and so inseparably interwoven 
with fundamental Christian doctrines, that as they were con- 
scious, the rejection of the seven exposed them to the charge 
of rejecting the Gospel itself. They accordingly solicited 
the emperor to inquire of the Protestants, whether these 
twenty-eight articles (which they found to be invulnerable) 
were all that they desired to present, or whether they were 
not disposed to offer others, which, as it was signified to them, 
would yet be received. Sp alatin relates the circumstance 
(Altb. ed. V. 160, and Salic, p. 205); Chytreeus (p. 98) fur- 
nishes the documents. John and his Tiutheran associates 
held a consultation, and then replied to the imperial messen- 
gers in writing, as follows: That many other abuses existed, 
it was true, in doctrine, church government, &c., which had 
not been specified j in the Augsburg Confession, but that for 
the sake of avoiding prolixity, and in the spirit of forbear- 
ance, they had contented themselves with a statement of the 
most grievous errors only—that,’ nevertheless, the twenty- 
eight articles were really sufficient, as their whole spirit and 
tenor militated against every unsound doctrine and every 
abuse (dadurch widerfochten). ‘‘Butif,”’ the Lutherans add- 
ed, “our opponents adopt these abuses as the expression of 
their own opinion: and sentiment, or if they assail our Con- 
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fession (in their Confutation) then we are prepared to make 
a further report on these subjects from the Word of God.” 

Such were the general views of the Reformers in preparing 
the first of our Lutheran Symbols or Confessions of Faith. 
We now obtain the following results: all the materials of 
which it is composed, written by Luther himself, or else pre- 
pared in his presence and adopted by him, were fused together 
by Melanchthon at Augsburg. The ultimate form which the 
Confession assumed, was fixed by the information which 
reached the Reformers in that city; but the essential contents 
were not new creations of Melanchthon. The position of 
John and Luther remained the same; they always had de- 
sired to declare that they were Christians, but that they could 
not belong to the church of Rome, unless it returned to the 
faith and practice enjoined by God’s Word. Such a declar- 
ation they now make officially in the Confession, and furnish 
the reasons for which they intend to adhere to ‘this declara- 
tion. : 

At this point we pause in our historical statements respect- 
ing the Augsburg Confession. We have seen the process by 
which it attained its present shape, and are now placed in a 
condition to declare that no sound Protestant, who entertains 
the evangelical views of Luther, can ever consent to an un- 
hallowed disintegration of this Confession—that it forms one 
undivided whole—and that those parts which constitute es- 
sentially its Protestant character, as opposed to the church 
of Rome, are found in the last seven articles. Another point 
which the foregoing statement also places in a clearer light 
than that in which it is sometimes presented, 13 the following 
to which we can here only advert in a few words, without 
expanding the thought. The Lutheran Church, namely, has 
already been accused of committing a pr actical ert or, by 
adopting several Symbols of considerable extent ; 1t now re- 
ceives the following, in addition to the Apostles’ Creed, and 
the two other ancient Creeds: The Augsburg g Confession ; 
The Apology; The Smaleald Articles ; Lruther’s Small Cat- 
echism ; Luther's Large Catechism ; The Formula of Con- 
cord. A general refutation of this charge is furnished by 
the above. Zhe Augsburg Confession is not a complete 
Creed ; itis a Protestant Confession, negative rather than 
positive, that is, rather rejecting popish errors than unfolding 
the entire Gospel system in an explicit, exhaustive mode. 
This latter work was accordingly reserved, in the Providence 
of God, for the succeeding symbols, each of which added
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new statements and illustrations of Bible truth, until the 
whole divine work was completed by the bounty of God in 
the noblest of all our Creeds—the Formula of Concord. 

We have nearly lost sight of the elector John, while we 
have been investigating the history of that exalted work— 
the Augsburg Confession—with which his own honored name 
is forever connected. He is now entitled to resume his po- 
sition in the foreground in thissketch. His admirable con- 
duct when the Confession was actually submitted to the diet, 
next claims attention. We are here, however, anticipated 
by another writer, Dr. Krauth, Jr., who has already describ- 
ed in the Review (Vol. I. pp. 250—263) the whole scene of 
the presentation of the Augsburg Confession. To this graphic 
account we accordingly refer the reader. 

The writer just mentioned closes his article with the depar- 
ture of John from Augsburg, September 23. The refusal of 
the emperor to invest him in due form with the electoral dig- 
nity inherited from Frederic, as well as other harsh measures, 
had made no impression on the stout heart of John the Con- 
stant—he repeatedly declared that he would, under all cir- 
cumstances, adhere to the cause of evangelical truth. His 
counsellors, who dreaded the superior power of the emperor, 
had suggested at Augsburg, that the law of Christian love 
might justify him in making some concessions to the papists, 
but he indignantly replied: “I desire that my theologians 
should pay no regard to me or my political interests, but 
teach and write the truth with boldness, and not timidly sup-. 
press any portion of that truth.” The efforts of the emperor 
to detach John from the evangelical party by promises and 
threats, were alike fruitless; his fidelity to the truth was 
equal to that of the great Reformer himself. The letters of 
Luther, addressed to John, Melanchthon and others, at this 
period (de Wette IV., beginning of the vol.) are admirable 
compositions, exhibiting alike his child-like submission to the 
divine will, and his heroic faith. None of his contemporaries 
as clearly saw the evil consequences of concessions in mat- 
ters of faith as he did—he opposed strenuously every ‘“‘union”’ 
which endangered the purity of doctrine, and on one occasion 
said: ‘Once for all, I am not at all pleased with these nego- 
tiations concernirg union in the faith, for that union is im- 
possible, wnless the pope will lay all his popery aside (wo der. 
Papst sein ganzes Papstthum nicht will abthun).” 

It was indeed a noble scene, fit for the pencil of a master, 
when John uttered the following words, on taking leave of
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the emperor, whose military resources were incomparably 
greater than those of the former, and who felt personally ag- 
grieved by John’s constancy: “I am most sure, and am fully 
persuaded that my Confession and the doctrines contained 
therein, are so firmly and immovably founded on the Holy 
Scriptures, that the gates of hell shall not prevail against 
them.”” QOnthe 11th of October, he reached his palace in 
Torgau, and requested Luther to preach in the chapel on the 
following Sunday. In December the emperor succeeded in 
securing the election of his brother Ferdinand as King of the 
Romans, by lavishing immense sums as bribes on five of the 
electors. John protested against the election, without dread- 
ing the imperial frown; the election was a violation of the 
fundamental law of the empire (the Golden Bull), as well as 
of the engagements assumed by Charles at his own election. 
The venal character of the pope was revealed by a curious 
incident: he sent two official documents, termed Obulls, to 
Charles, in one-of which John was excluded from the election 
as a heretic, in the other, his admission was permitted; the 
pope allowed Charles to use either according to the circum- 
stances, but he suppressed them both. 

The Smalcald Alliance, formed in February 1531, was one 
of the last political events with which John was connected. 
The energy which he and his associates here exhibited, 
alarmed Charles and Ferdinand, whose hostile preparations 
were not yet completed, and the two partics ultimately sign- 
ed the articles of the Peace of Nuremberg on July 23, 1552. 
It was the first religious peace acknowledged by the parties ; 
its terms did not grant any new material concessions to the 
Lutherans, but secured for them temporary repose, and pre- 
scribed that all points of difference should be adjusted in 
harmony and love, at a Church Council to be held in the 
course of a year from the date of the articles. This peace 
was equivalent to an imperial and papal recognition of the 
evangelical Church. 

John did not long survive this event. The political and 
religious agitations of the times had seriously endangered his 
health at an earlier period. At the beginning of the year 
1532, he had been confined by a severe illness, which ulti- 
mately affected one of his feet so severely as to render the 
amputation of the great toe necessary. A letter which he 
wrote to Luther when he was convalescent, breathes a spirit 
of holy resignation and trust in God. He afterwards departed 
from Torgau and spent two days in hunting; he was so suc-
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cessful on this occasion, that he became unusually cheerful, 
and an improvement in his health was indicated. But on the 
15th of August he was suddenly attacked by such severe 
pains in his head, that after several exclamations and appeals 
to God for relief, he lost his speech; an apoplectic fit super- 
vened, and he lay twenty-eight hours in a state of insensibil- 
ity. Onthe next day, when Luther, Melanchthon and the 
physician, Dr. Schurff, entered the chamber of the dying 
nian, the latter, who was now restored to consciousness, at- 
tempted to raise his hands and welcome them, but could not 
succeed, in consequence of excessive debility. Soon after- 
wards he expired. His death, which occurred August 16, 
1532, was calm and peaceful. He had long maintained a 
living faith in the Redeemer, and his Christian character, ty 
its purity and holiness, reflected honor on his Christian faith. 
His life, which abounded in the fruits of the Spirit, was a 
continued exhibition of the power of the grace of God, and 
his last moments found him prepared to depart. He reached 
the age of sixty-five years, one month and seventeen days. 
He was buried, two days after his death, with appropriate 
funeral honors, and the body placed in the same tomb occu- 
pied by the remains of his brother Frederic. Luther who 
had thrice preached on the death of the latter, delivered two 
funeral sermons on John, during the course of the week suc- 
ceeding his death. He selected on these occasions the Epis- 
tle of the twenty-fifth Sunday after Trinity, 1 Thess. 4: 18 
—18, as his text; Melanchthon delivered a discourse in Lat- 
in. Both were deeply afflicted by the loss of their faithful 
friend, whose unwavering fidelity to God and his cause, had 
endeared him to them, while they unitedly fought the battles 
of the Lord. Luther said emphatically, in a moment of 
overwhelming grief: “With Frederic wisdom expired, and 
godliness with John.” 

The elector John was characterized, in an unusual degree, 
by a spirit of devotion, and by a love and fear of God, which 
seem to have perpetually controlled him. He often occupied 
six hours on the same day in listening to the reading of por- 
tions of the Scriptures; the duty of reading aloud was usu- 
ally performed by a page, but was also frequently assigned 
to the princess Maria, his eldest daughter. His happiest 
hours were those which he passed in communion with God in 
prayer. He frequently took notes of the sermons which he 
heard, and made them the subjects of his meditations; a 
copy of Luther's Small Catechism, which he transcribed with
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his own hand, is still preserved in Gotha. The concurrent 
voice of history concedes that while he occupied a lofty po- 
Sition as an earthly ruler, lis humility, zeal, fervor and love, 
constituted an example of godliness, which was as cheering 
to the humble believer, as it was glorious to that divine grace 
from which it derived all its beauty and its power. A very 
influential position was assigned to him by the Lord at an 
eventful period in the history of the Church; in all the rela- 
tions of life he proved himself te be a faithful steward—and 
xf we may judge from his consistent life, his personal acts, 
jus language and the whole spirit which he breathed, we can- 
not doubt that he was permitted to believe with confidence 
that the Lord would address to him the words: ‘‘Well done, 
thou good and faithful servant—enter thou into the joy of 
thy Lerd” (Matt. 25: 21). 

He was succeeded by his son, Joun FREDERIC, THE Mac- 
NANIMOUS, the third of the Electors, to whom the title of 
our article refers. ‘To him also, the Lord was pleased to as- 
sign very difficult duties, but, at the same time, to grant suf- 
ficient strength and faith to fulfil them. In the darkest 
hours of his life, when misfortunes seemed to overwhelm him, 
his Christian virtues shone with increased lustre. We may 
possibly furnish a sketch of his life in a future article. 

ARTICLE II. 

TESTIMONY OF JESUS AS TO HIS MEDIATORIAL CHARAC. 
TER, 

PERHAPS the first question presenting itself to the human 
mind, in connection with the fact of a future life, is that 
which has regard to the moral standing of the being, who 
thus lives on, after physical death, in the sight of God. It 
is certainly the first tn importance; is usually, if not always 
the first, in the order of time, which presents itself for solu- 
tion. ‘his remark is, of course, only applicable to those who 
really believe that they shall live hereafter ; or who feel that 
there is a high probability to this effect; who have been com- 
pelled, or induced to look distinctly at this fact, and-the evi- 
dence by which it commands attention. There are always 
two disturbing forces interfering with such contemplation ;
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leading the mind instinctively to shun and turn away from it, 
to put it away by a violent effort, when the subject presses 
itself, as it sometimes does, upon human consideration. One 
of these obstacles is the ghastly fact which hes between 
earthly and endless existence. 

Physical dissolution, per se, is an appalling fact, to man as 
to all other organized beings. By a strange fascination which 
they cannot entirely resist, but under which they groan and 
agonize—as seems, for instance, to have been the case with 
the great moralist of the last century—men are sometimes 
drawn to this thought, and dwell upon it with morbid appre- 
hension. But not “willingly. And they gladly find relief in 
other things, by which it is put aside and forgotten. What- 
ever may be said of occasional exceptions, apparent or real, 
the stupid ox, going stupidly to the slaughter, or the harden- 
ed and reckless criminal, dying in empty bravado, the gener- 
al experience of our race corresponds with that striking 
statement of the Apostle. They are all their life time sub- 
ject to bondage. By this very subjection to the fear of death 
they are paralyzed in their capacity of looking beyond death 
to the life of which it is the precursor. This, of itself, pre- 
vents many from thinking of the sudject of immortality, from 
examining the evidence in its favor; interferes with those 
clear and decided convictions of which such examination is 
productive. The repugnance of Louis XIV to the palace of 
St. Germain, because from that point he could see the towers 
of St. Dennis, where his own remains would be deposited af- 
ter death, is but one out of the many exhibitions of this nat- 
ural instict. An instinct implanted for the wisest purposes ; 
but thus allowed, improperly, to neutralize alike the convic- 
tions of conscience and the deductions of reason. 

But this is not the only disturbing force in reference to 
such contemplations. ‘There is another connected with this, 
acted upon by this, and reacting upon it, in turn, the power 
of each, by the process, being heightened and intensified. 
There is an undefined dr ead, not only of the fact of physical 
dissolution, but of what that fact may bring with it; a dread 
of immortality itself, as something which may reveal to the 
soul infiniterdisaster ; to that soul there is ‘“‘a fearful looking 
for of judgment.” ‘We may see the effect in the cause, or 
we may recognize the cause in the effect. We may say that 
the sting of death is sin, or the fact that there is a sting in 
death, proves that there is sin, or we may just take the fact 
as it is, without any explanation whatever. But that itis a
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fact, no honest observer will think of calling in question. The 
mind of man is not naturally comfortable, in the presence 
either of death or of what possibly lies beyond death ; does 
not enjoy their contemplation, finds relief in forgetfulness of 
them, in the absorbing pursuits and thoughts of other objects. 
To use the thought of the great delineator of humanity, it is 
not only the sleep of death, but “‘the dreams which in that 
sleep may come,” that disturb man’s conscience and imagina- 
tion. 

But supposing these influences resisted, these obstacles put 
aside, and the man fairly confronted with this fact of his own 
endless being. live he must and will, through eternity, 
whatever may be his desires or wishes to the contrary. His 
existence is felt to be something that cannot be shaken off. 
God will not, devils, and angels, and men cannot take itaway 
from him. He has forced his unwilling ‘mind and heart up to 
this issue; 1s consciously standing before it. The question 
of questions, under these circumstances to him, 1s that which 
has been suggested, that which has reference to his personal 
standing in the sight of God. “I am going,” is the proper 
reasoning of one under these circumstances, “I am going in- 
to eternity ; it may be into the immediate presence and under 
the immediate hand of the Almighty. How do I now stand, 
and how shall I forever stand before that eternal God, with 
whose endless existence, for the future, my own runs parallel? 
Am I now enjoying his favor, or suffer ing under his displeas- 
ure? Have I a satisfactory or ound for anticipating this fa- 
vor for ever? Or are there serious causes for apprehension, 
for apprehension of his righteous displeasure and the endless 
consequences of which it must be productive. 

To all such enquiries the rephes of Scripture are distinct, 
emphatic and unequivocal. Those replies are substantially 
contained in two weighty propositions. First, if man be an 
offender against divine law, he has éverything to fear from 
this fact of endless existence. Secondly, that he is such an 
ofiender in nature and in act, and therefore his most fearful 
apprehensions of futurity are well founded. God, in his es- 
sential nature, “is a holy God.” In his judicial character, 
‘che will not look upon iniquity but with abhorrence.’ “The 
imagination of man’s heart, antagonistic to the divine will 
and “character, is evil from his youth.’ ‘The heart of the 
sons of men is full of evil, and madness isin their heart, 
while they live, and after that, as the penalty of this evil and 
madness, they vo to the dead.”
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Nor do those who are disposed to keep out of Scripture, 
find more encouraging indications of reply to these questions 
elsewhere. If there be a God—if there be in thg universe 
a personal Creator, Preserver and Benefactor, infinite in all 
moral, as well as physical and intellectual perfection, then 
sin, voluntary opposition to, deviation from, or neglect of this 
will, is and must be infinitely atrocious and disastrous. All 
the outward indications of his providence, in the moral, social 
and physical world, sustain and enforce such inference. ‘The 
violated law, in any of these provinces of his wide and di- 
versely arranged dominions, brings its own penalty. Reason, 
conscience and physical nature unite in proclaiming that if 
there be sin, ruin to its author is wrapped up init. ‘“‘Where 
the carrion” of sin is, ‘‘there thé vultures’ of divine justice 
“are gathered together.” 

Not less distinct are the natural evidences of this other 
fact: that man is actually in this condition of offence and 
moral ruin. Whatever standard may be selected, that of 
Christ, of Moses, or of nature, if it be consistently and un- 
shrinkingly applied, it will bring out this appalling result. 
Given the premises of a supreme and perfect moral Governor, 
and man his accountable subject and creature, there is not a 
single requisition of duty to be found in the morality of the 
Old and New ‘T'estament, which does not flow out of these 
premises, by logical necessity. Reason and conscience un- 
aided, may indeed never draw these inferences. But that 
does not at all interfere with the fact, that they may be drawn, 
that reason and conscience ought to do this, and that they 
would do 1t if unprevented. And what is most to our pres- 
ent purpose, although reason and conscience unaided, may 
never form these premises, which they themselves admit, de- 
duce the grand conclusion of supreme love to God, and love 
to men as brethren, as the proper spring of human action, 
yet when this conclusion is distinctly presented from without, 
as in the language of Christ, its propriety is at once admit- 
ted. But taking this, or any other standard which claims 
our respect, it will be found that in almost every particular, 
man is deficient, has violated in positive act, or failed, by ne- 
glect, to obey and honor his Creator. We are not here offer- 
ing explanations. We are only stating a fact. The whole 
world of accountable beings is guilty before God. The whole 
world, in every age of its existence, has confessed the fact ; 
has endeavored to atone for these sins, and to get rid of them. 

Vou. X, No. 40. 64
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Man, asa creature of God, tried consistently by any law 
that claims his respect, 1s defective in doing what are his du- 
ties, does what is positively wrong. And just in proportion 
to the religious and moral elevation of man, is the depth and 
clearness of this conviction. 

And over against this conviction of sin, to be seen in the 
confessions of men in past time, is there this other fact, of 
our endeavor to make atonement for it. .And,in making this 
atonement, there has been always a disposition manifested to 
find a mediator ; some one to stand between the divine judge 
and the human criminal; to make satisfaction himself, or to 
render the criminal’s atonement and repentance acceptable. 
So universal is this disposition, that it may be regarded as an 
instinctive movement of man’s moral and religious nature. 
Like all instincts, this may be, and has been prevented. But 
in spite of such perversion, it is manifestly based upon some 
fundamental fact in human nature : upon some truth in the 
moral universe, to which this fact has correlation. Man asks 
naturally for a priest. If, like Micah, he can succeed in get- 
ting one of the Levitical order, he will avail himself of the 
opportunity. If this is out of his power, as did Micah at 
first, he will consecrate some one else. If necessary, as did 
the Danites, he will take. one by fraud and violence. And if 
no human mediator at all, or by any of these means can be 
obtained, he will act priest himself, offer his own sacrifice, 
and regard that sacrifice as the mediating influence between 
his soul and God. ‘The whole world of accountable beings is 
consciously and confessedly guilty before God. In the man- 
ifestation of this consciousness, in the utterance of this con- 
fession, it cries out for a helper. It asks, in tones of agony, 
for a daysman; one who can intercede with God, one who 
can say to man: “I have found a ransom.” 

We are thus brought to our point of enquiry. Christ has 
been regarded by the great majority of his followers, in every 
age of Christianity, as occupying this position; as the real 
and only Mediator, of whom all others were types, shadows, 
and symbolic pr ophecies. Such, doubtless, was the opinion 
of those who professed to receive their doctrine immediately 
from him; and who are sustained in this statement, by his 
own declarations. Such manifestly was the opinion of the 
early church, for centuries. Does this opinion find its sanc- 
tion in his own recorded teachings ? Does he proclaim him- 
self as occupying this position? And if so, what are the 
‘Specialities of his instruction, with reference to the whole
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subject? He is the Lord of life; brings to light, in his Gos- 
pel, life and immortality. What is the assurance to sinners, 
that endless life is not an endless curse? What are the fea- 
tures of his work and character, which give to his people as- 
surance that going into eternity, they are going safely ; free 
from the condemning sentence, from the enslaving thraldom 
of sin. | 

_ <A practical reply to these enquiries is suggested in one of 
the titles assumed by Christ, and frequently applied to him 
by the inspired Apostles: the Lord of life, the Giver of life, 
spiritual and eternal. He promises a future physical life to 
his people. And the fact that he confers upon them a pres- 
ent spiritual life, is adduced as the strongest proof that this 
promise of life beyond the grave, will receive fulfilment. 
There is a present moral resurrection; a future physical re- 
surrection. These two forms of resurrection are so connec- 
ted and blended in his own and the instructions of his Apos- 
tles, that 1t 18 sometimes difficult to know which constitutes 
the main thought of the speaker: the word life, indeed, be- 
ing employed to designate that complex idea which includes 
not only endless existence, but perfect existence, in duration 
of course, as in all other respects, of blessedness. Christ is 
the giver of spiritual life, to one spiritually dead. But this 
kind of life, to one thus dead, involves pardon to the *crimi- 
nal, dead in the eye of the law, legal permission to this crim- 
inal, through this pardon to live. Nor can anything short of 
this meet the real exigencies of the case. If, for instance, it 
be supposed that Christ, by hismoral teachings and example, 
work upon the heart and affections, so as to change and puri- 
fy them in a natural way, or by some supernatural influence, 
infuse within the sinner the principle of anew life, and even- 
tually bring this life to perfection, still, under such supposi- 
tion, he has not provided for the first and greatest want of 
that sinner. That soul, as guilty under legal sentence, first’ 
needs pardon. Christ, to give him life, must procure and 
give him this pardon; legal right to live a single moment in 
the dominions of the Great-King. He must do this uncon- 
ditionally, in his own sovereign right, leaving his law and 
word without vindication, or he must do it insuch manner as 
vindicates the law, and deters the sinner and all others from 
future violation. ° Until an assurance of pardon, in one or 
the other of these modes be obtained, that offender can never 
feel safe. He may be dragged at any moment, and whatever 
may be his present character or principles, to immediate ex-
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ecution. We may say, therefore, in gencral terms, that 
Christ’s announcement of himself, as the Lord of life, to sin- 
ners dead under the law, would scem to imply that, in some 
manner, he will stand between these condemned criminals and 
the law of a perfectly.just God, under which they are thus 
condemned. Prior to examination, this seems to be the mode 
in which life to these dead souls is possible. | 

And this presumption, or natural anticipation, falls in with 
the most remarkable fact in Christ’s earthly existence: the 
simple fact of his death. This incident of death, under any 
Jorm, whether through the agonies of crucifixion, or in the 
gradual waste of disease and old age, in the experience of an 
intelligent being, is an inexplicable mystery. It is not the 
wages of nature, nor will nature ever heartily assent to such 
an assertion. It is felt to be an outrage upon God’s estab- 
lished order of things; the effect of a previous outrage, still 
more fearful and disorganizing. Regarded as the wages of 
sin, it is still mysterious. But the most perplexing part of 
the mystery, under this view of it, is removed. ‘The moral 
propriety of this connection between sin, the most awful fact 
to human reason and conscience, and death, the most awful 
fact to human apprehension, it is easy to recognize. But when 
one of these facts is seen without the other, when we see sin 
not followed by death, or death not preceded by sin, the mys- 
tery comes back upon us in all its inexplicability. Such is 
the case in this instance. Christ, in dying in any form, suf- 
fered in his own person the penalty of sin, although he him- 
self was perfectly sinless. He owed the law no debt. No 
wages were due to him as a laborer in the service of sin. And 
yet, in dying, he paid a debt to the law; received from sin 
these wages. Death itself constituted this unaccountable 
transaction : unaccountable as viewed simply with reference 
to his individual standing before God, and deserts under the 
divine law. But perfectly consistent with all the natural and 
revealed principles of the divine government, if this be re- 
garded as the voluntary act of a,sinless mediator: paying, in 
his own death, a debt to the law, which sinners owed, receiv- 
ing, in this death, the awful wages for which sinners had la- 
bored. “Ought not Christ to have suffered these things,”’ 
voluntarily placing himself in this position of mediator be- 
tween God and man? Ought he, a sinless man, have suffered 
such things, as standing upon his own standing, and treated 
according to his own deserts, under a law which he only lived 
to honor and illustrate ?
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And as coincident with this line of thought, and confirma- 
tory of the conclusion to which it points forward, is the care- 
fulness of the Lord Jesus to exclude from the minds of his 
disciples, the supposition that his death was an isolated trans- 
action; that it was the result of mere accidental violence, or 
unanticipated casualty. He tells of it beforehand. ‘The 
son of man shall be delivered unto the chief priests and the 
Scribes, and they shall condemn him and put him to death.”’ 
‘‘The son of man must suffer many things, ‘and be rejected of 
the elders and chief priests and the Scribes, and be slain.” 
He tells additionally of the mode of his death; that it would 
be by crucifixion, a Roman form of punishment, and through 
a condemnation obtained from the Roman authority. ‘He 
shall be delivered to the Gentiles, and shall be mocked and 
spitefully entreated and spit upon, and they shall scourge 
him and put him to death.” ‘‘As Moses lifted up the serpent 
in the wilderness, even so must the son of man be lifted up.’ 
“If I be lifted up, I will draw all men unto me.” He speaks 
of this event as taking place only through his voluntary ac- 
quiescence. ‘I lay down my life of myself.” No one ovédecs 
taketh it from me. Ihave power to lay it down, and I have 
power to take it again. ‘Thou wouldst have no powcragainst 
me unless it were given thee from above.” ‘Thinkest thou 
that I cannot now pray to my Father, and he shall presently 
give me more than twelve legions of angels.” This great 
transaction, moreover, to which he voluntarily submits, and 
becomes a party ; which he describes beforehand in these, its 
varied details, is still further declared to be the central fact 
of a great scheme of divine operation; one which had been 
foretold by Old Testament prophecy ; one so Wr ought in with 
certain predetermined divine counsels and consequences, that 
it would take place in a certain time ; that he would not, and 
his enemies could not move in this matter, until the hour for 
it had arrived. ‘‘J*or this purpose came Linto this world.” 
‘‘Behold we go up to Jerusalem, and all things that are writ- 
ten by the prophets concerning the son of man, shall be ac- 
complished.” ‘Thus it is written, and thus it behooved Christ 
to suffer.”’ ‘This that is written, he Was numbered amon 
the transgressors, must be fulfilled in me.’’ ‘But all this has 
been done that the Scriptures might be fulfilled.”” “My hour 
is not yet come,”’ is the statement more than once, during the 
early periods of his ministry. “Now is the hour and the 
power of darkness,”’ is his utterance, as his enemics surround 
him in Gethscmane. None of the passages quoted thus far,
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assert in express terms that Christ died as a sacrifice for the 
sins of men. We have not brought them forward for that 
purpose. But rather to show the position which this fact of 
his death is made by him to assume. ‘That position is one of 
infinite significance. And prior to any special examination 
of his words, as to its moral efficacy, we shall anticipate that 
the highest interests of man were in some manner therewith 
connected. ‘If i be lifted up, I will draw all men. unto me.”’ 
The son of man must be lifted up, that whosoever believeth 
on him “‘thus lifted up,”’ shall have everlasting life.” . State- 
ments of this kind are well caiculated to prepare the mind 
for some wonderful revelation, in regard to the efficacy and 
significance of the fact te which they have allusion; annihi- 
late all these puerilities which would explain this fact,-by the 
accidental violence of an excited mob, on the one side, or 
the mere exhibition of patient suffering and forgiveness on 
the other. When Christ with loud voice proclaimed: ‘‘it is 
finished,” he meant something more than that this was the 
end of his physical sufferings. It was his great work, of 
which he was speaking, of which his death was the crowning 
act and conclusion.. 

Thus the matter stands,.prior to the examination of any 
distinct utterance of Christ, as to the: moral significance of 
this great transaction. He, the Lord of life, sinless, and 
therefore under no obligation to die the death of a transgres- 
sor, voluntarily submits to such a death. This act he describes 
as the crowning and completing one, of a great scheme of 
divine mercy, for the benefit of man: as one foretold in Old 
Testament prophecy, and by which men, in all coming time; 
will be drawn to his service. Does he, besides this, let us 
inquire, give express information as to why it is, that his 
death is a matter of so much interest? It is conceivable 
that there might have been existing circumstances, which 
would have made it improper and inexpedient for him to have 
gone any further in his personal references to this coming 
event, and to have left the full explanation to his duly au- 
thenticated witnesses. There certainly were circumstances 
which forbade any detailed and circumstantial information to 
the multitude, and which made it expedient not to dwell up- 
on it at “length, and frequently, even to the chosen circle of 
the Apostles. Christ’s prophecies of his own death, like all 
other prophecies, must receive their fulfilment through human 
agrency. This human agency must work freely in its own 
sphere; however unbecomingly or unintentionally it may be
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accomplishing results provided for in the counsels of divine 
wisdom. ‘The prophecy, therefore, whether spoken or writ- 
ten, cannot, and must not be history foredelineated. ven 
if such detail could have been given, there was a State of 
mind and heart, which would have interfered with its recep- 
tion. “I have many things to say unto you,’ was his lan- 
guage, only the evening before this event of his death, but 
ye cannot hear them now—even now, although the event is 
just at-hand. ‘Their minds were preoccupied with ‘an alto- 
gether different theory of the Messiah and deliverer of Israel. 
It would have been useless to persons in this state of mind, 
when the fact itself was one they could not receive: a fact 
which they would not, for a long time, believe; which they 
struggled against a8 .long as possible; and which, after all, 
and in spite of his declarations, took them by surprise. The 
manner in which the multitude received the intimation of 
such an event, as described 1n the sixth chapter of John, and 
the mode in which it was met by Peter, after his noble con- 
fession, will show some of the difficulties connected with any 
instruction upon this point, until after the event actually took 
place. From the nature of the case, we could only expect 
it in the form of incidental allusions: allusions obscure to 
those who heard them, but fully explained in the light of the 
fact to which they had reference. 

An examination, however, of some of these allusions, will 
show more clearly the nature of his instructions upon this 
point. One of the most striking is that to which allusion has 
just been made; the statements of the sixth chapter of St. 
John. ‘The reader is, of course, aware that the area, so to 
speak, of this chapter, has, since the Reformation, been the 
great battle-ground of the Sacramental controversy. Into 
that controversy, however, it 1s not at all necessary just here 
to enter, or even, in regard to it, to express an opinion. For 
the purposes of our argument, the interpretation of the Ro- 
manist and the Protestant, alike bring us to the same conclu- 
sion. Whether with the Protestant, we say that Christ is 
speaking of his flesh once given, and his blood once shed for 
the life of the world, or whether we say with the Romanist, 
that he is speaking of this same sacrifice, constantly repeated 
in the Sacrament, until the end of time, the fact itself of 
such sacrifice is necessarily implied. “I am the living bread,” 
says he, “which came down from heaven ; if any man eat of 
this bread, he shall live forever; and the bread that I will 
give, is my flesh, which I will give for snip the life of the
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world.’ Similar in meaning is that statement, in the tenth 
chapter of the same Gospel. ‘lam the good shepherd: the 
good shepherd giveth his life for the sheep.”’ And then fur- 
ther on, as if to show that he was not merely speaking of 
what any good shepherd would do, under certain circumstan- 
ces, but of what would actually take place in his own per- 
sonal experience, he adds: ‘‘as the Father knoweth me, even 
so know I the Father; and I lay down my life for the sheep. 
And other sheep I have, which are not of this fold; them 
also I must bring, and they shall hear my voice; and the 
shall be one fold and one shepherd. Therefore doth my Fa- 
ther love me, because I lay down my life, and because I take 
it again. No one taketh it from me, but I lay it down of 
myself. Ihave power to lay it down, and I have power to 
take it again.” ‘“‘Now,”’ says he, soon after these last state- 
ments, and manifestly referring, and understood by those 
around, to be referring to his death, ‘now is the judgment,” 
the condemning judgment ‘‘of this world, now shall the prince 
of this world be cast out. And I, if I be lifted up from the 
earth, will draw all men unto me.” ‘This,” adds John, “he 
said signifying what death he should die.” ‘The people an- 
swered,”’ showing that he was understood by them to refer to 
this event of his death, “‘the people answered him, we have 
heard out of the law that Christ abideth forever,’ will not 
die at all, ‘“‘and how sayest thou, the son of man must be 
lifted up? Whois this son of man?’ If you, the son of 
man, are going to die, and draw all men unto you, how can 
you be the Messiah of whom it is prophesied that he will not 
die, but ‘‘abide forever.”’ ‘The resurrection, of course, solved 
this difficulty. But whether thus solved or not, the connec- 
tion of dependence between the life of the world and his 
death, is clearly brought to our view in these declarations. 
He gives his flesh, that is, he dies for the life of the world ; 
that a world of condemned creatures, already dead in the 
eye of the law, may again hve, not only physically but mor- 
ally. - 

But there are additional: statements, in which this fact of 
Christ’s death, as an atoning sacrifice for sin, is still more 
clearly presented. There are, first of all, the general decla- 
rations to the effect that his work is a saving one; that it was 
not merely to reveal a purer standard of duty than already 
existed, but to save those who, tried either by the old or the 
new standard, were already condemned. ‘The son of man 
is come to seck and to save that which 1s lost.” ‘Lhe son
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of man did not come to destroy men’s lives, but to save them.”’ 
“(Jod sent not his Son into the world to condemn the world, 
but that the world,” already lost, “through him might be 
saved.” ‘God so loved the world, that he gave his only be- 
gotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should not per- 
ish, but have everlasting life.’’ All these passages proclaim 
the fact of man’s ruin and Christ’s salvation; that to save 
man, already lost and ruined, not merely or mainly to teach 
or set him an example, was Christ’s great undertaking. And 
not only in those already quoted, but in others, we are told 
how this salvation was accomplished. Theson of man would 
not only save the world, but he would save it in his death,: 
by being lifted up, the serpentin the wilderness being typical, 
not only of his work, but of the very mode in which it would 
take place. As Moses lifted up the serpent in the wilderness, 
even so must the son of man be lifted up, that whosoever be- 
lieveth in him should not perish, but have everlasting life. 
“This, says he, on the night before he died, “this is m 
body which is given for you.” ‘“Ihisis my blood of the new 
covenant, which is shed for many for the remission of sins.”’ 
“Ought not Christ to have suffered these things.’ “It be- 
hooved Christ to suffer.’ ‘The son of man came not to be 
ministered unto, but to minister and to give his life a ransom 
for many. ‘The hour is come,” is his language in connec- 
tion with a passage already referred to, ‘the hour is come in 
which the son of man must be glorified. Verily, verily, I 
say unto you, except a grain of wheat fall into the ground 
and die, it abideth alone; but if it die, it bringeth forth much 
fruit.” ‘Father save me from this hour: but for this cause 
came I unto this hour.’’ “I have a baptism to be baptized 
with, and how am TI straitened until it be accomplished.”’ 
These passages, all having reference to his death, of suffering, 
not only present it as the central fact of his work, for man’s 
benefit, but as thus so, in view of its expiatory character. It 
is his ‘blood of the new covenant, shed for many for the re- 
mission of sins, his life, given asa ransom for many; his 
body given for his people’s redemption ; his fiesh, exposed to 
agony and death, for the life of the world. Let the reader 
thoughtfully re-peruse these words of Jesus, bearing in mind 

-not only their manifest meaning, as it lies upon the surface, 
but what must have been their signification to his Jewish 
hearers, whose minds were familiarized with the idea of gsac- 
rifice tor sin, and he will have no difficulty in understanding 
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where the Apostles got their doctrine of Christ crucified ; 
why it was that one of them determined to know no other ; 
found in it his only ground of boasting or reliance. ‘God 
hath made him who knew no sin to be sin for us.”’ “God hath 
set forth Christ to be a propitiation for our sins,” will be re- 
cognized as assertions finding their authority, as well in 
Christ’s own words, as in those acts and sufferings of Christ 
by which these words were illustrated. | 

But while it is thus satisfactory to look for, and to find, in 
the very words of the Master, a revelation of his atoning 
sacrifice for sin, it is scarcely less so, to trace this revelation, 
as in other forms it comes before us in his instruction. From 
the nature of the case, as we have already seen, full mstruc- 
tion as to the meaning and efficacy of Christ’s death, could 
only be given after it had actually taken place. The fact 
itself, the disciples would not receive ; struggled against it as 
long as possible; and the multitude, by any allusion to it, 
were immediately offended. Any utterance in regard to it, 
must come out incidentally, as suggested by passing occur- 
rences, and be left for its full explanation to the event when 
it actually occurred. Such we find to have been the course 
‘really pursued. The passages, for instance, already adduced, 
do not form part of connected discourses addressed to the 
multitude, as was the sermon on the mount, or many of the 
parables. They are rather put forth incidentally. Most of 
them were utterances to the inner circle of the disciples, the 

people not being present. And those of them that were ut- 
tered before the people, were suggested by some passing 0c- 
currence. In this way the properly disposed were gradually 
prepared for this wonderful transaction, which was to revolu- 
tionize everything ; were gradually prepared, not only for 
this wonderfully unanticipated and offensive fact, but for its 
understanding ; to recognize in it, although full of folly to 

the Greek, and offence to the Jew, the highest manifestation 
of divine goodness and wisdom. . 

And yet there were other modes in which sych preparation 
was made; other modes in which Jesus actually made prepa- 
ration. It will not be aside from the purposes of our argu- 
ment, to develop this plan of preparation. Placing ourselves 
as far as possible in the position of the contemporaries of 
Jesus, or of men in any age, to whom this doctrine of our 

atoning Savior was about to be revealed, what, let us inquire, 

would seem to be the most natural mode of preparation ‘ 
Would it not be just that which is pursued by the wise and
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skilful minister of Christ, in every age of the world, and to 

all classes of men; convincing them oft heir need of such an 

atoning Savior for their sins, and the offering of their divine 

evidence, after this conviction has been produced, that such 
a Savior has been actually provided? We do not presume to 
say that divine wisdom could not adopt any other plan. But 
certainly this seems to be adapted to the exigencies of the 
case Jn question. 

And this was actually the course adopted by the Lord Je- 
sus. The whole drift and substance of his instruction, was 
to magnify the law of God and make it honorable; to show 
its sacredness and infinite purity; to show that through this 
law there was no hope to the sinner. The age, and the men 
of that particular community, needed a moral quickening, 
which would enable them to see their need of an atoning Sa- 
vior, and from this sense of need, too look for and to find 
him, as revealed in the events of his life, and in the previ- 
ously misunderstood messages of Old Testament prophecy. 
It was, therefore, the work of the Master, and of his great 
forerunner, the Baptist, to break up the fallow ground of na- 
tional-pride and self-conceit; to show that the lineal children 
of Abranam, if not like Abraham in character, were children 
of wrath. And this they did by exhibiting the law in the 
full extent of its demand upon human affection and action, 
The moral teaching of the three years ministry of Jesus is, 
as it were, a concentration and spiritualization of the whole 
force and substance of Old Testament morality. Through 
that law, thus vitalized and expounded, is the knowledge of 
sin; that thorough conviction of personal deficiency, of guilt, 
of depravity and helplessness, which finds its natural utter- 
ance in the cry for a deliverer; that cry which Paul puts in 
the mouth of all who are in this condition: “O wretched 
man, who shall deliver me from the body of this death!”’ 

It is, therefore, not only relevant to the object of this ar- 
gument, but a matter of deep interest, to notice the modes 
in which this work of preparation went on, in the instructions 
of the Master. One mode of getting rid of Christ’s media- 
torial character, as a personal Savior, making atonement and 
interceding with God for sinners, has been that of insisting 
upon his character as a moral teacher; of making even his 
sufferings a part of his teachings, in the way of example. 
Now there can be no question as to the fact that Christ is 
the Great Teacher—the Great Teacher, by example as well 
as by precept—and that his people are told to imitate him,
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even in the example of his meek endurance of suffering for 
the welfare of others. But granting all that may be urged 
in this respect, insisting upon it much more strenuously than 
those do, who are so fond of bringing it forward, do these 
persons see where, if consistently followed, their own doctrine 
will lead them? You say that Christ is amoral teacher. So 
do we. And we affirm that every word of his teaching, and 
every act of his life, in the way of example, is a revelation 
of the absolute necessity to man, as a sinner, of an atoning 
Savior. If by the law, was the knowledge of sin, how must 
this knowledge have been purified and enlarged in the light 
of that law, as illustrated and perfectly exemplified by Christ 
Jesus. If the sinner has no hope, under the imperfect stan- 
dards of nature, and of Moses, what can be this hope, tried 
upon his own merits, by the higher standard of Christ’s pre- 
cepts andexample? It isa noticeable fact, in regard to some 
of the more distasteful doctrines of the New Testament, that 
the modes of getting rid of these doctrines, frequently bring 
them back in a more positive form, if possible, than usually 
stated. By way, for instance, of getting rid of the doctrine 
of endless punishment, and of the fact that the punishment 
of the wicked and the life of the righteous are described by 
the same adjective of duration, it has been urged that this 
adjective is not confined, in its significance, to the idea of du- 
ration, that it means perfect life in the case of the righteous, 
perfect death in the case of the wicked; which, of course, 
involves the very fact to be gotten rid of, endless duration, 
as one of the necessary attributes of this perfect moral life 
or death; the argument really being an attempt to show from 
the assertion of a whole, that one of its parts has no exist- 
ence. So, again, in regard to the distasteful doctrine of hu- 
man depravity, we are sometimes told that it 1s only the 
gloomy dream of haters of their kind, that men sin not as 
depraved beings, having a strong natural tendency so to do, 
but through force of evil example, or through deficiency of 
proper instruction; which, of course, if it were true, would 
only make the acts of sin more atrocious. and inexcusable. 
So, again, in this particular instance, Christ is a perfect mor- 
al teacher; of course, therefore more perfectly to exhibit to 
sinful man ‘his deficiency, and guilt, and helplessness. And 
yet, strange as it may seem, and as showing the inconsisten- 
cy of the human mind, we find these very persons, who see 
in Christ only a moral teacher, and who ought, in the light 
of his teaching and cxample, -tosee sin in all its enormity; we
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find these very persons extenuating this awful fact of sin, and 
almost, at times, denying its very existence. ‘he very word 
by which offences against God are described in the Bible, sz, 
is banished from this vocabulary. And Christ, the great re- 
vealer of sin by contrast with himself and his precepts, 1s 
presented under such’ an aspect as to make out sin to be a 
trifle. Regarding Christ, therefore, as a revealer of the law, 
that by this revelation men might be led to him, as a Savior 
from the curse and condemning sentence of the law, in other 
words, looking upon his moral teaching as pr eparatory to the 
work of his atonement, let us trace the steps by which this 
preparation was made. It will be seen that, so far from wea- 
kening, his moral precepts confirm every utterance, as to the 
atoning efficiency of his work and sufferings. 

One of the first steps in this process, and one of no hittle 
interest, not only to his cotemporaries, but in its bearing up- 
on questions that have since arisen, is his distinct and em- 
phatic authentication of the Old Testament Scriptures, as 
inspired and of divine authority. “The Scriptures cannot 
be broken.” ‘What saith the law? - How readest thou?” 
These are the questions by which he sends his hearers, wheth- 
er friends- or enemies, to the Old Testament Scriptures. 
‘Thou knowest the commandments,’ of Moses’ law, of course. 
‘Think not that [ am come to destroy the law and the pro- 
phets; I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil.”” “The Scrip- 
tures testify of me.” “If ye believed Moses, ye would be- 
lieve in me, for he wrote of me.” “It is written that the 
son of man must suffer.’ ‘The son goeth as it is wretten of 
him.” ‘The Scriptures must be fulfilled.” ‘All things 
that are written by the prophets shall be accomplished. ” 
“Thus it is wretten, and thus it behooved Christ to suffer.”’ 
“Q fools, and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets 
have spoken.” ‘This that is written, he was numbered 
among the transgressors, must be accomplished in me.” 

And as the Lord Jesus thus authenticated the Old Testa- 
ment, as a whole, so is this authentication specially emphatic 
in reference to its moral system. His first public utterance 
contains an assertion to this effect. ‘Thus it becometh us to 
fulfil all righteousness—to meet every requisition, inward and 
outward, alike of the righteous law of God.” We do not 
stop to show how much more this language means—to notice 
the claim it involves of an ability to do—what to mere man 
is impossible. We simply bring it forward as showing the 
position of Christ to the moral law, as its firm upholder.
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“Which of you convicteth me of sin,” was his challenge, 
once thrown out to his infuriated opponents. Which one of 
you is able to lay his finger upon the precept in my doctrine, 
the word of my mouth, er the act of my life, which willafford 
ground of such conviction? Of course, that law of Moses, 
to which they appealed, gnd the purity of which he upheld, 
was the common standard, to which this challenge had regard. 
‘‘Think not that Iam come to destroy the law or the pro- 
phets: I am not come to destroy, but to fulfil,” to fill out, to 
complete, to perfect. ‘I am come to expound the law as to 
its meaning, to show what it really does mean; to establish 
it more firmly as to its authority; to fulfil, or comply with it 
in all its demands; to fulfil it, by actualizing all its types, 
and by bringing to pass all its prophetic declarations.” ‘“‘Who- 
soever, therefore, shall break one of these least command- 
ments, and shall teach men so, he shall be called the least in 
the kingdom of heaven; but whosoever shall do and teach 
them, the same shall be called great in the kingdom of hea- 
ven. And then follows his own exposition of that law, 
showing that it gees to the very foundation of human action: 
that it covers human life in all its movements, and in every 
moment; and that in every such moment, and in all these 
movements, the sanctifying principle of love must and can 
alone render the obedient effort, an act acceptable. Christ, 
merely as a moral teacher, leaves human nature in a much 
more hopeless condition than he finds it. Heé widens an area 
of duty, already too wide for human capacity, without at all 
increasing that capacity for compassing it. But Christ, asa 
moral teacher, convincing men of sin, breaking up the court 
of carnal security, letting in the light of heavenly purity 
upon the darkness of carnal! self-delusion, is seen to be pre- 
paring men for their reception of him, as an atoning Savior. 
Ihe law, in his hands, becomes the pedagogue, by which the 
docile pupil is led, in a proper state of the heart, to receive 
from him, not only instruction, but salvation. Under this 
view, everything falls in its proper place, and Christ’s whole 
life is seen to be a preparation for that which he asserts to 
be its crowning act and completion—his death and sufferings 
“as a ransom for many.” Thus by his life, and by his death, 
he magnified the law, and made it honorable. And yet made 
it possible for a transgressor to be saved, under that law, 
without any of its demands being abated, or without offend- 
ers being encouraged to continue in transgression.
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But the Lord Jesus, m the language already referred to, 
does not merely confirm and authenticate Old Testament mo- 
rality, and in so doing, show man’s need of a Savior from 
sin. His language clearly includes the typical and prophetic 
position of the Old Testament, and with similar bearing up- 
on this fact of his atoning sacrifice. We have used the terms 
types and prophecies, in accordance with common usage, as 
if expressive of different ideas. Perhaps it would simplify 
the matter to say prophecies, whether by word or typical re- 
presentation. The types of the Old Testament had a present 
signification. But that present signification was prophetic of 
a future one. As has been said of the sacrament of Baptism, 
they were “symbols of a symbol.” They symbolized out- 
‘ward purification, this symbolizing and purification of an in- 
ward and moral character. And both pomted forward to the 
great purifying sacrifice, by which the soul of man is cleansed 
from pollution. When Jesus, therefore, proclaimed that he 
came to fulfil ~axpaca., to fill out, to complete, to perfect the 
law and the prophets, he meant to express much more than 
the idea of sustaining and enforcing the law, in all its moral 
requisitions. Huis language includes this idea. But it at the 
same time, goes beyond it. The law was not only a system 
of morality, but also an economy, through which temporary 
provision, at least, was made for the relief or the punishment 
of certain classes of offenders, against these its moral pre- 
cepts. The offender, in certain cases, must make atonement 
for his sin, by the life of an animal, in a sacrificial offering. 
In certain other cases, of great atrocity, his own life was the 
forfeit. Besides these individual sacrifices, there were others, 
morning and evening duty for the whole people; and a spe- 
cial and very solemn day set apart every year, for atonement 
to be made by the High Priest, for the sins of the whole con- 
gregation of Israel. ‘To fill out,” or to “perfect the law,” 
to ‘‘keep its least, as well as its great commandments,” “to 
fulfil all righteousness,’’ as Jesus declared was his object, it 
would be necessary that this part of the Old Dispensation 
should not be passed over or neglected. He certainly did not 
complete or perfect it, as he did the moral law, by adding to 
it; by increasing its details, or by giving fuller instruction 
in reference to its rites and ceremonies. And, in a very few 
years, under the sanction of hisown Apostles, and as we find 
out incidentally, in spite of their own feelings and preposses- 
sions, the whole machinery of the Mosaic ceremonial went 
into desuetude. Weare therefore compelled to look for some
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other explanation of this language, to find some other mode 
in which, according to his own promise, he filled out this fea- 
ture of the old economy. And we find one perfectly satis- 
factory, In the fact of his death as an atonement for sin; the 
realization of all the legal types and symbols of atonement 
for sin, the fulfilment of all the Old Testament prophecies, 
having reference to the same great transaction. ‘These,’ 
says Jesus to the Apostles just before his ascension, “these 
are the words that Ispoke unto you while I was yet with you, 
that all things must be fulfilled which are written in the law 
of Moses, and in the prophets, and in the Psalms, concerning 
me. Then opened he their understanding, that they might 
understand the Scriptures. And said unto them, thus it is 
written, and thus it behooved Christ to suffer, and to rise 
again the third day ; and that repentance and remission of 
sins in his name,’’ his work and death, as the reality, having 
superseded the old symbolic mode, in which repentance and 
remission were acceptable,” should be preached among all na- 
tions, beginning at Jerusalem.”’ ‘Behold,’ said the great 
forerunner of Jesus, “the Lamb of God which taketh away 
the sin of the world.” And Jesus tells us afterwards, that 
John’s testimony is true. Clearly in this language of John, 
do we recognize the true sacr ificial lamb, divinely appointed 
to take away the sins of men.’ 
Nor is it any reply to this, tosay, as 1s sometimes said, 

that all these ideas of expiation, of atonement for sin, of sat- 
isfaction for sin, are peculiarly Jewish conceptions ; that, in 
all such conceptions, we see the ‘‘dark shadow of the Hebrew 
God,” a shadow which it was the object of Christ’s moral 
teaching to remove, as well from the human mind as from the 
divine character. Assertions of this kind may have weight 
with those who regard the Old and New Testament as coming 
from different authors, or as having different objects in view. 
But they have none whatever to those who will take Christ’s 
word for it, that they constitute one organic whole, and that 
he and his work constitute their subject matter; in the Old 
Testament as being prepared for, in the New, as actually 
taking place. If holiness and justice constitute the dark 
shadow of the Hebrew God, that shadow becomes darker 
still, in the sermon on. the mount, in the parables, in the con- 
demning life and in the atoning death of his well beloved son. 
It is the peculiar glory-and beauty of Christ’s atoning work, 
that it makes manifest the fact, that this shadow does not rest 
upon God; that it is one which the sinuer himself creates,
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that holiness and justice, so long full of dread and of gloom, 
to the human soul are full of light, and brightness, and beau- 
ty, as much so asare benevolence and wisdom ; that in every 
attribute, “God is light, and in him is no darkness at all.”’ 
There was a time when the. expiatory character of the Old 
Testament sacrifices was denied; when the assertion was-put 
forth that they were only thank-offerings, expressions of de- 
votion or gratitude. This notion could only, however, main- 
tain a brief existence. And the plea of Jewish conceptions, 
which would degrade the Old Testament, and disconnect it 
from the New, is now a favorite mode of putting aside this 
evidence of Christ’s atoning character. But, as we have 
seen, this plea is really of no advantage to the purpose for 
which it is employed. You say that this idea of mediation 
between sinful man. and a holy God, of mediation by means 
of a propitiatory sacrifice, is a Jewish one. No doubt it is. 
And it 1s a heathenish one too; not, however, on that account 
necessarily false. Such universal prevalence of it, may be 
proof of its being founded in primeval truth. But whether 
so or not, it is as asserted, most undeniably Jewish. Judaism 
is full of it; cannot consistently hang together without it. 
Such being the case, Christ has put his seal of approval upon 
it. According to him, the fact that a thing is Jewish, is part 
of the Mosaic institute, so far from being against that thing, 
is in its favor; is evidence of its having been divinely estab- 
lished. While he condemns Rabbinism, the curse then as 
now of the Jewish intellect-—note the distinction, for it is a 
very important one—the sophism of the argument we have 
been looking at, consists in the play upon the two words as 
identical; while he condemns Rabbinism, he everywhere au- 
thenticates and endorses genuine Old Testament Judaism, 
Mosaicism. He asserts that he came to fulfil them, the pro- 
phecies, in type and symbol, as well asin word. Or, as we 
have already urged, that all these were established to famili- 
arize the Jewish and the human mind with certain ideas and 
principles, in the light of which his work was prepared for, 
and by which, after being actually performed, it could be un- 
derstood. In this his atoning work, all these stated prophe- 
cies of Judaism, daily, weekly and yearly repeated, received 
fulfilment. Judaism itself, as a system, constituting, as it 
were, one great organic frame-work of prophecy, silent, yet 
impressive, received like fulfilment. 

Vou. X, No. 40. 66
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And as the symbolic prophecies of Judaism were thus en- 
dorséd by Christ, and thus, under his authority, became evi- 
dence as to the nature of his work, so also, do the prophecies 
in word, under like endorsement, fallin with the same line of 
evidence. Only a few of these need be referred to. Two of 
them are alluded to by Christ himself, as inspired prophecies; 
one of them in the way of general reference, the other as 
having application to his death. With a brief examination 
of these, we close our argument. 

“This,” says Christ, the night before his crucifixion, and 
speaking of his death, ‘“‘this that is written, he was numbered 
among the transgressors, must be fulfilled in me.” Here is 
a prophecy, which Christ tells us has reference to himself, to 
his death. Now what is the substance of that prophecy ? 
What bearing has it upon this enquiry, as to the whether 
that death is an atoning work, for human transgression! We 
need only turn to it, to have every doubt removed from our 
minds. IJtis that wonderful fifty-third chapter of Isaiah, 
which reads so much as if it were penned after the events of 
which it speaks had taken place, more than five hundred 
years after the prophet had been consigned to the grave. 
‘Surely he hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows, 
yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of God, and afflicted; 
he was despised, and we esteemed him not. But he was woun- 
ded for our transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities ; 
the chastisement of our peace was upon him, and with his 
stripes we aré healed. All we like sheep have gone astray; 
we have turned every one to his own way; and the Lord hath 
laid on him the iniquity of us all. He was oppressed and he 
was afflicted, yet he opened not his mouth; he is brought as 
a lamb to the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers 
is dumb, so he opened not his mouth. He was taken from 
prison and from judgment, and who shall declare his genera- 
tion? For he was cut off out of the land of the living; for 
the transgression of my people was he stricken. Yet it 
pleased Jehovah to bruise him; he hath put him to grief; 
when thou shalt make his soul an offering for sin, he shall see 
his seed, he shall prolong his days, and the pleasure of the 
Lord shall prosper inhis land. He shall see of the travail 
of his soul and be satisfied; by his knowledge shall my righ- 
teous servant justify many ; for he shall bear their iniquities. 
Therefore will I divide him a portion with the great, and he 
shall divide the spoil with the strong; because he hath pour- 
ed out his soul unto death; and he was numbered among the
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transgressors ; and he bore the sin of many, and made inter- 
cession for the transgressors.’ There are slight variations 
of phraseology, that might be suggested in the ‘translation of 
these verses, by which some of the facts in connection with 
Christ’s death, are seen to be more exactly delineated. But: 
the great fact of an atonement for sin, comes up in too many 
forms, and is too clearly stated, to be obscured by any trans- 
lation deserving the name. And if the reader’ will bear i in 
mind that Christ himself tells us that this prophecy has re- 
ference to his death, he will see its bearing upon the question 
under discussion: as to whether that death was an atone- 
ment for sin. If still unconvinced, we suggest to him the 
experiment of framing some clearer or stronger mode, or 
form of words in which this fact can be stated. And if, in 
case of failure, he comes to the conclusion that he will not 
receive such a doctrine, however or by whomsoever stated, 
he is, of course, neither upon our premises, nor within range 
of our conclusion. He may, however, ascertain what he had 
never before suspected, the real facts of his own position— 
rejection of all revelation—logical Atheism. 

But to other classes of readers, we say this prophecy does 
not stand alone. There is another, which, like this, comes, 
not only under Christ's general authentication of the Old 
Testament, as a whole, and in its three great divisions, “the 
law of Moses, the Prophets, and the Psalms,’ but through 
his express reference to it, as a portion of ‘these inspired 
Scriptures. We allude to the prophecy of Daniel. Portions 
of this prophecy are obscure, and it has been the favorite 
battle-ground of contending forces. We do not enter upon 
the chronological question. Neither, again, do we take part: 
in the discussion, as to whether the latter of it is fulfilled, or 
still fulfilling. We simply call attention to the fact, that we 
here meet with the person of the Messiah, that he is cut off, 
that he shall be thus cut off, not for himself, and that in con- 
nection with the cutting off or offering of him the great sac- 
rifice, the typical sacrifices and oblations came to an end. 
Let this ninth chapter of Daniel be read in the light of the 
fifty-third of Isaiah, and both of them in the light of the 
Messiah’s life and death, and of his own express declaration 
that they are inspired prophecies, and it will be seen that 
there is one pervading idea with them all. An idea present- 
edin Christ’s own words: “the son of man is come to seek 
and to save that which is lost.” ‘The son of man came not
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to be ministered unto, but to minister, and to give his life 
ransom for many.”’ : 

And with these as our leaders, we see more clearly the 
meaning of many others of these inspired prophecies. We 
can understand those allusions to a suffering Messiah, occur- 
ring in the book of Psalms. We can see what is meant by 
Zechariah, when he speaks of “the prisoners being sent forth 
by the blood of the covenant,” “of the smitten shepherd,”’ 
of ‘“‘the fountain opened for sin and uncleanness,”’ of Israel 
“looking upon him whom they have pierced,” and of “the 
great mourning’ which will follow upon conviction of this 
national transgression. We can look back through all these, 
to the first prophecy of all, and can see what is meant by 
that promise of a deliverer, who, through suffering, should 
bruise and overcome man’s great enemy and tempter. And in 
the fact of a bloody sacrifice, which so soon followed, and 
which was accepted, rather than one of another character, 
we received an intimation that this first promise, if not fully 
understood, was, at least, connected with an institution which 
prepared the way for such an understanding. ‘This fact, 
moreover, that the second man born into the world, offered 
such a sacrifice, and that 1t was accepted, constitutes a par- 
tial explanation of something already alluded to: the preva- 
lence of atoning sacrifices, and the ideas connected with 
them, not only among the Jews, but among the heathen. 
The hope of all nations was thus never entirely out of their 
sight. His death, in the silent prophecy of type and symbol, 
alike among Jews and Gentiles, was constantly foreshadowed. 

We have thus traced the various steps by which the Lord 
Jesus prepared the minds of his followers for this feature of 
his work and character; the mode in which he opened their 
minds to understand the Scriptures, in which the work was 
already revealed ; to understand this work more fully in the 
hight of its actual accomplishment. Beautifully complete is 
the process, as it thus comes before us. Thé record of Old 
Testament prophecy and revelation, alike closes with the an- 
nouncement of the coming of the great angel of the covenant 
of the Lord, whom they were seeking; of the approach of 
his forerunner in spirit and power of Elijah. For four hun- 
dred years that -promise wants fulfilment, and the heavenly 
voice is silent, as to when that fulfilment can be expected. 
This four hundred years’ silence is at last broken. The lonely 
forerunner in the solitudes of Judea, proclaims that the king- 
dom of heaven was at hand; in other words, that the long
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promised, and expected hope of Israel, the Messiah, Son of 
David, was about. to be manifested. Subsequently he pro- 
claims his presence, then points him out, then declares him to 
be the “Lamb of God which taketh away the sin of the 
world:” all along insisting upon repentance on the part of 
his hearers ; this demand implying the necessity of a moral 
preparation, which they, as yet, had not for this Messiah’s 
reception. Jesus himself takes up this burden of John’s 
message; demands reperitance for sin, faith in the Gospel 
which he was revealing. He distinctly endorses John’s teach- 
ing in regard to himself; points him out as revealed in Old 
Testament prophecy. This attestation of John, the preacher 
of repentance, Jesus follows up by his exposition of the law, 
in its spirituality; thus shows, not only the necessity of that 
repentance upon which both he and John had first insisted, 
but of an all-sufficient Mediator, torender this repentance 
acceptable. In connection with this spiritual exposition-of 
the moral law, he brings to view the fact, that he came not 
only to establish it, but fulfil it; to fulfil all righteousness, to 
fill out and_ actualize all of its types and symbols; to bring 
to pass all the Old Testament prophetic declarations. These 
general declarations of fulfilling what was written, are speci- 
ally accumulated in reference to the fact of his death; that 
great event which he describes as the crowning fact of his 
work, ‘“‘as the ransom for many,’ as the lifting up which 
would draw all men unto him. And after this death has 
taken place, and the disciples are able, in the light of the 
resurrection, to see its full significance, then the instruction 
which previously they had not been able to bear, is imparted. 
They are made to see that “Christ ought to suffer,” “that it 
behooved him so to do;” in other words, that there was a 
moral propriety, a moral necessity, that in taking upon him- 
self the office of an atoning Savior for sinners, the penalty 
of sin should be paid in his own person. When that penalty 
was paid, and all the demands of the moral law were met and 
discharged, and all the types and symbols of the ceremonial 
law were actualized, and all the prophecies of a suffering Sa- 
vior were fulfilled, then, and only then, could and did the 
One Mediator between God and man, in his dying, and yet 
triumphant utterance, proclaim, “it is finished.”
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ARTICLE ITT. 

EDUCATIONAL EFFORTS OF THE PENNSYLVANIA SYNOD. 

By Professor F. A. Muhlenberg, of Pennsylvania College. 

In a previous number ef the Review,* we gave a somewhat 
detailed narrative of the earlier efforts of our forefathers, to 
furnish the church with educational institutions. That ac- 
count embraced the period of our history as a church in 
Pennsylvania, antecedent to the termination of our Revolu- 
tionary struggle, during which she had no collegiate institu- 
tion of her own, but only a small share, for a limited time, in 
the instruction and management of the University of Penn- 
sylvania. 

We also promised, in the concluding part of that narrative, 
to trace out in this subsequent portion, the history of a col- 
legiate institution, established especially for the benefit of 
our own church; andin this and other efforts in behalf of 
literary and theological education, to give greater prominence 
to Synodical, rather than individual action. That promise 
we proceed to fulfil, and for the purpose of presenting the 
two parts of the subject in the clearest light, and avoiding 
the injurious and unpleasant consequences, often arising to 
individuals and public bodies, by confounding things, in them- 
selves distinct and separate, we will give, first, an account of 
the efforts of the Synod to secure for the church a collegiate, 
and then a theologicaé institution. 

Now some of these efforts were unsuccessful, while others 
were successful, though terminating, in the providence of 
God, in a way quite contrary to the design of the projectors. 
Of course, it is our Intention to give greater prominence to 
those which were successful, but still, in connection with 
these, it is both necessary, and may be useful, to have brief 
narratives of the others. The successful collegiate effort was 
that with which the Synod began, Franklin College; and it 
is the history of the connection of this body, with the estab- 
lishment and continued progress of this Institution, through 
a period of more than sixty years, which we propose to give 
in the body of the narrative. The further particulars with 
reference to the College, with which the Synod, as a body, 

* Vol. X., p. 269.
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had no connection, but which were the result of the action 
of its own Board of Trustees, as well as the account of 
Frey’s Institute, in behalf of which the Synod was interest- 
ed for nearly thirty years, will be given in foot-notes, as mat- 
ters of interest to the church; whilst in the second part of 
the subject, all the efforts of the Synod to establish theologi- 
cal.institutions, will be presented in the body of the article. 

After the successful completion of our Revolutionary war, 
the German influence became more an object of attention. 
Many of them had, during the course of that struggle, freely 
shed their blood, and spent their substance in defence of our 
liberties, and as officers and private soldiers, endured the 
many privations of the war which terminated in the indepen- 
dence of the United States. Some of them had also been 
elected to fill important offices in the general and State gov- 
ernments, and as there was also a large body of German set- 
tlers in Pennsylvania, it became an object of importance, as 
it was an act of justice, to aid them in their efforts to benefit 
their people, and thus also to secure their friendship. They 
were therefore courted by prominent gentlemen of English 
descent in the State government. ‘These gentlemen uniting 
their influence with that of our clergy and more intelligent 
laity, who were sincerely interested for the intellectual, moral 
and social welfare of their brethren, made application to the 
State Legislature, for a Charter or Act of Incorporation for 
a College, for the special education of the German popula- 
tion, and their descendants, of this State. This application 
was made during the session of 1786—T, under the title of 
an Act to incorporate and endow the German College and 
Charity School in the Borough and County of Lancaster. 

As the design of this Institution is often spoken of, it may 
be well here to quote the preamble with the second section of 
the act, and to give, in a condensed form, the leading fea- 
tures of its Charter. ‘These read as follows: ‘‘Whereas the 
citizens of this State of German birth or extraction, have 
eminently contributed, by their industry, economy and public 
virtues, to raise this State to its present happiness and pros- 
perity, and whereas, a number of citizens of the above de- 
scription, 2m conjunction with others, from a desire to increase 
and perpetuate the blessings derived to them from the pos- 
session of property and a free government, have applied to 
this House for a Charter of Incorporation and a donation of 
lands, for the purpose of establishing and endowing a College 
and Charity School in the Borough of Lancaster: Ang
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whereas, the preservation of the principles of the Christian 
r eligion, and of our republican form of government, in their 
purity, depends, under God, in a great measure, on the es- 
tablishment and support of suitable places of education, for 
the purpose of training up a succession of youth, who, by 
being enabled fully to y understand the grounds of both, may 
be led the more zealously to practice the one, and the more 
strenuously to defend the other, therefore : 

Be it enacted, and it is hereby enacted by the Represen- 
tatives of the freemen of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania 
in General Assembly met, and by the authority of the same, 
that there shall be, and hereby is erected and established in 
the said Borough of Lancaster, in the County of Lancaster, 
in this State, a College and Charity School, for the instruc- 
tion of youth in the German, Lnglish, Latin, Greek and 
other learned languages, on Theology and in the useful Arts, 
Sciences and Lnterature.’ 

It was designed, therefore, for the benefit of citizens of 
this Commonwealth, of German birth or extraction, and of 
others not thus descended, that they might be carefully in- 
structed in the principles of the Christian religion, the Eng- 
lish, German, and classical languages, science and literature, 
to qualify them for taking an intelligent and active part in 
the management of the affairs of this State, or of the gene- 
ral government, or of being useful to their fellow-citizens in 
the learned professions or the mechanic arts. In one word, 
its design was to make them Americans, not to keep them 
foreigners. They were to be Americans of German descent, 
and not Germans of American parentage. 

Besides this, it was provided, that the number of its Trus- 
tees should consist of not less than forty-five, of whom fifteen 
were to be forever selected from the members of the Luther- 
an church, constantly in the same relative proportion between 
clergy and laity, fifteen from the Reformed or Calvinistic 
church, and the remaining fifteen from any other denomina- 
tion of ‘Christians, with the special provision that no one not 
an inhabitant of this State, should be capable of being elected 
one of the Trustees. The officers of the Institution were to 
be a Principal, Vice Principal and Professors, the Principal 
to be selected alternately from the Lutheran and Reformed 
churches. ‘‘Qne-sixth of the capital was to be appropriated 
to the maintenance and support of a Charity School for chil- 
dren of both sexes and all religious denominations, on the 
most liberal plan, consistent with the ability of said College.”
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Ten thousand acres, with the usual allowance, of the un- 
appropriated lands of the State, were granted to the Trus- 
tees and their successors. It was also provided, that “from 
a profound respect for the talents, virtues and services 
to mankind in general, but more especially to this coun- 
try, of his Excellency, Benjamin Franklin, Esq., Presi- 
dent of the Supreme Executive Council, the said College 
shall be, and hereby is denominated Franklin College.’’* 

Arrangements were made for organizing the College imme- 
diately. An address was prepared, by a committee of fifteen 
of the Trustees, whose names have already been given, writ- 
ten, if we mistake not, by Dr. Helmuth, published with a 
copy of the Charter in German, and circulated in pamphlet 
form among the Germans of this State. This address urged 
upon them the duty and importance of attending to the edu- 
cation of their children, and presented, as reasons, that they 
would thus be preserved from becoming the dupes of design- 
ing men, would be prepared to take part in the administra- 

* The first Trustees were the following: 

Hon. Thomas Mifflin, 

Hon. Thomas McKean, 
Rev. Dr. Helmuth, 

Caspar’ Shaffner, 
Peter Hoofnagle,. Esq., 
Christopher Crawford, 

“ Caspar Weiberg, Paul Zantzinger, 
‘© Henry E. Muhlenberg, Adam Hubley, Esq., 
“ William Handel, Adam Reigart, 
“ON. Kurtz, Jasper Yeates, Esq., 

“  G. Troldenier, Stephen Chambers, Esq.,. 
“John Herbst, Philp Wager, 
“ Jos. Hutchins, William Sheaf, 
“Frederick Weyland, William Rawle, Esq,., 
“« A. Helfenstein, Philip Greenwaldt, 
« W. Ingold, John Musser, 
&c 
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J. Van Buskirk, 

Abraham Blumer, 
Frederick Dalecker,. 

Christian KE. Schultz,. 
John B. Cousie, 

Rev. F. V. Meltzheimer,. 
Peter Muhlenberg, Esq., 

Joseph Hubley, Esq., 

Joseph Hiester, lisq., 

George Stake, Sr. 
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Hon. Robert Morris, 
Hon. W. Bingham, 
Dr. Benjamin Rush, 
Lewis Farmer; Esq., 
Michael Hahn, 
George Clymer, Esy:,- 
W. Hamilton, 

C. Kucher, 

D. Hiester,: Esq.- 
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tion of the government, would become qualified to become 
pastors, teachers and professional men, as lawyers and phy- 
sicians, and would even be aided by it in the mechanic arts. 
It was but too frequently said to their discredit: ‘yes, they 
are honest, worthy men, but they have no knowledge of the 
English language, they are not able to write, they are not 
acquainted with our laws, and are therefore incompetent to 
take an active participation in affairs as they ought, and, un- 
der other circumstances, would be qualified to do.” 

Nor was this all, the College was formally opened, during 
the meeting of the S ynod of Pennsylvania in Lancaster, 
with appropriate ceremonies, in the month of June, 11/87. 
The 6th of this month was the day appointed for the public 
services. The Institution was inaugurated with religious 
services and an appropriate address or sermon, by Dr. Henry 
K. Muhlenberg, who was elected its first Principal. These 
services took place in Trimty Church, Lancaster, in the pres- 
ence of the Synod and aconcourse of the people of Lancaster, 
Trustees, &c. 

The sermon delivered on that occasion, and published by 
request of the Trustees, is now before the writer, and shows 
the correct views then entertained by the members of the 
Synod, on the subject of education. It is upon the words: 
Ve fathers bring up your children in the nurture and ad- 
monition of the Lord.—Eph. 6: 4. After alluding to the 
object for which they were assembled, viz., to commence an 
institution for the education of their children; and stating 
that no more appropriate commencement could be made, than 
by earnest prayers for the blessing of Almighty God, the 
Giver of every good and perfect gift, and the presentation of 
proper arguments to encourage each other, to foster and re- 
joice in the success of all such means of improvement, he 
proposes as his theme, the value of a good education. 

The discourse is divided into two parts; what is a good 
education, and what considerations show.its value. <A good 
education is defined to be one which 1s conducted in accord- 
ance with the example of God. The body and soul must 
both be educated, for this world and for eternity, and where 
the two interests come into collision, the body and time must 
give way to the soul and eternity. The attention must be 
directed to the study of nature, the Holy Scriptures, the 
voice of conscience, to experience, and to upright and con- 
sistent Christian examples. The value of such an education 
is evident, from the following considerations: that it 1s a dl-
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vine work, that it distinguishes man from the brutes, it bene- 
fits the teacher, it is a source of blessing to the individual . 
and the land in which he lives, qualifies men for being useful - 
and benefactors of others, as lawyers, physicians, pastors. 
We present a few extracts from this discourse. 

' “An education which is designed to be good, must be con- 
ducted on these principles. We must strive to enlighten the 
understanding of the pupil, and to affect the heart with suit- 
able emotions. We must implant in it a love of virtue, and 
zeal for every good work. He who is only or chiefly ‘con- 
cerned for the body, and suffers the soul to be unimproved, 
does not act as God. He who labors only to affect the un- 
derstanding, without being concerned for the radical 3 improve- 
ment of the heart, does not act as God does, 2 Tim. 3: 15. 
It is worth the labor of a whole life, to rear but one person 
in a Christian manner. We should, my brethren, erect 
sthools, not only those of a lower grade, though these in 
greater numbers, but also those of a higher character. Pub- 
lic institutions have many advantages over private ones, in- 
tended only for a few pupils. ‘The large number animates 
both teacher and pupil, lessens the expense, and. extends most 
widely the best influences. More especially, Christians, pro- 
fessed followers of Jesus in these western solitudes, let me 
freely express to you the wishes of my heart, allow your 
children to study for the ministry, that they may at one time 
become useful instruments to extend the knowledge of the 
Lord in these regions. Are you not concerned for the afflic-. 
tion of Joseph? You see before you nearly all the pastors 
of German Christians in this land, so few among so many 
thousands! Help, ye men of Israel! that more laborers 
may be sent out into the great vineyard.”’ 

Efforts were also made to realize money, by donations and 
subscriptions for this object, on the part of gentlemen inter- 
ested in its success, both in the aty of Lancaster and else- 
where. Circulars were sent to those residing at a distance, 
and a committee of the Trustees was appointed, to collect 
funds in that vicinity. We wish it: could be said that these 
means were crowned with great success. But’such was not 
the case, the circulars and personal efforts of the committee 
of Trustees, resulted in a way calculated to depress them in 
a Very creat degree. Small sums, it is true, were obtained, 
but these were not sufficient in number to cover the expenses 
connected with such an attempt. No very large ones were 
received, the only two which seem to deserve special notice
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at this time, were one of £200, Pennsylvania currency, by 
Dr. Benjamin Franklin, and another by William Hamilton, 
Hsq., viz., four lots of ground, with a building thereon erect- 
ed, which had been used in Revolutionary times as a store- 
house. Notwithstanding these untoward circumstances, the 
organization of the College was completed, and in addi-: 
tion to the Principal, who gave his services gratuitously, three 
additional instructors were procured, Rev. Joseph Hutchins, 
Professor of the English Language and Belles Lettres ; Rev. 
F. V. Melzheimer, Professor of German, Latin and Greek, 
with salaries, at first, of £200, Pennsylvania currency each; 
and Mr. W. Reichenbach,* Professor of Mathematics, at a 
salary of £50 perannum. How many students they had the 
first year, we are not able to say, it could not have been a 
great many, for the next year one of the teachers reported 
the presence of fourteen pupils. 

With such want of success in their collections, and so few 
students, it can very easily be seen, the operations of the In- 
stitution could not becarried on upon an enlarged scale. The 
very next year the salary of one of the Professors was re- 
duced, and by degrees the number of Professors, until, as a 
general remark, it might be said, there was but one teacher 
present, who labored in the Institution, with such a support 
as the limited funds of the College could give, and the local 
patronage afford. “The school, it must be admitted, was con- 
stantly kept open, so that the parents resident in that vicini- 
ty seldom stood in need of a place where their children could 
receive, at least, a respectable classical education. Among 
some of those who gerved as teachers in this Institution, ata 
subsequent period of this early part of its career, may be 
mentioned Rev. Mr. Stewart, of Ireland, recommended by 
Dr. B. Rush, the now celebrated Rev. Dr. Brownlee, and 
others. 

The report of the first Treasurer.of the College, John Hub- 
ley, Eisq., will show the discouraging state of the funds, even 
during the first year of its existence. He-reports a deficit 
of £244, and thus writes to Dr. Benjamin Rush, of Phila- 
delphia.:: “I wrote to you some time ago, how poorly our 
College stands, and how far we are in arrears; these arrears 
are increasing daily, and unless you gentlemen in Philadel- 

* This gentleman subsequently willed his library to the Institution, 
which is now part of the property of “Franklin and Marshall Col- 

rege.” | _
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phia will put your shoulders to the wheels, we must mevitably 
perish, and that soon.’ 

It -is, however, not surprising, when we reflect carefully 
upon the circumstances of our church and country at that 
time, and up to the year 1817, that the hopes of our people 
were then disappointed. The time for success on so large a 
scale, had not yet come. The circumstances of our own peo- 
ple, at this time, were not found to be such as to insure the 
success of a College, as there were but few of German de- 
scent, who desired to give their sons a collegiate education, 
and it could scarcely have been expected that the gentlemen. 
of English descent, residing in Philadelphia and elsewhere,, 
would give largely for the support of it, or send their child- 
ren there to be educated; and in addition to all tis, the lands 
presented by the State were altogether unsaleable, and even 
if they could have been sold, would have yielded, at the mar- 
ket price, but an insignificant sum. Other resources than. 
these they had not, and they did the best their circumstances: 
allowed. The gentlemen, especially those of the Lutheran 
and English churches, and at a later period a few also of the 
Reformed communion, husbanded its resources, and thus pre- 
pared the way for greater good in the future. It was well 
that there were a few who thus gave at least some attention 
to it, for whilst its lands were lying unsold, little interest was 
manifested in its history at certain periods, so much so, that 
often it was impossible to obtain a quorum of Trustees to 
transact business, for three or four meetings in succession, 
and many of the earlier records were lost, or have only been 
preserved from destruction, by the care of more diligent and 
thoughtful successors. This apathy in the minds of many 
will be explained, when we remark,’ that even at as late a 
period as 1828, the funds in the Treasury were only about 
one thousand dollars. 

But the want of funds, and the state of education among 
our own people, were not the only causes which interfered at 
that time to thwart the hopes of its more sanguine friends. 
The great prevalence of the German language, and the te- 
nacity with which many of our forefathers clung to their 
mother tongue, was another, and a very potent element in 
bringing about a failure in their efforts to found an institu- 
tion, whose ultimate aim would be to make the English pre- 
dominant over the German. Had the Lutheran and Reformed 
population been thoroughly anglicized, and equal in intelli- 
gence and general culture with the English population around
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them, the result might, and probably would have been differ- 
ent. 

Besides this natural prejudice in favor of their own lan- 
guage, sufficiently strong already, which operated unfavorably 
to success, circumstances occurred about this time in some of’ 
cur chur ches, which gave it increased and morbid action. A 
jealousy of the English language was excited in many of the 
members of the Pennsylvania Synod, which constantly in- 
creasing in intensity, by the force of circumstances, did much 
to prevent that harmony of operation, essential in any state 
ef affairs to success in such an undertaking, but absolute- 
ly so, with the limited resources of our church at that 
time. 

As long a8 16 was not proposed to introduce the English 
language into our congregations, even those most ardently 
attached to the German, were willing to codperate in behalf 
of an institution in which the English language was intended 
to be a subject of greater prominence than the German. But 
when the churches in which they ministered began to feel the 
pressure in favor of English preaching, the matter was viewed 
in a different aspect. ‘The first agitation arose in the con- 
gregation in Philadelphia, where the parties were nearly equal; 
and as the matter was decided by a small majority against 
the intreduction of the English language into the church, a 
sepamation took place, and a new organization was effected. 
The views and feelings which were prominent in the congre- 
gational conflict, were transferred to the Synod, and two par- 
ties were formed there. 

What was the temper of a majority of the Synod, in con- 
sequence of this excited contest, may be seen from the reso- 
lutions which were passed in 1805, and appended as amend- 
ments to the standing regulations adopted for the government 
of that body: ‘‘the present Lutheran Ministerium mus¢ re- 
main a German speaking body;” ‘‘Lutherans using the 
English language, may form a congregation of their own ; 
“their pastors will be acknowledged, if they undergo an ex- 
amination, and subject themselves to its rules.’ And in 
1807 it was also decided, by a vote of twenty-four to twenty- 
three, that no English communication, and nothing but Ger- 
man discussion should be allowed in the Synod, except by 
special permission. 

It is true, this violence of feeling was modified considerably 
by the earnest opposition of the minority, and the increasing 
desire for English preaching, in spite of all synodical resolu-
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tions to the contrary, so that in 1812, the subject was cxam- 
ined with much more moderation and wisdom, as far as the 
congregations were concerned. Difficulties had arisen in the 
congregation at Hagerstown, in consequence of the introduc- 
tion of English preaching by the Rev. Solomon I. Schaeffer. 
A committee of five was appointed to settle the difficulty, 
upon equitable principles, Dr. Helmuth and Mr. Lange rep- 
resenting the German interest, Dr. Muhlenberg and Mr. 
Benjamin Schaum the English, and Dr. Lochman the Synod. 
They unanimously reported, as a general principle, for all 
cases of this kind, “that changes should be made only with 
the consent of the vestry, and a majority of the communi- 
‘cant and contributing members of the congregation to which 
they belong.” 
- The same spirit, though somewhat subdued, still existed 
and manifested itself in the proceedings of the Synod, and 
was diffused throughout many of our congregations, to the 
great injury of the church, and we wish we could say it had 
spent its force even in our day. The action of the Synod, 
and the sentiments of some of the principal members of it, 
still in print, leave us no room to doubt the correctness of 
the above statement. They endeavored to infuse new zeal 
into the people of this State, in behalf of German schools 
and German teachers, and the “fatherland.” A German 
magazine was established, containing strong appeals in fevor 
of the above objects, to the Germans of Pennsylvania, urging 
them to greater activity for their language and their religion, 
and inviting them to found a German College. Now we 
cheerfully admit, that all these measures were, in themselves,’ 
good, and calculated to promote the temporal and spiritual 
welfare of those for whom they were intended, but the extent 
to which it was proposed to carry them, and the short-sighted 
policy, based upon these extravagant premises, we cannot but 
condemn and deplore. ‘The appeals themselves are ably writ- 
ten, and contain a great deal to which we can give our un- 
qualified assent, in respect to the virtues and services to 
mankind of the German nation. But there is also much that 
is exceptionable. There is that arrogant and self-satisfied 
Jaudation of the German people, which is, in its spirit, op- 
posed to Christian humility and love, and in its assertions, in 
direct conflict with the truth. German literature and Ger- 
man character, are represented as the personification of excel- 
lence, the English the very opposite. The English language, 
in consequence of its poverty, is not capable of expressing
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accurately the profound mysteries and the deep fecling of the 
Lutheran faith, and the study of it is calculated to prepare 
men only for thes world: Therefore the German language 
was to be upheld, by laws as unalterable as “‘those of the Medes 
and Persians.’ It was to be made predominant in all the 
schools, the churches and the synods. This was the policy 
which these appeals were calculated to foster, in opposition to 
the providence of God, and the practice of Protestants, det- 
rimental to the best interests of their children and the church, 
and so inconsistent with enlightened reason, that had Ameri- 
cans endeavored to act in this way in Germany, they would 
doubtless have been characterized as insane. 

This was not, it is true, the policy of the early founders of 
our church in Pennsylvania, nor of all their immediate succes- 
sors, and happily it did not prevail. Had this been the case, our 
church would have been merged in other denominations, except 
where it was fed by new accessions of foreign immigrants. Yet 
though it did not destroy our church, it interfered with our 
people in their educational efforts, and this cause, together 
with the war in which our country was engaged, and those 
previously mentioned, by their continued and united influence 
prevented our fathers from succeeding with their first College. 
Little is said of it, therefore, in the proceedings of Synod, 
between the years 1787 and 1817, and it seemed to be ne- 
cessary, therefore, to assign suitable reasons for their failure, 
which we consider those already mentioned to have been. 

‘The next Synodical action, in reference to this institution, 
took place during the years 1818—21. The immediate cause 
of renewed attention to this, on the part of the Pennsylvania 
Synod, was the German Reformed Synod. This body, at its 
meeting in York, in 1817, upon the motion of Mr. Samuel 
Helfenstein, had, “im consequence of the increase in the 
number and the growth of the congregations,’ appointed a 
committee to take into consideration the propriety of estab- 
lishing a Collegiate Institution, for the preparation of minis- 
ters for their churches. This committee, in consequence of 
the great importance of the subject, had recommended the 
postponement of it until the following year, and also the ap- 
pointment of another committee, to confer with the Lutheran 
Synod. ‘This committee appeared at the session of the Penn- 
sylvania Synod in Harrisburg, in 1818, and brought this 
matter before them. A committee, consisting of Revs. J. G. 
Schmucker, Jiiger and H. A. Muhlenberg, was appointed to 
take the matter into consideration, who, after consultation,
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reported: that “in answer to the enquiry what would be the 
best means of furnishing both churches with a Collegiate In- 
stitution for the education of ministers,”’ they would inform 
the Synod of the existence of an institution in Lancaster, 
by the name of Franklin College, would express their regret 
that it had heretofore been so much neglected, and the design 
had failed, which the State had in view from the beginning ; 
that they had examined the Charter and had found 1t neces- 
sary to propose, that the President be instructed to call to- 
gether a general meeting of the Trustees. They also proposed 
finally, that the Lutheran and Reformed clergymen residing 
in Lancaster, should see that the above mentioned recom- 
mendation be attended to, and that a committee of both 
Synods should be appointed to prepare a joint plan, by which 
the above mentioned institution may be best fitted to accom- 
plish the above object. | 

The report of the committee was adopted by the Synod in 
all its particulars, and Messrs. J. G. Schmucker, Lochman, 
Geissenhainer, Sen., Endress and H. A. Muhlenberg ap- 
pointed to act for this Synod; in accordance with the last 
item of the above mentioned report. 

At the subsequent meeting of the Synod, held in Balti- 
more, in the year 1812, Dr. Endress gave in a verbal report, 
in behalf of the committee appointed the preceding year, to 
confer with a similar committee of the German Reformed 
Synod, in reference to Franklin College, and the following 
action was had on this subject: 

‘‘Hesolved, That one hundred dollars be given out of our 
Synodical Treasury, for the support of the College in: Lan- 
caster, in case the Reformed Synod determine to give an 
equal sum.”’ 

What was reported by Dr. Endress to the Synod, as the 
result of the action of the joint committee of the two church- 
es, does not appear in the. minutes of Synod, but having in 
our possession a copy of the minutes of the Board of Trus- 
tees of Franklin College, containing the memorial which was 
presented to them by Dr. Endress in behalf of the committee 
of conference, we are able to give the substance of their re- 
commendations. This meeting of the Board of Trustees took 
place the 17th of November, 1818. The memorial contains 
three general recommendations; the studies, the teachers, and 

_the supposed action of the Synods. In reference to the first, 
they thought the following branches should be taught therein; 
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“the German and English languages grammatically, Arith- 
metic, the Latin and Greek languages, the general outlines 
of Biblical and Modern Geography, of sacred and profane 
history, of Natural Philosophy and of Natural Theology.” 
As to the second, they recommended that three teachers 
should, as soon as possible, be employed, one to give instruc- 
tion in the English branches; ‘one in the German language 
grammatically) the Latin language (according to the English 
mode of teaching Latin), in Biblical Geography, Sacred and 
Profane: History ;’’ “and another, in the Greek language 
(according to the English mode of teaching Greek) and in 
the first rudiments of Natural Philosophy and Natural The- 
ology.’ As to the third point, they express to the Board of 
Trustees their conviction that if the College be placed on 
such a footing, the Synods together, would be willing, until 
the College had a fund of its own, to contribute pecuniary 
aid to the amount of about ten or twelve hundred dollars per 
annum. ‘The above was the plan adopted by the joint com- 
mittee of the two Synods, presented and acceded to by the 
Board of Trustees of Franklin College. 

Yet it did not succeed, for at the meeting of the Synod in 
1820, at Lancaster, we find that Dr. J. G. Schmucker reported 
to the body that the joint committee had adopted a plan, but 
that Dr. Endress and Mr. Hoffmeier, in whose hands it had 
been left for publication, had neglected to attend to this duty. 
Dr. Endress made a lengthy speech in his own behalf, but 
the Synod did not deem the reasons assigned, of such a na- 
ture as to exculpate him altogether. 

The only additional item of interest in reference to this, 
is, that the College received from the two Synods, before the 
plan failed, the sum of two hundred dollars. 

At this meeting of the Synod also, the Rev.-Mr. Schnee 
called the attention of the body to #rey’s Institute at Mid- 
dletown.* 

* George Frey, a merchant of Middletown in 1806, left a valuable es- 
tate, consisting of nine hundred acres of choice land with improvements 
erected thereon, for the purpose of establishing and endowing an institu- 
tion for the education of orphans, to be called “Emmaus Institute.” 
Among a great many other particulars in his will, it was provided, that 
the superintendent and teacher of the above Institute should be members 
of the Lutheran church, and that the orphans who should be educated 
in it, should be trained strictly in accordance with the orthodox faith of 
the church, as laid down in the Augsburg Confession. As already stated, 
the attention of the Synod was directed to this subject in the year 1820, 
and it appears in different phases in the minutes of Synod, with but few
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From 1822—30, the Institution is not noticed in the pro- 
ceedings of the Synod; during these years, this body met 
in other places than Lancaster, which may partly account for 
the fact of its being, for thetime, kept out of view, for when 
it was brought before the Synod, subsequently to this period, 
down to the year 1850, it was invariably during its meeting 

interruptions, upto the year 1847, when the matter was finally brought 
to a close, adverse to the claims of the Synod, by a decision of the Su- 
preme Court. Elaborate reports were presented on this subject, at dif- 
ferent times, and fora period, the hope of ultimate success was very 
bright. Thus in 1835, Dr. 8. S. Schmucker presented a lengthy report, 
in connection with which, he informed the Synod that the heirs were 
willing to compromise the matter in dispute, and would agree to give 
one-twentieth of the estate to the Directors of the Poor of Dauphin 
County, one-half of the remainder they would retain, and the other half 
Surrender, to be equally divided between the two Lutheran Synods of 
Pennsylvania. In view of this prospective termination, he proposed that 
the Synod of Pennsylvania should intrust their portion to the Directors 
of the Seminary at Gettysburg, who would pay the lawful interest to the 
President of the Pennsylvania Synod, to be applied to the education of 
poor Lutheran orphans, and that the Synod should agree to compel all 
those who received aid out of this fund, and intended to prosecute their 
theological studies at a public institution, to go to Gettysburg for this 
purpose. Further, that the Directors should be allowed a per centage 
for those students not thus educated. In 1846 also,in consequence of 
petitions sent in from different parts of the State, and the exertions of 
legal and other gentlemen acting for the Synod, an act was passed by 
the Legislature, authorizing the appointment of two Trustees, one from 
each of the Synods, to act for the proper management of the estate, in 
accordance with the will of the testator. The Trustees acting under the 
will, however, refused to be governed by the provisions of this act, and 
the matter was brought up before the Dauphin County Court, where it 
was decided in favor of the Synods, and against the acting Trustees. 
The matter, however, was carried by appeal, to the Supreme Court, and 
the decision of the lower court was reversed. It was “held, that the 
Trustees elected under the provisions of the will, had vested rights, that 
they were divested of these rights, privileges and franchises, by the act 
of 1846, without a trial by due course and process of law; by reason of 
which, a solemn contract of the State was impaired, and therefore the 
act of April, 1846, was unconstitutional and void.” This estate, accord- 
ing to the estimate of Chief Justice Gibson, in a decision rendered in 
1834, upon the same subject, when brought before him ina different 
way, was worth one hundred thousand dollars, and he remarks in the 
same connection: “This case is an additional instance of the futility of 
private charities. Even when established by law, and provided with the 
conservative apparatus of visitation, inspection, and whatever else inge- 
nuity could contrive, these misdirected efforts of benevolence have con- 
duced but to the emoluments of the agents intrusted with their care. So 
will it ever be, where the vision of the visitor is not sharpened by indi- 
vidual interest.” How much better for men to contribute liberally to 
benevolent objects during their lifetime, that they may both superintend 
and enjoy the applicatiorf of their bounty. Twenty-five years of Synod- 
wcal aetion to no purpose !
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in Lancaster, and the impetus given to it on these occasions, 
lasted for several subsequent meetings, and then again its 
force was spent, to be renewed at a subsequent meeting, in 
the same place. 

In 1830, at the meeting in Lancaster, a committee was ap- 
pointed to examine the condition of Franklin College, who 
presented a report in the English language, but as it was con- 
sidered by the Synod not sufficiently extended, the committee 
was granted a longer time to bring in a more complete 
one ‘‘on this important subject.” This committee reported 
at a later period of the session, and brought before the Syn- 
od a statement of the condition of the funds of the College. 
This they were able at that time to do, for two years prevl- 
ously the Hon. Samuel Dale had been appointed agent to 
visit the lands owned by the Institution in the counties of 
Venango, Bradford and Tioga, and ascertain what was their 
true condition, and what was really the amount still owned 
by the Board. He had discharged the duties of his agency 
to the satisfaction of the Board, and his carefully prepared 
report had been recorded in the minutes of that body. The 
committee of the Synod had access to this report, for we find 
on comparison, that the items in each correspond. They 
gave a very reliable and interesting statement, therefore, on 
this subject, and showed that at length, the funds of the In- 
stitution, after having been long locked up in unsaleable lands, 
were now beginning to be available. They reported the re- 
sources of the Institution, at that time, as consisting of up- 
wards of twelve thousand dollars securely invested, arising 
from lands already sold, and expressed the confident belief, 
that an equal sum would be realized from the lands stil un- 
sold. This opinion was based upon the price of land at that 
time, for it was subsequently found, in the final division of 
the accumulated fund in 1858, to amount to more than dou- 
ble the above estimated sum. 

This committee also allude with pleasure to the fact, that 
they had heard: of an effort in progress, on the part of the 
Lutheran and Reformed churches, to place the Institution on 
a more permanent basis for the good of the two churches, and 
the promotion of the welfare of the Germans of Pennsylva- 
nia. In consequence of the encouraging prospects presented 
in the report of the committee, the Synod passed the follow- 
ing resolution: 

“Feesolved, That the committee prepare an extended report 

upon this important subject, have it printed and circulated
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among our congregations.” The committee appointed for 
this object, were Revs. Baker, Baetis, Ulhorn, Filbert, Dr. 
F. A. Muhlenberg and Mr. Keffer. 

An appeal was prepared by this committee, in reference to 
which the Synod, at its subsequent meeting, resolved, “‘that 
each member of their body should take home with hima 
number of copies, and have them distributed among the 
members of his congregation.”” ‘The Reformed Synod were 
codperating with the Synod of Pennsylvania at this time in 
this matter, and in view of this circumstance, the following 
additional resolution was passed at the same meeting: 

“Resolved, That the committee appointed last year for the 
investigation of the affairs of Franklin College, at Lancaster, 
be continued this year, for the purpose of meeting a commit- 
tee appointed by the Reformed Synod, at the specified time 
at Lancaster, to confer about this matter.” These negotia- 
tions, however, between the two bodies representing the two 
great divisions of German Protestants in Pennsylvania, ter- 
minated again unsuccessfully, and the whole matter was al- 
lowed to slumber profoundly, as far as the Synod was con- 
cerned, until the year 1837, at its next meeting in Lancaster, 
when one of the Trustees resident there invited the renewed 
action of the Synod. 

This Trustee lamented the small degree of interest and 
earnestness manifested by the Synod in this important mat- 
ter, and his representations were successful, at least in get- 
ting several resolutions passed, though the matter did not 
become the subject of very earnest action. The Synod re- 
solved to have a new committee appointed to enlighten the 
body once more on this subject the succeeding year, and to 
prepare a petition to the Legislature, urging it to adopt all 
suitable means to carry out the wishes of the Synod, in re- 
suscitating this ancient Institution, and placing it on the 
footing intended by its early founders, and they also made it 
the duty of each pastor in their connection, to obtain signa- 
tures to these petitions, and to forward them to the seat of 
government. We cannot trace these resolves any further, 
for in the minutes of the succeeding years, they are not again 
referred to, they probably met with an untimely death at 
that session ; they certainly, if even partially carried out, 
did not result favorably for the Institution. The authorities 
of the State did not interfere. As far also as the Synod is 
concerned, there was, very strangely, no mention made of the 
subject, until it met in Pottsville, in 1850, when the incipient
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measures, looking towards the present educational arrange- 
ments at Gettysburg, had already been entered into in anoth- 
er quarter, which eventually secured their hearty codperation 
and efficient support. ‘hese we propose now more particu- 
larly to examine. How their attention was called renewedly 
to this subject, at this particular time, will appear from what 
follows. A series of measures had been entered into by the 
Board of Trustees of Franklin College, (of which and the 
history of the Institution under the management of its own 
legally appointed officers, a more detailed statement is given 
below*), which, after protracted discussion, ended in a mutu- 

* Of the management of this Institution by its own Board of Trustees 
antecedent to 1828, something has been already said, in the account giv- 
en above, and all that it is necessary to say in addition, as to that period, 
is, that it was the aim of the Trustees to have one or more teachers 
constantly giving instruction under their superintendence, as their means 
and circumstances allowed. They could not, perhaps, have done more. 
But after that period, affairs assumed a brighter aspect. A general 
meeting was called, and a new election for officers was held, Rev. Dr. J. 
C. Baker having been elected President, which office he filled until the 
dissolution of the Institution, Samuel Dale Secretary, and J. Dorwart 
Treasurer. Judge Dale was also appointed agent at this meeting, to 
visit the College lands, and report in detail all the circumstances in re- 
ference to them, and it was this report, very satisfactory and complete in 
itself, handed in and ordered to be filed in March, 1829, which formed 
the basis of the report of the committee to the Synod, at its session in 
Lancaster in 1830, as mentioned above. From this time onwards, there 
was a great deal of interest awakened in the minds of the Board, in re- 
ference to the Institution, and its affairs were managed with great accu- 
racy and fidelity, and the two churches represented in it, owe a debt of 
gratitude to those who thus faithfully managed its constantly increasing 
funds. In 1828, the Lancaster County Academy was opened for the first 
time, and this furnished an educational Institution for that locality, which 
was amply sufficient at the time, for all who chose to avail themselves of 
its privileges, and the classics and mathematics were taught in it for a 
number of years, by competent teachers, the first of whom was Mr. Jas. 
P. Wilson, who has since that time been President of Newark College, 
and subsequently Professor in the Union Theological Seminary at New 
York. In 1835 the Trustees of the College offered the use of its funds 
and buildings to the General Synod of the German Reformed church in 
session at Chambersburg, which offer was, however, declined. In 1840, 
the Lancaster County Academy edifice was purchased from its Trustees, 
by the Trustees of Franklin College, and after this purchase, an addi- 
tional building was erected on the north side, to furnish increased ac- 
commodations for students. The school was opened under the new ar- 
rangement the same year, and I’. A. Muhlenberg, Jr., and Jas. Regan 
were elected teachers. In 1841 an English department was added to the 
classical and mathematical, and Mr. G. Day elected teacher. ‘This ar- 
rangement lasted four years, until April, 1845, when the last named 
gentieman resigned. In 1841 also, Dr. F. A. Muhlenberg was unani- 
mously elected Treasurer, and Rey. Dr. Bowman, now Assistant Bishop
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al agreement, on the part of all those interested in its funds, 
to this effect, that one-third part of the money belonging to 
Franklin College should be transferred to the Trustees of 
Pennsylvania College, to endow in it the ‘Franklin Protes- 

of Pennsylvania, Secretary, which offices they held until the dissolution 
of the Franklin College Board. 

After the resignation of Mr. Day, the two teachers previously men- 
tioned, continued in the service of the Board until July Ist, 1846, when 
Mr. Jas. Regan resigned. At this period, F. A. Muhienberg, Jr., was 
unanimously elected Professor of Languages, and Rev. J. Chapman 
Professor of Mathematics, and a union was effected with the public 
schools of the city of Lancaster, by virtue of which, those pupils of these 
schools who were sufficiently qualified, were permitted to pass through 
the two departments of Franklin College free .of expense, in considera- 
tion of the payment of the salary of one of the teachers by the Board 
of School Directors, though the management of the Institution was in 
the hands of the Board of Trustees of Franklin College. This arrange- 
ment continued for three years, until September, 1849. In consequence 
of the organization of a High School, in connection with the Public 
Schools, in which an opportunity was afforded to parents of obtaining 
gratuitously for their children, a classical and mathematical education, 
the number of students in the College had very much decreased, and as 
most of the local patronage was thus withdrawn, it was thought by the 
two teachers, that a sufficient number of students could not be procured, 
unless they were obtained from abroad, and in order to secure this, it 
was, in their judgment, necessary to have increased accommodations in 
the way of buildings, for such students; and a proposal was presented 
by the writer, for the organization of the Institution on an enlarged 
scale, the first step towards which, was the erection of an edifice of suf- 
ficient size to lodge students. This project was presented to the Board 
in September, 1849, and after the matter was discussed, the following 
preamble and resolution were adopted : 

“Whereas, in the opinion of this Board, itis absolutely necessary for 
the welfare of Franklin College, and for the more complete carrying out 
of the provisions of its Charter, to have a new and larger edifice erected 
for the accommodation of students from abroad, therefore, 

Resolved, That five thousand dollars oui of the Treasury, and such 
sum as may arise from the sale of the lot and buildings on Orange and 
Lime streets, be appropriated to effect the same, provided, that not less 
than ten thousand dollars be raised by subscription for the same purpose.” 
The two teachers immediately, during the intervals when not occupied 
with their duties of instruction, engaged in the work of obtaining by 
subscription, the above mentioned ten thousand dollars, and they had se- 
cured subscriptions to the amount of about seven thousand dollars, when 
their further efforts were suspended by a proposal from the Trustees of 
Marshall College, which totally changed the whole aspect of the question. 
This brings us to the most interesting point in the history of Franklin 
College, for it was the first step in that series of measures, which result- 
ed in the present permanent arrangement, referred to in the body of the 
narrative. The meeting at which these incipient steps were taken, was 
heid during parts of three days, beginning with December 3d, 1849, and 
was largely attended, there having been twenty-six Trustees present.
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sorship ;”’ the remaining two-thirds be retained at Lancaster, 
and given to the Trustces of Marshall College at Mercers- 
burg, on condition of its removal to Lancaster, and its carry- 
ing on its collegiate operations there under the name of 

The discussions were of a very animatcd character, and the issues va- 
ried, and often quite unexpected. The first session was opencd with a 
proposed resolution, offered by the Rev. Mr. Bucher, supposed to be the 
representative of Marshall College, and a zealous member of the Ger- 
man Reformed church, to divide equally, the funds of Franklin College, 
between Marshall and Pennsylvania Colleges. This, however, met with 
such determined resistance from all the Lutheran, most of the third par- 
ty, and some of the German Reformed Trustees, that it was withdrawn 
by the mover. He next proposed to merge Marshall College in Frank- 
lin, and to remove the former to Lancaster, to which an amendment was 
offered by Mr. Longenecker, to extend the offer to all Christian denomi- 
nations, and make an agreement with the one holding out the best terms, 
The next day two additional amendinents were offered, one by Dr. I. A. 
Muhlenberg, proposing to unite Marshall aad Pennsylvania College with 
Franklin, for the purpose of forming a strong Institution for the Ger- 
mans and their descendants, and that the Board should pledge itself to 
select one-third of the Faculty from the Lutherans, one-third from the 
Reformed, and one-third from other Christian denominations; the Prin- 
cipal and Vice Principal to be selected in accordance with the provisious 
of the Charter of Franklin College: the other by Mr. Bucher, to give 
two-thirds of the fund to Marshall College, provided it be removed to 
Lancaster, the remaining one-third to Pennsylvania College, to endow a 
Lutheran Professorship. After a motion to postpone to the next annual 
meeting had been lost, and before the above amendments were acted on, 
it was moved and seconded to appoint a committee of three I.utherans 
and three Reformed, to consider the whole subject, and reporta plan of 
adjustment at a meeting to be held the next day. The committee on 
the part of the Lutherans, consisted of Dr. F. A. Muhlenberg, C. Hager 
and J. F. Long; the Reformed, Revs. Messrs. Bucher, Mesick and Mr. 
Heitshu. This committee reported, through their chairman, Dr. Muh- 
lenberg, the following plan of union, 'the succeeding day, Decemher 5, 
viz: application should be made to the next Legislature for a change of 
Charters, authorizing the consolidation of the two Institutions. One- 
third of the Trustees were to be Lutherans, the other two-thirds Reform- 
ed, or such as they should see proper to elect; favo Professors to be no- 
minated by the Lutherans and elected by the Board, with salaries equal 
to those of the other Professors ; and action to be delayed for sixty days, 
to allow time to confer with the several Faculties and the absent Trus- 
tees, This plan was unanimously agreed to by the twenty-two members 
of the Board who were present, and a committee appointed to correspond 
with the Trustees of Marshall College, of whom Dr. Bowman was chair- 
man. The Treasurer was also authorized to furnish the Trustees of 
Marshall College with a statement of the financial condition of Franklin 
College, and ask the same of them. 

A special meeting of the Board was held on the 16th and 17th of 
January, to consider the reply of the Board of Trustees of Marshall Col- 
lege. There were thirty-three members present, the largest number at 
any one time; among the Lutherans from abroad were Drs. Demme and 
8. 5. Schmucker, and ev. B. Neller. Among the important amend-
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‘Franklin and Marshall College;” and this was subsequent- 
ly also confirmed by legislative action. The Act of the Leg- 
islature confirming and legalizing the action of the Board of 
Trustees, was approved by the Governor the 19th of April, 

ments proposed to the plan of union, though none such were originally 
contemplated, were the following: two-thirds of the Trustees to be Re- 
formed, one-sixth Lutherans, and one-sixth of other Christian societies 5 
one Professor of the Lutheran church, salary to rate with those of the 
other Professors, a second might be chosen, provided a fund were raised 
by said church for his support. 

The Treasurer also of their Board, reported the available funds of the 
Theological Seminary to be $74,798.71, and ofthe College $60,000. 
The above amendments were then acted upon; the first,in reference to the 

Trustees, was decided in the negative, by a vote of eleven to twenty-one ; 
the eleven being all Reformed except two, one of whom was Dr. Bowman. 
The second, in reference to the Professors, was also negatived, without 
a division. At this stage of the proceedings also a committee of confer- 
ence on the part of Marshall College, was introduced by a special reso- 
lution, and pending the consideration of one of the other proposed 
amendments to the original plan of union, a resolution was offered, to 
adhere to the terms of union agreed upon at the annual meeting in De- 
cember, 1849, which was adopted by a vote of twenty-one yeas to seven 
nays, all Lutherans. Here the Lutheran Trustees separated, some being 
favorable to a union with the Reformed on equitable principles, others 
being altogether opposed to it. 

A committee of conference was now appointed, to consult with the 
representatives of the Board of Marshall College. This committee, on 
the part of the Board, was composed of two Lutherans, Dr. Muhlenberg 
and Mr. C. Hager, and three other gentlemen of the third party. They 
were, however, unable to agree with the Marshall College committee, 
and so reported the next day, and then these gentlemen submitted their 
propositions to the Board. They proposed, among other amendments, 
these, in reference to the Trustees and Professors: that the number of 
the former should be forty-five, ‘“‘and a majority of the whole be a quo- 
rum to do business, and two-thirds of said quorum be German Reformed; 
and that the election of oneof the Lutheran Professors provided for, 
shall be postponed until $12000 be raised by subscription, and funded 
as a means of compersation for his services.” These and other amend- 
ments were adopted, by securing the votes of the third party, who were 
anxious to have a College at Lancaster; but they did not meet with fa- 
vor from the Lutherans. These latter, after the meeting was over, de- 
termined to withdraw altogether from the united institution, and a paper 
was prepared by Dr. 8. S. Schmucker, after advising with the other Lu- 
theran Trustees, and changing it to meet their views, which, after having 
been signed by a number of the Trustees as individuals, was intended to 
be the basis of future action, after the German Refornied Synod should 
have met. ‘This body met, and in consequence of the new phase of the 
subject presented by the above action on the part of the Lutherans, re- 
fused to ratify the action of the Franklin Board. A final meeting was 
therefore held, the 12th of February, at which all the necessary arrange- 
ments were made, in accordance with the principles contained in the 
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1850. Now as the Lutheran Trustees in the Board of Frank- 
lin College were principally composed of clergymen and lay- 
men residing east of the Susquehanna, and therefore repre- 
sented that portion of the church, it was a desirable matter 
to have the sanction of its Synod, for what they had thus 
done, both with reference to retiring from the old Board, and 
consenting to a union with Pennsylvania College, an Institu- 
tion within the territory of the West Pennsylvania Synod, 
and incorporated in 1832. It was also thought desirable to 
make use of the same occasion, for the purpose of inviting 
them to the consideration of the propriety of endeavoring to 

paper above referred to, which terminated in the entire separation of the 
Lutheran interest from Franklin College, and the merging of it with its 
‘Lrustees in Pennsylvania College. The provisions of this paper, as far 
as Pennsylvania College was concerned, were subsequently incorporated 
in the Charter of the consolidated Institution, which may be found in 
Section 12, in these words: “that three members of the Board of Frank- 
hn College be appointed to value and appraise the real and personal es- 
tate of said Franklin College, one by the Lutheran, one by the German 
Reformed, and one by the Remaining Trustees of said College, and that 
one-third of the value of said funds and property so ascertained, be re- 
tained by its Board of Trustees, until‘ the German Reformed church pay 
an equal amount into its treasury, or give such legal obligations for its 
payment as may be deemed satisfactory, and so soon as said sum shall 
be so paid, it shall be paid over to the Lutheran members of said Frank- 
lin College Board, who, on the receipt thereof, or any portion of it, shall 
again pay the same to the Board of Trustees of Pennsylvania College at 
Gettysburg, to be permanently invested by the Board last mentioned, for 
the support of a separate Professorship in said Institution, to be styled 
“the Franklin Professorship,” of which the first incumbent shall be Pro- 
Sessor of ancient languages, and be elected by the existing Lutheran 
members of the Franklin College Board, and the right of nominating 
the subsequent incumbents shall be vested in the old Evangelical Luther- 
an Synod of Pennsylvania, and the interest only of said fund to be 
used at any time for the support of the incumbent of the said Profes- 
sorship.” 

The committee appointed to prepare the plan of union on this last oc- 
casion, and to procure the passage of the Charter, were Messrs. Schmuck- 
er, Muhlenberg, J. F. Long, Bucher, Mesick, Breneman, Reynolds, Atlee 
aud Humes, in both cases, with the substitution on the latter occasion, of 
C. Hager for J. F. Long, and D. Longenecker for P. Breneman. 

This Charter was read before the Board of Trustees, and approved 
June 3d, 1850, the committee of three were appointed in Sept. 1851, to act 
as appraisers, viz., J. F. Long, D. Longenecker and McClure, and at 
the meeting in December, 1852, they reported the value of the property, 
and the Treasurer was authorized to pay over to the Lutheran portion of 
the Trustees of Franklin College, “$17169.61, being the one-third part of 
the appraised value of the property of said College,” which was then paid 
over to the Treasurer of Pennsylvania College at Gettysburg, by the au- 
thority of its Board of Trustees. The last meeting of the Board of 
Franklin College, appears to have taken place July 27, 1853. We here
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establish another Professorship in the same Institution. The 
writer of this article, therefore, prepared a memorial to the 
Synod, embracing two particulars, one a request of the 
Trustees, for an expression of opinion from that body, in 
reference to their action; another, an offer of the. same 
persons, in conjunction with a respectable number of Lu- 
therans residing in Lancaster, to raise two thousand dollars 
towards the endowment of a second Professorship in Penn- 
sylvania College, if they were willing to undertake it. The 
signatures of the Trustees belonging to churches in connec- 
tion with the Pennsylvania Synod, as well as of those gen- 
tlemen who were willing to aid in raising the sum of two 
thousand dollars for the above mentioned object, were appen- 
ded to the memorial, having been obtained by the writer of 
it. This is the memorial which was the subject of synodical 
action at Pottsville, in 1850, as already stated, and these, 
the occasion and mode of calling the attention of the Sy nod 
again to the subject which had been before them so fr equent- 
ly, but for a number of years had apparently been forgotten 
or neglected. The proceedings in reference to it are found 
on the teentzeth page of the German, and the nineteenth of 
the English printed minutes for that year. 

In reply to the first point, the following resolution was pro- 
posed by the committee, and adopted by the Synod: 

“Resolved, That the Synod heartily approve of the agree- 
ment entered into between the Lutheran and German Re- 
formed Trustees of Franklin College, and indulge the confi- 
dent hope that, under the divine blessing, it will promote the 

add, for future use, the names of its principal officers, as far as the wri- 
ter could ascertain them: 

Presidents. Treasurers. Secretaries. 

Dr. H. E. Muhlenberg, John Hubley, Esq., Dr. Chr. Endress, 

Dr. Chr. Endress, Dr. Chr. Inndress, Hon. 8. Daie, 
Adam Reigart,* Jonas Dorwart, Dr. S. Bowman, 
Dr. J. C. Baker. W. Heitshu, 

D. Longenecker, 
Dr. F. A. Muhlenberg. 

Dr. Endress was, indeed, at one and the same timé, President, Treasurer 
and Secretary ; and the Lutherans hav re, 10 general, as appears from the 
minutes which are still preserved, had always the ereatest share in the 
management, if they did not obtain the “lion’s share” in the division of 
the funds. 

* Only for a short time.
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welfare of the church.”” They thought it premature to take 
any definite action at that time, in reference to the second 
particular of the memorial, as the arrangements had not yet 
been fully consummated by the success of the German Re- 
formed in obtaining the necessary funds; but they advised 
the brethren of the Synod to direct the attention of their 
congregations to this subject, in order that they might be 
prepared to act when called upon. The two prominent mem- 
bers of this committee were, Revs. E. Peixoto and C. F. 
Welden, and theirsuggestion was also adopted by the Synod, 
“heartily and unanimously ;” .though they make the memo- 
rial speak of to Professorships, instead of,one. In the in- 
terval between this meeting and the succeeding one, held at 
Allentown, one of the teachers in Franklin College, the wri- 
ter of this article, had removed to Gettysburg, in November, 
1850; the other had resigned in September, 1850, and the 
German Reformed agent had made such progress in his work, 
that the probability of the ultimate completion of the arrange- 
ment entered into between the two contracting parties, was 
very much strengthened, and by the advice of Dr. I. A. 
Muhlenberg, of Lancaster, the renewal of the above proposal, 
in a somewhat modified, but more specific form, through the 
Board of Trustees of Pennsylvania College, was made the 
subject of thought and action. In consequence of these re- 
presentations, Dr. Baugher brought up the matter, at the 
meeting of the Trustees of Pennsylvania College, in April, 
1851, and the following action was had: 

“Resolved, ‘That inasmuch as the President of the College 
expects to attend the next meeting of the Pennsylvania Syn- 
od, he have discretionary power to make the following propo- 
sitions to said body, on behalf of this Board: 

1. That they be requested to endow a Professorship of 
German Literature and Belles Lettres in Pennsylvania 
College. 

9. That the Synod shall‘have the nomination forever of 
the incumbent of that Professorship.” 

In tracing this matter, thus originating, still further in the 
order of time, we find Dr. Baugher present at the meeting 

of the Synod, and the following report of his success in the 

printed minutes of that year.* It is first stated that Dr. 

* Page fifteen of the English minutes; the writer has no German 
copy of the minutes of that year in his possession, and therefore cannot 
sive the page in them. }
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Baugher, President of Pennsylvania College, was permitted 
to make some remarks in reference to a German Professorship 
in that Institution, and it was, thereupon, . 

Resolved, That the proposition of the Trustees of Penn- 
sylvania College be submitted to a committee.* In committee, 
the above proposition of the Trustees of Pennsylvania Col- 
lege was modified, so as to read a ‘“‘Professorship of the Ger- 
man Language and Literature.’ In this shape the matter 
was then brought before the Synod, and after discussion, the 
following resolution of the committee “unanimously adopted :”’ 

‘‘Resolved, That this Synod accept the proposition of the 
Trustees of Pennsylvania College.” Another resolution, in 
the form of a request, was also appended, through the earnest 
solicitations of Dr. Krauth, by the authority of the Directors 
of the Seminary, which properly belongs to the second part 
of our narrative, and will therefore be reserved for that por- 
tion. 

The intelligence of this synodical action, gave great pleas- 
ure to the Trustees of Pennsylvania College, and at their 
next meeting, September 18, 1851, they passed the following 
resolution: 

“Resolved, That the Secretary express to the ‘Synod of 
Pennsylvania and adjacent States,’ the gratification which 
this Board feels in the resolutions passed at their last meet- 
ing at Allentown, establishing a German Professorship in 
Pennsylvania College, on the terms proposed by this Board, 
and that they are prepared to codperate in any proper meas- 
ure for the consummation of this work.” 

The same committee of the Synod, who reported favorably 
as above stated, upon the subject of the endowment of the 
College Professorship, with the exception of Dr. Demme, 
were appointed to carry out the resolution, that is, make the 
necessary arrangements for collecting the money to endow it. 
They were fortunate, aided by several members of the Fac- 
ulties of the College and Seminary at Gettysburg, in securing 
the services of the Rev. B. Keller, as agent, who commenced 
his labors on the Ist of November, 1851, and brought them 
to a successful close, after three years’ service, having collsc- 
ted, up to that time, exclusive of all expenses, upwards of 
fifteen thousand dollars, all by his own exertions, with the 

* Committee consisted of Rev. Dr. Baker, Rev. Dr. Demme, Rev. 
C. A. Hay, Rev. C. F. Welden, Rev. Dr. C. F. Schaeffer, H. H. Muhlen- 
berg, Mf. D., and J. Ehbler.
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exception of eighteen hundred dollars, which had already 
been subscribed through the agency of another, in advance 
of his appointment, as may be seen in his final report, pub- 
lished by the committee, by synodical authority, at the con- 
clusion of his labors. The Synod passed a vote of thanks 
to this aged but indefatigable and successful agent, upon the 
completion of his three years’ toil, at their meeting in Read- 
ing in 1854; and the committee appointed, to use their own 
language, “for funding a German Professorship in Penn- 
sylvania College,” published a full account of his labors, and 
reported the balance in the Treasurer’s hands, at that time, 
to be $15,463.28. It now amounts to upwards of sixteen 
thousand dollars, but the sum is s¢zl/ in the custody of the 
Synod, which we regret; for the Professorship cannot be re- 
garded as endowed in the Institution, until the equivalent 
for the right of perpetually nominating the incumbent, which 
this body is to enjoy, has been paid over to the Trustees of 
Pennsylvania College, by whom it was secured to them ; and 
the delay in this matter operates to the injury of the Synod 
and the church. 

There yet remains the election of a Professor to fill the 
post thus created. Aneffort had been made already in 1853, 
to elect a Professor, but it was postponed, in consequence of 
the still incomplete state of the collections. But at the 
meeting in Reading in 1854, all the difficulties had been re- 
moved, and the Rev. W. J. Mann was selected with great 
unanimity forthe position, which, to the regret of the church, 
he felt it his duty to decline. 

At the next meeting, at Harrisburg, a second election was 
held. The Synod, acting in accordance with the suggestion of 
Dr. Krauth, offered, through the President, humble and united 
prayer to the Great Head of the church, for the guidance of his 
Holy Spirit in this important matter, and then proceeded to the 
election. Two candidates were placed in nomination, the 
election was conducted by ballot, and on counting the votes, 
it appeared, that with the exception of a very few, all had 
been cast for Dr. C. F. Schaeffer, and he was, therefore, de- 
clared, viva voce, to be the unanimous choice of the Synod. 
Notwithstanding the extraordinary character of this selection, 
the Dr. manifested great unwillingness to accept of the nom- 
ination, and he was accordingly allowed four weeks’ time to 
decide as to the acceptance of the position thus unanimously 
tendered to him. In this interval, he consulted with the offi- 
cers and members of the congregation at Easton, and also
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visited Gettysburg to advise with the Facultics of the Insti- 
tutions there, as to the arrangement of his duties. Difhicul- 
ties in his way, though not connected with the College, in- 
duced him to decline accepting the position, and a special 
meeting of the Synod was held, in consequence, at Reading, 
in August of the samé year, when arrangements were made 
to obviate these, and his resignation was not accepted. These 
satisfied the Dr., and he accordingly removed to Gettysburg 
in the spring of 1856, and has been, since that time, laboring 
assiduously and faithfully as ‘Professor of the German Lan- 
guage and Literaturein Pennsylvania College.” 

THEOLOGICAL EDUCATION. 

The mode of preparing candidates for the ministry, inthe 
period of our church’s history in this State, prior to our Re- 
volutionary war, has already been described.* ‘he same 
system was kept up, with slight modifications, for some years - 
immediately succeeding that period. The candidates pursued 
their preparatory studies wherever it was convenient, either 
at some of the colleges, as the University of Pennsylvania, 
or Dickinson ; in the Schools or Academies in the neighbor- 
hood of their residence; or in the families of some of the 
ministers, and then studied theology under one of the pastors. 
Drs. Helmuth, Schmidt, Lochman, H. E. Muhlenberg, J. G. 
Schmucker, and others, prepared many students in this way, 
and this method, has been more or less popular and continued 
even to the present time. It is true, some of the above min- 
isters aimed at something more than mere private tuition, and 
established what they called Divinity Schools or Seminaries, 
as, for instance, Drs. Helmuth and Schmidt, in 1785, and 
Dr. Lochman, in 1802, but after all, they were more private 
than public institutions. 

The earliest synodical action of a more formal character, 
upon this subject, during this second period, was a plan pro- 
posed and adopted at Haston in 1804. The most important 
features of it were the following: 

‘1. Hach pastor was to seek out in his congregation young 
men of capacity and piety, and encourage them to study for 
the ministry. | 

2. As it was necessary for them to have a preparatory ed- 
ucation, teachers were to be nominated in one or more guita- 
ble places, to instruct such young men in the following stu- 

_- 

* Kvangelical Review, Vol. X. p. 269 sq.
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dies: Grammar, History, Geography, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, 
Composition, Rhetoric and the elements of Astronomy. 

3. After the completion of this course of studies, they 
were to be examined in one of the district conferences, and 
if the examination was satisfactory, a diploma was to be giv- 
en them. 

4. They were then to be required to select some ordained 
clergyman, under whom to prepare for the ministerial office.”’ 

The Synod also established a separate treasury, to be sup- 
plied by free-will offerings from the congregations, for the 
support of indigent students. 

We have been able to find nothing further on this subject, 
in the documents we have examined, before the meeting of 
Synod at Germantown, in 1822, when the action of the Gen- 
eral Synod, in reference to a Theological Seminary, was 
made a matter of deliberation. The Synod of Pennsylvania 

_at its preceding meeting, had decided, by a vote of sixty-sev- 
en to six, in favor of the formation of this body, and its ac- 
tion now came up for consideration. They had decided ad- 
versely to the establishment of a Theological Seminary at 
that time, but proposed certain provisional arrangements for 
organizing such an institution in the course of a few years, 
such as the gradual collection of books for a library, the no- 
mination of temporary instructors, the qualifications of can- 
didates, &. The Synod of Pennsylvania heartily approved 
of the action of the General Synod on several of the above 
particulars, the zecesszty for such an institution, the proprie- 
ty of delaying the establishment of it for a few years, and 
the qualifications of candidates for the ministry in these 
words: “that no young man should be received by any Synod 
as a student of theology, before he had obtained a diploma or 
certificate from some educational institute, in which the usual 
preparatory studies are taught, or has been examined and 
found qualifiedin such studies, by a commattee of clergymen, 
appointed for thes purpose.” 

The other items were postponed until the succeeding year, 
when, in consequence of strong remonstrances from many of 
the congregations, not from any change of sentiment in the 
members, but under protest, they declined, by a decisive vote 
of seventy-two to nine, taking at that period any further ac- 
tion on the subject of a Theological Seminary, but thus ex- 
pressed their feelings. “We desired that the ministry of 
reconciliation should be honored among us, that it might con- 
tinue to be efficient among our descendants, and looked for-
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ward with hope to the time when a plan would be adopted to 
furnish young men with all those aids in their preparation for 
it, which the wise and gracious providence of God offers for 
our acceptance. We called such an institution a Theological 
Seminary, a nursery of divine knowledge.” ‘And our own 
brethren misinterpret our conduct! They give ear to false 
and hostile representations, and suspect that love, which has 
heretofore sustained no sensible wound.” 

In consequence of this state of things in many parts of the 
church, “from a desire to promote the peace, harmony and 
love of the whole body, as well as of each separate congre- 
gation,’ they determined to wait until the congregations 
themselves would request the rescinding of the above resolu- 
tion, which was connected also with a similar one upon the 
subject of the General Synod, and a union with the Reformed 
church. 

After this retrograde course, the old order of things which 
prevailed before this time, was inaugurated afresh, viz., pre- 
paration for the ministry under individual pastors. The 
General Synod, it may be mentioned here incidentally, in ac- 
cordance with their original intention, subsequently estab- 
lished a Theological Seminary at Gettysburg, in 1826. 

As one of the necessary results of the above action, no 
mention is made of a Theological Seminary, as such, until 
the year 1842, when the subject in this specific form, was 
brought up in connection with the Theological Seminary at 
Columbus, Ohio, and in the following way. 

At the session in Lancaster, a letter was received from 
pastor Wagenhals, written in the name of the Directors of 
the above Institution, in which he recommends it to the fa~ 
vorable notice of the Synod. The letter was read before the 
body, and the agent, Rev. W. Lehman, was authorized to 
make some remarks and statements in reference to it, and 
afterwards Dr. Demme offered the following resolution, which 
was adopted : 

“Resolved, That this Synod regards the Theological Sem- 
inary of the German Evangelical Lutheran Church of Ohio, 
as an Institution deserving of our sympathy and support, 
and herewith recommend it to all the churches in our con- 
nection, and wish the Rev. W. Lehman a friendly reception 
in them.”’ 

At the same meeting, a committee was appointed to cor- 
respond with the Directors of it, for the purpose of ascertain- 
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ing more accurately how, and to what extent, the Synod of 
Pennsylvania could obtain a closer connection with that In- 
stitution. This committee reported at the subsequent meet- 
ing in Philadelphia, in 1843, that the General Synod of Ohio 
was willing to give to Pennsylvania Synod the election of 
one-third of the Directors, and in consequence of this infor- 
mation, ‘“‘they thankfully accepted of the proposal, and 
pledged themselves to promote, to the extent of their ability, 
the welfare of the Institution.”” Four Directors, two clergy- 
men and two laymen, were consequently elected at this, and 
four others at the subsequent meeting of the Synod in Potts- 
ville, in 1844, and these latter were furnished with special 
instructions, among which we deem the two following to be 
worthy of particular attention, as indicating doubts already 
of the propriety of their action, in reference to this Institu- 
tion: “to make a proposal for the removal of the Seminary 
to a more desirable place; and to endeavor to give more per- 
manence, and a greater extent to tts educational arrange- 
ments.” 

The connection, however, proved to be a “rope of sand;’’ 
for the Rev. 8S. A. Mealy, in conjunction with his colleague, 
Rev. J. Haesbert, two of the clerical Directors elected by the 
Synod of Pennsylvania, attended the meeting of the Ohio 
Synod at Zanesville, in 1844, and the former presented a 
written report of their visit ‘to the Synod, at Reading, in 
1845, not of the most favorable character. He remarks:— 
“that he was fraternally and cordially invited to participate 
in the deliberations of the Ohio Synod, but he discovered 
with mortification and pain, that he was disqualified from act- 
ing as Director of the Seminary, to any extent, by a provi- 
sion in its Charter, for the removal of which no arrangements 
had been made.”’ In consequence of these representations, 
the Synod passed the following resolution : 

“Resolved, That the obligations we assumed with regard 
to Columbus Seminary, are herewith cancelled, in consequence 
of the non-fulfilment of the agreement, on the part of the 
Joint Synod of Ohio.” 

The Synod were now compelled to look for relief nearer 
home, and as, for reasons which need not here be entered 
into, they had not full confidence in the Theological Seminary 
of the General Synod at Gettysburg, they endeavored to 
originate one within their own territory. Dr. Jacob Miller, 
President of the Synod, at its meeting in Orwigsburg, 1 in 
1846, spoke with reat force upon the increasing necessity
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for the establishment of some institution for the preparation 
of young men for the ministerial office. Subsequently also, 
he presented the following resolution: “that our Synod, for 
the present, appoint some qualified minister of our number, 
to educate young men for the ministry.” Such a great degree 
of unanimity was afterwards found to exist among clergymen 
and laymen, on this important subject, that not only was the 
above resolution adopted, but further preparatory steps were 
taken to secure the above end. A committee, consisting of 
Drs. J. Miller and J. C. Baker, Rev. G. A. Reichart and 
Messrs. Dr. F. W. Heckel and Geo. Miller, were appointed 
to ascertain from Dr. Demme, whether he would be willing 
to become Theological Professor for Pennsylvania Synod, and 
if he should give his consent, to make the necessary arrange- 
ments with him. They were also authorized, in case he de- 
clined, to obtain some other suitable person. 

The above committee held a meeting, for the accomplish- 
ment of the object for which they were appointed, in Phila- 
delphia, September 23, 1846, and Dr. Demme signified to 
them his willingness to serve the Synod in the desired capac- 
ity, provided he could make the necessary arrangements with 
his church council; and in consequence of this, they had 
adopted a plan of operations. This plan embraced a number 
of particulars, the most important of which were, the salary 
of the Professor, the necessety of a collegiate or other suffi- 
ciently extended preparatory education on the part of appli- 
‘eants, the duties of pastors in reference to the procuring of 
suitable candidates, end the securing of contributions for the 
immediate and future wants of the Institution. All these 
met with the hearty approval of the Synod, and they deter- 
mined that the Institution should go into operation the 1st of 
October, 1847. 

Dr. Demme, however, at this meeting of the Synod, to the 
great regret of those in, and many out of the Synod, with- 
drew the consent he had previously given to the committee, 
“for reasons satisfactory to himself,’’ and though they were 
continued to the following year, they reported, through their 
chairman, Dr. J. Miller, at the meeting in Easton, in 1848, 
that they had not been successful in securing the services of 
another suitable person to fill the station. Their action ended 
here, in this direction; now they begin to look towards Get- 
tysburg. ; 

Dr. 8. 5. Schmucker was present at this meeting of the 
Synod, and was allowed to participate in the-deliberations on
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this subject. He therefore took advantage of the occasion 
to invite their attention to the Seminary already established 
at Gettysburg, and “assured the Synod of the willingness of 
the Directors of that Institution, to adopt every possible 
means, in order to secure the friendly codperation of their 
body.” In consequence of these representations, the com- 
mittee on the Theological Institution was continued, and di- 
rected to confer with the Board of Directors of the Seminary 
at Gettysburg, and ascertain on what terms the Synod of 
Pennsylvania could codperate with them. The report of this 
committee is given in the printed minutes for 1849, during 
which year the Synod met in Lebanon. Dr. Baker, in behalf 
of the committee, addressed a number of questions to Dr. 
Morris, President of the Board of Directors, to which satis- 
factory answers were returned; and besides, the whole com- 
inittee had a personal interview with the Dr. above mertioned 
and Revs. B. Keller and F. W. Conrad, who had been ap- 
pointed to confer with the Synod of Pennsylvania upon this 
subject, and to offer to them the right of nominating a Pro- 
fessor, on certain conditions. They therefore felt themselves 
authorized to offer the following resolution: 

“Resolved, That this Synod accepts of the offer of the 
Directors of the Seminary at Gettysburg, and will yearly 
contribute from three to four hundred dollars for the support 
of a German Professor, provided such a one be appointed as 
js satisfactory to us, and as long as he continues there.” 

Another committee, subsequently appointed for this pur- 
pose, nominated Dr. Demme to the Directors of the Semina- 
ry, which nomination was afterwards ananimously confirmed 
by them, but the Dr. felt it his duty to decline accepting the 
position, for which every one “regarded him so eminently 
qualified.”’ 

. This same subject was again before the Synod, at its meet- 
ing in Pottsville, in 1850, and in reply to an invitation of 
the Directors of the Seminary, to make a second nomination, 
through a committee appointed for this specific object, they 
proposed the following.: That as they knew of no competent 
person to fill the position, they proposed to send a member 
‘of their body, Dr. Demme, to Germany, accompanied by one 
of the Directors of the Seminary, to be sent by them, who, 
with the assistance of experienced and judicious representa- 
tives of our church in that country, should select a suitable 
man for the station. The Directors, however, were unwilling 

to accede to-this proposal, and in consequence of the neglect
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of a committee, appointed to acquaint the Synod with their 
action, in attending to this duty, a coolness was occasioned 
between the parties concerned in these negotiations. Dr. 
Krauth, at the meeting in Allentown in 1851, in accordance 
with the above facts, begged the Synod not to blame the Di- 
rectors with a want of courtesy, or a disinclinatién to codper- 
ate with them; for the resolutions passed by them, strongly 
express the hope and the desire that the friendly feelings 
now existing between them may contmue, and that they may 
still be able to labor har moniously with each other. 

Though the Synod thus failed in getting a German Profes- 
gor in the Seminar y, they were successful at this very meet- 
ing, in originating a measure, which ultimately led to the se- 
curing of the privilege of having one of their number to give 
theological instruction in the Seminary at Gettysburg. This 
seems, therefore, to be the proper place to allude to the sec- 
ond resolution, which, through the earnest representations of 
Dr. Krauth, was passed in connection with the determination 
to endow a “Pr ofessorship of the German Language and Lit- 
erature in Pennsylvania College.”’ ‘The resolution is in these 
words : 

‘Resolved, That we request the Directors of the Semina- 
ry to acknowledge the German Professor as a member of the 
Seminary Faculty, and grant him the right of imparting the- 
ological instruction in the German language in that Institu- 
tion.’’* 

This action took place at Allentown in 1851, and the only 
other facts which may be of interest in this connection, are 
those which were the result of synodical agency at Harris- 
burg in 1855, and at the special session at Reading, of the 
same year. The Professor was obligated “‘to devote half of 
his tame to imparting theological instruction in the German 
language in the Seminary,” by a resolution offered at the 
meeting of Synod held at the former place; and the follow- 
ing additional items are extracted, for convenient reference, 
from the resolves passed in reference to the Seminary, at the 
special meeting in Reading,+ which were subsequently also 
acceded to by the Directors “3f that Institution: 

“1. Hesolved, That the German Professor is obligated to 
devote half his time to instruction in the Seminary, and in 

* Page 16, English Minutes for 1851. 
7 English Minutes for 1855, p. 49.
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all other respects to conform closcly to the regulations laid 
down in the resolutions passed at Harrisburg. 

2. Resolved, That. the theological students, who necd in- 
struction in the German grammar, receive the same in the 
College, and that the German Professor impart no instruction 
in the German grammar in the Seminary. 

. Ltesolved, That after consultation with his colleagues, 
the German Professor adapt his instructions, in the various 
departments of Theology, scrupulously to the necessities of 
the students who may attend upon his German instructions 
in the Seminary. 

4, Resolved, That said Professor at no time lecture upon 
the same theological subject, upon which, at that time, one of 
his colleagues is engaged in delivering lectures. 

DO. Resolved, That said Professor consult upon this point, 
with his colleagues, at the beginning of the Session, immedi- 
ately after the examination of the students.” 

What has been done in the Seminary, since the spring of 
1856, when Dr. C. F. Schaeffer entered upon the discharge 
of his duties in that Institution, in accordance with the pre- 
ceding arrangement, is not connected with our present under- 
taking ; we have reached that point in our narrative, with 
which it was our intention to conclude. 

It will be evident, from a perusal of the preceding narra- 
tive, that the Synod of Pennsylvania has been, with striking 
consistency, from its first organization, through all the varied 
phases of action in which it has been presented, for a period 
of more than a hundred years, the steadfast friend of an ed- 
ucated and pious ministry ; and though, in some instances, 
it was obliged, by the force of circumstances, to depart in 
practice from its principles, in which too, it doubtless acted 
wisely, for there is no rule which does not admit of excep- 
tions, the foregoing history of its proceedings still presents 
us with a picture, pleasant to look upon, safe to imitate, and 
worthy of high commendation. 

But it also suggests another thought, of equal or greater 
importance. If we believe,.as we do, in the language of the 
gifted poet, that 

“There’s a divinity that shapes our ends, 

Rough-hew them as we will,” 

we think, as we expressed ourselves in the outset, that the 
hand of God has been in the synodical action which we have 
endcavored to sketch, and has dirccted it to the present is-
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sues. It has defeated allthe measures calculated to separate 
brethren of the same faith, by the organization of rival col- 
leges and Theological Seminaries, either within or beyond 
the limits of this State, and has favored those which tended 
to wntte them in the support of the Institutions at Gettys- 
burg ; whilst it has not thus conducted to a favorable result, 
those intended to produce a union of the Lutheran and Re- 
formed churches. Thus our whole church in Pennsylvania 
has but one College and one Theological Seminary ; the two 
Synods, each for a period acting for itself, like Naomi and 
Ruth, have again, in the providence of God, been united, and 
that man in his boldness, is little to be envied, who would 
propose a violent disruption of these kindred elements, in- 
stead of saying: “‘ What God has joined together, let not man 

ut asunder.” 
It follows, therefore, that we ought to give our united ef- 

forts, and offer up our united prayers in behalf of these In- 
stitutions, carefully avoiding everything calculated to disturb 
the peace, or impair the charity which ought ever to exist 
between those professing to have one Lord, one faith, one 
baptism. If such action and such feelings existed among us 
in their proper measure, these Institutions of the church would 
soon occupy a far higher eminence than they do at present, 
become astill greater blessing and ornament to this ‘gen- 
eration, a rich legacy to our most distant posterity. May 
all of our people be disposed to labor together for the accom- 
plishment of this desirable end, in the exercise of the largest 
charity consistent with truth, for this Christian grace thus 
exercised, will be a golden chain of sufficient extent, to bind 
us in sweet harmony together, for she bdeareth all things, be- 
lieveth all things, hopeth all things, endureth all things !
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ARTICLE IV. 

REMINISCENCES OF LUTHERAN CLERGYMEN. 

XLIV. 

JOHN GEORGE BUTLER. 

“And they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the firmament; 
and they that turn many to righteousness, as the stars forever and ever.” 

ForTY-THREE years have passed away since the death of 
this faithful and laborious servant of Christ, yet there are 
some still living, to whom his memory is very precious, and 
who distinctly remember his active, anxious and self-denying | 
efforts to build up the interests of our Zion, and to extend 
the boundaries of the Redeemer’s kingdom. Although his 
body, for a long period, has mingled with its kindred dust, 
his influence for good continues to be felt in the life of many 
who survive, whilst there is reason to believe that there are 
redeemed spirits in the realms of bliss, who trace their first 
heavenly impulses on earth to his earnest prayers and Chris- 
tian efforts, and who are now his “glory and joy,” his “crown 
of rejoicing,” in the celestial world. 

Mr. Butler was born in Philadelphia in 1754, many years 
before we had an existence as a nation. He was left an or- 
phan at the early age of two years, yet he was not entirely 
friendless. The God of the fatherless did not leave or for- 
sake him. Friends were raised up to watch over his desolate 
path, who were ready to sympathize with him in his lonely 
condition, and to bring a cheering and helping hand to his 
relief. His mother had been a member of the German church, 
the pastor of which took a deep interest in the boy’s welfare, 
and from time to time imparted to him faithful religious in- 
struction. He endeavored to instil into his youthful mind a 
sense of the being of God, and of the reverence which is due 
him, of the love of the Savior and his infinite merits, and. of 
the duty of prayer and the manner, in which it should be per- 
formed at the throne of grace. He tried to impress upon 
his heart. Scriptural views of the object of life, and to with- 
draw his affections from the perishable things of earth to 
those of heaven, more substantial and enduring. These in- 
structions were not lost. Their power was felt in his life, and 
while the dews of the morning were yet fresh upon his brow,
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he consecrated his heart to the Lord, and cast»in his lot with 
the people of God. His course in manhood w as, in no small 
measure, the result of his training in youth, and his whole 
subsequent character was the ever ripening fruit of seed 
planted in his mind when a child. 

In his early years, the subject of our sketch was appren- 
ticed toa potter. At this business he continued, until his 
Services were called into requisition, during the ‘Revolutiona- 
ry war. Deeply interested in the principles involved in the 
issue, he hesitated not to take the field in their defence. He 
did not, however, permit his religious character to suffer, 
whilst he was connected with the army. He was never 
ashamed or afraid, under any circumstances, to avow his 
Christian principles. Those who were associated with him, 
could tell that he had been with Jesus, and was imbued with 
his Spirit. His exemplary life in the camp was a beautiful 
and consistent exemplification of the excellence and power of 
religion. But the scenes which he witnessed from day to day, 
were not very congenial to his views and feelings. He was 
often shocked with the profanity which he heard, and the 
vices which prevailed. He could not connive at these viola- 
tions of the Divine law, and he never failed to lift up his 
voice of disapprobation and remonstrance. On one occasion 
he greatly incurred the displeasure and .odium of the Captain 
of the company of which he was a member, in consequence 
of a rebuke he administered to him for taking God’s name in 
vain. He may be said here, in the army, to have made a 
beginning in preaching the Gospel. He seemed all the time 
interested in the subject of religion, and constantly sought 
opportunities to arrest the progress of iniquity, and to ad- 
vance the cause of truth and righteousness. 

He left the army after a brief ser vice, and commenced the 
regular study of Divinity, under the direction of his pastor, 
Rey. Dr. Helmuth. In due time he was licensed as a minis- 
ter of the Gospel, by the Synod of Pennsylvania, and soon 
after took charge of our Lutheran interests in Carlisle and 
congregations in the vicinity. Carlisle was, at the time, a 
frontier village, and our church a field only for missionary 
operations. Ihe Revolutionary war had scar cely been brought 
to a termination, and its disastrous influence upon the com- 
munity had not yet passed away. Its effects were to be seen 
in the prostitution of morals, and the indifference that every 
where existed in reference to religion. Mr. Butler began his 
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duties conscious of the pressure of accountability, and in re 
hance upon the Divine aid. He gave himself up thoroughly 
to the work, and labored indefatigably for the salvation of 
souls. Notwithstanding the poverty, trials, struggles and 
toils, incident\to his difficult position, he was happy, and had 
reason to rejoice, that his efforts to do good were not fruitless. 
He was also, whilst a resident of Pennsylvania, pastor of the 
Lutheran Church in Shippensburg, and was, for a time, em- 
ployed in visiting destitute portions of the church in the 
western part of the State, dispersed in the territory now 
known as Huntingdon, Blair, Bedford and Somerset counties. 
Much of his time was spent in Apostolic journeys, as an itin- 
erant missionary of the Synod with which he was connected, 
In gathering together our members, establishing congrega- 
tions, instructing the young in the Catechism, preaching the 
word and administering the sacraments. He was highly es- 
teemed for his works of faiti: and labors of love. In some 
‘churches of our communion which he organized, his services 
are still kindly remembered, and his praises spoken by many 
of the aged, who are yet spared as a connecting link between 
the past and the present. 

We next find this laborious and faithful servant of God in 
the State of Virginia, there exploring our waste places, and 
breaking to the destitute the bread of life. He was annually 
commissioned by the Synod of Pennsylvania to travel through 
the western part of Virginia and Tennessee, to look after our 
members, to remain for a season at such places as furnished 
a prospect of usefulness, to catechise and confirm the young, 
to distribute copies of the Bible and the Hymn Book, of 
which he usually carried with him a large supply, and to or- 
ganize congregations wherever practicable. He had Bote- 
tourt County as his head-quarters, but he was constantly en- 
gaged in missionary labors. His several appointments were 
generally made a year in advance, and were most punctually 
filled. So conscientious was he in this respect, that he was 
often at the post of duty, when he could easily have pleaded 
physical infirmity as an adequate cause for the failure of the 
engagement. It is recollected that, on one occasion, he rode 
with a pillow placed on his saddle, rather than disappoint 
those who, he knew, would be assembled for the service. With 
the same conscientious fidelity he discharged all his obliga- 
tions. Nothing could ever tempt him to swerve from the 
path of duty. He followed his convictions in spite of clamor 
or misrepresentation. His notions of right and wrong were
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based upon the laws of religion and of God, and not upon 
the maxims and policy of the world. He was fearless in re- 
proving iniquity, and would never, in any way, countenance 
what he knew to be wrong. Intemperance at this period was 
a prevalent and fashionable vice in Botetourt County, but he 
did not ‘shrink to declare his uncompromising hostility to the 
practice, and to expose its sinfulness. Huis boldness in pre- 
senting the truth, sometimes aroused against him opposition 
and even persecution, but he cared not for the taunts or the 
sneers, the complaints or the maledictions of men, provided 
he could have a conscience void of offence. 

‘‘Assailed by scandal and the tongue of strife, 
His only answer was a blameless life ; 
And he who forged and he who threw the dart, 

Had each a brother's interest in his heart.” 

He realized that he was ‘‘about his Masters’s business,’ and 
would be required to render an account of his stewardship to 
Him, in whose service he was engaged. 

In 1805 the subject of our narrative removed to Cumber- 
land, Md. This congregation was organized in 1794, and 
supplied with occasional visitations by members of the Penn- 
sylvania Synod. It had no regular pastor until Mr. Butler 
assumed the charge. He entered upon his duties with his 
characteristic zeal and energy. His labors here were owned 
and blessed. The Great Head of the church was pleased to 
employ him as an instrument for doing a good work for the 
church to which his services had been devoted, and many 
souls were brought to asaving acquaintance with the truth as 
it isin Jesus. His preaching was of a most heart-searching 
and pungent character. 

“He preached 
Conversion and repentance, as to souls 
In prison, under dangers imminent !” 

A favorite expression with him in the pulpit, when addressing 
the impenitent, was, ‘“Turn or burn! Repent and believe or 
be damned!’ His manner sometimes appeared stern, and 
his language rough, but the force of circumstances, the char- 
acter of the population, and the state of things that prevailed 
at that time, rendered it necessary for him to speak plainly 
and pointedly. He ceased not to warn every one, night and 
day, with tears, and to beseech the wanderer from God to
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turn from his evil ways and live. The timid and irresoluté 
were encouraged to persevere in that which was right, the af- 
flicted were comforted, the distressed relieved, and the care- 
less and obdurate arrested in their-course. Cases apparently 
the most hopeless, were reached ; individuals far sunk in vice, 
the reckless and debased, were reclaimed, and many rejoiced 
that they were rescued from ruin, delivered from the power 
of darkness, and introduced into the marvellous light of the 
Gospel. He seemed to feel his responsibilities as an ambas- 
sador of Christ, a steward of the mysteries of God. In the 
pulpit and in his catechetical instructions, he insisted strongly 
upon a change of heart. The doctrines of human depravity, 
the necessity of regeneration by the Holy Spint, and justifi- 
cation by faith, were always kept prominently in view. Not 
only was union with the church represented as important, but 
union with Christ, as the Head of the church, by a living, 
active faith, still more important. He usually made a deep 
impression upon the hearts of his catechumens, and they sel- 
dom separated from him without being greatly moved and 
bathed in tears. His ministerial labors were connected with 
scenes of deep and eternal interest, and identified with genu- 
ine revivals of religion. He prayed and toiled for the en- 
Jargement of Zion, and for the awakening and conversion of 
immortal souls. Had he lived at a later period, he would 
have been considered a decidedly New Measure man. He some- 
times used what is, et the present day, called the Anxious 
Bench, and was in the habit of having members of his church 
lead in the devotions at the social meeting for prayer. He 
taught them, at the very commencement of their Christian 
course, to take up the cross, and perform the duty, however 
painful, and they were often reminded of their personal re- 
sponsibility to God for the keeping of their brethren, and the 
progress of the cause of truth. He did allin his power to 
promote the zeal and activity of private Christians, and to 
secure their codperation in furthering evangelical piety in 
the church and the community. We subjoin an extract from 
a letter written by | him in 1811, and published in the Avan- 

_gelische Magazin,* which will give an idea, not only of the 
sacrificing labors, evangelical spirit and ardent piety of this 
pioneer of Lutheranism, but also of the condition of our 
church at this period, in what were then regarded as frontier 
settlements. The editor, Dr. Helmuth, in introducing the 

* Vol. I. 18.
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‘ communication to the attention of his readers, remarks that 
it will afford them an opportunity of seeing how, here and 
there, in this western world, the spirit of religion shows it- 
self of an active character. ‘It willbe,” says Mr. Butler, 
“six years, next October, since I live here. I serve at pres- 
ent eight congregations. Of these, one is forty-seven and 
another sixty miles from the place of my residence. I re- 
ceive from all these congregations about one hundred and 
fifty dollars. J was requested, in August, 1807, to hold di- 
vine service some miles from myhome. With the consent of 
my principal congregation, I set out on my journey. I was 
absent six weeks, traveling and preaching. And, blessed be 
the Lord! who assisted me, and crowned my labors with his 
blessing to old and young. I instructed a number of young 
persons in the catechism; and the nearer the close of the 
course of instruction approached, so much the nearer did God 
come near us with his blessing, so that very often our hearts 
were melted, and one flood of tears followed another. The 
Lord moved my heart and tongue, and gave me grace so to 
speak as never before. On Friday previous to communion, 
whilst I preached in the forenoon with great freedom, from 
the words, ‘Blessed are they which do hunger and thirst after 
righteousness: for they shall be filled,’ God approached us: 
in a special manner, and several of my hearers were power- 
fully affected ; and towards the close of this afternoon’s in- 
struction, the King of glory came to us and wrought a pow- 
erful awakening. In short, the following three days were 
blessed days, during which, in the hearts of the aged ‘and 
young, the Lord kindled a fire that burns still to the praise 
of his name. In October, 1809, I was called to a place six- 
ty miles from this place, to instruct children. On Tuesday, 
previous to the celebration of the Lord’s Supper, God came 
specially near to us. I thought I could perceive that some of 
‘the children would like to speak to me alone, did not fear 
prevent them. Hence, I exhorted them, thatif they desired 
to disclose to me anything resting upon their hearts and con- 
science, they should not fear at all or be ashamed to do so, 
but should be free and open-hearted towards me. This eve- 
ning I went home with six of the catechumens. After supper, 
one of them came to me and said, ‘Sir, I wish to speak with 
you alone.’ I went, and found the young person awakened 
and deeply wounded in heart. So soon as the rest saw this, 
a divine arrow seemed to penetrate the hearts of them all. I 
found one of them to be in the deepest anguish on account of
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his sins. I pointed him directly to Jesus, the friend of sin- 
ners. He desired me to pray for him. I called together all 
the other catechumens, and prayed; but in a very few mo- 
ments, I could not hear my own veice, by reason of their 
weeping:and crying for grace and mercy. I arose and per- 
mitted them and our blessed God to treat with each other 
alone. ‘They prayed in one strain for a whole hour, and one 
of the children prayed two hours, when all its strength was 
exhausted. And such child-like, spiritual and persevering 
prayers as these were, I have never heard from the lips of 
either minister or hearer. ' In short, God did here begin a 
work, such as i cannot and shall not attempt to describe, lest 
it may be regarded as scmething incredible. On my way 
home, I held a prayer-meeting in another congregation. Here 
eleven persons prayed, one after another, very fervently and 
perseveringly. The Lord came -near us, and kindled a fire 
among us. An aged woman fell upon her knees, weeping and 
crying out, ‘O dear pastor! pray for me—I am a poor, lost 
sinner. Another woman, whom I confirmed some time ago, 
and who is believed, if I have a God-fearing soul in all my 
congregations, to be that soul,—this woman was again pow- 
eriully awakened and incited to ever increasing earnestness 

‘in religion. Here too the fre still burns. On the last Sab- 
bath in October, 1808, I held a general meeting of all the 
catechumens from all my congregations. At this meeting the 
Lord kindled a holy fire, which he had also carried to other 
neighborhsods, and which continues to burn. Again, on the 
last Sabbath in August, 1810, I heldin town a general meet- 
ing of the catechumens. This meeting continued three days. 
We saw here wonderful displays of the grace of God. The 
convicted, weeping, mourning and praying were seen every- 
where. Some cried out, ‘O God! what shall we do to be 
saved?’ Others asked, weeping, ‘Is there yet salvation for 
us?’ All this, taken together, greatly offended the old ser- 
pent and his adherents, so that there was no lack of scolding, 
mocking, slandering, blaspheming and lying. Hence I have 
had to wade continually, and already for a whole year, through 
deep waters.” 

Mr. Butler continued to labor at Cumberland till death 
terminated his earthly pilgrimage. As he advanced in lite 
he grew inspirituality and ripened for heaven. Every thought 
and impulse of his soul seemed schooled in subordination to 
the will of his Heavenly Father. For years before his death 
his mind was completely taken up with religious subjects, and
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ordinary themes of social intercourse were very much exclu- 
ded. If asecular or worldly topic were introduced, lt ap- 
peared to have no relish for him. He soon endeavored to 
change the conversation and turn it into some serious chan- 
nel. Aliud nihil, nist celum. His views and feelings in 
prospect of death, were what might be expected to mark the 
departure of sucha man. VPeacefully and joyfully he bade 
adieu to friends on earth, in the joyful expectation of spend+ 
ing an eternity in heaven. He died December 12th, 1816, 
in the sixty-third year of his age. “He rests from his la- 
bors and his works do follow him.” 

' In personal appearance, Mr. Butler was about the middle 
height, broad built, compactly formed, producing the impres- 
sion of health and strength. He was married in early life to 
Catharine Miller, of Philadelphia, and was the father of six 
children, four sons and two daughters, all of whom became 
hopefully pious, verifying the promised blessing upon the 
house of the righteous. ‘The generation of the upright shall 
be blessed.” He was most faithful in his family instructions, 
and rigid in enforcing discipline. Gideon entered the minis- 
try the latter part of his life, and was, like his father, an 
earnest and faithful herald of salvation. Thesons were gen- 
erally active in the church. The youngest, a devoted and 
worthy elder; and Superintendent of the Sabbath School, at 
Cumberland, was the father of Rev. J. G. Butler, pastor of 
the Lutheran Church, Washington, D. C. 

The testimony respecting the subject of our narrative, re- 
ceived from different sources, is, that he was a man of deep- 
toned, fervid piety, a man of prayer, of communion with 
God, and love to Christ and the church, the friend of vital 
religion, zealous and active in the work to which he had con- 
secrated his powers, earnest and persevering in his exertions 
to do good, and laborious and faithful until death. His aim 
ever seemed to be, to do what isright. So manifest was this, 
that no one would have ventured to approach him with an 
improper or questionable proposition. The burden of his 
heart and the purpose of his life, was to honor Christ in the 
salvation of the soul. He faithfully and successfully fulfilled 
the duties of the ministry. His life furnishes a beautiful il- 
lustration of the power of prayer and the influence of per- 
sonal effort. 

Mr. Butler was a member of the Pennsylvania Synod, and 
seldom failed to be present at its annual meetings. He was 
one of the first of our ministers who introduced English into
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the exercises of public worship, and preached regularly in 
that language. He was censured by many for his course, 
and in consequence of it, was often the victim of persecution. 
Satisfied, however, as to the propriety of the measure, he 
could net be persuaded to abandon it. [He felt that the 
strong prejudice against the introduction of English into the 
services of the sanctuary, existing in the minds of many, 
must yield, and a different and more liberal policy adopted, 
or our church could never prosper or be extended in this 
country. He preached in the English language quite fluent- 
ly. “ZT remember,” says Dr. Kurtz, “that the first time I 
heard him, I supposed he must have lived in Ireland, or 
Jearned to speak from associating with Irish, so little were 
his pronunciation and accent lke those of a German or an 
American.”” He was a plain, practical, pungent preacher, and 
appeared well versed in the Scriptures, from which he fre- 
quently quoted and drew illustrations. He presented the 
truth with unaffected simplicity and great clearness, but with 
boldness, earnestness and power. Fearless and unshrinking 
in the discharge of every duty, prompt in meeting his en- 
gagements, diligent inthe improvement of opportunities, he 
did not live in vain. Much good resulted from influences 
which he put into operation. Many a poor wanderer was 
conducted to the realms of glory through his instrumentality, 
and fitted for eternal activity and enjoyment. 

Mr. Butler kept a regular journal of his labors and trials, 
which contained a considerable amount of information rela- 
tive to himself and our church, during the period of his min- 
istry. It was, however, unfortunately destroyed during the 
great conflagration of 1833, which laid nearly the whole 
town of Cumberland inashes. ‘The only production we have 
from his pen, is a discourse on the “Duty of True-Heart 
Prayer,” published in 1784, whilst pastor in Carlisle, and 
designed for circulation among his own people.* If his ser- 
mons generally, were of the same character, we’ are not sur- 
prised that he was so efficient and successful a laborer in the 
vineyard of the Lord. : 

* The Duty of True-Heart Praver briefly considered and earnestly en- 
forced: By Rev. John George Butler. Translated by Rev. David H. 
Focht, A. M.—1854.
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George Daniel Flohr. 

XLV. 

GEORGE DANIEL FLOHR. 

“T have fought a good fight, I have finished my course, I have kept the 
faith: Henceforth there is laid up for me a crown of rightcousness, 
which the Tord the righteous Judge shall give me at that day: and 
not to me only, but unto all them also that love his appearing.” 

The subject of our present sketch was born in the year 
1759. He died in 1826, in the sixty-seventh year of his 
age. Although he had nearly reached his fortieth year when 
he entered upon the sacred office, yet during the period he 
was permitted to labor, he accomplished much more than 
many whose ministerial career extends over a larger space. 
He is represented as having been a good man, a “living 
epistle known and read of all men,” and a judicious, devoted 
and useful minister of the Gospel, “‘whose praise is’ still 
“throughout all the churches.’”’ Hundreds yet live, who re- 
member him, and always speak of him with the most tender 
regard, who mourn for him as they knew him in life, and 
testify to the earnestness and fidelity with which he discharged 
his duties. 

Mr. Flohr was by birth a German, but of his parentage 
and early history, we have no information. We find him, in 
1793, in Paris, engaged in the study of Medicine, under the 
instruction of his uncle, who was a Physician. He was a 
resident of France during that memorable period, which con- 
vulsed the whole nation ; he witnessed the intense excitement 
which filled all Paris with consternation, and caused the eye 
to quail, the voice to falter, and the heart to shudder in the 
presence of the armed soldiery, and the yells of the populace. 
On the fatal morning of the execution of Louis XVI, he was 
one of the vast throng, and with the multitude, gazed upon 
the terrific and woe-stricken scenes. On this occasion, the 
accidental but tragical death of an individual in the crowd, 
standing near him, part of whose mangled body was thrown 
upon his person, most deeply affected him, and so operated 
upon his mind, as to lead him to change all his purposes and 
plans for the future. He at once abandons his medical stu- 
dies, and resolves to turn his-attention to other pursuits. 
This, perhaps, formed the turning-point in his life, and awa- 
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kened a train of serious thought which resulted in his subse- 
quent consecration to the Christian ministry. 

Soon after this he immigrated to this country, and we next 
meet with him in Madison County, Virginia, prosecuting the 
study of Theology, under the direction of Rev. William Car- 
penter. Subsequently he taught school in Culpepper County 
until his preparations for,the ministry were completed. He 
was then licensed to preach the Gospel by the Synod of 
Pennsylvania, and engaged for a season in missionary ser- 
vices in South-Western Virginia. This field of labor was not 
only rich to him in experience, but it was among the scenes 
of his most useful efforts. In the year 1799, having been 
invited to settle as Pastor of several congregations in Wythe 
County, he accepted the call, and immediately entered upon 
his duties. Here he continued zealously and faithfully to 
Jabor for years. ‘The charge was extensive, the position la- 
borious. It embraced five organized congregations, to whom 
he statedly preached, not only on the Lord’s day, but fre- 
quently during the week. His churches lay in three differ- 
ent counties, and the most of them were separated some dis- 
tance from his residence—one nine, another twenty-two, a 
third thirty, and a fourth forty-seven miles. Some of. these 
churches he was obliged to relinquish the latter part of his 
life, in consequence of declining health, but the congregation 
near his home he retained until the last. He was never sat- 
isfied unless employed, and his voice was heard in the sanctu- 
ary, proclaiming the precious truths of God’s word within a 
few weeks of his death. He died after a brief illness. He 
met the final summons not only with calm submission, but 
with holy triumph, bearing the clearest and most joyful tes- 
timony to the all-sustaining grace of his blessed Redeemer. 

Is that a death-bed where the Christian lies ? 

Yes, but not his: ’Tis death itself there dies! 

The old warrior put off his armor, for the battle was fought, 
the victory won. Itis said that no death ever occurred in 
that whole region of country, which produced so profound a 
sensation and so universal grief. An immense concourse of 
people came together, even from remote points, to look for 
the last time upon the countenance of the loved and departed 
one, who had so long and so faithfully ministered to them in 
holy things, and animated them in their Christian pilgrimage, 
by the hopes and consolations of the Gospel. Although the
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cemetery. attached to St. John’s Church, in which his remains 
were deposited, was more than a mile from his residence, his 
friends, influenced by a feeling of high regard, insisted upon 
carrying the bier on their shoulders, the whole distance to the 
grave. ‘wo sermons were preached on the occasion, the one 
by Rev. Mr. Houck, of the German Reformed Chur ch, in the 
German language, the other by Rev. Mr. Chut, of the Pres- 
byterian Church, in the English language. A simple but 
beautiful monument, carved out of the mountain-marble, has 
since been erected to his memory, by Mr. Crone, of Wythe 
County, a member of the German Reformed Church, at his 
own expense, as a memorial of private friendship, and a tri- 
bute to great excellencies, piety and usefulness, appreciated 
by the whole commuity. 

The widow of Mr. Flohr, who was highly esteemed, was 
buried only a few months ago. ‘They laid her beside her re- 
vered and still lamented husband, and in connexion with the 
funeral services, the Pastor* uttered the following sentiment, 
which found a response in every heart present: “‘We now 
consign to the grave the venerable partner of that gr eat and 
good’man, to whose faithful ministry and holy life, this Chris- 
tian Church and community are more indebted than, perhaps, 
to any other man, living or dead!” 

Mr. Flohr exeycised extraordinary influence, not only up- 
on the members oi his church, but upon all classes of society. 

“A man he was to all the country dear!” 

He had the unlimited confidence of the community in which 
he dwelt, and with every one his word seemed to be the high- 
est authority. When difficulties arose in the church or out 
of it, all were willing to refer the subject to the venerable 
Pastor for adjustment, and to abide by his decision, and from 
it scarcely any one ever thought of an appeal. In matters 
of local.interest, where difference of opinion necessarily ex- 
isted, he was often chosen to act as umpire, because all were 
satisfied that his judgment would be in accordance with the 
principles of equity. He was, on all these occasions, recog- 
nized as lawyer; judge and jury. Even now—more than 
thirty years since he passed away—his influence is felt, his 
sentiments quoted, and his views tenaciously regarded. “When 
I sometimes,” writes one of his successors in the pastoral of- 
fice, ‘“‘step aside from the old landmarks of Lutheranism, I 

* Rey. J. A. Brown, Pastor of the Lutheran Church, Wytherille, Va
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am immediately met with the remark, ‘Father Flohr did not: 
do so?” 

His house was the regular place of resort for those who 
were distressed, either in body or mind. His counsels were 
most highly valued, and his suggestions generally adopted. 
He was able to give advice, he knew how to sympathize with 
the afflicted, and to comfort the sorrowing. ‘There is a good 
old member of the Methodist Church, yet living in Wythe 
County, who says that when he was young, and first became 
interested in -the subject of religion, he at one time was in 
deep distress, and almost desponded in reference to the result. 
He went, however, to Mi. Flohr for counsel and direction, 
presented his case, and then asked him whether he thought 
there was any hope possible for him. Mr. Flohr walked up 
to him, laid his hand upon his shoulder and said, “I would to 
God that al2 could be brought to feel just as you now do!” 
‘“‘In that interview,” says the old man, ‘I received the very 
instruction I needed, and soon my heart was comforted, and 
I was made happy.” 

If it be asked, how it was, that this man exerted so un- 
bounded an influence, we reply that its basis was the confi- 
dence which every one had in his personal worth and Chris- 
tian character. His integrity was above suspicion. ‘He 
walked in the furnace and the smell of fire was not upon his 
garments.’ His walk and conversation corresponded with 
his principles. They were a beautiful commentary upon the 
truths of religion. ‘1 was brought up,” writes one,* “‘in the 
neighborhood in which he labored and died, and now occupy 
part of the field which he cultivated, and I have never yet 
heard a single charge of impropriety or indiscretion preferred 
against him. All, even those who differed from him in some 
of his views; say that he was an upright man, and incapable 
of an intentional wrong.’ If you were to decide whether he 
would pursue any particular course of conduct, or aim at any 
particular object, it were only necessary to inquire whether 
he would regard that object as right, or that aim Scriptural, 
and you could rest assured that no mean or selfish considera- 
tion, or sinister purpose, would interfere to bias his judgment 
or lead him astray. ‘here were no false appearances about 
him. He had none of that disguise or policy in his compo- 
sition, sometimes found in men occupying high positions. 

.* Rey. J, A. Brown, of Wytheville, Va,
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‘What he thought he felt and spoke. There was in his char- 
acter a transparent simplicity, a cordial sincerity— 

“a, clear and ready smile 
Unshadowed by a thought of guile’— 

which struck all who were brought in contact with him. He 
was a man of an elevated, ardent piety, and fervent devotion 
to the cause of his Master—fixed and unwavering in his 
principles of faith and of duty—earnest in his prayers and 
efforts to do good, to diffuse human happiness and advance 
the interests of Christ’s kingdom. | 

Mr. Flohr possessed many estimable qualities. He was 
amiable in his disposition and affable in his manners. Hehad 
the benevolence that delights in the good of others, and is 
willing to make sacrifices to promote it. His intercourse was 
characterized by great courtesy and kindness, always united 
with dignity.and deep seriousness. He never indulged in 
levity or trifling conversation. His company was courted, 
but he was not disposed to mingle much in socicty, except 
when duty required it, and he could render it subservient to 
some useful purpose. He was a most laborious man, and 
secmed constantly engaged. ‘his was necessary, as the calls 
upon his attention were numerous, and his duties onerous. 
His diocese was large, and at one time embraced nearly the 
whole territory now occupied by the Synod of Western Vir- 
ginia. He was regular and systematic in all his habits, care- 
fully accurate in everything he did, and observed punctuality 
in his engagements with great precision. Inclement weather 
or bad roads did not prevent him from filling his appoint- 
ments. Even when advanced in years, he would sometimes 
ride twenty or thirty miles, through wind and rain, sleet and 
mud, to meet the beloved people committed to his pastoral 
care : 

“To them his heart, his love, his griefs were given.” 

He neither desired, nor would he have accepted of a dispen- 
‘sation from the most intense labor, or the heaviest sacrifice, 
if required for promoting the object to which he had devoted 
himself. He also possessed gifts considered essential to emi- 
nent uscfulness in a minister of the Gospel. He was deep! 
intcrested in his work, and took special! care of the Jambs of 
his flock. To gather them together in the Church, for the 
purpose of giving them religious instruction, was onc of his
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chief pleasures. He strictly and faithfully observed the good 
old usage of catechization, which from the beginning has ex- 
isted in our church, assured from the experience of his own 
labors, that this instr umentality “had been owned and blessed 
of God to the salvation of thousands.” In his lectures to 
catechumens, he is said to have been peculiarly happy. The 
Catechism was not passed over mechanically, as is too often 
the practice, but he tried to have every part of it not only 
carefully committed to memory, but thoroughly understood 
and impressed upon the heart. 

In his views of Divine truth he was sound. No one ever 
questioned his orthodoxy. There was also atruly catholic 
spirit, happily blended with his evangelical faith. His large 
heart embraced all in the common faith and love of Christ, 
by whatever name called, who walked in the footsteps of their 
Master, and were imbued with his spirit. 

His efforts in the pulpit are represented as having been 
evangelical and earnest, characterized by great simplicity 
and directness, and delivered with much tenderness and force. 
He fearlessly proclaimed the whole counsel of God, and 
faithfully admonished his hearers in reference to the dangers 
to which they were exposed. He also knew how to comfort 
those whe were mourning the absence of God’s face, or were 
distressed in mind from other causes. The glory of God in 
the salvation of the soul, was the leading object, the impel- 
ling metive, which seemed to urge him on in all that he did. 

As a scholar, Mr. Flohr was, by no means, deficient. His 
mind was well balanced, and all parts of it possessed nearly 
the same strength. He was fondof study, and diligently de- 
voted his time to the acquisition of knowledge, so far as his 
professional engagements allowed. His acquaintance with 
the German and French was thorough and extensive, and his 
attainments in Latin and Greek quite respectable. The Lu- 
theran Intelligencer, in an obituary published at the time of 
his death, speaks of him as a man of “great literary acquire- 
ments.” | 

The subject of our narrative was of medium stature, rath- 
er tall, with a commanding figure, presenting a very reveren- 
tial appearance, and commanding respect wherever he was 
seen. He-was neat and tidy in his dress, and, in accordance 
with the custom of the times, wore long stockings with bright 
buckles at the knees and on his shoes. He occupied a pleas- 
ant country residence, to which, in the minds of those who 
knew its former tenant, a sacredness still attaches, in conse-
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quence of the associations and reminiscences of the past. 
The countenance that once shed its cheering hight, however, 
no longer diffuses its wonted charm through the house ; the 
hand that was ever kindly extended to those who crossed its 
threshold, is motionless; the voice which gave so cordial a 
greeting ‘to all, is silent, and the heart that beat with so warm 
a sympathy, is hushed in death; but influences there exerted, 
hopes inspired, and impulses awakened, still live! The house 
may moulder into ruin, and every thing around suffer decay, 
but these cannot yield to the corroding influence of time ; the 
principles which he disseminated will not be destroyed— 

“These shall resist the empire of decay 
When time is o’er and worlds have passed away; 

Cold in the dust the perished heart may lie, 
But that which warmed it once, can never die!” 

ARTICLE V. 

SCHMID’S DOGMATIK OF THE LUTHERAN CHURCH. 

ACTUAL TRANSGRESSION. 

Src. 27. Original sin is the foundation and fountain of all 
actual transgressions: By these we are to understand, not 
only sins which manifest themselves in outward acts, but also 
those which depend only on the internal acts of man. Hut- 
terus. ‘‘Actual transgression 1s every act, whether external 
or internal, which conflicts with the law of God. (1) They 
are numerous and diversified, and are divided, according to 
Quenstedt, mn the following manner: 

I. “In respect of an internal defective cause in the agents, 
into voluntary and wnvoluntary. A voluntary sin is an act 
by which man transgresses the divine law, by a deliberate 
volition, contrary to the dictates of conscience. /nvoluntary 
s7m is an act not conformed to the law, and not having pro- 
ceeded from certain knowledge, nor from a deliberate voli- 
tion.” ‘Involuntary sin is again divided into sins of tgnorance 
and of infirmity. (2) 

Il. ‘In respect of a sinner supposed to transgress, 1) znto. 
our own sins and the sinsof others. Our own sins are those
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which we ourselves contract, cither by doing what has been 
prohibited, or by omitting to do what was commanded. They 
are called the sins of others, in heart they are indeed perpe- 
trated by others, but we communicate with them, or are par- 
ticipants in them. (3): 2) into venzal and mortal. Venzal sins 
are those which, as soon as they are committed, and at the 
very moment when they are perpetrated, have pardon con- 
nected with them by an indissoluble bond. Jfortal sins are 
those which produce spiritual death at the very moment when 
they aré committed. (4) 

Ill. Ln respect of the material (in qua) in which they are 
committed, they are divided into znternal and external. In- 
ternal are those of the heart: external are those of word and 
deed. (5) 

IV. dx respect of the material about which (circa quam) 
they are committed; into sins against the first table immedi- 
ately and directly, and against the second table (1. e.) against 
God, against a neighbor, and against the proper person it- 
self of the transgressor. | 

V. Ln respect of the sinful act itself: into sins of com- 
mission and of omission. Sins of commission are those which 
consist in positive acts which come into conflict with a nega- 
tive precept. Sins of omission corsist in the refusal or 
omission of acts which are presented by a positive precept.— 
Beahr. (6) 

VI. Ln respect of the effect: into sins which ery out for 
punishment, and those which do not. Of the former kind 
are vicious acts which provoke God to revenge, although the 
men were silent or only conniving atthem. The latter are 
those which God endures through his long-suffering, and eith- 
er postpones the punishment, or if they are no longer com- 
mitted by the regenerate, he forgives. (7) 

VII. Ln respect of their adjuncts, sins are divided into, 
1) more or less grievous, (on account of the greater or less 
fault or deformity connected with them) (8): 2) into secret 
and mantfest ; 8) into dead and living. (9) Dead sins are 
those which indeed remain in us, but are not known as sins, 
or certainly not as great as they really are. ving sins are 
those which are known to be such, and rage even after the 
knowledge of the law.—Rom. 7: 8,9; 4) into remaining 
and remitted sins. A remaining sin 1s that which yet op- 
presses the sinner by its guilt and weight. A remztted sen is 
that whose guilt has been removed from the sinner, by the 
erace of God, for the sake of the merits of Christ; 5) znto
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sins connected with hardness of heart and blindness of mind, 
and those unconnected with them (10); 6) into par donable 
and unpardonable sins. -Of the latter class there is only the 
sin against the Holy Ghost. (11) This sin consists in a ma- 
licious denial, a hostile attack, and a horrid blasphemy of 
divine truth, evidently’ known and approved by conscience, 
and an obstinate and finally persevering rejection of all the 
means of salvation. Hollaz. Matt. 12: 31,382; Mark 8: 
28, 29; Luke 12:10; Heb. 6: 4,6; 10: 26-29. 

Notes on THIS SECTION. 

(1.) Calovius.—‘Actual sin is a departure from the law, 
by which human thoughts and actions proceeding from the 
flesh, transgress the divine law given by Moses, and thus it 
exposes the transgressor to temporal anc eternal punishment.” 

Hollaz.—Actual sin is a turning away from the rule of 
the divine law, of a human act either committed or omitted, 
which incurs guilt and exposure to punishment.” 

Quenstedt.—“‘The word act and actual, in this place, is 
used not strictly for external acts only, and sins of commis- 
sion, but with such latitude that it embraces also internal vi- 
cious emotions, both primary and secondary, and also sins of 
omission. 

In the sacred Scriptures, actual sins are called works of the 
flesh, Gal. 5: 195 unfructful works of darkness, Eph. 5: 
11; deeds of the old man, Col. 8:9; dead works, Heb. 6: 
1; ‘9: 14; unlawful deeds, 2 Pet. 2: 8. 

(2.) Here these additional remarks are to be added: it) 
Quenstedt. “Sin 1s here called voluntary, not because it is 
with the will or in the will, for thus also involuntary viola- 
tions of duty would be voluntar y, but it is thus understood 
as opposed to that which is done through ignorance and in- 
considerately.” 6) Hollaz. ‘Voluntary sin is viewed both 
in respect of conscience, andin respect of the purpose of the 
will. Sim against conscience is fourfold. For it is commit- 
ted either against a correct consczence, when a man, either by 
action or omission, does not follow, but despises the dictate 
of conscience when it agrees with the divine law; or against 
an erroneous conscience, when a man, either by action or 
omission, turns away from the dictate of conscience imbued 
in error; or against a probable conscience, when any one is 
delinquent contrary to the dictate of the intellect, which 
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urges, for probable reasons, that something should be done or 
omitted now and at this place; or against a doubtful con- 
scvence, when any one does or omits that, concerning which 
it is doubtful whether it should be done or omitted. Volun- 
tary stn, in respect of the purpose of the will, is viewed in a 
twofold aspect. Zhe oneis that which is committed from 
mere malice and a will plainly free: Zhe other is that which 
is committed under the power of a will influenced by force or 
fear, and by surrounding dangers.—Matt. 26: 70, 72, T4.; 
Mark 14: 68, 70, T1; Luke 22: 57, 58, 60; John 18: 25, 
2T.”’ ce) Involuntary sins are, 1. Sins of ignorance, which 
overtake the regenerate unwilling, in consequence of the 
darkness of the mind, which has not been yet entirely re- 
moved by the illumination of the Holy Spirit. 2. Sins of 
enfirmity, which overtake the regenerate without any certain 
purpose of sinning, such are sinful emotions of the mind, 
which have suddenly arisen in the regenerate unwilling, and 
whatever unlawful words or deeds are the result of inadver- 
tence or precipitancy, and contrary to the purpose of the will. 
Gen. 9: 21; 16:5; 18:12; Numbers 20: 11,12; Acts 
15: 89; Rom. 7:15; Gal. 2:12, 18, 14; 6:1.” 

(8.) Hollaz.—“Our own sin is a vicious act, produced by 
a real influence of our own; the sin of another imputed to 
us, is an unlawful act, to the production of which we concur 
indeed by no real influence, yet by an efficacious intention, so 
that it can justly be imputed to us. (He concurs, by effica- 
cious intention, in the sin of another, who commands, con- 
sults, connives, and who does not oppose, or give information, ’ 
and thus is the moral cause of the sin of another) Eph. 5: 
Tand11i; 1 Tim. 5: 22; 2 John 11; Apocalypse 18: 4.” 

(4.) Hollaz.—a) “‘Venial sin is every involuntary sin in 
the regenerate, which neither removes the indwelling grace 
of the Holy Spirit, nor extinguishes faith, but in the moment 
in which it is committed, has pardon connected with it by an 
indissoluble bond. The distinction of sin into mortal and 
venial, does not arise from the demerit of sin, for every sin, 
of itself, and by its own nature, in a court of law is damnable: 
But 1) from the different conditions of the subject, or the 
person sinning. For a venial sin is committed by the regen- 
erate, a mortal sin by those who either never were regenerted 
or, having been overcome by the predominating power of the 
flesh, fell from a state of grace. 2) From the estimate which 
God has made in the Gospel; because God, a reconciled and 
gracious father, does not impute to the regenerate sins of in-
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firmity and ignorance, as a crime to be punished. 3) From 
the event. A mortal sin precipitates the sinner into a state 
of wrath, death and condemnation, so that, if he should die 
in this state, and without repentance, he would be certainly 
condemned ; but a venial sin, because it has individual par- 
don as a companion, can consist with the grace of God and 
saving faith. The causes of forgiveness or non-imputation 
are, the compassion. of God, the satisfaction and intercession 
of Christ (1 John 2: 1, 2; Rom. 8: 1), the efficacious oper- 
ation of the Holy Spirit, and the daily penittnce of the re- 
generate.” 6) A mortal sin is that by which the regenerate, 
having been overcome by the flesh, and thus, not remaining 
in a regenerate state, transgress the divine law by a deliber- 
ate purpose of the will, contrary to the dictates of conscience, 
and thereby lose saving faith, reject the gracious influences 
of the Holy Spirit, and cast themselves into a state of wrath, 
death and condemnation.” 

(5.) Hollaz.—“‘Sins of the heart are depraved thoughts 
and desires which are cherished within the human breast: 
sins of the lips are wicked words and gestures expressed by 
the lips: sexs of deed are actions which are performed con- 
trary to the divine law, by an external effort of the members. 
Matt. 5: 21, 22.” 

(6.) Hollaz.— “Sins of commission are positive acts, by 
which the negative precepts of God are violated. Sins of 
omission are the neglect of acts prescribed by the affirmative 
precepts of God.—James 4: 16, 17. Vote. Although there 
is oftentimes, in a sin of omission, a certain improper positive 
act, or internal act of the will; as, for example, to will to 
omit what had been commanded; or an external act, as an 
operation by which any one is hindered from that which he 
ought todo. Yet sucha positive act is not always nor ne- 
cessarily sought after, but it is sin for one not to do what has 
been commanded.” 

(T.) Hollaz.—Outerying sins are the following, the Scrip- 
tures being witness: 1) The fratricide committed by Cain. 
Gen. 4: 10. 2) The sins of the Sodomites.—Gen. 18: 20. 
3) The oppression of the Israelites in Egypt.—Exod. 3: 9; 
of widows and orphans.—Exod. 22: 22. 4) The denial of 
wages due to hirelings.—James 5: 4.”’ 

(8.) Hollaz.—“One sin is more grievous than another :— 
1) In respect of the efficient cause or person sinning. A 
Christian sins more grievously than a heathen, though he 
commit the same crime. 2) In respect of the impelling cause.
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He who commits adultery with his neighbor’s wife, for the 
sake of gratifying his lust, sins more grievously than he who 
steals when compelled by hunger. 3) dn respect of the ob- 
ject. Heis more guilty who slays his father than he who 
slaysan enemy. 4) In respect of the law. He sins more 
grievously who violates the first table of the law, than he who 
violates the second. 5) In respect of the effect. That sin 
18 regarded as the more grievous, which is attended with the 
greater injury.” Ds : 

(9.) Hollaz.—‘A secret sin is that which is either unknown 
to the person himself who sins, or which is known only to 
him who sins, and a few others who wish it suppressed. An 
open sin is that which is known by many, and, if it be con- 
nected with offence to others, is called a scandal. A seandal 
is an open sin which furnishes an occasion of sinning to those 
wo know it. It is usually divided into given or active scan- 
dal, and received or passive. The former is an open sin 
which is the occasion of sinning to others; the latter is a 
word or deed of another, not in itself evil, by which others 
are offended, or take occasion to sin.”’ 

(10.) AHollaz.—‘‘Sin, connected with hardness of heart, 1s 
the most atrocious of all, by which the mind of man, having 
been polluted, remains averse to the word of God and blind, 
the will, confirmed in wickedness, resists the Holy Spirit, the 
appetite indulges in beastly pleasures, and sins to such a de- 
gree that, being with difficulty or not at all corrigible, it 
brings -upon itself temporal and eternal punishments. The 
cause of this hardness is not God; but partly the devil, who 
multiplies evils, blinds.the mind, and fills the heart with wick- 
edness—2 Cor.4:4; Acts.5: 3; Eph. 2: 2; partly man, 
who rejects the ordinary means of salvation, and is continu- 
ally selling himself to the desire and practice of sin.—Matt. 
13:15.” In reference to Exodus 7; 3, Hollaz remarks :— 
“God does not harden men causally or effeetively, by sending 
‘hardness-into their hearts, but gudiczally, permissively and by 
forsaking them. For the act of hardening is a judicial act, 
by which, on account of antecedent, voluntary and inevitable 
wickedness, God justly permits aman habitually wicked, to 
rush into greater crimes, and withdraws his grace from hin, 
and finally delivers him up to the power of Satan, by whom 
he is afterwards driven on into greater sins, until he finally 
cats him off from the right of the heavenly inheritance.” 

(11.) Quenstedt.—“The word Spirit here, is not received 
in the sense of essence, as a. common name for the three per-
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sons of the Deity, but it is used personally, for the third 
person of the Deity ; yet respect being had, not so much to 
the person itself of the Holy Spirit, as if this sin were com- 
mitted immediately against it, as to his office and blessings, 
for example, as far as he strives to illuminate men through 
the doctrines of the Gospel... Therefore, the Holy Spirit 
must here be viewed in relation to his office, and the sin is 
said to be against the Holy Spirit, partly in respect of his 
ministry, and partly in respect of his testimony._Rom. 8: 16.” 

Gerhard.—‘‘The sin against the Holy Ghost, therefore, is 
an intentional denial of evangelical truth, which was acknow- 
ledged and approved by conscience, connected with a bold 
attack upon it, and voluntary blasphemy of it. For we must 
observe, that this kind of sin was proved against the Phari- 
sees by Christ; for although they were constrained, by the 
force of the truth uttered by him, and were convicted in their 
consciences by its illumination, yet they raged against him by 
their wicked impiety, to such a degree that they blushed not 
to ascribe his doctrines and miracles to Satan. The epistle 
to the Hebrews thus describes those who sin against the Holy 
Ghost, that they, having been previously illuminated, have 
also tasted the heavenly gift, and have been made partakers 
of the Holy Ghost, also tasted the good word of God, and the 
powers of the world to come, yet afterwards fall away, and 
thus crucify to themselves afresh the Son of God, and put 
him to an open shame. Also that, by voluntary apostacy, 
they trample under foot the Son of God, and estcem his 
blood, by which they were sanctified, an unholy thing, and 
bring contempt upon the spirit of all grace. 

Quenstedt.—“The form of the sin against the Holy Ghost 
consists, 1) In a denial of evangelical “tr uth, which was evi- 
dently and sufficiently acknowledged and approved, and which 
denial was effected by a full, free and unimpeded exercise of 
the will.— Heb. 6:4; 10: 26, 29. 2) In a hostile attack 
upon the same. —Matt. 12: 31, o2. 9) In voluntary and 
atrocious blasphemy.—Heb. 10: 26, 29.” To this we must 
yet remark, that these essential requisites of this sin must 
always be taken conjointly, and never separately, and that 
then that must be called the sin against the Holy Ghost, con- 
cerning which all these can be conjointly ver ified, The fol- 
lowing additional description flows from the nature of the 
subject : Not infants, but adults, commit this sin, who are not 
destitute of the revealed word of God, but having been illu- 
minated and convicted by conscience of the certainty of di-
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vine truth, yet have fallen from the desire and love of it into 
bitter hatred against it: to which Bachr adds, “cither that 
doctrine was once approved by the assent of divine faith, and 
a public profession, or only was so clearly perceived that the 
mind having been convicted,-had nothing which it could op- 
pose to it. In the former mode, those apostates sin against 
the Holy Ghost, who deny the truth once acknowledged and 
believed, and utter reproaches against it, as Paul describes 
Heb. 6:4. The Pharisees and Scribes belong to the latter 
class, who never, by their confession, approved of the doctrines 
of Christ. In the meantime, they were so convinced of their 
truth, from the Scriptures and the miracles of Christ, that 
they could oppose nothing but reproaches. As adjuncts of 
this sin, Quenstedt adds: 1) Final impenitence, Heb. 6: 4, 
6; 2) Absolute irremissibleness, Matt. 12: 31; Mark 3: 28; 
Luke 12: 10; 8) Exclusion from prayer, 1 John 5: 16.” 

Hollaz.—“‘It is irremissible, not through any want of di- 
vine grace, or inadequacy of the atonement of Christ, orany 
want of the efficacious influence of the Holy Ghost, but on 
account of a wicked rejection of all the means of grace, and 
by reason of final impenitence. On the other hand, the sin 
against the Son of man is remissible.-—Matt. 12: 82; Luke 
12:10. Quenstedt. “The sin against the Son of man is ei- 
ther a denial of the truth of the Gospel already acknowledged, 
concerning the Son of God, who became man, resulting from 
infirmity of the flesh, and fear of danger, but not united with 
a hostile attack and blasphemy, or an attack or blasphemy 
through ignorance of the truth not acknowledged. 

ARTICLE VI. 

History of the Christian Church. By Philip Schaff, D. D., 
&c. New York: Charles Scribner. Hdinburgh: T. & T. 
Clark.—1859. : 

It is a gratifying circumstance that in the present state of 
the Christian Church, when so many conflicting sentiments 
prevail on religious subjects, the study of Church History 1s 
prosecuted with increased vigor. Among the human means 
which may be regarded as correctives of various abuses in 
doctrine and practice that are tolerated in numerous American
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congregations, a wisely conducted study of Church History 
is unquestionably one of the most efficacious. The lights and 
shadows of Christian life are distinctly marked in the history 
of the Church in general, as well as in that of her individual 
members; while the former are full of encouragement to the 
believer, these shadows present most solemn warnings, which 
are well adapted, when they are conscientiously received, to 
expose and defeat the efforts of the great Adversary of man 
to injure the cause of holiness and truth. The English com- 
munity has already been favored with translations of the works 
of several of the best of recent German Church historians 
(Gieseler, Neander, Hase, &c.). Still these are mere trans- 
lations, and while there is something flattering to our pride in. 
Dr. Schaff’s remark, p. 25, that ‘America is, as yet, more 
engaged in making history, than in writing it,’ it does not 
console us for the long absence of original works. But we 
now have the pleasure of greeting a visitor who approaches 
us as one of our own Citizens, addresses us in an original work 
in our owa language, and, at the same time, exhibits such 
learning, ability, impartiality and general fitness for the diffi- 
cult task of a Church historian, that we are induced by asense 
of justice, to assign to him a rank equal to that of the first 
writers of the age. We think that the modest hope which 
the author of the work, the title of which is given above, 
expresses In his preface, is fulfilled—the work does meet a 
want in our theological literature, and does commend itself to 
the respectful attention of the American student. 

The author first presents in the ‘able of Contents a sketch 
of the arrangement of his materials, which is characterized 
by great taste and skill; it is so natural: and lucid, that the 
student at once surveys the whole field before him, and can, 
with the additional aid of a very full Index, which is appended 
to the volume, direct his steps with ease to any spot which 
may specially claim his attention. After the successful efforts 
of his predecessors, the author could not be expected to ex- 
hibit any novel features in the General Introduction of the 
“work; this portion, corresponding to similar matter in Guer- 
icke, Kurtz, Lindner and the best writers, also includes the 
author’s Division of Church History, and a “Literature” or 
brief account of leading authors on the subject. The deter- 
mination of principal and subordinate periods of time, for the 
purpose of assisting the memory in the mechanical duty of 
retaining dates, varies more or less in all the authors, as no 
one scems willing to adopt his predecessor’s system. We re-
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gard this unwillingness to adopt the same series of epochs, as 
an unfortunate circumstance for the student who is disposed 
to consult more than one author—it deranges in his mind, to 
some extent, the regular succession of events, as he had at 
first conceived it. Both Hase and Kurtz, in the larger work 
of the latter, assign a prominent position to the age of Char- 
lemagne; the personal, political and ecclesiastical importance 
oft his great man, entitles him to such a distinction, indepen- 
dently of the circumstance that the date of his coronation, 
A. D. 800, is one easily retained by the memory. Dr. Schaff 
has preferred, on p. 14, a division which gives a predominat- 
ing influence to the papal element; the ecclesiastical import- 
ance of Gregory I., Hildebrand, that is, Gregory VII., and 
Boniface VIII., (Innocent III. is not mentioned), certainly 
plead for it. Still, as the political or imperial element is re- 
cognized by him in Constantine, the same principle of division 
would justify the admission of Charlemagne, as a personage 
fitted to give a name to anera. The present volume extends 
tothe close of the author’s Second Period—Constantine, 
A. D. 311. 

In the “Literature of Church History,” § 7, a succinct ac- 
count of writers on ecclesiastical history is given with suffi- 
cient fulness, and, perhaps one or two exceptions, with strict 
impartiality. The author concedes that the Centurie Mag- 
deburgenses, that work of stupendous learning and diligence, 
rendered the highest services; still the praise which he ac- 
cords, seems to be extorted from him, and the prominence 
which he gives to its imperfections, from which, as a human 
production, it is no doubt not free, must make an unfavorable 
impression respecting it, on his reader's mind, which the dis- 
tinguished merits of the work by no mcans justify. Guericke’s 
masterly work, which in twenty-five years passed through 
eight editions, amid all the success which attended numerous 
rival works, deserved perhaps a fuller notice than it has here 
received. In fulness and accuracy of details, in a devout 
and churchly spirit, and in adaptedness to a student's special 
wants, that work, which covers the whole ground, still remains 
without a superior. Dr. Schaff, with great felicity, says that 
Prof. Shedd’s recent publication is a “transfusion,” rather 
than a “translation,” doubtlessgmeaning that during the pro- 
cess of commingling Guericke’s matter with his own, the best 
arts of the forner were poured aside and lost. 
The First Period—the Church under the Apostles, A. D. 

1—100— is described in five chapters, pp. 28-—141, entitled :
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Preparation for Christianity; Founding and growth of the 
Church; Apostolic theology and literature ; Christian life 
and worship; Organization of the Apostolic Church. From 
the nature of the case, special facts do not constitute the 
mass of the matter here presented ; general statements, de- 
rived from the study of such historic materials as existing re- 
cords furnish, form the staple of this part. We would spe- 
cially refer to § §12—14, as models of historico-philosophical 
discussion, and the same remark applies to various other sec- 
tions. The N. T. isagogic sections, 25—31, do not strictly 
belong to a professed Church Aistory; but our author has 
interwoven so much purely church-historical matter with them, 
that no reader would nowconsent to expunge them. The large 
amount of foreign matter, exegetical disquisitions, biographi- 
cal details, &c., which swelled the author’s earlier work on 
the Apostolic Church, and which were inconsistent with the 
conception of a Azstory, while their intrinsic value undoubt- 
edly made them very welcome, are notintroduced in the pres- 
ent work. It is true that § 34, on the Spiritual Gifts, assumes 
altogether an exegetical character; still the facts, indepen- 
dently of other considerations, form an element in any histo- 
rical description of the apostolic church, of such importance 
that we cannot object positively to this full exhibition of them. 
The 36th §, on the Several Parts of Worship, if carefully 
studied, would tend to remove the prevalent opinion that 
‘Preaching’ constitutes the main part of public worship, and 
lead many to assign due importance to other constituent parts 
of the worship of an assembly of believers, namely, the con- 
gregational Song, (we would have preferred the word Hymn), 
Confession of Faith, &c. The author’s exhibition of the 
“Church, the Body of Jesus Christ,’ § 45, is admirable. At 
this early and_ pure period, the Church manifested none of 
the features of modern Congregationalism. Believers in all 
parts of the Roman Empire seem to have felt that they be- 
longed to one and the same Church—to one widely extended 
organism, and individual congregations were far from enter- 
taining the disintegrating and enfeebling views of New Eng- 
land Independency. 

One or two points are however introduced in this portion of 
the work, to which we seriously take exception, although our 
author’s views may be sustained by other modern authorities. 
Some writers are disposed to represent the “speaking with 
tongues, “Acts2:45; 1 Cor. ch.14, yadscars 2unciv, as a difficult 
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problem, while to others the explanation seems simple and easy. 
Dr. Schaff, adopting the views of Neander and some others, 
who are regarded as orthodox, believes that when the apostles 
spoke “‘with other tongues,”’ the sense is, not that they spoke 
in languages other than their mother tongue, as even de Wet- 
te acknowledges, and as every unbiased reader would believe 
to be the precise fact intended to be stated by the sacred wri- 
ters, but something very different. “The Gift of Tongues 
is,’ according to our author, p. 60, p. 116, ‘“‘an utterance 
proceeding from a state of unconscious ecstacy in the speaker, 
and unintelligible to the hearer unless interpreted — —in a 
peculiar language inspired by the Holy Ghost. ‘The soul is 
almost entirely passive, an instrument on which the Hol 
Spirit plays his heavenly melodies. This gift has, therefore, 
properly, nothing to do with the spread of the church among 
foreign people, and in foreign languages, &c., &c.”’ Our au- 
thor adds to this, on p. 121, that ‘the speaking with tongues 
in the apostolic churches, whether song or prayer, was always 
in the elevated language of enthusiasm.” As we observe no 
traces of enthusiasm in Christ or the apostles, in the usual 
English sense of the word, we should object to its use, if we 
were not satisfied that the author had in view the admirable 
but untranslatable German word Begeisterung ; but we ob- 
ject most decidedly to the general theory itself. We believe, 
without here attempting to investigate a subject so extensive, 
that the plain common sensé of any reader of the New Tes- 
tament, can furnish no better explanation, nor, indeed, any 
amount of theological learning devise a better, than that which 
belongs to the old orthodox system, according to which the 
apostles were so inspired as to speak fluently in foreign lan- 
guages, which they had never understood before the day of 
Pentecost. : : 

In another case, Dr. Schaff appears to us to carry a favor- 
ite view of some German theologians to an extreme, when he 
discriminates so sharply Gf we may employ this German idi- 
om) between the Pauline, Petrine and Johannean types of 
doctrine, as he does in this work. He says, for instance :— 
“The Catholic church is Jewish-Christian or Petrine in its 
character; the evangelical [doubtless here a synonym of 
Protestant] is equally Gentile or Pauline,” p. 74. The theo- 
ry is more fully developed in § 23, where ‘‘three types of 
doctrine’ are distinguished: ‘1. The Jewish-Christian 
type,” represented by James, ‘‘the apostle of the law,” Jude, 
and pre-eminently Peter, “the apostle of hope.” ‘2. The
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Gentile-Christian,” represented by Paul, ‘the apostle of 
faith.” ‘3. The perfect unity of Jewish and Gentile Chris- 
tianity,’’ represented by John, “the apostle of love.” Un- 
guestionably every sacred writer has his characteristic fea- 
tures—a diversity of temperament, natural talent, education- 
al culture, clearness of vision, &c., appears already in the 
Old Testament. Abraham, Moses and David were all very 
differently constituted—Isaiah, Jeremiah, Jonah and Daniel 
resemble each other almost exclusively in the circumstance 
that the gift of prophecy was exercised by each of their num- 
ber. Now the views of Dr. Schaff do not tend, it is true, to 
impair our confidence in the accuracy or fulness of divine 
truth of any New Testament book; still, we have never un- 
derstood the practical value of these distinctions which some 
authors have found in the modes in which the sacred writers 
respectively present divine truth, in so faras those modes are 
determined by their personal peculiarities. We can easily 
understand the circumstance that even in Christians who 
have advanced far in the divine life, original constitutional, 
temperamental and educational differences are not effaced; 
but in faith, hope and charity, all exhibit a distinct resem- 
blance to the Savior—if, in the latter, they still differ in de- 
gree, that difference cannot embarrass us, as long as their ex- 
ample is not ous sole guede. Paul’smere style differs widely 
from that of John, his mode of reasoning differs from that of 
Peter, his choice of topics from that of James—still we find 
in all the same precious doctrines directly taught or unmis- 
takably presupposed. We cannot admit that they differed 
even formally in their views of Christian doctrine or duty, or 
of the relation which the details of these respectively bear to 
each other, that is, when they professedly teach as inspired 
writers. The differences which do exist cannot have materi- 
ally modified the flow of inspiration, if our old-fashioned the- 
ory of inspiration is correct, and hence we can regard no the- 
ory with favor which implies that ‘‘different types of the 
apostolic doctrine’ exist in the New Testament. Our author’s 
views are not clearly unsound, but we do not like the phrase- 
ology. 

Dr. Schaff’s statements respecting the “Lor@’s day,” as 
distinguished from the Jewish Sabbath, are presented in an 
admirable manner on p. 118, and p.128. He is far from 
denying the duty of the Christian to observe the day, but he 
exhibits none of those Judaizing tendencies of Puritanism, 
which time and clearer views of the nature of the Gospel,
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have not yet overcome. “So far as we know, the Jewish 
Christians of the first generation, at least in Palestine, scru- 
pulously observed the Sabbath, the annual Jewish feasts, and 
the whole Mosaic ritual, and celebrated, in addition to these, 
the Christian Sunday, &c.,” p. 118. Our author does not 
distinctly say, as the writings of Tertullian, Irenzxus, &c., 
(given by Hengstenberg in his Zag des Herrn) would fully 
justify, that the conception of the Christian Sunday as a 
mere transfer of the Jewish Sabbath, was unknown to the 
early Christians; indeed this latter prevalent but inaccurate 
view 1s almost endorsed by him, when he remarks: ‘Thus the 
Jewish Sabbath passed into the Christian Sunday.” p. 119. 
But he also.remarks with strict truth and accuracy, that “the 
special divine injunction of a weekly Sabbath, which stands 
in the Decalogue, and is rooted even in the creation, is, in its 
essence, more than a merely national, temporary and ceremo- 
nial law, &.”’ p. 128. The Puritanical fashion, which may 
be traced to an affectation of piety, or to false views of the 
nature of sanctity, of giving the Jewish name to our Chris- 
tian Holy day, the Lord’s, that is, Christ’s day, (Rev. 1: 10) 
receives little countenance from our author. ‘Sunday was 
devoted to the commemoration of the Savior’s resurrection, 
and observed asa day of thanksgiving and joy.” p. 129. 
lhe Christian 1s placed under more solemn obligations to ob- 
serve the Lord’s day, than those which attached to the Sab- 
bath of the Jews; the reasons are obvious. ‘‘Lhe apostolic 
congrevations —- — from the beginning, held the first day of 
the week particularly sacred as the ‘“‘Lord’s day,” for the 
thankful celebration of his resurrection, and of the outpour- 
ing of the Holy Ghost.” —p. 128. : 

The author’s Second Period, extending from A. D. 100 to 
S11, occupies the larger portion of the volume, and even ex- 
ceeds the former in interest. An unusually large amount of 
information 1s here compressed, which, without including de- 
tails in every instance, supplies precisely the general matter 
which the student desires to find. The eight chapters of this 
part, treat on the following subjects: Spread of Christianity; 
Persecutions ; Literary contests with Judaism and Heathen- 
ism; Development of Church doctrine; Christian life; Wor- 
ship; Organization and Discipline; Church Fathers. We 
have read with special interest, our author’s masterly treat- 
ment of one of the most difficult problems of ecclesiastical 
history—Gnosticism, its origin, character and purpeses. His 
desire to give distinctness to his statements, may have possi-
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bly led him to represent Gnosticism too positively as a pure- 
ly ‘“‘paganizing heresy,’ in order to form an antithesis to the 
opposite Judaizing heresy of Kbionism ; he admits, however, 
that Jewish and Christian ideas were at least often combined 
with it. Cerinthus and Valentine, for instance, are sufficient, 
as far as their history is known, to invalidate the theory that 
Gnosticism is absolutely pagan in its origin. In other respects 
we have found our author, whose narrative is as strictly orig- 
inal as the nature of the case will admit, unusually successful 
in combining brevity with fulness of detail. We can scarcc- ° 
ly read any modern historian on this intricate subject, with- 
out being embarrassed by sudden breaks, by repetitions, and 
by mere conjectures, mingled undistinguishably with estab- 
lished facts. Dr. Schaff seems to us to have succeeded more 
fully than any of his predecessors whom we have ever con- 
sulted, in presenting a lucid, well-connected and complete 
account of Gnosticism ; he is doubtless the first English wri- 
ter who has treated the subject with all the aids which histo- 
ry, theological science, philosophy and sound sense can fur- 
nish, and satisfied all the reasonable demands of a reader. 

‘If we should attempt to select those portions of this Sec- 
ond Period which seem to us to exhibit in the highest aegree, 
skill, fidelity, distinctness of narrative, tasteful arrangement 
and comprehensiveness of views, 1t would be absolutely ne- 
cessary to specify nearly every chapter. The reader who 
begins the study of this work for the purpose of learning, 
will be richly rewarded for the time and attention which he 
bestows upon it. In place, therefore, of pointing out its ex- 
cellences in detail, we refer to the whole work itself. 

It was occasionally necessary for our author to discuss sub- 
jects which are creating a profound interest in our own day, 
and on which itis almost impossible for an historian to fur- 
nish a narrative, without incidentally betraying a personal 
bias in favor of one or the other of the conflicting parties of 
modern times. The irritating subject of Slavery is intro- 
duced on p. 112 and p. 815. Our author writes here asa 
faithful historian, an enlightened Christian, and a wise judge. 
He neither admits, on the one hand, a divine right for. sla- 
very in its modern form, nor, on the other, does he, in the 
fanatical spirit of the Abolitionists, deny the Christian char- 
acter to a slave-holder. If the sound, practical, moderate 
views expressed by him, were heartily adopted by the mass 
of our citizens, the alarming indications furnished by the 
present state of feeling between the North and the South,
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would pass harmlessly away. With regard to the vexed ques- 
tion of Wpiscopacy, we refer to p. 134 and p. 414. Our his- 
torical materials, as far as they are furnished by the New 
Testament and the earliest ecclesiastical wri iters, are confess- 
edly insufficient to furnish precise dates on the subject, with 
the exception of the negative evidence derived from the New 
Testament, that bishops, in the sense of the Church of Rome 
and Church of Kngland, did not exist during the age of the 
apostles. Dr. Schaff appears to have collected all the mate- 
riais which are accessible to the modern writer, with the ut- 
most diligence, and examined them with strict fidelity to the 
truth; lle presents the results in §§ 107, 108. He has evi- 
dently devoted much time and study tothe subject, and we 
regard this portion of his work as one of the most-successful ; 
it deserves to be carefully studied. 

The opinions of our author on the Sacraments, will be very 
closely examined by critics belonging to different schools, and 
we can only refer to them in general, as additional evidences 
of his ability to deal with historical materials. We observe, 
however, with regret, that on several occasions he assents to 
a generally received but erroneous view, without rigorously 
weighing, in this particular case, the authorities himself, as 
he usually does—that 1s, he admits the validity of immersion 
as a genuine form of Holy Baptism, and even says that it 
“expr esses the idea of baptism more completely than sprink- 
ling,” (p. 123) thus ignoring the chief purpose for which 
Baptism was instituted, the impartation of spiritual life, for- 
giveness of sins, &c. He adduces as evidences , not historic 
facts, nor Scriptural testimony, nor any respectable authority 
to prove that the “usual form of the act was immersion,” but 
supports this assumption by Baptist arguments which have 
been repeatedly proved to be most. frivolous, such as, the 
original meaning of the Greek word Baptizo, &c.,” the “anal- 
ogy of John’s baptism in the Jordan,” which can only by a 
total disregard of the language of the evangelists and the 
circumstances, be twisted into the shape of an immersion, 
&e.—pp. 128, 885. He himself proves, however, uninten- 
tionally, that immersion has no positive evidence for it as a 
primitive rite, and that it is sustained only by conjectural and 
conflicting statements, when on p. 398 he loosely says that 
baptism was perfor med “with either three successive immer- 
sions, or only a single one.” Now it is well known that quite 
a feud exists between our America immersionist sects, re-
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specting the orthodox number of actual dips, while al} are 
alike misled by false views of the subject. 

Another opinion, however, of the author, may be mention- 
ed in this connection, which we regard as involving the gravest 
error that occurs in the whole work. We refer to the follow- 
ing two passages: “Infant Baptism—needs to be completed 
by a subsequent act like confirmatien, &c.”—p. 125. ‘‘Con- 
firmation was originally closely connected with baptism, as 
its positive complement, &c.’’—p. 400. To the latter sen- 
tence, as the statement merely of a historic fact, we do not 
object, although it would possibly fave been more precise to 
say that Confirmation, with its various ceremonies, was re- 
garded as completing the act or acts by which baptismal 
grace was supposed, after the age of the aposties, to be com- 
municated. But the former sentence occurs as a statement 
of the author’s own opinion, which other recent writers have 
also expressed, since Schleiermacher’s authority unfortunate- 
ly gave it currency. He fully recognizes the scriptural char- 
acter of Infant Baptism in §§ 37 and 104, as well as the im- 
portance of a Christian education after the administration of 
the rite. But he does not unfold fully the old doctrine of 
baptismal grace, usually, and perhaps not very happily term- 
ed in English: Baptismal regeneration. He says, it Is true, 
that ‘‘in theory Christian baptism coincides with regenera- 
tion,” p. 123, but he does not advance with sufficient fulness 
the earliest views, which are those now occurring in the doc- 
trinal system of the Lutheran Church. The most explict re- 
mark is the followmg, on pp. 402, 403: “In the mind of the 
ancient church, baptism and regeneration were intimately 
connected, and by Ireneus [born before A. D. 140, and styled 
on p. 402, “the faithful bearer of Johannean doctrine’ | him- 
self, in another passage, they are distinctly identified. In an 
infant, in fact, any regeneration but through baptism is in- 
conceivable, &c.’’ We may here incidentally remark, that 
the General Council of Carthage, at a subsequent period 
(A. D. 418,) which condemned the noxious errors of Pelagi- 
us in the most decisive terms, specially noticed his low views 
of Baptism ; 1f the doctrine of Original Sin is denied, which 
was one of his heresies, then the baptism of infants is re- 
duced to a mere unmeaning form, as he accordingly taught. 
Indeed we may ascribe the general indistinctness with which 
the benefits of Infant Baptism are regarded by many of the 
men of this gencration, and the sinful neglect with which it 
is treated, even by those who -confessionally adopt it, toa
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Pelagian fecling which seems to be unconsciously extending 
in the United States. The council just mentioned, accord- 
ingly, while asserting other points of the ancient faith, adop- 
ted at the same time a canon which was expressed in unc- 
quivocal terms: it disowned Pelagius and all others who, like 
him, either denied that newly-born children ought to be bap- 
tized, or who maintained, on the one hand, that these were 
indzed baptized for the remission of sins,-but, on the other 
hand, that no original sin, adhering to them from Adam was 
expiated or removed by the washing (bath, ablution, Titus 
0: O) of regeneration; for, as they added, it would thence 
follow that no truth was presented by such a baptism, and 
that it was only an illusory form, or unmeaning ceremony. 
As our author does not, however, pronounce a decision on the 
matter, we pass to his other declaration on p. 125, which re- 
presents Confirmation. as an act supplementary to Baptism. 
We do not allude to the well-known inconsistency of the Epis- 
copahans, who also mistake the true relation of these two 
rites to each other, and ignore the important point that the 
one is of divine origin, and a holy Sacrament, the other, in 
no sense clothed with that exalted character; nevertheless, 
the Episcopal priest, belonging to an inferior order, 1s per- 
mitted to administer the Sacrament, the other (a rite, the 
apostolic origin of which is even contested, and which 1s cer- 
tainly not a Sacrament,) is reserved for the highest function- 
ary, the Bishop alone. Dr. Schaif seems to regard Baptism 
as incomplete in itself; we think, on the contrary, that the 
divine grace which is connected with Baptism is already of a 
positive nature, and is not given by the Savior in a form so 
imperfect that it is quite inefficacious without human aid. 
The early Lutheran Church assigned the highest importance 
to the relzgious education of baptized children, as the means 
appointed by the Lord for developing the spiritual life given 
by the Divine Spirit at its second birth, that is, when it is 
born of water, regenerated in Holy Baptism. The Church, 
at the same time, regards a voluntary and intelligent confes- 
sion of faith on the partof the baptized child, at the earliest 
period, as also a point of the utmost importance. If Dr. 
Schaff comprehends under the term ‘‘Confirmation,” as we 
wish to believe, the religious education of the baptized child, 
and this subsequent confession of faith, as necessary to the 
full enjoyment of the benefits of Baptism, is language re- 
ccives a very satisfactory interpretation, although the precise 
terms do not readily suggest it. The practice of the Luther-
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an Church, in which our modern Confirmation originated, was 
seriously affected during the horrors of the Thirty Years’ War. 
The devout Spener found the church bleeding at every pore, 
in consequence of that war, which well nigh extinguished all 
relivious life in the countries that were made desolate by it. 
He labored long and earnestly in the work of restoring energy 
to the Church, and, among other measures which he adopted, 
he was induced to revive the early simple Lutheran rite of 
Confirmation. He gave it, however, a new form when, on 
his own authority, and without ecclesiastical sanction, he com- 
municated to it the character of a vow, while originally it 
was specially a confession of faith. It was now regarded as 
a confirmation on the part of the individual, of the original 
baptismal covenant; Spener first required each catechumen 
to give his hand at the altar, as a pledge that the vow should 
be kept. This practice of Spener is now, we believe, par- 
tially misunderstood’ among us in the United States, and 
supposed to be also ‘“‘the right hand of fellowship’’—appa- 
rently an improvement even on Spener'! 

When Pietism was succeeded by Rationalism, the latter, 
destitute itself of the life-giving power which dwelt in Spe- 
ner, and denying the cardinal doctrines of the Church, gave 
an unnatural prominence to the mere external act of Confir- 
mation, that is, the imposition of hands. The hymns, alter- 
nately sung by the congregation and the catechumers, the 
processions, the ostentatious service, intended by its factitious 
“solemnity,” to atone for the absence of spiritual life and a 
confession of the true faith, the white articles of apparel, the 
dignified but Christless addresses, the labored efforts to pro- 
duce an effect—were all more or less introduced by the Ra- 

tionalists for the purpose of giving a body to Confirmation, 
after they had renounced the spirit of the Gospel of Christ. 
In this form, but without the heterodoxy, it may at times be 
seen in the United States. When the rite of Confirmation 
is now administered, a much deeper interest is frequently 
manifested by the congregation than the divine ordinance of 
Baptism creates. The same persons who were dissolved in 
tears as they beheld the “‘young people” approaching the al- 
tar, will leave the church without a sign of emotion at the 
time when a little child is brought to Christin Holy Baptism, 
and the regenerating influences of the Divine Spirit are im- 
parted. No doubt the opinion of Dr. Schaff is very prevalent 
in the Lutheran and German Reformed congregations in the 
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United States—that is, the opinion which his words may seem 
toimply. But it is, nevertheless, erroneous in all its aspects, 
and can only tend to degrade from its true rank a life-giving 
Sacrament, for which the Church is indebted to its Divine 
Head. If even we believe that Confirmation is, ultimately, 
of apostolic origin, and even if we assign to it a very high 
value, as we sincerely do—that is, when viewed in connection 
with religious instruction and the subsequent confession of 
faith—still, as the mere formal act by which new members of 
a congregation are received, it is as little necessary to com- 
plete Baptism, as the agapz or love-feasts sanctioned by the 
apostles, were necessary to complete the Sacrament of the 
Lord’s Supper. 

It is a frequent complaint that the English theological lit- 
erature which our English pastors usually study, is so much 
tainted with the foreign element of Puritanism, or pervaded 
by a still more unchurchly spirit. It is, accordingly, a relief 
to meet with a work like theone before us, the solid learning 
of which betrays no pretension, and the devout Christian 
spirit of which isfreefrom formality, from a sickly piety, and 
from all religious affectation. We were, therefore, the more 
surprised on meeting with the following sentence on p. 311: 
‘Against the intoxicating and immoral amusements of the 
heathen, the Christian life of the early church took the char- 
acter of an inexorable Puritanic rigor.” Surely that rigor 
was wisely and properly exercised, as the context indeed im- 
plies; as an ethical principle, it 1s sustained by numerous 
passages of the New Testament. Was it not then a scriptu- 
ral, a Christean rigor? Why should a moral principle, con- 
scientiously and intelligently applied, and flowing from a di- 
vine source, (independently of any anachronistic irregularity 
in the phrase) be characterized by a term indicating a purely 
human origin, of doubtful character? Still, we are gratified 
in the highest degree, to find the work before us entirely free 
from any tendency to encourage the adoption by the Church 
of any of those “‘measures’ which modern, and often fanati- 
cal, sects have introduced; some of their practices, as well 
as the theories on which they rest, have unhappily been in- 
troduced among those whose fathers had transmitted to them 
a faith so pure and perfect, and church usages so scriptural 
and complete, that nothing really useful in doctrine or prac- 
tice could be further learned from any sect, however loudly 
it might exclaim against our formality, and require us to 
adopt its vain human devices. .
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Two of the excellent features which occur in German works 
of the class to which the present volume belongs, but which 
have not hitherto acquired the same prominence in the works 
of English writers, are here presented, namely, references to 
“Sources” or original writers from whom the materials are 
directly or immediately derived, and the “Literature,” that 
is, the principal authors who have written on the special sub- 
ject discussed, in monographs or otherwise. Dr. Schaff’s ac- 
quaintance with German, French and English writers, ob- 
tained from astudy of the works themselves, has enabled him 
to present a rich array of names, which will be of material 
service to the student. Although his present position, as he 
mentions with regret in his Preface, does not give him access 
to large University libraries, he seems to have fully overcome 
that disadvantage by his laborious researches ; his familiarity 
with the best productions of the British press, of the present 
and of earlier times, furnish indubitable evidence of the en- 
lightened zeal and ample success with which he has sought 
an avenue to every source of knowledge. 

We have read the second half of the work with even more 
pleasure than the first. The style is vigorous and flowing, 
and reflects the highest credit on the taste and ability of the 
translator. The following passage is, for instance, so suc- 
cessful in conception and execution, that we cannot forbear 
to transcribe it: 

‘Ebionism is a particularistic contraction of the Christian 
religion ; Gnosticism, a vague expansion of it. The one is 
a gross realism and literalism ; the other, a fantastic idealism . 
and spiritualism. In the former the spirit is bound in out- 
ward forms; in the latter it revels in licentious freedom. Ebi- 
onism makes salvation depend on observance of the law; 
Gnosticism, on speculative knowledge. Under the influence 
of Judaistic legalism, Christianity must stiffen and petrify ; 
under the influence of Gnostic speculation it must dissolve 
into empty notions and fancies. Ebionism denies the divinity 
of Christ, and sees in the Gospel only a new law; Gnosticism 
denies the true humanity of the Redeemer, and makes his 
person and his work a mere phantom, a docetistic illusion. 

The two extremes, however, meet; both tendencies from 
opposite directions reach the same result—the denial of the 
incarnation, of the true and abiding union of the divine and _ 
the human in’ Christ and his kingdom; and thus they fall to- 
gether under St. John’s criterion of the antichristian spirit 
of error (1- John 4: 1—3). In both, Christ ceases to be me-
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diator and reconciler, and his religion makes no specifie ad- 
vance upon the Jewish and the heathen, which place God and 
man in abstract dualism, or allow them none but a transient 
and illusory union.’’—pp. 211, 212. 

The apprehension of the author that ‘‘occasional German- 
isms’’ possibly escaped notice, may, no doubt, be safely dis- 
missed. The only one which specially attracted, at least our 
notice, occurs on p. 478, where a patristic work is said to 
‘fall into three books,” from the German zerfdllt. A few 
obscurities, perhaps, remain in the earher part of the volume. 
On p. 42, the omission .of the word ‘‘man’s’’ before ‘“‘origi- 
nal,” instead of ‘“‘the,’’ 1s an instance. Qn p. 60, the apos- 
tles are “‘transported into an element.’’ Thus too, on p. 97, 
the Gospel of John is said to “breathe the peaceful air of 
eternity.” We observed a slight repetition on p. 76 and p. 
88, where.a sentence referring to Paul, introduces precisely 
the same consecutive terms. The phrase on p. 170, ‘‘Maxi- 
mus fell again to persecution,” resembles an antiquated Eng- 
lish construction. The sentence on p. 272, beginning: ‘All 
plainly, &c.,” of which the grammatical construction 1s in- 
complete, may be a typographical oversight. The ‘‘aversion”’ 
mentioned on p. 3832, could not at once have arzsen as a pre- 
valent aversion. These are nearly all the inaccuracies we 
observed, and they are all of httle importance. But we no- 
ticed several expressions which are either offensive to good 
taste, or otherwise Inappropriate, and which could easily be 
altered. ‘They are the following: ‘‘Mary, the bride of the 
Holy Ghost,” p. 55; the “blunder” of Peter, p. TT; “the 
metaphysical discourses of the Lord,” and “the evangelists 
follow their hero,” both on p. 97; ‘‘the tragedy of the cross,” 
p. 126; ‘the demigods’’ mentioned on p. 144; ‘“‘the Holy 
Ghost—closely allied to the Father and the Son,” p. 278. 
These occasional lapses are the most serious which we ob- 
served, and as they are all more or less susceptible of a good 
explanation, they furnish the evidence that the body of the 
work has been prepared with the utmost fidelity, conscien- 

tiousness, taste and accuracy. 
The work is the most valuable addition which our English 

theological literature has received for a very long period; it 
will grace the finest library ; it willinstruct and charm every 
intelligent mind; and if the author will proceed in his noble 
work, on which we sincerely invoke the divine blessing, and 

should be spared until he has completed it, he will become 
one of the greatest bencfactors known to the friends of learn- 
ing and truth.
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ARTICLE VII. 

NOTICES OF NEW PUBLICATIONS. 

The earnest Christian, Memozrs, Letters, and Journals of 
Harriet Maria Jukes, wife of the late Rev. Mark fi. 
Jukes. Compiled and edited by Mrs. H. A. Gilbert. 
New York: Robert Carter & Brothers, 5380 Broadway.— 
1859. 

THis is one of those delicious christian biographies with not a few of 
which the religious public has, for some years past, been favored. It is 
the memoir of one who, in her English home, gave herself in early life 
to the Lord, resolving to be wholly his, and to make his service her life's 
one great concern: who, in the happy relations of the home-circle, walk- 

ed, in strict but chgerful consistency, with God, shedding the light of a 
bright example around her, and exerting an influence for immeasurable 
good upon all with whom she associated: who subsequently as govern- 
ess, then as the wife of a god-fearing and devout emigrant to Canada and 

settler in that province, continued to maintain that close communion 
with her Lord, and that godly walk and conversation which had so long 

characterized her; who afterwards removed to Ohio with her husband, 
who there entered the sacred ministry in the Episcopal church, in which 

new relation she continued instant in prayer and in well-doing, and in 

earnest devotedness to her duties as a member of the church, as a pas- 
tor’s wife, and as the mother of a numerous family, until after a couple 

of years, herself and husband were, within two days of each other, swept 
into the grave by cholera. Her numerous letters, her journal, her en- 

tire walk and conversation breathe throughout the most fervent love to 
the Savior and his people, an earnest desire, ever exhibiting its sincerity 
in appropriate action, to win souls to Him whom her soul loved, a severe 
conscientiousness in dealing with herself, a meek, gentle and loving fidel- 
ity to all the duties of the christian in life’s varied relations, all which 
renders the book one of the most attractive, interesting, instructive and 

edifying, which it has been our privilige to recommend to our readers. 

To young and old we accordingly recommend it as a precious testimony 

to the power of religion in the soul, and a powerful witness for the beau. 

ty and blessedness of holiness.
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Christian Hope. By John Angell James. New York: Robert 
Carter & Brothers, No. 530 Broadway.—1859. 

Ir seems quite needless to recommend this volume to the christian 

public.of this country, where the name and works of the author have 

been so well known for many years, and where his reputation 1s a sufii- 

cient passport for any religious works to the favor of serious and devout 

readers. In his dedication of the work to his colleague, the Rev. R. W. 

Dale, the author says: “What I here send forth has, with no consider- 

able variation, been the subject of my ministerial teaching for more than 

half a century. It exhibits my latest, as well as my earliest, views of 

the truth as it isin Jesus.” With the prospect before him of being re- 

moved, at no distant period, from the sphere of his faithful labors on 

earth to his glorious reward in heaven, this venerable servant of Christ 

here sends forth his parting words to that world, in which he has been 

made the blessed instrument of turning many to righteousness. Under 

a, variety of heads he considers the christian grace of hope, discussing 

its nature, foundation, object, &c., with a clearness of intelligence, va- 

ried richness of experience, an earnestness of well instructed and thor- 

oughly disciplined zeal, and a chastened fervor of spirit, such as we can 

look for only in one who has grown gray in the service of the Master. 

Without being prepared ,to adopt every sentiment which it presents, we 

cannot hesitate to say that the work contains a mine of solid thoughts, 

of lucid exposition, of devout reflections, of happy christian experien- 

ces, of wise counsel and earnest exhortation, and that to all true chris- 

tians, whether ministers or laymen, it cannot fail to bea faithful monitor, 

and a most instructive and edifying companion, not only in the secret 

inquiries and exercises of the closet, but in the pursuits, the struggles 

and conflicts, and the sacred duties of this probationary state. 

Country School-Houses: containing Hlevators, Plans and 
Specifications, with Hstemates, Directions to Builders, Sug- 
gestions as to School Grounds, Furniture, Apparatus, etc., 
and a Treatise on School-House Architecture. By James 
Johonnot, with numerous Designs by 8. E. Hewes. New 
‘York: Ivison & Phinney, 321 Broadway. Chicago: 8. C. 
Griggs & Co.—1859. — 

‘Tus handsome octavo volume ought, we think, to be a most accepta- 

ble acquisition to all who are entrusted with the superintendence and 

management of public schools in the country. Its specific design is, to 

benefht the country, in which little attention has been paid to the matters 

here so efficiently discussed, whilst in the cities and larger towns school- 

houses have generally been built in a style conformable to the improved
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architecture prevailing around them. The importance of having tasteful 

—handsome or, at least, neat school-houses, duly ventilated, well and ju- 

diciously windowed, appropriately furnished, and in pleasant localities, 

is so obvious, and by intelligent persons so well understood, that it re- 

quires no elaborate demonstration. And yet it seems needful to urge it 

upon the consideration of ‘those, whose duty it is to select sites and to 

adopt plans for country school-houses. To such persons the work before 
us will furnish, point for point, in most ample and minute detail, all ne- 

cessary information. It reduces to system, the great mass of valuable 
information previously collected, but never connectedly presented, and 

develops from it principles of universal application. It contains plans 

specially adapted to the wants of the country districts, with, all the de- 
tails of building, estimates, bills of material and labor, specifications, 
and full and accurate descriptions, so that any ordinary builder can con- 
struct a school-house precisely as described. A few plans of a more elab- 
orate character have also been added.. The work is, in every sense of 

the word, decidedly, intensely practical, free from all idle verbiage. The 

forms of architecture recommended are illustrated with twenty designs 

exhibiting a progressive scale of artistic beauty, rising from the most 
simple compatible with good taste, to the most elegant likely to be adop- 
ted in rural districts, and accompanied with all necessary draughts of 

internal arrangements. We trust the work will find an extensive circu- 
lation; we hope it will make its way into every school-district in the 
country, and gain many readers every where, and we bespeak for its val: 
uable information and its sound principles the careful attention of all 

school-boards or committees—of all who have any influence in the edu- 

cational affairs of our land. 

Sermons by the Rev. John Catrd, M. A., Minister of the 
Park Church, Glasgow, Author of “Religion in common 
Life’ —A sermon preached before the Queen. New York: 
Robert Carter & Brothers, 530 Broadway.—1858. 

THe sermon which the author of the discourses before us preached 
before the Queen, having been republished here by the Carters, has made 
him extensively known in this country. The present volume contains 
twelve of his sermons on a considerable variety of subjects, all of the 
profoundest interest. Although of a decidedly practical character, they 
are written in a style of great elegance, perhaps too uniformly and _ per- 
fectly sustained throughout to suit the taste of some readers. And yet 
they are characterized by great simplicity and directness, the beautiful 

style appearing to be the garb in which the author’s thoughts naturally 

clothe themselves. There is nothing pedantic, nothing far-fetched about 

them; there is no clap-trap, no straining after cffect. They are the sol-
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emn and impressive utterances of a serious mind and a devout and earn- 

est spirit upon subjects of the highest moment to man: the fresh and 

vigorous outpouring of a heart full of the love of Christ and of souls. 

Thoroughly evangelical in doctrine, rich in profitable applications of sa- 

ered truth, clear iu exposition and happy iu illustration, they present 

fair models of sermonizing to a large class of minds, offer many happy 
suggestions to preachers generally, and afford most instructive and edi- 

fying reading to christians of all classes. 

The Science of common Things ; A familar explanation of 
the first Principles of ‘physical Science. For Schools, Fam- 
ilies and young Students. Illustrated with numerous En- 
gravings. By David A. Wells, A. M. 

Wells’ Natural Philosophy ; For the use of Schools, Acad- 
emies, and Private Students: Introducing the latest Re- 
sults of Scientific Discovery and Research: arranged with 
special Reference to the practical Application of Physical 
Science to the Arts and the Lxperiences of every day Life, 
with 3715 Engravings. By David A. Wells, A. M., auth- 
or of “The Science of Common Things,” Editor of the 
‘Annual of Scientific Discovery,’ ‘Knowledge is Power,” 
&c. Tenth Edition. 

Wells’ Principles and Applications of Chemistrg ; for the 
use of Academies, High Schools and Colleges: Introdu- 
cing the latest Results of Scientific Discover ry and Re- 
search, and arranged with special Leference to the practi- 
cal Application of Chemistry to the Arts and Employ- 
ments of Common Life. With 240 Lllustrations. By Da- 
vid A. Wells, A. M., author of “W ells’ Natural Philoso- 
phy:” “Science of Common ‘Things :” Hditor of the “‘An- 
nual of Scientific Discovery,” etc. New York: Ivison & 
Phinney, 821 Broadway. Chicago: 8. C. Griggs & Co., 
39 & 41 Lake St. Cincinnati: Moore, Wilstach, Keys & 
Co. St. Louis: Keith & Woods. Philadelphia: Sower, 
Barnes & Co. Buffalo: Phinney & Co. Newburg: T. S. 
Quackenbush.—1858. 

We have linked together, as the heading toa general notice, the three 

works named above, published or re-issued, during the course of the year, 

by the same well-known house in-New York, and by a number of affilia- 
ted establishments elsewhere. Our multiplied engagements forbid our 

subjecting these works to that minute examination, which would war- 
rant us in gnarantecing their perfect freedom from error. We have found
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no errors; and we happen to know that the second work in our list has 
met with an enthusiastic reception from a great number of instructors 

and principals of academies, and obtained the warmest encomiums from 
men eminent for their scientiffe attainments. While therefore we speak 

in good company in expressing our own favorable opinion, we need scarce- 
ly say that this has not been formed without an extensive examination of 
the three volumes themselves. If we were disposed to be hypercritical, we 

might point out some slight imaccuracies of expression or statement ; 

but they are of so little consquence as not to call for specific notice. We 
admire in these books, in the first place, their simple arrangement, and 

the direct continuity of development with which their respective subjects 
‘are presented. The subjects treatedin the work first named above be- 
long both to Physics and to Chemistry: they are presented and explain- 
ed in a succession of Questions and Answers, and illustrated with many 
engravings. The great merit of this book consists in its freedom from 
‘mere technicalities, its plainness of language, and its eminently practi- 

cal character, which qualities will render it a most welcome and useful 
instructor to ordinary readers, not possessed of scientific knowledge, or 

able to pursue scientific studies, and yet also well adapted to prepare 

such persons for the successful prosecution of more strictly scientific re- 

search. It is a work which ought to be in the hands of all who would pass 
for ordinarily intelligent members of society. So far as our acquaintance 
with text-books in Natural Philosephy extends, and it is not very limited 

—we are free to say that we regard the one before us as by far the best 
that we have seen. It is much more copious in matters, more full in ex- 

planation and illustration, than any other that we have met with. The 

facts to be communicated, the doctrines and principles to be inculcated, 
are stated with great simplicity, clearness and precision, and so amply 

unfolded and elucidated, that it must require great obtuseness of intellect 

not to comprehend the instruction thus given. The same is true of the 
work on chemistry, both as to the general arrangement, and to the exe- 

cution in detail. Facts and doctrines are every where stated in terse, 
comprehensive and clear propositions, which are then further commen- 
ted upon, unfolded, explained, illustrated, or enriched with other impor- 
tant but kindred matter, in smaller type, and the reader or student is ear- 
ried along on a smooth but briskly flowing tide of vivid and lucid expo- 
sition, into the very heart of the most interesting sciemces, and to a 
familiarity with all the rich and fully established results of the most re- 
cent researches in their respective domains. The author has effectually 
defended himself against the gratuitous attack recently made upon his 
Natural Philosophy in a popular monthly, and shown how the errors 
charged upon him accidentally crept into the earlier editions of his work. 

We most cordially recommend the three works betore us to instructors 
in academies and schools, to parents who would aid their children in the 
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acquisition of useful knowledge, and to those who are obliged to contend 

with the difficulties, and desire to master the mysteries of Natural Sci- 
ence, without the aid of teachers or professors. 

A. Golden Treasury for the Children of God, whose Treas- 
ure isin Heaven: consisting of Select Texts of the Holy 
Scriptures, with practical observations in prose and verse 
jor every day in the year. By C. H. Von Bogatzky. 
Translated from the German for the Lutheran Board of 
Publication. Philadelphia: Lutheran Board .of Publica- 
tion, 7382 Arch Street. 

This work has been long known and valued by Christians. In the orig- 
inal it has had a high reputation, and been blessed to the good of many 
souls. We hail with great pleasure the appearance of the present edi- 

tion, presented in so attractive a form by our Lutheran Board of Publi- 

cation, and free from the mutilations which have characterized other 

editions of the work issued in an English dress. The book is worthy of 

a place in every dwelling, and we sincerely trust its circulation may be 

as wide as its merits are deserving. Our pastors would do much towards 

promoting a devotional spirit among their people, by recommending its 

introduction and daily perusal in every family of their charge. 

Smith & English have published Dr. Fairbairns’ Hermeneutical work, 
which we recommended in a former number. It can be procured now 

from them. . 

The state of the 1mpenitent Dead by Dr. Hovey, published by Gould 
& Lincoln is a very interesting discussion of an important subject, call- 

ed for by the efforts of Universalism, in various forms, to propagate 

itself. 

The New England Theocracy by H. F. Wheden, translated by H. C. 
Conant and published by the same house, we have read with much inter- 

est, and as a history of Congregationalism in New England, it is very 

instructive. 

Lindsay & Blakiston have brought out the 8th number of the transla- 
tion of Dr. Herzog’s Encyclopedia of Theology. It seems to be grow- 

ing in favour. . 

Hengstenberg’s able work in the prophecies in the new Edition has 

been completed in 4 vols., and can be had of Smith & English, Phila- 
delphia. 

Smith & English will publish an edition of Winer’s New Tcstament 

Grammar, last edition, translated—first vol. on hand—a Classic. 

PRP PP eed 

Notices of several interesting books omitted for want of space.
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